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ABSTRACT

A FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS OF MEANS OF
PRODUCING AND STORING ENERGY
by
Michael S. Briggs
University of New Hampshire, May 2008

The goal of this dissertation is to examine some of the most promising non-fossil
means for producing electricity and storing energy for transportation, to provide a
thorough and (hopefully) unbiased assessment of which hold the most promise, and
therefore warrant further research focus. Additionally, recommendations are made for
potential means for improving proposed or existing technologies, in particular the
technology of a new subcritical reactor design using an electronuclear driver and thermal
transmutation of transuranic actinides.
The high energy density of liquid hydrocarbon fuels is ideal for transportation
applications, but our ability to sustainably produce such fuels (i.e. biofuels) is limited by
the low photo synthetic efficiency achieved by plants. While some proposals are made
herein to make the most of the potential of biofuels, their limitations ultimately will
require the storage of electrical energy (in batteries, hydrogen, or mechanical energy
storage) if we are to eliminate our dependence on petroleum for transportation. The
outcome of this analysis is that lithium-ion batteries are best suited for such an
application. This is based on a significantly better net efficiency with only moderately

XX

lower energy density compared to the best means of storing hydrogen, and no additional
infrastructure requirements. The analysis also indicates the direction research should take
to further improve lithium-ion batteries.
Since the sustainability of electric vehicles depends on the means of producing
electricity, a focus of this dissertation is assessing the potential to produce electricity with
advanced nuclear fission and fusion reactors. While magnetic and inertial confinement
fusion are interesting from the standpoint of the plasma and nuclear physics involved, the
analysis presented here illustrates that the potential for commercial electricity production
with either is slim, with several potential “deal breakers.” Further, muon catalyzed fusion
is shown to offer no practical means of producing net energy.
Furthermore, fusion fuels other than Deuterium-Tritium (DT) have triple product
requirements roughly two orders of magnitude greater for net energy production. The
analysis of a “catalyzed deuterium” plasma presented herein shows it to be less promising
than previous analyses have indicated. The flux of 14.1 MeV neutrons from a DT plasma
presents a significant challenge that is likely to limit or prevent commercialization of DT
fusion power. The primary alternative approach that may become viable is a so-called
helium catalyzed DD cycle. However, there are two significant challenges (the need for
active tritium removal and the large onsite tritium inventory) that must be addressed for
this option to have significant potential. Greater focus therefore should be placed on
advanced fission reactors, in particular thermal thorium reactors and driven subcritical
reactors, such as of the general design proposed in this dissertation.

XXI

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Currently, one of the greatest problems facing the United States, and the world in
general, is the problem of fossil fuel dependence. Not only does the burning of fossil
fuels create pollution, both localized (VOCs, etc.) and global (greenhouse gases), but our
dependence on a depletable resource (petroleum) for powering our transportation
infrastructure creates a greater potential for global conflicts, as well as economic
challenges for countries without large petroleum reserves to rely on.
The obvious conclusion is that reducing our demand for and developing
alternatives to petroleum has become a critical priority. Interestingly, these exact
problems with running our vehicles on petroleum fuels were foreseen by the likes of
Henry Ford and Rudolf Diesel a full century ago, with Ford supporting the use of
biomass derived ethanol to fuel his early vehicles, and Rudolf Diesel developing his
diesel engine specifically to run on vegetable oil - due to the obvious problem of
becoming dependent on a limited resource to fuel our vehicles, and in effect our
economy.
Decades of government funded research in the US and many other nations have
not managed to solve this problem. A likely factor is that no thorough analysis of the
many potential options for producing and storing energy for powering vehicles has been
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done to date. Many individual options have been analyzed, but what is needed is a more
fundamental analysis to determine which options have the most likelihood of success,
and therefore are the most worthwhile areas in which to focus further research efforts.
Researchers developing any energy-related technology will likely tell you that
their approach (for producing electricity or storing energy for transportation) is the best
option. Of course, they can not all be correct. Researchers developing a technology with
commercial aspirations tend to become biased in favor of their own technology, and may
not have a thorough understanding of the science involved or the current state of the art
of competing technologies - or even technologies that their own technology would
depend on.
Therefore, we include an overview of some of the more likely “alternative” means
of storing energy on vehicles, to determine which of the options has the most potential,
and therefore warrants the most attention (in the form of further research and
development). Since all fossil fuels are depletable, and their use leads to the production of
greenhouse gases, shifting from one fossil fuel (petroleum) to another (synthetic fuels
made from coal or natural gas) would not solve the underlying problem. Therefore, only
options that can be completely independent of fossil fuels will be considered.
Because storing energy in batteries will be shown to be among the most appealing
options, this analysis must also include an examination of emerging technologies for
producing electricity without fossil fuels. After all, if we cease powering our vehicles on
imported oil, only to power them on electric vehicles charged with electricity produced
by burning imported natural gas, the underlying problem has not been solved.

Since the objective of this research is to determine what areas are most
worthwhile for focusing continuing research efforts, in particular for physicists, a heavy
emphasis has been placed on nuclear fusion (Chapter 4) and fission (Chapter 3) for
electricity production.
To thoroughly analyze all (currently conceivable) potential options for producing
and storing energy would require far more space and time than are available for this work
(which is already far larger than would be ideal) - so judicious selectivity has been used
to limit the scope of the work to the most appealing options. As this is a physics
dissertation, and a key goal is assessing which areas physicists interested in energy
production would be best served to focus their efforts, the scope of this work was focused
in particular by this goal (resulting in the prominent focus on nuclear energy production,
for example).
In this first chapter, a general overview of the challenge will be discussed, and our
potential to meet that challenge. In Chapter 2, the primary options for storing energy (i.e.
batteries, liquid biofuels, hydrogen, and “mechanical potential energy” (i.e. flywheels,
etc.)), and converting stored energy into kinetic energy on board vehicles will be
analyzed and compared. As the analysis of this chapter shows that replacing petroleum
for transportation will require some means of storing electricity (since biofuels will not
be sufficient), the next three chapters will examine non-fossil options for producing
electricity - nuclear fission (Chapter 3), nuclear fusion (Chapter 4), and various forms of
solar electricity generation (Chapter 5). It must be pointed out again that this is not the
entirety of our options - but rather a selection of the most promising options, with a
heavy emphasis on those most interesting to physicists.

Chapter 6 will focus on two specific research areas for improving the potential
role of liquid biofuels (biodiesel in particular) - the development of a catalytic method
for converting glycerol (by-product of biodiesel production through transestérification)
into methanol for use in transestérification, and the use of microalgae as a triglyceride
feedstock (including the general design of a biorefmery concept to use wastestreams to
produce fuel and fertilizer).
The dissertation will conclude in Chapter 7, with a summary discussion and
comparison of the energy pathways examined in previous chapters, to provide the final
recommendations on where research efforts should be focused. In physics in general, we
would like all of our problems to be purely objective in nature - devoid of subjectivity.
Unfortunately, that can not be the case entirely in this dissertation, as public opinion
weighs heavily on energy and automotive transportation matters. An additional challenge
then for scientists and engineers is to ensure that energy production and storage
technologies are acceptable to the public - in terms of safety, cost, environmental impact,
and ease of use for the consumer (while we can expect the few who operate nuclear
reactors to be highly trained, we obviously can not have similar expectations of everyone
who might drive a car).
The analysis of various alternative fuels and electricity storage methods is done
for several reasons, a prominent one being that no such analysis has been done
thoroughly. It is rather interesting that with all of the public debate about how best to
replace petroleum, or end our use of fossil fuels, no single academic study has thoroughly
investigated all, or even a majority of the alternatives, to analyze and compare the
technological and commercial viability of each. The analysis in this dissertation will

focus primarily on the science behind various technologies, and what challenges need to
be overcome (while keeping an eye on other factors that can affect the commercial
viability of the technology, to ensure that it is publicly acceptable).
Another important reason for the broad comparison is that any researcher is prone
to a form of tunnel vision, becoming so focused on his or her own research that they
never step back to look at how their research fits into the grand scheme of things, or
compares to other competing technologies being developed. This is particularly true in
the energy sector where researchers developing one form of technology typically never
themselves take the time to learn about potentially competing (or even symbiotic)
technologies. Hence, thoroughly analyzing some of the key options being researched, to
carry out a thorough and (hopefully) unbiased analysis of these options can be an
extremely useful and important endeavor.
Lastly, a key intent of this work is to help students or researchers in physics to
identify potential research projects for themselves. While much of this dissertation is a
review of research done to date, there are also proposals and theoretical analyses of some
options not thoroughly analyzed to date (such as a muon-catalyzed-fusion electronuclear
hybrid driver of a sub critical fission reactor, discussed in Chapter 4, and the biodieselrelated experimental work and proposed biorefmery discussed in Chapter 6). The chapter
on nuclear fusion includes a thorough analysis of the primary approaches to nuclear
fusion (magnetic, inertial, and chemical confinement), that should certainly be
worthwhile reading for graduate students considering pursuing research in any form of
fusion research.

Anyone beginning their foray into the field of energy research generally does so
with dreams of being the one to develop a means of producing or storing energy that can
solve most of our energy problems. Unfortunately, this dissertation will instead
accomplish somewhat of the opposite - proving and showing that several means of
producing and storing energy currently being researched (and heavily funded) are highly
unlikely to ever become viable options (such as “aneutronic” fusion (or fusion in general,
to a lesser degree) and hydrogen fuel cells, for example). While it would be preferable to
be able to prove that something can readily (and easily) solve our problems, disproving it
to be so should still at least help narrow the focus of future research.

1.1. Transportation Energy vs. Electric Energy
An important point to keep in mind is that when it comes to how we use energy,
not all forms of energy are of equal value. As an illustration, compare the market value
for electrical energy to the cost of energy in the form of gasoline. One gallon of gasoline
generally contains 114,100 BTUs of energy, equivalent to 33.56 kWh (3,400 BTUs per
kWh). With current market prices for gasoline, before taxes, in the neighborhood of
$2.50 per gallon, this equates to roughly 7.4 cents per kWh. While this is lower than the
average retail price of electricity to customers in the US, 9.45 cents per kWh in 2005\ it
would not make economic sense to buy gasoline to turn it into electricity, due to the low
efficiency of that conversion process - roughly 20%, which would result in a cost of
producing electricity from gasoline of 37 cents per kWh.
The fact that the market value varies for energy in different forms (electricity,
transportation fuels, heating fuels, etc.) means that to compare different processes for
producing energy, the usability of the product has to be the same. So, for example, it

wouldn’t be worthwhile to compare the efficiency of producing electricity with
photovoltaic panels to the efficiency of producing a liquid fuel from biomass. To
adequately compare them, they both need to be in the same state - such as by converting
the electrical energy from the PV panels into chemical energy in batteries, electrolyzed
hydrogen, or some other option - or burning the biofuel to produce electricity.
The obvious implication is that options that are worthwhile for producing energy
in one form (i.e. electricity) may not be worthwhile to produce it in another form (i.e.
transportation fuel), as a conversion step would be required, with efficiency less than
100%. And in all of this, a key point to keep in mind is the notion that “the perfect is the
enemy of the good” -dismissing any option that is not perceived as perfect will likely
leave us with no viable option left, since no option could possibly be perfect.

1.2. The Second Law of Thermodynamics and Snstainability
An important point to consider in all of this is the question of whether it is
possible for us to live sustainably. In other words, has the population of humans on earth,
and our energy-demanding lifestyles, grown to the point that we can not sustain our
energy demands? There are many groups that claim that is the case, often based on a mis
understanding of the second law of thermodynamics (or based on nothing at all).
The second law of thermodynamics says (among other things) that in a closed
system, energy tends to flow from being concentrated energy (in any form) to becoming
less concentrated. It is important to take a few minutes to clarify the second law, since it
is an important - and often misunderstood - rule in all of science. A common way of
writing the second law is to say ""The entropy o f an isolated system not at equilibrium will
tend to increase over time, approaching a maximum value

A common misunderstanding - in fact, so common that many (perhaps even
most) introductory physics and chemistry texts make this mistake - is the belief that
entropy is just another word for disorder. Often, the claim is made that a demonstration of
how entropy always increases is seen if you have an aquarium divided into two halves one with clear water in it, the other with water with food coloring. If you lift the divider,
the food coloring spreads out, becoming less concentrated, and it is claimed that this is a
demonstration of the second law of thermodynamics - entropy tending to increase. If this
were the case, the tendency of mixed oil and water to separate on their own would be a
demonstration of entropy decreasing on its own - a violation of the 2"^* law!
But, entropy is not a measure of how disordered (or “un-concentrated”) anything
is - entropy is a measure of how spread out energy is - or more to the point, a measure of
the number of accessible energy microstates. In fact, applying the concept of entropy to
the organization of a macroscopic system is utter non-sense - other than that the expense
of energy by some “agent” to move macroscopic objects (whether to organize or
disorganize them) would result in an increase in entropy associated with that energy
expense (as stored potential energy becomes diffused as thermal energy).
The entropy of a system can be defined, as it was by Boltzmann, as

s=-*2;p,iog(p,)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, and Pi is the probability of each accessible energy
microstate in the system (i.e., the possible kinetic energies of particles of a gas). This sum
would be maximized if the probabilities of finding particles in each accessible microstate
are all the same, so the maximum entropy of a system could be written as

^ = Arln(#(E))

where N(E) is the number of energy microstates available to particles in the system.
Entropy being maximum when all possible microstates are equally likely gives rise to the
Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution in a “thermalized” (maximum entropy) gas.
The 2"^* law of thermodynamics states that in an isolated system (such that there is no
outside input of energy), processes can only happen if the associated entropy change (for
the system) is greater than or equal to zero. This means that “spontaneous” processes
(those that occur without outside input) can not decrease the number of energy
microstates available to particles in a system - which ultimately means that the flow of
energy in an isolated system is such that energy tends to “spread out” in the system. An
ice cube will melt in a warm room, decreasing the temperature and entropy of the room
slightly (decreasing the number of microstates available to particles in the air), but
increasing the temperature and entropy of the water more - such that there is an overall
increase in the entropy of the system.
What is the relevance of this to the discussion about powering our modern
society? The 2"^* law says that given the chance (i.e. if nothing acts to prevent it from
happening), energy will naturally flow from being more concentrafed (low entropy) to
being less concentrated (high entropy). This law, while sounding simple, is incredibly
important. It is what allows life to happen - especially modern, technological life. But it
is also the source of many problems. As a flow of energy wifhin an isolafed sysfem
resulfs in energy being more dispersed, and concentrafed energy is needed to do useful
work (i.e. fo “harvesf” some of fhe energy as if flows from concentrafed to dispersed), we
could say that any form of concentrated energy available to us will become degraded over
time, and less able to do useful work.

The thrust of this dissertation is to investigate options for increasing the
sustainability of our modern society - how we can produce and store energy in a more
sustainable matter. But, what is sustainability from the standpoint of energy, or entropy?
Whenever we use any source of energy to do work, the entropy of our “system” of us
here on earth has to increase. While the energy of the system may remain constant, its
ability to do useful work for us decreases as the energy becomes more dispersed. As we
use petroleum, coal, natural gas, solar energy, etc., that energy is going from a form in
which it is concentrated to a form in which it is more dispersed (eventually going to
heat).
The claim is sometimes made then that because entropy of an isolated system can
not decrease (given the chance, energy trends towards being less concentrated, rather than
more concentrated), that eventually there will not be any form of concentrated energy
which we can tap into. To an extent that is true - eventually the entire universe should
become a cold, dark place. But, that’s a long ways off. In another way though, if we only
relied on fossil fuels, this claim would still be true - as we use those forms of stored
concentrated energy, it becomes dispersed, such that we can not use it again.
But, energy is continually being delivered to the earth from the sun, in the form of
electromagnetic radiation - so the earth itself is not an isolated system. The energy from
the sunlight reaching the earth causes plants to grow, creates weather patterns and other
phenomena, and ultimately eventually radiates out into space. Conveniently for us, earth
has evolved to the point that averaged out over time, the rate of energy the earth receives
from the sun balances the rate of energy lost into space (through heat transfer), such that
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over time the earth’s temperature (averaged out over time and the entire earth) stays fairly
constant.
Sustainability from an energy (and entropy) standpoint therefore means accepting
that there are a limited number of “outside” energy inputs available to us:
1. Energy from the sun,
2. “Tidal” energy in the gravitational tug of war between the earth and moon
(which is not limitless, and could easily be argued to not really be an outside energy
input), and to a lesser extent the earth and the sun
Fossil fuels are at heart solar energy that was stored in the form of chemical
energy millennia ago (which in the process involved sequestering carbon out of our
atmosphere, which would be undesirable to release again, as it increases the infrared
radiation trapping ability of the atmosphere). Geothermal energy, another energy
“source” we could tap into, is a heating of the core of the earth due to a combination of
gravitational compression and radioactive decay (where the radioactive elements were
formed largely due to gravitational compression). Nuclear energy, whether from fusion of
light elements or fission of heavy elements, may be arguably viewed as “sustainable” in
the sense that with improved fuel cycles the resources available could last us for many
thousands of years, but are not really “renewable” resources.
The solar energy available to us is fairly easy to quantify, and to see where
exactly that energy comes from (electromagnetic radiation from the hot sun, heated by
nuclear fusion in a gravitationally confined plasma). But, what about tidal energy? If we
cover the ocean with magnetic buoys surrounded by coils, to use the up and down motion
of the tides (and waves on the ocean) to generate electricity, or use the tides to raise
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heavy objects that can then drive a generator as they are lowered, where is that energy
coming from? As we can use the tides to do work, clearly there is some energy reservoir
available to do that work.
That energy reservoir is the rotational and gravitational energy of the earth-moon
system. The moon pulls the oceans on the earth’s surface closer towards it, forming
somewhat of a damped harmonic oscillator system (damped as friction converts the back
and forth kinetic energy of the ocean to thermal energy). The energy dispersed decreases
the potential energy of the earth-moon system. So, it may be insightful to see how much
gravitational energy exactly is in the earth-moon system, compared to the energy use of
we humans here on earth.
Based on the masses of the earth and moon, and distance between the two
(making the approximation that the center of mass of the earth-moon system is at the
center of the earth - not correct, but reasonable for a rough approximation of the
gravitational energy in the system), the gravitational potential energy of the earth-moon
system is -7.6x10^^ Joules. As global “market” energy consumption was last tracked in
2004 to be 447 quads (quadrillion BTUs)^, the earth-moon gravitational potential energy
is almost 2x10^ times global energy demand. So, based on human time-scales, tidal
energy could be viewed as “inexhaustible”.
Energy pulled from the tidal system though should decrease the gravitational
potential energy of the earth-moon system, resulting in the moon gradually moving closer
to the earth. Of course, this effect is offset by the moon receding due to conservation of
angular momentum, as the “bulging” of the earth from the gravitational pull of the moon
results in a torque acting to slow the earth, due to the bulging being out of phase with the
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earth-moon axis. This same effect is what resulted in the moon’s rotation gradually
synchronizing with its orbit around the earth, such that the same side always faces the
earth (so the moon’s axis of gravitational “bulging” is along the earth-moon line). The
slowing of the earth results in the separation between the two increasing, for angular
momentum to be conserved, resulting in a transfer of rotational kinetic energy to
gravitational potential energy (while tidal “friction” and work done by tides here on earth
results in a transfer of gravitational potential energy to thermal energy - with us having
the opportunity to use that energy to do useful work as it proceeds towards “degraded”
thermal energy). Unfortunately, our means for capturing tidal energy here on earth are
greatly limited due to the extremely low power density of the tides, making economical
electricity production from tidal energy very challenging, if not impossible.
By looking at the root sources of energy available to us here on earth, we can
narrow our focus of energy “production” systems to analyze. Also, for the purpose of
transportation, as we ultimately want to be able to store energy in a high density form
(low entropy) onboard vehicles, we can narrow our focus of various means of storing
energy. Chapter 2 will examine the three primary energy storage options - liquid organic
fuels, “electric” storage options (batteries, capacitors, hydrogen), and stored mechanical
energy (compressed air, spinning flywheels, etc.). For the latter two approaches, a means
of generating electricity would be required (beyond our current options, which are
insufficient for our increasingly industrialized planet, with continually dwindling fossil
fuels), where the various options can be broken down into categories based on the
underlying source of energy - nuclear, solar, or gravitational.
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CHAPTER 2

ENERGY STORAGE

Energy storage is important in modern society for three distinct functions powering vehicles (automobiles, planes, trains, etc.), powering small devices (i.e.
cellphones, laptops, etc.), and storing surplus electricity generated during “off-peak”
demand times. The second of these is already well handled by the current generation of
lithium-ion batteries, although such batteries will be examined in this chapter based on
their potential use for powering vehicles - with recommendations for further research that
may be able to significantly improve their capabilities in that field. The necessity for the
third function, storing “off-peak” generated electricity, is largely driven only by the
potential use of electricity generation methods that can’t be throttled to meet our demands
(wind power and conventional solar power are the two most obvious examples).
Energy storage methods that may be suitable for one function class (i.e. powering
small devices) may or may not be suitable for either of the others. In this chapter, a few
options under development for “storing” energy with relatively high density will be
examined. Currently, the transportation sector almost entirely relies on petroleum fuels as
the high energy density storage medium. With such fuels, labeling them as an energy
storage medium may appear odd, since such a label implies that we are the ones
converting some other form of energy into the form in which it is stored. But, with fossil
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fuels (and some other types of fuels, such as biofuels), most of the conversion has already
been done for us. In the case of fossil fuels, they are essentially solar energy that has been
stored as chemical energy, through processes requiring millennia. Therefore, they clearly
are not a “sustainable” option, as the rate of producing the high density fuel is far slower
than our rate of consumption.
What we should strive for, therefore, as an energy storage medium for all energy
storage functions, is a medium that does not require the use of fossil fuels. The possible
options can be broken down into three main categories:
1. Liquid organic fuels (organic meaning containing carbon and hydrogen), not
derived from fossil fuels, to be used in combustion engines
2. Electric storage devices
3. Mechanical energy storage devices
The distinction between the second and third group is that the second group
(batteries and fuel cells) releases its energy as electricity, which is obviously very
appealing for the third energy storage function (storing surplus grid electricity so that it
can be used when demand rises, to match grid power to demand), while the third category
(i.e. flywheels, compressed air, etc.) releases its energy as mechanical energy. The third
category therefore may have an advantage in the transportation sector, as we want to
ultimately convert the stored energy into mechanical energy, whereas combustion
engines convert stored chemical energy into thermal energy (some of which is converted
into mechanical energy), while electric storage devices require a motor to convert the
electricity into mechanical energy.
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Fully assessing these three categories of energy storage, and the plethora of
options in each, requires an analysis of (a) where the energy comes from in the first place
(i.e. the electricity to charge a battery or spin up a flywheel, or the growth of plants to
produce a biofuel), (b) efficiency (economic and energetic) and practicality (i.e. energy
density, “recharge” time, etc.) of the energy storage medium itself, and (c) the method of
recovering that energy and converting it into the form we want.
As both electric and mechanical energy storage devices may predominantly rely
on grid electricity to “charge” the storage devices, the issue of where the energy comes
from would be the same for both, and will be a large focus of this dissertation (in the
following chapters). In this chapter, therefore, the issue of where the energy comes from
will not be thoroughly covered for energy storage systems relying on electricity for
charging.
As energy storage mediums can be broken down into the three categories
identified above, this chapter will be split into three main sections based on those
categories, and in the order identified above.

2.1. Liquid Organic Fuels
Liquid organic fuels - ethanol and biodiesel in particular - are currently the
primary “alternative” fuels beginning to see significant use as petroleum replacements in
the transportation sector. One significant appeal of these fuels is that their energy
densities are comparable to the petroleum fuels they can replace (biodiesel has roughly
90% of the volumetric energy density of diesel fuel (which makes it roughly as energy
dense as gasoline), and ethanol is roughly 70% as energy dense as gasoline. Additionally,
they can be used (to varying degrees) in existing engines (biodiesel in diesel engines.
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ethanol in “spark ignition” gasoline engines). This eliminates the “chicken and egg”
problem of some other alternative fuels, such as hydrogen (i.e. nobody will buy a
hydrogen powered vehicle if the fuel is not readily available, and no companies will want
to build hydrogen refueling stations until a significant number of such vehicles are on the
road).
Ethanol and biodiesel both fall into the category of “biofuels” - fuels produced
from biomass. Thoroughly analyzing such fuels can be a complicated task, because of the
large variety of feedstocks (crops) that can be grown for making the fuel, and variations
in agricultural practices (which can significantly impact the cost, energy balance, and
overall sustainability of the fuel), as well as different processing technologies that can be
employed.
While biodiesel and ethanol are both growing in popularity, particularly in the
public debate about petroleum, some significant concerns remain. The total energy input,
and in particular the input coming from fossil fuels, for planting, fertilizing, and
harvesting the crops, and processing the crop into fuel, has become a topic of hot debate.
The 2005 paper^ by Tad Patzek (who heads the EIC Oil Consortium at UC Berkeley) and
David Pimentel (a retired entomology professor from Cornell) largely ignited the debate
in the scientific community, which was poorly represented in the public debate. Patzak
and Pimentel claimed that both ethanol and biodiesel are net energy losers, meaning that
more energy is used to produce the fuel than is contained in the resulting fuel. While their
data and conclusions have been thoroughly dismissed in the scientific literature"^, the
debate that sparked has led to a closer examination of the actual potential impact of using
agriculture to produce fuel.
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Therefore, it is worthwhile to begin the analysis of sustainable liquid organic
fuels, which would predominantly be biofuels, with an analysis of the fundamental
constraints on the quantum efficiency of photosynthesis, and the resulting implications on
using photosynthesis to produce fuels.

2.1.1. Quantum Limits ou Photosyuthetic Lfficieucy
In addition to letting us assess the limits on the efficiency with which plants can
convert solar energy into chemical energy, improving our understanding of
photosynthesis could open up new possibilities for artificial photosynthesis systems whether to produce electricity, or to directly synthesize chemicals (for use as fuels or
other purposes). The means of harvesting solar energy through photosynthesis is actually
considerably more complex than that of photovoltaics, and less well understood. In both
cases, the energy of photons is absorbed by imparting energy to electrons in the
respective materials. The actual electron excitation process involved, and what happens
after that point though are quite different. We will first consider how this initial photon
energy capture happens in photosynthesis.
The energy capture and excitation energy migration processes in photosynthesis
are fundamentally quantum mechanical in nature. To really understand these processes,
and how we might develop new technologies that seek to model or improve upon
photosynthesis, it is necessary to thoroughly understand these from a quantum
mechanical standpoint - which is still a work in progress. One challenge though is that
ordinary quantum theory assumes no thermal disorder - which is not the case for
photosynthesis and photovoltaics, both of which operate at temperatures well above
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absolute zero. Accounting for the effects of thermal disorder on these systems is an area
of ongoing research in biological physics, which is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
The photon capture stage of photosynthesis and photovoltaics are fundamentally
different - photosynthesis relies on photons having the same energy as the resonant
energy of an electron in the covalent path around a chlorin ring, while photovoltaics,
relying on the photoelectric effect, simply can use any photon with sufficient energy to
excite an electron from the valence energy band into the conduction energy band
(actually, since doped semiconductors are used, “stepping stone” energy levels are made
available within the normally forbidden energy band between the valence and conduction
band, as will be discussed further in Chapter 5). This presents a distinct advantage to the
photovoltaic approach in terms of the breadth of the spectrum of light that can be used, as
photons do not need to have a particular energy (corresponding to their wavelength)
dependent on the size and structure of the molecules they are exciting, but rather just
need to have some minimal “bandgap” energy.
Photosynthetic organisms work around this limitation somewhat by using
multiple photosynthetic pigments to broaden the spectrum of usable light wavelengths, as
will be described below. Evolution has done a remarkable job of making the most of this
approach, through the use of pigments that have resonant wavelengths in the most
prominent spectrum of light reaching earth’s surface (most of the visible spectrum).
At first glance, photosynthesis appears to be an essentially impossible
phenomenon. A key step of photosynthesis is the breaking of the 0-H bonds in water
molecules, freeing hydrogen. Breaking each of these bonds requires 4.8 eV of energy. If
photosynthesis therefore required individual photons to have at least 4.8 eV of energy.
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that would require photons with wavelengths of less than about 260 nm - which would
mean that only light in (and beyond) the ultraviolet spectrum would have sufficient
energy. Since less than 4 percent of the light reaching earth’s surface is that energetic,
this would greatly limit the efficiency of photosynthesis for harvesting solar energy. So,
what allows plants to split water molecules apart, using photons with too little energy to
do the job?
Obviously, more than one photon must be used to perform this action. The action
of splitting one molecule of water into hydrogen and oxygen during photosynthesis ends
up requiring four photons (most of the oxygen is just released -some is used for making
various molecules- while the hydrogen atoms are essentially accumulated to create a
proton gradient used to drive ATP synthesis, including the formation of sugars from
carbon and hydrogen).
So, the key trick - which would also be critical element of any artificial
photosynthesis system - is pooling up the energy derived from individual photons, to be
able to use it to power processes requiring more energy than an individual photon could
manage alone. The photon absorbing pigments perform the initial photon capture to
harvest energy, with the energy then being transferred to a reservoir in the form of a
charge separation across the cell membrane. Precise models of the energy transfer
mechanism are still being developed, but in general it appears to be based on a virtual
photon-mediated resonant energy transfer (RET). The incredible efficiency of this energy
transfer process (over 95%) has long confounded scientists, but may finally be explained
based on recently published research^. Engel’s group at EIC Berkeley observed coherent
electronic oscillations between donor and acceptor pigment molecules (semi-classically
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viewed as exchanging energy through virtual photon emission and absorption),
demonstrating the wavelike behavior of the excitation energy transfer through the
chromophore, accounting for the almost loss-less energy transmission.
The process of photosynthesis ultimately is the basis of all known life, as it is the
means by which energy coming to the earth from the sun is harnessed by living
organisms and turned into chemical energy. Not all plants (and no animals) rely on
photosynthesis for their direct energy input, but all of the plants and animals that get their
energy through other processes rely on processing chemical energy that initially, at some
point, came from solar energy harnessed through photosynthesis.
Obviously, any means of producing renewable energy from biomass must rely on
photosynthesis for the primary source of energy input. Since the only source of truly
external energy input to the earth available is from the sun, if we wish to make our
modern industrialized world truly sustainable, we must see how efficiently we can
convert this incoming energy to usable energy - either through direct harvesting of
sunlight (such as with photovoltaic panels or solar thermal-electric systems for making
electricity, solar heating panels for converting the solar energy into thermal energy for
heating, or using biomass as a means of converting solar energy to usable stored chemical
energy), or harnessing the energy further down the line (such as harnessing wind energy,
where wind on our globe is a product of heat variations around the globe caused by solar
heating).
Average solar radiation striking the earth is roughly 175,000 terawatts (175x10^^
watts), more than 10,000 times larger than the estimated average total rate of energy
consumption of humans on earth (estimated at 13-15 terawatts, with the US DOE
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estimating the low end of that in 2005^). At face value, this indicates that we should
easily be able to meet all of our energy needs purely from this solar input - but doing so
efficiently and economically is no simple task.
To better understand how efficiently we might be able to harness this external
energy input from the sun, and also to potentially improve our man-made solar energy
harvesting systems, we need to understand the primary process by which solar energy is
harnessed here on earth - photosynthesis - and in later chapters we will consider other
possibilities for converting solar energy into electricity. In simple terms, photosynthesis
is a process by which plants use solar energy to remove hydrogen from water, carbon and
oxygen from atmospheric CO2 , and build sugar molecules (which are then used as
building blocks to make fats, proteins, and so on). The photosynthesis process yields
oxygen molecules and carbohydrates, liberating oxygen from the water (creating the
symbiosis between plants and animals that sustains life on earth), with the overall process
generally written as shown below:
6 CO2 + I 2 H 2 O + photons —>C6H 12O6 + 6 O2 + 6 H 2 O
The overall process involves a multitude of chemical reactions known as the
Calvin Cycle (beyond the scope of this work), with the absorbed photon energy being
used to carry out various processes through the cycle - with the overall outcome being as
written above. The above process is actually the combination of 6 individual steps
through the Calvin Cycle, with each step requiring the absorption of eight photons (as
currently believed, based on the well known Z-scheme of photosynthesis), which could
be written as:
CO2 + 2H2O + 8y—> CH2O + O2 + H2O
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Four photons are required in photosystem II (PSII) to release four electrons from
two water molecules, breaking the 0-H bonds, and liberating one O2 molecule (each
photon being harvested initially by exciting one electron in a conjugate n bond in a
pigment molecule). As the freed electrons are used to carry out various reactions in the
photosystems (forming ATP from ADP), they drop in energy level. To continue the
processes of the Calvin Cycle in photosystem I, additional energy is required to excite the
electrons to a higher energy level for the remaining reactions, which comes from four
more absorbed photons (energy from each of these photons is used to re-excite the
initially freed four electrons).
Looking over the reaction equation, it is typical to ask why it is written with 12
water molecules on the left and 6 on the right, rather than just six on the left and none on
the right. Photosynthesis could be summarized that way, but it is actually a multi-step
process, with the first step (the “light dependent reactions”, requiring light input)
requiring the input of 12 water molecules, and the second step (the “light independent
reactions”, happening without photon input) creating 6 water molecules (note that all of
the water molecules on the left are broken down, with the 6 O2 produced being all of the
oxygen from the 12 H 2 O on the left. The 6 H 2 O on the right gets its oxygen from split
CO2 molecules). Writing the full equation as above is generally done to convey that
point.
For the purposes herein though, to assess the maximum possible efficiency of
photosynthesis, the light capture steps are more interesting (and in general are more
interesting processes to physicists). Photosynthesis begins with an electron in a
chlorophyll “pigment” molecule (or another photo synthetic pigment, such as a
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carotenoid) being excited by a photon - so this is where we will begin, focusing on
chlorophyll, the primary photosynthetic pigment. There are primarily two types of
chlorophyll found in nature - chlorophyll-a and chlorophyll-b, with the former
accounting for about 75% of the chlorophyll in nature. Both types of chlorophyll are very
large, nearly identical molecules, with the first type having the formula C55H?2MgN 4 0 5
(molecular weight 893.49), and the second being C55H7oMgN406 (molecular weight
906.51). A magnesium atom is at the center of both molecules, bonded to four nitrogen
molecules that form a chlorin ring - a ring of four pyrroles (C4H4NH rings, one of which
is reduced in a chlorin ring) in a square planar arrangement bonded to one metal atom at
the center - magnesium in the case of chlorophyll, and surrounded by covalently bonded
carbon atoms. Actually, some of the nitrogen atoms in the pyrroles are involved in the
ring of covalent double bonds, which are at the heart of the photon capture process. A
drawing of a chlorin ring is shown below in Figure 2-1. The dual parallel lines and the
single lines between them represent conjugate double bonds (an extra electron is shared
by two bonds, such that there are alternating single and double n bonds, with the “extra”
electrons that form the double bonds being delocalized, such that they don’t belong to a
particular bond, but rather to the group of bonds).

NH
HN

Figure 2-1 - A diagram of a chlorin ring, the "heart" of all photosynthetic pigments,
which carries ont the photon capture process
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So, how does chlorophyll harvest sunlight? The conjugated (shared) double bonds
between carbons (and two nitrogens) around the chlorin ring are from “extra” electrons
shared by carbon atoms, with the extra electrons able to migrate around the molecule.
Essentially, a delocalized system of p-orbital electrons extends throughout the ring of
conjugate double bonds (which are pi bonds, from overlapping p-orbitals).
These conjugated double bonds are what ultimately allow chlorophyll to harvest
sunlight. A single bond between carbon atoms involves the two carbon atoms sharing two
electrons. A double bond involves the two carbon atoms sharing 4 electrons. The ring of
conjugated double bonds around the chlorin ring consists of single bonds (two shared
electrons), with extra shared electrons that move around the ring. Electrons in conjugated
bonds require less energy to be excited by photons than electrons in other bonds - and
more conjugated bonds in a molecule results in electron excitement being possible with
lower energy photons.
To absorb light in the visible range, at least seven conjugated double bonds are
required in a molecule - such as carotene has (another photosynthetic pigment). The
seven conjugated bonds of carotene give carotene a maximum absorption band around
450 nm (visible blue light - resulting in carotene appearing reddish to us, as red light is
reflected). The large number of covalent double bonds in chlorophyll, and how they are
arranged, give it two maximum absorption peaks, one in the red part of the spectrum, and
one in the blue. The two primary types of chlorophyll, chlorophyll-a and chlorophyll-b,
have slightly different absorption peaks. The methyl group of chlorophyll-a being
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replaced by a formyl group in chlorophyll-b affects the covalent double bonds slightly,
shifting the absorption peaks.^
Most plants have both of these types of chlorophyll (there are also less common
variations termed c and d), generally in a 3:1 ratio (a to b), as well as various carotenoids.
The different resonance peaks of the pigments allows the entire plant to have a broader
range of light absorption.
This resonant absorption is best explained through molecular orbital theory.
Carbon’s normal electron orbital profile is ls^2s^2px^2py^ (filled Is orbital, 2s orbital, and
two electrons in 2p orbitals, which can be in three orientations

(p%, Py,

and p%). Filling one

of the p orbitals with spin anti-aligned electrons would be a higher energy state than
putting the two electrons in two different p orbitals, with spin aligned. If they were spin
anti-aligned, the Pauli Exclusion Principle would allow them to be positionally
indistinguishable, which results in a higher Coulomb energy. Such an electron
arrangement though would indicate that carbon only has two empty orbitals for bonding
(the spin anti-aligned states in the two partially filled 2p orbitals). It is energetically
favorable for one of the 2s electrons in carbon to move to the third 2p orbital (2p% in this
case), such that there are four partly filled orbitals - essentially four bonding sites.
When carbon bonds with three other atoms, rather than four, three of the orbitals
undergo a hybridization process. The unpaired 2s electron hybridizes with two of the
unpaired 2p electrons, forming three “sp^ orbitals”. The energy of the three hybrid
orbitals is equal, and between the energy of the regular 2s and 2p orbitals. When carbon
bonds to four atoms all four orbitals hybridize (forming four identical sp^ orbitals which
each look like half of a p orbital, and all have equivalent energy level). Whereas a 2p
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orbital has two “lobes”, as shown below in Figure 2-2 (in particular a 2py orbital, in
which the lobes have their axes along the y-axis), and a 2s orbital is spherical in shape,
sp^ orbitals are a combination of these probability wavefunctions.
2s orbital

2py orbital

Yi

->x.

■>x

Figure 2-2 - 2s and 2py orbitals of carbon atoms

With an s state denoted as \s), and a p state denoted as I p ) , a sp hybrid is a
normalized sum of an s and p state.
= cosrzj^) + sinrzjp)
where the cos and sin of some angle (a) provide a normalization. As stated, the carbon
atoms of the chlorin ring form a path of conjugate double bonds - essentially they have
single bonds to the three neighboring atoms, with one of the bonds alternately being a
double bond (effectively one of the four unpaired electrons is free to move throughout the
ring). It would seem logical to assume that the three normal bonds are from the sp^ hybrid
orbitals, but what ultimately determines that is the energy level of the orbitals. As the
hybrid orbitals are normalized sums of s and p states (2s and 2p in particular), their
energy levels will fall between those of the 2s and 2p orbitals. Since the fourth orbital is a
2p orbital, it will have a higher energy than the hybrid states. Thus, the electron (of the
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four unpaired ones) that is not “bound” to the atom will be the remaining 2p orbital
electron.
In the conjugate bonds of pigments, it is these 2p orbital electrons, and the bonds
they form, that absorb photon energy. A bond involving these unpaired 2pi electrons
forms by the lobes of the 2p orbitals overlapping (which involves the probability
distributions tilting towards the other nucleus). Such a bond formation requires the
electrons to be in phase, such that their wavefunctions add constructively (which
therefore requires by the Pauli Exclusion Principle that they have opposite spins). While
their proximity to each other brings a higher Coulomb energy, the energy of the overall
system is lower due to the attraction between the electrons and the nuclei (or in other
words, the electrons screen the nuclei from each other). Thus, the energy of 2p electrons
bound in such a way (called a n bond) is lower than the energy of two unbound 2p
electrons.
The electron wavefunctions can also add destructively in the region between the
nuclei, and constructively in the region away from it, such that the wavefunctions of the
2p orbitals do not overlap. Such an arrangement does not favorably shield the electric
charges of the nuclei from each other, resulting in a higher energy arrangement (and a
less stable arrangement, not promoting a bond). This arrangement is referred to as anùbonding, and for p orbitals is denoted as a %* bond. Pictures of %bonding and anti
bonding orbital arrangements, and relative energy levels are shown below in Figure 2-3.
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71bond

71 anti-bond (71 )

Energy Levels
71 bond

2pi
0

p::

I

__
I ^

2pi

71 bond

Figure 2-3 - tt bonding and anti-bonding (tt and tt bonds) in carbon atoms.
Photosynthesis revolves around photon capture by 2p electrons, causing a tt - tt
excitation

One p-orbital electron from each of two neighboring carbon atoms can come
together to form a 71 bond - with energy levels as illustrated qualitatively on the right of
the figure above. The electron screening results in the overlapping of p orbitals (a 71 bond)
having a lower energy than the two 2p electrons had originally. The anti-bonding
arrangement has a higher energy level associated than the normal 2p level. Photon
absorption in pigments (and many other materials) revolves around exciting one of the
electrons in a 71 bond into a 7Z* energy level (both electrons don’t have to move into the 7Z*
“molecular orbital”, one can do it alone), known as a 71- 71 transition. Thus, the energy
difference between those two orbitals determines the energy required for this transition,
and ultimately the energy of photons that can be absorbed.
Conjugation of double bonds (shared double/single bonds) results in additional,
slightly different energy levels for the 71 and 71* bonds being available through the chain of
conjugated bonds - analagous to discrete energy levels being broadened out into energy
bands in metals and semiconductors (although the mechanism is not the same).
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Since neither type of chlorophyll absorbs in the green spectrum, chlorophyll
reflects green light - which gives most plants a green hue. Most plants do also contain
other photosynthetic pigments, such as carotenoids, which absorb in the blue-green range
(and reflect red-orange light). This gives a broader absorption range, and is of course also
the reason leaves of deciduous leaves change color in the fall. The leaves normally have
much more chlorophyll than carotenoids, so appear green in the summer. In the fall, the
chlorophyll molecules break down before the carotenoids - so the red, orange, or yellow
reflection from the carotenoids dominates.
Understanding how these pigments work, and how they fit in with photosynthesis,
is important for potentially allowing improvements in biomass feedstocks through
selective or genetic manipulation (i.e. breeding for a pigment profile that maintains a
broader absorption range), or engineering biomimetic systems to mimic nature.
One or more of the extra electrons in the covalent double bonds of chlorophyll
molecules receiving photons in their absorption range become excited, as the energy from
the photon is absorbed. If the chlorophyll molecule is isolated, separate from other
molecules, the electron will just eventually de-excite, giving off the energy as light and
heat as it falls back to its lower energy level. However, in plants, chlorophyll molecules
are not isolated - they are bound within the chloroplasts of the plant, and form a long
photon-absorbing “antenna” connected to a reaction center where splitting of water and
CO2 takes place, and the following carbohydrate synthesis. A protein scaffolding
supports the pigment antenna, and may play a role in the high efficiency of the energy
transfer process, by dampening fluctuations that would break down the excitation
coherence^.
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Any pigment along the photon capturing antenna may absorb energy, but that
energy must be passed to the reaction center for the chemical reactions to take place. This
is generally modeled as occurring via virtual photon emission and capture along the
antenna, with the energy essentially leap-frogging along the pigments through subsequent
excitation and de-excitation steps of discrete energy levels (n- n* transitions). But, this
modeling alone has never been able to explain the extremely high efficiency (>95%) with
which this energy transfer happens.
The reaction center includes a “special pair” of chlorophyll pigments that receive
the transferred energy from the antenna and build up a charge separation across the
reaction center membrane, that is used for splitting H2 O and CO2 Within the last few
years, high-resolution images^ of photosystem I in cyanobacteria have allowed an
improved understanding and quantum modeling of the energy absorption and transfer
process of photosynthesis^**, that can explain the very high energy transfer efficiency.
While many aspects of photosynthesis are still poorly understood (such as the
means by which energy from the less common pigments is transferred and accepted by
chlorophyll a, which has a different resonant energy spectrum), the ability to model the
atomic structure of photosystem I has helped shed light on the energy transfer means in
general. The result has been discovering that the apparent randomness of pigment
antenna in photosystems is not really random at all, and plays an important role in the
impressive efficiency with which excitation energy is transferred and used - and also
how the efficiency changes little with thermal energy (unlike photovoltaics, as the
efficiency of an N-P Junction at directing photoelectric electrons in a particular direction
is heavily dependent on the thermal energy of the electrons).
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Recent developments in our understanding of resonance energy transfer along
pigment antenna in natural photosynthesis** are proving critical in developing artificial
photosynthetic systems. Often viewed as a coupling of oscillations of molecules (and thus
a mechanical coupling), a more accurate description of the process is that the energy is
transferred between molecules by a virtual photon from the (initially) excited molecule to
a lower energy accepting molecule (thus a Coulombic coupling). Further, as shown in the
recent work of Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (Engel, et. ah, 2007)^, their observation
of beat patterns in two-dimensional Fourier transform spectrometry of light-exposed
bacteriochlorophyll demonstrates coherent excitation of many potential energy transfer
paths along the antenna, effectively allowing the system to sample for the most efficient
path. The electronic quantum beating observed is a manifestation of the quantum
coherence of the entire system, finally explaining the extremely high efficiency of the
energy transfer process (and also demonstrating the effectiveness of evolution, to develop
a system so complex, to achieve such a high efficiency).
The entire process of photosynthesis is not worthwhile to delve into here, but this
examination of the efficiency of the energy capture and transfer mechanism is necessary,
along with a rough overview of the chemical operations, to make an estimate of the
maximum possible efficiency of photosynthesis. To assess the efficiency of
photosynthesis at harvesting solar energy, it first needs to be pointed out that since only a
portion of the spectrum of light from the sun can be used by these pigments,
photosynthesis obviously can not be 100% efficient at harvesting solar energy.
Since evolution revolves around plants and animals best adapted to their
environment being the ones that “succeed” and survive, it should be no surprise that
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plants on earth have evolved to make use of pigments that together allow them to absorb
photons in the most concentrated portion of the solar spectrum (in terms of how much
sunlight reaches the earth’s surface, as a function of wavelength). Photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR, the spectrum of light usable by photosynthetic pigments) is
roughly the same as the visible light spectrum. The picture below in Figure 2-4, taken
from the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research’s COMET program*^,
illustrates the energy bands usable by photosynthetic pigments (from 400 nm to 700 nm)
in relation to the solar spectrum reaching the earth’s surface. As can be seen, the
photosynthetically active region accounts for roughly 43% of the solar energy reaching
the earth’s surface - a remarkable percentage, considering the breadth of the spectrum (so
essentially evolution led to plants using pigments that allow them to harvest the most
energy possible based on only using a small portion of the spectrum (thus only needing a
small number of pigments)). Note that some bacteria (purple bacteria, heliobacteria, etc.)
are able to use some light in the near-infrared spectrum, beyond what most plants can
use.
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Figure 2-4 - Fraction of solar energy reaching earth's surface, as a function of
wavelength, and the percent in the photosynthetically active region
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While photosynthesis can only make use of photons within the narrow band
above, what is truly impressive is not just that this is the most energetic portion of the
spectrum here on earth, but also how efficient photosynthesis is at harvesting that energy.
With photovoltaics, using the photoelectric effect (as will be described in the next
section), more than half the energy of captured photons is generally lost as heat. This is a
result of the photoelectric effect capturing energy through the excitation of an electron
from the valence band to the conduction band - the bandgap energy from the photon is
retained by the electron, but any energy beyond that bandgap is ultimately lost as heat.
Additionally, not all electrons freed are effectively channeled to create a current that can
do useful work. Overall, the result is that photovoltaics only harvest 30-40% of the
energy of the photons absorbed by the material, while photosynthesis is able to use more
than 95% of the energy of the photons it absorbs*^.
Figure 2-4 also shows that there may be tremendous potential to increase the
amount of solar energy capture by plants through genetic manipulation, or other means, if
additional pigments can be created with slightly shifted resonant energies for n- n
transitions, to further spread the photosynthetically active spectrum. There does not
appear to be any research going on in this area, but it is likely worth pursuing, as it could
have significant potential not only for fuel production, but more so for food production.
After collecting the energy of the absorbed photons at the reaction center, it
ultimately takes on average 8 photons for splitting an H 2 O molecule and CO2 molecule,
to make a base carbohydrate CH2 O. The heating value of a CH2 O molecule is 4.85 eV
(essentially bond energy of the fuel and oxygen minus the bond energy of the combustion
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products), and the average energy of PAR photons is 2.25 eV, so the overall efficiency of
converting the energy in the photons to chemical energy in carbohydrates is 27%.
Since PAR constitutes 43% of natural sunlight, the theoretical maximum
efficiency then for plants to convert the broad spectrum of solar energy into stored
chemical energy is roughly 11.6%. In practice, most plants generally achieve on average
far less than this - on the order of 1% - due to other factors limiting photosynthesis - lack
of water to be split, lack of nutrients for producing the compounds the plant needs for
growing (nitrogen for chlorophyll, etc.), photosaturation (the rate limiting factor in plants
is generally the chemical synthesis and metabolic processes. Solar energy absorbed at a
higher rate than these processes can proceed results in the “extra” energy captured just
being radiated as heat), etc.
Aquatic plants though, in particular microalgae, can come much closer to
achieving the limit on photosynthetic efficiency. Since the algae grow in water, lack of
water availability at the reaction center is never an issue. The main factors limiting
maximum photosynthetic efficiency in algae are lack of nutrients, limited CO], and
photosaturation. Since nutrients and CO] can be provided in managed aquatic systems
through various means, aquatic plants have the potential to achieve significantly higher
net photosynthetic efficiency than land-based plants, which has lead to interest in
“aquatic crops” such as microalgae for biofuel production*"*.
As current photovoltaics have a higher efficiency for converting sunlight into
electricity than the maximum possible efficiency of photosynthesis (which converts solar
energy into chemical energy, such that additional losses are involved electricity in
producing electricity from that chemical energy), biomass is clearly not the most efficient
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option for producing electricity from sunlight. So, if our goal is producing electricity as
efficiently as possible, we could quickly dismiss biomass combustion based on this
simple analysis. However, factors other than efficiency can also be important. For
example, for crops such as trees, the energy expenditure humans are responsible for in
growing and harvesting trees may be paltry compared to the energy required to build
photovoltaic panels, in comparison to the amount of electricity that can be produced.
But, electricity would clearly not be the most efficient use of biomass, as means
of converting the chemical energy in the biomass to electricity would generally involve
combustion and a thermal to electric energy conversion process (generally either a steam
cycle, or using an internal combustion engine to drive an electric generator). The energy
in the biomass can be efficiently converted to heat, however, such that biomass can make
a nice fuel for heat production (such as burning wood), but not necessarily for electricity
generation.
Essentially, how efficient photosynthesis appears largely depends on what other
processes we compare it to, and what form we ultimately want energy in. For electricity
production, the water-splitting and CO] splitting processes in photosynthesis are
essentially unnecessary energy-sapping steps (as shown, the efficiency of those steps is
roughly 27%). If a nature-mimicking solar-electric system could be developed that uses
pigments to capture solar energy, and a similar quantum coherent energy transfer chain to
create a charge separation (which would be used to drive a current, rather than to create a
charge separation across a membrane to use to split water and CO]), the potential
efficiency for solar to electric conversion could be substantially higher than photovoltaics
(with currently available PVs achieving efficiencies on the order of 15%). Currently
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though, the only research going on in artificial synthesis appears to be focused on
developing systems that use similar processes to synthesize other chemicals - which
could be a worthwhile venture, especially if a system can be developed to directly
synthesize hydrocarbons (for fuel).
The above calculated quantum limit on photosynthetic efficiency of 11.6% can
give us an idea of how much energy could potentially be produced from a highly efficient
photosynthetic system (which would likely mean an aquatic plant such as microalgae, in
a well-managed system). With an aquatic plant, water unavailability would become a
non-issue (while it is a dominant issue in many land crops, requiring frequent irrigation).
Nutrient limitations can be handled by using nutrient-rich wastestreams to grow the
aquatic crop (providing the additional benefit of removing eutrophying nutrients from the
wastestream). Photosaturation can be reduced by using a well-designed photobioreactor
(a system for growing aquatic plants) that uses flow-induced agitation to circulate the
algae or other aquatic crop through the light-exposed region.
A limiter that can be reduced, but not eliminated, is photorespiration. This occurs
due to Rubisco, a protein that serves as a catalyst in the photosynthesis processes, also
accepting atmospheric O2 , and catalyzing the creation of CO2 (the reverse of the desired
process, in which CO2 is split apart, and therefore referred to as photorespiration). If
oxygen levels are kept low, this can be reduced, but since O2 is produced through
photosynthesis, O2 levels can not be eliminated entirely. Therefore, photorespiration will
always keep plants from achieving the maximum possible efficiency.
Exactly how much chemical energy could be produced from photosynthesis
though? In the US, the average daily incident solar energy (across the entire spectrum)
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reaching the earth’s surface ranges from 12,000-22,000 kJ/m^ (varying primarily with
latitude). If the maximum photosynthetic efficiency is 11.6%, then the maximum
conversion to chemical energy is around 1,400-2,550 kJ/m^/day, or 3.8x10*^ J/acre-year
in the sunniest parts of the country. Assuming a fuel with the heating value of biodiesel
(0.137 GJ/gal, similar to gasoline), the maximum possible production of such a biofuel in
the sunniest part of the US works out to be approximately 28,000 gallons/acre-year (this
of course assumes 100% conversion of biomass into fuel, which is infeasible).
To put this into perspective, current biofuels are produced with yields on the order
of 50 to a few hundred gallons per acre-year (-60 gallons per acre-year for soy-biodiesel,
about twice that for canola biodiesel, and a couple hundred gallons per acre-year for corn
ethanol, which has

the energy density of biodiesel or gasoline). So, such crops are

clearly not particularly efficient in converting solar energy into a transportation fuel. If
28,000 gallons per acre-year corresponds to 11.6% efficiency (for solar to chemical
conversion, with 100% of the biomass being turned into fuel, based on assumed solar
irradiance of 22,000 kJ/m^), a yield of 100 gallons per acre-year would translate into a
conversion efficiency of 0.04%. Of course, in the case of current biofuels, not all of the
crop is harvested, and not all is converted into fuel, and the solar irradiation levels of
most farms growing the crops is well under the 22,000 kJ/m^. But, this illustrates the low
overall efficiency in terms of the portion of solar energy actually converted into a high
energy density liquid fuel.
The main benefits of biofuels, as already discussed, are the high energy densities,
and the ability to use them in existing infrastructure. Even if some other form of energy
storage (such as chemical batteries) replaces liquid fuels for automobiles, it is highly
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likely that liquid fuels will still be needed for some applications - in particular for
powering airplanes and boats (other than nuclear powered naval vessels, of course). No
other alternative fuels have a volumetric energy density comparable with liquid organic
fuels, although some means of storing hydrogen may be able to achieve gravimetric
energy densities better than liquid organic fuels, albeit with other concerns.
Because the overall efficiency of capturing solar energy is so low for biofuels, it
would be highly desirable for production of such fuels to also provide other benefits such as valuable co-products. As this dissertation is not intended to be a thorough
analysis of agricultural practices, the depth and breadth into with which various biofuels
will be analyzed will be kept somewhat limited - but a fairly short analysis can still
provide meaningful conclusions regarding what our best options may be, heading
forward. Therefore, in the following sections, the primary options for producing liquid
organic fuels will be briefly analyzed.

2.1.2. Agricultural Coucerus
All biofuels have raised concerns revolving around agriculture, and the potential
impact of “growing fuel” on our ability to produce food for 6+ billion people, the energy
demands involved, and greenhouse gas emissions associated. An issue often overlooked
is the emission of nitrous oxide (N2 O) from agriculture, which according to the EPA*^
accounts for an emission of roughly 260 TgC02 equivalents (equivalent to 260 Terragrams of CO2 ) annually in the EIS. The total annual equivalent CO2 emissions of the EIS
is estimated by the EPA to be -6,300 TgC02, such that the agricultural N 2 O emissions
account for slightly more than 4% of our net CO2 equivalent emissions. Nitrous oxide
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emissions though tend to be a greater concern than would be justified based on that, due
to the long lifetime of N 2 O in the atmosphere.
CO2 release from microbial activity in heavily tilled soils (tilling increases oxygen
levels in soils, such that aerobic bacteria can feed on organic carbon within the soil,
releasing the carbon as CO2 rather than it remaining sequestered in the soil), and from
drained peat bogs converted to agricultural use are also significant greenhouse gas and
soil quality concerns that must be kept in mind with any biofuel production strategy.
Draining wetlands and bogs to create agricultural land for growing crops for biofuels
would be highly unappealing from a greenhouse gas standpoint, as the reduced carbon
sinking capabilities, and the release of formerly sequestered organic carbon as CO2 due to
microbial activity can quickly add up to more net greenhouse gas emissions per amount
of fuel energy consumed compared to petroleum fuels*^.
Essentially, the agricultural practices employed have a very large impact on the
sustainability and net greenhouse emissions of a biofuel, and can vary greatly between
different feedstocks, and with distinct farming practices being used for similar crops
around the globe. A thorough life cycle assessment of all potential feedstocks, with
various farming practices, is well beyond the scope of this dissertation. It is clear,
however, that the net greenhouse emissions can vary from negligible quantities (with the
use of non-synthetic fertilizers, biofuel powered farm equipment, rotation of agricultural
land to reduce soil amendment requirements, efficient processing, etc.) to being
significantly worse than conventional fossil fuels (with heavy use of synthetic fertilizers
(which release significantly more N 2 O during nitrification and denitrification, and
generally are made with fossil fuels), conversion of high carbon-sink wetlands into low
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carbon-sink, heavily tilled soils, use of fossil fuel powered agriculture equipment, etc.).
Therefore, it is not possible to simply say that biofuels in general are better or worse for
the environment, or more or less sustainable than fossil fuels - it depends very heavily on
the particular fuel production path employed.

2.1.3. Biodiesel (Mono-Alkyl Esters)
Biodiesel is a clean burning, renewable fuel that can be used in existing diesel
equipment (that last fact alone offers a significant edge over alternative fuels which
require specialized engines or fuel cells). Chemically, biodiesel is composed of mono
alkyl esters - essentially a fatty acid combined with an alcohol molecule (with the
synthesis resulting in the loss of an H 2 O (OH is lost from the alcohol, and an H from the
fatty acid). Generally, it is made through transestérification of triglycerides - usually
vegetable oils or animal fats. Triglycerides are composed of three fatty acids connected to
a glycerol backbone (minus three water molecules), as depicted in Figure 2-5 below (the
shaded region on the left shows where the fatty acids and glycerol bond in triglycerides,
and why a triglyceride is essentially a glycerol and three fatty acids, minus three water
molecules).
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Figure 2-5 - A triglyceride

Glycerol (aka glycerol) is a trihydroxy alcohol - meaning it is an alcohol with
three hydroxyl (OH) groups. Triglycerides are therefore esters, as they are composed of
alcohol combined with fatty acids. Biodiesel is likewise an ester, but with a single fatty
acid per alcohol (thus a mono-alkyl ester). Since biodiesel is generally made by turning
one ester (triglyceride) into another type of ester (three biodiesel molecules), the process
is referred to as transestérification. In transestérification, a triglyceride is combined with a
mono-hydroxy alcohol (methanol, ethanol, etc.), with the triglyceride breaking where the
fatty acids attach to the glycerol backbone, and an alcohol molecule joining each fatty
acid at that point. This is depicted below in Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6 - Trausesterificatiou of triglycerides to produce mouo-alkyl esters
(biodiesel)

Note that in the reaction diagram above, the fatty acids are all shown as four
carbons long, and fully saturated with hydrogen (i.e. there are no double bonds between
carbon atoms). In reality, the fatty acids in vegetable and animal triglycerides tend to
have between 16 and 22 carbons in a chain, and can have a few double bonds (animal fats
tend to be more “saturated” (having fewer double bonds) than vegetable triglycerides).
The particular fatty acids largely determine many properties of the resulting biodiesel - in
particular the cetane rating (a measure of how well the fuel ignites under compression analogous to the octane rating for spark-ignition fuels), cold weather properties, and
resistance to polymerization.
The rate constant of this reaction at moderate temperature is relatively low
without a catalyst, so the reaction is most often carried out with an alcohol catalyst
(potassium or sodium hydroxide, making this “base catalyzed transestérification”). As the
above reaction is an equilibrium reaction, the buildup of glycerol inhibits the reaction
from going to completion (the reaction rate is proportional to the amount of reactants
present, and inversely proportional to the amount of products present). To compensate for
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this, an excess of alcohol is used to force the reaction to completion (or at least an
acceptable degree of completion), although a two-stage reaction can also be used (i.e.
removal of the glycerol after the initial reaction, followed by the addition of more catalyst
and alcohol to “re-react” the fuel).
A drawback of base catalyzed transestérification*^ is that the oil must be highly
anhydrous (free of water), as the presence of water promotes saponification of the
triglycerides in the presence of an alkali catalyst (fatty acids will split off and
preferentially combine with the metal ion from the alkali to produce soaps, rather than
biodiesel). Additionally, any “free fatty acids” already present in the oil will become soap
rather than biodiesel, consuming some of the alkali catalyst in the process. Soap
production in this process results in increased “post-processing” cleaning of the biodiesel,
to remove soap.
The base catalyzed process has some drawbacks, but is overall the simplest and
cheapest process currently available. An interesting approach worth further consideration
is processing with supercritical methanol, in which significantly greater amounts of
methanol are used (the excess can be recovered through distillation afterwards), and
heated and compressed so that the methanol becomes a supercritical fluid. Normally
triglycerides are insoluble in methanol (which is a dominant factor in the reaction not
proceeding significantly without a catalyst), but a supercritical fluid is essentially a
perfect solvent, which allows the triglycerides to quickly dissolve in the methanol,
allowing transestérification to happen almost instantly, without a catalyst present.*^
Additionally, free fatty acids are quickly esterified into biodiesel. Since no soaps are
produced, the only “post-processing” required is the removal of the excess methanol
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through distillation. The main challenge with this approach is the significantly increased
capital cost of the processing equipment, and higher energy expenditure in processing
(whereas transestérification is typically performed at slightly above room temperature
and atmospheric pressure, supercritical methanol requires temperatures of 300-400° C
and pressures of 45-65 MPa). The amount of methanol required is also significantly
higher in this approach (molar ratios of 30 or 40 to 1, compared to 6 to 1 generally being
used with base catalyzed transestérification, with 3 to 1 being the stoichiometric
requirement, as shown in Figure 2-6), as the triglycerides need to be able to dissolve into
the methanol.
There is significant potential though to reduce the operating temperature,
pressure, and amount of methanol present by using a co-solvent - ideally another
supercritical fluid such as supercritical CO] Using a supercritical CO] co-solvent, it has
been sh o w npossible to reduce the operating temperature to 280° C, pressure to -14
MPa, and mefhanol fo oil molar rafio fo 24. This may allow fhis process fo become
commercially viable, reducing the post-processing requirements for biodiesel production.
Two additional challenges for the biodiesel industry are what to do with the
glycerol produced, and where to get the alcohol required. Initially, glycerol was able to
be sold profitably to other industries, but the rapid growth of the biodiesel industry
saturated the global glycerol market, such that there is no longer a significant demand for
the co-product. Additionally, methanol has been primarily made from natural gas in the
US, which is increasingly an imported fuel (so in addition to biodiesel made using natural
gas derived methanol not being a completely renewable fuel, it also isn’t completely
domestically produced). A process under development as part of this dissertation may be
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able to resolve both of these issues at once, by converting the waste glycerol produced
into three methanol molecules, the exact amount required for processing more
triglycerides. This process will be discussed further in Chapter 6.
The main challenge though for the biodiesel industry is not on the processing end,
but rather on the feedstock end. Due in large part to the general inefficiency of
photosynthesis, as discussed in section 2.1.1, the amount of “feedstock” (raw
triglyceride) that can be produced per land area is fairly limited, in particular due to a
reliance on conventional, heavily cultivated agricultural crops. This has sparked the “food
vs. fuel” debates, and discussions about the actual energy efficiency of such practices.
While the most thorough life cycle energy analyses done to date of biodiesel, the US
DOE’s analysis of soy biodiesel production^**, found a substantially net positive energy
balance (3.2 units of energy in the form of biodiesel for each unit of fossil energy input),
the low yield of fuel from such crops make them unable to meet our current fuel demand.
With soybeans yielding on the order of 60-80 gallons of oil per acre-year, which can be
converted into biodiesel with essentially a 1:1 conversion ratio (so 60-80 gallons of
biodiesel per acre-year), the current US demand for over 60 billion gallons of diesel fuel
would require roughly one billion acres of soy farming - almost half of the entire acreage
of the US (and of course not all of the US is suitable for such farming).
The primary reason soybeans have been grown in the US for decades, and along
with com continue to account for the majority of farm acreage, is for food production.
Soybeans yield soy meal that is heavily used in both human foods, and to a greater extent,
animal feed. Soy oil resulting from cmshing and solvent extraction (which leaves the soy
meal for other uses) is produced and consumed by Americans in far greater quantities
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than any other vegetable oil (in fact, the term “vegetable oil” has become synonymous
with “soybean oil” in the food industry). But, the amount of soy meal needed for animal
feed production resulted in surpluses of soy oil, providing inexpensive feedstock for
biodiesel production in the late 1990s.
Unfortunately, the growth of the biodiesel industry quickly eliminated any surplus
soy oil, such that market prices jumped, and the production of biodiesel from such oil is
no longer economical without government incentives. While some other crops can offer
slightly higher feedstock yields, the fundamental problem of low yields remains for
biodiesel. This is largely a result of the fact that the processing relies on triglycerides which plants only produce as a means of storing energy (the same as animals). So,
triglycerides generally do not constitute the bulk of most plants.
This leaves a few main possible options for the biodiesel industry to pursue in
terms of acquiring feedstock:
1. Use “waste” triglyceride feedstocks, such as waste vegetable oil from frying
foods. A caveat here is that the oil is not truly a “waste” product. Restaurants do have to
pay to have the oil hauled off, but it is then generally sold for use in other markets
(making animal feed or cosmetics), although at prices low enough for it to be suitable for
fuel production. The amount of waste triglycerides is also quite limited, and biodiesel
produced from transestérification of animal fat from the meat industry has a high “gel”
point that makes it unsuitable for use as a fuel on its own (i.e. it must be blended with
significant quantities of lower gel point fuel, such as petroleum diesel or kerosene).
2. Limit the industry to the quantity of feedstock made available as a co-product
from crops with valuable main products.
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3. Focus on a “greening the desert” strategy, promoting j atropha plantations in
desert regions in third world countries. The fruit of Jatropha, a bush-like plant, yields
significant quantities of oil (a few hundred gallons per acre-year), and the plant can grow
in sandy soils (using wastewater for irrigation), rebuilding those soils over time such that
they can be used for conventional farming. An emphasis on such a program could go a
long ways towards reducing starvation and poverty in many third world countries around
the equator - although the amount of fuel produced could not on its own eliminate the
need for petroleum. The significant amount of manual labor generally required for
harvesting the crop makes it unsuitable for growing in developed countries.
4. Shift to using thermochemical processing that can use any type of biomass as
feedstock, not just triglycerides. This option will be discussed briefly in section 2.1.5.
5. Focus more on aquatic crops, such as microalgae, which can achieve
significantly higher photosynthetic efficiencies.
The latter two options have the most promise in terms of the amount of fuel that
can ultimately be produced. As discussed in section 2.1.1, aquatic plants such as
microalgae can achieve higher net photosynthetic efficiency due to some of the more
prominent rate limiters (in particular water and nutrient unavailability) being easier to
eliminate. Additionally, being much simpler plants, they focus more on pure reproduction
and energy storage. When stressed (in particular due to nutrient restriction), many types
of algae can produce oil in much higher levels, some up to 80% (Sheehan, et. al, 1998)^**,
although such stressors also reduce the growth rate. Producing biodiesel from algae will
be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.
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An additional appeal of biodiesel is that the diesel (compression ignition) engines
it can be used in are significantly more efficient than spark ignition engines, largely due
to a higher compression ratio (such that the ignition occurs at higher pressure and
temperature, resulting in a higher Carnot limit). While currently available diesel engines
are achieving peak thermal efficiencies over 40% (Volkswagen’s TDI diesel engines
peak at 43% efficiency), most current spark-ignition engines (employing the Otto cycle)
have peak thermal efficiencies on the order of 30% (the most efficient spark-ignition
engine currently available is that in the Toyota Prius, which employs an Atkinson cycle
rather than Otto cycle, using significantly higher compression ratios (close to those of
diesel engines), achieving a peak thermal efficiency of 38%).
Since the efficiency with which stored energy can be converted to useful energy
(in the case of automobiles, converted to mechanical energy for propelling the vehicle),
the efficiency of the energy recovery system (the engine, for liquid organic fuels) must be
considered along with the fuel itself. Hydrogen proponents often tout the efficiency of
fuel cells as a reason to shift to a “hydrogen economy” - but the reality is that Proton
Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs), which are the only type realistically suitable
for automobiles, are still only achieving peak thermal efficiencies similar to current diesel
engines (even though the fuel cell was invented decades before spark ignition and
compression ignition engines). Very large, high-temperature solid oxide fuel cells
(SOFCs) with cogeneration capabilities (suitable for commercial powerplants) may be
able to achieve thermal efficiencies on the order of 65% or higher, but PEMFCs are still
in the 35-40% range^* for the conversion of chemical energy to electrical energy, before
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factoring in the conversion to mechanical energy (from an electric motor, which
generally has an efficiency on the order of 90% or better).

2.1.4. Ethanol
Ethanol is currently the most commonly used alternative fuel in the US (with 4
billion gallons produced in 2005 according to the US DOE, coming from 13% of the US
corn crop), although it is predominantly used as an oxygenate additive in gasoline
(accounting for 5-10% of the volume of the gasoline-ethanol blend), rather than a pure
fuel. In fact, pure ethanol has significant challenges to its use as a pure fuel, in particular
cold-starting in spark-ignition engines is a challenge due to ethanol’s higher boiling point
than gasoline, and a latent heat of vaporization roughly three times that of gasoline.
Combined, these lead to low vaporization of pure ethanol in a cool engine, and significant
difficult in getting the fuel to ignite with a spark^^.
Some additives (such as MTBE^^) can be used to reduce the boiling point, and
improve cold-starting, although the most common approach is to just use a low blend of
ethanol in gasoline. Spark-ignition engines are much more sensitive to the air-to-fuel
ratio in the cylinder than compression ignition engines, which presents another challenge
for the use of varying ethanol blends, as the stoichiometric (ideal) air to fuel ratio for
ethanol is around 8.95 compared to 14.4 for gasoline (due primarily to ethanol containing
-35% ethanol on a mole basis). This is handled in current “flex-fuel vehicles” (FFVs,
which can operate on any blend of ethanol and gasoline up to 85% ethanol, called E85)
with a sensor to determine the percentage of ethanol in the fuel, and adjust the fuel
injection quantity to maintain an ideal air-fuel mixture.
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Blending ethanol with gasoline introduces another concern, however, as ethanol
has a strong affinity for water (it is highly hygroscopic, forming an azeotrope with water,
making removal of the last 5% of water impossible through distillation). Gasoline can
generally has a saturation limit of water around 50 ppm (up to about 50 ppm of water can
dissolve in gasoline, higher levels will separate out), while ethanol and water are
completely miscible. The challenge this presents is that any significant quantiy of water
present in an ethanol-gasoline mix will be pulled into the ethanol, which can separate out
from the gasoline (a process known as demixion), such that the fuel is no longer an
ethanol-gasoline blend, but rather two separate layers - pure gasoline and hydrous
ethanol (Jeuland, et. al, 2004)^^.
Gasoline is relatively easy to completely dewater in processing (although water
can be acquired in transit), but completely dewatering ethanol increases the energy
expenditure required for processing considerably (a single distillation will not break the
azeotrope, so generally molecular sieves are used).
The high latent heat of vaporization of ethanol could become an advantage if
engines are designed to take advantage of it, as the additional heat energy pulled from the
air to vaporize the ethanol cools the air substantially, allowing a higher compression ratio
to be run (increasing the efficiency of the engine). This could be further increased by
using hydrous ethanol, as the vaporization of water in the fuel would also decrease the
temperature. This though would require that no gasoline (or other hydrocarbon) could be
blended in with the ethanol, due to the hydrocarbon separation problem.
Ethanol also has a higher octane rating than gasoline (111 RON compared to 8995 RON), further supportive of high compression. Flex-fuel vehicles could take
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advantage of the higher octane rating and evaporative cooling in the combustion chamber
by using turbochargers for pressurizing the chamber, which adjust the amount of
compression based on the fraction of ethanol in the fuel (the same as the fuel injection
quantity is adjusted), to increase pressure and therefore thermal efficiency with higher
ethanol blends. This is not done in current FF Vs, but should be pursued as it has
significant potential to improve total efficiency.
On the production side, ethanol is primarily produced currently through anaerobic
aqueous fermentation of sugars with yeasts, producing CO] and ethanol. US ethanol
production is primarily from dry million of corn, in which the corn kernels are first
ground into a flour, to which water and enzymes are added. The enzymes convert
starches in the flour into dextrose, a simple sugar that is readily converted into ethanol by
yeast. The ethanol is dried to 95% purity through distillation, with remaining water
removed with molecular sieves.
Ethanol production from corn produces a nutritious by-product - distiller’s grain
- that is sold as animal feed. Since the primary use of com in the US is as animal feed,
producing ethanol from corn does not eliminate it from being used for its intended
purpose, but does reduce the quantity of animal feed that can be produced (although the
distiller’s grain is overall a better quality feed, since the poorly digestible starches have
been removed).
It is often stated that since Brazil produces enough ethanol to reduce its petroleum
demand by -30% or more, that the US should be able to do the same. But, vehicles are
far less common in Brazil than in the US, with most vehicles being smaller, and driven
far less than their US counterparts (suburban commutes of tens of miles a day are
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virtually non-existent in Brazil). So, the total amount of fuel that must be produced to
meet demand is far less. In the US, we consume -140 billion gallons/year of gasoline
(from the US DOE Energy Information Agency), while Brazil consumes -4 billion
gallons/year^"*, less than 3% of the US demand.
In addition to vastly different fuel demands, Brazil’s ethanol industry revolves
around sugar cane, a semi-perennial crop with a 5-7 year perennial cycle (i.e. it only
needs to be re-planted every 5-7 years, while corn fields are tilled and replanted every
growing cycle, requiring far more energy input). Sugar cane irrigation needs in Brazil are
far less than com irrigation requirements in the US, due in large part to Brazil simply
receiving higher annual rainfall. Additionally, some varieties of sugarcane are able to fix
their required nitrogen out of the atmosphere^^, significantly reducing nitrogen
fertilization requirements. Some research is being conducted in sequencing the genes of
bacteria in the roots of com (bacteria in sugarcane roots perform the actual nitrogen
fixation) to attempt to breed or engineer corn with similar capabilities, which could
reduce fertilization requirements (thus reducing cost and greenhouse gas emissions
associated), but currently, the energy demands for corn farming simply surpass those for
sugarcane.
As with biodiesel produced from conventional agricultural crops, the ultimate
constraint will likely be the amount of fuel that can be produced in a limited acreage, in
competition with food crops. Current ethanol production has achieved a nice symbiosis
with animal feed production, with the distiller’s grain co-product being a better quality
animal feed than the pure com, albeit in smaller quantities (a 56 pound bushel of corn
yields -16 pounds of dry distiller’s grain and 2.7 gallons of ethanol^^). The same is tme
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of soybean based biodiesel, with the soy meal left after oil extraction being used in both
human foods and as animal feed. Tying biofuels production to the animal feed (and thus
meat) industry is a somewhat undesirable pairing, however, as meat production places a
large strain on limited agricultural land, and can not grow indefinitely with the biofuels
markets.
According to the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (UN FAG)^^,
livestock production consumes roughly 70% of all agricultural land in the world, through
the combination of direct grazing and growth of crops used for animal feed. Overall, meat
production is far more land-intensive than vegetable production (for human
consumption), due to the thermodynamics in moving a step up the food chain. Therefore,
if we really want to reduce competition over land for food production, and ensure that
enough food can be grown to feed a hungry planet, we should encourage people to eat
less meat. Of course, that is unlikely to happen, so tying biofuels production to meat
production (since protein is not consumed in biodiesel or ethanol production, and is a
desirable animal feed additive) will likely continue to be the practice in the industry.
There are significant concerns though with tying fuel production to food production,
which could result in significant price swings in both markets based on fluctuating crop
yields from year to year.
Limitations are placed on the potential growth of the ethanol industry by tying it
to the meat industry, and focusing on the use of corn, however. With current gasoline
demand being roughly 140 billion gallons per year, and ethanol being -70% as energy
dense as gasoline, over 200 billion gallons of ethanol must be produced annually to
completely replace our gasoline demand. This does not account though for the potential
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increase in thermal efficiency that could be achieved with engines designed specifically
to run on ethanol, with a higher compression ratio to take advantage of greater
evaporative cooling and higher octane - but it also does not account for additional fuel
use in farming and ethanol transportation. With US com yields nationwide averaging
roughly 150 bushels per acre-year, a 2.7 gallon/bushel conversion indicates that on
average com can yield -400 gallons of ethanol per acre-year. Of course, this is a gross
yield of fuel, not taking into account the fuel expended planting, fertilizing, and
harvesting the crop (or in processing stages), or transporting the fuel (due to the lower
energy density, a greater fraction of energy is expended transporting ethanol than
gasoline). Based on this though, 500 million acres of corn would be necessary to produce
the 200 billion gallons of ethanol required to replace our current gasoline demand (we
also use an additional 60 billion gallons per year of diesel fuel), without factoring in fuel
consumed in farming and processing.
Since the entire US is -2.3 billion acres (including Alaska), and current farmland
is slightly less than 1 billion acres, it is highly doubtful that we could dedicate another
500 million acres to com production (currently com production accounts for -80 million
acres, according to the USD A ERS) - in particular when considering the heavy irrigation
required for corn farming. Irrigation of corn fields in the nation’s “heartland” depletes the
Ogallala aquifer, the vast underground water reservoir farmers began relying on during
the “dustbowl” of the 1930s. Additionally, the growing of 500 million acres of corn
would saturate the market for distiller’s grain for animal feed, resulting in plummeting
values of the corn-ethanol co-product, and subsequently increasing the effective cost of
the ethanol.
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It would therefore be preferable to seek out biofuels feedstocks - for both
biodiesel and ethanol production - that are not tied so intimately to food markets, and
have significantly reduced requirements for water and fertilization - as well as greater
yields. An interesting option that has only recently begun being investigated is Russian
Dandelion, the Russian variant of the common dandelion American’s are most familiar
with as a weed in our lawns. It is odd to conceive of dandelion as a “crop”, but the
extremely low inputs required, and the high growth rate, make it an appealing option.
Russian dandelion can produce biomass yields on the order of 10-12 tons per acre-year,
of which -10% is natural rubber^^. The US currently produces no natural rubber, relying
entirely on imports (and consuming 20% of the world’s natural rubber production). After
rubber extraction, the remaining biomass is -60% inulin sugar, which can be converted
into ethanol to yield 550-600 gallons of ethanol per acre-year (D. Johnson, 2006). Inulin
is a D-fructose polymer (a polysaccharide, similar to cellulose), which can be converted
directly to ethanol, or processed in two steps like cellulose (acid hydrolysis or enzyme
saccharification, followed by fermentation)^^.
The development of a domestic natural rubber industry, tied to ethanol
production, would be an appealing result. The fact that dandelion has very little inputs
required for growing should result in a much better energy balance than corn ethanol.
Additionally, dandelion is a much more forgiving crop in terms of the climate and
rainfall, such that the potential growing region is significantly better than most other
crops. Trials are currently under way in Montana to assess the commercial viability of the
crop.
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2.1.4.1. Cellulosic Ethanol
Cellulosic ethanol, in which cellulose is broken down into starches which are then
converted into ethanol, has begun to receive increased attention. The appeal here is that
the bulk of most plant matter on earth is “lignocellulose” (a collective term for cellulose,
hemicellulose, and lignin, with it being possible to saccharify cellulose and hemicellulose
into fermentable sugars, while lignin can be burned for heat and power for the process),
such that if it can be converted into fuel, there is the potential to use any type of waste or
low-grade biomass, rather than specific crops chosen because of a high sugar or oil
content. A significant additional benefit is that the ability to use a wider array of crops
allows the use of perennial crops such as switchgrass, which have very little energy and
water inputs. A challenge though has been that there are no long-term data available for
yields of perennial grasses from large plots of land, with varying soil quality and rainfall
levels.
This has recently been resolved, with a study by the USD A s Agricultural
Research Service^®, showing substantially positive energy balances (estimated
greenhouse gas emissions from ethanol derived from the switchgrass, based on inputs and
yields, would be 94% less than those from gasoline, although this depends heavily on the
inputs for farming, and does not factor in transportation of the fuel). Yields achieved
varied significantly based on rainfall levels and other factors, varying mostly between
2,000 to 4,000 L/ha (215-430 gallons per acre) per year. These yields are lower than can
be achieved with sugar crops, but with a significant improvement in terms of energy
balance and greenhouse gas emissions, largely due to burning the lignin in the biomass
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for the required heat and electricity for the processing plant. Additionally, improvements
in the saccharification process may be able to increase the yields substantially^^
Cellulose and hemicellulose are composed of sugars bound together in long
chains, called polysaccharides. To make this sugar available for fermentation, these
chains need to be broken through either enzymatic saccharification (performed by
cellulase enzymes) or acid hydrolysis. Acid hydrolysis is a more proven technology, but
with fairly high costs and little potential for reducing those costs - which created a focus
on the cellulase enzyme route. A key challenge for cellulosic ethanol has been the cost of
producing the cellulase enzyme used for breaking down cellulose (and hemicellulose)
into sugars, which until a few years ago cost on the order of a few dollars per gallon of
ethanol that could be produced from the enzyme. But, research by two companies
Novozymes and logen^^ has reduced that cost to 20-30 cents per gallon of ethanol
produced. Even lower costs could be achieved with a “consolidated bioprocessing”
(CBP) approach developed at Dartmouth Elniversity^^ (which integrates cellulase
production, cellulase-based saccharification, and sugar fermentation into a single
process), with an estimated cost for the entire biological processing on the order of 4-5
cents per gallon of ethanol produced.
Based on the reduced costs for the enzyme and processing involved, (Lynd, et. ah,
2005)^^ predicts total production costs (including feedstock costs) for cellulosic ethanol
on the order of $0.77 per gallon ($1.08 per gge) for the “traditional” approach in which
enzymatic saccharification is carried out as a separate stage, and $0.63 per gallon ($0.88
per gge) for the CBP approach. However, these predicted costs assume a feedstock price
of $40 per dry ton - which is effectively only realistic for waste biomass, not purposely-
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grown energy crops. For comparison, a survey of current prices for hay (similar to
switchgrass in terms of yields and energy inputs) shows prices ranging from -$100-300
per ton^"^. Since a $40 per dry ton feedstock cost translates into roughly 50 cents per
gallon of ethanol produced, tripling the price (which would just bring it to the low end of
current hay prices) would add an additional $1 per gallon for the cost of ethanol. This
clearly indicates that it would be unlikely to expect farmers, who could otherwise sell a
similar crop for animal feed for a much higher price, to grow a crop such as switchgrass
to sell for a far lower price for ethanol production.
In fact, even agricultural residues are anticipated to have a higher cost than the
$40 per dry ton assumed in the Lynd paper. A 2002 assessment by NREL^^ estimated the
cost of corn stover (agricultural residue from com) at $62 per dry ton, assuming only $11
per dry ton for farmer revenue (translating to a farm revenue of $22 per acre, which may
not be sufficient to justify the additional time and expense involved in harvesting the
stover). The cost of baling and staging the stover (which would be typical for harvesting
most types of agricultural residue) was estimated at $29 per dry ton alone, with
transportation estimated at over $14 per dry ton, both of which would increase
proportionately with rising fuel prices (so therefore should now be substantially higher
than the costs estimated in the 2002 study, which assumed fuel prices roughly half of
current prices). Even with 2002 dollars and fuel prices (for transport and operating farm
equipment), the cost of harvesting agricultural residues and transporting them to a plant
alone put the cost above the $40 per dry ton assumed in Lynd’s study.
The low feedstock costs required (due to the low conversion into fuel) would
therefore restrict cellulosic ethanol production to the use of waste biomass, similar to the
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case for Fischer-Tropsch based biofuels (see sections 2.1.5 and 6.3). Ultimately the low
energy density of the feedstock and low conversion efficiency for converting that
feedstock into fuel translate into a low net photosynthetic efficiency for conversion of
solar energy into fuel. But, the ability to use very low energy input crops (from the
perspective of water, nutrients, tilling, etc.) can provide an appealing energy balance
(from the perspective of the amount of energy we have to put in to produce the fuel).
The focus should therefore be on assessing the potentially suitable waste biomass
feedstocks available for conversion into ethanol or Fischer-Tropsch fuels - both of which
can use similar “low value” waste biomass. Additionally, it should be determined
whether conversion into ethanol or gasification and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis to make
synthetic bio-gasoline, kerosene, and diesel is most economical and energy efficient. This
comparison will be done in section 6.3, after analyzing Fischer-Tropsch synthesis.
A 1999 study by Oak Ridge National Laboratory^^ estimated total forest residues
and primary mill residues throughout the US as 135 million dry tons, increasing to 286
million dry tons if agricultural residues are included (roughly 80% of which would be
corn stover). Current yields for converting the cellulose and hemicellulose to ethanol are
on the order of 65-70 gallons of ethanol per dry ton^^. Assuming all of the low cost
biomass estimated in the Oak Ridge study can be collected and converted into ethanol, it
would provide 20 billion gallons of ethanol - roughly 10% of the current gasoline
demand on a per-energy basis. This is certainly a significant amount of energy, and if the
wastes can be harvested at low enough costs, it would certainly be worth doing. But, it
still falls far short of replacing our current petroleum demand.
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Oak Ridge further estimated that switchgrass, willow, and poplar “energy crops”
could provide another 188 million dry tons of biomass, which at the same conversion
would provide another 13 billion gallons of ethanol. But, due to the low value required
for cellulosic ethanol feedstocks, it appears unlikely that farmers would be willing to
grow and harvest crops specifically for that purpose, potentially making such energy
cropping unlikely. This is ultimately the result of the low net photosynthetic efficiency
(combining the photosynthetic efficiency of the crops with the efficiency for converting
the crop into fuel) achieved with this pathway. Urban wood waste though (yard
trimmings, wood packaging, pellets, etc.) was estimated by ORNL to potentially provide
another 37 million dry tons of biomass nationwide, which could provide another 2.6
billion gallons of cellulosic ethanol.
As illustrated above, and similar to biodiesel, the primary problems facing ethanol
production are limitations imposed ultimately by photosynthetic efficiency of plants.
Cellulosic ethanol has the advantage of being able to make use of polysaccharides
(cellulose and hemicellulose) that make up a large fraction of the mass of generic
biomass (trees, grasses, etc.) - but with a lower conversion efficiency than is achieved
with crops containing a high fraction of sugars (or oil, in the case of biodiesel
processing). The lower conversion efficiency and low energy content of low grade
biomass presents a challenge by requiring low feedstock costs, which are well below the
value of agricultural crops for other purposes. This will likely constrain cellulosic ethanol
to the use of the forms of waste biomass described above, with nationwide quantities as
estimated by Oak Ridge National Laboratory potentially leading to the production of
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roughly 35 billion gallons of ethanol, or 24.2 billion gasoline gallon equivalents (roughly
20% of our current gasoline demand, not counting the demand for diesel).
While this could certainly go a long way towards reducing our demand for
petroleum, it clearly can not on its own replace that demand entirely. Due to the order of
magnitude reductions in the cost of the cellulase enzyme that have been achieved in
recent years, the cost of producing cellulosic ethanol from such wastes should make it
economically viable - although the capital cost of such processing plants will present a
challenge. For a rough estimate of the capital costs, consider that the US DOE is
providing 40% funding for six cellulosic ethanol plants under construction, which should
together provide a capacity of 130 million gallons^^. Since their 40% funding is estimated
at $385 million, the actual cost of the plants is $962 million, or $7.40 per gallon of
production capacity. By contrast, the current minimum cost (for optimized size) of a dry
mill sugar based ethanol plant is estimated at $1.08 per gallon of capacity^^. While it
should be expected that the costs of cellulosic ethanol plants will gradually drop, they
will always remain significantly more expensive than conventional dry mill ethanol
plants due to the greater complexity and number of processes involved - with the
amortized cost often not factored in when projecting the costs of cellulosic ethanol.
Nevertheless, the ability to turn waste biomass into a high energy density (relative
to non-liquid forms of storing energy) fuel with reasonable economics is appealing, and
warrants further development of this technology. The main potential competition, in
terms of competing for the same low-value feedstock (which will only remain low value
if there is no competition) are thermochemically derived biofuels, in particular those
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produced through gasification and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. These will be briefly
considered in the following section, but examined in more depth in section 6.3.

2.1.5. Thermochemically Derived Biofuels
Various thermochemical processes are known, and established to varying degrees,
that can be used to convert low-grade biomass into liquid fuels of varying types. The
most well established of these is the combination of gasification (to convert the biomass
into “biogas”, composed primarily of H] and CO) and Fischer Tropsch (FT) synthesis,
which can be used to make pure hydrocarbons (alkanes) of any length. Since petroleum
fuels are pure hydrocarbons (where the length of the carbon chain determines the
properties of the fuel, with diesel being longer carbon chains than kerosene, which is
longer than gasoline, which is longer than propane, methane, etc. ), this provides the
possibility of making direct replacement fuels from biomass. This process was developed
in the 1920s in Germany, which had large deposits of coal but little petroleum, and
allowed the production of gasoline, diesel, and kerosene from coal. The long history of
use of the technology, although it is not being used to a large degree for fuel production
currently, makes the processing involved fairly well understood. Currently, Shell is using
the process to make diesel fuel and wax from natural gas in Malaysia, and Sasol uses FT
synthesis in South Africa to meet the country’s diesel demand from coal.
The main challenges revolve around the high capital costs and ongoing expense of
the process - as significantly higher temperatures and pressures are used, the energy
balance of the actual processing is not as good as lower temperature processes (such as
for making biodiesel and ethanol), but the ability to use low grade biomass, with lower
energy inputs, may be able to offset that.
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As this process has been around for several decades, it is doubtful that significant
improvements in the process efficiency (economic or energetic) can be made. This option
though will be considered further in the chapter on improving biodiesel production, in
section 6.3.

2.2. Electric Vehicles
Electric vehicles rely on storing energy onboard the vehicle in charged batteries or
supercapacitors, and using an electric motor to convert the stored energy to mechanical
energy. Overall, these systems are fairly efficient, especially compared to the efficiency
of combustion engines. From the pollution standpoint, they can be viewed somewhat as
doing nothing more than shifting where pollution is generated, since typically the energy
used to charge the batteries comes from a fossil fuel power plant, generally coal or
natural gas. Since domestic natural gas in the EIS can no longer meet current demands,
increasing the demand by using electricity to charge vehicles would rely on imported
natural gas - shifting the foreign oil problem to a foreign gas problem. And of course,
both natural gas and coal are undesirable to rely on due to the greenhouse gas emissions,
other environmental concerns (particularly for coal), and the fact that they are depletable
resources.
So, ultimately, the cleanliness and long-term sustainability of electric vehicles
will hinge on new means of producing electricity - which will be analyzed in the
following chapters. This Section, however, will focus on current and emerging means of
storing grid electricity onboard vehicles, for automotive transportation. Hydrogen could
be included in this analysis, as electricity can be used for electrolyzing water to make
hydrogen and oxygen, which can then be recombined in a fuel cell to produce electricity.
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to power a motor. The combined process of this is significantly less efficient than
batteries, however. As there are also other means of producing hydrogen, it will be
analyzed separately from electric vehicles, in section 2.3.
One substantial advantage of electric vehicles (EVs) is zero tailpipe emissions, a
substantial benefit to cities with air quality problems. If the electricity produced comes
from fossil fuels, then EVs are really just shifting their emissions - but treating emissions
from large power plants is generally significantly easier and more cost effective than
treating emissions from individual point sources. But, no treatment is being done for CO2
emissions, so electric vehicles, depending on the efficiency of the power plant, charging
system, and electric vehicle itself, may offer no improvement (and may be even worse)
than gasoline powered vehicles.
On the plus side, however, is the fact that to an extent, clean, renewable electricity
is somewhat easier and more cost effective to generate than clean, renewable fuels. Wind
and, geothermal, nuclear fission and fusion, and “new” forms of solar and hydro power
(such as converting the in-and-out and/or up-and-down motion of the tides, or using
underwater turbines in rivers) hold considerable promise for producing electricity free of
greenhouse gases. Fourth generation nuclear fission reactors and the underlying physics
will be analyzed in Chapter 3, while nuclear fusion and driven sub-critical fission reactors
(including fusion-fission hybrids) will be examined in great detail in Chapter 4, which
forms the heart of this dissertation. Chapter 5 will consider various approaches to solar
power - in particular photovoltaics and solar thermal-electric systems, with a focus on
ongoing and potential research areas for improving the efficiency (energetic or economic)
of solar power. Wind, geothermal, and various hydroelectric power options do also have
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the potential to replace a portion of our current electric demand (to varying degrees), but
all are restricted by various geographical limitations (and both wind and hydroelectric
power are limited by portions of the public not wanting such systems near them), and
aren’t as interesting from the standpoint of further physics research. So, they will not be
considered here.
Vehicles can rely solely on electricity for power, or it can be used as a short-range
power source, with another fuel (likely an organic liquid fuel with a small combustion
engine) for longer ranges. Vehicles using the latter option would be termed “plug-in
hybrids”, since they have a hybrid fuel system (electricity and some other source), with
the ability to plug in the vehicle to charge the batteries. Regular hybrids, which can’t be
plugged in, are not electric vehicles in the same sense - since grid electricity is not used
to charge them (the batteries are charged only by energy from the fuel burned, which
powers an electric generator, and by regenerative braking (using the kinetic energy of the
vehicle to turn an electric generator, slowing the vehicle in the process)).
It would be worthwhile to assess the potential impact on the electric grid if our
entire current petroleum demand for transportation were replaced with electric vehicles.
For this analysis, only the gasoline used in transportation will be considered, not diesel,
since diesel is primarily used by heavy trucks which drive longer distances per day, such
that energy storage in batteries would not be as appealing.
Our current gasoline consumption is -140 billion gallons per year, or 1.84x10^^
Joules of energy. Gasoline engines do not convert that chemical energy to kinetic energy
with anywhere near 100% efficiency, of course. The real-world average efficiency is
difficult to estimate for these purposes, due to fuel being burned while vehicles are idling
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(not doing useful work - so a motor in an electric vehicle would not need to run), and due
to thermal efficiency varying with load. As peak thermal efficiency of modem gasoline
engines is on the order of 25-30%, and significant numbers of older, less efficient
vehicles are on the roads, it may be realistic to assume an average conversion efficiency
of 15% (also accounting for fuel burned while idling, etc.). So, the actual useful work
done by that fuel (which would instead come from an electric motor in EVs) would be
2.75x10^^ J.
With electric vehicles, battery charging and powering of motors are fairly
efficient practices, which for now will be assumed to have a combined efficiency of
roughly 70% (this will be analyzed in further detail later in this section, but is essentially
a combination of 80% efficient AC to DC rectifying with a switching power supply, near
95%+ efficient battery charging, and 90% efficient conversion of stored chemical energy
in the batteries to mechanical energy through an electric motor). Therefore, the grid
electricity required to charge batteries, to ultimately do the same amount of work as that
140 billion gallons of gasoline per year would be 3.93x10^^ J, or -10^^ kWh (roughly one
trillion kwh). El. S. electric consumption in 2006, according to the US DOE Energy
Information Administration (EIA), was -3.8x10^^ kWh. So, replacing our current
gasoline consumption with electric powered vehicles could be expected to require an
increase in electricity generation of roughly 25%. This illustrates that while the demand
generated on the electric grid would be considerable, and would require additional
powerplants (and preferably cleaner technologies, if we hope to actually reduce the
environmental impact by shifting to electric vehicles), it is in the realm of feasibility. It
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also illustrates that the electric demand is quite large - and therefore the efficiency of
storing energy on vehicles, and converting it to kinetic energy, is very important.
Given that most powerplants need to run at a minimum “idle” output, regardless
of demand to the electric grid, there is also the potential to use “off-peak” (generally
overnight) hours to charge batteries, when the output of US powerplants due to idling
exceeds the grid demand. An analysis by Argonne National Labs"^** concluded that idling
power output of current domestic powerplants should be able to meet at least 50% of the
charging demand of plug-in hybrid vehicles nationwide - although significant variations
exist regionally, with regional “reserve” power (from plant idling) varying substantially.
The plug-in hybrid (PHVs) approach may be more appealing than all electric
vehicles (EVs), due to the low volumetric and gravimetric energy density of most types
of batteries, which limits the range of a pure EV. The range limitation, and relatively long
recharge times for batteries (compared to a few minutes to refill a tank with liquid fuel),
would likely make pure EVs desirable primarily only as second vehicles in families. Even
if individuals have short daily commutes, a range limitation of even 100 miles could be
undesirable for most consumers. A plug-in hybrid approach eliminates that limitation.
This is one of the reasons why it is highly likely that some form of liquid organic fuel
will continue to be used for the foreseeable future, although the amount required could be
significantly reduced through the development of plug-in hybrids, or other technologies.
But, since half of U.S. households have a daily commute of less than 30 miles,
according to the aforementioned study by ANL, there is significant potential for PH Vs or
even pure EVs to be used in the US, replacing the need for a high energy density liquid
fuel (which is currently petroleum derived) with electricity stored onboard the vehicle in
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some form (chemical batteries, hydrogen, etc.). The achievability of this will hinge on the
energy storage options (to be evaluated in the remaining sections of this chapter), as well
as the ability to produce the additional electricity required “cleanly” and cheaply (to be
evaluated in the following chapters).

2.2.1. Electrochemical Batteries
Before assessing ongoing research in this field, and the potential of electric
vehicles (dependent on that research) to replace petroleum in transportation, it will be
helpful to review the science behind how batteries work. Electrochemical (or just
chemical for short) batteries rely on the fact that any two dissimilar metals will have
different affinities for free electrons. When any two different metals touch, a small
current will flow from one to the other as the metal with a lower affinity to free electrons
loses electrons to the other metal. Chemical batteries generally though don’t have the two
dissimilar metals (electrodes) in direct contact - instead, they each hang into an
electrolyte solution (containing free ions) which can effectively carry charge from one
electrode to the other.
Electrochemical batteries generally consist of multiple “voltaic cells” connected
in series to deliver a higher voltage, due to voltage restrictions on an individual cell
(usually due to breakdown of the electrolyte, such as electrolysis of an aqueous
electrolyte beginning at around 1.2V). These voltaic cells consist of metal terminals
separated by an ion-carrying electrolyte solution. The ions in the electrolyte are capable
of reacting with the metals that make up the electrodes, converting chemical energy to
electrical energy as charge is transferred from the electrolyte to the electrodes. By using
electrodes composed of different metals, which will have differing attractions to free
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electrons, a current can be made to flow from one electrode (the cathode, the positive
electrode) to the other (the anode, the negative electrode). Of course, the current flowing
from the cathode to the anode means that electrons are actually flowing in the reverse
direction, from the anode to the cathode. Figure 2-7 below shows a voltaic cell (battery)
made of a zinc anode and copper cathode placed in a sulfate (SOF^) solution, the
electrolyte. When a conductive path is made between the two electrodes, outer electrons
from the zinc anode travel through the conductor towards the copper cathode - the flow
of elecfrons being a current that can be used to do useful work in a load.
Load
Copper
Cathode

Zinc
Anode

Separator
Figure 2-7 - A Zinc-Copper acid “battery” (one voltaic cell actually)

A zinc atom can readily lose two outer electrons, which a copper atom can readily
accept. In the process, the solid zinc atom making up the electrode becomes a positive
ion, which can enter an aqueous phase in the electrolyte solution the electrode hangs into:
Zn (solid)

Zn^^ (aqueous) + 2e'
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The reverse is happening at the cathode terminal, where aqueous negative copper
ions in the electrolyte solution “consume” these electrons, and deposit themselves in solid
form on the copper cathode:
Cu^^ (aqueous) + 2e"

Cu (solid)

Zinc’s stronger tendency to lose electrons than copper pushes the battery towards
zinc metal becoming zinc ions (and then zinc sulfate in the electrolyte), and the copper
towards being metallic copper (which accumulates on the cathode), provided there is a
path for electrons to flow befween the two electrodes (meaning the battery is able to
discharge). Charging the battery carries out the reverse process, pulling electrons from
the cathode (in this case from the solid copper), and into the anode (the zinc side). In the
process, solid copper loses electrons, and enters the electrolyte solution, forming copper
sulfate (CUSO4), which can’t pass through the separator to reach the anode. Electrons
forced into the anode (during charging) pull zinc off of zinc sulfate, such that solid zinc
accumulates on the anode. So, this type of battery, when charged, has zinc collected on
the anode, but copper dissolved into the electrolyte. As it discharges, zinc begins to
dissolve into the electrolyte, while copper accumulates on the cathode.
The electrolyte solution provides a path for negative ions (sulfate ions in this
case) to flow befween the anodes. The electrolyte should not be able to conduct electrons,
otherwise the electrodes would discharge directly through the electrolyte, rather than
through the outer circuit connecting the anode and cathode. Metal ions must also not be
allowed to pass through the electrolyte from one electrode to the other (which would also
self-discharge the battery). This is typically prevented through the use of a semi-porous
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membrane (the separator in the figure above) that allows the electrolyte (sulfate in this
case) ions to pass, but not the metal ions.
Through the chemical reactions involved, batteries provide a means of taking
electrical energy and storing it as chemical energy, to be converted back to electrical
energy as needed. Overall, they are fairly efficient methods of storing energy (charging
and discharging efficiencies for most types are generally on the order of 80% or higher,
although efficiency can drop significantly with increased current (charging or
discharging), based on the internal resistance of the battery), but with some drawbacks:
•

Low energy density - both volumetric and gravimetric. The exact energy density
depends on chemistry of the battery (lead-acid. Nickel Metal-Hydride, Lithium
Ion, Nickel Cadmium, etc.) as well as the geometry of its design. In general
though, the gravimetric energy density for batteries ranges from as low as 20
for lead acid batteries, to 200

or higher for some lithium ion batteries'^^

compared to roughly 12,000 ^%g for gasoline. More important though for
automobiles is the volumetric energy density, which ranges from 64
acid to 545

for lead-

for Lithium-Ion (for the new Sony 18650G8 Li-ion cylindrical

cells), small compared to the 9,700

for gasoline. This has been the primary

problem with generating consumer acceptance of electric vehicles - the low
energy density limits the range of a typical electric vehicle to around 30-80 miles
with lead acid batteries, or perhaps 50% more with nickel metal hydride. Lithium
ion batteries can further increase the range, but currently with a significantly
higher capital cost and relatively short lifespan compared to other batteries (both
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due to the current electrode and electrolyte materials used, which will be further
discussed in section 2.2.1.2).
•

Long recharge times. Compared to refilling a tank with fuel, the time required to
recharge most batteries is significantly longer (on the order of hours rather than
minutes, for most battery types). People want to be able to pull into a “filling
station” and quickly re-fill their vehicle, and get back on the road. The battery’s
internal resistance is ultimately the primary limiting factor in the recharge time.

The primary goals of battery research thus need to be on improving the energy
densities (per volume and per mass), reducing the cost, and improving the lifespan, while
maintaining high energy efficiency.
One appeal of fuel cells compared to batteries in this regard is that if you want to
increase the amount of stored energy with batteries, you need to increase the number of
batteries (or use batteries with more internal reactants), whereas with a fuel cell you can
use the same fuel cell, but increase the volume of fuel stored. Another important issue is
the recharge/refill rate. Batteries that are recharged electrochemically (a flow of current
being needed to reverse the chemical reactions that release energy, as electrons move
from a lower electric potential to a higher one) typically have long recharge times relative
to the time it takes to refill a fuel tank with a liquid fuel (the recharge time is often
limited by thermal damage to the electrolyte or electrodes from a high power input). This
though is a function of the ion exchange rates within the battery, and ultimately the
internal resistance (which depends largely on the ion conductivity of the electrolyte and
the electrical conductivity of the electrodes).
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Some batteries, such as zinc-air batteries, would not be recharged electrically, but
rather the anode and electrolyte are mechanically removed and replaced. This may be
possible to accomplish faster than electrical recharging, and therefore be potentially more
appealing for use in automobiles. But, other factors need to be considered as well (zincair batteries will be examined in this section).
Based on Figure 2-7, it is clear that the energy density of the battery should be
proportional to the number of metal ions that can be dissolved into the electrolyte, and
stuck onto the electrodes, per unit mass or volume of the battery (for gravimetric or
volumetric energy density, respectively), which determines the charge density that can be
achieved (and typically measured in Ah or mAh). The electronegativity of the electrodes
also affects the energy density of the battery, determining the electric potential difference
between the two electrodes.
Ideally, the anode material should have a low electronegativity, so that the atoms
will more readily give up their electron(s), while the cathode material should have a
strong affinity to pull electrons from the anode side, and thus have a high
electronegativity. A lower atomic mass will also increase the gravimetric energy density
of the battery. Since electronegativity increases from the left side of the periodic table
(Group I) to the right side (up to group 17, as noble gases have essentially zero
electronegativity), the Group I and II elements would be most desirable as anodes.
Electronegativity also decreases as you move down the periodic table, but so does atomic
mass (and the ability to pack a large amount of atoms or molecules into a fixed space) the desire to also maximize the energy density therefore promotes the use of elements
closer to the top. This is therefore the appeal of lithium in batteries, as it is among the
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least electronegative, and the lightest other than hydrogen or helium (neither of which is
desirable in an electrochemical battery).
This logic lead to the development of metallic lithium batteries (not lithium-ion
batteries), which use lithium anodes and various electrolytes and high electronegativity
cathodes. These batteries are not suitable for recharging, however, due to safety
problems. During recharging, the lithium metal accumulates in long dendrites at the
anode, which can eventually reach across the separator, shorting the battery. The rapid
internal discharge leads to overheating, melting the lithium metal when the temperature
reaches 180°C. The molten lithium metal is highly reactive, further promoting thermal
runaway. Lithium metal batteries are still used, but mostly as primary (non-rechargeable)
batteries - such as in watches. To take advantage of the low atomic mass and
electronegativity of lithium, a type of rechargeable battery using lithium had to be
developed.

2.2.1.1. Review of Li-ion battery development
Lithium-ion batteries, currently, the most promising batteries on the market in
terms of energy density and recharge rate, are fundamentally different in one important
way from traditional lithium batteries - the charge exchange is mediated by intercalation
of lithium ions into the electrodes. Whereas lithium batteries use a metallic lithium
anode, lithium ion batteries use a lithium containing electrolyte, with the electrodes being
intercalation hosts for lithium ions. Intercalation is a reversible reaction in which a
“guest” ion or molecule (in this case lithium ions) is “inserted” into a “host” structure, in
which the guest structure remains structurally intact. In the first tests of a lithium-ion
battery design"^^, a TiS] cathode and lithium anode (rather than intercalation anode) were
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used, with LiPFg as the electrolyte, dissolved in propylene carbonate. Crystalline TiS] has
a layered structure well suited for lithium intercalation. However, it was soon realized"^^
that metallic lithium was undesirable to use as an anode material due to a relatively low
cell voltage, and the same dendritic formations of lithium at the anode"^"^. So, the focus
was shifted to both the anode and cathode being intercalation hosts, with the lithium
intercalation guest being carried through the electrolyte, rather than using metallic lithium
at the anode.
The intercalation hosts, different materials for the anode and cathode, should have
high electrical conductivity, high (low) electronegativity for the cathode (anode), and a
high specific surface area to allow a large number of lithium ions per volume to be taken
into the structure (and held in loosely by van der Waals forces). As both oxidation and
reduction reactions happen at the electrodes during the charge/discharge process in a Liion battery, it is preferable to refer to the electrodes as “positive active material” (the
cathode material) and “negative active material” (the anode material), as the processes
involved are not the same as in conventional cathodes and anodes.
A critical step in the development of lithium-ion batteries came when
Goodenough and Mizushima measured"^^ the ability of two transition metal lithium oxides
(Lii_xCo02 and Lii.^NiO]) to intercalate lithium (as LiCoO] and LiNiO]). Both materials
showed a high specific capacity to absorb lithium, and Lithium cobalt oxide also
demonstrated excellent stability to charge/recharge cycling (unlike LiNiO]). This became
the benchmark positive lithium intercalation host, and is the material currently used as the
cathode in most Li-ion batteries. But, a suitable electrolyte and anode material were still
needed.
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In the early 1970s, it had also been discovered that graphite could serve as an
effective negative lithium insertion (intercalation) compound - but shearing along the
graphite planes presented a significant problem, reducing storage capacity rapidly over
charge-discharge cycles. Binders could be used to hold the material together, but they
took up space that would otherwise be able to hold more lithium, reducing the lithium
intercalation capacity, and therefore cell energy density. In the mid and late I980s'*^,
other forms of carbon were analyzed for use as the negative electrode, in particular
amorphous and pyrolytic carbon, and graphitized spheres (or Meso Carbon Micro Beads
(MCMB)). The cost of the latter is high, but it has a higher packing density than the other
forms.
This experimental work lead to the development of the current form of
commercially available lithium-ion batteries. These use LiCoO] as the positive
intercalation host (the cathode end), one of the above-mentioned forms of carbon
(generally graphite) for the negative intercalation host (anode), and an organic solvent
carrying a lithium salt as the electrolyte. The discharging reactions in a LiCo02/graphite
(cathode/anode) battery are as follows
LiCo 0 2 - xLi^ +xe"
6C + xLi^ -x e

Lii_xCo0 2

LixCg

As lithium ions are extracted from the positive end (the LiCo02 cathode), and
intercalate into the graphite (anode), electrons move through the load from the anode to
the cathode, driving the load. Recharging the battery pulls the lithium from the graphite,
which intercalates in the Lii_xCo0 2 , freeing electrons that move from the cathode back to
the anode:
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Lii_xCo0 2 + xLi^ - xe

LixCe + xe - xLi

LiCo 0 2

6C

A conceptual diagram of a Li-ion battery is shown below, in Figure 2-8.
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Non-aqueous electrolyte
through which Li^ ions
can move

Negative Li Host
(anode), generally a
carbonaceous material

Figure 2-8 - Lithium-ion battery configuration

While traditional Li-ion batteries were being developed, another approach was
also being investigated, using solid polymer electrolytes rather than liquid organic
solvents to carry lithium salts. Such batteries are referred to as lithium-polymer batteries,
although that term has been misused in the last few years by a few companies selling
batteries that are a cross between traditional Li-ion and Li-polymer. Whereas liquid
electrolyte Li-ion batteries require a microporous (porous to Li ions) separator within the
electrolyte to keep the anode and cathode from touching, polymer electrolytes have no
such requirement (since the solid electrolyte keeps the electrodes separated), allowing
individual battery cells to be made thinner and lighter. The polymer also binds the two
electrodes together, like peanut butter holding two pieces of bread together, so that
pressure from a solid housing is not required to keep layers together. Because of these
two factors polymer electrolyte configurations (and other solid electrolytes, to be
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discussed further in section 2.2.1.2.3) can achieve higher specific energy densities than
liquid electrolyte batteries.
True Li-polymer batteries have demonstrated high specific energy densities"^^, but
are limited to high temperature operation, since known solid polymer electrolytes (SPEs)
have low ionic conductivity at room temperature (so lithium ions can not pass readily
between electrodes). The need for ambient-temperature operation lead to the
development of gel (or hybrid) polymer electrolytes (GPEs or HPEs). These systems use
a liquid organic solvent, “gelled” by a crystalline polymer matrix. This approach offers
the potential to improve the energy density (by decreasing the spacing requirements, and
the outer casing strength for compression) compared to liquid electrode Li-ion batteries,
while maintaining low temperature performance. The primary benefit though of polymer
or GPE Li-ion batteries though may come in the form of allowing batteries to be more
readily built in any size and shape - most highly desirable for small consumer electronics
(less so for automobiles).

2.2.I.2. Research approaches for improving Lithium-ion Batteries
The organic electrolyte and both electrode materials currently in use have some
undesirable properties. For lithium cobalt oxide, cobalt is expensive and toxic, and only
about half of the lithium can be extracted (during discharge) before oxygen begins to
escape from the structure, or the strong electronegativity of the material begins to oxidize
the electrolyte, such that hydrogen ions are able to replace lithium ions in intercalation
spaces - reducing the energy capacity of the battery, and presenting safety problems. This
is why current lithium-ion batteries can not be drained below about half of their full
charge voltage, or else the ability to recharge the battery becomes significantly impaired.
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A bigger concern is that the organic solvents used for carrying the lithium
electrolyte react with the graphite anode (or any carbonaceous anode), forming a solid
electrolyte interphase (SET) film on the anode. This film has relatively low electrical and
ion conductivity, increasing the internal resistance of the battery, limiting the ability for
high charge or discharge currents, limiting low temperature operation, and creating a
significant drop in “specific discharge capacity” (the charge that can be extracted from
the intercalation material or entire Li-ion cell, per unit mass) due to loss of Li
intercalation space taken up by the film. Increasing the internal resistance, as the SLI film
does, is highly undesirable for a battery. The higher the internal resistance, the greater the
“overvoltage” needed to charge the battery (due to the voltage drop across the internal
resistance), and thus the greater the fraction of energy lost across the internal resistance
during charging. As the voltage drop across the internal resistance increases with current,
minimizing the internal resistance is critical for allowing high charge/discharge rates,
without extreme heat buildup within the battery, or drastic drops in energy efficiency.
At a constant charging current, and constant voltage, the energy efficiency with
which the battery is charged would simply be the cell voltage divided by the charging
voltage. Therefore, the overvoltage (charging voltage minus the cell voltage) divided by
the cell voltage would be the fraction of energy lost. The same would apply for
discharging, where the cell voltage minus the apparent battery voltage (between the
terminals), which could be called the undervoltage, would correspond to the overvoltage
for charging. As these are a function of the internal resistance, minimizing that internal
resistance is critical for maximizing battery efficiency.
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The problems of the SEI film, and options for eliminating this issue, will be
discussed in section 2.2.1.2.1 on anode research, as well as somewhat in the discussion of
electrolyte research in section 2.2.1.2.3. Breakdown of the graphite anode is also a large
factor in the relatively short lifetime of Li-ion cells (on the order of 2-4 years for
commercial Li-ion batteries - far too short for appealing electric vehicle applications).
An additional important goal of research in this field is improving the rate
capability of lithium-ion batteries - the rate at which the batteries can be charged and
discharged. Currently commercialized lithium-ion battery technologies have charge times
on the order of hours, far longer than would be desirable for automotive applications.
This long recharge time essentially limits battery-powered vehicles to night-time
recharging - which is desirable from the standpoint of placing the primary electrical load
in off-peak hours, but makes the vehicles less desirable to the public. In current Li-ion
batteries, this limit is largely created by the SLI film that forms due to reactions of the
organic electrolyte with the carbonaceous anode - so a significant improvement in the
charging rate can be gained by shifting to electrolyte and anode combinations that don’t
create this interphase film.
Increasing the specific capacity (to hold lithium) of both electrodes would
increase the energy density of lithium-ion batteries, which would be a significant factor in
making them more desirable for use in transportation. This therefore is the central focus
area for developing new batteries - in particular improved Li-ion batteries. Improving the
specific capacity can be done by improving the specific capacity of the anode or cathode,
or by improving the packing density of the complete cell (such as by using a solid
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electrolyte to eliminate the need for a microporous separator between the electrodes) ideally though, improvements in all areas should be made.
The specific discharge capacity (in mAh/g) of an entire Li-ion cell

(C c e ii)

depends

on the specific discharge capacities of the anode (Ca) and cathode (Cc), as well as the
“packing efficiency” (Q) - ultimately a measure of how much additional mass must go
into the cell (for electrolyte, separator, and cell enclosure primarily) for the discharge
capacity of the entire cell. The discharge capacities and packing efficiencies add
reciprocally"^^,
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So, clearly it is necessary to increase the specific capacity of both electrodes.
Most current Li-ion cells use a graphite anode with Ca around 370 mAh/g, and a LiCoO]
cathode with Cc around 135 mAh/g. Improving Li-ion batteries should result in
increasing these, as well as increasing the charging and discharging rates, the overall
safety of the batteries (largely a result of reactions between the organic electrolyte and
carbon anode, to be discussed in section 2.2.1.2.1), and reducing the cost.
Lithium-ion battery research can be broken down into three main categories developing new negative lithium intercalation host materials (to replace the current
graphite anodes), new positive lithium intercalation host materials (to replace the current
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LiCoO] cathodes), and new electrolyte systems. These will be looked at individually
here, to assess the progress of research in each area.

2.2.I.2.I. Negative Lithium Intercalation Host (Anode) Research
There are two main goals in negative lithium intercalation host research - shifting
away from carbon anodes to eliminate the SEI film issue (or shifting to electrolytes not
based on inorganic solvents, since it is their reaction with carbon that forms the film), and
improving the specific discharge capacity of the anode. Since graphite can generally only
achieve molar ratios of Lithium to carbon well under 1 (based on the formation of LixCe
during intercalation, where x is around 1 for fully lithiated graphite), using materials that
can achieve significantly higher molar ratios would be highly desirable (and using
relatively low atomic weight elements also is desirable to keep the lithium storage per
electrode mass down). Various lithium-metal alloys and nanostructures can achieve
significantly higher molar ratios, and are therefore worth pursuing as potential new anode
materials.
Layered graphite anodes can intercalate enough lithium to provide discharge
capacities on the order of 350-375 mAh per gram"^^, at cell voltages of 3.6-4 V (typical
for LiCo02-graphite electrode pairs with non-aqueous liquid electrolytes). A significant
challenge in developing improved carbonaceous anode materials has been that carbon
prepared at high temperature generally has lower lithium capacity, while low temperature
preparation yields a high electrical resistance and poor intercalation reversibility^**.
There are two main approaches to this - using something other than carbon as the
main negative intercalation material (silicon in particular being a good choice), or using
carbon nanostructures as the main negative intercalation material, with another metal (Si,
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Co, Ti, etc.) introduced into the structure to increase the electrical conductivity (using
carbon structures other than graphite can also significantly improve the lithium capacity
and intercalation reversibility).
For the former approach, four phases of lithium-silicon alloys have been found Lii 2 Si?, LijSig, Lii3 Si4 , and Li2 iSi5 , having molar ratios of lithium to silicon of 1.71, 2.3,
3.25, and 4.2 respectively, all much higher than the 0.17 of amorphous graphite. While
silicon is roughly twice as heavy as carbon, the higher molar ratios are more than large
enough to make up for that. But, expansion and shrinking of the silicon structure during
intercalation and de-intercalation (discharging and charging, respectively) results in fairly
rapid breakdown of the structure, and significant loss in lithium holding capacity (thus
poor cyclability). However, it has been observed that the Lii3 Si4 phase is less susceptible
to such degradation^*, although this was in a ternary lithium-chromium-silicon system. In
the ternary system, the CrxSi phases likely stabilize the matrix against damage from
expansion and shrinking during intercalation and de-intercalation, with the chromium not
being directly involved in the intercalation (lithium storage) process. This lead to
measured discharge capacities up to slightly over 800 mAh/g for ternary lithiumchromium-silicon intercalation anode materials (Weydanz, et. al, 1999)^*, although
degradation due to cycling was still higher than would be desirable.
Expanding on this strategy of using another metal to stabilize a lithium-silicon
intercalation alloy, more recent work has used a sol-gel method to prepare a titanium
carbide active matrix (active with respect to lithium intercalation) interspersed
homogeneously with Si nanoparticles^^, achieving discharge capacities near 1,000
mAh/g, with low capacity fading over time (0.18% discharge capacity loss per cycle).
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This Si/TiC composite anode material (Zeng, et. ah, 2008)^^ contained 62.5% Si by
weight, and displayed average charge/discharge efficiencies on the order of 97%, as
shown in Figure 2-9 below.
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Figure 2-9 - Sol-gel derived composite Si/TiC anode for Li-ion batteries, taken from
(Zeng, et. al., 2008)
The titanium carbide inactive matrix provides high material strength (to resist
destruction of the silicon active matrix during intercalation and de-intercalation), and
electrical and thermal conductivity, while the homogeneously distributed silicon provides
the ability to intercalate lithium to a high molar ratio (resulting in the elevated discharge
capacity, and thus good energy density potential). Using a sol-gel process to
homogeneously distribute the lithium is a critical factor in such a composite system, as
otherwise localized “clumps” of silicon can still break down from cycling.
The other approach to improving the anode, introducing a highly conductive
metallic element into a carbonaceous nanostructure (to provide better specific surface
area, and thus higher lithium to carbon molar ratio, compared to graphite) has also
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provided a means of increasing the discharge capacity and lifecycle. Recently published
results (Wang, et. al, 2008)"*^ with carbon-cobalt nanofibers produced by electrospinning,
for use as a negative lithium intercalation host, have demonstrated sustained discharge
capacities over 750 mAh/g, with the discharge capacity on the first cycle being around
1,100 mAh/g. This represents the highest discharge capacity achieved with carbon
nanofibers as of early 2008, and is attributeable to the high specific surface area achieved
with their process.
The significant irreversible capacity loss after the first cycle (from 1,100 to 750
mAg/g in the carbon-cobalt nanofiber described above) likely results from solvent
decomposition and the formation of a decomposed solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) film
on the electrode surface, which is typical when using carbonaceous anodes with a lithium
salt electrolyte (such as LiPFg) carried in the non-aqueous organic solvents currently in
common use (such as propylene carbonate (PC) and ethylene carbonate (EC)^^).
Additionally, irreversible reactions between lithium ions and functional groups (carboxyl,
hydroxyl, etc.), or irreversible insertion into the carbon structure can also cause a drop in
discharge capacity after the first cycle.
While debate continues as to how exactly the SEI film forms^"*, it is agreed that in
Li-ion cells with liquid electrolytes, the SEI film is both desirable and undesirable. As it
forms due to reactions between the carbon and electrolyte, it directly reduces the
discharge capacity of the electrode (eating up carbon surface area, and decomposing
some of the electrolyte that carries the lithium). Additionally, the SEI film generally has a
relatively high resistance (compared to the electrolyte or electrode), which decreases the
current that can be pulled from or dumped into the battery (reducing high power output
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potential, and increasing recharge time, respectively), and reducing efficiency. But, the
film also prevents further electrolyte reduction while allowing lithium ions to penetrate
further into the anode^^ (however, pores in the SEI film that allow lithium ion penetration
can shrink when temperature drops, preventing low temperature charging of the battery).
Choi, et. al.^^ found that the addition of Li2 C 0 3 to the electrolyte (in particular,
they used a 1 M LiPFg electrolyte with an EC DEC solvent) decreased the irreversible
capacity loss by suppressing solvent decomposition. An SEI film was formed by the
precipitation of the Li2 C 0 3 , but its SEI film had a significantly lower resistance than that
from the LiPFg electrolyte without the addition of Li2 C 0 3 (reducing the resistance of the
film would allow faster recharging, and higher current output). This approach is not yet
being widely used by others, but offers a route towards decreasing the initial irreversible
capacity loss after the first cycle, thus significantly improving the practical discharge
capacity of electrodes (particularly when considering that the initial irreversible capacity
loss is often on the order of 30% or more of the initial capacity). However, the affect of
the SEI film on limiting the charging and discharging current would remain, such that
recharging the batteries would continue to require hours.
Currently, carbon-based anodes are used in almost all commercial lithium ion
batteries, although Altairnano has recently started making Li-ion batteries which use a
lithium-titanate anode, specifically to eliminate the SEI film issue. The relatively low
cost, and potential for high discharge rates with carbon nano-structures (in particular with
the addition of other metals) are appealing factors. Most research into carbon-based
anode materials is currently focused on carbon nanotubes, nanofibers, and nanospheres,
generally with one additional metal element mixed in to improve the conductivity. Since
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the specific surface area of the carbonaceous material ultimately will determine the
lithium-holding capacity, carbon aerogels could be appealing options for high-surface
area carbon structures. The main challenges that have limited interest in pursuing these
materials for lithium-ion anodes is the inherent high resistivity arising from the small
covalent bridges connecting agglomerate particles in the gel, and the high cost of
production due to the use of supercritical drying (to remove the liquid solvent from the
sol-gel), and the cost of the resorcinol formaldehyde precursor used in carbon aerogel
production.
However, introducing highly conductive carbon nanotubes into the sol-gel, to
make carbon nanotube-aerogel composites, can greatly improve the conductivity, and
yield an aerogel-nanotube composite with high specific surface area, roughly 700 m^/g
having been achieved by (Bordjiba, et. al, 2007)^^. These materials were initially
developed for use as electrodes in supercapacitors (electrochemical capacitors), but may
be worthwhile for investigating as negative lithium intercalation materials for Li-ion
anodes.
Another approach would be embedding a metal into the aerogel to produce
lithium alloys with a high molar ratio. Silicon is the most appealing metal, as already
discussed, and uniformly impregnating a carbon aerogel with silicon has shown positive
r e s u l t s . B y embedding nanocrystalline Si into the resorcinol formaldehyde sol-gel
(precursor of carbon aerogel), before carbonization, (G.X. Wang, et. al, 2004)^^ made a
Si-C composite with very high specific surface area. This approach yielded a discharge
capacity of 1450 mAh/g (after dropping 550 mAh/g from the first cycle capacity of 2,000
mAh/g).
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While these carbon nanostructures, with and without the addition of another
metal, can offer high discharge capacities, the SEI film build-up due to reactivity of the
carbon with the lithium electrolyte remains a significant problem - affecting the usability
(in particular the maximum charge and discharge rates, with the initial irreversible
capacity loss also reducing the maximum energy density) and safety of the batteries.
Eliminating the resistive SEI film, which increases battery pack recharge times, is
a significant potential benefit of going to non-carbon anodes, or of inorganic electrolytes
that may not react with the carbon anode (to be discussed in section 2.2.1.2.3). Charge
and discharge rates are heavily dependent on the internal resistance of the cell and the ion
intercalation rate. The latter is the rate at which lithium ions can enter and leave each
electrode. The pore size of the intercalation material plays a prominent role in this, with
the SEI layer reducing the surface pore size of carbon electrodes. If a battery is charged at
a rate faster than the pore size will allow, lithium ions will build up on the electrode
surface, forming a lithium metal layer, leading to significant capacity degradation and a
safety hazard (the same hazards that lead to a shift away from lithium metal anodes)^^.
The very high molar ratios of lithium to host that can be achieved with silicon
likely make it the most worthwhile non-carbon material. Titanium is also an appealing
non-carbon option, due in large part to non-reactivity with organic electrolytes, and the
only non-carbon material currently in use in anodes of commercial lithium-ion (in
Altairnano’s lithium-titanate batteries that use lithium titanate oxide spinels), but the
specific surface area is far less than graphite or carbon nanomaterials, and therefore the
molar intercalation ratio, is small compared to those materials and silicon. Lithium
titanate spinels (LTSs) are the most studied titanium intercalation material for Li-ion
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batteries, with each LTS (Li4 Ti5 0 i2 ) being able to reversibly intercalate up to three Li
ions,
Li4 Ti5 0 i2 + 3Li+ +3e

Li7 Ti5 0 i2

This provides a molar ratio similar to that of graphite (LiCe), with three lithium
ions per five titanium and twelve oxygen atoms, not counting the four lithium ions that
can’t be reversibly removed from the LTS. But, the more massive titanium atoms reduce
the specific discharge capacity, to roughly 170 mAh/g (Snyder, et. ah, 2007)^^ - less than
half that of graphite. But, LTS has a high potential difference (>1 V) with Li/Li^, so that
the material is essentially non-reactive with the lithium electrolyte, and neither an SEI
film nor a metallic lithium layer will build up on the surface.
Additionally, LTS does not significantly expand or contract during lithium
intercalation or de-intercalation, unlike carbon and silicon, which should result in greater
battery lifetime (less degradation per cycle)^. In addition to the lower discharge capacity
(hence energy density), LTS is a relatively poor conductor, resulting in an increased
internal resistance. This reduces its potential discharge rate, reducing some of the benefit
of not forming an SLI film, and the greater pore size (allowing higher intercalation rate).
Depositing a titanium nitride layer on the LTS can reduce the resistivity of the LTS,
however, as shown by (Snyder, et. al, 2007)

improving the charge/discharge rates

further compared to carbonaceous anodes.
Because of the relatively low molar ratio and specific surface area (69 m^/g for
the Altairnano LTS, measured by (Snyder, et. ah, 2007) ^^), resulting in low lithium
storage capacity compared to carbonaceous anodes, titanium is clearly not an ideal
electrode material. With its much higher lithium molar ratio, and low cost, silicon would
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appear to be a preferable non-carbon anode. The primary challenge with silicon, as
mentioned earlier in section 2.2.1.1, is it being a “high-strain” material (up to 300%
volume expansion during cycling causes rapid electrode breakdown).
There are a few primary approaches to attempting to solve the structural stability
problem of silicon - dispersing it in an active (lithium intercalating) matrix, an inactive
matrix (such that the silicon is the only lithium intercalating structure), using a binder to
hold the silicon together, or using a silicon thin film.
Dispersion in an active matrix presents the problem of additional volume change
due to intercalation in the silicon holding matrix, which could exacerbate the silicon
breakdown, unless the matrix can maintain the structure. The primary active matrix that
appears to have that potential is carbon^*, which maintains contact with the silicon during
volume change. This is likely a prominent factor in the positive results of (Zeng, et. al,
2008)^^, who used a silicon impregnated Titanium Carbide aerogel matrix, and the silicon
impregnated carbon aerogel of (Wang, et. ah, 2004)^^. While both of these achieved high
sustained specific discharge capacities, and demonstrated the benefit of the high specific
surface area of carbon aerogels, the use of carbon retains the SEI film problem (with
organic electrolyte), and thus the low charge and discharge rates that would be desirable
to eliminate by moving to a silicon anode - as well as the potential safety problems that
could result from lithium metal plating on the SEI film (generally due to attempting to
charge or discharge the cell faster than the film will admit lithium ions).
Silicon-holding matrices without carbon have unfortunately not proven as
successful in limiting expansion induced destruction of the silicone crystal structure
(Kasavajjula, et. ah, 2007)"*^, although silicon deposition within a metallic (or
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intermetallic) matrix does offer improved capacity retention compared to straight silicon.
Most anode material testing has used Si powder which is mixed into a
metallic/carbonaceous matrix, but thin film deposition of silicon on a highly conductive
metal (such as nickel or copper) foil has provided better current discharge capacities,
although high currents have been a problem for most Si films^^. Takamura and co
workers (Takamura, et. al, 2004)^^ though were able to make relatively thick (500
Angstrom) silicon films that were capable of high charge and discharge rates, testing the
cells at up to 30C (where the “C-rate” of charging or discharging is the inverse of the
(dis)charge time in hours. So, 30C is a (dis)charge rate sufficient to (dis)charge the
battery in (1/30) hours).
Since low internal resistance is necessary for high C-rates, Takamura’s group
worked with phosphor-doped n-type Si, as well as pure Si, and p-type Si. Their best
results were achieved with surface deposition of the n-type S i, on Ni surface roughened
foil (roughened by etching with aqueous FeClg), achieving anode discharge capacities as
high as 3600 mAh/g (roughly 30 times that of regular graphite anodes), stable to at least
200 cycles at the 2C rate. The discharge capacity did drop noticeably with continual 12C
and 30C charging and discharging rates, but was still sustained atover 3000 mAh/g for
almost 1,000 cycles at 12C, and over 2000 mAh/g for 3,000 cycles at 30C.
The high discharge rates though demonstrated anomalously low (virtually zero)
capacity for initial tens or hundreds of cycles, with a sudden jump to high sustained
capacities after this initially extremely low capacity stage. The mechanism causing this
has not yet been explained. Their research, and the work of other groups studying the use
of vacuum deposited Si films as negative Li intercalation hosts (anodes) has
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demonstrated the extremely high capacities that can be achieved. However, these high
capacities have been achieved only with relatively thin films, with Takamura’s group
showing in a later study^^ that the overall capacity and cyclability drops drastically with
increasing film thickness. This is illustrated well in Figure 2-10 below. Metallic (rather
than doped) Si film was deposited in 100 and 200 nm thicknesses (left and right plots,
respectively) on untreated Nickel foil. Cells used propylene carbonate organic solvent to
carry IM LiC 1 0 4 electrolyte, and testing was done with a 1C charge/discharge rate.
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Figure 2-10 - Effect of Si film thickness on specific discharge capacity and capacity
retention, taken from (Uehara, et. ai., 2005)^^.

Since the electrochemical intercalation is a surface reaction, the surface
conductivity of the film is an important factor. Takamura’s group therefore experimented
with using different surface roughening techniques (rubbing with sandpaper, chemical
etching, and a combination of the two) to observe the effect on specific capacity and
retention, finding that surface roughening can significantly reduce the negative effect of
increased film thickness. Using a combination of physical and chemical roughening of a
copper substrate foil, a specific capacity of over 2000 mAh/g was sustained for 50 cycles
(with relatively low loss) with a film thickness of 3600 nm, and a 0.5C charge/discharge
rate. This indicates that amorphous silicon films with rough surface features may be able
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to achieve and sustain very high capacities with thicker film layers, which would be
necessary for automotive applications.
Unfortunately, vacuum deposition is likely too expensive to be practical for
producing commercially viable Li-ion cells (Kasavajjula, et. ah, 2007)^*. So, a
worthwhile avenue of research would be to determine what exactly allows the extremely
high discharge capacities with vacuum deposition of Si (relative to Si stabilized in an
inactive or active matrix), while retaining high discharge retention. The Si films produced
by vacuum deposition (Takamura, et. ah, 2004^^, and others) and RF magnetron
sputtering^"* has been shown to have an amorphous (essentially random) rather than
crystalline structure, which likely plays a significant role in the high capacity (likely due
to high specific surface area), although the amorphous structure is likely a factor in the
reduction in specific capacity with increasing film thickness. The improvement with
roughening of the substrate surface is likely a result of increasing the electrical
conductivity as well as to facilitating Li intercalation deeper into the amorphous film.
Tin is also a potentially useful negative lithium intercalation material, with a
theoretical limit of 994 mAh/g based on the formation of the Li4 .4 Sn alloy. But, it also
suffers from similar capacity retention problems as silicon^^, and with a lower theoretical
specific capacity limit and higher cost compared to silicon, silicon is likely the more
appealing element to focus further research on.
As more success has been achieved in developing improved anode materials (than
cathode materials) for Li-ion batteries, it is worthwhile to examine the potential effect on
the specific capacity of the entire battery, assuming no improvement at the cathode or of
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the remaining battery materials (electrolyte, casing, etc.). Recalling that the specific
discharge capacity of the entire battery can be expressed as
C c e ll = 2

Î_____
1

1

C,

1

1----

Q

G

where cathode specific capacities (with LiCoO]) are around 135 mAh/g, and current
graphite anodes achieve CA of 370 mAh/g. Most Li-ion cells are currently manufactured
in a tightly-wound cylindrical form, known as 18650. The 18650 Li-ion cells using
LiCoO] cathode and graphite anode made by Sony (18650G8) and Panasonic
(CGR18650L) each have current capacities of 2550 mAh and masses of roughly 46
grams, for a total cell specific capacity of 55.4 mAh/g. Based on this, Q, the factor by
which the rest of the cell mass (other than anode and cathode) reduces the cell’s specific
capacity can be calculated to be 130.4 mAh/g. Note that at 3.6V, a specific capacity of
55.4 mAh/g works out to an energy density of 200 Wh/kg
A few cathode materials (to be discussed in section 2.2.1.2.2) have already been
developed that could increase Cc to potentially 200 mAh/g. If we assume that is the case,
we can calculate the specific cell capacity as a function of anode specific discharge
capacity, to see the potential impact of higher anode capacities on total cell capacity. This
is shown in Figure 2-11 below (as well as the cell specific capacity for the current
cathode). The lowest cell capacity plotted is for an anode specific capacity of 370 mAh/g
- that of graphite currently in use. As is apparent from the plot, increasing the specific
capacity of the anode alone - without commensurate improvement in the cathode, or total
cell packing efficiency, can not increase the combined cell specific capacity by a large
amount.
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Figure 2-11 - Li-ion cell specific capacity as a function of anode specific capacity,
assuming cathode specific capacity of 200 mAh/g and no change in cell packing
efficiency

With an anode specific capacity of 200 mAh/g (compared to the 135 mAh/g of
LiCoO]), graphite anodes give specific cell capacities of 65 mAh/g - 18% above current
LiCoO] cathodc-graphitc anode batteries. Increasing the anode specific capacity alone to
thousands of mAh/g would only be able to bring the total cell specific capacity up to
around 80 mAh/g - another 23% increase (almost 50% increase over current cells). Note
that these are at cell voltages of 3.6 V, so a cell specific capacity of 80 mAh/g would
equate to a gravimetric energy density of 288 Wh/kg - roughly 14 times that of lead-acid
batteries (and more than twice that of initial Li-ion batteries, but only about 40% more
than the latest Li-ion cylindrical cells with LiCoO] cathode, graphite anode, and liquid
electrolyte, and still only 2.4% of that of gasoline)
As is clear from the plot, there are diminishing returns from continuing to increase
the anode specific capacity beyond roughly 1500 mAh/g. So, while thin film vapor
deposited Si may be able to achieve specific capacities of 2,000+ mAh/g, the small
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benefit of that vs. a 1500 mAh/g anode would need to be taken into account, when
considering the high cost of such techniques.
As is also clear from the plot - while the bulk of the research focus has been on
developing new anode materials, only improving the anode can not significantly increase
the total cell specific capacity on its own. However, moving away from carbonaceous
anodes does have the potential to make significant improvements to Li-ion batteries in
other ways - in particular potentially allowing much higher charge/discharge rates (by
eliminating the high internal resistance and Li penetration rate limit from the SEI film
that builds up on carbonaceous anodes, when using organic electrolytes), and reducing
safety concerns associated with the same phenomenon.

2.2.I.2.2. Positive Lithium Host (Cathode) Research
Research into new cathode materials has been far more limited than that into new
anode materials for Li-ion cells. Part of this is because of the graphite anodes currently in
use contributing to other problems (safety and charge/discharge rate limitations), in
addition to limiting the specific capacity (and hence energy density) of Li-ion cells. But it
is also because of fewer potential options for significantly improving the specific capacity
of the cathode.
The currently used cathode, lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO]), is less than ideal for
several reasons other than the potential to improve upon its specific discharge capacity cobalt is expensive and toxic, and only about half of the lithium can be extracted (during
discharge) before oxygen begins to escape from the structure, or the strong
electronegativity of the material begins to oxidize the electrolyte, such that hydrogen ions
are able to replace lithium ions in intercalation spaces - reducing the energy capacity of
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the battery, and presenting safety problems. This is why current lithium-ion batteries can
not be drained below about half of their full charge voltage, or else the ability to recharge
the battery becomes significantly impaired.
Surface coating conventional LiCoO] with various inert metal oxides or inorganic
salts has been shown to improve the stability of the cathode, and recently^^ it was shown
that simply mixing A1(0H)3 in with conventional LiCoO] can achieve similar results.
While improving the cyclability of the LiCoO] cathode is desirable, a greater goal for
improving the cathode would be using a different lithium metal oxide, to eliminate the
use of toxic cobalt. Lithium metal oxides remain the most likely positive lithium
intercalation host materials, with LiMn2 0 4 , LiNio.8Coo.2 O 2 , Li-Mn-0 spinels, LiFeP 0 4 ,
and olivine LiFeP0 4 showing advantages over the traditional LiCo0 2 in terms of cost,
safety (both from the potential fire standpoint as well as toxicity of Co), and cycle life^^.
Other transition metal oxides have been investigated for a number of years, but
most are less stable to lithium removal than LiCo0 2 , becoming disordered during
discharging (Goodenough, 2007)'*^. While the energy density and cell voltage is largely
determined by the materials making up the two intercalation electrodes, the behavior of
the electrode-electrolyte interfaces largely determine the lifecycle (how many chargedischarge cycles the battery can undergo before being degraded too much) and safety of
the battery. For example, LiNi02 has been observed^^ to have better lithium capacity than
LiCo 0 2 , but exothermic oxidation of the organic solvent (carrying the electrolyte) in the
presence of the nickel oxide creates unacceptable safety concerns, and the collapse of the
nickel oxide structure upon delithiation reduces cell lifecycle^^. Overall, far less progress
has been made in Li-ion cathode development than on the anode side.
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The primary lithium metal oxide with potential to replace LiCoO] is lithium iron
phosphate (LiFeP 0 4 ), which has a theoretical capacity™ of 170 mAh/g (at 3.5 V relative
to Li). This material was first suggested as a possible anode material for Li-ion cells in
1997 by Padhi, et. al.^\ who observed that olivine oxyanion scaffolded structures made
from comer sharing of octahedral (XOg) and tetrahedral (MO4) anions can provide higher
redox potentials than either stmcture alone, in particular focusing on combining the FeOg
(and LiOe) and PO 4 structures. Unfortunately, the electrical and lithium ion conductivités
of LiFeP0 4 are orders of magnitude lower than desirable, resulting in very high internal
resistance for an Li-ion cell. While doping with good electrical conductors (such as
copper) can increase the conductivity, the intercalation capacity (and hence discharge
capacity) drops correspondingly.
More recently, it was found^^ that doping the lithium iron phosphate with
supervalent cations (supervalent to Li, providing n-type charge carriers in the LiFeP 0 4 )
in place of some of the Li ions can increase the lattice electronic conductivity by more
than eight orders of magnitude, providing a conductivity roughly an order of magnitude
better than LiCoO], and achieving nearly the theoretical limit to the discharge capacity of
LiFeP 0 4 . While undoped LiFeP 0 4 has an electronic conductivity on the order of 10"™
(Qcm)"\ the material doped with 1% (i.e. the dopant replacing 1% of the Li ions in the
material) Mg, Al, Ti, Nb, or W all showed conductivities greater than 10"^ (Qcm)"\ The
material also showed exceptional capacity for high charge/discharge rates (up to 21.5 C
was tested), and promising capacity retention. While this material offers a slightly higher
discharge capacity than LiCoO] (with most dopants providing discharge capacities of
120-150 mAh/g, compared to 137 mAh/g for LiCoO]), the lower cell voltage with respect
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to Li ions in a carbon cathode (3.25V rather than 3.7V (Chung, et. al., 2002)) ultimately
results in a lower energy density. The main appeal of LiFeP 0 4 though is the elimination
of the expensive and toxic Co.
elemental sulfur may be the most appealing cathode material, due to an extremely
high theoretical lithim discharge capacity™ of 1672 mAh/g, albeit at lower voltage (2V
with respect to Li) than current cathodes. The voltage varying significantly with the
degree of charge, as it does with sulfur (due to varying electronegativity of different
structures), is a concern for automotive applications where a constant output voltage is
highly desirable. Pure sulfur also has high ionic and electrically resistance, making it
difficult to discharge the cathode, in particular at low temperatures. So, electronic and
lithium ionic conducting materials must be dispersed throughout the sulfur, reducing the
discharge capacity from the theoretical limit. Most research on sulfurons cathodes has
involved lithium-metal anodes with lithium-ion conducting solid electrolytes (where the
latter is necessary when using lithium metal anodes to prevent a fire hazard if lithium
dendrites form at the anode and short circuit the cell. The use of solid electrolytes may
eliminate the hazard liquid organic electrolytes prevent due to flammability in the case of
internal short circuiting, but it is not clear if they entirely eliminate the problem of short
circuiting itself). With this approach, a good electrical conductor (such as copper) has
been interspersed through the cathode, and Li-S cell discharge capacities near 1,000
mAh/g have been achieved (Machida, et. al., 2004)^'*, albeit at lower voltages (discharge
voltage of 1-1.5V for the first -800 mAh/g, dropping to -0.7V for the next -200 mAh/g).
Unfortunately, the discharge voltages were substantially lower than the charge voltages.
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indicating a fairly low efficiency (on the order of 60-70%). Additionally, the significant
dropping of the cell voltage as the cell discharges is not desirable in a battery.
Various studies have been done on batteries using lithium metal anodes, sulfurons
cathodes, and liquid electrolytes, demonstrating that reaction of the sulfur with the liquid
organic solvents to produce soluble lithium polysulfides (which dissolve into the
electrolyte, moving away from the anode) quickly reduces the anode active material,
resulting in very poor capacity retention^"^. Thus, the use of sulfurons cathodes hinges on
the use of electrolytes with which it won’t react.
In addition to the lithium sulfides that form as a sulfurons cathode de-intercalates
lithium being soluble in liquid organic electrolytes, they also increase the resistance of
the cathode (and thus the entire cell), resulting in lower efficiency and reduced capacity
at high discharge rates. Sulfur composites, with sulfur dispersed throughout a conductive
matrix (in particular consisting largely of carbon) has been reported^^ to reduce or even
eliminate these problems, with composite sulfur cathode cells tested by (He, et. al.,
2007)™ achieving a repeatable energy density of 246 Wh/kg (compared to 200 Wh/kg or
less for current C(graphite)/organic electrolyte/LiCoO] cells). The cell voltage was lower
than LiCoO] based cells (average of 1.95 V over discharge after the first discharge), but
steadily dropping with discharge, with discharge capacity approaching 800 mAh/g (for
the entire cell). This was achieved with a conventional liquid organic electrolyte, and a
lithium metal anode. Additionally, the cathode retained full cyclability even after a full
discharge to OV. While (He, et. al., 2007)™ did not calculate the energy efficiency for the
charge/discharge cycle (and at various charging/discharging rates), it appears from their
charge and discharge plots that the efficiency is under 80%. Not as good as with lithium
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metal oxide cathodes at low charge/discharge rates, but far better than fuel cells (as will
be shown in section 2.3.3). These very promising results indicate the potential of a
Li(metal) battery with a composite sulfur cathode, which should be further studied with
glass electrolytes.
For conventional lithium metal oxide cathodes, the potential for improvement
over the current LiCoO] material is fairly limited, with the primary potential benefit
being the elimination of the use of cobalt by replacing lithium cobalt oxide with a
different lithium metal oxide (to remove the primary toxic component from the batteries,
and reduce the cost of the materials involved). LiFeP0 4 doped with a supervalent metal
ion in place of some of the Li appears to be the best option presently for this approach.
Composite sulfur though presents a potentially significant improvement over
current cathodes. Dispersing the S throughout a conductive matrix (to prevent or limit a
drop in conductivity with the formation of lithium sulfides) has been shown to provide
energy densities greater than current Li-ion cells, even when using conventional liquid
organic electrolytes. However, the use of Li metal as the anode material facilitates this
high energy density (as there is no additional mass for the anode intercalation hose), but
could still present the potential problem of internal short-circuiting due to dendritic
deposition of the Li metal at the anode (with the flammable organic electrolyte presenting
a safety hazard if an internal short forms). Further testing is warranted to examine this
potential issue, and the impact of using solid electrolytes instead with a Li metal anode.

2.2.I.2.3. Electrolyte Research
Section 2.2.1.2.1 reviewed ongoing research into new anode materials, with two
primary focuses - increasing the specific discharge capacity, and eliminating the
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problems presented by using a carbonaceous anode. These problems though are not
strictly a result of the carbon anode, but how it interacts with the liquid organic
electrolytes currently in use (the same is true of how some cathode materials, such as
LiNiO] interact negatively with the organic solvent). Moving to other electrolytes can
also eliminate the current limitation and safety problems associated with carbonaceous
anodes in combination with organic electrolytes, as well as the problem of formation of
soluble lithium polysulfides, depleting sulfurons cathodes.
Solid electrolytes may be more appealing than liquid electrolytes by facilitating
the electrolyte-electrode connections without the need of compression from a stiff (and
heavy) surrounding casing. For lithium ions to conduct through a solid, either large
clearances within the solid structure or lattice defects are required™. Additionally, a high
decomposition electric potential is necessary for the electrolyte, so that the cell can
operate at a relatively high voltage (an appealing characteristic of the non-aqueous
organic electrolytes currently in use, allowing Li-ion cells to operate at 3.6V, roughly
three times the potential that aqueous electrolytes permit before electrolysis breaks down
the water).
There are two main groups of solid electrolytes that have been most thoroughly
studied, and show the most promise as high ionic conductivity materials at ambient
temperature - crystals (such as thio-LISICONs) and glasses (in particular Li2 S-oxysulfide
based glasses). In general, glasses tend to have higher ionic conductivity than their
corresponding crystals™, due to the presence of more lattice defects and a lower
activation energy for conduction. For clarification, glass formation requires rapid cooling
of the molten matrix to quickly pass through the temperature regime at which slow
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cooling will result in an ordered (crystalline) structure, instead producing a disordered
amorphous structure (a glass). As a liquid (or “melt”) cools down, the average kinetic
energy of the molecules decreases until at some point it is exceeded by the electrical
(chemical) binding energy between neighboring molecules, allowing “solid” bonds to
form. If the melt is cooled slowly, the molecules have time to move into energetically
preferable locations, producing an ordered structure. If the melt is quickly cooled (often
referred to as melt quenching) though, the molecules do not have time to move to
energetically preferable locations, and the material forms an amorphous “solid” (also
called a supercooled liquid, or vitreous solid), commonly referred to as a glass. The
random structure of the material in general results in greater ionic conductivity than an
ordered crystalline structure, in which molecules are usually more tightly packed.
Significant progress in the development of high ion conductivity glasses was
made by shifting from an oxide matrix to a sulfide matrix, as non-bridging oxygen atoms
form strong lithium ion traps (Minami, et. al, 2006)^^. For example, Li2 S-SiS2 sulfide
glass has a lithium ion conductivity roughly 3 orders of magnitude^^ greater than the
similar oxide glass, Li2 0 -Si0 2 . However, (Minami, et. ah, 2006)^ found that addition of
a small amount (-5%) of lithium metal oxide to a lithium sulfide matrix can stabilize the
matrix against crystallization (normally problematic for a pure sulfide matrix), without a
drop in lithium ion conductivity, as non-bridging oxygen atoms are not generally present
with such low concentrations of oxides. Non-bridging oxygen and sulfur atoms (bridging
atoms are part of adjacent polyhedra in the structure) both play a key role in Li ion
conductivity, as the relatively weak binding offers a location for Li ion “hopping” (Cho,
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et. al, 2006)^^, but non-bridging oxygen atoms also serve as an ion trap due to a higher
electron density^**.
The use of two different anion species (such as SiOT"^ and BO3 ^ in a Li4 Si0 4 LigBOs"^ mixed matrix) can also increase the ion conductivity through a phenomenon
now referred to as the mixed-anion effect^\ Also, many studies have demonstrated that
higher lithium contents in the amorphous electrolyte are critical for increasing the Li ion
conductivity and decreasing the Li ion transport activation energy (analogous to the
bandgap energy in semiconductors).
Among the first solid electrolytes researched, Thio-LISICON (LISICON stands
for Lithium Superionic CONductor) crystalline ceramics synthesized from the ternary
Li2 S-SiS2 -P2 S5 system, yielding solids of the form Li4 _xSii.xPxS4 , were found by
Murayama’s group^^ to have high lithium ion conductivities (6.4x10^ (Qcm)'^) and a
high breakdown voltage (>4.5 V), representing a promising potential new solid
electrolyte. Since then, various lithium silicon sulfide ceramics and lithium-potassium
sulfide glass-ceramics (as well as other variations) have been investigated for use in
“solid-state” Li-ion batteries. Sulfide glasses in the Li2 S-P2 S; and Li2 S-SiS2 systems have
high room temperature ionic conductivities of roughly

1 0 '^

(Qcm )'\ similar to thio-

LISICON.^^ Lithium-ion cells using 4 Li2 S-P2 S glass-ceramic electrolyte, indium anode,
and conventional LiCo0 2 cathode have been shown capable of a total cell specific
capacity of roughly 100 mAh/g at 3.6 V (Mizuno, et. ah, 2002)^^ - for an energy density
of360W h/kg.
However, it must be pointed out that the plot in Figure 2-11 used for the packing
efficiency the specific capacity of a complete commercial Li-ion battery cell, which
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includes a solid plastic casing (which decreases Q) that is not included in the specific cell
capacity measurements generally given in research papers. If only the active material
mass (anode and cathode) is considered, such that we calculate the specific discharge
capacity in mAh per gram of active material (not including electrolyte, casing, separator,
or anything else). Figure 2-11 could be redone to look like Figure 2-12 below. This
illustrates that the current cathode and anode achieve an active material specific discharge
capacity of around 100 mAh/g of active material. The tests of solid electrolyte systems,
such as those quoted above (Mizuno, et. al, 2002)^^, do include the electrolyte mass, but
generally no cell enclosure mass, such that they fall somewhere in between an active
material specific discharge capacity and a full cell specific discharge capacity. This must
be taken into account when evaluating new battery systems. Based on this, the results of
Mizuno are better than current cells, but not by a large margin.
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Figure 2-12 - Active material specific discharge capacity of Li-ion cell with 200
mAh/g cathode as a function of anode discharge capacity

While the specific discharge capacities with these glass electrolytes are not
significantly different from conventional liquid electrolyte Li-ion cells, the ability to use
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other cathode and anode materials can be a tremendous advantage. Various carbon
nanostructures, in particular if laced with silicon, have shown the ability to achieve and
sustain (over thousands of cycles) specific discharge capacities on the order of

1 ,0 0 0

mAh/g as anodes in Li-ion cells with conventional electrolyte and cathode materials (and
should be able to do the same with solid electrolytes). But, when used with conventional
liquid electrolytes, they would suffer from the same SEI film problem that limits the
high-current (for charging and discharging) capability of current Li-ion batteries, presents
a safety hazard (due to Li metal plating out on the anode surface due to Li intercalation
rate limits created by the small pores in the SEI film), and produces the irreversible
capacity loss after the first cycle with such cells, as discussed in section 2 .2 . 1 .2 . 1 .
An amorphous solid (glass) electrolyte that is non-reactive with carbon would
allow the use of these high discharge capacity anodes by eliminating the SEI film issue. It
could also allow the use of sulfurous cathodes, which has been demonstrated by various
groups (Machida, et. al, 2004^'* and Minami, et. al, 2006^^, etc.), with Minami’s group
achieving a high reversible cell specific discharge capacity of over 650 mAh/g for 20
cycles, albeit with the voltage at -1.5V for 400 mAh/g of the capacity, and dropping to
under 1 V for the remainder. The energy density therefore, while higher than a 100
mAh/g capacity at a steady 3.6V, is not as high as would appear based on the 650 mAh/g
discharge capacity cited (which again does not include mass of a plastic or metal casing).
Their tested cell used an anode composed of a sulfur-copper mixture (copped being
introduced to increase the conductivity of the anode, and present in a S:Cu molar ratio of
3:1), a 2 Li2 S-PS2 mixed-anion glass electrolyte, and a Li-In cathode.
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The high energy density though demonstrates the potential to achieve
significantly higher energy densities with a sulfurous cathode (mixed with a metal to
increase conductivity), a high ionic conductivity amorphous electrolyte, and a metallic
lithium based anode. Research into this style of solid-state batteries is at least 15 years
behind liquid electrolyte batteries. There remains significant room for improvement in
terms of maximizing the specific capacity of the cells, but the dominant issues currently
revolve around reducing capacity fade, which is in large part a result of electrical
disconnection of the solid electrodes and electrolyte from cycling stresses. Various
electrolytes, including some of those mentioned in this section, have been found to be
fairly effective at maintaining a good interface between the solid electrolyte and
electrodes for tens or possibly hundreds of cycles, but commercial viability of these cells
(in particular for automotive applications) would require sustained contacts (and therefore
sustained discharge capacities) over thousands of cycles, as a single year’s worth of
driving could easily involve hundreds of cycles.
But, the high capacities achieved do indicate there is significant potential for
amorphous (glass) electrolytes to provide much higher energy density lithium (or lithiumion) batteries than liquid organic electrolyte based Li-ion batteries. Solid-state lithium (or
lithium-ion) batteries therefore should be a prominent research focus, and of particular
interest for solid state physicists.

2.2.I.2.4. Li-ion Battery Summary
As discussed in the preceding sections, while Li-ion batteries are already the most
energy dense electrically rechargeable batteries available, there is significant room for
improvement by developing new electrode and electrolyte materials. Most approaches
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continue to focus on lithium-ion batteries rather than lithium batteries, where in the
former both anodes serve as intercalation hosts (one positive, one negative) for lithium
ions, while in the latter the anode is made of metallic lithium. Current Li-ion batteries use
a graphite anode, LiCoO] cathode, and lithium salt electrolytes (such as LiPFg) carried in
a non-aqueous organic solvent (propylene carbonate (PC) or ethylene carbonate (LC)
usually). The drawbacks of the current design, and approaches for reducing those
drawbacks can be summarized as follows:
•

Anode: Carbonaceous materials react with the liquid solvents, forming a solid
electrolyte interphase (SLI) film that decreases electrical and lithium ion
conductivity of the cell, reducing the maximum currents possible for charging and
discharging (where a small charging rate is a significant drawback of these current
batteries). Dendritic plating out of lithium metal on the SLI film (when lithium
ions “try” to enter the graphite faster than the semi-porous SLI film will allow)
also presents a significant safety concern. The SLI film also restricts lowtemperature operation of the batteries, as the pores in the film shrink with
dropping temperature, preventing Li-ion passage. Lastly, formation of the SLI
film takes up space on the carbon surface that could otherwise be used for lithium
intercalation, resulting in an initial “irreversible capacity loss” after the first cycle.
Graphite also tends to sheer along the layered structure over time due to
cycling stresses, playing a significant role in the relatively short cycle life of
current batteries (on the order of 1,000 cycles, working out to lifetimes of 2-3
years for heavily used batteries). Other carbonaceous structures (in particular
nanotubes and carbon aerogels) can offer specific capacities several times above
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that of graphite, but still retain the SEI film problems. Silicon would be an ideal
negative intercalation host (anode) material, but drastic expansion during lithium
intercalation rapidly pulverizes pure silicon anodes. The primary approach that
has proven successful in eliminating silicon pulverization is embedding it in a
carbon nanostructure, allowing high specific capacities (on the order of
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mAh/g, compared to 350-375 for layered graphite) - but the use of carbon to hold
the structure together means the SEI film problems are still present. Some non
carbon anode materials, such as lithium-titanate spinels, have been used as
anodes, which eliminate the SEI film issues, but offer discharge capacities on the
order of half that of regular graphite (but the elimination of the SEI film allows
rapid recharging and longer cell life). Moving to solid electrolytes appears to be a
better approach to eliminating the SEI film issue, rather than moving away from
carbonaceous anodes.

•

Cathode: Cobalt is toxic and expensive, and only about half of the lithium can be
extracted (during discharge) before oxygen begins to escape from the structure, or
the strong electronegativity of the material begins to oxidize the electrolyte, such
that hydrogen ions are able to replace lithium ions in intercalation spaces reducing the energy capacity of the battery, and presenting safety problems. This
is why current lithium-ion batteries can not be drained below about half of their
full charge voltage, or else the ability to recharge the battery becomes
significantly impaired.
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Switching to other cathode materials can not only improve the specific
capacity (hence energy density) of the cells, but also potentially reduce the cost
(very important for widespread use in automobiles) and toxicity, and improve the
lifecycle significantly (also very important for automotive applications, where
replacing an expensive Li-ion battery pack every 2-4 years would not be
economical). When using liquid electrolytes, the main focus for developing new
cathodes is on other lithium metal oxides, which can at best offer only marginal
improvements in terms of specific capacity, but can offer significant
improvements in terms of cost and toxicity (this is particularly true of supervalent
doped LiFeP 0 4 ).
Sulfur could be an ideal cathode material, but is incompatibile with liquid
electrolytes due to the formation of soluble lithium sulfides, that dissolve into the
electrolyte and rapidly decrease cathode size (and therefore total capacity).
Dispersing the sulfur within a conductive matrix appears to at least limit this
problem (He, et. al, 2007)^^, and potentially eliminate it, as well as the reduction
in electrode conductivity due to the insulating lithium sulfides. However, the
testing done to date has been done with lithium metal anodes, which may still
present problems from dendritic accumulation of lithium at the anode. Further
testing is necessary to examine this, and the potential of composite sulfur
cathodes with glass electrolytes. With organic electrolytes, however, the use of a
composite sulfur cathode has been shown to provide energy densities greater than
current cells (with -250 Wh/kg having been achieved by He, et. al. ^^).

I ll

Overall, the development of new cathode materials is well behind research
into new anodes and electrolytes, and is thus the area most in need of further
research. Much more research is required in particular on the use of composite
sulfur cathodes with lithium or lithium-ion cells.

•

The liquid electrolyte, in addition to causing problems when using the preferable
electrode materials (carbonaceous anodes and sulfurous cathodes), also presents
safety hazards (the solvents are flammable), and reduces the packing efficiency
that can be achieved, by requiring a miroporous separator membrane to keep the
electrodes from touching each other. Since the liquid electrolyte does not offer
any structural support of its own, it also requires stronger (and thus generally
heavier) cell casing materials, further reducing packing efficiency (and therefore
reducing specific discharge capacity, and hence energy density).
Solid electrolytes based on amorphous lithium sulfides, potentially with a
small fraction (5% or less) of lithium oxides, have shown great promise in terms
of high lithium ion conductivity and low ion conduction activation energy although many have low breakdown voltages, limiting the voltage of the cell (just
as aqueous electrolytes limit cell voltages to less than 1.2V roughly, to prevent
water electrolysis). Specific discharge capacities for entire cells on the order of
500+ mAh/g have been achieved, albeit at voltages of 1-1.5V, compared to 3.6V
for liquid electrolyte Li-ion batteries (although this specific discharge capacity
does not include any outer cell structure, thus as a measure it falls between a
specific discharge capacity for the active material alone and that for a full cell).
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Still, the energy densities resulting would be significantly higher than current Liion batteries, and the many problems relating to the liquid electrolyte (SLI film
issues in particular) would be eliminated.

Lliminating the SLI film (which decreases the ion conductivity into the
electrodes), and using an electrolyte with high ion conductivity (and electrodes with high
electrical conductivity), can greatly decrease the internal resistance of Li-ion batteries,
improving energy efficiency. This has been demonstrated with both glass and plastic
electrolytes, with Li-ion batteries made with the relatively higher resistance plastic
electrolytes (compared to some glass electrolytes) still achieving energy efficiencies of
92%^^ and higher. The energy efficiency would still of course depend on the charging
and discharging rate, as higher currents would increase the overvoltage (during charging,
undervoltage during discharging) required. The use of thin film electrolytes and
electrodes is also critical for decreasing the internal resistance, as the ion resistance
through the electrolyte depends on the electrolyte thickness, and electrical resistance
through the electrodes depends on their thickness. With thin film, glass-electrolyte, high
specific surface area C-Si anodes, and current cathodes (LiCoO]), it is reasonable to
expect average efficiencies on the order of 95% and higher.
In other battery types, such as traditional lead-acid batteries, the electrolyte (or
rather an ionized portion of the electrolyte, such as sulfate ions from sulfuric acid
electrolyte) reacts with each of the electrodes in turn such that in one state (charged) one
electrode is dissolved into the electrolyte, while in the other state (discharged) the other
electrolyte is dissolved into it. This places minimum requirements on the amount of
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electrolyte used in such batteries, increasing the mass and volume required. In lithium-ion
batteries, the electrolyte really only functions as a separator material to prevent electrical
conduction between the electrodes, but to allow lithium ion conduction from one
electrode to another. While the presence of lithium in the electrolyte composition (such as
the lithium salts currently used in commercial Li-ion batteries, or the lithium sulfide glass
electrolytes being studied) has been shown to increase lithium ion conductivity through
the electrolyte, the lithium atoms making up the electrolyte molecules aren’t themselves
involved directly in the intercalation process. Rather, the lithium is initially incorporated
into the cell either as a lithium metal anode (in Li batteries) or within the anode structure
(in the case of Li-ion cells, which generally use carbonaceous cathodes that are made
without lithium present), such as LiCoO].
Because of this, the electrolyte can be much thinner, occupying less volume (and
having less mass) compared to other battery types, in which the electrolyte is directly
involved in the chemical reactions at the electrodes. A thinner electrolyte not only
decreases the internal resistance of the cell, but also improves the cell packing efficiency
(thus improving the energy density).
This has paved the way for thin film lithium ion batteries, as using various thin
film deposition techniques (thermal and chemical vapor deposition, RF sputtering,
electrostatic spray deposition, and pulsed laser deposition, as well as simply cutting thin
films of aerogel and nanotube structures) can allow significant downsizing of the
electrolyte as well as the electrodes. Thin electrodes may be advantageous as lithium
intercalation is most dense in the region closest to the electrolyte, as shown by the work
of (Takamura, et. al, 2004)^^ and others, who achieved specific anode discharge
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capacities of thousands of mAh/g (compared to 350-375 mAh/g for graphite) with thin
film deposited Si on a Ni foil substrate, but found that the specific discharge capacity
dropped significantly with increasing electrode thickness. However, thin film Si anodes
have significant current limitations (Takamura, et. ah, 2004)^^, and a high cost for current
thin film deposition techniques. The very high discharge capacities that have been
achieved warrant further research, but at this point it is expected that high specific area CSi cathodes are a more practical option, particularly with glassy electrolytes to eliminate
the formation of the SEI film.
Just improving the anode though has limited potential to improve discharge
capacities of cells (see Figure 2-12). The cathode is a primary limitation of Li-ion cells,
as no cathode materials have been found that offer nearly as much improvement over
current materials as has been found for the anode. The best option for increasing capacity
will be with composite sulfur anodes, with sulfur embedded in a conductive matrix to
reduce or eliminate the increase in resistivity with the formation of lithium sulfides, and
to limit loss of lithium polysulfides into an organic electrolyte. However, testing to date
of such cathode materials has been done with lithium metal anodes rather than a lithium
intercalation host, which would still present a safety hazard when used with liquid
organic electrolytes. Using a glass electrolyte would eliminate the fire hazard if Li
dendrites short-circuit the battery, and may eliminate dendrite accumulation altogether this though needs to be examined. Because cathode research lags far behind anode
research, this should be a prominent focus of ongoing work.
The further development of glassy lithium sulfide electrolytes can eliminate the
SEI film issue plaguing current carbon anode cells (which will reduce the internal
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resistance, allow fast-charging, and increase the anode specific capacity by reducing the
initial loss due to the SEI film taking up intercalation space), and has the potential to
greatly improve the cell packing efficiency, particularly with thin film electrolytes. The
main area then in further need of research is the cathode. Testing should be done with
composite sulfur cathodes with glassy lithium sulfide electrolytes and both lithium metal
anodes as well as high specific surface area C-Si (silicon embedded in carbon aerogel, for
example) anodes. With the latter anode material, lithium would need to be introduced
either as a dispersant in the anode or cathode.
While lithium-ion cells currently are only achieving energy densities on the order
of 200 Wh/kg, 1/60* of gasoline’s 12,000 Wh/kg, the equivalent energy density when
factoring in the higher efficiency for converting the stored energy into mechanical energy
is roughly 5-7% of gasoline’s - which is similar to that of highly compressed hydrogen,
but without the significant safety problems and production inefficiencies. Li-ion cells
with glass electrolytes have achieved specific active material energy densities over 300
Wh/kg, sustained for hundreds of cycles (Minami, et. al, 2006)^^, with reason to believe
that further improvement should be possible through use of high specific surface area
carbon-silicon anodes (or lithium metal anodes) and composite sulfur cathodes. For these
reasons, and others, electric batteries are a far more appealing means of powering new
vehicles than hydrogen.

2.2.1.3. “Refillable” Primary Batteries (Metal-air Batteries)
Secondary batteries are those that use reactions that are readily reversible by
applying a voltage across the battery (somewhat above the voltage the battery produces
when fully charged). But, some forms of primary (non-rechargeable) batteries exist
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which use the oxidation of metals (zinc and aluminum primarily) to produce electricity,
with a reaction that is not readily reversible inside the battery - but in which the oxidized
metal can fairly readily be replaced by reduced metal. These electrochemical batteries are
sometimes referred to as fuel cells, because of the need to “refill” them with reduced
metal. This could be done similarly to refilling a vehicle’s fuel tank at a gas station,
which would be more appealing to the public than a long electrical recharge time. This
approach would certainly be more appealing to companies that use vehicles throughout
the day, making zinc-air batteries much more appealing than rechargeable batteries for
use in city buse, delivery vans, and similar vehicles. It would likely also be more
appealing to the general public than batteries with long recharge times (although as
discussed in the previous section, that limitation can be removed from Li-ion cells).
The most appealing refillable primary battery is the zinc-air battery, which uses a
zinc anode, alkali electrolyte (usually aqueous potassium hydroxide), and “air” (oxygen)
cathode. Of course, the cathode here does not refer to a physical object, but rather the
element that serves as the oxidizing agent in the chemical reactions. The physical cathode
is generally a porous carbon or manganese dioxide bounded by a gas-permeable, liquidtight membrane that allows air to penetrate into the electrolyte. Since the oxidizing agent
is just atmospheric air, and does not need to be contained in the battery itself, the mass of
the battery is reduced - increasing the practical energy density of the battery (this is true
of all metal-air batteries). In many cases, the zinc may be dissolved into the electrolyte,
rather than being a solid piece of zinc (zinc dissolved in electrolyte may also provide a
simpler option for refilling the battery, as a liquid is more easily “pumped” in calibrated
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quantities than a solid). Since the electrolyte is aqueous, the cell voltage is limited to
around 1.2 V roughly, to prevent electrolysis of the water.
The reactions in zinc-air batteries are as shown below
Cathode: O2 + 2 H 2 O + 4e"
Anode: 2Zn + 8 OH"

2

40H

Zn(OH)4 "^ + 4e"

with the zinc-hydroxide being converted in the electrolyte to zinc oxide, as
Electrolyte: Zn(0 H)4"^

ZnO + H 2 O + 20H

The overall reaction, with a potential difference between anode and cathode of
1.65V, is

2Zn +

0 2

^ 2ZnO

A charged battery discharges when oxygen from the air enters the alkali aqueous
electrolyte, producing hydroxide ions, which migrate through the electrolyte to the zinc
anode (which can also be mixed into the electrolyte), producing zincate (Zn(0 H)4 "^),
releasing electrons which flow through an electrical connection from the anode to the
cathode. The zincate ultimately decays into zinc oxide and water, replenishing the water
in the electrolyte. While the amount of water present would limit the rate at which the
reaction can proceed (thus limiting the power output), it does not directly limit the
amount of energy that can be stored in or extracted from the battery, as it is not consumed
in the reactions.
The two primary appeals of zinc-air batteries, like most metal-air batteries, are
relatively high energy density (compared to other batteries) and low cost. All of the
materials involved - zinc, potassium hydroxide, and a porous carbon, are relatively cheap
(although that is becoming less true for zinc, due to the rapid industrialization of China
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and India, resulting in steadily rising demand for basic metals). Battery output is
controlled by limiting air or zinc diffusion into the electrolyte (and thus limiting oxygen
getting to the zinc anode). The primary challenges facing zinc-air batteries are the
formation of carbonate in the porous gas-diffusion electrode by atmospheric CO2
(dropping battery performance, and reducing battery life), and the “chicken and egg”
problem associated with zinc anode replenishment. While zinc-air batteries were plagued
for years with a low power density problem, improved electrode production processes
have essentially eliminated that issue.
For the former issue, a few approaches to reducing CO2 levels in ambient air to
reasonably acceptable levels

(< 2 0

ppm) before entering the electrolyte have been tested,

in particular using LiOH-Ca(OH )2 as a solid chemical adsorbents^^ and a combination of
chemical absorption with piperazine^^ and centrifugal separation. These approaches
appear capable of eliminating the carbonate formation problem, albeit with an increase in
the cost of the full zinc-air system.
Zinc-air batteries have demonstrated^^ energy densities of 150-200 Wh/kg,
equivalent to current Li-ion cylindrical cells. The primary difference ends up being in the
recharging approach - Li-ion cells can be recharged electrically, while zinc-air batteries
require mechanical replenishment of the zinc anode (electrically rechargeable zinc-air
batteries have been developed, but can only sustain very short cycle life^**). In comparison
to the long electrical recharge times of the current graphite anode liquid electrolyte Li-ion
batteries, the anode replenishment approach with Zinc-air batteries may be more
appealing - in particular for vehicles that are driven for long periods of time each day
(such as buses, taxis, etc.). But, solid electrolyte Li-ion batteries, or Li-ion batteries using
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non-carbonaceous anodes can achieve much higher recharge rates, comparable to the
time required to refill a gasoline vehicle’s fuel tank, or replace a spent Zinc-oxide
electrolyte solution with a fresh zinc electrolyte solution.
The bigger challenges for zinc-air batteries would be in the need for an
established infrastructure for refueling, and regenerating the zinc - and most importantly,
the low efficiency of that process (providing a charge-discharge cycle efficiency under
50% (Beck and Riietschi, 2000)^°) compared to Li-ion battery cycle efficiency (close to
100%, as previously discussed). Because of the possibility of quick-recharge Li-ion
batteries. Zinc-air batteries do not appear to be advantageous, due in large part to the
much lower overall efficiency, roughly equivalent energy densities (compared to current
Li-ion batteries, with the possibility of significant improvement with thin film solid
electrolyte Li-ion batteries), and additional infrastructure requirements.
The same is true, to an even greater extent, of other metal-air batteries such as
aluminum-air, which have an extremely low lifecycle efficiency under 10% (Beck and
Rüetschi, 2000)^°

2.2.2. Supercapacitors
Capacitors, of course, serve as a means of storing energy in an electric field, by
separating charges onto opposing surfaces (electrodes, the same as in batteries). The
charge separation creates a potential difference, and building that charge separation
requires the input of energy. As the capacitor discharges (by a current flowing from the
positive capacitor terminal towards the negative capacitor terminal), electric energy is
gradually drained from the capacitor as the electrodes discharge.
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Unlike most current batteries, capacitors can be charged or discharged quickly provided there is little to no resistance in the path over which they are discharging. The
rate at which the capacitor discharges is determined by the combination of the
capacitance of the capacitor (its ability to hold charge essentially, measured in Coulombs
per Volt, or Farads), the resistance of the path, and also any inductance in the circuit.
Additionally, capacitors do not “wear out” in the same way as batteries do. These factors
can make capacitors appealing energy storage options for vehicles, but they face two
prominent challenges - low energy density, and low net efficiency.
The low energy density can be addressed somewhat, but the low charging
efficiency is a result of the voltage across the capacitor being proportional to the charge
on it, and therefore unavoidable. If we view charging a capacitor as a simple RC circuit,
with a constant DC voltage V applied, the voltage around the circuit is

df

c

So the charge on the capacitor is
gt = 9, ^ - exp (-

{)= CU ^ - exp ^

))

The current through the resistor is therefore

and the power through the resistor, as a function of time, is

P(0 =/"W«=-Çexp(-2^J
Integrating this from t=0 to oo, we can determine the energy lost over the series
resistance as the capacitor charges, which works out to
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the same as the energy stored in the capacitor. Thus, the maximum efficiency that can be
achieved when charging a capacitor is 50%, roughly half that of Li-ion batteries (this
does not consider the efficiency of AC-DC conversion, which would further reduce the
total efficiency).
However, supercapacitors can not be modeled quite so simply, due to them
actually being a combination of two capacitors in series with resistance between them
(the electrolyte), in addition to the internal resistance from the electrodes. The simplest
models of supercapacitors combines a series resistance (Rs) that accounts for the internal
resistance from the electrolyte and electrodes combined, and a parallel resistance (R?)
that accounts for leakage. Some researchers^^ have modeled supercapacitor discharged
across electric motors as two RC circuits combined, although a more common approach
is with n RC circuits stacked together, similar to modeling of transmission lines^^, as
illustrated below in Figure 2-13.
— AVV

I

#— AVV

#— AAV— #

Figure 2-13 - Trausmissiou Hue model of supercapacitors as a collectiou of RC
circuits stacked together
The combined internal resistance of the supercapacitor will decrease the
efficiency from that of the ideal case (the pure RC model). Whereas an ideal capacitor
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could achieve

100%

discharging efficiency (ignoring resistance of wires connecting the

capacitor to the load) and 50% charging efficiency, a non-ideal supercapacitor will fall
below these levels, with losses across internal resistance increasing with current loads. As
determined by Maxwell Technologies, a maker of supercapacitors, the discharging
efficiency (which can be near

100%

with ideal capacitors) for their capacitors (based on

the transmission line model) was 83% at low loads (34 watts), decreasing to 31.3% at
high loads (538 w a t t s ) . T h e charging efficiency should be expected to drop similarly
from the ideal 50% efficiency.
The simple model done above for determining the charging efficiency though
assumes a constant charging voltage. The efficiency can be improved considerably by
stepping the charging voltage gradually as the capacitor charges, reducing the
overvoltage, and thus reducing the resistive losses. A fairly straightforward analysis can
show that breaking the charging into two equal steps (i.e. where the first step charges the
capacitor to half the final voltage) can cut the resistive losses roughly in half. Thus, the
energy efficiency for capacitors does have the potential to be higher with “intelligent”
charging.
Because of the significantly lower energy density compared to Li-ion batteries,
capacitors are generally more suitable for storing electrical energy for quick, powerful
jolts, rather than storing large amounts of energy to be used over a significant period of
time (i.e. several minutes or hours). The much higher power density that capacitors can
have allows them to be charged and discharged more quickly than most batteries.
Modern supercapacitor electrodes (carbon aerogel^'*, carbon nanotube^^, and
ruthenium oxides^^) have achieved specific capacitances on the order of hundreds of
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Farads per gram, energy densities on the order of 20-35 Wh/kg, and power densities 3040 kW/kg. But, these energy densities are still at least a factor of 5 below current Li-ion
batteries. Note that the capacitances though are usually measured for a single electrode,
based on the specific surface area. But, supercapacitors are really two such capacitors in
series, such that the combined capacitance is half of that of each electrode (since
capacitors in series add reciprocally), such that supercapacitors will achieve less than half
the specific capacitances of the electrodes (less than half when factoring in the mass of
the rest of the capacitor).
Due to the lower energy density, supercapacitors would not be a good choice for
the primary energy storage medium on vehicles - but they could serve as beneficial
buffers on electric vehicles, for storing energy to be released quickly (for rapid
acceleration), or for rapid capture of braking energy (if batteries employed do not have
sufficient power density). Because of their limited suitability as a primary energy storage
device, they will not be analyzed further.

2.2.3. Electric Motors
The advent of pulsed width modulation (PWM) a few decades ago allowed a
significant increase in the efficiency with which DC motors can be used in electric
vehicles, by eliminating the need for varying resistance in series with an electric motor to
control the power consumed (where significant power is dissipated as heat across the
series resistance). But, DC motors still suffered from sparking and lifetime issues related
to the use of brushes for controlling current flow with a rotating armature (which leads to
arcing onto the brushes, electromagnetic interference from high frequency radiation due
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to the pulsing of the motor current, and reduced efficiency, particularly in low-load
situations, due to brush friction).
The development of brushless DC motors (BLDC) has eliminated many of these
issues, and allows the motor internals to be entirely sealed, since the permanent magnets
(which are what rotate in a BLDC, rather than the electromagnet armature) are located on
the outer portion of the motor, and can therefore be cooled by heat conduction to an outer
radiator, rather than by airflow. In design, a BLDC is essentially the same as a
synchronous AC motor, with the main distinction being how the motor is driven. Both
BLDCs and Synchronous AC motors use permanent magnets on the rotors for making the
rotor magnetic field (although they can use rotor coils, through which a DC current is
passed, but this is less efficient due to resistive and inductive losses), but a synchronous
AC motor uses an AC current in the stator, while a BLDC use a pulsed DC current that
can be in the opposite direction in some of the poles. In household applications, where
AC voltage is readily available (but not DC), synchronous AC motors are more efficient
than BLDCs overall, due to the inefficiency of rectifying DC voltage from AC voltage.
Similarly, in electric vehicle applications, where DC voltage (from batteries) is readily
available, BLDC motors would be more efficient, due to losses in DC to a AC inversion
for a synchronous or induction AC motor. Until BLDCs became available, synchronous
AC motors were the most efficient option for electric vehicles, as the losses from
inverting DC to AC were less than the frictional losses in a brushed DC motor (and DC
controllers were also not as efficient as they now are, through better use of pulsed width
modulation).
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“Tme” AC motors are induction motors that don’t use permanent magnets on the
rotor - instead, they use rotor coils, which generate a magnetic field due to an induced
current (because of the changing magnetic field from the AC current in the stator), such
that the rotor rotates around due to the rotating stator magnetic field. These are less
energy efficient than permanent magnet based motors (ignoring AC to DC rectifying (or
DC to AC inversion), but cheaper to build.
It is worth pointing out that the permanent magnets in conventional electric
motors do not do any work themselves and demagnetization of the magnets is essentially
a non-issue. While a component of the armature’s magnetic field would point opposite
the magnetic moment of the permanent magnet for a portion of the rotation, it would also
point with it for an equal portion of the rotation, such that over a full cycle there should
be negligible demagnetization due to the armature field. Due to the force from the
permanent magnet’s field being perpendicular to the direction of motion (causing a
torque on the armature), the magnetic field does no actual work, so it is incorrect to view
energy as being drained from the permanent magnet while the motor is being used.
Polarized domains within permanent magnets do tend to shrink when placed in anti
parallel magnetic fields (and due to their own magnetic field, which creates a
demagnetizing field at the fringed of the domains) - but lattice imperfections can
effectively halt the self demagnetization of a magnet due to its own demagnetizing field,
and create a high coercivity (magnetic field that must be applied to push the domain walls
of the dominant polarization past the lattice imperfections). As domain walls encounter
lattice imperfections, additional domains form around the imperfections, with additional
energy associated with the domain walls of the new mini-domains. Pushing the domain
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wall (of the bulk polarization) further inward, past the imperfection (to decrease the
fraction of the material with outer electron spins polarized in the same direction), requires
additional energy (from a stronger applied anti-parallel magnetic field) to push past the
local energy minimum created by the mini-domains^^.
Our increased understanding of ferromagnetism in the past two decades has
allowed the creation of stronger magnets (in terms of stored energy in the demagnetizing
field, per mass of the magnet), with greater coercivity, resulting in lighter-weight
permanent magnet motors, with magnetic materials that can reliably retain their
demagnetization well longer than the life of the vehicle the motor is driving. Continuing
to develop harder and harder magnets (greater coercivity, a result of more lattice
imperfections) can result in continuing to reduce the mass of the magnets required,
reducing the mass of the motors.
The ability of the permanent magnets to retain their magnetization, and the fact
that in an electric motor the magnet is not actually doing any real work (since the force it
applies is always perpendicular to the motion of the armature), is why it is more efficient
to use a permanent magnet for making the driving magnetic field, rather than using a
second set of coils to make the driving field - as there would be energy losses associated
with creating the driving field.
Overall, the efficiencies of modem permanent magnet motors are now on the
order of 90%, for interior permanent magnet synchronous motors as calculated by fmiteelement analysts^^ and experimental measurements, varying little with rotational speed
(unlike combustion engine efficiencies). With Li-ion battery charging/discharging
efficiencies near 100% (not counting the efficiency of a switching DC power supply, on
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the order of 80% or better^^, with new SiC based rectifiers potentially bringing that over
90%), this makes the combined Li-ion electric motor system very efficient - particularly
if electric motors are placed inside the drive wheels, to eliminate the need for a
mechanical transmission, and the associated losses (which are generally on the order of
15-20%). The electronic controller to regulate current from the battery pack to the
motor(s) would also have losses though, primarily resistive losses within the electronic
circuit (and thus low compared to mechanical transmission losses).
This far surpasses any other means of converting stored chemical energy into
mechanical energy, with combustion engines having thermal efficiencies (that are highly
peaked) peaking around 25-30% for spark-ignition engines, and 40-45% for compression
ignition engines, with mechanical transmission losses exceeding battery controller losses.

2.2.4. Electric Vehicle Summary
Current Li-ion batteries are not ideally suited for automotive applications based
primarily on the problems discussed in section 2 .2 . 1 . 2 - although ongoing research is
making significant strides towards solving those problems. With the expected
development of higher energy density Li-ion batteries (switching to thin film glass
electrolytes, high specific surface area carbon-silicon nanostructures for anodes, and
sulfurous cathodes), elimination of the SLI film problem that increases internal resistance
(decreasing energy efficiency, limiting the recharge rate, and creating a safety hazard),
and the use of cheaper materials (in particular eliminating the use of cobalt in the
cathode) should make them among the most appealing options for energy storage for
automotive applications. While the charging efficiency of the Li-ion batteries themselves
is close to 100%, factoring in the efficiency of a switching DC power supply, the
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combined charging efficiency (assuming the source energy is in the form of AC from the
power grid) would be on the order of 80%. Current generation rectifiers achieve
efficiencies of roughly 90%, 96% efficient rectifier^®® has been recently developed - but
the combined efficiency of an entire AC-DC converter is slightly lower overall.
This is substantially better than using the same electricity for “charging” other
forms of energy storage for mobile applications (electrolyzing water and compressing the
resulting hydrogen, to be discussed in the following section, charging metal-air batteries,
compressing air, etc.). Recovering the energy from the battery to power a motor offers a
significantly higher conversion of stored energy to mechanical energy than other options
as well - on the order of 90% efficiency, with the ability to eliminate losses in a
mechanical transmission (which by themselves exceed 10%) by placing the motors
within the hubs of drive wheels.
How clean and efficient an electric vehicle is overall would of course depend on
the means of producing the electricity. But, as calculated in the beginning of section 2.2,
the additional electrical energy generation required (per year) to replace all current
gasoline consumption with electric vehicles equals roughly % of the total amount of
electrical energy generated per year currently. With fossil fuels currently being used to
produce the majority of electricity in the US, it would be necessary to greatly increase the
production of electricity from non-fossil fuel sources for a wholesale switch to electric
vehicles to be deemed clean and sustainable. For that reason, chapters 4, 5, and 6 will
focus on some primary non-fossil fuel based means of generating electricity (nuclear
fission, nuclear fusion (and driven sub critical fission reactors), and solar electric
generation, respectively).
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Based on the efficiencies of AC-DC conversion (80%), Li-ion battery charging
(95%+), and electric motor efficiencies (90% or better), the combined efficiency for
converting electricity to work with advanced Li-ion electric vehicles would be on the
order of 70%, with the primary inefficiency currently being the AC-DC rectifying.
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2.3. Hydrogen
Ever since the 1970s, hydrogen to be used in fuel cells has received considerable
attention (and funding) as a potential petroleum replacement. The rationale for this made
sense back in the 1970s - at the time, hydrogen fuel cells were achieving efficiencies two
to three times what had been achieved with gasoline engines, and domestic natural gas
reserves (from which hydrogen can be extracted) seemed inexhaustible. Based on that,
for the last few decades, significant government and private funding has been poured into
the development of hydrogen as a fuel, and fuel cells as “engines”. In the early 1970s,
Richard Nixon created the “Project Independence” program aimed at freeing the nation
from foreign oil dependence, with hydrogen fuel cells being a large focus. At one point,
the hope was that within ten years, Americans would be driving vehicles running on
hydrogen rather than gasoline.
While “energy policy experts” may have declared hydrogen as the “heir apparent”
to gasoline decades ago, the so-called “hydrogen economy” has been only ten years away
for at least three decades now. As will be shown in this section, there are significant
fundamental problems with using hydrogen as an energy carrier - either as energy
storage for the electric grid (to meet peak demand), or for use in mobile applications. A
primary motivation for pursuing hydrogen as an automotive fuel has been the potential to
achieve higher gravimetric and volumetric energy densities than conventional batteries,
as well as quicker “refuel” times. These are important factors, although as discussed in
section 2.2.1, new Li-ion battery designs should be able to achieve very quick recharge
times, and specific energy densities high enough for practical electric vehicles are
becoming within reach.
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While pure hydrogen does have the highest gravimetric energy density (in terms
of higher heating value per kg based on chemical reactions alone of course) of any fuel,
its volumetric energy density is low compared to liquid fuels, and the gravimetric energy
density decreases substantially when factoring in the mass of containment vessels. More
importantly though, since hydrogen is an energy carrier rather than a primary energy
source, its efficiency compared to other energy carriers is of critical importance in
assessing its worth as an energy carrier. While it is often pointed out that hydrogen is the
most abundant element in the universe, it does not exist naturally in its pure form here on
earth (in any great quantity), so energy must be put into separating it from the molecules
within which it is bound. How efficiently this can be done, and how efficiently the stored
energy in the hydrogen can be converted back to electrical energy, determines how
efficient it is as an energy storage medium.

2.3.1. Hydrogen Production Efficiency
There are three primary approaches for producing hydrogen - electrolysis,
reformation of organic matter (containing hydrogen and carbon), and thermal
decomposition (thermolysis) of materials. The efficiency of electrolysis, hydrogen
storage (compression or liquefaction), and conversion back to electricity with a fuel cell
needs to be compared to the direct charging and discharging of a battery (which is near
100% for advanced Li-ion cells, as discussed in section 2.2.1). The overall efficiency
would also depend on whether hydrogen is generated at large, centralized facilities (such
as incorporated into powerplants that otherwise (or also) produce electricity), or produced
(most likely from room temperature electrolysis) at local filling stations using grid
electricity. These various options will be looked at separately in this section, to assess
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how practical it is to use an energy source to produce hydrogen rather than electricity (or
perhaps directly burn a fuel to convert thermal energy into kinetic energy with a heat
engine).

2.3.1.1. Electrolysis
While steam reformation of natural gas is the primary method of producing
hydrogen currently, moving from dependence on petroleum to a dependence on natural
gas would simple replace reliance on one limited fossil fuel with reliance on another. For
that reason, hydrogen proponents most often indicate that a future hydrogen economy
would rely on hydrogen derived from electrolysis, as there are a variety of options for
producing “clean” electricity sustainably. This therefore allows a direct comparison to the
efficiency of battery-powered electric vehicles, as both would ultimately rely on
electricity.
Electrolysis is the dissociation of water into hydrogen and oxygen by the
application of an electric potential between electrodes immersed in the water. The
passage of the electric current through the water is achieved by ions within the water requiring some form of electrolyte dissolved in the water (since pure water is nonconductive). From the thermodynamic standpoint, an energy input to the system is
necessary to provide both the dissociation energy and the work necessary to expand the
gas resulting from dissociation. The minimum energy input to the system would be the
change in Gibbs free energy of the system as it goes from liquid water to gaseous
hydrogen and oxygen.
The change in Gibbs free energy of the system then equals the change in internal
energy of the system, minus the energy change resulting from a change in entropy (TAS),
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plus the work done by the system as it expands (in going from a small volume liquid to a
larger volume gas). For each mole of water undergoing electrolysis, the result is the
formation of one mole of H] and % mole of O2 (H2 O

H 2 + % O2 ), such that 1.5 moles

of gas must be expanded.
If we assume that this is done at standard temperature and pressure (298 K and
one atmosphere), the enthalpy change (AH) required for dissociation and expansion is
285.83 kJ. The change in internal energy (AU= AH-W) of the system, which is the
enthalpy change minus the work done by the expanding gas (W=pAV, assuming constant
pressure, so W =(l.01x10^ Pa)(1.5 moles of gas per mole of water)(22.4xl0'^ mVmole at
273K)(298K/273K)=3.715 kJ per mole of water electrolyzed). So, the change in internal
energy of the system is 282.1 kJ.
Since entropy (S) increases as a result of dissociation, an energy input (for
positive AS) of TAS can be provided by the environment to contribute to the change in
internal energy required, decreasing the amount of energy that must be put in (the change
in Gibbs free energy) in the form of electrical energy to force the system change. At STP,
the entropy change in going from liquid water (S=69.91 V ) to one mole of H2 and %
mole of O2 (130.68 V and 16*205.14% respectively) is 163.34 % , so TAS is 48.7 kJ. At
STP, the electrical energy input required is therefore
AG = A H -TA S = 285.8 kJ - 48.7 kJ = 237.1 kJ
The theoretical minimum dissociation voltage (or decomposition voltage)
required then depends on the amount of charge that must be transferred between the
electrodes to provide the Gibbs free energy change above. For each molecule of water
electrolyzed, two electrons must be exchanged. Thus, two moles of electrons must be
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exchanged per mole of water electrolyzed, where the charge of one mole of electrons is
given by Faraday’s constant (F=eNA=96,485 C/mole). So, the Gibbs free energy change
must equal
AG = UeFV
where Ug is the number of electrons exchanged per mole of water electrolyzed (such that
UgF gives a total charge exchanged between the electrodes), and V is the theoretical
decomposition voltage required (note that in the field of electrolysis or fuel cell research,
this minimum decomposition voltage is more commonly written as E qrather than V).
Based on this, the minimum decomposition voltage for water at STP is 1.23 V.
Since in the rest of the analysis of hydrogen, we will be basing efficiencies on the
higher heating value (HHV) of hydrogen - which is the enthalpy change in going from
H] and '/2 O2 to H2 O (or vice versa) - the electrolysis efficiency should actually be based
on the enthalpy of the hydrogen, not on the Gibbs free energy change (as is often done,
and was done above). The input of energy from the environment based on the entropy
change can therefore be viewed as allowing electrolysis to happen with an efficiency
greater than 100% - since some of the energy input comes from the environment. Of
course, this will show up in reverse in the analysis of fuel cell efficiency, as energy must
flow to the environment because of the decrease in entropy for the reaction, resulting in a
maximum efficiency of

which will be less than 100% in that case (83% actually, as

will be discussed in section 2.3.3).
The voltage required to dissociate water without the energy input from the
environment (TAS) would be 1.48 V, corresponding to the HHV (AH) for the reaction.
This effectively means that if dissociation can be made to happen with 1.23 V (based on
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the AG electrical energy input requirement), the electrical efficiency could be 120% (the
energy input to complete the reaction of course equals the energy afterwards, but the
energy TAS is coming from the environment at STP). However, internal resistance and
polarization of the electrolyte ultimately requires a higher voltage to be applied to force
water dissociation, decreasing the efficiency. The combined efficiency for the water
dissociation (hydrogen production) and hydrogen oxidation (to re-produce electricity in
the fuel cell) would be
f
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where dVappiied is the voltage that must be applied to the electrolysis system (across the
electrodes) to dissociation the water, and dVproduœd is the voltage produced between the
electrodes of the fuel cell when oxidizing the hydrogen. As the enthalpy change for both
reactions is the same (albeit negative for the reverse reaction), the combined efficiency
(ignoring pumping and storage losses) is the ratio of the produced voltage to the applied
voltage required for hydrogen production.
Effectively, this is analogous to the efficiency of a battery, which is the ratio of
the average voltage to the charging voltage (integrated over the discharge and charging
processes) that determines the battery efficiency, where internal resistance results in
overvoltage during charging and undervoltage during discharging, thus decreasing
efficiency. For a fuel cell or electrolyzer, the total charging overvoltage can be broken
down into cathode and anode overvoltages and ion transport overvoltage (a combination
of the electrolyte or membrane overvoltage and interfacial resistance overvoltage).
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Cathodic polarization (or polarization of the electrolyte near the cathode) also
creates a polarization overvoltage, which is on the order of 0.28 V for both solid polymer
and alkaline electrolyte systems^**\ with most electrode materials, independent of current.
This by itself requires an applied voltage of 1.51 V, setting a maximum efficiency for
electrolysis (in terms of the HHV of hydrogen, and ignoring AC to DC conversion) at
STP of 98%, which works out to roughly 81% in terms of the lower heating value (which
by coincidence is actually very close to AG for the electrolysis reaction at STP). The
additional overvoltage terms are proportional to current, as they are resistive losses.
Combined specific resistances for electrode and electrolytes are generally on the order of
0.2 Qcm^ (assuming platinum electrodes, which have much lower overvoltage
requirements than most other metals), so we can calculate typical realistic applied
electrolysis voltages and the corresponding efficiency as a function of applied current
density, as is done below in Figure 2-14. The plot assumes an 80% efficiency for AC to
DC conversion (based on the efficiency of current AC to DC converters. New rectifiers
though are pushing this closer to 90% efficiency).
As shown in the plot, the efficiency drops linearly with increasing applied current,
which is proportional to the rate of hydrogen production per electrode surface area. The
efficiencies often quoted for water electrolysis are generally based on very low applied
current densities (and also often based on LHV rather than HHV, giving a higher
efficiency), and therefore require either low hydrogen generation rates or massive
electrodes to achieve significant generation rates.
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Based on this, the energy efficiency of producing hydrogen through water
electrolysis is at best roughly 78% when done at STP and low hydrogen generation rates,
going from AC electricity to hydrogen HHV.
Something close to this could possibly be achievable with a home-electrolysis
systems that could be used to generate hydrogen overnight (using off-peak electricity) for
“charging” one or two hydrogen vehicles in a home, although the highest combined
rectifying and electrolysis efficiency found for current hydrogen generation systems
tested by NREL^°^ is only 73% (the lower value likely being primarily due to a current
density). This efficiency though requires a very large (for large electrode surface area),
very expensive system to achieve hydrogen generation rates suitable for powering a
handful of vehicles. If used to produce hydrogen on-site for a filling station, the current
draws would need to be much higher, significantly reducing the net energy efficiency.
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Note that this efficiency does not account for energy required to compress or liquify the
hydrogen for storage onboard a vehicle.
One thing that is also made clear by the initial thermodynamic analysis of this
section is that at higher temperatures, the Gibbs free energy required would be reduced
(based on TAS input from the environment being higher). However, the entropy change
associated with electrolyzing water into hydrogen and oxygen gas drops when the water
is in gaseous form (as water vapor has higher entropy than liquid water).
Essentially thermal energy can be used to provide more of the energy input, rather
than using electrical energy. After all, even at STP the environment provides a portion of
the energy required. At 1273 K, thermal energy can satisfy almost 30% of the total
energy input required^**^. With this approach, incorporating electrolysis into power plants
operating at very high temperatures (high temperature electrolysis, HTE), net energy
efficiencies can be increased significantly. However, it would not be accurate to treat this
similarly as an efficiency for converting electrical energy into stored chemical energy
(whether comparing to regular hydrogen electrolysis, or electrochemical battery
efficiencies), as a portion of the energy input is coming from thermal energy at the
powerplant that is being consumed in directly aiding electrolysis, rather than being
converted to electricity. As the thermal efficiency of powerplants also increases
substantially with increasing temperature (or to be more specific, increasing difference
between the “hot reservoir” and “cold reservoirs” employed), the increase in electrolysis
efficiency when using a high temperature powerplant to reduce the Gibbs free energy
change required would be similar to the increase in the efficiency with which electricity
can be generated at those higher temperatures.
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Powerplants operating at current temperatures generally achieve efficiencies on
the order of 35%, going to temperatures on the order of 1000 K can increase thermal
efficiencies to 45% or higher. The net efficiency for high temperature electrolysis,
including the efficiency of generating electricity and the use of some of the thermal
energy for reducing the change in Gibbs free energy required, is estimated^**'^ at on the
order of 45-55%.
A thorough analysis^**^ of the combined efficiency of a high-temperature solid
oxide fuel cell (SOFC) electrolyzer combined with a high temperature gas reactor
(HGTR, an advanced nuclear reactor using helium gas coolant to achieve high
temperature operation), indicates that if the SOFC electrolyzer itself achieves an
electrolysis efficiency of 80%, the combined hydrogen generation efficiency would be
essentially the same as the efficiency for converting thermal energy into electricity at
temperatures up to 1000° C, with slight variation with temperature. Thus, at a given
powerplant temperature, HTE systems could produce hydrogen with roughly the same
efficiency with which electricity could be produced. This could be incorporated into the
analysis of hydrogen as a fuel as a 100% electricity-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency,
although it would of course necessitate the use of a national hydrogen pipeline
infrastructure for transporting hydrogen from powerplants to filling stations.
Because of hydrogen embrittlement and other issues, the current natural gas
infrastructure could not be used as-is for hydrogen transport from centralized HTE
powerplants, so a new hydrogen pipeline system would need to be built or the natural gas
system would need heavy modification, with capital costs for a national hydrogen
pipeline system estimated^**^ to be at least $200 billion (based on conservative estimates
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of 40% market penetration of hydrogen vehicles, and tying into existing natural gas
infrastructure), to possibly well over $500 billion.
Such an infrastructure, and the use of high temperature electrolysis systems at
high temperature powerplants (at least 500° C), would though allow the delivery of
hydrogen (uncompressed) with close to the same efficiency with which electricity could
be delivered with similar temperature powerplants. The overall efficiency then would
depend on how efficiently hydrogen can be compressed and used in fuel cells, compared
to charging and discharging of batteries.

2.3.I.2. Reformation of Organic Matter
Gasification and steam reformation of organic matter can be compared to burning
the matter to produce electricity, and also (in the case of natural gas, for example) to
burning it in a heat engine for direct production of kinetic energy. Most H] currently used
by industries is made from steam reformation of natural gas, a process that yields
hydrogen to the medium-sized industrial consumer at a cost of around $4-10 per gasoline
gallon equivalent. Steam reformation involves combining high temperature (950°C)
steam and methane over a metal catalyst (usually nickel) with the following reaction
CH4 + 2 H2 O

4 H2

+ CO2

(-165 kJ)

requiring an energy input of 165 kJ. This is actually the combination of two reactions, the
endothermie combination of methane with water,
CH4 + H2 O —> 3 H 2 + CO
and the water-shift reaction to produce additional hydrogen by combining the CO with
water,
CO + H 2 O ^ H 2 + CO2
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The energy required to heat two moles of water and one mole of methane to 950°
C, including the energy to boil the water, works out to 190.3 kJ per mole of methane. The
energy required to heat the inputs and carry out the reformation reaction generally comes
from burning some of the methane feed, which produces 802 kJ per mole of methane
burned. Assuming a boiler efficiency of 90%, the energy input to heat the inputs and
carry out the reactions is roughly 49% of the energy produced from burning a mole of
methane - indicating that one mole of methane would need to be burned for every two
moles converted into hydrogen (producing eight moles of H]). Based on the higher
heating values of hydrogen (286 kJ/mole) and methane (891 kJ/mole), and that three
moles of methane are required (one burned, two reformed) to produce eight moles of
hydrogen, the conversion efficiency would work out to 85.6%.
But, real-world reformation systems do not do so well. Discounting the energy in
the pressurized steam, the thermal efficiency works out to about 69%^°^ (note that in this
article by Spath and Mann, they primarily refer to an energy efficiency of 89%, which
counts the energy in the steam as an output, with an assumption that a company will want
to buy the steam, and therefore the full energy within it can be be considered an output.
However, the actual energy efficiency for converting primary energy into energy stored
in hydrogen produced is calculated as 69%). Since the efficiency of homogeneous charge
compression ignition (HCCl) diesel engines running on natural gas can be on the order of
45%^°^, comparable to or greater than the efficiency of PEM fuel cells, reformation of
natural gas or biogas to hydrogen with a significant energy loss in the process would be
less efficient than burning the natural gas itself in an HCCI engine. The only motivations
for reformation of hydrogen from organic material would be to reduce harmful emissions.
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and to reduce greenhouse emissions if the reformation process is integrated with carbon
sequestration. But, if fossil fuels are used as the hydrogen source, such an approach
would do nothing to address the underlying problem of dependence on dwindling,
depletable resources.
So, production of hydrogen from organic matter should focus on production from
biomass. The underlying technologies used are the same, however - gasification of the
organic matter, followed by steam reformation. However, if the energy input is going to
be made to gasify organic matter, it would seem more practical to then perform Fischer
Tropsch synthesis or methanol synthesis on the resulting syngas (or biogas for gasified
biomass) - a process yielding a liquid organic fuel with much higher energy density than
gaseous hydrogen. The resulting liquid fuels can be used in conventional engines and fuel
distribution infrastructure, with combined efficiencies similar to fuel cell vehicles
(particularly with the advancement of HCCI gasoline and diesel engines, with efficiencies
on the order of 40 and 50% respectively).
The underlying problem with this approach is the significant expense
(energetically and economically) of gasifying organic matter - the primary reason that
synthesis fuels remain unable to compete with petroleum fuels, despite the technology
being well understood for several decades. For these reasons, it seems unlikely and
impractical to produce hydrogen from reformation of organic matter, and no further
analysis is necessary.

2.3.I.3. Thermolysis
Thermolysis is the direct thermal decomposition of water, based on the thermal
energy of the atoms in the water molecule being sufficient to overcome not only the inter-
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molecular bonds (to allow water to boil), but to break the intramolecular bonds holding
individual molecules together. The fundamental problem with this approach is that
temperatures on the order of 2,000 K are required for thermal splitting, well above
temperatures known materials can handle reliably. The most appealing (from a
sustainability standpoint) means of doing this would be by using a “solar furnace”,
concentrating solar energy to provide the heating (rather than burning fuels).
Unfortunately, the thermal efficiency of this approach has proven quite low in theory and
in practice, with maximum efficiencies on the order of 5% (conversion of solar energy to
hydrogen higher heating value), with extremely high costs^**^. Since solar thermal electric
conversion can achieve efficiencies several times higher than this, solar thermolysis (or
any other form of thermolysis) appears highly unlikely as a means of producing
hydrogen.
Therefore, based on reformation and thermolysis being impractical (other than
reformation of fossil fuels, which is undesirable due to the continued reliance on fossil
fuels, and that the efficiency would be greater in many cases to just burn the fossil fuel
directly), the most likely means of producing hydrogen sustainably would be through
electrolysis.

2.3.2. Hydrogen Storage Efficiency
Since hydrogen at atmospheric pressure has extremely low volumetric energy
density, it must be compressed, liquefied, or bound in a solid substrate (such as sodium
borohydride) to increase the energy density to reasonable levels. These approaches all
also have energy loss associated with them, affecting the combined efficiency of
hydrogen fuel. The most likely storage options, at least initially, would be compression or
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liquefaction. Some forms of solid hydrogen storage can achieve higher energy densities,
but generally all have other significant problems (in particular high energy input for
storage or release, and high thermal energy release upon release or storage).

2.3.2.I. Hydrogen Compression Efficiency
The efficiency of hydrogen compression as a means of storing energy is similar to
that of compressed air storage that will be looked at in section 2.4 - but for compressed
air storage the energy released upon expansion of the gas is recovered, whereas for
hydrogen storage it is the chemical energy of the hydrogen that is used. So, it is
reasonable to expect that the energy expended to compress the gas would not be
recovered at some later point, as it is with compressed air energy storage.
The maximum possible efficiency would be achieved with slow, isothermal
compression. Faster compression would result in thermal energy buildup in the gas, as
heat exchange with the environment would not be able to keep up as the pressure
increases. Increased thermal energy would result in a higher pressure in the gas, thus
morep d V work being done. The additional energy imparted as thermal energy in the gas
would gradually be lost as the gas cools down to ambient temperatures (also decreasing
the pressure of hydrogen in the tank - effectively meaning less energy could be stored).
Near-isothermal compression would likely be achievable with home-scaled
hydrogen refueling systems that electrolyze water overnight, and gradually compress the
hydrogen into a vehicle’s fuel tank. Thus, this higher compression efficiency would be
coupled with a lower electrolyzer efficiency, due to the use of ambient temperature
electrolysis (78.4% maximum combined efficiency for AC-DC conversion and
electrolysis).
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To achieve reasonable volumetric energy densities, it is expected that hydrogen
would need to be stored on vehicles at pressures on the order of 5,000 psi, roughly 350
times atmospheric pressure. The work required to isothermally compress n moles of gas
at temperature T from pressure pi to/i/is readily found by integrating -pdV, as
W = nRT\n

and comparing to the higher heating value for hydrogen gas (HHV=286 kJ/mole, is more
practical for fuel cells than LHV, since the products would be at low temperature).
The minimum work required at 298 K comes out to 14.5 kJ/mole. But,
compressors are not 100% efficient (in terms of the amount of work done on the gas for
the electrical energy consumed). Large-scale, modern compressors generally have
efficiencies on the order of 70% (Salgi, et. ah, 2008)^^^, such that the minimum
(isothermal compression) energy input to compress hydrogen gas to 350 atmospheres is
20.7 kJ/mole, roughly 7% of the energy content of the fuel itself. We could therefore
view isothermal compression of hydrogen gas to 350 atmospheres as being 93% efficient,
when factoring in the compressor efficiency (95% when not factoring it in). For
compression to 700 atmospheres (roughly 10,000 psi), the efficiency drops further to
92%

This compression efficiency though, again, is an idealized case for purely
isothermal compression. As such, it is at best only semi-valid for very slow compression,
giving time for heat exchange with the environment. Compressors though don’t operate
in such a way as to allow pure isothermal compression, with compression occurring in
stages, essentially of many subsequent nearly adiabatic compressions with time in
between to allow heat exchange. Such multistage compression has an efficiency between
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isothermal and adiabatic compression. The closer the compression comes to being
isothermal, the slower it must go, which would generally mean it would be coupled with
low efficiency ambient temperature electrolysis. If more efficient high temperature
electrolysis is used, and the hydrogen is transported via pipeline to filling stations,
compression will be nearly adiabatic rather than isothermal.
This is borne out in the efficiencies of real world compression systems, with a
multistage compression system achieving an efficiency of 92.8% (Bossel, et. ah, 2003)^°^
when compressing hydrogen to 200 atmospheres (lower than the 350 atmospheres for
which isothermal compression was calculated above).
For an adiabatic compression, the gas will heat up, and without heat exchange
with the environment we can say that the work done will equal nCvAT, where Cy is the
molar heat capacity at constant volume. An adiabatic compression also requires that
= 7 ^ /^ ;
where y is the ratio of the constant pressure and constant volume heat capacities of the
gas, which is 1.4 for a diatomic gas like hydrogen. This can be combined with the work
done to compress a gas without heat exchange, and the heat capacity relationships
{Cp=Cv+R and y=C/Cv) to derive a general expression for the work done in adiabatic
compression, which works out to
\-r

IF =

r-i

-1

wherepiVi could instead be expressed as nRR.
If we assume the storage tank is designed to hold gas at 350 atmospheres and no
more, an adiabatic “fast fill” would havepf=350pi (same as the isothermal case, until the
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adiabatically compressed gas cools down, and the pressure drops), so Vf=0.0152Vi (based
on the adiabatic condition).
Assuming one mole of hydrogen initially at 298K, the temperature of the
adiabatically compressed gas (before heat loss to the environment) would be 1598 K
(which itself presents a problem as far as materials compatibility). The work done on the
gas therefore works out to 26.33 kJ, with an energy requirement for running a (70%
efficient) compressor therefore of 37.6 kJ, 13% of the energy in the hydrogen being
compressed. Adiabatic “fast-fill” compression therefore would be 87% efficient when
factoring in compressor efficiency. If the gas were further compressed to 700
atmospheres (roughly 10,000 psi), as has been proposed as a standard by many in the
automobile industry (Bossel, et. ah, 2003)^°^ in order achieve a more acceptable energy
density, the energy efficiency of compression would drop to just over 80%.
To illustrate the dependence of compression efficiency with final pressure and
compression cycle, the energy required for compressing the hydrogen gas is plotted
below in Figure 2-15 as a percentage of H] HHV. No actual compressor can achieve
isothermal efficiencies, but the slower the compression occurs, the closer to achieving
that efficiency they can come. Fast-fill compression systems would be closer to adiabatic
compression.
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Figure 2-15 - Energy required for H2 Compression expressed as a percentage of H2
Higher Heating Value, plotted vs. H2 final pressure for adiabatic and isothermal
cycles
Additional energy may be required for heating the gas as it uncompresses, to
offset cooling due to expansion, but for now this will be assumed to be negligible (as it
could be done with waste heat from the fuel cell). This also assumes no hydrogen
pumping losses.

2.S.2.2. Hydrogen Liquefaction Efficiency
Liquifying hydrogen is considerably more complex than compressing it, generally
requiring multiple compression and expansion stages, with various cycles used in practice
and proposed for further analysis. Most analyses that have been done have been exergy
analyses that do not account for system losses. So, more accurate results should be
obtainable by simply considering the efficiency of currently operating liquefaction plants.
Small-scale (10 kg per hour) liquefaction systems can require over 100 MJ/kg,
while existing medium-scale liquefaction plants require up to 54 MJ/kg of hydrogen
liquefied (this is for the Linde Gas AG plant in Ingolstadt, Germany, which can process
182 Mkg/hr), dropping down to 36 MJ/kg at the largest scale liquefaction plants in the
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u s (Bossel, et. al., 2003)^°\ With hydrogen having an HHV of 142 MJ/kg, small scale
liquefaction (i.e. home or neighborhood systems) consume 70% as much energy as is
contained in the hydrogen, while medium scale and very large scale systems consume
38% and 25%, respectively (for efficiencies of 30%, 62%, and 75%). One problem here
is that it would be undesirable to liquefy hydrogen at very large centralized facilities,
which would then require transport via rail or road in cryogenic tanks. The cost and
efficiency of such an approach immediately rules it out. Exactly how large of a facility
would be practical would likely depend on the population density. In cities, it could be
practical to have medium-scale liquefaction plants to service several nearby filling
stations - although transportation of the liquid hydrogen to even nearby filling stations
would also need to be factored in. In more rural areas, smaller scale liquefaction plants
would be required, with lower efficiencies. For the combined energy analysis to be done
in section 2.3.5, it will be assumed that liquefaction efficiency on average is 55% - the
medium scale efficiency with moderate losses for transport (exactly how large the losses
would be though would depend entirely on the transportation required).
Even if the very large scale systems are assumed, the efficiency is lower than that
for compression to 10,000 psi, which achieves similar energy density. Considering the
difficulty in keeping hydrogen cryogenically cooled in fuel tanks for long periods of time,
liquefaction clearly seems to be an unlikely and undesirable storage option.

2.3.2.S. Solid Hydrogen Storage
There are two options for solid hydrogen storage - adsorption within high specific
area alloys, and chemical storage in metal hydrides. With adsorption into high specific
area materials, the adsorption is generally mildly exothermic, with moderate amounts of
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thermal energy needing to be applied to reverse the process at low flow rates. The
primary problem with adsorption into metals is the relatively low amount of hydrogen
that can be stored per mass of adsorption material. Considerable research efforts are
focused on finding nanoporous structures capable of holding greater amounts of
hydrogen, with the goal of 6 % hydrogen storage by mass, which would equate to an
energy density of roughly 8.5 MJ/kg, roughly ten times that of currently commercialized
Li-ion batteries (although this again does not factor in the lower efficiency for recovering
that energy, or the mass of the fuel cell for converting the stored chemical energy to
electrical energy - which is included in Li-ion cells). When accounting for the efficiency
of a fuel cell at converting that stored energy into electrical energy, compared to Li-ion
batteries, the usable energy stored though would be roughly five times that of currently
available Li-ion batteries, before factoring in fuel cell mass.
Carbon fullerenes (Ceo and C70 ) have been shown able to store a large
concentration of hydrogen, up to 6 % in DOE tests^^**. A significant challenge though is
that temperatures over 400° C are generally needed to dehydrogenate the fullerenes^
although the DOE was able to reduce that temperature to 225°C with a catalytic process.
During hydrogenation of fullerenes, C=C double bonds become single bonds, allowing
the formation of C-H bonds, in principal allowing a Ceo fullerene to absorb up to 60
hydrogen atoms (since the carbon atoms in fullerenes normally have three bonds, one of
which is a double bond. So for each carbon atom, one double bond can become a single
C-C bond, with the carbon bonding to an H atom). A fully loaded CeoHeo fullerene would
equate to 7.7% hydrogen by weight.
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Although the hydrogenation is exothermic, there is an activation energy of
roughly 100 kJ/mole to be o v e r c o me ^ On c e the activation energy has been provided,
the reaction is exothermic, producing 160 kJ/mole. This means also that that is the
activation energy that must be put in to release the hydrogen. Since the stored hydrogen
itself only contains 237.5 kJ/mole, releasing hydrogen from the fullerenes would
consume 67% of the energy stored in the hydrogen. Catalysts can reduce the activation
energy, but it is unlikely that any catalyst could be found that could reduce the activation
energy enough for the efficiency to rival that of simple hydrogen compression.
Additionally, considering a typical sedan-sized vehicle would require on the order
of 5 kg (2480 moles) of hydrogen (based on the 2009 Honda FCX Clarity fuel cell
vehicle), if we assume
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kJ/mole of the 160 kJ/mole heat release is used to provide the

activation energy requirement for hydrogenation (which is not realistic, so the actual
energy release during hydrogenation would be substantially more than 60 kJ/mole),
putting 5 kg of hydrogen into a fullerene storage system would release 148.8 MJ. If this
were done in 5 minutes to refill a vehicle’s tank (if it were possible to do it that fast), the
rate of heat release would be roughly half a MW - an enormous rate of heat release. This
indicates that either the hydrogenation would need to be done considerably slower, or a
cooling system would need to be incorporated, further reducing the efficiency.
In practice, the hydrogenation process is much slower than this, generally
requiring several hours^^^. This unfortunately eliminates the potential appeal of hydrogen
fuel cells compared to batteries, as far as being more quickly “refillable” (or
rechargeable). Additionally, it is generally difficult (requiring considerable energy input
and long times) to fully dehydrogenate the fullerenes, due to particularly high stability of
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some less hydrogenated fullerene hydrides (such as CgoHgg). Overall, the poor efficiency,
long refill times, and difficulty in complete dehydrogenation indicate that it is unlikely
that hydrogenated fullerenes will become a more appealing hydrogen storage system than
simple pressurization.
One of the better hydrogen adsorption materials studied to date is boron nitride
nanofibers, which have been found capable of holding up to 2.9% hydrogen by weight^
under hydrogen pressure of 10 MPa (roughly 100 atmospheres). This is a few times
higher than has been achieved with carbon nanotubes^^"^, but still significantly less than is
achievable with compression. This works out to an actual energy storage of just over 4
MJ/kg, roughly half of that when factoring in the fuel cell efficiency as usable energy roughly twice that of current Li-ion batteries. But, this still requires compressing
hydrogen to 100 atmospheres, which would require energy equal to 5-8% of the energy in
the hydrogen itself. Additionally, as release of the hydrogen is endothermie, energy must
be put in to pull the hydrogen back out of the material.
The net energy efficiency of the many hydrogen adsorption materials being
investigated has not yet been thoroughly analyzed, as the groups engaged in this research
are focusing only on the goal of achieving 6 % hydrogen storage by mass - without
attention being given to how much energy must go into compressing the hydrogen to be
adsorbed (or cooling power required to offset heat given off during adsorption, a
potentially significant concern), or additional heating required to release the stored
hydrogen. But, at this time, it appears that the energy densities that can be achieved with
this method are a few times greater than current Li-ion batteries, although “charging”
efficiencies will always be lower, due to the hydrogen storage revolving around hydrogen
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being at a lower potential energy in the storage system, requiring an activation energy
input for removing the hydrogen. Since the fuel cell efficiency will reduce the total
efficiency of this approach to less than half of that of Li-ion batteries, the potential to
marginally improve upon the energy density of current Li-ion batteries with solid
hydrogen storage does not appear worthwhile.
Chemical absorption in metal hydrides has been more thoroughly researched than
physical adsorption, so the energy efficiency is better known - and unfortunately not
promising. Hydrogen can be stored as hydrides with various metals, with low atomic
mass metals being preferable to increase the hydrogen storage per unit mass. The most
efficient metal hydrides are the various borohydrides, with sodium borohydride being the
most appealing in terms of energy efficiency due to the lowest heat of hydrolysis of all
the metal hydrides.
Hydrogen storage in sodium borohydride (NaBH4) is a reversible reaction, in
which aqueous NaBH 4 would be stored onboard the vehicle. The flow of the aqueous
solution over a catalyst would control the release of hydrogen to the fuel cell through
hydrolysis, following the reaction below
NaBH 4 + 2 H 2 O —>NaBO] + 4H]
Note that not only the hydrogen bound to the sodium borohydride is released, but
also the hydrogen in two water molecules per NaBH 4 molecule. This provides a
maximum hydrogen storage capacity of almost 11% by weight, although that is before
accounting for the containment vessel (which generally drops the capacity to -4% by
w e i g h t ^ T h e above reaction is exothermic, releasing roughly 300 kJ per mole of
NaBH 4 (roughly 75 kJ/mole of H 2). This may seem appealing from the standpoint of no
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additional energy being required to release the hydrogen from the storage medium (as can
be the case for adsorption materials), but as that waste heat is not recovered, but is
required to be put into the system when producing the NaBH 4 (regenerating it off of the
vehicle), it sets the maximum efficiency for NaBfL regeneration to just under 70%,
before accounting for electrical and mechanical losses. This is still considerably more
efficient than other borohydride storage systems, which release more than 125 kJ/mole of
H2.
A significant problem though is that reversing the reaction to produce sodium
borohydride from sodium borate (NaBÛ 2 ) requires reduction at 900°C, with actual
energy input significantly greater than the 300 kJ/mole minimum^

such that the net

efficiency of the most efficient processes developed to date is under 50%^^^. NaBH 4 can
also be synthesized from other Na sources (such as NaCl), albeit with efficiencies also on
the order of 50%, and in a non-reversible reaction.
Overall, the combined “charge-discharge” efficiency of borohydrides is
significantly lower than hydrogen compression or liquefaction, due to the significant
energy requirements for reducing sodium borate back into sodium borohydride, or
producing new sodium borohydride from fresh sodium and boron.

2.3.3. Hydrogen Fuel Cell Efficiency
After generating the hydrogen and storing it in some form, it can then react with
oxygen in a fuel cell to produce electricity. Fuel cells are electrochemical energy
conversion devices similar to batteries, except that in batteries the reactants are kept
within the battery, moving from the electrodes to within the electrolyte in most batteries,
or moving back and forth between the electrodes in the case of intercalation-based
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batteries such as Li-ion cells. With fuel cells, the reactants (generally H] and O2) are
“consumed” in the reaction (which takes place in the presence of the electrolyte), with the
product (water in the case of a hydrogen fuel cell) being expelled from the fuel cell. Thus,
fuel cells use an external supply of reactants, which can be replenished similarly to
refilling a fuel tank of a gasoline vehicle. Note that this is fairly similar to nonrechargeable batteries such as zinc-air batteries, which are therefore sometimes called
zinc-air fuel cells. In a fuel cell, the electrodes are not the reactants as they are in batteries
- instead the electrodes serve as catalysts for the desired reaction.
There are different fuel cell types, largely distinguished based on the electrolyte
used. Proton Exchange Membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs, also formerly called Polymer
Electrolyte Membrane fuel cells) are by far the most likely to be used in vehicles, as other
designs require much higher operating temperatures (such as Solid Oxide Fuel cells
(SOFCs), which require temperatures over 700° C, therefore mandating more expensive
materials, and greater failure rates when cycling on and off frequently, as would be the
case for vehicles. For stationary electricity generating operations, however, they are more
appealing).
PEMFCs are generally constructed of a thin solid acidic polymer membranes
saturated with water (which allows positive ions to pass through, but not negative ions or
free electrons) sandwiched between two platinum electrodes. Hydrogen enters the
PEMFC from the anode side, where the platinum catalyst ionizes the hydrogen (by first
forming a weak bond with platinum, which frees the hydrogen’s electron). The bare
proton is hydrated onto a water molecule in the saturated solid acid electrolyte, forming a
compound HgO^ molecule, in the process that allows the protons to permeate through the
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membrane (by hopping along water molecules). The electrons, which are not able to
penetrate through the electrolyte, must travel through an external circuit (through the
load) to reach the positive cathode. The travel of these electrons through the load is how
useful work is performed with the fuel cell.
At the cathode, purified oxygen from the air permeates into the platinum cathode,
where it combines with the protons and electrons (coming from the electrolyte and load
circuit, respectively) to form water. The water is expelled from the fuel cell system as the
waste product. The general process is illustrated below in Figure 2-16.
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Figure 2-16 - Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) design

In principal, fuel cells combined with electric motors should be able to achieve
higher thermal efficiencies (for converting stored chemical energy into useful work) than
combustion engines, since they are not heat engines, and are therefore not restricted by
the Carnot limit. However, we can determine a maximum limit on fuel cell efficiency by
considering the thermodynamics involved. The reaction taking place is the reverse of the
electrolysis reaction.
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H ] + % O2 —> H2O

which has an entropy change associated with it, the negative of the entropy change found
for electrolysis in section 2.3.1.1, or -163.34 V - Just as we found the minimum electrical
energy input for electrolysis as the change in Gibbs free energy for the reaction (AG =
AH - TAS), here it will give the maximum amount of electrical energy that can be
recovered. Since entropy can not decrease as a result of the reaction, but we just found
that the reaction itself gives a decrease in entropy of -163.34 V , that excess entropy must
be released to the environment as heat. This results in the maximum amount of electrical
energy that could be produced from the reaction being less than the actual heating value
(or change in enthalpy) of the reaction.
The change in Gibbs free energy then (per mole of H 2 ) is
AG = AH - TAS = - 285.8 kJ - (-48.7 kJ) = -237.1 kJ
As the change in Gibbs free energy represents the maximum amount of electrical
energy that could be produced, the maximum possible efficiency of a fuel cell is (AG/
AH)* 100%, or roughly 83%. This is already considerably lower than the efficiency of Liion batteries. The maximum voltage across the cell can again be determined based on the
amount of charge that flows through the cell per mole of H 2 , working out to again 1.23 V.
If not for the need to expel excess entropy, the ideal cell voltage would be 1.48 V.
In practice, the actual efficiency of fuel cells is considerably lower than this
maximum figure, due to a combination of factors, which collectively reduce the cell
voltage (and thus the efficiency, which can reasonably be given by the actual cell voltage
divided by the ideal cell voltage of 1.48V, although this ignores additional losses in the
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system - gas losses, energy expended to run pumps, heat the cell in cold temperatures,
etc.):
•

Mass transport limitations at the cathode where water buildup can limit oxygen
permeating into the electrode. Even without water buildup, the oxygen reduction
reaction at the cathode that occurs before the oxygen, hydrogen, and free electrons
bond to make water is roughly
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times slower than the hydrogen oxidation

reaction at the anode^^. Finding a new cathode material to replace platinum,
which can catalyze the oxygen reduction more quickly, could decrease the
internal resistance resulting from the slow oxygen reduction stage. Water
transport becomes difficult at sub-freezing temperatures (and high power output
rates, which produce water faster), reducing fuel cell efficiency further, and
making cold-starting impossible without pre-heating of the cathode (again further
reducing efficiency).
• Internal resistance in the electrolyte arising from the rate of flow of profons
fhrough the membrane. Making the membrane very thin can decrease this, as has
been done with Li-ion cells.
• “Fuel Crossover” - the platinum catalyst is imperfect in terms of being able to
oxidize all hydrogen reaching it, and the membrane is imperfect at preventing
hydrogen atoms/molecules (which haven’t been oxidized) from passing through.
Effectively, some of the fuel escapes without having gone through the desired
reaction.
• Electrical resistance of the electrodes and contacts (which weaken over time and
with vibration).
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In addition to the factors that reduce the actual cell voltage (and thus efficiency),
energy requirements for pumping, water management, and heating reduce the net
efficiency further. Fuel cell researchers and proponents often discuss fuel cell efficiencies
purely in terms of the percentage of the lower heating value of hydrogen that can be
turned into electrical energy - but this ignores energy expenses for running the system.
Further, the lower heating value (LHV) should not be used, as this is strictly an artificial
measure based on the amount of energy that can be released when a fuel is burned from
25°C initially, and the products are allowed to cool to cool to 150°C. By contrast, the
higher heating value (HHV) accounts for the total energy released when the products are
allowed to cool to their starting temperature of 25°C, and is therefore a measure of the
enthalpy change of the reaction (which was used for determining the hydrogen
production and storage efficiencies in previous sections).
The 2015 target goals set by the US DOE’s Freedom CAR program are achieving
a fuel cell stack efficiency of 65% at 25% of the rated power of the system, and 55% at
the peak power of the system. But, these efficiencies are measured in terms of the LHV
of hydrogen, not the enthalpy (HHV). As the LHV of hydrogen is 84.5% of the HHV,
these efficiency goals are true cell efficiencies of 55% at 25% of peak power and 46.5%
at peak power. These efficiencies though do not include energy for running the fuel cell
system, they are purely the efficiency for producing electricity from hydrogen. The goals
for system efficiency are 60% and 50% (of LHV, at 25% of peak power and at peak
power, respectively), or 51% and 43% in terms of HHV. As of 2008, these goals are still
considered ambitious by researchers in the field^^^.
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We can make the optimistic assumption that these efficiency goals will be met,
and compare the efficiency of hydrogen fuel cell systems to electrochemical batteries and
mechanical storage systems when using electrical energy to “charge” the systems, and to
compare gasification and reformation of hydrocarbons to produce hydrogen for use in
fuel cells to burning liquid fuels in traditional combustion engines. This will be done in
section 2.3.5.
In addition to the efficiency limitations, fuel cells continue to face severe
challenges for use in motive transportation. Freezing of outlet water in low temperatures,
resulting in blocking of the cathode surfaces (limiting or preventing oxygen reduction)
continues to make cold-weather operation a significant challenge, at the very least
requiring additional energy (and time) for pre-heating the cathode^^**. Ice formation in the
cathode layer can also lead to structural damage to various fuel cell stack components
(Sun, et. al., 2008)^^°.
The current cost of fuel cell systems per power capacity is still at least a few times
above that of conventional combustion engines and electric motors, and sufficient
durability of the systems under driving conditions has not been established (Ahluwalia
and Wang, 2008)^^. Humidity control and purification of the feed air are critically
important. A review of over 150 articles on fuel cell contamination^^^ found that fuel cell
operation is readily impaired to a significant degree by trace amounts of a variety of
contaminants introduced with the source hydrogen (CO, CO], H]S, NH 3 , and CH4 being
the primary contaminants, with the latter three being more prevalent in hydrogen
produced through reformation rather than electrolysis), oxygen produced from air
purified onboard (N2 , N0%, 80%, M I 3 , O3 , CO, and CO2 ), and metal ions (Fef^ and Cu^^
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in particular) from corrosion of the system components. Prominent methods of poisoning
include absorption of contaminants on the catalyst (electrode) surfaces (reducing surface
area available for catalyzing the desired reactions) and permeation and deposition into the
membrane, reducing proton conductivity.
The effects of contamination are now fairly well understood, and various research
efforts are underway to mitigate the problems - focusing on either reducing
contamination levels in the fuel (H2 ) and oxygen supply, or developing materials less
sensitive to the contaminants. The latter approach has lead to the development of
electrode catalysts (such as platinum-ruthenium alloy) that are less sensitive to CO (a
primary fuel contaminant when the hydrogen is made from reforming organic matter, as
is currently done (reformation of natural gas)) - but at an even higher cost than pure
platinum (Cheng, et. al, 2007)^^\
Contamination issues, and sensitivity to vibration remain significant challenges
for achieving fuel cell life spans comparable - or even close - to conventional ICE
engines or electric motors.

2.3.4. Hydrogen Pumping Efficiency
Hydrogen must be transported over large distances for the case in which it is
produced at large, centralized plants - which would primarily be done when using high
temperature electrolysis at powerplants, to use thermal energy to decrease the electrical
energy input required, increasing the overall energy efficiency (in large part because of
the inefficiency with which we can convert thermal energy to electricity). A rough
analysis of the energy input required for hydrogen transport via pipeline can be done by
determining the theoretical pumping power requirements for turbulent flow, comparing
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that to the pumping power requirements for natural gas, and scaling the known natural
gas power requirements accordingly. This was done by (Bossel, et. ah, 2003)^°\ who
determined the energy loss (based largely on amount of hydrogen that must be used to
power pumping stations necessary for overcoming resistive losses in the pipe) to be
roughly 0.8% per 100 km. This is does not include hydrogen losses, which would be
expected to be significantly greater than natural gas losses from pipelines due to the
smaller size of hydrogen molecules.
Without factoring in hydrogen loss, the energy consumption for transporting
hydrogen through pipelines is slightly more than the losses in electric power
transmission, which have been estimated^^^ at 0.6% per 100 km. Based on this, the
difference between transmitting electricity versus transmitting hydrogen via pipelines
will be considered negligible.

2.3.5. Combined Hydrogen Efficiency
The net efficiency of a hydrogen fuel cell system depends on the entire fuel
pathway - the source of the hydrogen (reformation of some form of organic matter or
electrolysis) and the means by which the hydrogen was derived (i.e. regular vs. high
temperature electrolysis), any hydrogen transportation (pipeline being the only reasonable
one, as trucking is far too energy intensive for the low energy delivered), storage method
(compression, liquefaction, or solid), and the efficiency of the final fuel cell system. Once
the efficiencies of each individual stage have been determined though (as has been done
in this section), the combined efficiency of the various pathways can be fairly readily
calculated.
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The efficiencies of the most likely pathways are calculated based on the
individual efficiencies determined in this section, and tabulated below in Table 2-1. The
net efficiencies include the efficiency of hydrogen generation, hydrogen storage
(compression, liquefaction, or sodium borohydride), and fuel cell conversion back to
electricity (optimistically considered to be 50%, just below the DOE’s goal for average
efficiency at 25% of peak power), combined with electric motor efficiency (90%). AcDC conversion is assumed to be 80% efficient, the same as was assumed for Li-ion
battery efficiencies. For low temperature electrolysis, the highest efficiency of current
low temperature electrolysis systems was used (73%) rather than the maximum
calculated efficiency (78.4%), which assumes negligible current density (thus negligible
hydrogen production rate). Overall, the potential net gain from achieving the theoretical
limit to electrolysis efficiency is minor (the net electrical energy efficiency would
increase from 30% to 32%).
Table 2-1 - Combined Hydrogen fuel cell efficiencies for various pathways. Net
energy efficiency accounts for the percentage of primary energy available for
propulsion, while electrical energy efficiency ignores the efficiency with which
electricity is produced from primary energy (and is thus useful for comparing to
electric vehicle options and compressed air storage).
Hydrogen Production
Electrolysis
High-Temp Electrolysis
High-Temp Electrolysis
High-Temp Electrolysis
Natural Gas Reformation
Natural Gas Reformation

Storage
Near-Isothermal
Compression
Near-Adiabatic
Compression
Liquefaction
Sodium Borohydride
(regenerated borate)
Near-Adiabatic
Compression
Sodium Borohydride
(regenerated borate)
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Net Energy Efficiency
(Electrical Energy efficiency)
10.6% (30%)
14% (32%)
10% (22.5%)
9% (20%)
215%
15%

For the electrolysis generation options, the efficiency listed factors in the
efficiency of electricity generation, with the percentage of electrical energy generated at
the powerplant ultimately being available for propulsion being given in parentheses (this
therefore would not factor in the efficiency of the powerplant, and would be the
efficiency to be compared to electrochemical battery efficiencies, and mechanical energy
storage efficiencies). The primary efficiency though is useful for comparing electrolysisbased hydrogen to reformation based hydrogen. For low temperature electrolysis,
powerplant efficiency is assumed to be 35%, while for high-temperature electrolysis the
combined efficiency for hydrogen generation from primary energy is assumed to be 45%
(roughly also the efficiency at which electricity could be generated at the temperatures
required for efficient high-temperature electrolysis systems).
Electrolysis can be either the high or low temperature version, where the use of
high-temp electrolysis restricts the storage options somewhat. High-temperature
electrolysis would need to be performed at centralized power plants, and the hydrogen
therefore shipped via pipeline (with losses optimistically assumed to be equivalent to
electric transmission losses, and therefore they can be neglected). As building hydrogen
pipelines to every home would be unrealistic, isothermal compression (which generally
means very slow compression) of hydrogen produced by high-temperature electrolysis is
not feasible.
As is shown in the table, reformation of natural gas at a large centralized plant,
transfer of hydrogen via new hydrogen pipelines, and near-adiabatic compression at
filling stations gives the highest overall efficiency among the various hydrogen pathways.
This therefore indicates that a hydrogen economy would at least initially likely rely on
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hydrogen produced from natural gas. Dwindling natural gas supplies (and therefore rising
costs), and a growing concern about associated environmental problems would likely
gradually push the focus to other sources.
Biomass gasification could produce hydrogen with efficiencies somewhat lower
than steam reformation of natural gas (accounting only for the efficiency of the biomass
gasification itself, not energy input for growing and harvesting crops), due to additional
energy requirements based on the water content of biomass and relatively lower hydrogen
content. But, gasification of biomass generally requires more energy than coal
gasification due to the water content of crops. Further, as stated previously, as
gasification produces hydrogen and carbon monoxide (and CO2 ) which can together be
used to produce synthesis fuels through Fischer Tropsch synthesis (yielding hydrocarbon
fuels - gasoline, diesel, etc.), that would likely be a preferable path than producing
hydrogen from biomass, due to the substantially greater energy density and suitability for
current infrastructure.
Therefore, overall, the most appealing “clean” hydrogen pathways would revolve
around either high temperature electrolysis and near adiabatic compression (which would
require an expensive hydrogen infrastructure), or low temperature local electrolysis with
near isothermal compression.

2.4. Mechanical Energy Storage
Most forms of energy storage for automotive transportation ultimately store
energy in chemical bonds. This includes all types of batteries, liquid organic fuels, and
hydrogen. The few exceptions are supercapacitors and mechanical energy storage
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systems, the latter of which will be briefly considered here (supercapacitors having
already been covered).
There are two primary mechanical energy storage approaches that have been
considered for powering vehicles - rotational kinetic energy storage (in a flywheel) and
compressed or liquefied air. Both of these approaches would ultimately involve using
electricity to recharge the vehicle - but rather than energy being stored in chemical
bonds, to be released to produce a current that drives an electric motor, the energy would
be stored essentially mechanically, and released directly as mechanical energy.
Flywheel storage is significantly more problematic than compressed air storage,
due in large part to safety concerns associated with a very fast spinning, high moment of
inertia disks (in particular related to vehicle accidents). Obviously to eliminate the
conservation of angular momentum difficulties associated with turning an object with a
large amount of rotational kinetic energy, it would be necessary to employ a system of
counter-rotating disks, such that the combined angular momentum cancels. This is not
necessary for stationary applications, where the flywheel will not be moved (other than
rotation about its primary axis), but would be necessary for vehicular applications.
Difficulties in efficiently coupling counter-rotating disks, the large mass required for the
entire flywheel system (including a strong support structure to keep the flywheel firmly
in place, and insensitive to road vibrations), and concerns over the safety of high-speed
flywheel systems have kept them from being seriously pursued for automotive
applications.
Storing energy on vehicles as compressed air, however, has been seriously
considered for almost two decades - although efficiency and energy density limitations
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continue to plague it. As air is compressed quickly (non-isothermal), additional work
goes into “heating” the gas (where the term heating here does not follow the physics
definition of heat, but rather refers simply to causing an increase in temperature - which
in this case is caused by mechanical ipdV) work). If the compression is done very slowly,
allowing heat exchange with the environment, the process could (in principal) be nearly
isothermal, such that the product pV remains constant through the process. In practice
though, no actual compressor system can achieve truly isothermal compression.
During isothermal compression, energy is transferred to the surroundings as heat,
with the heat transfer (Q) equal to the work done on the gas (W), such that there is no
change in thermal energy of the gas. While the amount of energy lost to the environment
as heat is equal to the work done on the gas, this clearly can’t mean that the efficiency of
the process is 0%. This is because as the gas is later allowed to expand, so long as the
expansion is not adiabatic, heat energy will be transferred to the gas (from the
surrounding air) to reduce how much it cools as it expands. Essentially the surroundings
become part of the energy storage system, as thermal energy is taken from the
surroundings as the gas expands, limiting how much it cools. In a pure isothermal
compression, followed by a pure isothermal expansion, the efficiency can be

1 0 0 %,

as

the work done on the gas during compression can equal the work it does as it expands provided the rate of heat transfer to the gas during expansion equal the rate at which it
does work (so that the expansion is isothermal). Of course, this ignores the efficiency
with which the physical air compressor system itself operates, which is generally around
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Isothermal compression though requires a very slow refilling process - not a
quick refilling of the tank that consumers would likely want (isothermal filling would
generally require overnight filling, similar to carbon anode liquid electrolyte based Li-ion
batteries currently in use). Rapid refilling would be an adiabatic process (no heat
exchange with the environment), with the gained thermal energy of the gas then gradually
transferring to the environment as heat, decreasing the efficiency of the compression
system. As the adiabatically compressed gas cools, the pressure in the tank would drop as
well, such that rapid adiabatic compression would not be able to provide as full of a
“tank” as a more efficient isothermal compression. Even if we assume the 100%
efficiency of the isothermal compression, the “charging” efficiency is below that of
currently available battery technologies, when accounting for efficiency of compressor
units (70%).
Decompression of the gas can be used to drive an engine similar to a steam engine
(which really just uses high pressure air and water vapor to push a piston back and forth),
which would fall somewhere between an adiabatic and isothermal process in terms of
efficiency - closer to adiabatic during higher power output. Isothermal expansion could
in principal allow

100%

energy recovery (although this also depends on how efficiently

the engine system transfers that work to kinetic energy of the vehicle), but rapid
acceleration would prevent pure isothermal expansion. Heat exchanger systems could be
used to accelerate heat transfer from the surroundings to the expanding gas, limiting how
much it cools, and improving the expansion efficiency.
This is in fact what the air engine developed by the Spanish “air car” company
MDI does, using heat exchangers to reduce the adiabaticity of the expansion, bringing it
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doser to isothermal expansion. The only efficiency tests performed on the engine to date
found an efficiency for converting the compressed air to vehicle kinetic energy to be 7075%^^'*. Combining that with the compressor efficiency (and assuming a purely
isothermal compression), the net efficiency of “charging” the system and recovering the
energy is just over 50%.
As this efficiency is lower than what can be achieved with batteries, it would only
be worthwhile if offset by substantially higher energy density and/or much lower cost.
The cost of the overall system does appear favorable compared to an electric vehicle due
entirely to the lower cost of a compressed air tank compared to current Li-ion batteries
(although the ongoing development of lower cost Li-ion batteries could reduce the
difference substantially).
To examine the energy density, we can consider the compressed air tanks made
by MDI for their prototype air car. The carbon fiber tanks have a mass of 40 kg, and
ability to hold 100 liters (O.I m^) of air compressed to 300 bars (roughly 4500 psi, 3x10^
Pa). If we assume 100% efficient isothermal expansion, the work that could be done by
the gas as it expands would be
IF =

In

This works out to 17 MJ, and hence a gravimetric energy density of 428 kJ/kg, or
roughly 120 Wh/kg - about 60% of the latest Li-ion batteries. As this energy requires 100
liters, the volumetric energy density would be 170 kJ/1, or 47 Wh/1 - less than I/IO* that
of current Li-ion cells, and 1/200* that of gasoline. The MID air-engine system is overall
very well engineered, using heat of ambient air to heat the expanding gas, bringing the
efficiency closer to an isothermal expansion - but the overall efficiency is still well below
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that of Li-ion batteries, although of course higher than combustion engines, and higher
than proton exchange membrane fuel cells. The energy density is lower than current Liion batteries, although better than most other rechargeable battery systems. The primary
appeal of the system is the relatively low cost for the storage tank compared to Li-ion
batteries, and much lower than a hydrogen fuel cell system, with the capability for a rapid
recharge (at lower efficiency of course).
An additional challenge with such vehicles is that as air escapes from the tank (to
propel the vehicle), the pressure in the tank drops, reducing the pressure difference with
ambient air, and the peak power that can be produced from the engine. This occurs also
with batteries, some technologies more so than others, but primarily only when they are
fairly deeply discharged (since only then does the cell voltage begin to drop). Thus,
batteries are better able to maintain peak performance as the charge is used up.
The low cost, and fast recharge rate of a compressed air system though could
make it an appealing technology for in-city use until lower cost, fast recharge Li-ion
batteries are developed. But, there is little room for further improvement of the system in
terms of increasing the overall thermal efficiency, or the energy density (tanks made of
advanced materials may be able to increase the energy density somewhat, but likely not
above that of current Li-ion batteries, and definitely not above the densities advanced
glass electrolyte thin film Li-ion batteries are capable of).

2.5. Energy Storage Summary
Land use limitations will likely limit the potential for liquid biofuels (or any fuel
derived from biomass) to replace a large percentage of the energy requirements for our
transportation needs - particularly considering the growing use of automobiles in China,
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India, and other parts of the world. It should be expected that biofuels - whether ethanol
or butanol produced from fermentation of sugar crops (corn, sugarcane, dandelion, etc.)
or derived from breaking of cellulose into starches, production of biodiesel from biomass
triglycerides, or synthetic hydrocarbon fuels derived from biomass (through gasification
and Fischer Tropsch synthesis, or thermal depolymerization) - should be able to
contribute to meeting transportation energy demands, but can not be the sole energy
“source”. This is largely a result of the relatively low net real-world efficiency of
photosynthesis, due largely to limitations created by non-ideal growing conditions, and
the relatively high cost for biomass derived fuels due in part to high manual labor
requirements, high land value (requiring a high profit per acre to keep farming
economical compared to selling off land for other uses), and energy inputs for improving
the growing conditions. There is some potential to produce higher quantities of fuel per
acre, achieving greater net conversion of solar energy to fuel, through the use of aquatic
“crops” such as microalgae - however significant challenges remains for the commercial
viability of this approach (which will be discussed in Chapter 6 ).
Because of the limitations to biofuels, and the many reasons to move away from
petroleum or other fossil fuels for our transportation-based energy requirements, some
other means of storing energy onboard vehicles is required. As a variety of means are
available for producing electricity (with varying degrees of overall sustainability), and the
existing electrical grid providing a convenient means for distributing electricity, the
ability to use electrical energy to perform work to store energy onboard a vehicle in some
manner is appealing. In this chapter, a variety of options have been looked at - some of
which can be quickly dismissed based on relatively low overall efficiency as primary
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energy storage systems (supercapacitors and metal-air batteries, for example) or other
concerns (such as the safety concerns surrounding flywheel energy storage systems).
The remaining options for storing electrical energy are summarized in Table 2-2
below, listing the energy efficiencies and energy densities of the various options. Liquid
fuels, in particular biofuels, are not included here due to the efficiency measures being
incompatible (as the primary energy input is solar for biofuels, it is possible to have net
efficiencies over 100% if counting only our energy inputs, not inputs from the sun). The
primary challenge facing biofuels is the issue of land availability and cost - which
together indicate that it is unlikely that biofuels will be able to meet all of our
transportation needs, or even a majority. Due to the higher energy densities (on the order
of 12,000 Wh/kg and almost 10,000 Wh/L) of biodiesel and gasoline, it is highly likely
that such fuels will at least be used for long haul transportation (both by truck and plane)
for the foreseeable future. However, more efficient options (in terms of how efficiently
and economically fuels can be produced sustainably) that don’t have the land limitations
of biofuels will be necessary for meeting the bulk of our driving needs. Fortunately, the
large percentage of people (in the US and elsewhere) who have daily driving commutes
on the order of 50 miles or less (roundtrip) allows the use of significantly lower energy
density storage systems, either as the sole energy storage system on a vehicle, or in a
plug-in hybrid vehicle fashion with a liquid fuel backup for longer distance travel.
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Table 2-2 - Energy efficiency (rj) and energy densities for electric energy storage
options for propelling vehicles (connting only the efficiency with which electrical
energy is stored and converted into mechanical energy - not the efficiency for
prodncing electricity). The effective energy densities are the fnel energy densities
mnltiplied by the efficiency with which the energy is converted into mechanical
energy with the particniar system.

Energy Pathway
Li-Ion Battery
H] - High-Temp
Llectrolysis, NearAdiabatic Compression
(700 atm, HHV)
H] - Low-temp local
Llectrolysis, Isothermal
Compression (700 atm)
Compressed Air
(overnight isothermal
compression, 300 atm)

Volumetric
Energy
Density

Gravimetric
Energy
Density

545 (current
cells)
-1543^^"
(including
vessel
volume)

200

r/L)

Effective Energy
Densities -

rw+ (current rw

1

cells)

490(180+)

6 8

2364 (at 6
wt%)

-690 (-1060)

32%

-1543

2364

-690(-T060)

30%

47

120

33 (84)

50%

(6

wt%)

%

For the efficiency calculations, it has been assumed that AC-DC conversion is
80% efficient. It must be pointed out that the energy density for hydrogen does not
include the volume or mass of the fuel cell - a result of the fuel being stored separately
from the electrochemical conversion device, rather than combined as in chemical
batteries. Both though also require electric motors to then convert the electricity to
mechanical energy. As an illustration, consider the 2009 Honda FCX Clarity fuel cell
prototype vehicle, whose fuel cell stack is a tremendous leap forward in terms of power
density, with an output of up to 100 kW in a 52 liter, 67 kg stack. The Clarity has a 45
gallon (171 L) tank of 5,000 psi hydrogen (-350 atm), which holds 5.3 kg of H] (208.9
kWh). The mass of the tank itself is currently unavailable, but if we assume it is 6 wt%
(while the amount of hydrogen stored per L is lower at the lower pressure, the tank mass
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required also drops), it would be 83 kg. The tank itself would have an energy density of
2364

But, when factoring in the 67 kg fuel cell stack, the combined gravimetric

energy density would drop to 1345

(a reduction of 43%). Assuming a 45% efficient

fuel cell (lower than the efficiency (50%) assumed in the table, but more realistic for
current fuel cells, ignoring pumping and other mechanical losses), the effective energy
density would drop to 545 ^ \ g (957 ^ \ g without counting the fuel cell), roughly three
times current Li-ion cells, but with much lower overall efficiency. The volumetric energy
density for the claimed 5.3 kg of storage in a 171 L tank works out to 1221

(note that

the gas becomes non-ideal at very high pressures, so the volumetric energy density at
5,000 psi is not simply half that at 10,000 psi) - although this figure does not include the
volume of the tank supporting systems (tubing, etc.), which is factored into the values in
Table 2-2. The effective (45% efficient stack, 90% efficient motor) volumetric energy
density would drop from 495

to 379

- lower than current Li-ion batteries.

This illustrates the impact of not only the lower pressurization (hence lower hydrogen
storage density), but also including the fuel cell stack (which provides a better
comparison for electrochemical batteries, in which the chemical to electrical conversion
system is included in the battery mass).
Based on this, it can’t be said that there is any clear winner, since no option is best
in every category. This table also does not address issues such as cost and infrastructure
challenges, and the costs of systems (such as a fuel cell and hydrogen storage system
compared to other options), which are important factors in the overall viability of the
various options. For the cost of refueling, the cost should be roughly inversely
proportional to the efficiency for all of the fuels included in the table, since they all
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ultimately derive from electricity. Some options that weren’t included in that table, such
as hydrogen stored as sodium borohydride and metal-air batteries, would have additional
costs on top of the electricity costs for regeneration, due to the need to extract “spent”
fuel from the vehicle and transport it to a regeneration facility (as both generally require
high temperature processes which are more efficient in large facilities, which allows for
better heat recovery).
For automobiles, both volumetric and gravimetric energy density are important.
Low volumetric energy density can be problematic from the standpoint of taking up
space that could otherwise be available for storage (i.e. trunk space) or occupant space in
order to achieve an acceptable driving range. Low gravimetric energy density can result
in lower overall vehicle efficiency due to increased weight. After factoring in drivetrain
efficiency, current Li-ion batteries and hydrogen compressed to 700 atmosphere have
similar volumetric energy density, roughly 15 times that of compressed air. For this
reason, compressed air vehicles are unlikely to be acceptable to a large portion of the
public, other than for use in very small, lightweight vehicles used strictly within cities.
Hydrogen compressed to 700 atmospheres has the highest effective gravimetric
energy density, five times that of current Li-ion batteries - although this comes at the
price of significant safety concerns, and substantially reduced efficiency. Additionally,
while there is little potential to further increase the gravimetric energy density of
hydrogen (some solid hydrogen storage systems can achieve higher volumetric energy
density, but at significantly reduced gravimetric energy density and overall efficiency),
improving Li-ion cells through the use of thin film glass electrolytes and high specific
capacity Carbon-silicon cathodes, with sulfurons anodes, could provide significant
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improvements in Li-ion gravimetric (and volumetric energy densities), although it is
unlikely than an improvement of more than a factor of 2 or possibly 3 could be achieved.
But, the significantly higher overall energy efficiency of Li-ion batteries,
combined with no additional infrastructure requirements (as would be needed for the
high-temp electrolysis approach) and significantly lower capital costs for the systems
should make Li-ion batteries are far more viable technology overall than hydrogen fuel
cells. The most efficient means of producing hydrogen is through high temperature
electrolysis, which would require an all new hydrogen pipeline system for carrying
hydrogen from centralized power plants where it is produced to local filling stations, at a
cost of hundreds of billions of dollars (Mintz, et. ah, 2002)^°^. If this would allow a more
efficient system overall it may be worthwhile, but since the efficiency is actually lower
than that of Li-ion batteries, the worth of a hydrogen economy deserves serious
questioning.
The only real advantage of hydrogen compared to Li-ion batteries is the higher
effective gravimetric energy density - 1064 Wh/kg for hydrogen compressed to 700
atmospheres (10,000 psi) compared to 180+ Wh/kg for current Li-ion batteries. This
assumes that system efficiency goal of 50% is met for PLMFCs (and 90% efficient
electric motors), which as previously mentioned, is still considered highly optimistic by
researchers. Real world efficiencies are still considerably lower. And as previously
mentioned, this does not account for the size or mass of the fuel cell stack. The effective
energy density for the hydrogen tank in the 2009 Honda FCX Clarity, assuming a 4 wt%
hydrogen storage, would work out to 459 Wh/kg, assuming the unrealistic 50% efficiency
goal is met. It is worth pointing out that the FCX Clarity sedan is rated at 49 and 46 miles
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per kg of hydrogen for city and highway driving respectively

similar to the Honda

Civic hybrid sedan with a similar platform. This indicates that the hydrogen fuel cell
drivetrain (fuel cell and associated pumping equipment, electric motor and transmission)
is not significantly more efficient than the gasoline engine forming the basis of the
similar Civic hybrid (although the hybrid is a few hundred pounds lighter), contrary to
claims that fuel cells are three times as efficient as gasoline engines.
The HHV of gasoline is 12,000 Wh/kg, giving an effective energy density on the
order of 1,800-2,400 Wh/kg with a 15-20% efficient drivetrain (engine efficiency
combined with transmission efficiency). Both hydrogen and Li-ion batteries would
require a more massive (and larger) energy storage system than the gasoline fuel tank on
equivalent vehicles - although both could also readily offer reasonable driving ranges on
the order of 100 miles or greater without requiring overly large systems. Provided
reasonable driving ranges are possible with quick refill/recharge times, lower energy
density (compared to gasoline) is not the severe limitation it could otherwise be.
Another factor to be considered is that an electric vehicle system can fairly easily
be integrated with a small combustion engine running at constant RPM (for maximum
efficiency) for producing electricity for longer-distance driving than the electric vehicles
themselves normally afford. This “plug-in hybrid” approach can be very appealing for the
large portion of the public who typically drives 50 miles or less a day, but wants to also
have the ability to drive distances of hundreds of miles without needing to stop frequently
to recharge batteries.
The same approach can’t work well with hydrogen (electricity could be produced
from an engine to electrolyze water, but the overall efficiency would be quite low) - but a
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hydrogen fuel cell system could incorporate onboard reforming of a liquid fuel for
producing hydrogen for longer trips. To an extent, this option and the plug-in hybrid
option lessen the negative impact of the lower energy density of both batteries and
hydrogen compared to conventional liquid fuels - although such add-on systems would
increase the cost of vehicles. While the plug-in hybrid electric vehicle approach is fairly
straightforward and has already been proven in real world testing, the efficiency of
onboard liquid fuel reformation is quite low (since efficient reforming requires high
temperatures, and heat recovery on such a small scale is inherently less efficient) and fuel
cell life would likely be reduced considerably (Cheng, et. al, 2007)^^^ due to
contaminants left from imperfect reformation (in particular carbon monoxide).
Consider for example the case of a plug-in electric hybrid vehicle with a small
homogeneous charge compression ignition diesel engine backup for long-distance
driving, compared to a hydrogen fuel cell vehicle with an onboard reformer system where both could use a liquid biofuels such as biodiesel as backup energy storage.
Current diesel engines are achieving peak thermal efficiencies of 43% and higher, while
HCCI diesel engines can exceed 50% thermal efficiency. The engine could be tied
directly to the wheels with a transmission, or used to power a generator and AC-DC
converter for charging the batteries. The latter approach would generally be more
efficient (by keeping the engine at peak thermal efficiency, and eliminating transmission
losses, if the electric motors are incorporated into wheel hubs, also eliminating the need
for a full mechanical transmission), with generator efficiencies on the order of 95%, and
AC-DC converter efficiencies again at 80% or better. Assuming an HCCI diesel engine
with 50% thermal efficiency, the combined efficiency would be -38% for producing
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electricity, which then can be converted into mechanical energy through the motor with
90% efficiency for a combined -34% efficiency.
Reformation (whether of hydrocarbons or any other hydrogen containing
material) will always require a net energy input, since the resulting free hydrogen
molecules are in a higher energy state than the bound hydrogen. Catalytic reformation
(including steam reformation) of organic fuels can be problematic on a small scale due to
rapid contamination of catalysts from carbon deposition and contaminants in the fuel.^^^
Therefore, plasma reformation is likely the most viable on-board fuel reformation
strategy, due to the elimination of expensive catalysts sensitive to fuel quality and carbon
buildup. Plasma reformation generally begins with the partial oxidation (i.e. partial
combustion) of the fuel to produce thermal energy for heating the remainder of the fuel
and water, to allow steam reformation (and the water shift reaction to convert residual
carbon monoxide into hydrogen and CO2 ). The plasma produced by an electric arc plays
the role of the catalyst in the steam reformation process, creating highly reactive ions that
catalyze the desired reactions. While some plasma reformation approaches (referred to as
thermal plasma reformation) involve heating the fuel (ions, electrons, and neutral species)
to high temperatures, others do not heat the neutral species (thus being referred to as nonthermal plasma reformation) directly, resulting in lower overall energy consumption. The
efficiency of the process though is quite low, with recent testing of one of the most
efficient approaches (non-thermal gliding arc catalyzed steam reformation, with the
assumption of water shift reaction use to produce additional H2 from CO) achieving a
maximum energy efficiency of 26% (Paulmier and Fulcheri, 2005)^^^. It is anticipated
though that efficiencies could be increased somewhat by going to higher temperatures
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and pressures. However, the product gas would need significant purification to remove
residual contaminants, which would bring additional cost and energy demands.
Additionally, this steam reformation approach (which has achieved higher efficiencies
than other onboard reformation designs) would require onboard storage of fairly high
purity water.
If the reformation efficiency including gas purification could be increased to 30%,
the combined efficiency of the reformation, fuel cell (assuming the 50% efficiency goal is
met), and electric motor system would work out to 13.5% - below the efficiency of a
conventional gasoline engine, and well below the combined efficiency of the electric
vehicle hybrid system. This indicates that an electric vehicle could achieve higher overall
efficiency when operating in a hybrid mode in which a liquid fuel is used to provide
longer range than the main energy storage system allows.
Due to the low efficiency of hydrogen systems, it is surprising and unfortunate
that it receives more research funding than more viable alternatives. The efficiency of
reforming liquid hydrocarbon fuels into hydrogen onboard vehicles for use in fuel cells is
particularly inefficient, lower than burning the fuel in a conventional gasoline or diesel
engine directly, and therefore does not appear to be of particular benefit. The only
possible benefit of such systems is for plasma reforming a small portion of a liquid fuel to
produce a hydrogen rich (therefore high octane) gas to inject into the engine with the rest
of the fuel, to allow higher compression ratio and leaner running, to boost the thermal
efficiency of the system overall.

However, the potential gains from such systems are

moderate.
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Based on this analysis, it is recommended that the prominent focus for energy
storage onboard vehicles should be in developing improved lithium ion batteries,
focusing in particular on eliminating the lifecycle and current limit problems of current
batteries (see the discussion on improving Li-ion batteries in section 2.2.1.2.4).
Improving the efficiency of AC to DC conversion (rectifying) can also significantly
improve the overall efficiency of electrochemical energy storage, as currently available
rectifiers have efficiencies on the order of 80%, making this stage the least efficient in the
electric vehicle energy storage and reclamation process. Some rectifiers have been
developed with efficiencies over 90%^^^, but the combined efficiency of entire AC-DC
converters remains on the order of 80%.
The overall environmental cleanliness and sustainability of the energy storage
systems examined in this chapter which are ultimately electrical energy storage systems
is of course dependent on the means by which the electrical energy is produced.
Therefore, the following chapters (3-5) will examine the viability of some of the more
promising electrical energy production options (considering only non-fossil-fuel based
options), with an emphasis on the options more interesting from the standpoint of physics
research opportunities.
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CHAPTER 3

NUCLEAR FISSION

No new nuclear power plants have been built in the US since the Three Mile
Island accident in 1979 (an accident which lead to no deaths, it should be pointed out),
but recently rising oil prices have generated an increase in public and political interest in
turning to nuclear power. Nuclear power (fission or fusion) is obviously not an option for
on-board vehicle power production (except in movies), but improvements in the ability to
store electric energy on-board vehicles (as discussed in Section 2.2) provide the potential
for electrical energy to become a means of powering our vehicles.
According to the US DOE Energy Information Agency’s January 2008 report,
nuclear power provides 19.1% of electrical energy in the US, behind natural gas (at
21.9%) and coal (at 48.2%). With dwindling domestic natural gas reserves resulting in an
increasing reliance on imported natural gas (with the economic and energetic efficiency
of liquefying and transporting liquified natural gas being very poor), as well as
decreasing coal reserves and increasing concerns regarding greenhouse and other
emissions, it would be desirable to decrease the portion of our energy coming from these
fossil fuels. As hydroelectric, the most prominent truly renewable electricity source,
provides only 6 . 1 % of our electricity (with little potential for further growth), nuclear
power represents the most likely means of decreasing our reliance on fossil fuels, while
providing the additional electrical energy necessary for supporting potential
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transportation-based energy demands (such as from electric vehicles). Nuclear fission
reactors will therefore be examined in this chapter, with nuclear fusion (and driven
sub critical fission reactors) in Chapter 4, and options for harnessing solar energy directly
in Chapter 5.
An important point to keep in mind, however, is that nuclear power (whether
fission or fusion) would not be a truly “renewable” energy source, so it is false to refer to
it as a sustainable energy option. However, unlike fossil fuels, nuclear energy itself emits
no net CO 2 - but, energy expended in uranium mining operations does generally come
from fossil fuels (so it is important to make the most of the mined uranium). Fission
relies on the decay of unstable isotopes (such as U^^^) that exist in limited quantities. So,
in this analysis, it will be important to focus on not only the efficiency and safety of
different forms of nuclear energy, but also how long they will last.
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It could be said that the primary problems facing nuclear fission power in the US
are issues of public perception, rather than real scientific or economic challenges. The
partial meltdown of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 reactor near Middletown, PA, on March
28, 1979, lead to no (known) deaths or injuries, yet turned public perception strongly
against nuclear power in the US. The result was that any attempt to build a new nuclear
power plant in this country was met with expensive lawsuits and other roadblocks, that
ultimately has made it uneconomical to build any new facilities. Increasing public
perception of other issues (global warming from fossil carbon emissions, foreign oil
dependence links to war and terrorism, etc.) has potentially opened the door for a
comeback of nuclear power. But, there are some limitations and legitimate concerns
about nuclear fission reactors that must be properly addressed.
To date, all commercially successful fission power has relied on uranium (^^^U in
particular) as the fuel, so we first need to look at the available supply of uranium to
power the industry. According to the 1AEA^^°, the current stock of identified uranium
reserves is roughly 4.7 million tonnes (this is the stock of “easily recoverable” uranium,
which can be mined (but not refined) for less than 130 USD per kg). With current global
uranium consumption rates being on the order of 66,000 tonnes per year, this amounts to
a 71 year supply at current usage rates. But, that assumes fissile U-235 (which makes up
only 0.7% of naturally occurring uranium) can be fully utilized, which is not accurate for
conventional reactors. Even with spent fuel reprocessing, “thermal” nuclear reactors
(those that use slowed or “thermalized” neutrons) can never make use of 100% of the
fissile material within, since the ability to sustain a critical reaction will end before all
fissile material is depleted. So, this 71 year estimate is quite optimistic for conventional
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reactors. Additionally, with the global nuclear power industry growing rapidly, the
currently known uranium reserves would be used up substantially quicker. Additionally,
since the more easily recovered uranium is extracted from the ground first, we must
expect that the cost and energy requirements for extracting the known uranium will only
increase.
Therefore, for nuclear power (intended to refer to nuclear fission power) to be a
viable long-term option for the planet, more efficient use of mined uranium (or thorium)
will be required. This primarily will mean actively converting non-fissile
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makes up 99.3% of naturally occurring uranium, into fissile ^^^Pu. To adequately analyze
the potential for nuclear fission to have a larger impact on the global energy sector,
displacing a larger amount of fossil fuels, we need to understand the benefits and
drawbacks of conventional reactor design, and investigate potentially emerging
technologies that could significantly increase how much energy we get out of the fuel

3.1. Binding Energy
Any proper thorough discussion of nuclear energy must begin with a review of
nuclear binding energy. This analysis will explain why some nuclides can undergo fission
when absorbing a thermal (negligible kinetic energy) neutron, how much energy will be
released (and where this energy comes from), and how much kinetic energy neutrons
must have to split nuclides which are not thermally fissile. It will also be referred to
frequently in the discussion of nuclear fusion, as it is critical to the issue of how much
energy is released when two atoms combine to form one larger atom as well.
Nuclei are held together by a complex interplay of the attractive strong nuclear
force between the nucleons (protons and neutrons) acting to hold the nucleus together.
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and the repulsive electrical force between the protons trying to rip the nucleus apart. The
mass of a nucleus is always less than the sum of the individual masses of the protons and
neutrons in the nucleus. Where does this mass go? It doesn’t “disappear” per se. The
mass is lost as energy radiated to the environment, based on Einstein’s famous equation
E=mc^ (or in this case, it would be more appropriate to say that the binding energy is
Amc^, where Am is the difference between the mass of the nucleus and the sum of the
masses of the individual protons and neutrons making up the nucleus). This lost energy,
or mass defect, is commonly referred to as the nuclear binding energy - the amount of
energy (mass) that is removed from the atom in the process of building it. To completely
disassemble the nucleus this binding energy must be put back in. This energy release is a
result of nucleons being in a lower potential energy state when held within a nucleus than
they are on their own, and the equivalence of mass and energy (such that as an object
“falls” to lower potential energy, its own mass decreases, with the equivalent energy
being radiated to the surroundings).
This binding energy is generally looked at in terms of the binding energy per
nucleon (proton or neutron), rather than the total amount of binding energy for the entire
atom. This tells us, effectively how much energy must be put in to remove a single
nucleon from the nucleus (or on average how much of the mass of each nucleon has been
converted to energy - energy that must be put back in to remove each nucleon). One of
the first, and more accurate models for explaining and calculating the binding energy is
the Weiszacker Mass Formula, a semi-empirical formula developed from the “Liquid
Drop Model” of the nucleus, which models the nucleus as a spherical drop of
incompressible liquid with uniform density. Because of the rough incompressibility of
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nuclei there should be a direct relationship between the nuclear radius, volume, and
atomic mass number. Additionally, the net attractive force (due to the nuclear force) on
the nucleons within and on the surface of the nucleus results in the nucleus having a
roughly spherical shape, such that modeling the nucleus as an incompressible sphere is
relatively accurate.
An accurate model for the binding energy of a nucleus needs to account for the
fact that the forces on the outer nucleons are different from the forces on the inner
nucleons (since those on the interior are surrounded by other nucleons on all sides), and
to account for the limited range of the strong nuclear (such that as a nucleus grows, the
strong force becomes less able to reach all the way across the nucleus, while the repulsive
electrical force is able to - although decreasing proportional to r'^).
If we want to calculate the binding energy (Ey) based on the atomic number (Z,
the number of protons) and atomic mass (A, number of protons and neutrons combined),
the fact that the forces on the outer nucleons differ from those on the inner nucleons can
be incorporated by relating the binding energy to the surface area and volume of the
nucleus, respectively. Since the nucleus can be assumed in this model to have a constant
density, the nuclear volume should be proportional to the atomic number, Z. More
accurately though, since the primary component of the binding energy arises from the
strong force attraction between both neutrons and protons, and there are A(A-I) pairs of
nucleons, we might expect the strong force energy term to be proportional to A(A-I)/2.
But, accounting for the limited range (on the order of 2 femptometers) of the strong force,
which allows nucleons to only interact via the strong force with their nearest neighbors, is
more accurately done with a strong force potential energy term proportional to A.
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But, accounting for the strong force binding energy only with this “volume term”
proportional to A does not factor in the fact that nucleons on or near the surface of the
nucleus will not have as many neighbors. So, the binding energy should be reduced by a
term proportional to the surface area of the nucleus. As the volume is proportional to A,
the radius of the nucleus should therefore be proportional to A^^^ (this is obviously less
accurate for very small nuclei). Therefore, as the surface area is proportional to r^, the
amount that the binding energy is reduced based on the nucleons on the surface of the
sphere should be proportional to A^^.
So, before incorporating other factors, we can say that the model of the binding
energy will include the following terms:
Ej^ ^ CyA - CgA

(Volume and Surface terms for nuclear force only)

where Cv and C$ are the coefficients of the volume and surface area binding energy terms
accounting for the strong force potential energy.
These are the dominant terms in the binding energy, with other terms primarily
reducing the binding energy due to electric repulsion and the requirement that nucleuons
be in higher energy levels (due to the Pauli Exclusion Principle in particular).
The Coulomb repulsion between protons is constantly trying to push nuclei apart,
and reduces the potential energy well that nucleons are held within inside a nucleus. This
energy term should be proportional to the Coulombic force itself between protons in a
nucleus, where the radius of the nucleus is proportional to the cubic root of the volume
(and thus proportional to the cubic root of the atomic mass number). The protons aren’t
all this same distance (the radius) apart, but accounting for that will show up in the
coefficient in front of this term. The amount by which the coulomb repulsion reduces the
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binding energy should be proportional to the number of proton pairs in the nucleus, or
Z(Z-1).
Incorporating this into the binding energy, our equation becomes
E, ^ C , A - C , a ‘A
where Cgis the coefficient of the electric repulsion term.
Based on only those terms above, nuclei with many more neutrons than protons
would be more stable (higher binding energy), by having a large volume with little
coulomb repulsion. But, this ignores the energy level of nucleons, and the requirement of
distinguishability by the Pauli Exclusion Principle. The Exclusion Principle requires that
no two fermions may have the same quantum state. Nuclei within a nucleus have
different energy levels (due to higher oscillatory kinetic energy), with energy levels
possible being determined by a particle in a well model. At a given energy level, there
can only be two protons and two neutrons, with opposite spins distinguishing the two.
Thus, it is energetically less favorable (from the standpoint of the kinetic energy of the
nucleons) to have many more neutrons than protons, as the neutrons will need to go to
higher energy levels. So, the binding energy will decrease (due to more energy going into
kinetic energy of nucleons) with a term that approaches zero as the number of neutrons
approaches the number of protons. The exact form of this dependence can be found by
expressing the kinetic energy of the nucleus in terms of the Fermi energies of the protons
and neutrons, and expanding in terms of the difference between the number of neutrons
and protons. The resulting expression increases proportional to (A-2Z)^/A, thus the
binding energy should decrease with a term proportional to that. Note that this factor
becomes less important as atomic number increases (as it is divided by A), more readily
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allowing a neutron excess at higher atomic numbers to provide greater stability due to
strong force attraction, offsetting the fact that the strong force has a limited range while
the electric force does not (although it does decrease with distance).
The Pauli Exclusion Principle also adds another term (called the “Pairing term”)
to the binding energy, as a lower energy state per nucleon results with an even number of
neutrons and an even number of protons. With an even number of either neutrons or
protons, the highest energy level for that nucleon is full (one spin up, one spin down).
Adding another such nucleon (neutron or proton), to given an odd number, would require
that nucleon to go to a higher energy level for distinguishability. Therefore, the Exclusion
Principle not only favors nuclei with a number of neutrons closer to the number of
protons, it also favors nuclei with even numbers of both neutrons and protons, and most
strongly disfavors nuclei with an odd number of both neutrons and protons.
The effect of spin pairing on nuclear stability is well illustrated by examining the
known stable nuclei. Of the 274 known stable nuclei, 165 have an even number of both
neutrons and protons, 50 are even-odd (neutron-proton), 55 are odd-even, and only 4 are
odd-odd (including h y d r o g e n ) T h i s last effect of the Exclusion Principle on the
binding energy is accounted for in the Weiszacker formula by adding an additional term
for even-even nuclei and subtracting the term for odd-odd nuclei. The base formula thus
calculates the binding energy for even-odd (or odd-even) nuclei, with the additional
energy required for bringing a final odd nucleon up to a higher energy level being
subtracted for odd-odd nuclei, or the energy saved being added for even-even nuclei. This
effect becomes weaker with increasing atomic number, being proportional to A'’f
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Thus, the Weiszacker formula (or more commonly, Bethe-Weiszacker formula)
for the binding energy of an even-odd or odd-even nucleus becomes
-p e v e n - o d d
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where the constants are then empirically determined by fitting to experimentally
measured values of the binding energy. Different fitting techniques have given rise to
various sets of coefficients being published by different authors^^^. Minimizing the
standard deviation from the fit gives the following values in MeV (Chowdhury and Basu,
2006):
Cv=15.26+0.02, Cs=16.267+0.062, CE=0.689+0.001, Cpauii=22.209+0.048, and
Cspi„= 10.076+0.854.

This formula fairly well matches measured binding energies of nuclei, as plotted
in the figure below^^^ in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1 - Binding energy per nucleon (taken from NASA's Goddard Spaceflight
Center)
Deviations of empirical measurements of nuclear binding energies from the
Weiszacker formula lead to the development of a shell model of nuclear structure, as it
became apparent that there are particular “magic numbers” of neutrons, protons, and total
nucleons, at which the binding energy is particularly high (and increasing the number of
neutrons or protons above a magic number requires going to a considerably higher energy
level shell). This is analogous to the well-established electron shell model, and the
increased stability of fill electron shells. The theoretical basis of the shell model and
magic numbers won’t be delved into here, rather it will just be pointed out that at
particular values of Z and N (2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, and 126, and possibly higher numbers
which could result in “islands of stability” for possible stable very heavy atoms), the
binding energy of the nucleus further increases. This is of particular importance in
nuclear fusion, as the "^He nucleus formed by some fusion reactions is “doubly magic”
(meaning it has a magic number of both neutrons and protons), thus having an
anomalously high binding energy. This can be seen in Figure 3-1 with the binding energy
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of

being substantially higher than that of neighboring isotopes. Therefore, fusion

reactions that produce "^He as a product release substantially more energy than reactions
producing other nearby (on the periodic table) isotopes which are not doubly magic.
Magic numbers are also important for nuclear processes, as nuclei with one or
more magic numbers have exceptionally low neutron absorption cross-sections, up to two
orders of magnitude lower than similar nuclei without magic numbers (Dunlap, 2004).
Such materials therefore could make useful neutron moderators for thermal fission
reactors.
The Pauli Exclusion Principle is ultimately the primary factor in determining
which nuclides are fissile (will undergo fission upon absorption of a thermal neutron) and
which aren’t, as it (and magic numbers due to the shell structure of the nucleus) results in
the minor fluctuations in binding energy at higher energy levels. This is why all known
fissile isotopes have an even number of protons and odd number of neutrons. The binding
energy of the adsorbed neutron (giving the compound nucleus an even number of
neutrons and protons) is higher due to the spin pairing term, such that more energy is
released when such a nucleus absorbs a neutron than when a neutron is adsorbed by a
nucleus that already has an even number of neutrons (the additional binding energy (or
mass defect) of the odd neutron would be lower, since it needs to go to a higher energy
level relatively compared to the previous even numbered neutron). This released energy
initially is imparted to the nucleus as vibrational energy, which can be sufficient to
destabilize the nucleus (this will be discussed further in section 3.2).
While the binding energy as calculated from the formula above is positive, it
represents the magnitude of the negative potential well that the nucleons are “trapped” in.
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As their potential energy decreases, while falling into the potential well, they gain kinetic
energy, which is imparted to the entire nucleus when they are captured (and then
generally radiated away). The change in potential energy of the nucleons shows up as a
decrease in their mass, due to the energy-matter equivalence. Thus, the binding energy is
also referred to as the “mass defect”.
At small nuclear sizes, as illustrated in Figure 3-1, the binding energy per nucleon
increases (meaning atoms are more stable due to the nucleons being in deeper potential
wells, with more mass having been released as energy as they fell into the potential well)
with increasing atomic number. This is largely due to the large ratio of nuclear surface
area to volume at small nuclear sizes, resulting in a greater fraction of nucleons not
having neighbors to interact with via the strong force. At roughly the size of a calcium
nucleus, nuclei have become sufficiently large that the strong nuclear force is unable to
extend all the way across the nucleus, such that the attractive strong force between
additional nucleons (if we were building a nucleus nucleon by nucleon) only barely
balances the increase in the repulsive electrical force by the addition of another proton,
and the most stable isotopes begin to have a greater number of neutrons than protons.
In elements heavier than Nickel (^^Ni has the highest binding energy per nucleon,
just above ^^Fe), the binding energy per nucleon begins dropping with increasing nucleus
size. Because of the downward trend of binding energy per nucleon after nickel, heavier
atoms require energy input to be synthesized (from lighter nuclei). This is because the
binding energy represents the amount of mass lost as radiated energy in the building of a
nucleus, or the amount of energy that must be put in to disassemble the nucleus. Since the
binding energy per nucleon of Cobalt is less than the binding energy per nucleon of Iron,
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that means that less mass (per nucleon) is lost as energy for cobalt. So if we wanted to
turn an iron atom into cobalt by adding a proton (and one or more neutrons), we would
have to add in additional energy to make up for the lower binding energy per nucleon for
the final isotope. By contrast, splitting heavy nuclei apart into separate nuclei with higher
binding energies per nucleon results in the release of energy, as the nucleons will be in
greater potential wells in the smaller nuclei, with more of their mass being converted into
energy as they fall into those potential wells.
So, if a

atom is hit by a neutron, splits apart, perhaps yielding ^^Kr and ^"^"^Ba

and three neutrons, what does the binding chart tell us? Both ^^Kr and ^"^"^Ba have a higher
binding energy per nucleon than
mass deficit than the

- so each of the atoms it splits into has more of a

did. The difference in mass (or in mass deficit) between the

and the products (^^Kr, ^"^"^Ba, and three neutrons) is turned into energy and released
from the system.
An important issue to understand here, relevant to self-sustained fission reactions,
is the ratio of neutrons to protons in a nucleus. In small atoms (Calcium and smaller), the
ratio of neutrons to protons is generally one. The strong nuclear force is responsible for
an attractive force between each of the nucleons (protons and neutrons, so every proton
attracts every other proton as well as every neutron, and vice versa), while there is a
repulsive electrical force between the protons. Effectively, the neutrons help hold the
nucleus together by providing additional attractive strong nuclear force, without
increasing the repulsive electrical force. For small atoms, one neutron per proton is
sufficient to make the nucleus stable (small nuclei can have more than one neutron per
proton, but are less common, and generally unstable (most often undergoing beta decay)).
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For larger atoms, with the addition of one more proton and one more neutron, the
repulsive electrical force grows disproportionately compared to the attractive nuclear
force, since the range of the nuclear force is short enough that as a nucleus gets larger and
larger, adding additional protons on the outside of the nucleus does not increase the
attractive nuclear force as much as the repulsive electrical force. Therefore, larger atoms
need more neutrons added per proton added (if we were actually assembling nuclei) resulting in a neutron to proton ratio (N/Z) greater than one. For atoms as large as
uranium, the N/Z ratio has increased to over 1.5 (1.59 for U-238, for example). When a
uranium nucleus splits apart, into two atoms of smaller size, the ^/z ratio required for
those smaller atoms to be stable will be considerably less than that required for the
uranium nucleus to be stable.
These smaller nuclei resulting from a larger nucleus splitting will usually undergo
beta (electron) decay, in which a proton essentially decays into a neutron, rather than
emitting a neutron. The result is that the nucleus loses one neutron and gains one proton
(so becomes a different element as well) from a beta decay, decreasing the ^/z ratio.
However, the fission products can also directly emit neutrons to reduce the ^/z ratio, with
these “delayed neutrons” (delayed in the sense that they aren’t emitted during the fission
of the larger nucleus, but fractions of a second later from one of the daughter nuclei) play
a crucial role in our ability to control fission reactions.

3.2. The Physics of Fission
Before examining the process of fission, it is worthwhile to first consider the
potential energy between a free neutron and a nucleus, compared to the potential energy
between a proton and nucleus (or between two nuclei). These potential energies are
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illustrated below in Figure 3-2, and illustrate well the reason why nuclear fission is a
much simpler process to induce (and control) than nuclear fusion.

Potential
Energy

A

Electric
Potential

Potential
Energy

Strong nuclear
potential energy
Potential Energy of a free
proton and nnclens

Strong nuclear
potential energy
Potential Energy of a free
nentron and nnclens

Fignre 3-2 - Potential Energies as a fnnction of distance between a nnclens and
proton, and between a nnclens and nentron

A proton approaching a nucleus must overcome the Coulomb repulsion in order to
come within range of the attractive strong force. Therefore, two light nuclei (such as two
hydrogen atoms) must have a significant amount of kinetic energy in order for fusion to
occur - usually meaning the gas must be kept at very high temperature (to provide
sufficient kinetic energy to the gas ions). This will be examined more fully in Chapter 4.
A neutron though is uncharged, so there is no repulsion to be overcome. Neutrons
therefore don’t need to have high kinetic energies to come within range of the strong
force of the nucleus (or actually within range of some of the nucleons within the nucleus).
At higher kinetic energies, neutrons in fact become less likely to be pulled into the
nucleus, just as faster moving electrons are less likely to be captured by an atom (or faster
asteroids are less likely to be pulled into a planet). This is a prominent factor in most
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fission reactors operating with a “thermal spectrum” (i.e. using a neutron moderator to
slow neutrons emitted during fission down to negligible kinetic energies), as the
interaction cross sections increase considerably at low neutron energies. But, only a few
known nuclei (labeled “fissile” nuclei) can undergo fission when absorbing a thermal
neutron.
Fission can be a spontaneous process - with alpha decay being a special case of
spontaneous fission, in that one of the daughter nuclei is much smaller than the other
daughter. Alpha emission occurs when two neutrons and two protons combine within a
nucleus to form a "^He nucleus, which can have a finite probability of tunneling through
the Coulomb barrier keeping it held within the potential well created by the remaining
nucleus of the initial nuclide. The alpha particle would initially be trapped within a
potential well of the same shape as shown in the left picture in Figure 3-2. The difference
in binding energy between the initial compound nucleus and the two daughter nuclei (one
of which is the alpha particle) is shared by the daughter nuclei as kinetic energy, divided
up based on the conservation of momentum (so first, clearly only nuclei which have less
total binding energy initially than the two daughter nuclei would have any chance of
undergoing alpha fission, as a negative kinetic energy can not be imparted to the daughter
nuclei). The heavier the initial nucleus, the greater the share of the energy that goes to the
alpha particle. While this energy is not sufficient to overcome the Coulomb well directly,
the greater it is, the greater the probability of quantum tunneling through the barrier. This
process was first explained by George Gamow^^"^, who showed that alpha decay lifetimes
can be calculated as the time for alpha particle formation divided by the probability for
the alpha particle to tunnel through the Coulomb barrier it is held in. A similar approach
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will be used in Chapter 4 to determine the potential for fusion to occur, based on the
probability of one nuclei tunneling through the Coulomb barrier of another nuclei
(essentially the reverse process of fission).
Fission, referring to the case in which the two daughter nuclei are of more similar
mass (i.e. not atomic mass 4 and 231, as in the case of alpha decay of ^^^U), is similar to
the case of alpha decay, as the two daughter nuclei must overcome the potential barrier of
one another to escape (for the nucleus to split). Fission into two separate parts occurs as a
result of oscillations of the spherical nucleus deforming it initially into an elliptical shape,
and eventually stretching into two separate n u c l e i S p o n t a n e o u s fission requires the
nucleus to have greater binding energy in the elliptical shape than the spherical shape, to
allow the deformation to progress (by the input of the released binding energy). The only
terms in the binding energy equation that are shape dependent are the surface and
electrostatic terms (the volume, being proportional to the number of nucleons, is shape
independent). The interplay of these binding energy terms changing due to deformation
can be modeled with the surface area term (relating to the amount by which the strong
force potential energy is reduced due to nucleons on the surface having fewer neighbors)
representing a surface tension pulling the nucleus together, while the electrostatic
repulsion of the protons attempts to push the nucleus apart^^^.
As a spherical nucleus is deformed into an ellipsoid shape, the magnitude of the
potential energy of the nucleus associated with the strong force would be expected to
decrease (since the strong force creates a negative potential well, this actually means the
potential energy associated with the strong force increases), due to a greater fraction of
the nucleons being on the surface, having fewer neighbors. Thus, the surface area term in
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the binding energy grows (as it subtracts from the total strong force potential well). The
Coulomb potential energy (which is repulsive, therefore positive) though would decrease,
as the charged particles are not as close together when moving out of the spherical shape.
Essentially, when a spherical nucleus is given a small deformation, the strong force
provides a restoring force similar to surface tension, to bring the nucleus back to the
spherical shape. The Coulomb repulsion though fights this restoring force. For
sufficiently high atomic number elements, the surface tension can not be enough to restabilize the nucleus (due to the high charge of the nucleus resulting in too strong a
Coulomb repulsion), and the nucleus will be unstable to even small deformations. The
atomic number (or in actuality, the ratio Z^/A) at which this happens can be calculated by
determining at what nuclear size the increase in binding energy due to the growing
surface area offsets the reduction in binding energy due to the decreasing electric
potential energy, as initially done by Bohr and Wheele/^^. This determines the nuclear
size at which spontaneous fission will occur, making the nuclei completely unstable
(roughly at atomic mass >300).

3.2.1. Fissile Nuclides
Fission reactors though don’t rely on spontaneous fission, but rather fission that is
induced through the absorption of a neutron. When a neutron is captured by a nucleus,
the binding energy released upon capture of the neutron (the binding energy of the new
nucleus minus the binding energy of the original nucleus), along with the kinetic energy
of the neutron (if any) are imparted to the nucleus. The energy imparted to the nucleus
upon neutron absorption can go into nucleus deformation, potentially creating a large
enough distortion that it will become self-sustaining (since as the nucleus is distorted
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more and more out of the spherical shape, an increasing fraction of the nucleons are on
the surface, having fewer neighbors, and the depth of the potential well in which the
nucleons are trapped decreases (meaning the magnitude decreases. Since it is a negative
potential well, the potential energy associated increases). Additionally, the electric
potential barrier decreases due to the charged particles becoming further apart. At
sufficient deformation, if the decrease in positive (repulsive) electric potential energy
with further deformation becomes less than the change in the negative (attractive) strong
force potential energy (due to decreasing number of neighbors), further deformation will
be energetically favorable (resulting in increased binding energy), and self-sustaining.
Thus, the nucleus will continue to distort, ultimately into a dumbbell shape composed of
two sub-nuclei, who are able to split, with the change in binding energy from the initial
nucleus to the daughter nuclei being imparted primarily as kinetic energy.
As a nucleus undergoes a deformation s from a spherical shape into an ellipse,
and eventually two spheres separated by a small distance (represented by e), the potential
energy of the nucleus will change by an amount AE, where AE is the difference in
binding energy of the undeformed nucleus (Eb(e=0)) and the energy of the deformed
nucleus (Eb(e)),
AE = -(Eb(E=0)-Eb(e))
Note that the negative sign is because the nucleons in the nucleus are in a negative
potential well, with the binding energy being the magnitude of the potential well (thus an
increase in binding energy means the potential energy is decreasing). The change in
binding energy due to deformation is the sum of the change in the surface area and
electrical binding energy terms, as they are the only ones that change with shape. While
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there are many parameters governing the deformation, we can represent the total amount
of deformation as the combined deformation parameter e for the purpose of better
understanding the role deformation plays in the fission process. A deforming nucleus will
initially stretch into an ellipse, where e represents the separation between the two foci (so
e=0 is a circle). Further deformation will result in the splitting of the nucleus into two

separate sub-nuclei connected by a thinner band (like a dumbbell), and eventually
complete separation (fission). As shown initially by Bohr and Wheeler, the potential
energy (E) associated with the amount of deformation (e) can be plotted as shown in
Figure 3-3 below. The critical energy (Ecrit) is the amount of energy that must be imparted
to cause sufficient deformation such that any further deformation will result in a drop in
nucleus potential energy, therefore increasing binding energy - meaning further
deformation will be exothermic (as energy will be released with increasing binding
energy), and thus self-sustaining.
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Note that the curve shape shown in Figure 3-3 is based on a pure liquid drop
model without shell effects. When incorporating shell effects, a two-humped curve
results (such that after an initial maximum, spontaneous deformation will only proceed
slightly further, at which point a local minimum is experienced, with further energy
required to proceed to the absolute maximum potential energy)
Thus, how likely nuclei are to fission depends (in part) on this critical energy
corresponding to the amount of deformation needed before the deformation becomes
exothermic. As the critical energy occurs when the decrease in the repulsive Coulomb
potential energy exactly offsets the increase in the potential energy associated with the
strong force (where the depth of the potential well decreases due to a greater fraction of
the nucleons being near the surface, and having fewer neighbors), the critical deformation
energy should be proportional to the difference between these two terms.
2

o/f
C -C

where Z(Z-l) has been approximated as

—

(since we are concerned only with high Z

nuclei here, for which Z-1 is approximately Z). Note that this should occur at a local
maximum of the plot in Figure 3-3, as the change in nucleus potential energy with further
deformation is exactly zero at that point, and will begin to decrease thereafter.
Due largely to the increasing ratio of neutrons to protons (and thus decreasing
value of Z^/A) with increasing atomic number in heavy elements, the critical energies
drop rapidly with atomic number above lead (roughly). While the critical energy for lead
isotopes (atomic number 82) is above 20 MeV^^^, the critical energy for thorium,
uranium, and plutonium isotopes are all on the order of 4-6 MeV.
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This is an overly simplistic analysis, but it does indicate that the critical energy
should not vary greatly for different isotopes of a particular element, as the primary
dependence (even with a more thorough analysis) will vary as Z^/A. As Z^/A for
only roughly 1% different from Z^/A for

why is

fissile, while

is

is not?

Various methods have been developed for more accurately calculating the fission barrier
energies (critical energies), with only rough agreement with each other (Royer and
Remaud, 1984, Lamarsh, 1983, and Yavshits and Grudzevich, 2002), with more recent
models yielding results similar to experimental values.
First, it should be pointed out that the nucleus that actually fissions is the
compound nucleus after absorbing a neutron - so we should consider
rather than

and

and

Neither of those nuclei are able to fission when in their ground

state - but when a neutron is captured by

or

(to form the compound nuclei), the

kinetic energy of the neutron and the binding energy of the new neutron are imparted to
the compound nucleus, bumping it into an excited state (where these heavy nuclei have a
high density of states above the ground state (Dunlap, 2004)). Whether the nucleus is able
to readily fission or not depends on whether the imparted energy (from the neutron
binding energy and kinetic energy) is greater than the critical energy or not. Because of
the tunneling effect there is a finite chance that fission can occur even if the imparted
energy is below the critical energy, but as the tunneling probability decreases with
increasing mass (this is similar to the case of tunneling in fusion, which is thoroughly
analyzed in section 4.1.1), and the mass of these heavy isotopes is large, the probability
of fission at imparted energies below the critical energy is negligible^"^**.
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Note also that the critical energy does vary dependent on how symmetrically the
nucleus is splitting (with the critical energy being least, and the resulting energy released
upon fission being greatest, when the nucleus splits into two equal mass daughters). This
is a factor in nuclei not always undergoing fission upon receiving sufficient energy to
induce fission in the perfectly symmetric case, as asymmetric fission requires more
energy than the minimum critical energy for symmetric fission.
The critical energies of a few uranium and plutonium isotopes are listed listed in
Table 3-1 below, as calculated by (Yavshits and Grudzevich, 2002) based on the
Strutinsky method incorporating shell corrections into the liquid drop model, where the
latter used the improved Yukawa potential. Notice that there are only slight variations in
critical energies for the three uranium isotopes listed. The reason some are fissile and
some are not is because of the significant difference in binding energy of the last neutron
absorbed, as also shown in the table (taken from (Lamarsh, 1983)).
Table 3-1 - Critical Energies (Ecrit) for selected compound nuclei, binding energies
(Eb) of last absorbed neutron (in making the compound nucleus), and Eb-Ecut,
sourced from (IAEA NDS Report 539.173,
and (Lamarsh, 1983)^^^
Compound Isotope

Ecrit (MeV)

24Upu

5.97
5 81
5 93
5 88

Eb (MeV) (of last
neutron)
7.0
6.8
4.9
6.4

Eb-Ecrit (MeV)
103
1.01
-1.03
0 56

Note that the binding energy of the last neutron is greater than the critical energy
for the compound nuclei formed by neutron absorption of the known fissile isotopes
and ^^^Pu, but not for the non-fissile

The binding energy of the last neutron is

significantly greater for the compound nuclides with an even atomic mass than for the
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odd numbered atomic mass nuclide,

This results from the last neutron absorbed

needing to go to a higher energy level when it is an odd-numbered neutron (note that both
uranium and plutonium have an even number of protons) than when it is an evennumbered neutron, due to the Pauli Exclusion Principle allowing two nucleons (with
opposite spins) at each energy level, and no more.
Thus, the fissile nuclides (^^^U,

and ^^^Pu, forming the fissioning compound

nuclides shown in the table with one-higher atomic mass) are all even-odd nuclides, that
form even-even nuclei upon absorption of another neutron, with the binding energy for an
even-numbered absorbed neutron being two times the spin-pairing binding energy higher
than that for an odd-numbered absorbed neutron (since, for example,

is initially an

even-even nucleus, thus having the spin pairing term added to its binding energy. When it
absorbs another neutron, it becomes even-odd, losing the addition of that spin pairing
term. An even-odd nucleus though, such as
term added, but does when it becomes

initially doesn’t have the spin pairing
So, the change in binding energy for it is two

times the spin pairing term compared to the change in binding energy for

where the

change in the other binding energy terms, per nucleon, is negligible).
Since the spin pairing binding energy term is

C

/

(where Cspi„ =

10.076+0.854), the difference in the change in binding energy between the fissile and
non-fissile uranium nuclides with the absorption of another neutron will be twice that, or
roughly 1.3 MeV - accounting for most of the difference in binding energy of the last
neutron between the fissile and non-fissile isotopes.
As the energy released upon absorption of a thermal neutron (negligible kinetic
energy) by

is roughly 1 MeV lower than the critical energy, and the probability of
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barrier penetration through tunneling before the nucleus radiates the absorbed excitation
energy and drops to a lower energy level is negligible, the fission of

effectively

requires neutrons with at least 1 MeV of energy. As interaction cross sections decrease
strongly with increasing neutron energy, the fission cross section for

with fast

neutrons with energies on the order of those released upon fission of a heavy nucleus
(averaging around 2 MeV) is significantly smaller than the fission cross section for the
fissile nuclides with thermal neutrons. Neutron absorption cross-sections (where neutron
absorption can lead to fission, re-emission of the neutron at a reduced energy level
(where some of its energy has been imparted to the nucleus), or capture without fission)
increase with decreasing energy levels in part due to slow neutrons being “easier” to
capture, but also due to resonant excited energy states of the compound nucleus.
This can be seen in the plots in Figure 3-4 below of the cross-sections for fission
(n,f), neutron absorption with deposited energy being radiated from the nucleus through
gamma emission (n,y), and elastic (n,n) and inelastic (n,n’) scattering. Note that at low
energies (below the region where resonance with excited energy levels of the compound
nucleus become a factor), the total neutron absorption probability (which can result in
fission (n,f) or radiative capture (n,y)) is inversely proportional to the square root of the
neutron’s energy, since the slower the neutron is moving, the more time the strong
nuclear force has to interact with (attracting) the neutron. Therefore, the (n,f) and (n,y)
cross-sections for

and the latter for

increase linearly with decreasing center of

mass energy on the logarithmic plots in the figure.
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Figure 3-4 - Cross-sections for fission (n,f), neutron absorption ( u , y ) , elastic (n,n),
and inelastic (n,n') scattering for
and
reprinted with permission (Combley,
1999)144 ^ function of center of mass energy of the neutron - nuclide system
As can be seen, fission o f

does not become possible until neutron energies

exceed 1 MeV, and the cross-section remains on the order of 1 bam up to 10 MeV. Yet
the fission cross-section for

with low neutron energy increases with decreasing

neutron energy from -100 to -1000 barns as energies decrease from 1 to 0.1 eV (1 barn =
lCr^4 cm^ =100 fm^). Note that “thermal neutrons” generally refers to neutrons with
energies below 0.1 eV, although specifically the term was initially used to refer to
neutrons with energies corresponding to room temperature (E=kT at T=293K, so
E =0.0253 eV).
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A larger cross-section means that a reaction will be able to be made selfsustaining (critical) with a smaller concentration of the material undergoing fission, due
to neutrons having a higher probability of producing fission with the fissile nuclides
present (this will show up in section 3.2.3 in the neutron multiplication equation). This is
a significant factor in thermal nuclear fission reactors being easier to operate than fast
neutron fission reactors, and requiring less enriched fuel.
Note that even though the binding energy released upon absorption of a thermal
neutron by

exceeds the critical energy, neutron absorption does not always result in

fission. There is still a probability of neutron capture, with the excitation energy being
radiated (a (n,y) interaction) before the nucleus deforms enough for the deformation to
become self-sustaining (this is often referred to as radiative capture). At thermal neutron
energies, this probability is on the order of 10% of the fission probability.
This analysis of what causes fission allows us to see which nuclides are suitable
for use as fuel in thermal fission reactors (^^^U,
naturally occurring, with
subsequent beta decay by

U and

0 '2 Q

Th and

and ^^^Pu, of which only

is

Pu being made from neutron absorption and
U, respectively), while other heavy nuclides can be

made to fission with fast neutrons. Essentially any nuclide can be made to fission if
absorbing a neutron with sufficient energy - but the amount of energy required increases
significantly for nuclides lighter than thorium, requiring neutrons more energetic than
those produced from fission. The two uranium isotopes and one plutonium isotope
identified above are the only relatively stable fission isotopes known, which is why
transmutation of radioactive waste (which largely includes non-fissile neptunium,
cesium, and americium isotopes) would generally require a fast neutron spectrum.
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However, the primary long-lived nuclear waste isotopes, ^^^Np and
lived isotopes (

O ’î Q

Np and

0 /1 0

become short-

Am) that are fissile upon neutron capture. These isotopes

quickly decay, but have very large thermal fission cross-sections (on the order of
thousands of barns). Thus, these nuclear waste products can be transmuted with thermal
neutrons, provided there is a sufficiently high neutron flux that a significant fraction of
the secondary fissile nuclides produced will absorb another neutron before decaying. This
will be discussed in detail in section 4.5.4, related to driven sub critical reactors.
Since making the most use of available neutrons in a reactor is an important issue
(as “extra” neutrons can be used for transmuting nuclear waste into shorter lived isotopes,
or breeding more fissile material from fertile

or ^^^Th), it is desirable that the fissile

material used produce a large number of neutrons per fission event, and also that
absorption of a neutron produces a fission most often (rather than radiative capture of the
neutron, with the nucleus emitting the excitation energy from neutron capture as a gamma
ray). Two important parameters for quantifying these characteristics are rj and v, where
the former refers to the number of neutrons produced on average per neutron absorption
event by the fissile material, and the latter refers to the average number of neutrons
produced per fission event.
Neutron absorption, even by fissile nuclides, does not always result in fission, as
the neutron can be captured by radiative absorption, with the nucleus not splitting. This
can be seen in the neutron capture (n,y) cross-section in Figure 3-4 for

which

remains on the order of 10% of the fission cross-section up to fast neutron energies (at
high energies radiative capture becomes negligible as the excitation energy is sufficient to
very quickly deform the nucleus). So, the number of neutrons emitted per neutron
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absorption (//, also called the thermal fission factor) is the number of neutrons emitted
per fission (v) multiplied by the fraction of neutron absorptions that result in fission
(which can be equals the ratio of the cross-sections for fission and absorption, Of/Oa).
rj =

^ f

(j„

=V

^ f

(J f + ( J c

Higher values of rj are desirable, as more neutrons will be available to not only
sustain criticality (see section 3.2.3), but also for transmuting waste products and
breeding more fissile material. Values of the fissile uranium and plutonium isotopes
(including

which is produced in nuclear reactors when ^^^Pu absorbs a neutron and

does not fission (radiative capture), then absorbs another neutron) for the relevant crosssections (where Oc represents the cross-section for radiative capture),

77 and

v at 0.0253

eV neutron energy (corresponding to T=293 K) are shown below in Table 3-3. The
thermal fission factor is arguably the most important of these in terms of maintaining
criticality in a reactor, by which criteria the best fuel would be
Table 3-2 - Values for fission, radiative capture, and absorption cross-sections (in
barns), number of neutrons released per neutron absorbed {rj) and per fission (v)
(Bodansky, 1996)
Nuclide

"'"Pu

Oc

529
45^
583
98 3
748
269
1011
358
The lower values for the ratio

V
q/-/ (To
575
0 920
2493
681
0 856
2425
1017
0J35
2877
1369
0 738
2937
' fission to absorption cross-sections
Oa

0

T1

2296
2075
2.115
2 169
br the

plutonium isotopes present the problem of increased buildup of transuranic actinide waste
products due to capture of neutrons without fission. This ultimately requires more
frequent fuel re-reprocessing, and presents a greater waste buildup concern. If it were not
for ^"^^Pu decaying with a relatively short half-life (14 years) by beta decay into
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(which is one of the most significant isotopes in nuclear waste), it could be argued that
roughly 93% of ^^^Pu isotopes can ultimately undergo thermal fission when accounting
for the fraction that can fission as ^"^^Pu. But, relatively rapid decay reduces the fraction
that ultimately fission. More importantly though, as ^^^Pu has to be bred from
(requiring one neutron), the ultimate fission of ^"^^Pu (upon neutron absorption by ^"^^Pu)
ultimately requires four neutrons to produce 2.937 neutrons. When factoring in the
percentages of

Pu and

0/11
Pu that will capture neutrons rather than fissioning, breeding

and burning fissile material from

on average ultimately produces only 0.06

additional neutrons for each neutron consumed in breeding. Consider 100

nuclei that

absorb 100 neutrons, becoming ^^^Pu. Upon another neutron capture, 73.5 of these on
average will fission, producing a total of -211.5 neutrons (so far producing 211.5
neutrons for 200 an input of neutrons). The other 26.5 will not fission, and will require
another neutron each to become fissile ^"^^Pu. Upon capture of another neutron each (26.5
more neutrons), 73.8% of those nuclei (-19.6) will fission, producing 57.4 neutrons. A
total of 268.9 neutrons will be produced from the absorption of 253 neutrons, yielding a
net neutron multiplication of 1.06. This assumes that no ^"^^Pu decays into Americium
before absorbing a neutron, and that no more neutrons are absorbed by ^"^^Pu, both of
which are unrealistic assumptions. Factoring those in, the entire cycle of breeding fissile
material from ^^^U with thermal neutrons becomes a net neutron sink, requiring an
auxiliary source of neutrons (such as from naturally occurring ^^^U, although it exists in
far too low of quantities to allow the breeding from and eventual burning of all of the
^^^U, or from some other neutron source).
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This of course only applies to thermal neutron spectra (as the cross-sections for
thermal neutrons have been used), but illustrates why breeder reactors using

as

fertile material can not operate with a thermal neutron spectrum. The probability of
radiative neutron capture decreases faster than the

fission cross-section at high

energies, becoming negligible at ~1 MeV. Meanwhile, at roughly the same energy, the
probability of neutron capture by

becomes negligible, and the imparted excitation

energy can become sufficient for fast fission. This rather simple analysis though ignores
the impact of resonant radiative capture by both uranium nuclides at energies on the order
of 1-100 keV, with resonances expanded by Doppler broadening, which plays a very
important role in fast breeder reactors. Controlling the fraction of neutrons absorbed by
the Doppler broadened resonances (for the purposes of maintaining criticality) is
significantly more complicated than controlling criticality in a thermal reactor in which
resonant capture plays a less significant role, and is a prominent factor in the difficulty of
running fast breeder reactors.
Breeding

from ^^^Th with thermal neutrons though is possible. With a similar

analysis, 200 neutrons are required to produce 100
Pa absorbs a neutron before beta decaying into

nuclei (assuming the intermediate
U), 92 of which will split, producing

229 neutrons, for a net neutron multiplication of 1.29 (ignoring subsequent neutron
captures and fissions from the

nuclei that don’t fission). Based on this, once the

breeding of fissile material from thorium is started, it can continue without the need for
an additional neutron source. However, this is before factoring in neutron losses (to
moderator, structural materials, fission fragments and transuranic actinide wastes). This
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does illustrate though that overall thorium appears to be a better fertile breeding material
than

3.2.2. Neutron Emission
As discussed earlier, the ratio of neutrons to protons increases with increasing
atomic number. So, heavy isotopes such as uranium have a larger neutron to proton ratio
(N:Z ratio) than the daughter nuclei resulting from fission should have. Therefore, some
neutrons are released during the actual fission process, and referred to as “prompt
neutrons” (since they are released during the fission process). As these neutrons are
released generally within 10'^^ seconds of the fission event, if a nuclear reaction were
slightly above critical (each generation of fission producing slightly more fission events
than the preceeding generation) with respect to only the prompt neutrons, nuclear reactors
would quickly become supercritical due to exponential growth of the neutron flux. It is
only because a small fraction (less than 1%) of the total number of neutrons produced are
produced from neutron emission from daughter products of fission, on the order of
seconds after the fission event, that it is possible to control critical nuclear reactions. A
nuclear reactor operating critically (the number of fissions per generation remaining
constant) is slightly sub critical with respect to the prompt neutrons, with the delayed
neutrons emitted well after each fission event being necessary to sustain the reaction.
These delayed neutrons are a result of the daughter nuclides still being unstable
due to too high of a N:Z ratio, despite the emission of some neutrons during the initial
fission process. In addition to neutron emission, the fission of a heavy nuclei also releases
a portion of the energy released (due to increased binding energy of the daughter nuclei)
as infrared photons. Additionally, the daughter nuclei (or fission fragments) are generally
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emitted in an excited state, dropping to the ground state almost immediately after fission
through y emission (referred to as prompt y-rays, since they are emitted during the fission
event). An example of a
235

fission event is depicted in Figure 3-5 below. On average

U fission yields 2.5 neutrons per fission (Dunlap, 2004).
infrared radiation
neutron

Ba
nucleus

neutron

235

U nucleus
'
(N = 143,Z = 92)%
neutron
Figure 3-5 - Depiction of a

Kr nucleus
(N=54, Z=36)

fission event

Delayed decays of the fission fragments by y and P' decay result in additional
energy release (in the form of delayed y-rays, and kinetic energy of electrons and electron
antineutrinos). All of this energy can be ultimately converted to thermal energy (and thus
used for electricity or hydrogen production) with the exception of the antineutrino
energy. Since neutrinos (and antineutrinos) only interact weakly with other matter (via
the gravitational and weak nuclear forces), they generally escape the reactor. The primary
exception is the inverse beta decay reaction, in which an antineutrino and proton combine
to form a neutron and positron. But, the cross-section for this reaction is extremely
small^"^^. Antineutrino energy on average accounts for roughly 5% of the -200 MeV of
energy produced from thermal

fission.
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3.2.3. Criticality
Since the fission of heavy nuclei (whether triggered by neutron absorption or
some other means) produces free neutrons, and those neutrons can trigger fissions of
other fissile nuclei present, such nuclear reactions can be made self-sustaining.
Conventional nuclear reactors operate “critically”, meaning that the number of neutrons
available in one generation to trigger fission (after subtracting the number of neutrons
lost through various means from the number of neutrons produced from fission) equals
the number of neutrons available for fission in the previous generation.
The “criticality” of a reaction is measured by the ratio of the number of neutrons
available in one generation to the number of neutrons available in the previous
generation. This ratio, k, is termed the neutron multiplication factor, as it determines how
much each successive generation will multiply the number of neutrons available for
causing fission. If k is less than 1, the reaction is said to be sub-critical. If k is equal to 1,
the reaction is exactly critical, and self-sustaining. If k is greater than 1, the reaction is
supercritical, and the power level (how quickly the reactor is producing energy) is
increasing. For k to be greater than or equal to 1, the isotope undergoing fission must
itself release more than 1 neutron per fission on average, since some neutrons will escape
the fuel, and some may be absorbed by other isotopes in the fuel rods without causing
fission.
Since the known fissile isotopes all yield more than 1 neutron per fission (more
than 2 in fact), all can potentially be used as fuel in a thermal neutron reactor. For
criticality, it is necessary that exactly one neutron (from prompt and delayed neutrons
combined) per fission is not lost to capture in processes not resulting in fission (primarily
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in materials other than the fissile nuclides), and is able to trigger a fission event. One
challenging aspect of this is that the concentration and makeup of fissile material changes
over time in conventional fuel due to

being consumed and some

being

converted into fissile ^^^Pu (by neutron capture and beta decay), some of which is also
burned up over time. Since the average number of neutrons and the fraction that are
delayed neutrons differ for different fissile isotopes, the reactor must have means of
controlling the amount of neutrons absorbed by other materials to maintain criticality.
Thus, most reactors use some form of neutron absorbing material (something with a high
neutron capture cross-section, such as boron) to have some control over the fraction of
neutrons available for inducing fission.
As almost all currently operational nuclear reactors operate with a thermal
neutron spectrum (i.e. low energy neutrons), moderators are used to slow neutrons down
from their initially high energies (on the order of 2 MeV) immediately after fission. Nonfissile uranium (^^^U) isotopes in the fuel mix can also slow neutrons down through
elastic (n,n) and inelastic (n,n’) collisions, but

has very large resonant peaks for

neutron capture (n,y) between 10 and 100 eV (as shown in Figure 3-4), which would
result in very large neutron loss if it were the only moderator (or if

is mixed in with

the moderating material). These resonant absorption peaks correspond to excited energy
levels of the compound nucleus (^^^U in this case), with the addition of the neutron
binding energy. For example, the resonant (n,y) peak at roughly 10 eV corresponds to an
excited energy level of

at 10 eV above the binding energy of the absorbed neutron

(-4.9 MeV).
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Note that it is the center of mass energy of the system that needs to correspond to
an excited energy level for resonant absorption. Therefore, thermal energy of the target
nucleus

in this case) factors in, with the center of mass energy being

where m is the reduced mass, and v„ and vj are the neutron and target velocities
respectively (where the target’s velocity is due to the thermal energy ET=kJ). The
combined center of mass energy, in terms of the neutron and target energies {E„ and E t,
respectively) is then

E = E ,+ — E ,-2cos^ —
ntj.
]j nij.
where m^is the target mass, and the cos 6 term accounts for whether the oscillatory
thermal motion of the target nucleus increases or decreases the center of mass energy
(based on whether it is towards or away from the neutron). As the cosine term can be
positive or negative, this term effectively broadens the resonant absorption peak out, with
this phenomenon being referred to as resonant Doppler broadening.
Because of large neutron loss to capture by

being undesirable for critical

thermal reactors, it is necessary to use some other material for slowing neutrons (neutron
“moderation”), with a low capture cross-section, high elastic scattering cross-section (so
that more collisions will occur per length), and low atomic mass. The latter is preferable
since by conservation of momentum more energy will be removed from the neutron the
closer the mass of the target is to that of the neutron. Since a pool of neutrons can not be
used as moderator, a moderator containing hydrogen atoms (such as water) will offer a
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low number of collisions required on average (Navg) to thermalize fission neutrons, due to
the protons (hydrogen nuclei) having essentially the same mass as neutrons.
The amount of energy lost in a collision depends on the scattered angle (9), where
0

= 0 ° points in the direction of the neutron before the collision (thus no collision actually

happened, and no energy was lost) and 180° points backwards, representing the
maximum energy loss from a collision. With a 180° scattering, the kinetic energy of the
scattered neutron (EJ can easily be found in comparison to the initial neutron energy (E)
based on conservation of momentum (and kinetic energy, since this is assumed to be an
elastic collision, with no energy going to excitation energy) in terms of the mass of the
moderator molecule (M) and neutron mass (m) as

If we ignore the binding energy of the moderator atoms, and assume that M=mA
(the mass of the atom is the number of nucleons multiplied by the mass of a neutron,
approximately equal to the mass of a proton), then this can be rewritten as

The average fraction of energy retained

( /e r )

by a scattered neutron then should be

the average of a 0 ° and 180° scattering, or
f
^

+1

- J _

2E.

A +\

A" +2A + 1

However, this average retained energy is not the most probable energy, as the
average energy is shifted upwards by high energy scattering angles with relatively low
probability (0 near 0°). To reduce the effect of the low probability high energy scattered
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neutrons, the average of the logarithm of the ratio of the initial and scattered energy is
more meaningful. Therefore, the logarithmic energy decrement (^, often instead referred
to as the mean gain in “lethargy” per generation, or lethargy for short) is used, and
defined as

By integrating this over the isotropic scattering angle distribution, this can be
shown

to equal

This logarithmic energy decrement is then convenient for determining the average
number of collisions required to change the neutron energy by a given amount (reducing
from Ei to some final energy Ef, where each collision most probably reduces the energy
by the amount defined by the logarithmic energy decrement, such that n collisions with
that decrement are required to reduce the energy to £/). We find that
exp(«Z) = —

This can be used to determine the average number of collisions required to
thermalize neutrons, with a common convention for thermalization being reducing the
energy from 2 MeV to 1 eV.
While hydrogen nuclei can more quickly slow neutrons, they also have a high
neutron capture cross-section (resulting in deuterium formation), producing a significant
neutron loss. For that reason, heavy water (D2 O) is a more desirable moderator overall,
due to a significant reduction in neutron loss. A rough approximation of the probability of
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neutron capture for a potential moderator could be made based on the product of the
average number of collisions for thermalization and the probability of neutron capture
rather than scattering, <j^ jicjg + cr^ ). This is a rough estimate only though of course,
since the cross-sections vary with neutron energy, generally increasing with decreasing
neutron energy. This is not the same (and roughly inversely proportional to) the
“moderating ratio” often used for comparing moderators, but will suffice for the purposes
here.
Values for the average number of elastic collisions for thermalization (assuming a
2 MeV neutron, decreasing to 1 eV, and determining the average number of collisions
required based on the above formula for the average energy retained per collision),
scattering (%) and capture {oc) cross-sections, and the product

+cr^) are

shown below in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3 - Relevant Properties of the most common nentron moderators
Moderator

NAvg

Os
(bams)

oc
(barns)

103

0 664

147

Summary
(cr^ + cr^ )
0 128

Main problem is high capture
cross-section, resulting in
significant neutron losses
25
0 .0 0 1
Very appealing, except for high
D2O
13.6
0.00257
cost (monetary and energetic) of
separation from regular water,
and the small number of
neutrons absorbed will breed
radioactive tritium.
115
4.8
0.0814
Primary problem is high atomic
C
0.0034
(graphite)
mass, requiring more collisions
for thermalization (N).
From the product ( (V^^cr^ ) /(cr^ + cr^ ) ), it can be seen that light water will result
H2O
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in substantially more captured neutrons than heavy water or graphite, with heavy water
yielding significantly less than both of the others. The very low neutron loss with heavy
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water allows heavy water moderated thermal reactors to use naturally occurring uranium
as fuel (as in the CANDU reactors developed in Canada), while reactors that use light
water or graphite require the uranium to be enriched to a higher percentage of
to the combination of neutron losses in the moderator and to
low

due

being too high with a

fraction.
As a point of clarification, note that inelastic scattering involves some of the

neutron’s energy going into raising the nucleus into an excited energy state (which can
lead to fission, or, more likely, to de-excitation through gamma emission), while elastic
scattering does not change the energy level of the nucleus - any energy lost by the
neutron simply goes into kinetic energy of the nucleus. Inelastic scattering is only
possible for neutrons with energies above the energy gap required to excite the target
nucleus into the next higher energy level - thus the inelastic scattering cross-section
(n,n’) doesn’t appear for

(see Figure 3-4) until center of mass energies of roughly 80

keV. Inelastic scattering generally results in the excited nucleus emitting y radiation as it
de-excites, heating the surrounding material. Since the neutron loses a substantial portion
of its energy to exciting the nucleus during inelastic scattering, this type of scattering
slows neutrons down much quicker than elastic scattering. Typical neutron moderators
though generally rely on elastic scattering for the most part.
Criticality of a reactor depends heavily on the geometric layout of the reactor,
moderator, and control rods (if any), in addition to the materials used. The moderator also
plays an important role in heat removal from the fuel, with it being desirable to keep the
fuel relatively cool (assuming it includes ^^^U) to limit resonant Doppler broadening of
the capture cross-section of

(and other potential neutron absorbers in the fuel).
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Keeping the moderator cool also lowers the energy to which the neutrons are ultimately
reduced, as moderation is a thermalization process (hence the term “thermal neutrons”),
with neutrons slowing until their average energy equals the thermal energy of the
moderator.
The lower the neutron efficiency is (meaning the more neutrons that are lost), the
greater the concentration of fissile material in the fuel must be. The multiplication factor
is generally calculated based on the probabilities of each of the losses not happening,
multiplied by the neutron reproduction factor {rj, the thermal fission factor - the average
number of neutrons (prompt and delayed) produced per thermal neutron absorbed by the
fissile material). The multiplication factor, then, is given by

where s is the “fast fission factor” (the ratio by which the fast neutron population
increases due to fast fission (primarily of U-238)), A^c is the probability of the neutron
not being absorbed by U-238 in a resonant absorption peak (resonance escape
probability), a n d /is the “thermal utilization” factor (the fraction of thermal neutrons
absorbed by fissile material rather than anything else in the reactor, calculated as the ratio
of the macroscopic absorption cross-section of the fuel multiplied by the neutron flux in
the fuel, divided by the product of the macroscopic cross section of the entire reactor and
the neutron flux in fhe enfire reacfor (Za-iüei$iüei/( ^la-reactor^reactor))- / y and At are fhe
probabilifies, respecfively, fhaf a fasf or fhermal neufron will not leak ouf of fhe reacfor.
A similar measure can be used for fhe crificalify of a fasf reacfor, where rafher
fhan/being purely a “fhermal ufilizafion” facfor, if should be infegrafed over fhe neufron
energy specfrum, since mosf fissions will occur af high neufron energies in such a reacfor
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(the motivation for using fast neutrons is because neutron capture is much less likely at
high energies). Additionally, the neutron reproduction factor ( 77) should ideally be
incorporated into the “neutron utilization” factor/ (a better name for a fast reactor), since
it will vary with neutron energy.
From Figure 3-4, we can see that fast fission has a significantly lower crosssection (microscopic cross-section) than thermal fission - both uranium isotopes plotted
have fission cross-sections on the order of 1-5 barns at MeV energies, while

has a

fission cross-section on the order of several hundred barns for thermal neutrons
(generally <0.1 eV). Keeping the neutron utilization factor (j) high would therefore
require a higher concentration of fissile material to increase the macroscopic fission
cross-section (which is the microscopic cross-section multiplied by the number density of
the fissile isotope in question, Sf=NfGf. The fission cross-section is the absorption crosssection multiplied by the probability that absorption results in fission, or multiplied by
Gf/(Gf+Gc), where at MeV energies this probability is near 1).
Therefore, fast reactors require significantly more enrichment than thermal
reactors, which brings about greater proliferation concerns (since highly enriched
material is required for making nuclear weapons). Additionally, as the fissile material is
consumed, fuel rods need to be replaced more quickly, or a liquid carrier needs to be used
for removal of neutron absorbing fission fragments and transuranic actinides that build
up.
Control of critical fission reactors revolves around controlling the fission factor
(whether thermal or fast), based on the use of control rods - increasing the macroscopic
cross-section of neutron absorbers within a high neutron flux when it is necessary to
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reduce the neutron multiplication factor. Ramping up the power output of a reactor
requires allowing the neutron multiplication factor to go above 1 , although only slightly,
as if the multiplication factor counting only prompt neutrons goes above 1 , the reaction
will speed up too quickly to control.
Reactor design therefore generally requires designing the core such that with no
control rods, the neutron multiplication factor including both prompt and delayed
neutrons would be slightly greater than 1. It would be unnecessary and undesirable to be
able to to have a multiplication factor substantially greater than 1 , since that would
require the prompt neutrons alone be sufficient to provide a multiplication factor greater
than 1 (since they make up >99% of neutrons emitted). If that were the case, moving
control rods in would be too slow to be able to control the reaction, so the reaction would
be able to proceed in a completely uncontrolled manner (since the neutron population and
heat release could increase to dangerous levels before the control rods are able to move
into place and have an impact at slowing the reaction).
Requiring that the neutron multiplication factor can only go slightly above one
(based on the prompt neutron multiplication factor needing to be no more than one) limits
the rate at which power output can be increased, based on the fraction of neutrons that are
delayed neutrons (< 1 %).
In current thermal fission reactors, the neutron multiplication factor is heavily
influenced by neutron absorption by

U. For

U, the elastic scattering cross-section is

the largest (and therefore most likely interaction) cross-section from very low energies up
until neutron energies surpass 10 MeV, other than the resonant peaks between 10 and a
few hundred eVs (although the elastic scattering cross-sections also increase at resonant
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energies, as elastic scattering can be viewed as absorption of a neutron which is re
emitted before the nucleus radiates the excitation energy). Even when fission becomes
possible for

(center of mass energies >1 MeV), both elastic and inelastic (n,n’)

scattering are more likely interactionsuntil neutron energies surpass 10 MeV. As the
scattering interactions sap energy from

the neutron,and only a few such interactions are

sufficient to bring a fission neutron’s energy below the
that while fission of a

threshold energy, this means

nucleus is possible, it is not particularly likely other than with

very large initial neutron energies, above the average energy of neutrons released during
fission. So, while the use of unmoderated fission neutrons does make

fission

feasible, we need to question whether it would be more efficient to instead let it absorb a
neutron to turn into ^^^Pu, which will have a thermal fission cross-section much higher
than the fast-fission cross-section of
Some

Q

0 '2 Q

U is always turned into

Pu in current thermal fission reactors, such that

by the end of a fuel rod’s useful life it is commonly estimated that 30-50% of the fissions
occurring are of ^^^Pu rather thanThe net energy output though drops considerably
over time, due to a drop in the total amount of fissile material and the buildup of neutron
absorbing fission fragments and transuranic actinides. Since
naturally occurring uranium, clearly making greater use of the

only makes up 0.7% of
would greatly

increase the amount of energy we could extract from mined uranium. Similarly, ^^^Th,
which is several times more abundant in earth’s crust than uranium, can be converted into
fissile

Both approaches can be used to produce more fissile material from “fertile”

material (that which yields a fissile isotope upon absorption of a neutron, and generally
following a beta decay as in the case of these two fertile isotopes). But, neutrons lost to
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“breeding” fissile material need to be accounted for in terms of maintaining criticality of
the reactor, generally meaning that a higher fraction of fissile material will be needed,
and fission fragments and transuranic actinides (neutron absorbers resulting from capture
of a neutron without fission by uranium or plutonium isotopes) will more quickly need to
be removed. Breeding of fissile material in a critical reactor therefore makes
transmutation of nuclear waste more challenging, due to the need to maintain a higher
number density of fissile material to offset neutron losses in breeding. This can be
resolved though by using an auxiliary source of neutrons, which will be considered in
section 4.5.
For a reactor to be able to maintain criticality, it is essential that the ratio of
neutrons inducing fission to neutrons being absorbed without inducing fission be high.
For example, a

fission yields on average 2.5 neutrons, for one neutron absorbed. For

the reaction to be exactly critical, those 2.5 neutrons must trigger exactly one more
fission. Since

fissions -85% of the time upon neutron absorption (most of the other

15% of the time resulting in radiative neutron capture, with the excitation energy being
radiated before fission occurs), on average 1.176 (which equals Vo.ss) of those 2.5
neutrons must be captured by a

nucleus rather than something else.

What this means is that (integrated over the neutron energy spectrum for the best
accuracy) the sum of the macroscopic fission cross-sections (which equals the
microscopic fission cross-section crymultiplied by the number density V) of all fissile
nuclides divided by the sum of the macroscopic capture cross-sections of all non-fissile
materials must equal or exceed the ratio of the number of neutrons that must be absorbed
by fissile nuclides to the number of neutrons produced per fission (^'^^%.5= 0 . 4 7 if only
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is counted, assuming no ^^^Pu in the fuel, and the ratio of fission to radiative capture
cross-sections remains roughly constant with neutron energy). Or, assuming

is the

only fissile material in the fuel, and for the moment ignoring neutron capture by any
material other than

in the fuel,
(“ {/)

For naturally occurring uranium (0.7%

99.3%

the ratio of the number

densities is 7.05x10'^. So, even without factoring in neutron losses to other materials, the
ratio of the fission cross-section for

to the capture cross-section for

must be at

least 66.7, significantly higher than that ratio at “fast” neutron energies (on the order of
IkeV to 2 MeV, the average initial energy of fission neutrons), as can be seen from
inspecting Figure 3-4 (that ratio remains around 10 for most of that range). Without
moderation, fast fission of

would also need to be taken into account, which can

improve the situation considerably, although neutron slowing due to the more common
scattering interactions quickly brings neutrons below 1 MeV (necessary for
In this simple analysis, neutron capture by

is ignored. This is only reasonable if the

concentration is on the order of 1 % of that of
neutron capture cross-section of

fission).

since the thermal radiative

is a few hundred times that of

At thermal neutron energies though, less than 1 eV, this ratio is over 100. This
relatively simple analysis illustrates why thermal fission reactors are able to use
significantly lower concentrations of fissile material than fast reactors - a desirable trait
in terms of concerns over proliferation of fissile materials from enrichment plants.
Since neutrons can also be lost to other materials in a reactor - in particular the
moderator, control rods, and structural materials - those losses would need to be
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accounted for in the denominator on the left-hand side of the equation above. This is why
using moderators that absorb fewer neutrons during thermalization allows the use of less
enriched (and potentially unenriched) uranium.

3.2.4. Void Coefficient of Reactivity
An important issue for the safety of reactors that use a liquid (such as water) as
coolant and/or moderator is how they respond to boiling of the liquid. Since producing
usable electricity from a reactor requires pulling heat out of the core, often to then boil
water to power a steam turbine, coolant loops are integrated through the core. If the
coolant gets hot enough to bubble, gas pockets (voids) will form in the coolant tubes,
reducing the ability of the coolant to remove heat from the reactor. Additionally, the light
water coolant normally acts as a nuclear “poison” in the sense that it absorbs some
neutrons. So, boiling of the water results in a reduced number density, and less neutron
absorption - resulting in an increase in neutron flux in the core.
As a result, the reactor would heat up if there is no active response that decreases
the rate of fission reactions in the core, resulting in a positive feedback loop that can
cause the core to get hotter and hotter until there may be a catastrophic failure (as in the
case of the Chernobyl accident). Such a response occurs with a reactor design that has a
positive void coefficient, indicating a positive feedback when voids form in the coolant
(or moderator). The Chernobyl reactor used graphite moderator and water coolant, such
that when voids formed and the core got hotter, there was no non-mechanical response to
slow the reaction (the safety systems, had they not been disengaged by the operator,
would have used control rods to reduce the reaction rate). Thus, reactors with positive
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void coefficients require active safety systems to prevent core overheating problems due
to coolant boiling.
Note that the reactivity is defined as (k-l)/k (where k is the neutron multiplication
factor), such that the reactivity of an exactly critical reactor (k=l) is zero. Positive
reactivity indicates the multiplication factor is increasing, while negative reactivity
indicates it is decreasing.
The void coefficient is therefore defined as the rate of change in reactivity within
the reactor with a change in the void fraction (fraction of some liquid - coolant or
moderator or both inside the reactor). A negative void coefficient would indicate that
when voids form due to overheating, the reactivity drops, providing a passive safety
feature that is highly desirable in reactors (such that active safety features are merely
redundancies).
If the liquid also serves as a moderator, void formation would result in a decrease
in moderation of neutrons provided the neutrons are not over-moderated to begin with
(i.e. the amount of moderator present is more than necessary to thermalize neutrons
between fuel rods). If the reactor is over-moderated, void formation will not (initially)
decrease the reactivity, as neutrons would still be sufficiently moderated. Therefore,
having a negative void coefficient requires designing the core such that neutrons are
under-moderated or just barely sufficiently moderated, such that any void formation
would result in less than complete moderation, and neutrons would not be fully
thermalized when entering neighboring fuel rods. At roughly 1 eV center of mass energy,
the ratio Of(^^^U)/ Gc(^^^U) begins to drop significantly with increasing neutron energy -
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such that void formation resulting in neutrons being moderated to no less than 1 eV
would result in a drop in reactivity.
Therefore, it is desirable in thermal reactors that use a liquid as both coolant and
moderator that the reactor be under-moderated normally, such that void formation due to
a positive “power excursion” (random minor increase in neutron flux and reactivity) does
not result in a positive feedback.
Many fast breeder reactors tested to date have used sodium as a coolant (as have
some thermal reactors), which plays a minor role as a moderator. The minor moderation
provided by the sodium in most fast reactors, which reduces neutron energies to ~1 MeV
on average^'*^. Since

fission cross-sections increase slightly with increasing energy

from 1-2 MeV (see Figure 3-4), the thermal expansion of sodium results in decreased
moderation and therefore a higher energy neutron spectrum, increasing the reaction rate
(reactivity). However, more neutrons may be able to escape from the core with the
expanded sodium, but it is doubtful that that would offset the increased reactivity from
reduced moderation (Bodansky, 1996). Therefore, reactors lhal rely on sodium coolanl to
also perform minor moderation (as in Ihe case wilh sodium cooled fasl reactors) generally
have positive void coefficienls, requiring active safely measures to offsel Ihe nalural
positive feedback system. Olher melal coolanls used in fasl reactors (lead-bismulh
eutectic, for example) also resull in positive void coefficienls, bul sodium is Ihe primary
example.
Melal coolanls generally arenT as much of an issue in Ihermal reactors, since in
Ihe Ihermal speclrum Ihe fission cross-section decreases wilh increasing neulron energy,
such lhal reduced moderation from Ihe coolanl will reduce Ihe reaclivily.
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The fuel makeup in the reactor also plays a significant role in the actual void
coefficient, in particular with fast spectrum reactors where high energy resonances and
increased absorption of neutrons by

due to Doppler broadening of resonances play

an important role in neutron control.

3.2.5. Conventional Reactor Design
Almost all nuclear reactors in current operation are thermal reactors, with fast
reactors having proven more difficult to operate. The most common design is the
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR), which uses light water as both neutron moderator and
coolant (for removing heat from the core to heat a secondary coolant loop made of water
that is allowed to boil for steam generation to produce electricity). By using the same
water as both coolant and moderator, and having the core be slightly under-moderated, a
negative void coefficient can be achieved, providing an inherent passive safety feature
preventing core meltdown.
PWRs use light water as a moderator (thus are a type of Light Water Reactors, or
LWRs), the neutron absorbing feature of light water can increase the void coefficient
(potentially making it positive), as formation of voids will reduce the amount of neutrons
being captured by the coolant/moderator, increasing the neutron flux in the core. Keeping
the water under pressure limits the formation of voids, but does not entirely eliminate it.
The reactor should therefore be designed such that the increase in reactivity due to
reduced neutron absorption by void formation in or expansion of the cool ant/moderator
does not offset the decrease in reactivity due to reduced moderation. Reduced cooling of
the core (due to void formation) can also actually help reduce reactivity when the
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neutrons are unmoderated, based on increased neutron capture by

due to the resonant

Doppler effect.
While the fuel rods in conventional LWRs are made up of uranium that has been
“enriched” in general to around 5-8%
(initially). This

can capture neutrons (at energies below ~1 MeV), as illustrated by

the (n,y) capture cross-section, to become
turning into

the remaining 90%+ of the rods is U-238

U. This

U then undergoes beta decay,

Np, which undergoes another beta decay, turning into fissile

Pu.

By this process, even in conventional thermal LWRs, a fair amount of

is

converted into ^^^Pu, although as discussed in section 3.2.1, such breeding is not selfsustaining with a thermal neutron spectrum. As fissile material is “burned up” in a
reactor, fission fragments build up within the fuel. These fragments can not generally
undergo further exothermic fission, but can capture neutrons, thus representing nuclear
poisons (in a fission reactor, anything that can capture neutrons without a purpose (such
as breeding fissile material) is labeled a poison). Additionally, since not all fissile
material that captures a neutron will fission, there is a gradual buildup of non-fissile
“transuranic” actinides (isotopes larger than uranium) - ^^Np and ^"^^Am in particular.
Transmutation of these isotopes is discussed in section 4.5.4 of the next chapter (as
related to auxiliary neutron sources).
^^^Np is produced when
U, and

0 '2"7

captures a neutron without fissioning, becoming

Np upon another neutron capture.

capture (without fission) by

000

0/11

Am is produced similarly by neutron

Pu, successive neutron capture to produce

0/11

Pu, and beta

decay into ^"^^Am before neutron absorption and fission. Since current reactors require
relatively frequent removal of spent fuel rods due to buildup of these poisons, much of
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the

that does accumulate will not absorb a neutron (and possibly fission) while in

the reactor, and will therefore instead decay in storage into

Am. A 3 GW Pressurized

Water Reactor can produce 14.5 and 16.6 kg/year of ^^^Np and ^"^^Am respectively^"^^,
after a ten year decay period. ^^^Np can fission with unmoderated neutrons (energies
greater than roughly

1

MeV^^**), and can therefore be used in making a nuclear weapons

(with a bare critical mass of roughly 60 kg, slightly more than that for

and several

times that of ^^^Pu, as determined by a team at Los Alamos National Laboratory^^^). It is
also the most mobile in soil of the long-lived isotopes produced in re a c to rsT h e re fo re ,
long-term storage is not a desirable option for either of these isotopes (since ^"^^Am
decays into ^^^Np, it presents a similar weapons proliferation concern).
Since these nuclides on average require more neutrons to ultimately produce
fission than are produced from fission when in a thermal neutron spectrum (with a flux
on the order of

1 0 ^"^ neutrons/s/cm^

or less), they are net neutron absorbers in thermal

reactors (which can not produce neutron fluxes above that

1 0 ^"^ neutrons/s/cm^

due to

such a flux corresponding to a power density far higher than would be acceptable within
the core^^^). Thus, “transmutation” (generally meaning conversion into shorter-lived
isotopes, primarily by inducing fission, which may require more neutrons than are
yielded) of these transuranic actinides has primarily focused on the use of fast neutron
spectrums.
So, conventional thermal reactors can not themselves bum up these long-lived
isotopes that present proliferation and soil mobility concerns (such that storage is not a
viable long-term option). Addressing this issue is a prominent focus of improving the
long-term sustainability of nuclear power. The buildup of these nuclear poisons in the
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fuel (usually in the form of fabricated fuel rods) requires the removal of fuel material
before all of the fissile material within has been burned up.
In current PWRs in the US, the uranium fuel is generally initially enriched to 3%
(some as high as 5%), with almost 75% of the fissile

being burned up before the

fuel rods become too poisoned with transuranic actinides (TRUs) for further use,
requiring fuel rod r e m o v a l T h i s is roughly the same burnup efficiency as achieved in
Canada’s CANDU reactors that use un-enriched fuel. The US, like most countries,
currently uses a once-through fuel cycle, meaning fissile material remaining in the spent
fuel is not recovered for use again, instead being included with the high level radioactive
waste. An interesting and quite simple plan for burning up a higher percentage of the fuel
has been proposed by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), in which spent fuel
from conventional PWRs would be used as new fuel in CANDU reactors^^"^.
As CANDU reactors generally operate on unenriched uranium, with 0.7% ^^^U
content, and spent fuel from PWR reactors that was initially enriched to 3% will have a
final ^^^U content (when nuclear poison concentrations become too high) o f -0.8-0.9%,
the degree of enrichment would be suitable for use in a CANDU reactor. However,
reprocessing may be necessary to reduce the concentration of nuclear poisons, in
particular transuranic actinides. With such re-processing, or potentially without, the
CANDU reactor would be able to burn the fuel down to -0.2-0.3% fissile material,
significantly increasing the efficiency with which the naturally occurring fissile material
is used (from -75% to 90-95%), without the need for re-enrichment. Because of the use
of heavy water moderator, CANDU reactors (or potentially any other reactor using heavy
water moderator) can also burn up a higher fraction of long-lived TRU waste, reducing
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the content of those isotopes in the final spent fuel, although whether the concentration
existing in spent fuel rods from conventional PWRs is too high or not does not appear to
have been resolved yet.
However, this alone would only improve the efficiency with which naturally
occunmg fissile material is used (and moderately reduce the amount of long-lived waste
produced) - not the efficiency with which mined uranium (or thorium) as a whole is used
(at least not significantly). Since the amount of

remaining on earth is expected to be

less than a 70 year supply at current usage rates (as calculated at the beginning of this
chapter), making use of fertile

U and/or

Th must become a prominent focus of

improving nuclear reactor technology, in addition to achieving a higher degree of burnup,
maintaining a high degree of safety, and burning up nuclear waste - in particular
transuranic actinides.
Various advanced reactor designs are currently being proposed and studied by
various groups around the world, in particular the Generation IV International Forum
(GIF, composed of Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Euratom (a joint European agency),
France, Japan, South Africa, South Korea, Switzerland, the UK, and the US), which is
focused on designs of “fourth generation” nuclear reactors (where the 441 nuclear
reactors operating in the world currently are a mix of generation II and III). New reactors
need to improve upon current reactors in a few key areas:
1.

Improving the overall fuel cycle through integrated use of spent fuel

reprocessing. Since it would be desirable for nuclear reactors to be made available to
developing countries, to reduce the growing use of fossil fuels as those countries
industrialize, it is also highly desirable that next generation nuclear reactors integrate
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spent fuel reprocessing onsite, to eliminate proliferation concerns arising from the long
term storage or shipment of spent fuel (or reprocessing at uncontrolled facilities).
2. Ideally, next generation reactors should be capable of breeding as much or
more fissile material than they burn. If they produce more than they burn, then they can
also provide fuel for separate existing 2"^* or 3"^ generation reactors, reducing the need for
raw ore mining, and extending the useful life of nuclear power. This will be discussed
further in section 3.2.6.
3. Improved reactor thermal efficiency, primarily by increasing coolant
temperature to allow more efficient conversion to electricity (and possible hydrogen
generation, although as shown in Chapter 2, while high temperature electrolysis can
produce hydrogen with roughly the same efficiency as electricity, the storage and use of
that hydrogen results in a significantly lower efficiency than producing electricity and
storing in Li-ion batteries, if it is to be used for transportation). To achieve this goal,
many reactor designs are shifting to use of metal or gas coolants rather than water.
4. Maintaining the high safety level of existing reactors, or even improving upon
it. The passive safety of a negative void coefficient is highly desirable, although much
more difficult to achieve in molten metal-cooled fast spectrum reactors being developed
as prominent next generation designs (to allow plutonium breeding from

which

requires a fast spectrum, and therefore a coolant with low moderation).
5. The ability to transmute a large fraction of the transuranic actinides produced
within the reactor, and potentially similar waste from existing 2"^* and 3‘^‘*generation
reactors. This ultimately requires very efficient neutron economics in thermal reactors
(since thermal transmutation of TRUs in the thermal neutron flux produced within a
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reactor is a net neutron poison) or the use of a fast spectrum for net neutron production
during transmutation.

3.2.6. Breeding
As shown in the beginning of this chapter, proven uranium reserves can provide
roughly 70 year fuel supply for current reactors at current consumption rates, assuming
100% bum-up of

(which is not realistic with current reactors, which achieve on the

order of 75% burn-up in a single pass, ignoring

lost in tail minings). To allow

nuclear fission to be a viable electricity production option beyond that, next generation
reactors must actively breed fissile material from fertile nuclides,

U or

Th. The paths

by which fissile material is produced, fission is achieved, and waste products are
produced are shown in Figure 3-6 below, where the percentages for fission and radiative
capture are shown for a thermal neutron spectrum.
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Figure 3-6 - Breeding, fission, and decay paths for the fertile materials
and
Th, the plutonium and thorium fuel cycles. Fission probabilities are for thermal
neutron energies.
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As discussed in section 3.2.1, the higher probability for radiative neutron capture
by the fissile plutonium isotopes makes breeding and burning of fissile material from
with a thermal neutron spectrum a net neutron sink, and thus not a long term option
for producing fissile material. The higher probability for fission upon neutron absorption
by

though does make it feasible to operate a thorium breeder reactor with a thermal

neutron spectrum. This can be a great advantage, due not only to much greater experience
with thermal spectrum reactors, but the relative ease of operation and ability to achieve a
substantially negative void coefficient with a thermal reactor (which is more difficult
with a fast reactor, particularly when burning up TRU wastes, to be discussed in this
section).
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For neutrons with energies above ~1 MeV, radiative capture is much less likely
for the fissile nuclides shown (or for

which will fission with near 100% probability

when absorbing a neutron with center of mass energy above 1 MeV). Therefore, it is
possible to breed and burn plutonium from

without a net overall loss of neutrons

when fast neutrons are used for inducing fission (slightly moderated neutrons though
doing most of the actual breeding, ideally taking advantage of Doppler broadening of
resonant absorption in ^^^U). This also substantially reduces the production of transuranic
actinides, which arise from radiative capture by

and ^^^Pu. However, since the

fission cross-sections are quite low at MeV energies (on the order of a couple barns or
less), and below the inelastic and elastic scattering cross-sections with the uranium and
plutonium nuclides at those energies, a significant fraction of neutrons will be brought
below 1 MeV even without any moderator or coolant material present, purely due to
collisions with the fuel nuclei.
Since the future of nuclear power will hinge on moving to fuel cycles that
incorporate breeding of fissile material (which can mean individual reactors being
capable of breeding additional fuel for just that reactor, or possibly also breeding fissile
material to supply other existing thermal reactors), next generation reactors should rely
on either of the breeding cycles above, rather than on the current enriched uranium
process. Rather than analyzing every different reactor design that has been proposed, the
analysis herein will focus on comparing the two possible fuel breeding cycles, the
thorium and plutonium cycles, to see if one is particularly advantageous over the other.
Since advanced reactors should also be capable of transmuting transuranic
actinides (with ^^^Np and

Am being the greatest concerns), the potential for
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transmutation with the two fuel cycles will be an important criteria. Additionally, since
the further expansion of nuclear power in the US will depend largely on improving public
perception about nuclear power, the potential for passive safety features (such as an
overall negative reactivity coefficient, such that positive temperature excursions result in
a decrease in reactivity, to prevent runaway conditions without needing active control
measures which have the potential to fail) is also a highly desirable trait.
Economics will of course be a prominent factor in the success of next generation
power plants, and are likely to depend significantly on the fuel cycle employed. However,
a thorough economic analysis is beyond the scope of this work. So, the focus will instead
be on the neutron economics of the cycles, the ability to transmute significant amounts of
transuranic actinides (at least the amount produced by the reactor itself, with the ability to
bum waste produced by second and third generation reactors being highly desirable), and
the safety levels that can be achieved.

3.2.6.I. Thorium Cycle
Ensuring that all (or at least the overwhelming majority) of the ^^^Th (after
neutron capture by

o Qo

Th) is able to decay into

o QQ

U is an important aspect of the thorium

cycle. As shown in Figure 3-6, ^^^Th quickly beta decays (with half-life of 23 minutes)
into ^^^Pa, which has a substantially longer half-life of 27 days before beta decaying into
the desired fissile isotope ^^^U. The challenge here is that the neutron capture crosssections for both ^^^Th and ^^^Pa are significantly higher than that of ^^^Th. The actual
neutron capture rate depends on the neutron flux (([)), being equal to (jioc (where oc is the
neutron capture cross-section). Efficient breeding of ^^^U would require that the neutron
capture rate for both

Th and

Pa be much less than their decay rates (inverse half-
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life). Or if not, the intermediary products must be removed from the neutron flux fo allow
fhe decays fo fake place.
Available neufron capfure cross-secfion dafa af fhermal energies for ^^^Th are
relatively scanf, wifh recenf work af CERN affempfing fo fill in fhe gap in fhe energy
specfrum for which fhe cross-secfion has been measured^^^. However fhe se experimenfs
only wenf down fo 1 eV energy. Currenfly available dafa from fhe Nafional Nuclear Dafa
Cenfer (NNDC) af Brookhaven Nafional Laborafory indicafe fhaf fhe fhermal (0.0253 eV)
neufron capfure cross-secfion for ^^^Th is roughly 7 barns, well below fhe capfure crosssecfions for ^^^Th (1470 ± 100 barns, defermined af fhe Research Reacfor Insfifufe af
Kyofo Universify^^^ in 2003) and ^^^Pa (-43 eV based on currenfly available dafa af
NNDC).
^^^Th, wifh ifs exfremely large fhermal neufron capfure cross-secfion, is
fortunafely very short-lived. With a half-life of 23 minutes, the neutron flux musf be kepf
less fhan roughly ICt^ neufrons/cm^/s for fhe neufron capfure rafe fo be lower fhan fhe
decay rafe. For ^^^Pa, fhe flux musf be less fhan 10^^ cm'^s'^ or less. Bofh of fhese
maximum criferia are easily mef, as fhe neufron flux wifhin reacfors should be on fhe
order of 10^^ cm'^s'^ or less. However, fo minimize fhe number of neufron capfures by
^^^Pa (which ulfimafely ends up requiring roughly fwo more neufrons fo induce a fission
evenf fhan if fhe

Pa is allowed fo decay info

U), if can be desirable fo remove fhe

produced ^^^Pa from fhe neufron flux fo allow decay oufside fhe reacfor. For fhis reason,
and ofhers, many fhorium breeding designs have focused on using fhe fhorium in a
molfen salf carrier, fo allow online chemical processing of fhe fuel mixfure fo exfracf
infermediaries fo allow decay.
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It would also be desirable for the

fission rate

to be much greater than

the neutron capture rates by the intermediaries. Since the thermal fission cross section for
(based on the most recent NNDC data) is roughly 550 barns, the fission rate will be
lower than the neutron capture rate by ^^^Th and roughly 10 times the capture rate by
^^^Pa if they are exposed to the same neutron flux. For fhaf reason, if can be advantageous
in a fhorium breeding/burning reacfor fo have fhe

exposed fo a higher neufron flux

fhan fhe infermediaries, which can be managed fairly easily by again carrying fhe fertile
and fissile material in a liquid (generally molfen salf, although heavy wafer could also be
used, such fhaf fhe nuclear material would be carried by fhe moderator). An online
processing system can separate out ^^^Pa from fhe fertile material carrier, wifh if being
allowed fo decay onsite info

fo be introduced info another carrier fluid fhaf enters a

higher neufron flux region.
If we assume fhaf only 5% of fhe ^^^Pa nuclei will capfure a neufron before
decaying info

fhe net neufron multiplication including from fissioning

(produced from fhe

Pa path, or fhe neufron capfure by

U, as shown in Figure 3-6)

could be as high as 1.13, wifh no parasitic neufron losses fo non-ferfile materials (such as
coolant, moderator, and structural materials). This is not large, and leaves a relatively
small “surplus” of neufrons for transmuting transuranic actinides and other waste
materials. Fortunafely, fhe fhorium cycle produces significantly less transuranic waste
fhan conventional uranium fueled reacfors, due fo fhe starting nuclide being lighter by
several nucleons fhan

however, a desirable feature of next generation reacfors

would be fo be able fo bum up waste produced from earlier generation reacfors.
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Thorium is roughly four times as abundant in nature than u r a n i u m o c c u r r i n g
almost entirely as fertile ^^^Th. Experimental light water and high temperature gas-cooled
thorium cycle reactors were operated from the 1950s through late 1970s, as well as
molten salt reactors that carried the fuel in molten lithium-beryllium-fluoride salts
(Flibe). Additional interest in the thorium cycle has developed in recent years due to
proliferation resistant benefits, arising from

(produced largely from neutron

multiplication in ^^^Th) decaying into daughter nuclei that are strong gamma emitters
(making detection easier, and presenting difficulties in using the material in nuclear
weapons). These gamma rays though necessitate remote handling of the bred fuel,
although carrying fhe material in a liquid eliminates fhe need fo fabricate defined fuel
structures (rods, pebbles, etc.). Additionally, if the breeding is carried out in a region
separate from fission, such that only thermal neutrons are present around the ^^^Th,
production of

from (n,2n) scattering off of ^^^Th would be virtually eliminated,

although production via (n,2n) scattering from

could still occur (but the cross-

section for that is roughly an order of magnitude lower than the neutron multiplication
reaction in ^^^Th, and requires center of mass energies at least 1 MeV higher (~6 MeV vs.
~5 MeV threshold)), based on the most recent data available through the NNDC.
Simulations^^^ of the Fuji-II molten salt (LiF-BeF2 -^^^ThF4 -^^^UF4 ) thorium
reactor designed to optimize incineration of long lived heavy actinides demonstrate that
while thorium fueled molten salt reactors can achieve a net burnup of total actinides
(^'*^Cm, ^"^^Am, and ^"^^Am in particular), the gradual accumulation of ^^^Np is a lingering
challenge (since it is now known that this isotope can be used to make a nuclear bomb,
reducing the quantity of this is an important issue). In the simulation, transuranic actinide
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waste from conventional reactors was assumed to be introduced with the initial fuel for
transmutation, with the quantity present in the fuel decreasing significantly during the
first 10-20 years of operation. But, as the quantity of other actinide poisons continued to
drop, the concentration of ^^^Np began to increase over time (presumably due to a
combination of decay of Americium and production of Neptunium from capture by the
heavier uranium isotopes in the thorium cycle). It would seem likely though that this
could be addressed by improvements in the overall reactor design and fuel handling, as
the potential neutron surplus from the thorium cycle is substantially greater than the
Np production rate. Continuing to introduce additional

Np and fissile material into

the fuel mixture (to maintain neptunium and fissile material densities more similar to the
starting densities in the simulation) should allow a high transmutation rate to be
maintained, exceeding the neptunium production rate. This hypodissertation though
should be tested out in further simulations.
An additional appeal of using a molten fluoride salt for carrying the bred

is

that some of the fission products (noble gases such as Krypton and Xenon, and semi
noble metals (IAEA-TECDOC-1155, 2000)) are insoluble in the liquid and are thus
readily separable. This is quite beneficial, in particular with regards to Xenon, since one
of the more common fission fragments is ^^^I, which quickly (half-life -6.7 hours) decays
into ^^^Xe. Fission of

and

yield ^^^I 4.75%, 6.39%, and 6.04% of the

time, and directly yield ^^^Xe 1.07%, 0.237%, and 1.05% of the time, respectively^^^.
Including the eventual beta decay of ^^^I, ^^^Xe is produced from fission of

and

^^^Pu 5.82%, 6.63%, and 7.09% of the time, respectively. The importance of this is that
^^^Xe has an extremely large thermal neutron capture cross-section of roughly 2.65x10^
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barns (Lamarsh, 1983), several thousand times higher than the thermal fission crosssections of the fuel isotopes. Fortunately, ^^^Xe is also short-lived, with a half life of
roughly 9 hours. But still, the average neutron capture time (Xc=l/((pOc)) in a thermal
neutron flux of 10^"^ neutrons/s/cm^ is just over 1 hour, well under the decay half-life,
such that a majority of ^^^Xe isotopes in a reactor with a typical flux (10^"^ cm'^s'^) will
capture a neutron rather than decay, resulting in a neutron loss on the order of 0.05 per
fission. This is significant enough that it results in high flux reactors not being able to be
restarted within hours after shutdown due to the accumulation of ^^^Xe from decaying
and the subsequent neutron losses being higher than the excess neutrons that can be
produced even with control rods removed (Lamarsh, 1983, and others).
Thus, using a molten salt carrier that allows the easy separation of ^^^Xe and other
fission fragments can be a significant advantage in terms of neutron economics, as well
as reactor control. The plutonium fuel cycle would be more subject to these problems
than the thorium cycle, due to ^^^Pu fission yielding ^^^Xe -20% more often than
fission.
Water (light or heavy) can also serve as an effective carrier for either thorium or
plutonium fuel cycles, which can be desirable for either for the purpose of separating
breeding and fission regions of the reactor (to allow for different neutron fluxes and
energy spectra in the two regions), potentially also separating waste transmutation into a
third region (with either a fast neutron spectrum or very high thermal neutron flux (>10^^
cm"^s"\ as discussed in section 4.5.4)). A 1 MW aqueous thorium cycle test reactor was
operated for three years in the Netherlands (IAEA-TECDOC-1155, 2000), using fuel
particles made of (22.5%

2.5%

and 75% ^^^Th)02 dissolved in demineralized
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light water. With any reactor using fuel dissolved in a liquid, maintaining a homogeneous
mixture of the fuel is necessary for controlling the reactivity. The operation of the
aqueous reactor in the Netherlands demonstrated that this can be achieved with an
aqueous thorium fuel cycle, as has been achieved with a molten salt carrier.
Upon fission, fission fragments separate from the fuel particles and are carried
separately in the liquid carrier. This facilitates online removal of fragments, as again bom
out by the Netherlands test reactor.
Since mined thorium contains no fissile material, and neutrons are needed to
initiate the thorium fuel cycle, it would of course be dependent on either a fissile material
fuel cycle or an auxiliary neutron source. Once started though, bred ^^^U should be able
to sustain the cycle. In most ways (reduced proliferation concerns and buildup of longlived transuranic actinides, feasibility with a thermal neutron spectrum that is easier to
manage, etc.), the thorium cycle is preferable to the plutonium fuel cycle. One of the
primary drawbacks though is the significantly longer half-life of the longest lived
intermediary, with a half-life roughly 10 times longer (27 days for ^^^Pa vs. 2.3 days for
^^^Np). This necessitates doing the breeding in a relatively low neutron flux (preferably
separate from the region in which fission is occurring, where a higher neutron flux is
desirable). The thermal neutron capture cross-section for ^^^Pa being roughly an order of
magnitude greater than that for ^^^Th (the initial breeding fuel) means that ideally ^^^Pa
should be separated out from the thorium for at least a couple of months to allow it to
decay into ^^^U before being reintroduced into the neutron flux.
The logistics and economics of doing this for a commercial scale powerplant
make it difficult for such a reactor to compete with current nuclear reactor technology.
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with the current low prices for raw uranium ore. This is why research into thorium fuel
cycle reactors slowed significantly in the late 1970s and 1980s when uranium prices
dropped significantly. But, limited uranium reserves, and the inability to operate a
uranium-plutonium breeding fuel cycle with the thermal reactors that currently dominate
the nuclear industry mean that within the next few decades there must be a shift to either
the uranium-plutonium fuel cycle with fast reactors or the thorium fuel cycle, which
could work with either fast reactors or thermal reactors. Because of (n,2n) neutron
multiplication reactions on

Th and

U ultimately producing the undesirable

U, a

fast neutron spectrum requiring higher fissile material concentrations to maintain
criticality (due to much lower fission cross-section at MeV energies, see the discussion in
section 3.2.3), and lower void coefficients achievable with slightly under-moderated
thermal reactors, a thorium fuel cycle would preferably be run on a thermal neutron
spectrum rather than fast.

3.2.6.2. Plutonium Fuel Cycle
As already discussed, the plutonium fuel cycle (or uranium-plutonium breeding
cycle) requires a fast neutron spectrum. While ^^^Pu produced in conventional thermal
reactors can be recycled for use as fuel in those reactors (assuming fuel rods are
reprocessed to remove neutron absorbing TRUs and fission products), the significant
neutron capture probabilities (on the order of 25%) for both ^^^Pu and ^"^^Pu with a
thermal neutron spectrum mean that the bred plutonium can not be as efficiently burned
up in a thermal reactor, leading to the production of significant quantities of transuranic
actinides (due to the formation and ultimate decay of plutonium isotopes with an even
number of neutrons).
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So, the plutonium fuel cycle therefore implies fast reactors, which require a higher
concentration of fissile material due to the substantially reduced fission cross-section at
high energies (as discussed in section 3.2.3). Since moderation of fission neutrons is
undesirable in a fast reactor, it is important that the coolant be composed of atoms with a
fairly high atomic mass - to reduce neutron kinetic energy loss during collisions. For that
reason, most fast reactor designs revolve around the use of a liquid metal of some form,
in particular sodium (atomic mass -23) or lead (atomic mass -207). Therefore, analyzing
reactors based on the plutonium fuel cycle ultimately means analyzing liquid metal
cooled fast reactors.
The primary concerns with regards to fast reactors revolve around safety and
controllability of the reactor, arising from reduced prompt neutron fractions from the fast
fission of some transuranic actinides and the positive reactivity coefficient arising from
the decrease in the slight moderation provided by the coolant as it expands (due to higher
temperature) or due to void formation.
While coolants used in fast reactors do not moderate neutrons nearly as much as
coolants used in thermal reactors, they do still provide minor moderation, reducing
average neutron energies to on the order of 1 MeV (as discussed in section 3.2.4). Since
that is the average neutron energy, many will have energies on the order of hundreds of
keV, where the fission cross-section is substantially lower, and the capture cross-section
is substantially higher (than the fission cross-section as well as higher than the capture
cross-section at higher energies). A minor temperature excursion (to higher temperature),
resulting in coolant void formation or coolant expansion, will provide reduced
moderation, and an increase in neutron energy profile.
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While increasing neutron energies above 1 MeV results in an increase in the
fission probability and decrease in the neutron capture cross-section of

(which

provides a positive reactivity feedback), heating of the fuel also broadens the resonant
absorption peaks of

U (actually of any isotope, but those of

U are particularly high).

Liquid metal cooled fast reactors rely largely on this Doppler broadening effect to
attempt to achieve a net negative reactivity feedback (Bodansky, 1996), with natural
convection and conduction providing a passive heat transfer mechanism to provide a
level of passive safety for minor temperature excursions.
However, as the

resonant capture peaks only extend up to neutron energies of

roughly 1 keV (see Figure 3-4), the degree of negative feedback this can provide is
limited, in particular in that a significant increase in average neutron energy (arising from
a reduction in moderation provided by the coolant) can result in the positive feedback
from increased

fission offsetting the negative feedback from increased resonant

capture due to “warmer” fuel. This feedback mechanism also requires a minimum
amount of

to be mixed into the fuel, which ultimately depends on core design and

operating temperature (among other parameters).
Transuranic actinides also provide a similar positive feedback mechanism as
with regards to increasing fission probability at higher neutron energies (reduced
moderation due to thermal expansion of coolant and other minor moderators). This is a
particular concern when a significant fraction of transuranic actinides are included in the
fuel for transmutation through fast fission. ^^^Np and

(like ^^^U) have fission cross

sections that increase significantly in the region around several hundred keV to the low
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MeV range, while the capture cross-sections are decreasing. For example, the fission and
neutron capture cross-sections for ^^^Np are plotted below in Figure 3-7.

Fast Reactor Neutron
Energy Band

Capture

Fission

vC

Fission
Capture

Incident Neutron Energy (COM ) (eV )

Figure 3-7 - Fission and neutron capture cross-sections for Np in the region of
interest for fast reactors, plotted based on most recently available data from the
NNDC.
This positive feedback mechanism from transuranic actinides can quickly offset
the negative feedback from Doppler broadening of

resonances, limiting the

concentration of transuranic actinides that can be included in the fuel of a critical fast
r e a c t o r A s can be seen based on Figure 3-7, this will result in a reduction in neutron
captures by ^^^Np, and an increase in fissions of that nuclide (this also applies to
and

as well as less significant minor actinides). Therefore, a minor temperature

excursion will result in an increase in reactivity, providing an undesirable positive
feedback mechanism.
Coolant expansion or loss of coolant also results in reduced parasitic neutron
losses within the coolant (as is also the case with thermal reactors), resulting in increased
neutron flux in the fuel, providing an additional positive feedback^^®. This effect is larger
for coolants with larger neutron capture cross-sections (so for example is greater for lead-
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bismuth eutectic than for pure lead, due to the increased neutron capture cross-section of
bismuth).
By contrast, at thermal energies, as discussed in section 3.2.4, negative feedbacks
can be achieved fairly easily by using liquid moderators and slightly under-moderating
the neutrons, since an increase in neutron energies (due to reduction in moderation arising
from an increase in temperature) at thermal energies results in a decrease in fission crosssection. This is an inherent drawback of fast reactors compared to thermal reactors,
becoming more pronounced with increasing percentage of transuranic actinides in the
j^g|i 6 i,i62

course, in typical thermal reactors, the concentration of transuranic

actinides is limited by neutron economics (rather than safety issues), since in normal
thermal reactor fluxes, those isotopes are net nuclear poisons.
The positive coolant void reactivity coefficient and void worth is generally greater
for sodium coolants than lead or lead bismuth alloys^^\ But, both generally yield positive
coolant void reactivity coefficients, increasing with increasing pitch-to-diameter ratio (the
ratio of the “pitch”, or distance between fuel rods, and the diameter of the fuel rods.
Therefore, higher pitch-to-diameter ratio effectively means that coolant makes up a
greater fraction of the core volume, and the fuel a lesser fraction). While lead and leadbismuth eutectic coolants provide lower reactivity and void worth at the same pitch-todiameter (P/D) ratio^^\ lead would require a higher P/D ratio due to the coolant velocity
with lead being limited to roughly % of that that can be allowed with sodium due to
concerns of erosion of protective oxide layers of coolant pipes (so that lead based
coolants will have a lower heat removal capacity, requiring a higher P/D ratio provide
sufficient cooling to prevent fuel rod cladding damage (Tucek, et. al.2006)^^^).
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While one might expect sodium to provide more neutron moderating effect than
lead due to its significantly lower atomic mass (in fact, as would be expected, the energy
loss due to elastic collisions is significantly less), excited states of the lead nucleus from
0.57 to 2 MeV allow inelastic scattering off of lead nuclei at those energies, resulting in
the neutron energy spectrum with a lead coolant being shifted somewhat lower than that
for a sodium coolant. Sodium-potassium alloys (NaK) yield preferable coolant density
reactivity coefficients than pure sodium due to the high atomic mass of potassium
compared to sodium (-40 vs. 24). Additionally the alloy can be a liquid at room
temperature, greatly simplifying coolant system service compared to a pure sodium
coolant. Overall, (Tucek, et. al., 2004)^^^ concluded that lead is a preferable coolant in
terms of reactivity feedback than sodium, contrary to the earlier conclusions of (Shmelev,
et. al, 1992)^^^. The analysis of course is dependent on the type of fuel being used (as
well as the cladding material and its impact on neutron energies), fuel and coolant
geometry (in particular the P/D ratio), which were not varied in the analysis of (Shmelev,
et. al, 1992)^^^. If lead could be economically enriched to 100%

this would likely

be the most appealing choice for a fast moderator, since it is a doubly-magic isotope,
giving it a lower neutron capture cross-section and inelastic scattering cross-section
(reducing the impact of coolant expansion with regards to the effect on neutron energy
spectrum). But, this does not currently appear feasible economically (Tucek, et. ah,
2004)"^.

Other properties of the coolant (other than its impact on reactivity feedback) are
also important though. Since most metals have good heat transfer properties and can be
heated to significantly higher temperatures without boiling (compared to water), reactors
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(fast or thermal) using a metal coolant can have a significantly higher power density than
water or gas cooled reactors, allowing the actual core to be smaller. The higher
temperatures also mean that higher thermal efficiencies for electricity generation can be
achieved. While mercury has been used in the past as a metal coolant for fast reactors,
due to it being liquid at room temperature (which facilitates reactor maintenance and
refueling), mercury’s highly toxicity and the production of noxious vapors when heated
have lead to it being largely removed from consideration as a reactor coolant.
Lead has an extremely high boiling point (1749°C), desirable from a safety
standpoint (reduced void formation and concern about loss of coolant accidents due to
boiling of the coolant and rupture of containment vessels), and also allowing a higher
operating temperature for increased thermal efficiency. However, before the lead coolant
boils, steel cladding (if using steel clad fuel rods) and steel reflector pins would melt, the
impact of which on the reactivity must also be considered)^^^. The high melting point
(327°C) though complicates refueling and other maintenance. For that reason, it is often
combined with bismuth (^°^Bi) in a eutectic to reduce the melting point, but bismuth is
highly corrosive to many metals, and can capture neutrons to ultimately produce
radioactive (alpha emitting with 138.4 day half-life) and highly volatile ^^Vo, which
provides a significant hazard to workers during maintenance on the cooling loop^^"^.
Sodium is non-corrosive to steel and many other metals used in reactors, but is
also solid at room temperature. It can be alloyed with potassium though (NaK) to produce
an alloy that is liquid at room temperature. However, sodium is highly reactive with
water (producing hydrogen gas), and hot sodium can readily ignite in air (creating noxius
sodium peroxide smoke), such that sodium coolant systems must be extremely tight. ^^Na
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can also absorb neutrons to become ^tsia, which decays via beta decay with a half-life of
15 hours. Therefore, the coolant, as with lead-bismuth eutectic coolant, does itself
become radioactive (albeit with a much shorter half-life than the ^^°Po produced in the
lead-bismuth eutectic). Because of both this issue and the violent reaction of sodium with
water, the heat exchange between the hot sodium and water (for steam cycle electricity
generation) must be extremely carefully managed.
From the standpoint of coolant reactivity coefficient though, it can not be said that
lead or sodium is clearly the better choice. Both generally provide positive reactivity
feedback, although it depends on the P/D ratio of the core, the fuel type, and other
factors. Both also present additional safety concerns - high reactivity for sodium, and for
lead its toxicity and the formation of alpha emitting ^^°Po (in particular when a leadbismuth eutectic is used, although some is also formed with pure lead). At this point,
therefore, there is no clear better choice with regards to metal coolant for fast reactors.
Because of the inherent positive reactivity coefficient created by transuranic
actinides in a fast neutron spectrum with a liquid metal coolant, the focus for improving
passive safety in liquid metal cooled fast reactors has been on improving other potentially
negative feedback mechanisms. Passive heat transfer can help limit temperature
excursions in most reactor designs, but is not by itself sufficient. So, in addition to natural
heat conduction/convection, passive negative feedback must be provided by a
combination of radial and axial expansion of the fuel core, improved Doppler broadening
of resonant absorption peaks (such as with the addition of other isotopes with higher
energy absorption peaks), thermal expansion of control rods, and designing the reactor
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such that coolant expansion results in an increase in neutron leakage, reducing the
neutron flux in the core (which of course hurts the overall neutron economy)/^^
For example, it has been found that using a liquid fuel (fissile material dissolved
in a liquid carrier) can provide a negative coolant void reactivity coefficient due to
thermal expansion of the fuel (effectively decreasing fissile material density at the same
rate that the density of the carrier decreases, such that fissile material density decrease is
proportional to the decrease in moderation of the carrier), greater than can be achieved
with solid fuels, potentially providing a net negative reactivity coefficient/^^ The primary
approach though for attempting to offset the positive feedback mechanisms is
significantly reducing the core size, or changing the geometry, such that neutron leakage
will increase significantly with coolant expansion^^^. This however results in an
undesirable reduction in overall neutron economics.
An additional safety concern arises in critical fast reactors with fuel composed of
a significant fraction of transuranic actinides (TRUs) due to the reduced delayed neutron
fraction of ^^^Np and other TRUs, requiring a critical reactor to operate closer to being
“prompt critical”. Even without a significant fraction of TRUs, a fast reactor using
primarily fissile plutonium as fuel has an effective delayed neutron fraction roughly half
of that of a thermal uranium fueled reactor, while using primarily TRUs as fuel (an
“actinide burner”) again cuts the delayed neutron fraction roughly in half. This effect is
exacerbated due to the energy spectrum of delayed neutrons being lower than that of
prompt neutrons^^^, such that delayed neutrons play a relatively smaller role in inducing
fission in TRUs than prompt neutrons (due to the fission cross-sections being smaller at
the lower energy levels of delayed neutrons). Since the fission cross-section of ^^^Pu (the
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normal fast reactor fuel) doesn’t vary significantly between the energy range of delayed
and prompt neutrons, this only becomes a prominent factor with increasing
concentrations of TRUs. The negative impact of TRUs due to reduced energy of delayed
neutrons and lower delayed neutron fraction can be offset though by including a similar
fraction of ^^^U or ^^^U in the fuel, both of which have higher delayed neutron fraction,
and higher fission cross-sections at energies of delayed rather than prompt neutrons.
Since fast reactors are most desirable though for the plutonium fuel cycle, needing to use
a uranium fissile isotope is somewhat counterproductive.
Since expansion of nuclear power in this country (as well as the “leasing” of
nuclear reactors to developing countries to provide needed electricity generation capacity
without an increased use of fossil fuels) will require significant improvements in public
acceptance, passive safety mechanisms would be extremely beneficial in advanced
reactors in helping win public acceptance^^^. This is likely to remain a problem for fast
critical reactors, most designs of which need to rely on active control measures for
preventing runaway overheating due to temperature excursions, because of the positive
feedback mechanisms discussed herein.
These safety issues have compelled many to focus on the design of sub critical
(k<l) fast reactors for the plutonium cycle when incorporating significant TRU
transmutation. Such reactors would use an external neutron source to maintain the
reaction, with the primary neutron sources considered being spallation neutrons and
neutrons from Deuterium-Tritium (DT) fusion. Some of the first suggestions of these
approaches appear to have been made by Los Alamos National Labs in 1974 for neutron
spallation^™ and the Electric Power Research Institute^^^ for the fusion driver in 1977. In
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the past 10-15 years, the focus has primarily shifted to the neutron spallation approach,
with such systems being referred to as “accelerator driven systems” (ADS). In section
4.5, fusion and accelerator based drivers will be compared in terms of practicality and
overall energy efficiency. It should be pointed out though that either the thorium or
plutonium fuel cycles could be used in a driven sub critical system. However, they are
more necessary for the plutonium fuel cycle due to the safety concerns of running a fast
reactor with a significant quantity of TRUs at criticality.

3.3. Nuclear Fission Summary
The next generation of fission reactors will need to not only produce less waste
than current reactors, but preferably also burn up their own waste, and ideally even the
waste from existing (2"^ and 3"^ generation) reactors. Additionally, a shift away from the
present fuel cycle, which depends on very limited quantities of ^^^U, and primarily uses a
once-through fuel cycle, will need to be made. By shifting to using the thorium and or
plutonium fuel cycles, nuclear fission based power will be able to continue supplying
electricity to the planet for potentially thousands of years, rather than mere decades.
These issues, and the desire for inherent passive safety (largely from a negative reactivity
feedback) and proliferation resistance are the primary goals for the next generation of
reactors.
From the standpoint of limiting the production of additional TRU waste, and
being able to burn up the waste produced within that one reactor itself, thermal spectrum
thorium fuel cycle reactors appear preferable over fast spectrum plutonium cycle reactors
(or conventional thermal spectrum uranium reactors). However, achieving a good neutron
economy with this cycle hinges on the ability to limit the percentage of ^^^Pa nuclei
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which capture another neutron before decaying, thus either requiring fairly low neutron
fluxes in the breeding region, and/or the online removal and onsite decay of the
protactinium into

The few operational thorium reactors in the past have focused on

the former approach rather than the latter, due to the economics and technical difficulty
of the latter (although it should provide improved overall neutron economics). The
reduced production of TRU waste with the thorium cycle, as well as the greater
proliferation resistance makes it more appealing for advanced reactors if the ability to
also transmute TRU waste produced from 2"^* and

generation reactors is not necessary.

Since the ability to transmute additional TRU waste has been viewed as an
important goal, fast spectrum plutonium fuel cycle reactors have received the most
attention for advanced reactors, largely due to the perception that a fast spectrum is
preferable for transmutation of TRU waste. In general this is an accurate view, since a
thermal spectrum with flux equal to that of a typical thermal reactor results in TRUs
being net neutron absorbers (nuclear poisons), while at a fast spectrum they can be net
neutron producers due to fast fission of the nuclides. However, as discussed in section
3.2.6.2, incorporating a significant percentage of TRUs into the fuel of a fast reactor
introduces significant safety concerns, due to the inherent positive reactivity arising due
to an increase in neutron energy spectrum with coolant expansion, as well as the
significantly reduced effective delayed neutron fraction. The former problem can be
offset by dissolving the fuel in a liquid carrier, such that the fissile material density
decreases with increasing temperature, although the carrier will itself provide some
moderation, resulting in a lower neutron energy spectrum, and thus a negative impact on
neutron economy. Other approaches are also feasible for reducing the impact of the
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inherent positive reactivity feedback with TRUs in a fast spectrum, but with their own
drawbacks.
For that reason, if TRUs could be transmuted effectively with a thermal neutron
spectrum, it would likely be more appealing overall. However, just as the concentration
of TRUs is limited in fast reactors by safety concerns, it is limited in thermal reactors by
neutron economics (since it is a net neutron absorber in a thermal spectrum with
moderate neutron flux). As will be discussed in secfion 4.5.4, fhough, if is possible for
TRU fransmufafion fo become a nef neufron producer wifh a neufron flux on fhe order of
IC/^ cm'^s'/ As fhaf is 1-2 orders of magnifude higher fhan is fypical in convenfional
fhermal reacfors (due in part to power density limitations related to the ability to cool the
fuel), fhe besf way of achieving fhis may be wifh an auxiliary neufron source, such as a
spallafion driver.
Since fhe safefy concerns of TRU fransmufafion in fasf reacfors also compels fhe
use of subcrifical reacfors, if appears fhaf fhe besf overall approach for advanced reacfors,
if incorporafing fransmufafion of a significanf quanfify of TRUs is a priorify, is fhrough
subcrifical reacfors driven by auxiliary neufron sources. Currenfly fhe economics of such
reacfors would have difficulfy compefing wifh convenfional reacfors, due in part to the
current abundance and low cost of raw uranium ore. However, as that ore is used up its
cost will rise significantly, and the buildup of TRU waste will become a more pressing
concern, which may make sub critical reactors more economically feasible (in particular if
funding from the money paid by users of nuclear power in the US to handle the waste
produced can be used to help pay for the construction of such advanced reactors).
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For advanced reactors not needing to burn up more TRU waste than they produce
themselves, thermal spectrum thorium reactors are likely the best choice for advanced
reactors, due to the passive safety of negative reactivity feedback being easily achievable
with a thermal spectrum, reduced TRU production, good overall neutron economics, and
relative abundance of thorium compared to uranium.
For advanced reactors to bum up additional TRU waste, sub critical reactors
appear to be the most desirable option since fast reactors are limited in the concentration
of TRU waste that can be burned due to safety concerns, and thermal reactors are limited
based on neutron economics. There does not at present appear to be any particular
advantage of a sub critical fast reactor employing the plutonium cycle over a subcritical
thermal reactor employing the thorium cycle, since the primary concerns for the former
are over safety of a critical reactor, which can be obviated by the core being kept
subcritical. However, the degree of criticality would need to be lower with the plutonium
cycle than the thorium cycle, resulting in a lower net neutron multiplication factor, and
potentially a lower net energy efficiency overall (since the criticality, or rather the
subcritical multiplication factor of the core would determine how much the neutrons
produced by the auxiliary source are multiplied, which plays an important role in the
ultimate energy efficiency, as discussed in section 4.5).
A potential design of a driven subcritical reactor using an electronuclear driver
and a subcritical thermal spectrum thorium cycle reactor will be roughly described in
section 4.5.3, to illustrate the potential benefit of such a design. While the economics of
such an approach would need to be clarified, and much more detailed calculations would
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need to be done to more carefully design the various layers involved, the appeal of the
layered approach to a subcritical reactor should be clear.
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CHAPTER 4

NUCLEAR FUSION

Nuclear fusion has long been portrayed as the Holy Grail of energy production - a
supposedly limitless energy source that produces no pollution. Unfortunately, that isn’t
entirely the case, since most potential fusion reactions produce high energy neutrons,
which can “activate” reactor materials. There are some aneutronic fusion reactions
(reactions not producing neutrons), but those have their own drawbacks - some requiring
rare elements (Li^, for example), and most suffering from high Bremsstrahlung losses, as
will be shown in this chapter.
The purpose of this chapter is not to examine every conceivable fusion reactor
design, but rather to focus on fundamental limitations of fusion reactions, and a
comparison of the three primary approaches, or confinement methods. The bulk of fusion
research is currently focused on magnetically confined plasmas, so a primary focus here
will be the requirements for achieving a controlled burning fusion plasma, and the
physical limitations resulting from attempting to maintain a low Z plasma at temperatures
sufficient for fusion to occur. Other possible confinement schemes (in particular beam—
target inertial confinement, and chemical confinement (muon catalysis)) will be
examined, to assess whether or not magnetic confinement should continue to be the
primary focus of research. As nuclear fusion represents arguably the most interesting and
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most potentially promising area of physics research for energy applications, this analysis
will form the largest chapter of this dissertation.
Section 4.1 will involve a thorough review of the physics of nuclear fusion,
deriving the basic equations that will be used for the analysis done in later sections. This
includes deriving the equations properly describing fusion of catalyzed DD plasmas
(plasmas that initially start as pure deuterium, but build up equilibrium concentrations of
^He and tritium), which doesn’t appear to have been done to date in the available
literature. In the end of Section 4.1 the analysis of that section is summarized to compare
the most likely fusion fuels, DT, catalyzed DD, D^He, and p^^B, to assess the overall
viability of each. The clear conclusion from this assessment is that DT (deuterium-tritium
in a 50-50 mixture) is the most attractive option from the standpoint of being able to
achieve net energy production, but has the significant drawbacks of structural material
activation from the very high energy (14.1 MeV) neutrons produced, and the need to
breed tritium at the rate it is consumed. But, ignition and energy viability, as shown in
other sections, would be at least an order of magnitude more difficult to achieve in D^He
and catalyzed DD plasmas, and impossible to achieve in p^^B (even though this fuel
continues to be a focus of research, in particular research funded by the US Navy).
Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 are analyses of the three primary approaches to
confining a burning fusion plasma - magnetic, inertial, and chemical confinement,
respectively. In these sections, energy analyses are performed for each confinement
mechanism, assuming realistically achievable energy conversion efficiencies, and using
the data calculated in section 4.1 (and expanded on in these sections based on the
confinement system).
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In Section 4.5, the potential of fusion-fission hybrids is investigated, with a
comparison of a muon catalyzed fusion (pCF) electronuclear hybrid neutron source as a
driver of a subcritical fission reactor, to other potential subcritical drivers. As shown in
this analysis, the pCF-electronuclear hybrid may be able to achieve a slightly better
energy efficiency than a pure electronuclear driver, but with a significant increase in
complexity. MCF and ICF systems would be even less suitable as drivers of subcritical
fission reactors. Both the pure electronuclear driver and the pCF-electronuclear hybrid
driver can achieve significantly better energy efficiency than a pure spallation driver,
which is the driver generally considered for subcritical fission reactors.
In Section 4.6, some less likely approaches to fusion are considered (such as the
possibility of fusion occurring from electrolysis of heavy water with palladium
electrodes), and proposed approaches to improving magnetic confinement fusion systems
(in particular, using a system far from thermal equilibrium, or without electrons, both
aimed at decreasing Bremsstrahlung radiation losses).
The nuclear fusion analysis is concluded in Section 4.7, with a summary of the
results for the individual confinement schemes. This last section completes the overall
goals of this chapter - to assess the viability of fusion as an energy producing technology
as a whole, whether the primary focus of fusion research should continue to be
magnetically confined plasmas, and proposals of where research efforts could be most
effectively concentrated to improve the viability of fusion energy.
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4.1. The Physics of Fusion
To understand and analyze various fusion reactions, it is necessary to first begin
by going into the physics behind fusion, starting with the primary fusion reactor in our
solar system - the Sun (not counting the fusion that takes place in a thermonuclear
explosion, from a hydrogen bomb).
In the sun’s core, at temperatures on the order of 10-15 million Kelvin, hydrogen
atoms fuse together to form helium (actually, it is a more complicated reaction than this,
involving multiple steps). Looking back at the curve of binding energy, it can be seen that
for the smallest nuclei (such as hydrogen and helium), the binding energy per nucleon
increases with nucleus size - and the increase is very steep. The result is that the binding
energy (or mass defect) per nucleon is much higher for helium than for hydrogen. So,
when two hydrogen nuclei fuse to form a helium nucleus, some of the mass of the
nucleons is released as energy.
But, what allows two nuclei to fuse? Since nuclei are made up of protons and
neutrons, they should repel each other based on the Coulomb (electric) force. But, if the
nuclei come within the range of the attractive strong nuclear force, this attractive force
will dominate over the Coulomb repulsion, pulling the nuclei tightly together. The limited
range of the strong force makes it much more difficult for two large nuclei to be able to
fuse than two small nuclei (additionally, nuclei larger than iron require an energy input to
fuse together, rather than releasing energy, as the binding energy per nucleon decreases
with increasing nuclear size beyond iron). Further, the larger the nuclei, the more
positively charged they will be, resulting in a stronger Coulomb repulsive potential that
must be overcome.
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It is important to realize that the nuclei involved are “naked nuclei”, meaning that
they do not have any electrons orbiting them. At the temperatures required for fusion, the
gasses ionize, with the electrons having sufficient kinetic energy to escape from the
nucleus.

Potential
Energy

Electric
Potential

r\

Strong nuclear
potential energy

Figure 4-1 - Potential Energy of bare hydrogen nuclei approaching each other
Consider two bare hydrogen nuclei (individual protons, “protium” nuclei) heading
towards each other, the simplest type of fusion. The two protons will repel each other
electrically, but if they are able to come within the range of the strong force of each other,
the attractive strong force will dominate over the repulsive electrical force, such that the
protons will begin attracting each other (a nucleus made up of two protons and no
neutrons though is unstable. This type of fusion does happen in the sun, but one of the
protons instantly decays into a neutron, positron, and neutrino). The potential energy
between approaching bare (no electrons) hydrogen nuclei is shown in Figure 4-1 above.
While the potential energy generally does not become attractive until the protons come
within about 1 femptometer (xlO'^^ m), the net repulsive energy peaks slightly beyond
that. Generally, the peak of the Coulomb barrier is taken to be:
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where Zi and Z 2 are the atomic numbers (and hence number of protons) of the fusing
nuclei (assumed to be in a plasma state here, with no cloud of electrons), and d is the
distance at which the peak repulsive potential occurs (from the strong force beginning to
take effect). If we take a purely classical model, d should equal the sum of the nuclear
radii and the range of the strong force,

where r is taken as roughly 1.4 xlO'^^ m, the radius of a hydrogen nucleus (such that
multiplying it by the cube root of the atomic mass will give a reasonable size of a
nucleus). Taking this approach, we calculate the peak repulsive Coulomb energy for a
proton-proton interaction as 0.30 MeV, dropping down to 0.25 MeV for d-d fusion, and
0.24 MeV for d-t fusion. This approach isn’t entirely accurate for d-d and d-t fusion,
where the Coulomb barriers are found experimentally (and quantum mechanically) to be
- 2 1 0 and 280 keV, respectively.
Beyond the distance at which the strong force dominates, the nuclei repel one
another. But, if a nucleon has sufficient kinetic energy to get close enough, the potential
would become attractive, allowing the two nuclei to fuse. Note that a neutron
approaching a nucleus does not experience the repulsive Coulomb potential, which makes
fission a much simpler nuclear reaction to produce - as neutrons do not need to have a
potential barrier to overcome to get within range of the strong force.
If we were to calculate from the kinetic theory of gases what temperature
corresponds to particles having an average kinetic energy of the 0.30 MeV Coulomb
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barrier above for p-p fusion, we would get a temperature of over 2 billion Kelvin (2 GK).
So, how is fusion able to happen in the center of the sun at temperatures of “merely” 1015 million Kelvin? Obviously there is a problem in this simple analysis. This purely
classical model is fundamentally flawed by treating the nuclei as point charges, ignoring
the wave nature of matter view we must take when dealing with distances this small - as
well as assuming all ions in the plasma have the same temperature (meaning the same
kinetic energy).
So, two primary effects are responsible for allowing fusion to occur at what
appears to be too low of a temperature to provide the required kinetic energy - one
quantum effect, and also re-examining the relationship between nuclear velocity (thermal
kinetic energy) and temperature. On the latter issue, it is important to realize that the
kinetic theory of gases only gives us an equation for the average kinetic energy of atoms
or molecules within the gas, at a given temperature (KEavg=^/2 kT). So, there are nuclei
with considerably higher (and lower) kinetic energies at any given temperature, based on
the Boltzmann distribution - such that the number of particles with a particular kinetic
energy E within a gas at temperature T is proportional to e

, where k is Boltzmann’s

constant. Since, by the kinetic theory of gases, the gas temperature T is given by
2E .

the number of particles, n;, with a particular kinetic energy Ei, is related to the average
kinetic energy as follows:

M . OC g

OC g

/
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So, with an average temperature of 10-15 million Kelvin (equating to an average
energy of roughly 1.3-2 keV), the percentage of protons having a kinetic energy of 300
keV is exceedingly small. But, it can be found by integrating the Maxwellian distribution
from the critical temperature required for fusion up to infinity. With the minimum energy
(Ei) being roughly 200 times the average energy, integrating this gives us a fraction of the

particles proportional to ^^(^200)1

3(200)

or 2.8x10'^^^. While this leaves

out the normalization constant in the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, obviously the
fraction of nuclei having sufficient energy at 10-15 million Kelvin to overcome this
Coulomb potential is extremely small. The likelihood of two protons with sufficient
energy in such a plasma colliding is smaller still. But, of course, the extremely strong
gravitational field in the core of the sun results in a very high nuclear density - one of the
factors that allow fusion to happen in the sun at a lower temperature than the calculated
based on the average kinetic energy being sufficient to overcome the Coulomb barrier. If
the sun were in fact hot enough such that the average kinetic energy of particles in the
plasma was sufficient to directly overcome the Coulomb barrier, the sun would burn up
in an instant - rather than lasting billions of years.
The second factor helping fusion occur at lower temperatures is that quantum
tunneling provides the possibility for a particle to overcome a potential barrier despite
having insufficient energy (provided there is an available energy state on the other side of
the potential barrier that it can exist in). To this point the nuclei have been viewed as
point particles, which is not particularly valid when looking at interactions in which the
nucleons are separated by distances on the order of femptometers. So, we instead need to
switch to a quantum mechanical view, in which the nucleons are not point particles with
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locations and speeds that can be specified exactly. Instead, their locations need to be
treated as wavefunctions, and an interaction in which the nuclei fuse can happen when
the wavefunctions of two nuclei come within range of the strong force (since the
wavefunction represents the probability that the nucleus is located at that spot). Figure
4-2 below illustrates the difference between the classical view, in which the approaching
nucleus is treated as a point particle that either does, or does not have enough energy to
overcome the potential barrier, and the quantum mechanical view in which the particle
has wave-like properties, in particular its location can be treated as a probability wave and if it approaches close enough, there is an increasing probability that it could be inside
the potential well.

E

Classical Turning Point ro for
nucleus with energy E

E

Quantum Mechanical View,
Probability Wave

Figure 4-2 - Quantum tunneling through the Coulomb barrier

So, rather than a point-particle needing to come within range of the strong force
for the nuclei to be able to fuse, the nuclei need to come within a de Broglie wavelength
of one another. The non-relativistic de Broglie wavelength (which is appropriate here.
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since the thermal velocity of nuclei is well below the speed of light) of a particle is
related to its momentum as
A= y
where h is Planck’s constant.
So, at what center of mass energy does tunneling become a significant factor?
Rather than treating this as a classical problem in which two point particles need to get
within range of the strong force of one another, the nuclei locations should be treated as
probability waves, which need to come within one de Broglie wavelength of one another
(where the de Broglie wavelength itself depends on temperature of the particles in
question) - the range at which quantum effects begin to take over. So, rather than needing
to have sufficient energy to come within range of the strong force of the nucleus, the
energy only needs to be sufficient to approach to sufficient range for overlapping of the
de Broglie wavelengths of the nuclei. So, the Coulomb Potential that needs to be
overcome then is
z z y

_

A:

where the Coulomb repulsion at two de Broglie wavelengths separation has been set to
equal the center of mass energy.
Solving this for the wavelength gives
X=

For the case of proton-proton fusion, this works out to a wavelength of roughly
200 fm - a separation two orders of magnitude larger than used in the classical approach
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for calculating the energy required for overcoming the Coulomb barrier. This corresponds
2
-/
to an energy o î E = ^ Z

=

~ 6keV , far less than the 0.30 MeV to classically

overcome the Coulomb barrier to the point that the nuclei come within range of the
strong force of one another.

4.1.1. Fusion Cross-Section and Reactivity
Since the focus here is really on the issue of fusion happening at temperatures
below that at which the average kinetic energy is sufficient to overcome the Coulomb
barrier, what we really want to know is the probability that fusion will happen in a
plasma at a particular temperature (which we can translate into the fraction of particles
that will fuse). This should be the cross-section, o(E), that a nucleus with a particular
kinetic energy (relative to another) will fuse with another nucleus, multiplied by the
fraction of nuclei in the plasma at a particular temperature having that particular energy.
We generally want to discuss cross-sections in terms of the center-of-mass energy
of the particles (nuclei) involved. But, cross-sections are typically measured
experimentally with a particular nucleus (which we will call nucleus 1) with kinetic
energy E impacting a relatively stationary nucleus (of type 2, which could be different
from nucleus 1). Formally we could write this cross-section as
0 2 1 (E),

0 1 2 (E),

but since gi 2 (E)=

we might as well just write it as o(E), or simply o. But, the center-of-mass energy

of a system of two particles is not the same as the energy of the system in which one
particle (particle 1) with kinetic energy E impacts stationary particle 2 (so we are in
particle 2’s frame, rather than the center-of-mass frame). To convert between these two
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energies, we need to shift from the stationary particle 2 frame (with energy E) to the
center of mass frame (with energy E com), as follows:

Since the center of mass frame is most meaningful for most types of fusion
(except of course for beam-target fusion), that energy will be focused on here, but the
subscript com will be dropped for simplicity, so E com will just be written as E. Since
both the velocity of the nuclei and the thermal energy of the plasma are relevant here, we
can avoid some confusion by focusing on the cross-section for fusion for a particular
velocity,

realizing that this in fact refers to the cross-section for fusion for two

g (v ),

particles with a particular velocity that corresponds to a center of mass kinetic energy,
based on the reduced mass of the system, m

The probability of a particular nucleus fusing with another nucleus, with centerof-mass kinetic energy E, will therefore be written as o(E). This probability is a measure
of the probability per unit path (length). If we instead wanted to know the probability of
fusion per unit time, we would need to multiple this by the velocity of the incident
nucleus, v. Since in a mass of plasma there are nuclei with widely varying velocities,
determining the combined average cross-section (probability of fusion,
integrating

gv

,

< gv> )

requires

multiplied by the fraction of nuclei with a velocity v, over all possible

velocities (from zero to infinity), and is written as:
ov) = I vcr(v) / {v)dv
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where f(v) is the fraction of nuclei in the plasma having velocity v. In most systems in
which fusion might be studied, the system involves a gas at a high temperature, with
density low enough that particles wavelengths don’t normally overlap, allowing quantum
effects to be ignored when describing the velocity distribution. This means that the
velocity distribution of the plasma (or whatever form the system in question takes) can be
described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, rather than following Fermi-Dirac or
Bose-Einstein statistics, which must be used when the particle density exceeds the
quantum concentration (the concentration at which the inter-particle distance is equal or
less than their de Broglie wavelengths, making their wavelengths overlap).
For the purposes here, the exact value of the probability of fusion is less important
than its trends, or rather, how it varies with plasma temperature (corresponding to
average thermal energy E, where E=^/2 kT). The fraction of nuclei with a particular
velocity v (or kinetic energy E) in a gas at temperature T, following the classical
Max well -B oltzmann distribution, is as follows:

n ) \kT,

J

where we could convert the particle velocity to kinetic energy E,, giving us

{ v ] 'tX '"

X

'

for non-relativistic velocities (which is generally the case for thermal kinetic energies).
Next the issue of the fusion cross-section

(g )

needs to be addressed. For the most

part, this is the probability of quantum tunneling, since very few nuclei will have
sufficient energy to overcome the Coulomb barrier at the temperatures at which fusion
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generally occurs in the universe (either naturally in stars, or in fusion reactor designs).
The fusion cross-section is commonly written as
(T = (T^_7N(E)
where Ogeom is the geometric cross-section (or area) of the interacting nuclei, T is the
tunneling probability, and S is the probability that if the two nuclei come into “contact”,
they will fuse (generally called the nuclear factor). Quantum mechanically, particles (or
nuclei) don’t behave as point masses, but rather as probability wavefunctions.
While the geometric cross-section for two baseballs colliding would just be the
cross-sectional area of the balls, the geometric cross-section of two protons interacting is
not simply the cross-sectional area of a proton based on its radius. Instead, the “size” of
the proton is based on the probability wavefunction describing its location, with
wavelength equal to the de Broglie wavelength, X=h/p. The geometric cross-section then
is given quantum-mechanically by pi times the square of the reduced de-Broglie
wavelength of the system (lambda-bar, X = h! p ) . Since the momentum can be related to
the mass and kinetic energy (E) of a particle hy p = -JlmE (where m is the reduced mass
I fn fn /
m =\ '
+

TO JI’

^ is the center-of-mass kinetic energy), the geometric cross-

section is
A

2

= 2TA =

2mE

Note that relativistic effects can be ignored, since the kinetic energy of the nuclei
in fusion interactions is substantially less than the rest mass energy of the nuclei.
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The next term in the fusion cross-section is the tunneling probability, T. By using
a WKB approximation to solve Schrodinger’s equation for the radial wavefunction of the
approaching nucleus, and taking the ratio of the probability that it will exist inside the
potential well of the strong force to the probability that it will exist outside the Coulomb
boundary, the tunneling probability can be calculated. The full solution shows that each
angular momentum component of the wavefunction has a probability of tunneling that
decreases with angular momentum ( f ), due to the potential barrier being higher for
higher angular momentum components of the wavefunction. The result is that the i =0
component dominates, such that the rest can be ignored. The resulting probability
decreases exponentially with the ratio of the distance of closest approach classically (ro,
how close the two nuclei could get to one another in a purely classical model, based on
the kinetic energy equaling the potential energy at that distance) to the reduced de Broglie
wavelength, k-bar, or more exactly:
T = exp|^ ^

The distance of closest approach classically is found by setting the kinetic energy
in the center-of-mass frame to the Coulomb potential energy.

So,
2

O r iTiSf^mv
,
2
Since the de Broglie wavelength is k=h/p, the tunneling probability then will vary
as follows
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f
T = exp

= exp
y

4m

-

y

2Sr,h42E

{
= exp

E.

where E g is known as the Gamow Energy,

= 986/^eE(Z,Zj' m

which increases with the reduced mass (m) and atomic number (Zi and Z 2 ) of the nuclei.
The last term in the fusion cross-section, S(E), the “nuclear factor”, is a function
that only varies slightly with nuclear energy, other than for resonant capture conditions
(which will be discussed later in 4.1.1.1). So, for examining how the fusion cross-section
varies with energy (or temperature), this term can be ignored for the moment. While this
does give us an overall picture of how the cross-section varies with energy, resonant
energy tunneling (selective resonant tunneling) does play a substantial role, particularly
in d-t fusion, and will need to be examined.
Combining these, the fusion cross-section per path becomes
exp
o

-

.X g/

7 Û l‘
-

2m

E

where the nuclear factor, S(E), generally varies less with energy than the exponential or
the 1/E factor, other than at a resonance.
There are a few important things to realize about this fusion cross-section. First,
the nuclear factor term can generally be treated as a constant unless there are resonances
involved, which can increase the cross-section at particular energies by orders of
magnitude (this will be looked at further shortly). Second, the derivation assumed that
bare nuclei were interacting, rather than nuclei surrounded by a cloud of electrons. This is
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reasonable for thermonuclear fusion, as the temperatures involved are more than
sufficient to ionize the atoms (the electrons have sufficient energy to escape the attractive
pull of the nuclei). But, some forms of non-thermonuclear fusion - in particular beamtarget fusion, or various cold fusion approaches in which the hydrogen isotope nuclei are
bound in molecules - can not be treated exactly the same, as the cloud of electrons
significantly “screen” the repulsive Coulomb force between the two nuclei, greatly
reducing the repulsive Coulomb potential. In fact, this is a significant factor in the
motivation behind cold fusion research.
The above cross-section gives the probability of fusion per unit path-length per
number of each type of nuclei. As mentioned earlier, calculating the cross-section per
unit-time (per nuclei) requires integrating the product of the above cross-section,
velocity, and the velocity distribution, integrated over the velocity from zero to infinity.
ov) = I vcr(v) / {v)dv

Since it is more useful to focus on energies rather than velocities, the velocity
distribution and integral over velocity can be shifted to an energy distribution, and
integrated over energies. Since r4%^dv=(2E/^^dE,
3/

-m v
'

'

'

'

V

2A:T

J

Our fusion probability per unit time then varies with mass and energy as

J

co

y'

y

y

J

where the nuclear factor has been left as S(E) for now, as it varies with energy
considerably less than the exponential term (other than at resonances). It should be
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pointed out that this provides a reactivity measured in units of volume per time (generally
cm^/s, or m^/s), coming from the cross-section (area) multiplied by velocity (distance
divided by time).
For a given nuclear interaction (i.e. nuclei with particular masses and charges),
how does the reactivity vary with energy, at a fixed temperature? The exp(-%x) term
decreases with increasing energy, as this represents the trailing tail of the MaxwellBoltzmann distribution of nuclear energy (i.e. fewer nuclei have energies further above
the average energy for a particular temperature T). At the same time, increasing energy
results in the exp(-(Eo/E)’") term increasing - as higher energy nuclei can penetrate
further into the repulsive Coulomb potential, decreasing the width of the potential energy
barrier that must be tunneled through, increasing the probability of tunneling (which is
where this term came from).
These two terms together, one exponentially increasing and one exponentially
decreasing, combine to form a peak of nuclear kinetic energies at which most fusion
reactions will occur. This is referred to as the Gamow Peak, after George Gamow, who
first made such a calculation when determining the probability of an alpha particle
escaping from a nucleus (alpha decay). Figure 4-3 below plots the energy dependence of
the thermal velocity distribution (E-exp(-%x)) and tunneling probability combined with
the geometric cross-section (exp(-(EG/E)’") /E) separately, and their product - commonly
referred to as the Gamow Peak (named after George Gamow, who did a similar
calculation for the probability of an alpha particle escaping from a radioactive nucleus).
Note that in the Gamow Peak, as in the integrand above, the Energy terms not in the
exponential cancel out:
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Maxwelliau velocity distributiou aud euergy depeudeuce of quautum tuuueliug

For the plot, the proton-proton fusion (Eg = 493 keV, since m/mp=%) at the center
of the sun is modeled, taking the temperature to be 15 million Kelvin. The nuclear factor
and constants in front of the integrand are ignored, as the goal is to focus on the energy
distribution of nuclei undergoing fusion at a particular temperature. Note that the Gamow
Peak illustrates that at 15 million Kelvin (the temperature used for the plot), most p-p
fusion incidents come from nuclei with roughly 3-11 keV, with the peak around 6 keV
(the energy calculated previously for nuclei to come within a de Broglie wavelength of
one another) - far below the 0.30 MeV necessary to overcome the Coulomb repulsion.
This illustrates that tunneling plays a prominent role in thermonuclear fusion. Also note
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that the Gamow Peak and cross-section per path (a) have been magnified by factors of
100,000 (including the magnification of a) and 1,000, respectively, to make them more
visible.
The maximum of the Gamow peak, found by setting %E of the integrand to zero
(and assuming still that the nuclear factor is constant), occurs at
2 A2 \/3

m

k'T -9S6keV {Z,Z,J
=

Since the combined function in the integrand peaks as it does, one could use the
Saddle Point method to make an approximation of the integral by expanding the
exponential function

( - \ t -(E g/E )°^ )

in a Taylor Series around the maximum point,

E gp.

The result is rather cumbersome, and primarily only meaningful for D-D fusion,
since resonances play a large factor in the cross-sections of most other fusion reactions
(in particular D-T, D-^He, and p-^^B fusion). Since resonances play a significant role in
most fusion reactions, it is therefore necessary to develop the energy dependent form of
the nuclear factor.

4.1.1.1. Nuclear Factor
The nuclear factor, S(E), accounts for the probability that if two nuclei do “hit”,
they will fuse, and a particular outcome will result (such as that if two deuterium nuclei
hit, the probability that they will initially form a compound "^He nucleus, which may then
decay into an ^He nucleus and a neutron, or a tritium nucleus and a proton. As such, it
must take into account resonant energies of the compound nucleus and spin requirements.
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We will initially ignore spin effects, and assume our system consists of a target nucleus
(1) and a bombarding particle (2), which have “collided”, and may form a compound
nucleus (which may later split).
The approach to be taken to determining the nuclear factor, and hence the overall
cross-section, effectively treats fusion as a two-step process - the tunneling through the
Coulomb barrier (for example, a deuteron tunneling into the potential well of a triton,
forming ^He), and the decay of the compound nucleus into the final states (^He decaying
into a free neutron and an "^He nucleus).
The Schrodinger equation for the system of two free interacting particles is simply

where r is the separation between the particles, and ju is the reduced mass.
Assuming the wavefunction solution is separable, we can let
Y (r,t) = ^ (r)e (t)
for which the time-dependent solution is simply found to be

where E q is the resonant energy of a particular state of the compound nucleus. For
example, if we are considering D-T fusion, E qwould correspond to the lowest energy
resonance of He-5, the compound nucleus initially formed when D and T fuse (the He-5
nucleus then gives off a neutron).
The time dependent wavefunction can then be written as
Y (r,t) = ^(r)exp|

'h
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A nuclear resonance is an excited energy state, which will generally decay with a
particular decay constant, X. In other words, the probability of finding the wavefunction
in this state decays exponentially with decay rate, X, such that

This effectively modifies our time dependent portion of our general wavefunction,
such that

^{r,t) =y/{r)exn

"A

/2

This time dependent (unstable) state can be represented by an energy distribution
f(E) (a probability distribution of finding the system in any particular state), with average
value Efj. The energy distribution can be found by performing a Fourier transform of the
time dependent portion of the wavefunction.
/ ( E ) = j exp^

exp((^^)5l!

Since the time dependent portion of the wavefunction was found assuming that
the system is in the stable resonant state at t=0, the integral can be allowed to start at 0
rather than

-oo.

This gives an energy distribution function of

/(^ ) = Q

A

C

where C« is a normalization constant, ultimately turned into C by incorporating h into it.
The probability of finding the system with a particular energy is the modulus off(E)
squared.
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where this normalization constant

can be found from the density of energy states. This

function is a Lorentzian with a peak of 4C^/A,h at E=Eq. Half of the maximum value,
2C^/Ah, occurs at E=Eq±(^^/2), giving a full-width at half-maximum (F) of hÀ.
The constant (C^) above is found by putting the density of states per unit
momentum within the nucleus into the decay rate per unit momentum, and integrating
over e n e r g y F r o m this, it is found that
c" = r"
The nuclear factor in the fusion cross-section, S(E), then equals this probability of
finding the system in a particular energy E, multiplied by a factor accounting for the spins
of the colliding nuclei needing to match a possible spin arrangement for the product
nuclei. This cross-section spin factor for a collision equals the “outgoing flux” (sum over
possible product spin orientations in this case) divided by the “incoming flux” (possible
spin orienfafions of colliding nuclei),
2J + 1
" (2J, + 1X2 / 2 + l )

Combining fhis wifh fhe probabilify of finding nuclei in particular energy states
(which accounts for resonances), and the nuclear factor becomes:

N(E) =

2J+ 1

r"

Note that the spin dependence on nuclear fusion, and the potential to increase the
cross-section through spin polarization is further discussed in section 4.6.4. It can now be
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seen that provided E is not close to a resonant energy E q, and E » E q, the nuclear factor
can be treated as energy independent. This is reasonable for many reactions, provided it is
known where the resonances occur. ^He, the compound nucleus formed when a deuteron
and triton combine, has a well known resonance which results in a greatly increased
fusion cross-section for D-T at 64 keV in the center of mass frame (or in the lab frame it
is 107 keV for douterons incident on a “stationary” tritium target^^^). Note that the
resonance of the ^He nucleus was determined by Bosch and Hale to actually occur at -48
keV (COM), with the cross-section peaking at 64 keV due to the ^He resonance being
broad enough that the slight drop in the nuclear factor above the resonance is more than
offset by the increase in other terms up to that energy.
Putting this into our previous equation for the fusion-cross section, we get
(

(7(E) =

2J +1
Tifl
2m ( 2 / + 1X2 J 2 + 1) (Eg - E)" +

or putting in the Gamow Energy,

(7(E) =

2J +1
2/M (2 / + 1 X2 J 2 + 1) (Eg - E)" +
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Figure 4-4 - Fusion Cross-Sectious of primary fusion fuels

Plots of the cross-sections of some of the more prominent fusion fuels are shown
above in Figure 4-4. These were made from the parameterization of the nuclear factor
developed by Bosch and Hale (fitted to calculations from R matrix theory), and using
calculated values of the Gamow Energy. Note that the cross-sections for the two DD
reactions, D(d,p)T (meaning D +D ^p+T) and D(d,n)^He, are almost the same at all
energies, with the latter becoming slightly more prominent as energy increases. The DD
fit is the sum of the two possible DD reactions.
Incorporating this into our fusion probability (reactivity), we get
/
ov) =

24 + 1

^-exp

(2J, + 1 X2 J , + 1) V 2 n ,(k T f I (E, - £ ) ’- +

u

m
2E

2
V

^0^

J

E
kT

The above integral can be (and has been by various authors) evaluated
numerically, to calculate the cross-section at a given temperature. While this approach is
cumbersome, it does help clarify potential means of improving the reactivity of a
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y

particular fusion device. Since the spin term in the front will reduce the reactivity when
dealing with unpolarized nuclei, for some fuels there is the possibility of improvement
through polarizing the ions in the plasma.
For plotting the reactivity of various fuels, rather than directly using a numerical
integration of the formula above, or the analytical integration discussed previously for
fuels without prominent resonances (primarily DD), semi-empirical models taking the
form of the expected energy dependence, and fitted to experimental data, are more
precise. The graph below of the thermal (Maxwellian) reactivity of the four most
prominent fusion fuels was created using the cross-section and thermal reactivity
parameterization developed by Bosch and Hale^^"^. This parameterization assumes a
cross-section of the form
exp
o- = ^ ( E ) -----

y

This is the same as the form previously found, but with the constants
Tih^
incorporated into the nuclear factor. The calculated Gamow energies for each fusion
2m
reaction are used, with the nuclear factor expanded into a Fade polynomial, fitted to
calculated cross-sections from R-matrix theory analysis of the excitation energy states of
the compound nuclei. This approach is considerably more accurate (and better backed by
theory) than the more well known parameterization developed by Duane, published in the
Navel Research Laboratory’s Plasma F o r m u l a r y D u a n e ’s model unfortunately treats
the Gamow energy as a parameter to aid in the fitting, rather than using the calculated
values. Among other things, this results in different Gamow energies for both D-D
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reaction channels (where they should be the same), and ultimately results in the fits being
off. In particular, the D-D branching ratios are off by up to 10% due to this approach.
The thermal reactivities plotted in Figure 4-5 below come from numerical
integration of the reactivity using the parameterization developed by Bosch and Hale to
represent the cross-sections. So, ultimately the thermal reactivities are fit to numbers
calculated from R-matrix theory, rather than a particular set of experimental data. Since
there has been considerable variance in experimental data for cross-sections and
reactivities, this approach is more appealing, and actually does a good job of fitting most
of the experimental data to date.
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Figure 4-5 - Fusion reactivities iu Maxwelliau plasmas of the primary fusion fuels

Note that this parameterization developed by Bosch and Hale is most accurate
between 0.2-100 keV for D-D and D-T reactions, with errors well under 1%, with
accuracies of a few percent for higher temperature ranges for p-^^B and D-^He reactions
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(errors of <1.5% and <2.5%, for temperature ranges of 50-500 and 0.5-190 keV,
respectively).
Note that the thermal reactivity for p-^^B is instead fitted to a numerical
integration of the p-^^B reactivity, since parameterizations developed for its reactivity are
less accurate than those of the other primary reactions (such as the parameterization
developed by Nevins and Swain^^^).
It should be noted that this approach to determining the fusion cross-section
assumes energies below the Coulomb barrier, since the cross-section ultimately depends
on the tunneling probability. For energies above the Coulomb barrier (-210 keV, 280
keV, and 580 keV for d-d, d-t, and d-^He fusion respectively (and substantially higher for
p-^^B))(Bosch and Hale, 1992), this model would need to be adjusted somewhat. But,
since (as will be shown later) the power density is maximized for all of these reactions at
energies (temperatures) well below the Coulomb barrier, any potentially economical
fusion reactor would be using temperatures well below the Coulomb barrier, thus relying
on quantum tunneling. So, this model is suitable.
Since center of mass energies near a compound nuclei resonance (Eo) can
substantially increase the cross-section (and hence reactivity), some have proposed
various attempts at maintaining monoenergetic plasmas (i.e. keeping plasmas from
“Maxwellianizing”), with plasma energies close to the resonance, to substantially
increase the reactivity (and hence power production). This will be looked at further later,
where we will see that the power required to prevent Maxwellianization exceeds the
fusion power produced, making such efforts counterproductive.
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4.1.2. Fusion Reaction Rate, Ignition
The fusion reactivity <crv> is the probability of fusion per unit time per nuclei. To
calculate the probability (cross-section) of fusion per unit volume (per unit time, where a
probability per unit time gives a rate), we need to multiply this probability by the number
densities (ni and nj) of the two types of nuclei involved. If the two nuclei involved are the
same type (i.e. d-d fusion), the product needs to be divided by two, to avoid double
counting of nuclei. This issue can be handled with a Kronecker delta function, ôÿ. Thus,
the reaction rate (rate of fusion per unit volume), RR, is

(i+<)
where the units work out to l/(m^s) (reactivity is m7s, with

and fij each having units of

m-').
Based on the reaction rate we can determine the requirements necessary for
thermonuclear “ignition” (the state in which heat from the fusion is sufficient to maintain
the plasma temperature, such that the plasma is able to remain in thermodynamic
equilibrium, and fusion continues). Ignition is of primary importance for magnetically
confined fusion (as will be discussed further in that section), but a localized ignition is
also of critical importance for beam-target inertial confinement fusion (to be discussed in
the section focusing on that form of confinement). While ignition is not necessary in
magnetic confinement fusion, assessing how difficult it is to achieve it with different
fusion fuels can be very insightful when evaluating those different fuels, as ultimately the
requirements for achieving net energy production are only slightly different from those
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required for ignition (to also be further evaluated when discussing energy production with
the various confinement methods).
If no external heat is put into the plasma, the temperature must be maintained
based on the kinetic energy of the charged particles produced from fusion (assuming no
photons are produced, which is the case for most fusion reactions being pursued). The
rate at which this heat is produced per unit time and volume (thus power density, denoted
Pcharged, or P q , where P will be used in this dissertation to always refer to power density
rather than power), therefore, is the product of the reaction rate (RR, previously derived)
and the energy of the charged particles produced per average fusion incident (which will
be converted to thermal energy in the plasma, and thus can be viewed as “heat input”),
EchargedP
^ c h a r g e d -- RRE c h a r g e d

-

J

ov)n,n,
(ov)n„^
i\
/ E c h a r g e d-- - __
V ^ \ ^5 ij })

where Zj is the atomic number of the second ion, where the first is assumed to be
hydrogenic (thus Zi=l), and an optimum ion ratio (to be discussed later) has been
assumed.
The rate of power loss can be defined circularly as the energy density of the
plasma (assuming a Maxwell Boltzmann distribution) divided by the confinement time,
te (since that is the time required for the plasma energy to be lost), where we are for now
assuming that energy is only lost through transport (imperfect confinement), and ignoring
radiation and other losses. Since the energy in the plasma is the sum of the energy of the
ions

(^ /2

nkT, where n is the ion density, ni+nj) and of the free electrons (^Z] ngkT), in a

hydrogen based plasma n=ng, so the energy content is 3nkT. Thus, the rate of power loss
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is 7^^ =

for a hydrogen based plasma (where this is again a power density, due to n

representing the particle density). By keeping the temperature in eV rather than K, we can
eliminate Boltzmann’s constant (k) from this analysis. So, henceforth temperatures will
always be in eV.
Thus for a plasma to maintain its temperature without external input (the
condition of “ignition”), the rate of heat produced from charged fusion products must
equal or exceed the rate of heat loss from the plasma.

If the two fuels (/ and j) are hydrogen isotope ions (p, D, or T), the number of
electrons would equal the sum of the number of each ion type, «e=A+A - The optimum
ratio (which will be shown later), if both fuels are hydrogen isotopes, is a 1:1 ratio such
that ni=nj, or ninj=ni^=ne/4. Also, the total number of particles, n, would equal 2ue.
Therefore, for a D-T reaction.

Here the Kronecker delta increases the left-hand side by a factor of two, since a
factor of (l + ôÿ y comes in on the numerator to avoid double-counting the ions when
converting from ion number to electron number.
This places a limit on the minimum product of the electron density (n) and the
confinement time to achieve ignition, which is the Lawson criterion (L):
.
^

12T

1,

I

_
X )

.

..

.

(for Ignition)
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The quantity

is referred to as the Lawson parameter, and is generally

determined for each new fusion reactor design, to measure how close to achieving
ignition the reactor is.
If we don’t assume only hydrogenic compounds, then, since n=ni+rij+ne and
ne=ni+Zjrij (assuming Zi=l), and assuming an optimum ion ratio of

n = n.

1+ 3Z,
2Z.

Yl

and n.n. - —
' ' 4Z

and the more general, non-radiative requirement for ignition becomes
3T

(l + 3 Z )

ov)E'' ch arg ed (1+ 4 )
Notice that the right hand side includes the temperature divided by the fusion
cross-section ((ov) ). As the fusion reactivity was previously found to be

(jv) = h

or

ov) = h

n
2m(T)

A. / - A

-j-S'(A) exp

2E

V

J

kT

it clearly varies with temperature as well. Plotted versus temperature, the ratio of T over
the cross-section (and thus also the Lawson parameter) has a minimum point. At low T,
the T'^^^term in front of the integral in the cross-section dominates. As T gets very large,
the exponential exp(-L/T) dominates, becoming very large. The temperature that
minimizes the T/<crv> sets the minimum value of the Lawson parameter required for
ignition for a particular fusion interaction, and is used to compare the potential for
maintaining a hot fusion reaction for different nuclei. Note that achieving the ignition
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does not equate to producing net energy - only to achieving a self-sustaining plasma. The
issue of net energy production will be investigated after investigating the power density
of the various fuels.
It also bears pointing out that a reactor could achieve a net power output, despite
not achieving ignition. In fact, as will be discussed in the section on energy breakeven in
magnetically confined plasmas (section 4.2.1), it is undesirable to achieve ignition with a
magnetic confinement system (at least conventional tokamaks). Consider a D-T fusion
plasma, for example. Only 20% of the fusion energy is in charged products, and thus will
remain in the plasma. The other 80% of the energy for the most part escapes the plasma,
which makes achieving ignition more difficult than if more of the charged energy stayed
in the plasma. So, if the plasma doesn’t achieve ignition, it would be necessary to supply
external heating (RF heating, inductive heating, etc.). Assuming that 1/3 of the neutron
energy is captured (realistic for a low temperature steam turbine), if the supplemental
heating of the plasma required is less than the amount of energy harvested, the reaction
could produce a net power output without achieving ignition.
Additionally, each fusion event results in the formation of new product ions,
termed ash, which may or may not be able to participate in further fusion reactions. For
example, D-T fusion produces He-4, which is not going to be involved in any further
fusion incidents. The buildup of ion impurities (or impurities present initially) decreases
the effective fuel density, and also increases Bremsstrahlung radiation, ultimately
increasing the Lawson parameter that must be met for ignition. So, it will be necessary to
add these terms (radiation losses and effect of ion impurities) to our ignition requirements
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to provide a more meaningful assessment of how difficult it is to achieve fusion - and
how close we are. These factors are incorporated in sections 4.1.6 and 4.1.7, respectively
Figure 4-6 below shows the Lawson parameters required for ignition for the four
primary fusion fuels, ignoring radiative losses and the effect of impurities, and was
calculated using the thermal reactivity parameterization discussed previously. These
requirements will be adjusted to account for impurities and radiation in sections 4.1.7 and
4.1.6.1, respectively. The DD line takes into account secondary reactions, and the
equilibrium concentration of primary reaction products (Tritons and ^He ions), as will be
discussed in the next section. When accounting for secondary reactions, and buildup of
primary reaction products, this is referred to as the “catalyzed DD” (or catalyzed
deuterium-deuterium) plasma.
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Figure 4-6 - Lawson parameter requirements for ignition of primary fuels, ignoring
impurities and radiation losses
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4.I.2.I. Catalyzed-DD
The DD-catalyzed line in Figure 4-6 is significantly more complicated to
calculate than the DD line (which ignores secondary reactions). For the DD catalyzed
line, a state of equilibrium has been assumed. After the plasma of pure DD first is
introduced, ^He and T (tritons) will build up as products of the DD reactions. But, both of
those can fuse with another D to ultimately form "^He (note that it has been assumed that
^He-^He and T-T fusion reactions are negligible, which is reasonable due to their
substantially lower cross-sections).
Eventually an equilibrium concentration of tritons and ^He will be reached, when
the rate of production of each of those ions equals the rate of depletion of that ion. For
^He, this means

where the reaction ^He(D,p)"^He has been abbreviated as D^He (since this is the only
fusion reaction of any significance for those two fusing nuclei). Therefore,
^ d^ d /

\

/

\

The number density of ^He, therefore, is

" ' ■ 2

(-U

Similarly, the amount of tritons present works out to
_

\^lDid,p)T

' ■ 2
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Since the reactivity of the DT reaction is one to three orders of magnitude larger
than that of D(d,p)T between 1 keV and 1 MeV, the concentration of tritons present in a
plasma that was initially DD should be fairly small.
Accounting for the presence of these ions (but ignoring other impurities for now),
for a “catalyzed DD” plasma (which really just means a properly analyzed DD plasma,
whereas most analyses of this sort ignore the secondary reactions) has

^

D(d,nŸHe

D(d,p')T

ov

2(av

3(av

n„ 2 +

I
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^

ov
and therefore the requirement for ignition works out to
{ov
3T

3(ov

\^/D (d,p)T

y

{ov
y

where the Echarged-combinedterms are the combined charged particle fusion energy for the
primary and secondary reactions (since at equilibrium the secondary reactions will
proceed at the same rate as the primary reactions).
It should be pointed out that in-flight fusion of high energy products of the
primary reactions, during thermalization, is not accounted for in this analysis (i.e. this
analysis assumes that tritons and ^He ions produced from DD fusion reactions thermalize
before fusing with other deuterons). Accounting for this should not have a large effect, as
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the fusion cross-section for both DT and D^He decreases as particle energy increases
above their respective resonances (at 64 keV and -260 keV, respectively), as can be seen
in Figure 4-4. Additionally, the Coulomb scattering cross-section is roughly half an order
of magnitude larger than the DT and D^He fusion cross-sections during thermalization.
Since the tritons and ^He ions would be colliding with nuclei of similar (or lower) mass,
but significantly lower energy (initially) they will lose a significant fraction of their
energy with each collision. Kesner, et. al^^^ used the energy loss rate and fusion crosssection for DT fusion to determine the fraction of tritons produced from D(d,p)T fusions
in a DD plasma that would undergo fusion before thermalizing, which works out to
roughly 2% in a 10 keV plasma. A catalyzed DD plasma would ideally operate at a
higher temperature, which would increase the fraction undergoing fusion before
thermalizing (up to the resonance at 64 keV), but this fraction should remain on the order
of 10%, such lhal including in-flighl fusions produces only a minor correction (primarily
by slighlly decreasing Ihe sleady-slale concenlralions of Irilons and ^He ions.
Since Ihe D^He resonance does continue lo increase up lo a resonance lhal is
above Ihe optimal operating lemperalure of a calalyzed DD plasma, and Ihe D^He fusion
cross-section exceeds Ihe DT fusion cross-section above -300 keV, Ihe fraction of ^He
producl ions undergoing in-flighl fusion during Ihermalization should be slighlly grealer
lhan Ihe fraction of Irilons undergoing such fusion. Il is Iherefore expected lhal properly
accounting for such in-flighl fusions should resull in Ihe aclual ^He concenlralion being
moderately lower lhan lhal predicted from Ihe above equation, bul nol by a significanl
margin. The effecl of slighlly reduced equilibrium concenlralions of ^He and Irilium
would be a slighl reduction in Bremsslrahlung radiation (from Ihe reduction in ^He), and
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a slight increase in fusion power density. The effect of this will be looked at again in
section 4.2.1, to see the impact on the requirements for net energy breakeven in a
magnetically confined DD plasma when in-flight fast fusion is accounted for.
The results predicted by the equation above for catalyzed DD differ somewhat
from those obtained by McNally^^^, Nevins^^^, and others, who appear to have assumed
that all secondary reactions will happen before product ion thermalization. It is believed
that the result obtained herein is therefore more accurate, due to the first-order accounting
of triton and ^He buildup (first-order due to not accounting for fusion during
thermalization). When equilibrium is reached, the catalyzed DD plasma is fairly similar
to a D^He plasma, but with a higher deuteron to ^He ratio. For example, at 50 keV, the
catalyzed DD plasma will attain a rid to nsHe ratio of roughly 4:1, compared to 2:1 for the
optimized D^He plasma (whereas the pure DD plasma has no ^He, thus this ratio would
be infinite). The result is that the catalyzed DD plasma has an energy dependence very
much similar to the D^He plasma, whereas McNally and others typically show the fusion
power density and ignition criteria for catalyzed DD as having the same energy
dependence as DD, just shifted up (for power density) or down (for ignition
requirements). A full, proper accounting for in-flight fusion of ^He during thermalization
should result in a slightly lower ^He concentration, and therefore a slightly higher rid to
fisHe ratio (so the energy dependence would less closely match that of a pure D^He
plasma, but still not be identical to a DD plasma ignoring side reactions and primary
reaction product buildup) - shifting the minimum triple product to a lower temperature,
and decreasing the triple product requirement slightly.
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To more accurately analyze the catalyzed DD plasma, in addition to including in
flight fusions during thermalization, p+T fusion reactions should also be included.
Normally the cross-section for pT fusion is far smaller than the other reactions involved.
However, the fast protons produced from one of the DD fusion branches will have a nonnegligible fusion cross section with tritium during their thermalizing. This correction is
fairly modest, however. Additionally, as with the other plasmas, allowing the electron
temperature to be different from the ion temperature would shift the results.

4.1.3. Optimum Ion ratio
The power density is given by the reaction rate per volume (RR) multiplied by the
energy per fusion event.
{avm.n.

Assuming that the first ion species («,) is an isotope of hydrogen (so Zi=l), which
is valid for virtually all conceivable fusion reactions except for He3-He3, which is
impractical due to the scarcity of He3), the above can be used to determine the optimum
ion ratio). Letting the ratio rii/rij = x for convenience, and ne=ni+Zjnj (where Zj is the
atomic number of species j, which could be hydrogenic or not), the power density can be
rewritten as
\ovnx

(

\

Maximizing the power density with respect to the ion ratio x, the maximum is
found to occur when x=Zj. So, the power density is maximized with ion numbers such
that ni/rij=Zj, where Z, is assumed to be 1.
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So the power density is inversely proportional to the atomic number of the
“second” ion species (assuming the “first” is hydrogenic), for a given electron density.
This is a significant penalty for fuels such as p^^B. For D-D, the Kronecker delta would
be 1, and the maximum fusion power density - if ignoring secondary reactions and
buildup of primary reaction products - would become
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where this equation ignores secondary reactions, and buildup of reaction products.
For the “catalyzed DD” reaction, in which we assume the plasma ion densities
(deuterons, ^He ions, and tritons) are in equilibrium, and accounting for secondary
reactions, the fusion power density becomes
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where the reactivity on the top is the sum of the reactivities of the two DD branches, and
EfusDD=21.613 MeV (if only interested in the charged product energy, then the energies
would need to be summed up over the two branches. But, if interested in the total fusion
energy, they can be combined together, since they both ultimately yield the same energy,
since both paths ultimately convert three deuterons into a "^He ion, a proton, and a
neutron).
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It will generally be assumed when calculating and plotting the thermal
reactivities, ignition criteria, and power densities, that an optimum ion ratio is maintained
in the plasma. Of course, fusion products (“ash”) will rapidly build up in the plasma. The
ratio of the two ions involved in the fusion reaction may not change, but the ash products
will decrease the ion fraction in the plasma, and decrease the ratio of the ion density to
the electron density (impurities in the plasma will have the same impact). In a later
section ash and other impurities will be factored in to the fusion power density.
Note that there is nothing wrong with plotting the power density in terms of
electron density squared (rather than particle density, or pressure squared). The Zj
dependence of the electron density just needs to be properly accounted for, as well as any
impurities.

4.1.4. Triple Product and Fusion Power Density
With a plasma with the ideal ion ratio x=

we found that the power

density is

where n is the total number density for ions and electrons combined {n=ni+nj+ne), since
they all contribute to the pressure of the plasma.
Since f

/ f (where T is in eV rather than K, and for now we assume the

electron and ion temperatures are the same (which will be adjusted for later)), the power
density per pressure squared equals
ov)
2

Z,
2
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where the Kronecker delta term has been removed, since the only reaction under
consideration for which it equals one is the DD reaction, which requires additional
modifications.
The higher pressure the fusion reactor operates at, the higher the power density
that can be attained. As the pressure is fixed by the reactor design, not the fuel used, the
quantity

^^^^2

can be a useful measure for comparing potential fusion fuels, as its value

determines the power density of a reactor fed with that particular fuel (divided by
pressure-squared). But, this term alone leaves out the effect of higher Z on the power
density (resulting from more electrons in the plasma, contributing to the pressure without
contributing to fusion power). So, while the quantity

^^^^2

is used by many authors and

researchers for comparing fuels, it would be better to directly plot the fusion power
density per unit pressure squared.
As the Lawson criterion was found to be proportional to r /( a v ) , the Lawson
criterion multiplied by the temperature is proportional to

j a v , and is thus inversely

proportional to the power density (per p^) squared. This latter quantity, the Lawson
criterion (»%) multiplied by temperature, is known as the triple product (wt^T).
Minimizing the triple product (with respect to temperature) for a particular reaction
equates to maximizing

^^^^2

, ^nd hence maximizing the power density at any

particular pressure. Multiplying the Lawson criterion by T, we get a triple product
criterion (for achieving ignition, hence the subscript i) of
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where this would not apply to “catalyzed” DD plasmas, which require the additional
terms found previously to account for the secondary reactions and other ions. Note that
Echarged is the charged product energy per fusion event.
This has lead to the comparison of fuels based on their minimum triple product
required for ignition (and the temperature at which it occurs, referred to as the critical
temperature), as a meaningful way of comparing the potential of various fusion fuels.
While this is meaningful for the requirement of ignition, the triple product itself leaves
out various important factors for correlating to power density - the total fusion energy
produced (rather than just charged product energy), and the triple product has a different
Z-dependence than the power density. So, the triple product should only be viewed as
being roughly inversely proportional to the power density per pressure squared (but not
inversely proportional to the power density per electron density squared - a more
commonly used quantity).
Note that the critical temperature is not the minimum temperature required for
fusion to be initiated, or even the temperature that maximizes the reactivity - it is the
temperature that maximizes the power density. For D-T fusion, as an example, the critical
temperature (which was found to be -14 keV using the Bosch and Hale thermal reactivity
parameterization) is substantially lower than the temperature for maximum reactivity (64
ke\0.
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Figure 4-7 - Fusion power density per p and triple product requirements for
ignition without impurities or radiative losses, plotted as a function of plasma
temperature (keV)
The power density per p^ for various fuels are shown above in Figure 4-7, as well
as a plot of the triple product ignition requirement for the various fuels (assuming still
that there are no radiative losses, and ignoring the impact of impurities). Note that the
power density plots are approximately the inverse of the triple product, other than the Z
dependent terms, and the triple product involving only the fusion energy in the charged
products, rather than the total fusion energy. The DD reaction shown in the power density
plot (DD*) is the catalyzed reaction, assuming equilibrium concentrations of the primary
products such that the secondary reactions proceed at the same rate as the primary
reactions.
The D^He* lines shown in the plots include DD side reactions and secondary
reactions. Ignoring the side reactions is more commonly done, since proponents of a
D^He fuel focus on the aneutronic nature of the D^He reaction itself (^He(d,p)'^He). But,
DD side reactions will occur, and will produce neutrons (with some 14.1 MeV neutrons
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from secondary DT side reactions). Spin polarization of the plasma may be able to reduce
side reactions, and will be discussed in section 4.6.4.1. This plot was made assuming the
optimum ion ratio for maximizing power density, so the ratio for the D^He plasma is
nD=2riHe3- With the plasma containing twice as many deuterons as ^He ions, DD side
reactions are plentiful. Decreasing those side reactions (and their secondary reactions), to
decrease neutronicity of the plasma will decrease the power density.
Note that impurities introduced with the plasma, and ash products building up as
the reaction proceeds will reduce the power density by reducing the ion density for a
given pressure. While the fusion power density per pressure squared gives an indication
of what the power output would look like if pressure were held constant while
temperature changes (which would cause a change in volume and therefore particle
density), the goal with a confined fusion plasma would be to keep it from expanding as
the temperature increases (such as with a confining magnetic field), to maintain the same
particle density (and thus electron density). Therefore, the power density per electron
density squared can be a more meaningful quantity, which is plotted below in Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8 - Fusion power density per electron density squared vs. plasma
temperature for the primary fusion fuels

Converting plasma pressure to electron density results in a conversion factor
dependent on the atomic number of the non-hydrogenic reactant (for plasmas that have
one, meaning D^He or p^^B), such that
OV

4Z.

E
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Note that below 100 keV, the DT plasma has a power density at least 1 order of
magnitude larger than the next highest - catalyzed DD and D^He (for which DD side
reactions have been accounted for, which will be plentiful at the optimum ion ratio of 2).
So to achieve the same fusion power production from one of those plasmas, assuming
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similar electron density and temperature are achieved, the size of the plasma would need
to be at least an order of magnitude larger than that required for a DT plasma of the same
fusion power. As the temperature increases above 100 keV, the DT plasma power drops
(as the temperature moves further away from the compound ^He nucleus resonance)
while the others continue to increase.

4.1.5. Plasma Thermalization
So far it has been assumed that the ions and electrons within a plasma will have a
thermal velocity distribution (note that some proposed reactor concepts claim nonthermal distributions, in particular low energy electrons, to reduce Bremsstrahlung and
cyclotron losses. This claim will be analyzed in a later section). To assess the viability of
this assumption, it is important to determine the 90° Coulomb scattering cross-section for
ions and electrons in the plasma, and compare to the fusion cross-section. If the scattering
cross-sections are substantially greater than the fusion cross-sections, then the particles
within the plasma can be safely assumed to have a thermal velocity distribution.
The 90° Coulomb scattering cross-section is given by^^**

Z V l n 1.24x10
Z V ln A
25a%7(&7')"

25%E2(&T)'

As this depends on .,Jn~, it will depend on the plasma pressure, unlike the crosssection. But, for any reasonable value of Mg, the calculated value of the scattering crosssection at a particular temperature is generally at least 50-100 times the fusion crosssection. Effectively this means that it is reasonable to assume a Maxwellian (thermal)
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velocity distribution, since collisions will thermalize the ion (and electron) distribution at
a faster rate than the rate of fusion.

4.1.6. Energy Losses, Power Balance
To this point, we have only assessed the fusion power production of a plasma,
while ignoring power losses. There are two main types of energy loss for a plasma particle loss due to imperfect confinement (transport losses), and radiation losses. While
imperfect confinement remains a significant challenge, it can be viewed as a solvable
problem, as there is no fundamental reason that a magnetic field geometry can’t be
designed such that the plasma confinement becomes good enough that confinement
losses are greatly exceeded by radiation losses. So, while this remains an area of ongoing
research, and the physics involved in various magnetic confinement (or other approaches
to plasma confinement) is interesting, this can be ignored when doing an analysis of the
fundamental limitations on fusion systems.
Radiation losses fall into three main areas - Bremsstrahlung, cyclotron, and ion
recombination radiation (sometimes referred to as “line losses”, since the radiation
emitted is of particular wavelengths (spectral lines) based on the ion capturing the
electron). The first two forms increase with temperature, while the latter decreases with
temperature (ion recombination is less likely at higher energies, being essentially
negligible for temperatures greater than a few keV). We should expect that high Z
plasmas will have higher cyclotron and Bremsstrahlung losses than low Z plasmas (at the
same temperature and pressure), due to the plasma containing a greater number of
electrons. “Line losses” will be ignored here, since it is assumed that any fusion plasma
will operate at temperatures above a few keV, making recombination rare.
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For a fusion reaction to be capable of producing net power, the external power
inputs to ions and electrons must be less than the energy escaping the plasma, multiplied
by the energy conversion efficiency. As will be discussed in section 4.1.8, it is unlikely
that the neutron energy capture for tritium-based fuels could exceed roughly 35%, due to
the need to produce more tritium with the neutrons produced - requiring the neutrons to
first be thermalized (most likely inside a lithium blanket, with coolant running through).
The fast neutrons, before thermalizing, can be scattered by ^Li or V i, causing an
endothermie fission in the process, consuming a substantial portion of the neutron’s
energy. The eventual capture of a thermal neutron by ^Li produces -4.8 MeV, roughly
1/3 of the energy of the fast neutron produced from DT fusion. Some of the fast neutron’s
energy would be lost in endothermie fission events during thermalization, while some
would go to heating the coolant inside the lithium blanket. The exact amount of energy
that could be captured by the coolant, and then converted into electricity would be
dependent on the size and composition of the lithium blanket (what fraction of lithium
present is V i rather than Vi), and the initial energy of the neutron upon entering the
blanket (which would depend on the fusion reaction taking place, and the amount of
energy lost while escaping the plasma, and traveling through the first wall around the
plasma).
Since the ultimate Carnot efficiency for converting the captured heat to electricity
should be <60% in general (a very optimistic number), and as much as 2/3 of the
neutron’s energy could be lost during the thermalizing and capture process, an assumed
energy conversion efficiency of 35% is reasonable. Effectively, we could say that the
external power input to the electrons and ions combined, necessary to offset all losses.
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must be less than 35% of the fusion energy in the neutrons - or the reaction can not
possibly produce net electricity. This can be applied to any type of fusion confinement
system, and will be done here to compare magnetic, inertial, and chemical confinement.

4.1.6.1. Bremsstrahlung Radiation
In principle, the sources of energy loss other than Bremsstrahlung radiation can be
substantially reduced. It should be possible to continue to improve confinement systems
to reduce confinement losses (meaning that there appears to be no fundamental limitation
on confinement - that is not to say though that improving confinement is not an
extremely challenging task), and cyclotron radiation can to a large extent be reflected
back into the plasma (and re-absorbed by the plasma), and limited by not having strong
magnetic fields in regions of high electron density (although the degree to which that is
possible is limited). But, nothing can really be done about Bremsstrahlung radiation.
Since most Bresmsstrahlung radiation is at a frequency much higher than the plasma
frequency of typical magnetically confined plasmas, the plasmas are effectively optically
thin to Bremsstrahlung (Rider, 1995), so even if it could be reflected back, the plasma
wouldn’t re-absorb the energy significantly.
Bremsstrahlung radiation can be captured and converted to electricity with fairly
low Carnot efficient, although the heat capture system would be in a region of high
energy neutron flux (except for aneutronic fuels), resulting in activation and deterioration
of the equipment.
Some have proposed various attempts to maintain low electron energies, and thus
reduce Bremsstrahlung radiation, but this has significant challenges of its own, and as
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shown by Rider (1995) more energy is required to maintain any plasma out of
thermodynamic equilibrium than the fusion power that can be produced.
At any rate, with most nuclear fusion approaches, the primary source of
unavoidable energy loss (to an extend transport losses can be viewed as potentially
“avoidable”, in the sense that hypothetically a perfect confinement system could be
developed to eliminate such losses) from the plasma is Bremsstrahlung radiation, given
off by charged particles undergoing acceleration due to collisions (generally with other
charged particles). The general formula for Bremsstrahlung radiation for a single charged
particle with velocity v, undergoing acceleration a, is
a
2/

When charged particles “collide” (a Coulombic collision in the case of ions and
electrons in a plasma), both charges give off Bremsstrahlung radiation as they accelerate
due to the collision. Since the power radiated is proportional to acceleration, it is
therefore proportional to 1/m^. Provided the charges of the interacting particles are
similar, if one of the particles is substantially less massive than the other (such as when
an electron collides with an ion), the Bremsstrahlung radiation given off by the lighter
particle will be far greater than that from the more massive particle. As a result, it is
generally acceptable to ignore ion Bremsstrahlung radiation in a plasma, instead focusing
on radiation coming from electrons as they collide with ions, and possibly also as they
collide with other electrons (which may be substantially less than that from collisions
with ions in many cases).
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It has been suggested that since Bremsstrahlung increases with velocity of the
particle undergoing acceleration (as shown by the equation above), that if the ion
velocities are kept well above the electron velocities in a plasma, Bremsstrahlung losses
from ions should no longer be considered negligible. Luo and Zhang^^^ examined the
Bremsstrahlung losses from ions in a plasma in which ion temperatures are two to three
orders of magnitude greater than electron temperatures, and found that ion
Bremsstrahlung losses in such a plasma do become significant. Such substantially
different energies for ions and electrons is unlikely in a plasma not of stellar
temperatures, and in thermal equilibrium. Therefore, ion Bremsstrahlung can be
reasonably neglected for fusion power systems.
Since the power lost (radiated) by an individual electron undergoing acceleration
depends on its velocity, the power lost by a plasma due to Bremsstrahlung radiation will
obviously depend on the velocity distribution of electrons in the plasma. As electron
velocities increase, the 7W

term in the denominator gets smaller, so the power

radiated increases. In a plasma, the thermal energy (average kinetic energy) of the ions
and electrons is not the same, since the electrons are continually radiating more energy
than the ions are. lon-electron collisions transfer energy from ions to electrons, such that
for a plasma in thermal equilibrium (unchanging temperature), the rate of energy loss by
electrons equals the rate of energy transferred to the electrons from ions (L/g). This
assumes the energy input into maintaining the plasma temperature (from charged fusion
products and/or external sources) is primarily harvested by ions, rather than electrons,
which is generally a reasonable approximation.
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Assuming a roughly Maxwellian velocity distribution for both electrons and ions
in the plasma, the Bremsstrahlung radiation power density at low temperatures (nonrelativistic) from electrons colliding with ions is given by^^^

br-ei-n r

^iATts^cf m f \ 3Wg

which we can simplify to

= 3.38x10-"», VtTX »,?."
where the number densities are in m'^. Te is in keV, the power is in keV/m^s, and the sum
over i represents a sum over the ions in the plasma (not just ion i, based on our
conventional notation referring to ions i and j in the plasma). Gould^^^ provided a
relativistic correction for Bremsstrahlung radiation from a plasma, multiplying the above
equation by 1 +1.55x10^^ 4 + 7.15x10 ® , as well as a Bom approximation term, which
will be ignored since it is negligible for plasma fusion temperatures.
Bremsstrahlung radiation density from electron-electron collisions should be
added to this, determined by Maxon and Corman^^"^ as
V , „ = l 386x10-“
Combining all of this, we arrive at an expression for the total Bremsstrahlung
radiation power density from the electrons in the plasma, counting both ion-electron and
electron-electron collisions, and accounting for relativistic effects (for the e-i collisions):

7), =3.38xlO"V,^l^%]M,zXl + 1.55xlO-"4 +7.15xl0-"4")+0.004lM,4^
V i

The Bremsstrahlung radiation is often compared to fusion power on a “per
electron density squared” basis, by dividing the above equation by
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3.3 8x10"'

(l +1.55x1 Q-" 7; + 7.15x10" 4" ) + 0.0041^ )

where the “effective ion number” is defined as

Note that many authors treat Bremsstrahlung radiation the same (at the same T
and

for DD and DT, which isn’t entirely inaccurate for catalyzed DD due to the

equilibrium concentration of V e . A DT plasma is more likely to have impurities
introduced with the fuel itself (due to difficulty in purifying tritium) and due to more high
energy neutrons causing greater spallation of the first wall, producing very high Z (metal)
impurity ions that could be pulled into the plasma. These high Z impurities would
significantly increase Bremsstrahlung radiation.
For a catalyzed DD plasma, ignoring impurities, Zgff is

2

2
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which does not work out to one (which is what Zgg is for a DT plasma, ignoring
impurities) when considering the ^He term.
The plots in Figure 4-9 below show the Bremsstrahlung radiation density per Mg^
compared to the fusion power density per Mg^ for the different fuels. For these plots, it has
been assumed the ion and electron temperatures are the same (2i=4). This is not entirely
correct, particularly at higher temperatures, since Bremsstrahlung and Cyclotron losses
from the electrons reduce their temperature at a greater rate than ions (while ions in fact
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absorb more cyclotron radiation than they emit in many cases). Ion to electron energy
transfer through Coulombic collisions though keeps the electron temperature fairly close
to the ion temperature for temperatures below 100 keV. The actual electron temperature
in a plasma of a particular ion temperature is dependent on the particular confinement
mechanism (a magnetic confinement system produces cyclotron radiation that increases
with magnetic field, which will decrease the electron temperature relative to the ion
temperature) and auxiliary heating system (which may heat ions or electrons selectively)
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Figure 4-9 - Bremsstrahlung radiation and charged product fusion power densities
per electron density squared for catalyzed DD and DT plasmas (left) and D^He and
p^^B plasmas (right). This illustrates the instability of ignition. For these plots, it
has been assumed that Ti=Te and an optimal ion ratio (x=Zj) is maintained (except
for catalyzed DD).

The Bremsstrahlung ignition point (not the actual ignition point, but the point at
which charged product energy from fusion (heating) equals Bremsstrahlung losses) represents an unstable equilibrium point (the ignition and stability points are only marked
for DT fusion, but can be seen for D^He fusion, and the ignition point for DD fusion). If
the temperature increases slightly, fusion heating exceeds losses, and the temperature will
continue to rise until the plasma reaches another equilibrium - the point at which
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Bremsstrahlung losses again equal fusion heating. This point though is a stable
equilibrium, as an increase in temperature would push losses above heating, forcing the
temperature back down. In the calculation and subsequent plot shown above, this occurs
at roughly 530 keV for DT. Transport losses, ash buildup and impurities would decrease
the fusion power density (by decreasing the portion of the nucleons contributing to
fusion) and increase the Bremsstrahlung radiation, such that the realistic ignition point is
significantly higher than shown above (a few keV), and the stable plasma temperature is
substantially reduced.
Note that the true ignition point also represents an unstable equilibrium, as
transport losses do not increase with temperature as much as fusion power density at
fixed pressure (limited by the confinement system). This, and the ramifications on
magnetic confinement systems (where it is most important), will be discussed further in
section 4.2.1.
The plot of D^He (optimal ion ratio, and including DD and secondary side
reactions) and p^^B power densities shows that Bremsstrahlung losses for a p^^B plasma
always dominate the fusion power. This effectively means that ignition is not possible in
a p^^B plasma, even assuming an ideal scenario (no transport losses, no ash, and no
impurities). This however is based (so far) on the assumption that the ion and electron
temperatures are the same. This will be examined further later, determining what exactly
the electron temperature will be based on all losses and inputs. Not being able to achieve
ignition does not equate though to the fuel not being able to be a net power producer - it
just makes it substantially more difficult. The temperature of the plasma must be
maintained by external energy input, rather than solely from power from the fusion
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reaction itself (generally from the charged particles). Inefficiencies in converting the
fusion power and forms of radiation (Bremsstrahlung and cyclotron) to electricity, and
then converting that electricity back into a heat input to the plasma (via resistive or
inductive heating, or other approaches) are significant factors that need to be accounted
for.
The criteria for ignition examined so far have included only transport losses or
Bremsstrahlung losses, but not both. To get a better picture of what is required for
ignition, both should be included (as well as cyclotron losses, but as that is generally
small compared to Bremsstrahlung, and cyclotron radiation is dependent on the particular
reactor design, it will be ignored). This criteria for ignition then requires that charged
product fusion power must equal or exceed Bremsstrahlung losses and transport losses
combined.
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for DD plasmas, where the Bremsstrahlung radiation has been abbreviated for
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convenience, and the charged product fusion energy for each DD reaction pathway for
primary and secondary reactions is included in the EcWgecf terms.
Note that when the Bremsstrahlung radiation term in the denominator exceeds the
fusion power term, the triple product becomes negative. This is a non-physical meaning,
since ignition is not possible when the Bremsstrahlung losses exceed charged production
fusion power. So, in Figure 4-10 below, which shows a plot of the triple product
requirements for ignition including Bremsstrahlung radiation, the requirements are only
plotted over the temperature region in which ignition is possible for each fuel. For that
reason, p^^B does not show up in the plot, since Bremsstrahlung losses always exceed
charged product fusion power, making ignition impossible.
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As can be seen in Figure 4-10, the minimum triple product required for ignition
for DT plasmas remains more than an order of magnitude lower than those for D^He and
catalyzed DD plasmas. At temperatures below those shown, ignition is not possible for
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the fuels due to excess Bremsstrahlung losses. Note that these calculations were made
based on the assumption that all Bremsstrahlung radiation produced within the plasma
escapes and is ultimately lost (which is much more valid for magnetically confined
plasmas than inertially confined ones, due to the extremely high particle densities in
inertially confined systems resulting in very high plasma frequencies, which could
approach or exceed the frequency of Bremsstrahlung radiation).
The analysis of Bremsstrahlung radiation thus far has assumed the electron and
ion temperatures are equal. That, however, will not be exactly the case. As the electrons
lose more energy via both Bremsstrahlung and cyclotron radiation, their temperature will
be lower than the ion temperature. Many auxiliary heating methods can selectively heat
the ions or electrons (such as electron cyclotron resonance heating), which can also effect
the electron-ion temperature balance. Collisions act to equilibrate the temperatures of all
species (electrons and all types of ions) in the plasma, with the actual relationship
between electron and ion temperatures being determined by balancing the rate of energy
loss from the electrons through radiation, any auxiliary heating effects, and the rate of
collisional energy transfer from ions to electrons (the Spitzer equation). Since radiation
losses increase with temperature, the difference between ion and electron temperatures
becomes larger as plasma temperature rises. Overall, for the temperature a DT plasma
would operate at (-10-15 keV), and to a lesser degree up to -50 keV where catalyzed DD
and D^He plasmas would operate, the difference between the electron and ion
temperature is negligible.
Some analyses^^^ have been done which determine the electron temperature in
relation to the ion temperature based on the argument that the energy the electrons lose is
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almost entirely due to Bremsstrahlung losses, while the energy gained is almost entirely
from ion to electron energy transfer, to the point that it can be assumed that the
Bremsstrahlung losses equal the ion to electron energy transfer rate. Rider did a thorough
job of determining a more accurate modified version of the Spitzer rate for ion to electron
energy transfer in a plasma (for when the electron temperature may be substantially lower
than the ion temperature, which in particular applies to p^^B plasmas, which need to
operate at temperatures in excess of 100 keV), but ignored energy transfer due to
Cyclotron radiation, which can be a significant effect in magnetically confined plasmas.
While cyclotron radiation is more readily absorbed by the plasma than Bremsstrahlung
radiation, it can play a substantial role in affecting the electron and ion temperatures in a
plasma - as a means of transferring energy from high energy electrons to ions and lower
energy electrons, thus modifying the electron and ion temperatures^^^. Additionally, the
stopping power of electrons on ions is reduced due to the magnetic field, reducing ionelectron energy transfer, and therefore increasing the separation between ion and electron
temperatures (McNally, 1982).
Adding to the work done by Rider by incorporating electron cyclotron energy
transport and the direct effect on ion-electron energy transfer of a magnetic field for the
determination of ion and electron temperatures in a plasma, dependent on plasma
geometry and magnetic field is a significant task remaining to be done, to better model
ignited plasmas. Since these two effects though are dependent on reactor design (both
depend on the magnetic field strength, and cyclotron radiation also depends on electron
density, plasma dimensions, and wall reflectivity), such an analysis would be designdependent, and is therefore not done here. Overall these combined effects do not produce
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a significant difference between the ion and electron temperature in DT plasmas, or
catalyzed DD and D^He plasmas (although the effect in those is larger than that of a DT
plasma due to the higher temperature, and greater effective Z of the plasma), thus having
only a minor impact on the triple product requirements (for example. Rider found that at
a DT plasma temperature of 50 keV, the electron temperature would be 42 keV - with the
difference considerably less at the temperatures a DT plasma would actually operate at
(-15 keV)). So, for a general comparison of fusion fuels such an analysis is not
necessary. But, if we wanted to determine the requirements with a greater degree of
precision, or more precisely model the net energy output, such an analysis would be
useful.

4.1.6.2. Synchrotron (Cyclotron) Radiation
In many cases, Bremsstrahlung losses will dominate over other losses. But, for the
current magnetically confined DT plasmas, cyclotron (or synchrotron, although that term
is generally used when the electrons have relativistic velocities) losses can also be
significant, thus are worth looking at.
Like Bremsstrahlung, cyclotron radiation is the result of charged particles
undergoing acceleration. This type of radiation though arises from the acceleration
caused by a charged particle (in particular electrons) moving through a magnetic field,
where some portion of that magnetic field is perpendicular to the motion of the electron.
This results in helical electron motion, where the acceleration (and thus radiation)
depends on the strength and orientation of the magnetic field, as well as the electron’s
velocity. The cyclotron radiation (accounting for relativistic velocities) for a single
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electron with velocity vj_ perpendicular to the magnetic field, and cyclotron frequency a>c
is given by

synch

Cyclotron radiation is primarily of a frequency more readily absorbed by the
plasma itself, although the mean free path is typically significantly greater than the
plasma radius. But, most magnetic confinement plasma designs use reflective surfaces on
the inner wall, to reflect the synchrotron radiation back into the plasma such that most is
ultimately absorbed.
Various authors have developed from the general cyclotron radiation a “Locally
applied global model” (LAGM) for the total cyclotron losses from a plasma. The general
LAGM form for the global cyclotron power density is given by^^^
C .. = f e V

i o

= 387

where B is in Tesla, Tg is again in keV, (Pis the cyclotron absorption coefficient (of the
plasma and first wall), and the radiation power density is again in keV W s. Trubnikov^^^,
Yang^^^, and Rose^^** each developed reflection coefficients which yield moderately
different results. Here, the form developed by Rose will be used, as it is less dependent
on a particular geometry:
1Y895
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where a is the plasma radius in meters and Rw is the cyclotron reflectivity of the first
wall. With smooth metallic surfaces, Rw can exceed 0.99 - but deterioration due to high
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energy neutron impact (McNally, 1982) is expected to typically wear this down to -0.9.
This particular coefficient tends to err on the low side at temperatures below 50 keV, and
on the high side at higher temperatures.
As the cyclotron radiation is dependent on magnetic field strength and plasma
radius, it can’t be included in a general analysis of plasmas with unspecified size and
field. Rather, the analysis herein will first ignore cyclotron radiation, and then add it for
particular values of B and a based on the more prominent proposed designs (such as
ITER and ARIES).
Incorporating cyclotron radiation requires focusing on particular magnetic
confinement systems (in particular magnetic field strength and plasma radius), so for the
most part cyclotron radiation will be ignored herein. This is fairly reasonable overall
since the DT fueled magnetically confined plasmas currently being designed have
effective cyclotron reflecting walls (reflecting 90-95% of cyclotron radiation or more),
such that cyclotron losses become small compared to Bremsstrahlung losses.
Cyclotron radiation may play a more important role in energy transport within a
plasma, than as an actual source of energy loss from the plasma. Since it is primarily high
energy electrons that lose energy via cyclotron (cyclotron) radiation, and that radiation
can be absorbed by all ions and electrons, such radiation effectively disperses energy
away from the hot electrons, increasing the difference between the ion and electron
temperature.
Since fusion power density increases with ion temperature (to a point), and
Bremsstrahlung radiation increases with electron temperature, having Ti>Tg would
improve the power balance. This becomes an important factor for advanced fusion fuels
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that need to operate at significantly higher temperatures than DT, and therefore have
significantly greater Bremsstrahlung (and cyclotron) losses, acting to lower the average
electron temperature below the average ion temperature. Such an effect though does not
come close to being enough to making such fuels as attractive as DT for fusion (Rider,
1995, and others). Therefore, in this dissertation it will continue to be assumed that Tg=Ti.

4.1.6.2.1. Plasma Beta
For the analysis of fusion power density thus far, the power density plotted has
actually been the power density per unit pressure squared. Therefore, achieving a higher
pressure in a plasma would increase the power density, proportional t o . Different
confinement schemes use different means of achieving high pressure, but it is worth
mentioning a quantity related to pressure for magnetically confined plasmas, that
indicates how effectively the magnetic field is used to create particle pressure. For
magnetically confined plasmas, the ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure,
termed /?, has become a useful quantity.

Ignoring impurity ions, we could then re-write the power density equation as
?2 7)4

As the plasma pressure (p=nT) is proportional to the temperature and number
density of particles in the plasma, achieving higher plasma pressures is desirable (since
the magnetic fields achievable are limited by technology). The pressure that can be
achieved by a particular magnetic confinement system depends on the magnetic field
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strength - or in particular on the magnetic pressure. Thus, the quantity of beta measures
how effectively a particular magnetic confinement system is able to use the magnetic
pressure to achieve a high particle pressure. A higher value of /? allows the achievement
of a higher pressure (thus higher particle density and temperature) for the same magnetic
field strength as a system with lower /?. This is desirable, as it limits cyclotron losses, as
well as the size and energy input for the magnetic confinement system. Since /?is
proportional to plasma pressure, which is proportional to particle density multiplied by
temperature, increasing /? in a magnetically confined plasma ultimately means increasing
the Lawson parameter that can be achieved.

4.1.7. Impurities
For a proper assessment of fusion plasmas, it is necessary to account for the effect
of impurities. Impurities can be introduced with the fuel itself (in particular with tritium,
due to the difficulty in producing and refining tritium), come from impact of high energy
neutrons with the metallic surfaces facing the plasma (freeing metal ions that can enter
through radial transport processes), and as ash products from fusion. The most prominent
effects of these impurities are reducing the effective ion density for ions involved in the
fusion process (thus reducing the fusion power density), and increasing Bremsstrahlung
radiation (as the sum over ions is proportional to

high Z impurities can significantly

increase this radiation). But, those are not the only effects of impurities.
Impurities also affect the resistivity, viscosity, and thermal conductivity

of the

plasma, as well as directly affecting the transport rate of the plasma (due to their impact
on collisional processes). The increase in radiation losses caused by impurities ends up
having a beneficial cooling effect on the temperature of the outer edge of the plasma,
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where it can be desirable to have lower temperature to decrease thermal transport losses
from the plasma as well as reducing effects on the first wall surrounding the plasma. As
this section of this dissertation is focused primarily on the ability to produce net energy
from fusion, and plasmas are being treated as isotropic, these effects will be ignored
(since they cause anisotropies). The effect of impurities on fusion power density and
radiation losses will be considered though.
The equations used thus far for fusion power density have relied on converting the
nifii term in the fusion power density to either an electron density or total particle density
(and then converting that to p/T). Those conversion factors assumed no impurities. If
impurities are present (w,^, with

and impurity particle fractionfmp=nim/ne), the

fraction of the particle density that is made up of electrons (or fusion ions) will decrease.
Still assuming an optimal ratio of the fusion ions, n/nj=(J+Zj)/2, and solving for the
relationship between the fusion ion densities («,«,) and electron density, we get
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We can substitute this into the fusion power density, and divide that by

to get

a fusion power density per electron density, including the effect of impurities.
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Note that the fusion power density will decrease with increasing values of Zm^, Zy,
fim p .

The Bremsstrahlung radiation power density per electron density squared remains
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where the impact of impurities shows up in the sum over ion number densities. Note that
if we instead were interested in the Bremsstrahlung power density per pressure squared
(so the electron density is converted to total particle density and then p/T), an additional
(and messy) multiplicative term would come in to account for the electron density
changing based on the impurity densities and atomic numbers. In the above equation, the
impact of impurities on the electron density doesn’t show up directly - which is
acceptable, since such an equation would be used when measuring the electron density
directly.
The non-radiative ignition criteria also needs to be adjusted for the presence of
impurities, done by re-determining the ion density multiplicative term and total particle
density in terms of electron density, but now accounting for the presence of impurities.
We find that
.(3 Z ,+ i ) + 2 ; « „ „ ( 2 Z , - Z , ,( i + Z,))
n=

2Z.

Ignoring radiation losses, the Lawson triple product required for ignition becomes
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which clearly works out to the triple product previously plotted, when there are no
impurities present ifimp=0).
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Rather than plotting this, we will first add to it the effect of Bremsstrahlung
radiation and the efficiency with which energy can be turned into electricity, to determine
a triple product criterion for net energy production. Note that the DD triple product will
be different from that above, due to secondary reactions.
The impact of impurities (including ash) can be quite substantial. All of the fusion
reactions being discussed here produce alpha particles (assuming the secondary reactions
are complete for both DD branches. If the D(d,n)3lTe reaction does not proceed to
completion, its ash product is still a Z=2 ion, and thus will have the same impact on
Bremsstrahlung). Since these alpha particles thermalize within the plasma (the mean free
path is generally substantially less than the plasma radius), they can be counted on to
provide plasma heating - but the ash ions also build up within the plasma, and contribute
nothing to further fusion power (but due contribute to Bremsstrahlung radiation).
Ash can be lost from the plasma in two manners - direct escape when the orbit of
the particle (while still at high energy, before thermalizing) resulting in a large enough
orbit that it escapes the confinement region, or collisional diffusion. Kolescnichenko^^^
thoroughly analyzed alpha production and removal, albeit primarily in Tokamak reactors.
Without data from a long-running “burning” (not necessarily ignited, but energetically
self-sustaining via using some of the neutron energy produced to heat the plasma) fusion
plasma to provide data, there is still uncertainty about the accuracy of the theoretical
studies of the effect of alpha accumulation done to date.
Since the plasma’s size and the confinement should be such that the charged
particles are not immediately ejected from the plasma (assuming that the energy from
those charged products is wanted to heat the plasma), it can reasonably be expected that
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losses from quick emission due to the large orbit radius for a high energy alpha allowing
confinement escape should be small. Therefore, the primary loss of alphas (and other
impurities) can be assumed to be due to gradual transport loss (collisional diffusion) - the
same manner in which beneficial ions are lost. Such transport losses proceed at a rate
inversely proportional to the confinement time, %. So, it can safely be assumed that the
resident time of alpha ash (%%) and other ion impurities (limp) is proportional to the
confinement time. As a point of reference, ITER assumes x j %=T0. Since ash is being
produced at a rate equal to the reaction rate of the fusion reaction involved («,«,< av>, in
units of I/(m^s)), the number density of any ash product can be determined based on the
rate of production and rate of escape (or rather the inverse of the rate of escape, given by
the particle confinement time, Xp, which could be denoted Xash when specifically referring
to ash confinement). At equilibrium, the rate of change of the ash density should be zero,

=

0

=

and therefore

In most confinement systems (in particular toroidal magnetic confinement
systems such as the tokamak), the particle (or ash) and energy confinement times are
strongly linked. This introduces a challenge for reactor design. It is desirable to have a
large confinement time to reduce the rate of ion (and energy) loss - but the longer the
confinement time becomes, the slower ash and other impurities will be removed (since
they rely on the same loss mechanism).
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Converting the ion densities to electron density squared (including impurities of
course), and dividing by n to produce an impurity fraction, to first order in fash
(discounting fash terms) this becomes
f
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Notice that the ash fraction is proportional to the Lawson parameter (although this
was achieved by dividing the ash resident time by the energy confinement time, but this
is reasonable due to the proportional relationship between the two). This means that as
higher Lawson parameters are achieved (good from the standpoint of coming closer to
achieving ignition), ash accumulation will increase, which will further increase the
Lawson parmeter (or triple product) required for ignition and net energy production.
The sum over impurities on the right-hand side only includes non-ash impurities therefore impurities introduced with the fuel (oxygen being a common one) or metal ions
spailed off of the first wall by high energy neutrons (which of course therefore makes
such impurities more common when using a plasma that produces higher energy
neutrons, such as DT). A zero’th order form of the ash fraction would ignore the effect of
ash impurities on the fusion reaction rate (in particular the effect on «,«,), and give
f
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Of course, for both the power density and Bremsstrahlung radiation, the plasma is
treated here as Maxwellian and isotropic. With magnetically confined plasmas, the
temperature and particle density are generally not isotropic, with the center of the
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toroidally confined plasma generally being hotter (and denser) than the edges. The main
issue this introduces is that Bremsstrahlung losses will become an effective cooling
radiation for the hotter parts of the plasma. Cyclotron radiation will also cool the hotter
parts of the plasma, with the cooler parts absorbing some of that heat - such that
cyclotron radiation effectively acts to lessen the thermal anisotropy of the plasma. Since
the analysis herein is intended to be design-independent as much as possible, and the
form of anisotropies would be heavily design dependent, the assumption of an isotropic
plasma with Maxwellian velocity distribution will be maintained.

4.1.8. Energy Capture
While it is necessary to have a neutron multiplication factor of 1 or greater
to sustain a fission reaction, to have a self-sustaining thermonuclear (temperature
induced) fusion reaction, it is necessary that the temperature be maintained by the energy
released from fusion incidents. One challenge here is that 80% of the energy released
from a fusion incident in the case of d-t fusion is in the kinetic energy of the free neutron.
Since neutrons have no charge, they are not affected by a magnetic field, so the neutron
easily escapes from the plasma, and is generally stopped in the material surrounding the
vacuum/magnet chamber that the plasma is contained in. This means that 80% of the
energy released from d-t fusion can not be used to maintain the temperature required for
fusion.
The other 20% of the energy from fusion is the kinetic energy of the He-4 nucleus
(alpha particle). Since the He-4 nucleus is ionized, it has a net positive charge, and thus
can be contained by the magnetic field such that its energy can ultimately be imparted to
the plasma. What this means is that the alpha particle’s energy from fusion must be
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sufficient to maintain the temperature required for fusion to continue, while the energy of
the neutron is hopefully the energy we could try to capture and convert to usable
electricity.
In addition to the challenges of confinement, thermal energy is continually
escaping from the plasma due to Bremsstrahlung radiation, and to a lesser extent
cyclotron radiation. The former is electromagnetic radiation produced when a free
charged particle (primarily free electrons) accelerates when deflected by another particle,
while the latter occurs when a charged particle is accelerated by a magnetic field.
Currently tested thermonuclear fusion designs have not been able to keep the energy
losses from Bremsstrahlung radiation and imperfect confinement losses smaller than the
energy captured by the plasma from the He-4 nuclei produced from fusion events. Thus,
sustaining fusion in a plasma has required supplemental heating to maintain a
temperature hot enough for fusion to occur. This has generally been accomplished with
electron cyclotron resonance heating (applying EM radiation to the plasma with a
frequency corresponding to the angular frequency for the cycloid motion of electrons (or
the nuclei) in the plasma, where ra=eB/m).
Since the energy radiated via Bremsstrahlung or cyclotron radiation is
proportional to I/m^, where m is the mass of the charged particle undergoing
acceleration, radiation from accelerating electrons in the plasma is obviously
substantially greater than radiation from the positive nuclei (the ions).
For harnessing energy from fusion, a significant challenge is being able to harvest
the energy from the high energy (14.1 MeV for d-t fusion) neutrons produced from most
potential fusion reactions. The two main approaches are to either use a “blanket” of
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neutron moderating material (the same as used in fission reactions) for converting the
neutron’s kinetic energy to heat, to be converted to electricity - or to use a neutron
absorbing material, for the purpose of producing additional energy from the neutron
capture.
For D-T plasmas, the need to continually produce more tritium at the rate it is
used essentially requires the use of Lithium. This would allow a fusion reactor to produce
its required tritium onsite from lithium fission - important since tritium only makes up
roughly one-billionth of naturally occurring hydrogen, with a half-life of thirteen years.
Most fission reactions at these low atomic numbers are endothermie, requiring energy
input. But, the anomalously high binding energy of "^He due to it having even numbers of
both protons and neutrons (which neither ^Li nor ^Li has) and being “doubly magic”
results in the ^Li fission being exothermic. What type of fission reaction occurs ultimately
depends on the energy of the neutron, with the below reactions possible:
‘^Li + n(thermal)
‘^Li + n(fast)

^He + T
n + D + ^He

(4.784 MeV)
(-1.474 MeV)

^Li + n(fast) ^ ^He + T + n (-2.467 MeV)
Mined lithium consists of roughly 7.5% ^Li and 92.5% ^Li, both of which are
stable. If the blanket consisted of pure ^Li, this may seem appealing from an energy
production standpoint - but since some neutrons are likely to be captured by other
materials (such as in the first wall, before the blanket), the rate of tritium production
would be less than the rate of tritium consumption in a DT plasma. Therefore, the lithium
blanket must contain both lithium isotopes. The presence of ^Li improves the neutron
economics, since fission upon fast neutron capture (with a neutron energy of at least 2.5
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MeV) produces a tritium atom and a slower neutron (unfortunately consuming some
energy in the process, lessening the net thermal efficiency of the reactor). Neutron
economics could also be improved through the use of beryllium in the blanket, which can
undergo the following fission reaction with a fast neutron (~3 MeV resonance):
^ e + n -> 2"^He + 2n
The ITER test reactor is expected to use beryllium in the blanket as a neutron
multiplier to achieve a net tritium multiplication of I - unfortunately its neutron
multiplication reaction, like many (outside of those of the heavy fissile nuclei) is
endothermie, consuming a substantial portion of the initial 14.1 MeV release. The
reaction actually begins with the following reaction:
^ e + n -> ‘^He + ^He
The ^He nucleus is the most neutron-rich nucleus known (in terms of ratio of
neutrons to protons). In actuality, it is an "^He nucleus with the other two neutrons
forming a halo cloud around the "^He nucleus.

These halo neutrons can readily escape

the "^He nucleus, providing the neutron multiplying net reaction above. But, one of the
neutrons can also decay into a proton, with that proton and the other neutron being
captured by the nucleus, producing a ^Li nucleus. Thermal neutron capture by that
nucleus can then produce a triton and alpha particle.
A DT plasma reactor would generally have an inner wall around the plasma
(commonly called the “first wall”) purely for plasma shielding, with the lithium breeding
blanket behind that. The coolant for collecting thermal energy for electricity generation
would run through the lithium blanket. Since lithium-7 only breeds tritium with an
endothermie reaction, it would be preferable to use lithium-6. The high energy neutrons
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entering the lithium blanket would first cause ^Li to split into D and "^He and a free, lower
energy neutron, in an endothermie reaction (taking energy from the fast neutron). This
thermalizes the neutron, so that the tritium producing (and energy releasing) reaction can
happen - but at the expense of consuming lithium. So, an approach aimed at conserving
lithium would be to thermalize the neutrons before they enter the lithium blanket (such as
with heavy water - which would have a low neutron capture cross-section, and when the
neutron is captured, would produce tritium).
If the moderation of neutrons occurs in the blanket itself, a considerable portion of
the initial fusion energy ends up being lost in these moderating fission reactions (the ^Li
fast neutron capture mode). Of the 14.1 MeV kinetic energy the fusion neutron initially
has, if the energy is all lost in fast ^Li capture until the neutron thermalizes, and is
captured to produce tritium and 4.784 MeV, almost 70% of the neutron’s energy is lost,
even before considering the efficiency of the heat to electricity conversion system.
Lithium (lithium-deuteride actually) is used as a blanket in thermonuclear
weapons for similar purposes, to breed tritium while producing energy. Of course, the
very rapid energy release and high neutron flux presents a very different environment,
with the high temperatures resulting in the tritium produced from the lithium being able
to fuse with the deuterium, producing more neutrons (with can cause another fusion or
fission reaction).
The amount of lithium required as a blanket material for DT reactors presents a
substantial challenge, with a rough calculation indicating a blanket roughly one meter
thick would be required to capture most of the fusion neutrons (but still requiring some
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external shielding outside the blanket). For potential DT fusion reactors, this would
translate into a blanket containing 50 to 1,000 tons of lithium (McNally, 1982).
So one inherent problem for DT fusion reactors is that the power density (in terms
of power produced per size of the plant) would likely be considerably lower than that of
fission reactors (to be examined further in the following section), due to the substantially
greater volume of moderator needed for harvesting the energy released, as well as other
factors. Additionally, this moderator will itself become radioactive over time from the
impact and absorption of these high energy neutrons - resulting in a rather large mass of
radioactive material.
With fuel cycles that don’t require the breeding of tritium (DD, D^He), other
materials and approaches can be used for capturing the energy of the neutrons. One
simple option would be to have the first wall around the plasma surrounded by a water
blanket, allowing neutrons to be captured (after thermalization) via the exothermic
reaction
n+p^ D

(2.226 MeV)

This would produce 2.226 MeV, in addition to the energy of the neutron itself,
with the water serving as the heat capture medium. This would also allow onsite
production of deuterium. While deuterium is far more common than tritium (due to
tritium being unstable, it is essentially not naturally occurring, unlike deuterium), such
that regeneration of the fuel is not as necessary -it could still improve the economics of
deuterium harvesting, as well as producing additional energy.
Instead of water, which could serve as both neutron absorber and heat exchange
coolant, the reactor could be surrounded by molten sodium, which could also provide
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those two functions - but with even greater energy release upon neutron capture and
fission.
n + Na ^ Mg + e+

(12.480 MeV)

(plus another 0.511 MeV when the positron annihilates)
A more appealing use of the neutrons though may be for either triggering fission
in heavy isotopes, or breeding fissile material from fertile material (

Pu from

U, or

from ^^^xh). With each fission event releasing >200 MeV, the energy produced from
the fusion reaction itself becomes somewhat inconsequential - with the fusion reaction
serving primarily as a means of producing neutrons for breeding fissile material from
fertile material, transmuting transuranic actinides, and maintaining criticality in a fission
reactor.
Due to the challenges in making a fusion reactor a net power producer, this may
ultimately end up being the most promising route for fusion reactors, and will be looked
at further in a later section. With

fission producing -230 MeV and 2.5 neutrons on

average, compared to 14.1 MeV and one neutron for DT fusion (and less for other fusion
reactions), the ratio of energy output to neutron output is much higher for fission than for
fusion. With the primary challenge in fission reactors being maintaining sufficient
neutron multiplication, requiring fuel to be removed while considerable fissile material
remains (due to buildup of neutron absorbing non-fissile transuranic actinides and fission
products), fusion could ultimately provide a “cheap” (in terms of energy) source of
neutrons. This possibility will be examined further in section 4.5, including a novel
proposed muon-catalyzed fusion-fission hybrid reactor.
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4.1.9. Potential fusion cycles summary
There are many potential fusion fuel cycles that could be pursued as a means of
producing energy, all of course involving lighter elements (as fusion only releases energy
when the binding energy per nucleon of the product(s) is higher than that of the initial
nuclei). Other than He-3-He-3 fusion, all other potential fusion reactions involve either a
proton (bare hydrogen nucleus) or deuteron (bare deuterium nucleus), as well as another
nucleon. The various options will be discussed in this section, by first looking at the
values of the triple product (and hence potential power density) for various reactions.
Why is the power density so much higher (or the triple product so much lower)
for D-T fusion? D-T fusion’s high power density is a result of a large energy per fusion
event (due to producing He-4) and higher fusion cross-section than any other potential
fusion reaction, due in part to a prominent resonance of the compound nucleaus at -48
keV. Additionally, the small Zj means more of the plasma pressure is made up of ions
contributing to fusion, with fewer electrons (which don’t contribute to fusion in any way
- although their presence is necessary for Coulombic shielding of the ions, to allow the
higher particle densities required for fusion). The low Z plasma also reduces
Bremsstrahlung losses compared to other fuels (in particular p^^B), significantly reducing
the requirements for ignition and net energy production.
In addition to these criteria, important factors when comparing fusion fuels are the
average energy yielded per fusion incident (Ef), and the average energy in charged
particles released from the fusion (referred to as Q above, to indicate that this is the
energy that ultimately becomes positive heat entering the system, but more generally can
be symbolized as Ech). The fraction of the fusion energy in the form of kinetic energy of
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released neutrons is referred to as the neutronicity, and is useful in assessing how much
of the energy can be fairly easily harvested for power production (and maintaining the
plasma temperature), and how much shielding is required for neutron blocking. These
criteria for the most potentially useful fusion reactions are summarized in Table 4-1
below (where D, T, and p refer to douterons, tritons, and protons, respectively). Note that
some of these values differ from those published elsewhere, as these were determined
from the reactivities and other terms calculated based on Bosch and Hale’s
parameterization, which gives more accurate results than prior parameterizations. The
minimum requirements for net energy breakeven for magnetically confined plasmas are
also given, including impurities and Bremsstrahlung losses, based on calculations worked
out in later sections. Note that as will be shown in the calculations, ignition and net
energy breakeven are not possible (with realistic conversion efficiencies for energy
breakeven) with a p^^B plasma due to the Bremsstrahlung losses greatly exceeding fusion
power density. This alone should essentially remove p^^B from consideration as a
potential fusion fuel.
As Table 4-1 below shows, the maximum power density for a DT plasma is
roughly two orders of magnitude greater than those of DD and D^He, and three orders of
magnitude greater than p^^B, at the same pressure. Additionally, the maximum power
density for DT occurs at substantially lower temperatures than for D^He or p^^B. More
importantly though, net energy breakeven in a magnetically confined plasma can be
achieved with DT at a triple product more than an order of magnitude lower for than that
required for D^He, and two orders of magnitude lower than that required for catalyzed
DD. As will be further shown later, only DT is worth consideration as a fuel for muon
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catalyzed fusion - and as similar ignition requirements apply to beam-target ignition, DT
is again at least an order of magnitude more appealing than D^He and catalyzed DD with
that approach.
Overall, DT is clearly the most viable fusion fuel presently, and therefore will
receive the primary focus later in the sections focusing on energy production. The main
concerns with DT are the need to breed tritium (from lithium generally), and the high
energy (14.1 MeV) neutrons produced. This has driven the interest in the advanced fuels
with lower neutronicity, each of which has significant other drawbacks.
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Table 4-1 - A Summarized Comparison of the four most likely fusion fuels

Tc (keV) (Temp for maximum
power density/p^)
Max Power Density
(keV/m^sPa)
Te (keV) (T for («r7)min for
energy breakeven at assumed
efficiencies and impurities,
including bremsstrahlung)
(«r7)min for energy breakeven
(keVs/m^)
E f (MeV)

(MeV)
neutronicity
T of («r7)min for ignition
(keV)
Min Triple Product for
ignition {nrT) with
Bremsstrahlung, no imp.

Echarged

DD
(catalyzed)
35

DT

D^He

p"B

-14

-59

-137

1.69x10'^

-E35xlO'^3

1.71x10-^3

1.26x10"^''

50

14

65

NA

8.19xl(f^

1.39x10^3

4.23x10^^

NA

21.61 (avg.
including
secondary
reactions)
13.35
0 38
55

17.6

18.3

8.7

3.5
0 66
25

18.3
0 05
65

8.7
0.001
NA

E24xl(f3

1.57x10^"

6.22x10^^

NA

4.1.10. Plasma Confinement
What does all this mean for fusion power? First, a critical issue is how the ions
are confined such that a high enough ion density can be achieved at sufficient
temperature for fusion to occur.
The three primary options for confinement are magnetic, inertial, and chemical
confinement. Magnetic confinement has been studied more than the various types of
inertial confinement, and far more than chemical confinement, and continues to be the
primary focus of most fusion research. A thorough energy analysis has not yet been done
herein, as it is entirely dependent on the confinement scheme employed. Therefore, the
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three primary forms of confinement will be examined separately in the following
sections, with energy analyses performed for each, to assess their overall viability.

4.2. Magnetic Confinement
Since the nuclei must collectively have enough kinetic energy to allow for a
reasonable probability of tunneling inside the Coulomb barrier, one obvious approach to
maintaining that energy is using the approach within the sun - heating the gas up to a
very high temperature. The sun maintains plasma confinement through a hydrostatic
equilibrium, with the thermal energy released from fusion trying to push the plasma
outward, while the strong gravitational field pulls inward. The proton-proton fusion that
is the first stage of the solar fusion process is extremely temperature dependent, with the
rate of fusion being proportional to temperature to the fourth power. So, if the
temperature of the sun increases slightly, the fusion rate will increase dramatically. This
would further increase the temperature, increasing the outward thermal pressure on the
plasma, causing the sun to expand. The plasma expanding would decrease its nuclear
density (and decrease the temperature at the core), decreasing the rate of collisions, thus
decreasing the rate of fusion, dropping the temperature back down, returning the sun to
its position of stability.
Unfortunately, earth-based thermonuclear fusion has no such means of
maintaining a stable equilibrium, since the smallest plasma size that will provide
sufficient gravitational pressure to support hydrostatic equilibrium is that of a brown
d w arf- assuming regular hydrogen is the fuel. The critical temperature for a DT plasma
is considerably lower than that of other plasmas, but still the roughly 10 keV (10^ K)
required is hotter than any known structural material can withstand. Since gravitational
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confinement of a thermonuclear plasma is not possible here on earth, and no material can
physically contain a plasma that hot, magnetic confinement presents a viable means of
containing thermonuclear plasmas (plasmas that use high temperature to overcome the
Coulomb barrier).
Magnetic confinement thermonuclear fusion schemes generally revolve around
trying to keep the plasma (most commonly deuterium-tritium plasma) in a steady state
thermally - meaning that the energy lost from the plasma is replaced by energy from the
ongoing fusion (which generally must come from the kinetic energy of the product
nuclei, as any neutrons produced will escape the plasma without imparting much of their
energy to it), with auxiliary input in the form of resistive, inductive, or RF heating.
Whereas the sun maintains confinement through hydrostatic equilibrium based on
the inward force of gravity and outward thermal forces, magnetic confinement fusion
essentially seeks a magnetostatic equilibrium, a balance between the magnetic pressure
(from the gradient to the magnetic field strength) and plasma pressure.
Moving electric charges (such as nuclei, and of course the free electrons) in a
constant, uniform magnetic field will move in circular paths, or helical paths along the
magnetic field lines. Free ions inside a solenoid with a current passing through it,
therefore, would travel along helical paths in each direction down the axis of the
solenoid, until they pass out. The solenoid could be viewed as a “magnetic bottle” used
for holding charged particles - although the particles are able to escape at the ends. So,
the first issue with magnetic confinement is how to keep the ions from escaping at the
ends. This can be solved in one of two ways - bending the solenoid around to close back
on itself in a donut shape, or tightening the magnetic field lines together at each end, such
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that ions are reflected back from the increasing magnetic field strength (mirror
approaches). The latter approach is less common now, as the approach of closing the
magnetic field lines has proven more successful in practice.
By closing the solenoid loop upon itself, the ions can be confined to move along
helical paths around and around inside the closed circle. Various toroidal designs
(tokamaks, stellarators, etc.) are used in thermonuclear fusion as types of “magnetic
bottles” to confine the hot plasma, with the Tokamak being the most successful.
The moving charges of the plasma (the positive nuclei and negative electrons)
themselves also create a magnetic field, which can easily be shown by application of the
Biot-Savart Law to point mostly opposite the magnetic field of the torus (weakening it).
Actually, there will be components of the magnetic field produced by the charges due to
their motion around the loop that will point perpendicular to their path around the circular
toroid, which will disrupt the magnetic confinement. The tighter the helical motion of the
charges (increasing with the toroidal magnetic field, and decreasing with the temperature
(hence kinetic energy) of the gas), the smaller the non-toroidal component of the
magnetic field produced, and thus the smaller the impact on confinement.
If a solenoid is simply bent into a simple torus, the magnetic field produced has a
radial gradient (since the windings are less dense on the outer portion of the torus than the
inner portion) which will result in an ion drift (Fermi drift) outwards from the axis of the
torus. A Tokamak design uses a simple torus (bent solenoid), and faces this problem of a
radially outward magnetic pressure due to the winding density being higher on the inside
(thus higher magnetic field strength) than outside (lower magnetic field strength). The
drift arises from the magnetic force on the ions being proportional to magnetic field
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strength. If the magnetic field strength varies over the cross-section of the toroidal “tube”,
the force will be greater when the particle is in the region of higher field strength (and
pointing perpendicular to the field lines, effectively making the force point radially
outward) than when in the region of lower field strength. The result is a net radial force
over a full circle of the helical motion, pushing ions radially outward.
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iron tra n sfo rm e r
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/
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_ / m a gnetic field

P la s m a current
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[twist e x a g g e ra te d )

Figure 4-11 - General schematic of a tokamak magnetic confinement scheme, taken
from (Pamela and Solano, 2001)
This is resolved in tokamaks by driving a toroidal current in the plasma (such that
the ions (and electrons) have a high velocity component in the direction of the toroidal
magnetic field. This creates a poioidai magnetic field, encircling the toroidal plasma. This
is illustrated in Figure 4-11 above, taken from (Pamela and Solano, 2001).
The dominant magnetic field is the toroidal field through the plasma, created by
the poloidally shaped field coils (referred to as toroidal field coils in the drawing, since
they create the toroidal magnetic field). This is the primary confining magnetic field,
causing ions to circle around the field lines as they travel helically around the plasma.
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But, the magnetic field gradient (due to it being stronger at the center of the torus due to
the bending of the field lines) though results in an outward pressure, causing Fermi drift
of ions out of the plasma.
The plasma current, which creates the poioidai field that fights this Fermi drift
(and thus increases confinement time), is created in traditional tokamaks primarily by a
current through the transformer winding, creating a magnetic field through the iron
transformer core, which induces the toroidal current. This means of driving the toroidal
current necessary to resist Fermi drift is therefore referred to as inductive drive. The
balance between the magnetic force on ions and the outward pressure gradient creates a
magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium, analogous to the gravitational hydrostatic
equilibrium that confines the plasma of the sun.
Since a current will be induced in the plasma only by a change in flux through the
plasma ring, with the area of the ring not changing substantially, driving a current
requires continually ramping the magnetic field through the transformer core (and
shutting off the primary circuit current, and thus magnetic field, would suddenly reverse
the plasma current). This is one of the reasons that such tokamaks operate in short
“pulses”, rather than continual operation. Another reason is that most currently use
copper rather than superconductors for the coils, such that heat buildup in the cable
prevents continual operation.
Sustained operation of a tokamak plasma will require non-inductive means of
producing this driving (confining toroidal) current. A toroidal “bootstrap current” is self
generated by the plasma, which increases with plasma beta, but it can not itself provide
the entire toroidal plasma current necessary for confinement. A key focus of current MCF
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research is on maximizing the bootstrap current (to potentially 70-80% of the necessary
plasma current), and producing the remaining toroidal plasma current as efficiently as
possible. The other means though, such as electron cyclotron drive, have relatively low
efficiencies (where the energy requirement for producing this confining field is left out of
the calculations in this dissertation), such that maximizing the bootstrap current is a
critical issue.
A third factor also comes into play with continual operation - heating the plasma
is initially done via this induced plasma current (and thus is referred to as inductive
heating, since the current is induced in the plasma by the changing magnetic field of the
transformer). This ultimately is a form of ohmic heating, as it relies on the resistance of
the plasma. Unfortunately, the resistance decreases with increasing temperature, which
ultimately prevents heating above ~1 keV with this method. As shown in the triple
product plots, a DT plasma needs a temperature of around 15 keV for minimizing the
triple product necessary for net energy breakeven. So, other forms of heating must be
used for further heating of the plasma.
Another factor limiting pulse duration for magnetically confined plasmas is the
high heat flux incident on structural materials protecting the coils and other components
of the system. The average heat flux in an ITER sfyle reacfor is expecfed fo be on fhe
order of 1 MW, wifh some componenfs receiving heaf fluxes 10 fo 20 fimes fhaf^^"^.
Wifhouf sufficienf cooling sysfems (which an acfual reacfor musf have), many currenf
sysfems rely on large fhermal mass fo limif heaf damage, wifh significanf down-fime
befween pulses. Keeping fhe plasma-facing surfaces cool is crifical for limifing impurify
release info fhe plasma (and subsequenf significanf impacf on Bremssfrahlung losses).
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Yet another factor limiting pulse duration, if RF heating or current drive systems
are used, is that RF power emitters (klystrons) of the required power can not operate for
long durations. Designing klystrons that can run for 1000 seconds is critical for achieving
such long pulse times in ITER.
So, other means of heating the plasma as well as maintaining a current in it must
be used, replacing the inductive drive used on most conventional systems, and expected
to be used on almost all systems for the initial startup (up to temperatures of 1 keV).
Auxiliary heating can be accomplished (and has been tested to varying degrees) via
cyclotron resonant heating (injection of EM waves of a cyclotron resonant frequency for
the ion to be heated - it could also be done via electron cyclotron heating, but it is
desirable to preferentially heat the ions) or injection of high kinetic energy particles into
the plasma, tangent to the direction of current. This latter approach can present problems
from producing density anisotropies (of course, particle injection is required for
replenishing ions lost to fusion and transport, but doing so while maintaining high
particle densities generally requires injection of frozen deuterium and tritium pellets,
rather than high energy beams (Pamela and Solano, 2001)).
Tore Supra, one of the largest tokamaks in the world (managed by Euratom), has
successfully sustained a plasma current with RF drive and bootstrap current, without the
use of the primary coil transformer induced current. As previously mentioned, the
bootstrap current will play an important role in any tokamak design for maintaining
toroidal current without an induced plasma current (which requires short pulse operation).
This bootstrap current, a toroidal current in the same direction as the inductive plasma
current, arises from the radial pressure gradient (arising from the radial magnetic field
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gradient) creating a net toroidal current in electrons trapped in so-called “banana orbits”
in the plasma^^^. The toroidal current from the trapped electrons themselves is only part
of the bootstrap current. Untrapped electrons colliding with trapped electrons also gain an
average toroidal current, increasing the effective bootstrap current (see Miyamoto, 2007,
for a more thorough discussion of this). The ratio of the bootstrap current (/&) to the
plasma current {Ip) required to produce the poioidai magnetic field {Bp) necessary for
limiting radial particle loss works out to

where Pp is the poioidai beta (ratio of pressure to the poioidai magnetic pressure,
Bp^/2jUo). Thus, achieving high Pp plasmas can increase the fraction of the toroidal current
(for producing the poioidai magnetic field) that can be provided by the bootstrap current
alone - essentially a self-sustaining current. Since other means of producing the toroidal
current (neutral beam injection, cyclotron have relatively low thermal efficiencies (on the
order of 30-50%), achieving high bootstrap current is a critical issue for improving the
efficiency (energetic and economic) of tokamaks.
Not shown in the tokamak schematic are stabilizing coils, which create a
downward directed magnetic field (based on the orientation of the tokamak in the
drawing). This creates an inward force on the clockwise (as viewed from above) flowing
plasma current, preventing outward expansion of the plasma. This is necessary to offset
the magnetic pressure gradient of the poioidai magnetic field. The poioidai field is
stronger on the inner surface of the plasma (due to the bending of the current into a loop),
and weaker on the outer edge, such that the magnetic pressure (B^/2po) has an outward
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directed gradient, which will push the particles out of the plasma. Thus, confinement is a
complicated balance between magnetic pressure from the poioidai and toroidal magnetic
fields and the particle pressure.
Ultimately, whether magnetically confined fusion has a chance to succeed will be
determined largely based on the two-decades worth of testing expected from ITER, the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (formally the most recent design
(from 2001) is referred to as ITER-FEAT, a reduced cost and reduced objectives version
of the original design (from 1998). Herein, ITER will always refer to this ITER-FEAT
design). In November of 2006, after two decades of planning, China, the European
Union, India, Japan, South Korea, Russia, and the US signed on to fund the $12 billion
experimental reactor that is literally the next step in continuing this line of research. It
will take roughly 10 years to construct (with many components still needing to be
designed) in southern France, and will serve as the proving and testing grounds of what
has been learned to date from smaller magnetically confined thermonuclear reactors.
One of the major advantages of ITER over previous tokamak devices will simply
be its larger size and magnetic field strength - both of which are large factors in energy
confinement time. ITER will have a major radius of 6.2 m and toroidal field strength of
5.2 T compared to 2.25 m and 4.5 T for Tore-Supra, and 2.96 m and 3.45 T for JET.
While magnetic confinement fusion devices have come closer to achieving
ignition than any other design (and to an extent “ignition” is a meaningless term for most
types of inertial confinement), it has some significant problems. Magnetic confinement
requires (obviously) large, expensive magnet systems, which can be damaged by high
energy neutrons with insufficient neutron shielding. As magnetic confinement fusion
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research has primarily focused on DT fusion, the issue of blocking those neutrons to
prevent damage to the magnets, and breeding more tritium from the neutrons have been a
primary focus (although most research tokamaks have run on DD plasmas, limiting actual
experience with 14.1 MeV neutron-induced damage). The use of lithium-beryllium
blankets appears to offer a viable option for breeding tritium and capturing neutrons to
prevent damage to outer structure. Of course, structures within the breeding blanket will
still be exposed to neutron damage. Since that will include the expensive superconducting
magnets, assessing the actual damage from 14.1 MeV neutrons, as well as large power
flux (from imperfect confinement of a plasma at temperatures on the order of 10^ K)
remains an important task.
The 14.1 MeV neutrons produced from DT fusion, and the subsequent activation
of and degradation of structural components of the reactor^^^, in particular the first wall
(important for synchrotron reflection in magnetically confined plasmas), requiring
frequent replacement (and disposal of the materials as high-level radioactive waste), pose
a significant challenge to making such fusion reactors appealing to power companies.
Many technologies still in the R&D stage are said to have three milestones of
feasibility - scientific, technological, and commercial. For fusion, the scientific feasibility
milestone is achieving net energy break even in terms of the energy put into the plasma
equaling the fusion energy produced (without factoring in conversion to electrical
energy) - somewhat of a scientific energy breakeven. This corresponds to a Q-value of 1
{^o Pfus=r]irPi„), as discussed in an earlier section, and which tokamak based plasmas are
close to achieving - albeit only for very short time intervals.
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The technological feasibility milestone would then be achieving actual energy
break-even - producing as much electrical energy from the fusion process as is put into
maintaining the plasma. This would still though be a far cry from commercial feasibility,
which would require a net electric energy production at least several times higher than the
energy input (a Q of roughly 35, to be shown later - which is 3.5 times the Q-value that
ITER is hoped to achieve), and with reasonable economics.
Where magnetic confinement fusion is headed will ultimately be determined
based on what is learned from ITER. A further step forward in this field requires going to
larger sizes (to increase energy confinement time, and subsequently the triple products
achieved), and the cost of such research increases with the device size - which was a big
factor in the formation of the international agreement to jointly fund ITER.
Since the parameters of the plasma in ITER can not be fully simulated in lesser
devices, the accuracy of predictions made by extrapolation from smaller tokamak
performance is uncertain, and remains to be seen. It is important to keep in mind that
ITER is not expected to be a net energy producer, but rather the next step forward in
research, by providing a testing grounds for larger-scale magnetically confined DT
plasmas. The hope is that ITER will be able to demonstrate that the scientific and
technological issues for commercial reactor-scale tokamaks can be solved.
The radial flux of electrons and radial pressure gradient, and resulting bootstrap
current, and its ability to reduce auxiliary inductive or non-inductive plasma current drive
(for maintaining confinement) have been predicted from theory and based on previous
tokamak devices - but the significant variation in behavior in existing devices leaves
many questions about what will actually be observed with ITER. The increased size will
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improve energy confinement time, but also increase alpha confinement time. High energy
particles in the plasma (either the alpha particles after fusion, or high energy injected
particles for maintaining temperature) are known to cause various instabilities - but our
understanding of these processes is not sufficient that completely accurate predictions can
be made.
It is desirable that fuel ions be transported to the hot, dense portions of the
plasma, while alpha ash ions be transported out of the plasma. The exact rate at which
these transport processes will occur in ITER is not fully understood though, and will have
a significant impact on performance (as shown in the section on impurities, a buildup of
impurities - alpha or otherwise - increases Bremssfrahlung losses while also decreasing
fusion power).
ITER will use actively cooled plasma-facing vessel components, like Tore Supra,
but with potentially significantly longer pulse times (up to 1,000 seconds compared to a
max of 360 s achieved in Tore Supra). But, the exact nature and distribution of the heat
load on the walls will depend on the instabilities in the plasma, which will vary from
existing devices. The impact of the heat flux on the vessel-facing components will be an
important factor to be assessed during the operation of ITER, although ITER is not going
to undergo continual operation as a commercial reactor would be expected to do. For this
same reason, the effect of 14.1 MeV neutron flux on inner structural materials can only
be assessed to a moderate degree with ITER.
The toroidal plasma is made up of closed field lines, with the last (outer) closed
flux line (LCFS) not being in contact with vessel walls. But, beyond the LCFS are open
field lines that channel particles (and therefore energy) from the plasma towards a
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“divertor” - which is necessary for impurity removal. The divertor and other plasma
facing components can be hit by periodic high energy bursts of particles, caused by MHD
modes - resulting in damage to the components as well as spalling impurities off that can
enter the plasma. A means of controlling these plasma-wall interactions needs to be
demonstrated effectively in ITER, otherwise commercial reactors are likely to not be
economically viable.
ITER will contain the largest amount of superconducting material in any one
device - 400 tonnes of NbgSn and NbTi. The ability of these superconducting coils to
operate for two decades must be demonstrated - a significant challenge considering the
operating environment they will be in (high energy neutron flux as well as the high
thermal power flux coming off the plasma, albeit with shielding and cooling to try to
protect them). Since ITER only has an expected duty-cycle of one hour a day, the
components will not need to withstand the harsh environment continually, as would be
expected in a commercial reactor. But, the data provided from the operational time of
ITER will be critical for assessing current materials as well as determining the needs for
new materials.
ITER will provide an excellent proving grounds - beyond what has been
accomplished with JET - for tritium breeding, handling, and injection technologies.
Again though, the significant down-time of ITER will make this task substantially easier
than it would be in an actual reactor, but the technologies tested in ITER would be
suitable for application to other fusion technologies (inertial confinement or muon
catalyzed fusion, in particular).
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The substantially greater complexity of magnetic confinement fusion compared to
fission reactors (or especially compared to most renewable sources of energy) shows up
as significantly higher capital costs. Therefore, such reactors may have trouble competing
with conventional fission reactors on a purely economic basis.
So, the question needs to be asked and seriously investigated - even if we manage
to achieve net energy production with the next generation tokamak (after ITER)
magnetically confined DT plasma - will it be economically viable? The high energy
neutrons from DT fusion present the problem of damaging activating structural materials,
as well as damaging the cyclotron-reflecting coating on the first wall. Sawan and
Sviatoslavsky’s analysis^^^ indicates that the first wall of a DT reactor could require
yearly replacement, with the removed first walls likely requiring burial as high level
radioactive waste. This issue significantly detracts from the argument in favor of fusion
over fission based on it not producing radioactive waste. Since ITER will not sufficiently
test the ability of materials to withstand the continual onslaught of 14.1 MeV neutrons,
the International Fusion Irradiation Facility (IFMIF), a beam-target neutron source will
provide testing to assess the damage from such continual exposure.
It is because of concern over neutron activation and damage that interest in the socalled “advanced” fusion fuels has increased in recent years - in particular the aneutronic
fuels. While D^He is often presented as an aneutronic fuel, if the plasma is in
thermodynamic equilibrium (meaning the temperature of douterons and ^He nuclei are
the same) DD side reactions are plentiful, producing high energy neutrons. As shown by
Rider^^^, the energy required to keep a plasma (such as a D^He plasma) out of
thermodynamic equilibrium (keeping D ion temperatures substantially lower than ^He ion
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temperatures), to suppress DD side reactions (or to keep electron temperatures low to
reduce Bremssfrahlung losses) exceeds the fusion energy produced, making such a
system inherently a net energy loser. Additionally, the high Bremssfrahlung losses from a
p^^B plasma, as shown by the earlier comparison of Bremssfrahlung power to fusion
power, make it an inherent energy-loser. The result is that DT plasmas present our best
option at present for producing net fusion energy. DD plasmas (or D^He, although with
the problem of extremely small earthly supplies of ^He) could provide a next generation
fusion fuel - but as shown the triple products that must be met are at least an order of
magnitude higher than required for DT (for energy breakeven), and at significantly higher
temperatures (which are harder to achieve, and result in even more power flux onto
plasma-facing components).
The construction and multi-decade testing of ITER will provide important data for
assessing the potential economic viability of DT fusion. An important point though that
should be considered is that the average core power density of ITER is small compared to
the average core power density of fission reactors, as determined by the APEX team^^^.
Their analysis is summarized in Table 4-2 below, for an ITER styled DT reactor with
Neutron Wall Loading of 3 MW/m^ (ITER is actually planned for only 1 M W W ), a
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR), Boiling Water Reactor (BWR), High-Temperature
Gas-Cooled Reactor (HTGR), and Liquid-Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR). With
the fission reactor power densities ranging from 7.5 to 200 times that of ITER. Since the
capital cost of a reactor will be roughly inversely proportional to the power density, a low
power density is a significant problem (requiring a much larger core for the same power
production - nevermind the issue of actually achieving net energy production).
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Table 4-2 - Average core power density of fission and fnsion (ITER) reactors
PWR
96

BWR
56

HTGR
9

LMFBR
240

ITER
1.2

Average core power density
(MW/m^)
Increasing the core power density by a factor of 7.5 to 200 (to equal the fission
reactors used for comparison) would result in an increase in the neutron wall loading to
22-600 MW/m^ - likely to be impossible to achieve with magnetically confined DT
plasmas (rapid deterioration and activation of the first wall would occur, not only making
cyclotron reflection impractical, but requiring very frequent removal and replacement of
the first wall, and thus significant down-time).
So, not only must net electrical energy production ultimately be possible for
fusion power to become a viable option, but also the power density must be increased by
a significant margin to make it commercially competitive with other options. But, as will
be seen through the discussion of other confinement approaches, magnetic confinement
fusion is far more likely to achieve net energy production than other approaches. The
overall complexity, low power density, plasma instability problems remaining to be
solved, and the challenge of both high energy neutron flux and high thermal power flux
on structural materials though are significant drawbacks. Therefore, while the next
generation DT tokamak (or some other magnetic confinement design) after ITER is
hoped to be able to achieve ignition and net energy production, the question remains will power companies be interested in such a reactor?
Unfortunately, until data from ITER starts coming in, it is not possible to answer
such a question. We can however do an energy balance analysis of magnetic confinement
fusion, as will be done for the other confinement mechanisms.
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4.2.1. Net Energy Output - Magnetic Confinement
To assess the difficulty of achieving net energy output in a magnetically confined
plasma, we can alter the Lawson criterion to account for radiation losses and the
efficiency of converting energy output from the plasma (fusion neutron energy and
Bremssfrahlung radiation) into electricity, and the efficiency of putting external energy
into the plasma as heat. We will let our power (per unit volume, per p^) lost from the
plasma equal the Bremssfrahlung radiation plus transport losses , ignoring cyclotron
radiation losses since they are dependent on the particular magnetic confinement design,
and generally small compared to Bremssfrahlung (in particular due to better reflection
into and absorption by the plasma). The transport losses again are
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where it is still being assumed that Te=Ti (which is realistic for the relatively low
temperature DT plasmas that are the most likely to achieve net energy production).
Note that Transport losses are essentially a measure of the energy required to
replace the ions lost to the plasma with replacement hot ions. Hot ions must also be put in
to replace the ions consumed in fusion, consumed at the per volume rate <av>niUj. The
additional power. Prep, to heat “replacement” ions should be included, and equals
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This additional energy is almost always left out of Lawson and energy balance
analyses, which is a reasonable omission due to the scale. The effect of including this
would be to replace the charged product fusion energy (A/„Q in the normal ignition
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analysis with

Since the charged product fusion energy is on the order of Me Vs,

while the temperature is on the order of keV for DT fusion, it has little impact. However,
for p-^^B fusion and other high-energy advanced fuels it becomes more important (at T=1
MeV, this term increases the Lawson parameter required for ignition in p-^^B by roughly
20%). Therefore, this term will continue to be left out.
Using the above term for transport losses with impurities, and taking into account
Bremssfrahlung losses, we could determine a more correct requirement for ignition, such
that transport losses and Bremssfrahlung radiation combined are offset by charged
product fusion power heating.
p

>p

p

This results in a Lawson parameter requirement for ignition (for fuels other than
DD, which requires additional terms), allowing Te^^Ti, and accounting for impurities, of
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Note that iffimp=0 and Te=Ti this works out to the Lawson parameter ignition
requirement previously plotted, which assumed no radiation and no impurities.
For a DD plasma, the ignition condition allowing for radiation and impurities
works out to
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for DD plasmas, where the triple product would just be the Lawson parameter multiplied
by the temperature. Due to the ash fraction depending recursively on the reaction rate of
the plasma (through the effect of impurities, including ash, on the fusion ion densities,
and thus reaction rate) and the Lawson parameter, the above equations can not be solved
analytically for the Lawson parameter when putting/^.,/, of first order or higher into the
impurity fractions, where fash includes terms proportional to the Lawson parameter.
Since ignition is not necessary for net energy production, rather than plotting
these, we will shift our focus to energy production rather than ignition, with a similar
analysis.
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Fusion plasmas are often assessed based on their “Q-value”, a ratio of the fusion
power produced to the thermal power put into the plasma. These values can be somewhat
misleading though, as a person would tend to think that a Q value greater than one
indicates that the reactor has achieved net power production. That would be the case if Q
were the ratio of the electrical energy output to the raw energy input. But, Q is instead
defined as
Q

—

_

H• in Pin

M '

Pheat

(or actually, the ratio of energies rather than powers, which allows further manipulation,
such that a plasma may achieve a high Q value but only for a very brief period of time
(on the order of seconds))
The denominator is not the raw power input, but rather the portion of the energy
input that actually makes it into the plasma. Likewise, the numerator is just the raw
fusion power produced - not the portion of it harvested for electrical energy. It should
also be pointed out that Pi„ is not the total power input to the reactor as a whole, but
rather just the power put directly into the plasma itself. Lnergy required to refine the
tritium and deuterium, replenish the blanket material, and so on is not factored in. Pi„ is
strictly the power input required to offset energy lost from the plasma itself.
We can determine the Q value in terms of the efficiencies of the system. The
denominator of the Q value equals the rate of heat input to the plasma to offset losses,
where in a viable powerplant that power input has to be less than the power output. The
fusion power produced can be converted to electricity with efficiency rjout-, and a fraction
of the electricity fedrc recirculated back into the plasma for heating (so frearc= PiPPout),
with efficiency rji„. So, Q becomes
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For a power plant to have a realistic change of being economically viable, we
would want the fraction of power recirculated for heating to be no more than around 0.2.
For a DT plasma,/„ is 0.8. If we assume that that neutron energy is converted to electrical
energy with 35% efficiency, and the heating input is done with 50% efficiency, a Q value
for a potentially economically viable DT plasma would need to be roughly 30. Note that
this is only a rough approximation, since the Q value does not factor in the conversion of
transport losses and Bremsstrahlung radiation into electricity. This compares well with
the projection by the European Fusion Development Agreement (EFDA) that commercial
reactors would likely operate with Q between 30 and 40^°°, rather than being ignited
plasmas.
We can make a calculation of the Triple Product required for achieving a
particular Q, and find that
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Factoring in impurities, we get
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where the power density terms in the denominator would also need to take impurities into
account. Note that as Q goes to infinity (ignition, since no auxiliary heat input is required
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at ignition), this just becomes the triple product requirements for ignition, as we would
expect.
This can be used to assess the triple products required for particular Q values,
with particular impurity fractions, and compare to the requirements for energy breakeven
as well as triple products that have been achieved to date, and what is expected of ITER.
Triple products required for achieving Q=0.1, 1,10, and infinity (ignition) are plotted in
Figure 4-12 below, with all calculations assuming an alpha fraction fa=0.045, as is
expected in ITER-FEAT^°\ a beryllium fraction fBe=0.02, and iron fraction fpe=0.0002
(the beryllium and iron come from high energy neutron impact with the plasma facing
surfaces, where the first wall is coated with beryllium for cyclotron reflection,
constituting realistic and desirable levels of impurities^*’^, where the impurities with less
effect have been neglected).
DT fusion Triple Product
Reciuirenients for Q-valiies
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Figure 4-12 - Triple product requiremeuts for achieviug particular Q values with a
DT plasma, assumiug 4.5% alpha ash, 2% Be, aud 0.02% Fe (resultiug iu a Zeff of
1.46)
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It should be noted that the alpha fraction would actually be a function of
temperature (as discussed previously, it depends on the production rate from DT fusion
events and the alpha confinement time, which would itself vary with temperature). But,
ITER-FEAT is expected to achieve an alpha fraction of roughly 4.5% through its
operating temperature range, so for simplicity this fraction will be used here. The
equation above only shows explicitly the impurities in the numerator, but the fusion
power, charged product fusion power, and Bremsstrahlung radiation power densities all
will depend on the impurities as well. The impurities mentioned above result in a fusion
power reduction factor of
f
1-V

f

7

=

0.68

These impurity concentrations result in a Z ^(fo r calculating Bremsstrahlung
losses) of

compared to a pure-DT plasma with no impurities with Zeff=l.
If ignition is achieved in a plasma, no power input is required to maintain the
plasma temperature - therefore Q for an ignited plasma would be infinite. In 2005, the
Japanese large tokamak JT-60 very briefly achieved a Q value of 1.25^°^, while the goal
for ITER is to achieve a Q-value of 10. By comparison, beam-target inertial confinement
fusion, to be discussed later in this chapter, can currently achieve Q-values of over 100 although significantly higher Q-values are needed for energy breakeven with laser inertial
confinement fusion, due to the low efficiency of energy input.
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From the graph it can be seen that only a modest increase in triple product is
required to go from Q=10 to Q=co (ignition). Also, only a very modest increase is needed
to go from Q=10 to Q=30 (for a sufficient energy recirculation factor for a commercially
viable plant). This can be seen from the equation for the triple product required to achieve
a particular Q value, as once Q gets to 10, Pfus/Q is less than P q . Further increasing of Q
makes the Pfus/Q term less and less important in the denominator, as the conditions trend
towards ignition.
Returning to the energy analysis, we are assuming that all of the charged fusion
products remain trapped within the plasma long enough to impart their kinetic energy,
such that the charged product fusion energy can be treated as heating to offset the
transport and Bremsstrahlung losses.
The schematic below in Figure 4-13 shows the flow of power into and out of the
plasma. The useful power output from the plasma, Pouu is the sum of the power leaving
the plasma (Bremsstrahlung radiation, transport losses, and neutron fusion energy where we are assuming cyclotron losses are negligible) multiplied by the efficiency of
converting those into usable energy (where the remained is power lost due to inefficient
conversion).
lost
in

W

plasma
TR

out
net

Figure 4-13 - Power flow schematic for a magnetically confined plasma below
ignition (so auxiliary input power is required)
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We will assume that all energy lost to the system can be converted to usable
electrical energy, where the conversion from thermal energy to electrical energy happens
with efficiency rjout-, such that
Pout ~ Vaut

^Tr +

)

where P„ is the fusion power in product neutrons, and ?/„ is the efficiency of converting
that neutron energy to thermal energy (which is then converted to electricity with
efficiency rjout)- It will be assumed that the plasma is operating below ignition, and that
the charged product fusion energy is deposited within the plasma to partially offset
transport and Bremsstrahlung losses (thus it does not show up in the output power, but
rather subtracts from the losses when determining the input power). Note that this differs
from how the charged product fusion energy has been treated by others when doing an
energy analaysis (Harms, et. ah, 2005^^\ for example), but should be more accurate for
non-ignited plasmas.
The efficiencies with which the different forms of energy loss are converted to
electricity could vary slightly, but if we assume that the thermal conversion system
spherically surrounds the reactor, and all radiation is converted to thermal energy within
that sphere (i.e. Bremsstrahlung radiation does not escape out of it), it is reasonable to
assume the same thermal to electric conversion efficiency.
Direct energy conversion, for converting the motion of charged particles into
electrical power, can achieve efficiencies substantially higher than carnot devices
(thermal energy conversion), but at least for confined plasmas, it is desirable that charged
particles be contained well within the plasma, rather than being allowed to escape. For
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inertial confinement systems, direct conversion could be more appealing. But, for the
moment it will be assumed that conventional thermal conversion cycles are used.
Note that ?/„ could be greater than 1, as some of the means of capturing energy
from thermal neutrons involve using blankets of material that would fission upon impact
with high energy neutrons. For example, if a 14.1 MeV neutron from DT fusion first
undergoes two endothermie fast fission events with ^Li (-2.467 MeV each), an
endothermie fast fission with ^Li (-1.474 MeV), and finally an exothermic fission with
^Li (+4.784 MeV), producing three tritium atoms in the process, the net energy available
for heating the blanket and coolant would be 12.445 MeV, compared to the 14.069 MeV
neutron energy upon fusion. The efficiency of converting the neutron energy into thermal
energy would therefore be 0.8846.
The power input to the plasma, Pi„, goes to offsetting energy lost due to radiation
and transport, to the degree that those losses are not offset by alpha heating (fg). Letting
rjin equal the efficiency with which input energy is converted to plasma energy, we can
say that
^inPin ~ PtR ~^Pbr

Pchaiged

or
^

1p

-r 1p -r 1pCharged

in

Pn
the same as was used when evaluating the Q value.
As ignition (other than for very short periods of time) remains an elusive goal for
fusion devices, we should expect that for any near-term (meaning within the next few
decades) fusion device will require external energy input, equal to the rate described
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above. The net power output of a fusion device then would be P„et = Pout-Pin, where
energy breakeven occurs when P„et>0, or

C

=

(P.r + Pt,

P„ = +
P n

All of the terms other than transport losses are proportional to

while transport

losses are proportional to M/%. Therefore, we can solve for the Lawson parameter again,
but now for achieving energy breakeven. For non-DD plasmas, ignoring impurities and
assuming Ti=Te, we find that electrical energy breakeven requires

For analysis purposes, a thermal-to-electric energy conversion efficiency of 35%
is reasonable to assume (a molten salt blanket could increase this to -45%). The
conversion of electrical energy input to heat in the plasma, rji„, will be assumed to be
50%, slightly higher than the 48% estimated for a gyrotron for RF heating in a stellarator
confined plasma^**"^. The neutron energy conversion factor will be assumed to be 1, for
simplicity, as this is very heavily affected by the exact blanket design. Therefore, the
triple product required for electrical energy breakeven, without impurities, becomes
0.61875T"(l + 3Z )

n

f k e „ ™ ,.+ 0 1 7 5 P ,-0 825P„)

For a “catalyzed” DD plasma the additional terms accounting for the fraction of
^He and T present are included.
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The triple products required for achieving energy breakeven with the assumed
efficiencies, Ti=Te, and no impurities, are shown in Figure 4-14 below. Note that p^^B is
not shown, as the Bremsstrahlung losses exceeding the fusion power density make it
impossible to achieve energy breakeven in such a plasma, without very high rjin and rjout
(near 1 for both).
u^teT R eq n ii ed foi' E iiei g) Breakeven
W itlioiit impurities

?7!>!=0.5, ?7„,=0.35, ?7„=1

1E+Z4

DD

D^He
J

.E+Z2

DT
lE+Zl

100

10

Tei-q)eratuiie (te\')

1000

r,=r„

Figure 4-14 - Triple product requiremeuts for euergy breakeveu (M e=1) iu the three
primary fusiou fuels, with efficieuces assumed as showu, Te=Ti, aud uo impurities

The assumption that Tt=Te is realistic for temperatures where a DT plasma would
operate (-15 keV) and lower, but is less accurate for higher temperatures (and higher Z
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plasmas), in particular the range over which a catalyzed DD or D^He plasma would
operate (40-60 keV). At those higher temperatures, the rate of energy loss from electrons
due to Bremsstrahlung (and to a lesser extent due to cyclotron) radiation shifts the
electron temperature more than a few percent below the ion temperature, at which point
the impact on the breakeven requirements becomes non-negligible.
However, the requirements for energy breakeven in those fuels remains at least an
order of magnitude higher than those for DT below the optimal temperature for the
advanced fuels - so until energy breakeven can be accomplished in a DT plasma, the
minor correction to the Lawson parameter and triple product requirements for energy
breakeven in DD and D^He plasmas is somewhat of a moot point. As has been mentioned
previously, the analysis of the catalyzed DD plasma has ignored in-flight fast fusion
events of primary reaction products (i.e. tritons from D(d,p)T reactions fusing with
douterons while they thermalize from ~1 MeV down to the plasma temperature).
It should again be pointed out that the catalyzed DD analysis to this point has
ignored in-flight fast-fusion events while primary reaction products (T and ^He) are
thermalizing. An estimate of such fusion events can be made based on the rate of energy
loss of a high energy ion in a plasma (~1 MeV triton and 0.8 MeV ^He ion), and
integrating the fusion cross-secfion over fhaf fime and energy, as was done by (Kesner, ef.
ah, 2004)^^^. Based on fhis. Figure 4-15 below was made, showing fhe friple producf
requiremenfs for energy breakeven, wifh fhe previously assumed efficiencies, 7^=7], and
no impurifies, wifh and wifhouf accounting for in-flighf fasf fusion of primary fusion
reacfion producf s.
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Catalyzed DD Energy Breakeven Triple Products
wifh and without accounting for in-flight fast-fiision
lE + 2 4 -r-------------------- 1------------------------------------------------------------------

W ith o u t

'S lE +23

lE + 22
100

TeiTq>eiTitiineOcel')
Figure 4-15 - Triple product requiremeuts for euergy breakeveu (M e=1) iu a
catalyzed DD plasma, with aud without accouutiug for iu-flight fast fusious of
primary reactiou products (^He aud T).
These in-flight fusions (termed “in-flight” since they occur during thermalization
of the high energy fusion products) don’t affect the fusion energy produced per DD
consumed, but do affect the fusion rate by decreasing the equilibrium fraction of both
tritons and ^He (each decreases by a factor of 1-FF, where FF is the fast fusion fraction of
the respective ion, which increases roughly linearly with the plasma temperature).
Decreasing the equilibrium concentration of ^He also decreases Bremsstrahlung radiation
slightly, but the primary effect is increasing the fusion power density slightly. The net
effect is that at the optimal temperature of 50 keV, the triple product requirements are
reduced by slightly less than 5% when accounting for in-flight fast fusions.
Impurities however can have a significant impact on requirements for achieving
net energy production. To illustrate the degree of impact, the triple product requirements
for energy breakeven with (with the previously used impurity fractions) and without
impurities are plotted in Figure 4-16 below for a DT plasma.
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Figure 4-16 - Triple product requiremeuts for euergy breakeveu iu a DT plasma
with aud without impurities, to illustrate the impact of the assumed impurity
fractious.
An important issue here is that while the minimum triple product that would
produce energy breakeven (ignoring the effect of impurities and cyclotron radiation) in a
magnetically confined DT plasma is roughly 2.8x10^^ keV sW (without impurities,
~4.12x10^^ keVs/m^ with impurities), it is important at what temperature that is achieved
(the minimum in the plot above occurs at T~14 keV). Achieving that same triple product,
but at a plasma temperature of only 5 keV, will not produce energy breakeven. This is an
important point often left out of discussions of how close we are to achieving energy
breakeven with a DT plasma.
The triple product requirement for net energy breakeven, including impurities,
works out to

imp

4Z^ [Pq +

- Pbr (l - Voûtai.„) )
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where again all of the terms in the bottom must be correct for impurities, as previously
discussed.
To pull this all together. Figure 4-17 - Triple products that have been achieved to
date, and the requirements for achieving various Q values, energy breakeven (ME=1),
and ignition below plots a selection of triple products achieved to date compared with
what is required for achieving net energy breakeven and Q values of 0.1, 1, 10, and
ignition (including impurities at the levels used previously, with efficiencies used above
for net energy breakeven). The filled circles on the plot represent DD plasmas, while the
open circles are DT plasmas. The curves plotted though are strictly for DT plasmas. Most
magnetically confined plasmas in current operation use DD rather than DT due to the
challenges with handling radioactive tritium, as well as onsite breeding and purification
(which will need to be done in an actual DT reactor) and damage by the 14.1 MeV
neutrons. But, the triple products achieved with DD would equate to the same values if
the reactor were instead running on DT.
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Figure 4-17 - Triple products that have beeu achieved to date, aud the requiremeuts
for achieviug various Q values, euergy breakeveu (M e=1), aud iguitiou

Note that achieving energy breakeven does not require ignition. With the
conversion efficiencies assumed (which are included in the energy breakeven calculation,
but not in the Q-value calculation), energy breakeven has slightly lower triple product
requirements than a Q-value of 10. Since ITER is hoped to achieve Q=10, it therefore
could also achieve “technological feasibility”, meaning achieving energy breakeven.
However, commercial viability, as previously discussed, requires that more electrical
energy be produced than is put back into the system. At energy breakeven, 100% of the
electricity produced is recirculated back into the plasma for auxiliary heating.
For commercial viability, it is necessary that more energy is produced than goes
back into the system, which can be assessed based on the energy multiplication factor,
M e =Pou/P w- Solving for the triple product requirements in terms of the desired energy
multiplication factor (where Ma=7 corresponds to energy breakeven), we get
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3Z, +l + Z / , , K - Z , , ( z , + l ) )
imp

It was previously determined that the commercial energy viability of a
recirculation fraction of 0.2, corresponding to an energy multiplication factor o ï M e =5
{ME=l/frecirc), rcquircs a Q of roughly 30. Note however that this analysis does not factor
in other energy expenses within the reactor, such as the energy put in to drive a toroidal
plasma current to produce the poloidal field necessary for maintaining confinement in a
tokamak.
To better illustrate the requirements for scientific feasibility {Q=l), energy
breakeven (Me =1\ commercial viability {Me =5, Q~30), ITER’s goal (Q=10), and
ignition, those curves (in addition to Q=0.1) are plotted in Figure 4-18 above, with the
same conversion efficiencies assumed. The shaded region indicates the regime in which a
commercially viable DT magnetic fusion reactor could operate. The bottom curve
defining this regime is the M£’=5 line, and the upper curve is ignition.
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Figure 4-18 - Triple product requiremeuts for various Q values, euergy breakeveu,
aud the commercially viable "operable regiou" (betweeu M e=5 aud iguitiou) for a
maguetically coufiued DT plasma, with the assumed efficieucies aud impurity
fractious as showu
Note that the requirements for commercial viability

(M e = 5 )

are just below the

triple product requirements for ignition. This only minor difference between commercial
viability and ignition is what makes the operable region so narrow. If a magnetically
confined plasma achieves ignition, as was discussed in the section on Bremsstrahlung
radiation, this creates an unstable equilibrium. Since Bremsstrahlung losses increase
proportional to

at “low” (on the order of keVs) temperatures (where the coefficients

of the higher power terms make them negligible), transport losses increase proportional
to T, and the fusion power density increases far more than linearly with temperature
below the resonance at 64 keV, a slight temperature increase once ignition has been
achieved (presumably below the resonance) would result in charged product fusion
power exceeding Bremsstrahlung and transport losses, resulting in a positive feedback
that would continue to increase temperature until fusion power begins decreasing with
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rising temperature, and eventually the fusion power again equals the transport and
Bremsstrahlung losses combined - now at a stable equilibrium.
Since p=nT, a sudden increase in temperature would have to increase the pressure
and/or decrease the ion density in the plasma. The pressure that can be achieved by a
particular magnetic confinement system depends on the magnetic field strength (actually
the magnetic pressure). A confinement system’s beta value, the ratio of the plasma
pressure to the magnetic pressure, ultimately limits how high of a plasma pressure can be
maintained, and therefore ultimately limits the product of the particle density and
temperature. A rapid increase in temperature due to the achievement of ignition would be
expected to cause a corresponding drop in particle density, due to expansion of the
plasma. Unfortunately, this drop in particle density shouldn’t stabilize the plasma
(thermally), since the fusion power density o v e r f o r fixed pressure increases above
ignition while Bremsstrahlung losses decrease. This can be seen in the logarithmic plots
below in where the figure on the left is a plot of fusion power density and Bremsstrahlung
power density over

while the one on the right is the power densities o v e r .
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Figure 4-19 - Alpha heating and bremsstrahlung power densities per electron
density squared (left) and per pressure squared (right) for a DT plasma, illustrating
ignition instability.

Since no magnetically confined plasma has yet achieved ignition, we can only
predict from theory what will happen if ignition is reached. Since both fusion power
density and Bremsstrahlung losses are proportional to

, the drop in particle density from

plasma expansion should not be expected to stabilize the temperature around the ignition
point (because Bremsstrahlung will drop as much as fusion power density, meaning that
the fusion heating will continue to be greater than Bremsstrahlung losses), until the
plasma has expanded enough to significantly decrease fusion - which would likely
require loss of confinement. So, achieving ignition should be expected to cause
temperature to rise until offset by significantly increased transport losses. Effectively this
would mean that an ignited plasma can not be magnetically confined.
If a magnetically confined plasma can not be confined at ignition, this leaves a
very narrow window for operating a commercial magnetically confined DT fusion
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reactor. The triple product would need to be above the M g=J requirement (for having
acceptable recirculation power) but below the ignition requirement.
Increasing the achievable triple product can be done in two main ways increasing the plasma pressure, and increasing the confinement time (these two are
somewhat inter-related though of course). Since the plasma pressure equals particle
density multiplied by temperature, increasingp can have a significant affect on increasing
MgTgT. Since the plasma pressure that can be achieved is directly related to the magnetic
field strength for any particular design, and increasing magnetic field strength increases
cyclotron radiation (and energy requirements for the magnetic field, and limitations
introduced for producing large magnetic fields), increasing the Beta of magnetic
confinement systems is critical for improving the plasma pressure (and hence triple
product) without significantly increasing the required magnetic field. The confinement
time is largely a result of the magnetic field strength and size of the reactor, but
ultimately the biggest challenges in improving confinement are improving our
understanding of the various instabilities that can arise, and how to limit them. Increasing
confinement time though does result in increased concentrations of ash and other
impurities, and thus decreased fusion power density and increased Bremsstrahlung losses.
The minimum triple product calculated herein for energy breakeven, including
impurities but not cyclotron radiation, works out to -4.15x10^^ keV sW at a temperature
o f -15 keV - a few times higher than what has been achieved by JET (the Joint European
Torus managed by EFDA), the system that comes closest to an actual operational DT
fusion reactor (including tritium breeding and refining systems). Note that the best runs
achieved to date produced a Q-value of roughly 1 - well below the -30 required for a
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commercially viable powerplant calculated earlier in this section (although the
commercial viability is only assumed based on the amount of energy that must be used
for recirculation, not counting economic factors at all). Still, the progress that has been
made is tremendous.
Overall, magnetic confinement is close to experimentally achieving net energy
production, and the completion of ITER (ITER-FEAT actually) in the next decade, and
the following two decades of experience running it will be necessary for determining the
ultimate viability of magnetically confined DT fusion as not just a scientific achievement,
but an eventual economically viable alternative. At this point, the economic viability can
only be estimated based on rough estimations revolving around not only the improvement
in triple product with ITER, but also factors such as the level of neutron damage to the
superconducting magnets, plasma facing components, and so on.
A similar energy breakeven analysis could be done for catalyzed DD and D^He
plasmas, but will not be done here, as the analysis thus far has already shown that triple
product requirements for those fuels are 1-2 orders of magnitude greater than those for
DT. The inclusion of impurities into the analysis would have a significantly greater
impact on the advanced fuels than it did on DT, as the difference between the fusion
power density and Bremsstrahlung radiation without impurities is substantially smaller
for those fuels. Impurities effectively decrease the power density per

(as fewer

particles present contribute to fusion) and increase Bremsstrahlung losses (as the
impurities have higher Z than the fusion fuels themselves). Therefore, when accounting
for impurities, the difference between the triple product requirements for net energy
breakeven for the advanced fuels (catalyzed DD and D^He) and DT would be greater than
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the difference without impurities, which was already one (for D^He) to two (for catalyzed
DD) orders of magnitude, and at substantially higher temperature (-one order of
magnitude greater).
Since impurities, including helium ash, have such a large effect on advanced
fusion fuels (catalyzed DD and D^He, where p^^B is not a viable energy producer in
magnetic confinement even without impurities), being able to produce energy with a
reasonable energy multiplication factor with those fuels will likely require a different
confinement scheme, that can decouple energy confinement from particle confinement,
such that ash can be removed more rapidly without a commensurate decrease in energy
confinement time. One proposal for such a system is the levitating dipole magnetic
confinement system, to be discussed in section 4.2.2.1.

4.2.2. Alternative Magnetic Confinement Schemes
While the tokamak design is receiving more attention than other magnetic
confinement schemes (due to having achieved the highest triple products to date), other
approaches are also being studied - the stellarator and spheromak, in particular. The
stellarator addresses the magnetic field gradient issue (that arises when you bend a
solenoid into a donut shape, resulting in a greater magnetic field for the inner portion of
the donut) that arises in tokamak designs by twisting the coils, and subsequently twisting
the plasma donut (similar to the twisting of a Moebius strip), such that ions moving
around the donut spend part of their time on the inner portion of the donut, and part on
the outer portion, such that over a full cycle they do not experience a net radial force.
This differs from the tokamak approach, which drives a toroidal plasma current, to create
a poloidal magnetic field, which fights the radial drift due to the radial gradient in the
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toroidal magnetic field. While the stellarator approach eliminates the need for driving a
poloidal current, thus eliminating the associated additional energy expense, the coil
configurations required are significantly more complicated.
While stellarators are more intrinsically suited for steady-state operation (by
eliminating the need for a driven toroidal plasma current), the three-dimensional
magnetic configuration required (whereas a tokamak’s magnetic field is essentially twodimensional, since the field is independent of the toroidal angle) results in particles being
on unconfmed trajectories, in particular for high energy particles - both those at the high
energy end of the Maxwellian tail, as well as fusion products^**^. This results in poorer
particle and energy confinement compared to tokamaks, as well as less efficient alpha
heating. While the higher loss of high energy alphas reduces the alpha impurity fraction
(desirably), a reduced heating efficiency translates into a greater energy input required for
heating the plasma. So, a key focus of ongoing stellarator research is aimed at seeking to
reduce the particle losses resulting from unconfmed trajectories in the three dimensional
magnetic field. The current approach, to be tested in the next generation stellarator (W7X, to be operational in 2010), is to increase the magnetic field strength in regions of large
curvature (since this is where most particle loss occurs). Preliminary testing^®^ indicates
that this approach should allow the control (and reduction) of particle loss due to the
three-dimensional magnetic field curvature.
A more pressing concern for stellarators though is that while the energy
confinement time increases desirably with increasing particle density, the particle
confinement time increases even moreso, such that the ratio Xp/iE increases exponentially
with particle density. Based on testing with the most recent generation stellarator^®^, W7-
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AS, at a particle density of icf® m'^, Xp/iE is roughly 70 - far too high for achieving net
energy production (the alpha fraction assumed in the energy analysis of Figure 4-16
corresponds roughly to a particle to energy confinement ratio on the order of 5 assuming realistic particle density (to fix the energy confinement time)). However, at
sufficiently high particle density (-2x10^® m'^), a high-density H-mode (HDH) develops
that is apparently free of the periodic edge localized modes (ELMs) typical of a normal
H-mode, which produce bursts of particle emissions from the edges of the plasma. As the
HDH mode forms, the particle confinement time drops drastically, while the energy
confinement time continues to increase slightly with density, such that the Xp/xE ratio
drops to -10 or less, which would allow steady state operation.
Elnfortunately, the mechanisms producing this drop are not yet known. The next
generation stellarator must shed further light on impurity transport in stellarators, in
particular under HDH-mode (and better clarify how this mode forms), as lowering the
particle to energy confinement time ratio is critical for any hope of commercial viability
of stellarator confinement. Overall, energy confinement itself is poorer in stellarators than
tokamaks, with W7-AS having achieved energy confinement times on the order of 0.01
seconds, compared to the -10 seconds hoped for in ITER. Largely due to this low energy
confinement, the best triple product achieved to date with a stellarator (5x10^^ keVsm'^
with W7-AS) is over two orders of magnitude lower than what has been achieved with
tokamaks. This clearly presents a significant challenge.
Both stellarators and tokamaks rely heavily on externally driven magnetic fields
(i.e. fields created by currents in solenoids outside the plasma) for confinement, although
the poloidal field produced by a toroidal plasma current is necessary for tokamak
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confinement. The spheromak approach relies on self-generated magnetic fields from
plasma currents (similar in principle to the toroidal bootstrap current in tokamaks, but
where the plasma currents in the spheromak originate from charged particle injection) for
confinement, rather than externally driven fields. This approach is continuing to be
studied, in particular the Sustained Spheromak Physics experiment (SSPX) at LLNL, but
has achieved relatively low triple products, in particular due to low energy confinement
times and low temperatures. SSPX can sustain energy confinement for roughly 1 ms with
temperatures on the order of 500 eV^®®, compared to the expected 10 s or higher
confinement time of ITER with temperature on the order of 10 keV. As the particle
density of SSPX is not as high as that of ITER, the triple product achieved is at least 5
orders of magnitude smaller. Therefore, while the plasma physics involved in
spheromaks is quite interesting, such a confinement system for an energy producing
fusion plasma appears impractical.

4.2.2.I. Levitating Dipole Magnetic Confinement
This approach to magnetic confinement was originally envisioned by Akira
Hasegawa^®^, based on observations made when Voyager 2 passed and observed Uranus.
Hasegawa noted that strong magnetic fluctuations in planetary magnetic fields (dipole
fields) result in inward particle diffusion and adiabatic heating, unlike magnetic
fluctuations in the magnetic field schemes used to date for magnetic confinement of
fusion plasmas, in which magnetic fluctuations result in outward diffusion and
subsequent particle and energy loss. Hasegawa therefore suggested that a dipole magnetic
field could potentially be used to confine a hot plasma with similar density profile to
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plasmas confined by dipole magnetic fields of planets, and would be stable against
outward diffusion due to magnetic fluctuations.
This proposed confinement approach is far newer than tokamak, stellarator, and
even spheromak approaches, and therefore in a far earlier stage of study. A significant
step forward in the potential development of such a confinement system though has been
made, with the first successful dipole levitation experiment (without any plasma, just
levitating a superconducting ring for making the dipole magnetic field) having been done
at MIT’s LDX (Levitating Dipole experiment) in 2000, with the first tests involving a
plasma within the dipole field chamber being performed in November of 2007^®^.
The LDX uses a toroidal superconducting coil, as illustrated below in Figure 4-20,
to make a dipole magnetic field like those created by planets. It has been predicted^®® that
the central plasma pressure inside the superconducting “donut hole” can exceed the
magnetic pressure, corresponding to a plasma |3>1 (whereas the highest plasma betas that
have been achieved with a tokamak is 0.057 (5.7%) for JET-DT (ITER’s predicted
plasma beta in steady state operation is 0.048)^^®, while the largest betas achieved to date
are on the NSTX spheromak, in which beta is limited to 0.35 (35%) by internal pressure
driven kink modes^^\ Achieving a significantly higher beta, as may be possible with the
levitated dipole approach, would allow a significantly higher plasma pressure and hence
particle density for the same magnetic field strength.
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Figure 4-20 - Dipole magnetic field made by a superconducting current carrying
ring
Supporting the superconducting ring (or its housing) would interrupt the poloidal
field lines, with a negative impact on the plasma beta achievable, and producing “end
losses” (from particle impact with the supports, due to the field lines not being fully
closed. This is the primary source of particle “loss” in planetary magnetospheres, as
particles flow along field lines to the poles). It is therefore desirable to instead levitate the
superconducting ring by means of an external magnetic field (which will of course affect
the dipole field, but at least the field lines will be closed, eliminating end losses). Since it
is undesirable to have any physical support or other connection to the levitating coil,
there obviously can not be any electrical wires leading to the coil to power the
superconducting ring. Therefore, the superconducting ring must initially be inductively
“charged up” (introducing a current in the ring, which will continue around the ring due
to it being a superconductor), before being mechanically hoisted to the center of the
vacuum/plasma chamber, and subsequently levitated in place by powering a levitation
coil above the superconducting coil. The superconductor should be able to maintain a
near constant current for several h o u r s . A drawing of the LDX experiment, taken from
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(Gamier, et. al, 2006), is shown in Figure 4-21 below. The coil is shown floating,
although in initial tests it remained supported physically. The solid lines represent a
cross-sectional slice of the poloidal magnetic field lines, with dashed lines representing
the electron cyclotron resonant heating (ECRH) system used for heating the plasma (by
heating electrons, which transfer energy to ions).
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Figure 4-21 - Schematic of the Levitating Dipole experiment (LDX), taken from
(Gamier, et. ai., 2006) 2 0 9
The first series of experiments^*’^ involving confining and heating a plasma in the
LDX dipole field yielded a beta of 0.21 (plasma pressure equaling 21% of the magnetic
pressure) in the high pressure central core (with a rapid pressure drop-off away from the
donut hole), already almost four times the best that has been achieved with tokamaks.
These initial experiments were done with the ring supported physically, rather than being
levitated. It is anticipated that experiments to be done in 2008 with the ring being
levitated will yield higher beta values.
The spheromak approach has achieved higher beta values than have been
achieved in the early tests with the LDX, but at significantly lower temperatures and
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densities, arising from the much lower magnetic field in the spheromak. This is a result of
the spheromak’s magnetic field being produced by the plasma current itself, which is
much lower than the currents (and magnetic fields) that can be achieved with externally
driven currents. The LDX approach is similar to a spheromak in that both use a toroidal
current to create a dipole (poloidal) magnetic field, but with the LDX toroidal current
being driven in a superconducting ring, with the plasma in the dipole magnetic field
around the ring (rather than the plasma being the current in the ring, as in the spheromak).
Since the triple product is ultimately proportional to the plasma pressure (since pressure
is proportional to particle or electron density multiplied by temperature), and beta is just
the ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure, it is important to be able to
achieve both a high beta and a high magnetic field (and hence magnetic pressure), in
order to achieve a high triple product.
In toroidal magnetic confinement systems, confinement is ultimately dependent
on magnetic field gradients (therefore magnetic shear), whereas dipole confinement is a
result of the plasma being essentially trapped in an energy well. Charged particles with a
non-zero velocity component parallel to a field line will of course end up spiraling along
the field line, the same as happens to charged particles in earth’s magnetic field, leading
to the aurora borealis and australis, as charged particles spiral along earth’s magnetic
field lines towards the poles and “impact” the ionosphere - a case of “plasma loss”. In a
levitated dipole confinement system, the poloidal (dipole) field lines are closed, such that
particles can spiral along the field lines in closed loops. As there is an outward pressure
gradient, one might expect a resulting inherent instability, but as shown by
Krasheninnikov, Catto, Hazeltine, Simakov, and Ramos^*^’^*'*, regimes that are ballooning
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and drift stable exist up to beta values above one, ultimately limited by the pressure
gradient needing to be below a critical value^’^. If the pressure gradient equals that
maximum pressure gradient for marginal stability, convective flow can fransporf parficles
wifhouf a nef fransporf of energy (which acfually is desirable from fhe sfandpoinf of
decoupling particle confinement time from energy confinement time, to allow the
relatively quick removal of ash without a concurrent reduction in energy confinement
time). If the pressure gradient exceeds this critical pressure gradient (which could happen
if ignition is achieved in a plasma initially meeting this requirement), the plasma would
expand, with some analytical indication that this would reduce the pressure gradient
enough to restore stability (Kesner, et. ah, 1998)^’^.
The potential to achieve a sufficient pressure with this approach is limited by the
so-called “marginally stable pressure profile”, in which the entropy density (S=pV^) is
constant over flux fubes.^’^ This pressure profile allows sfable convecfion modes fo exist
even with very high value sof /? (ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure),
potentially in excess of I.^’^ This requirement limits heat transfer between magnetic flux
fubes - requiring fhaf pV^=consfanf (fhe adiabafic condifion), where p is fhe plasma
pressure, V is fhe magnefic flux fube volume (where V =

^nd y is fhe adiabafic

index (rafio of fhe heaf capacify af consfanf pressure fo fhaf af consfanf volume). The
adiabafic consfanf works ouf fo

where f is fhe number of degrees of freedom of fhe

gas. For monafomic gases (such as a fully ionized plasma), which has fhree degrees of
freedom (fhree franslafional modes, no rofafional or vibrafional), fhis works ouf fo
This requires fhaf pV^^^ of high densify flux fubes (small radius around fhe ring)
equals pV^^^ of low densify, high volume flux fubes (larger radius). Therefore fhe
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maximum density that can be achieved is limited by Pmax=Pedge(Vedge/Vmax)^^^, where the
max subscript denotes the pressure and Volume of the most dense flux tube, and the edge
subscript denotes the same for the largest radius flux tubes. Examples of different flux
fubes can be seen in Figure 4-22 below, faken from (Gamier, 2002)^^^. The adiabaficify
of fhe inner shaded flux tube (high pressure and small volume) must equal the
adiabaticity of the larger radius (thus larger volume, therefore lower pressure) flux tube.
Note that the magnetic field lines here are shown only around a cross-sectional slice of
the toroidal coil, where the axis of the coil is on the left (and current direction is
indicated). The magnetic field is not exactly that of a dipole, due to the magnetic fields
produced by the coil used to levitated the superconducting ring and by “shaping coils”
outside the plasma chamber - coils used to alter the poloidal magnetic field to turn field
lines away from chamber walls.
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Figure 4-22 - Drawing of magnetic flnx tubes created by the current loop iu LDX,
taken from (Gamier, 2002)^^
The adiabatic condition also leads to a density profile^^^ that decreases
proportional to r

such that the density at the edge will be significantly lower than the

maximum density inside the donut on small radius flux tubes. To achieve a high
maximum density (where most fusion will occur in this approach) requires a large flux
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tube expansion, ultimately requiring a large plasma chamber radius relative to the
superconducting ring that makes the field. Testing on LDX should better allow us to
extrapolate what size system would be required to achieve densities and temperatures
required for net energy production (and if it is possible with this configuration), and what
level of energy confinement can be achieved.
Note that this “marginally stable pressure profile” is not restricted to the dipole
field configuration. But, conventional toroidal devices can not meet the requirement of a
sufficiently low pressure gradient, since the pressure gradient would increase with the
magnetic field gradient (due to the adiabaticity condition, and the flux tube volume being
related to the magnetic field gradient), and the magnetic field gradients in toroidal
configurations are significantly higher than those in a dipole configuration (Pastukhov
and Chudin, 2001). Some ofher magnefic configurafions can also meef fhe adiabaficify
condifion, buf mosf also have ofher plasma insfabilities fhaf are nof sfable af high /?.
One unique challenge presented in the dipole confinement scheme is that the
superconducting material (through which a current is driven to create the confining
magnetic field) is located effectively “inside” the hot plasma. In the tokamak and
stellarator schemes, the multiple superconducting rings are all outside of the plasma.
While the dipole approach appears (in theory) to result in a better confinement (at least
the ability to achieve substantially higher values of beta, and without many of the
instabilities inherent in toroidal magnetic field confinement systems (tokamak and
stellarator in particular), placing the superconducting ring within the plasma subjects it to
a higher neutron flux (assuming the same fusion reacfion and reacfivify) and thermal flux,
and therefore at greater risk for damage.
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Since current “high temperature” superconducting materials are able to remain
superconducting only at temperatures far below thermonuclear fusion temperatures

(10

keV is over 100 million Kelvin, while superconductors generally require temperatures far
below 100 Kelvin), the thermal flux issue musf be addressed. In LDX, the NbgSn
superconductor is housed inside a cryogenic (liquid) helium-filled tube, which is inside
an evacuated lead tube (a donut within a donut within a donut design). The outer lead
tube (donut) provides some shielding for low energy neutrons, as well as significant
thermal mass. The vacuum inside the lead donut prevents conductive and convective heat
transfer to the inner tubes (and therefore limits heat transfer to the superconductor). The
lead outer tube will therefore ultimately radiate much of the thermal energy it absorbs
from the high temperature plasma back into the plasma, rather than transferring it into the
inner tubes, and ultimately warming the superconductor. This design is a key factor in
LDX being able (in theory at least) to operate for several hours in a steady state, with a
high temperature plasma, with only a minor increase in superconductor temperature (such
that it remains superconducting). Longer runs would likely need some additional form of
cooling, such as an internal refrigerator^
The lead outer tube will be able to reduce the neutron flux subsfantially as long as
fhe neufronicify of fhe fusion and fhe average neufron energies are kepf low, well below
fhose of a DT plasma. MIT has suggesfed resolving this neutron flux issue by using a
“Helium cafalyzed deuferium-deuferium” fuel cycle^^**, which is essentially the normal
catalyzed DD cycle, but with tritium removed to allow it to decay into ^He, to be re
injected into the plasma. A p^^B plasma would be most appealing from a neutronicity
standpoint, but as shown in earlier sections, Bremsstrahlung losses prevent such a plasma
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from achieving net energy breakeven, let alone an energy multiplication factor sufficient
for commercial viability. A D^He plasma also has low neutronicity, which may be
possible to reduce further (and increase reactivity) through spin polarization (see section
4.6.4.1). However, as ^He does not occur naturally on earth in any significant quantities,
it must also be produced - most practically from deuterium-deuterium fusion. This then
shifts the focus to a “catalyzed” DD plasma, but with the desire to reduce secondary DT
fusion reactions which produce 14.1 MeV neutrons. MIT’s proposal is to remove tritium
produced from D(d,p)T reactions, to allow the tritium to decay into ^He, through a beta
decay with half-life of 12.3 years. The long half-life would make such a system
somewhat problematic, due to the large amount of tritium storage required to store tritium
until it decays.

4.2.2.I.I. Helium-Catalyzed DD fuel iu a Levitated Dipole Coufiuemeut system
A rough estimate of the amount of tritium storage required for a reasonable sized
powerplant can be made fairly easily, by letting the tritium production rate equal the
tritium decay rate (which will be the case for the equilibrium concentration). Or,
f d n .^
\

dt
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where the decay rate equals àut. Solving the decay differential equation gives the
exponential decay equation.
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such that when t=T%, the argument of the exponential is -ln 2 , and exp(-ln2 )= % (so that
half of the nuclei have decayed in one half-life. Therefore,
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where the half-life of tritium is 12.3 years. Setting the tritium production rate equal to the
tritium decay rate therefore gives
I t/

\
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where « 7 is the number of tritons required per unit volume of the plasma, V, and it is
assumed that all tritons produced from D(d,p)T reactions can be removed to decay into
^He. Therefore, the constant tritium inventory, in total number of tritium atoms, is

The fusion power produced by the reactor would be

where the number density of He ions in a steady state plasma can be determined by
setting the change in ^He density equal to zero, hence setting the rate of production of
^He from D(d,n)^He fusions and D(d,p)T fusions (assuming that all tritons are removed
and allowed to decay into ^He) minus the rate of ^He consumption via D(^He,p/He
fusions equal to zero

D(d,p)T )

and therefore
av
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where the DD fusion reactivities have been combined into the total DD reactivity (a result
of assuming that all tritons are removed and allowed to decay into ^He before undergoing
fusion). For this calculation, it has also been assumed that no in-flight fast-fusion occurs,
for either tritons or ^He ions (fast-fusions though will be accounted for in the triple
product requirement analysis).
The fusion power is therefore
Pfus ~ ^ d ^ { ^ D ( d , p ' ) T { ^ ) o( d, p)T

^ D ( d , n f H e i ^ ) D(d,nfHe

^

H e , p f H e { ^ ) Dd )

From this we can determine the n / V required for producing a given amount of
fusion power in a helium catalyzed DD cycle. Since the terms above are all proportional
to the DD reactivities, which involve no resonances below 1 MeV, the fusion power
density continues to increase with temperature. But, as was shown when analyzing the
power balance, higher temperatures also increase Bremsstrahlung and transport losses,
such that there is an optimal temperature that the DD reaction would best be operated at.
For a Levitated Dipole system, this will differ somewhat from the optimal temperature
found in section 4.2.1 for a catalyzed DD system, as the electron temperature will be
reduced below the ion temperature by Bremsstrahlung and cyclotron losses, but electron
cyclotron heating will increase the electron temperature, thus increasing losses. How
exactly these balance will depend on the particular configuration, with data from LDX
(which should start coming in over the next few years) clarifying the electron and ion
temperature balance in such a system. For this rough calculation of the mass of tritium
storage required, it will be assumed that Tg=Ti, and impurities will be ignored. The triple
product requirement for ignition and energy multiplication (to be determined later in this
section) have a broad minimum from -50-60 keV, a few times hotter than the ideal
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temperature for a DT plasma (such that we should expect greater Bremsstrahlung losses,
and therefore a less negligible difference between ion and electron temperature).
Assuming the helium catalyzed DD levitated dipole reactor would operate at 50
keV, we find a fusion power density per deuteron density squared (Pfu/(n/V)) of 6.6x10'
Watt-m^. If we assume an electrical conversion efficiency of 35%, and an electrical
energy multiplication factor of 5 can be achieved (which remains in question), such that
only 20% of the electricity produced is recirculated for driving the system, then the net
electricity generated will be 0.8*0.35*Pfus. A power plant capable of producing 1 GW of
net electrical energy therefore would need to produce a fusion power of 3.57 GW. The
required n / V is therefore -5.4x10'*^ m'^, which gives a total number of tritium atoms of
1.3x10^^, or 2.14x10^ moles of tritium, and therefore 643 kg. We could also express the
mass of tritium storage required for a given net electrical power production (Pnet), for a
helium catalyzed DD reactor that operates with 100% duty cycle (a lower duty cycle
would decrease the storage required proportionally), as

,_____________________ :___________ - \ ^ E - ly________

nij. =
2 In

D(d,p)T

^D (d,nfH e { ^ )D (d ,n fH e

^ D ( ^ H e , p ) * H e i ^ ) D/ DDD ,

where the mass will be in kg if the fusion energies are converted to Joules, the reactivities
are in m^/s, the half-life is in seconds (3.879x10^ s), the power is in Watts, M e is the
energy multiplication factor (taken to be five above, a reasonable limit for commercial
viability), and % is the conversion efficiency for converting fusion energy to electricity
(taken to be 0.35 above).
The 643 kg of tritium required per GW of net electrical output, with the above
assumptions, has a radioactivity of over 6 GigaCuries - roughly on the same scale as the
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radioactivity of the core of a commercial nuclear fission reactor. If our motivation for
switching from fission to fusion is to reduce the stockpile of radioactive materials at
powerplants, this approach therefore certainly would not achieve that objective. Granted,
the half-life of tritium is much shorter than that of most radioactive isotopes in a nuclear
fission reactor. However, the storage of such a large volume of tritium would also present
a significant proliferation concern - not from the standpoint of building a nuclear bomb,
but rather the potential for stolen tritium to be used by a terrorist organization in a dirty
bomb, or gaseous weapon.
If the tritium were instead allowed to be burned up inside the plasma, the neutron
power would increase substantially - with the primary concern being the 14.1 MeV
neutrons from DT fusion. In a normal catalyzed DD plasma, again with the assumption
that we can ignore in-flight fast-fusion before thermalization, the fraction of the total
fusion power that is in the form of 14.1 MeV neutrons would equal the fusion energy
produced by DT fusions divided by the fusion energy produced by all reactions
combined. Therefore, the 14. IMeV Power Fraction equals
(pvj

with the ^He and T number densities again determined by the steady state equilibrium
condition. This indicates that the fraction of fusion power that would be in the form of
14.1 MeV neutrons in a catalyzed DD plasma, without tritium removal, is roughly 30% at
50 keV, decreasing slightly with temperature (as the D(d,n)^He path becomes
increasingly more likely compared to the D(d,p)T path, as temperature increases).
So, a catalyzed DD powerplant producing I GW of net electrical energy,
requiring 3.57 GW of fusion power (based on the assumption of a multiplication factor of
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5, and thermal conversion efficiency of 35%) would produce over 1 GW of 14.1 MeV
neutrons. While this fraction is lower than that in a DT plasma (-80%), it is still very
high, and the location of the superconducting ring effectively “inside” the plasma region
in a levitated dipole scheme would subject it to a much higher neutron flux fhan fhe
superconducfors in a convenfional fokamak. This is fhe jusfificafion for considering fhe
helium-cafalyzed DD cycle, removing fhe frifium fo reduce fhe 14.1 MeV neufron
producfion.
The very large accompanying frifium invenfory fhough is a significanf concern
wifh such a fuel cycle. A more appealing opfion would be if use of polarized deuferium
could reduce fhe probabilify of fhe D(d,p)T reacfion while increasing fhe probabilify of
fhe D(d,n)^He reacfion. Unfortunafely, fhe only polarizafion fhaf would increase eifher
reacfivify would be increasing fhe fracfion of deuferons wifh nef zero spin, which would
be expecfed fo increase fhe reacfivify of bofh reacfions (largely based on fhe Pauli
Exclusion Principle decreasing fhe likelihood wifh ofher spin arrangemenfs), and have no
nef effecf on fhe parficular pafh. This is fhe assumpfion faken in fhe mosf fhorough
fheorefical analysis of polarized DD fusion cross-secfions fo dafe (Zhang, Liu, and Shuy,
1999). Since bofh DD reacfions involve fhe formafion of fhe same compound nucleus fhere clearly should be no effecf of spin polarizafion on fhe nuclear facfor in fhe fusion
cross-secfion.
While fhe frifium invenfory issue would be a concern, if would af leasf be
preferable fo fhe high neufron flux if a DT (or normal cafalyzed DD fusion cycle) fuel
cycle is used in a levifafed dipole sysfem, which would likely be a “showsfopper” as fhe
expensive superconducfing ring would become non-serviceable (nof fo menfion highly
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radioactive) requiring expensive replacement on a frequent basis. A D^He fuel would
allow a reduction in 14.1 MeV neutrons with a greatly reduced tritium inventory (from
DD side reactions), but the unavailability of ^He is a showstopper there. The analysis of
the tritium inventory requirement above assumed that all tritons could be removed before
fusing, but as determined by (Kesner, et. al, 2004), 8-10% of the tritons would fuse
during thermalization (in the 40-50 keV temp range). While this would reduce the tritium
storage inventory slightly, it would also mean that there would still be a significant power
density of 14.1 MeV neutrons produced (the power fraction ranging from -3-4% from
50-60 keV), posing a significant concern for the durability of the superconducting ring.
Since most fusion in a levitated dipole scheme would occur close to the ring itself (where
flux tube volume is smallest, and therefore pressure (and number densities and
temperatures) are the highest), roughly 100 MW of 14.1 MeV neutrons would be
produced per GW of net electric generation capacity (with the above assumptions) in the
region immediately around (and within) the ring.
A potentially more pressing concern though is whether or not an energy
multiplication factor sufficient for commercial viability is achievable in a Helium
catalyzed DD plasma when impurities are taken into account. As was previously found
(and as is summarized in Table 4-1 on page 349), the minimum triple product
requirement for net energy breakeven with a catalyzed DD fuel cycle with no impurities,
Te=Ti, and assuming no in-flight secondary fusion reactions, is almost two orders of
magnitude higher than the requirements for a DT plasma with the same assumptions and the temperature for minimizing the breakeven requirements in a catalyzed DD
plasma is significantly higher (-50 keV compared to -15 keV). Allowing the electron
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temperature to not equal the ion temperature would have more of a beneficial impact on a
catalyzed DD fuel cycle though, due to the higher temperature (which increases
Bremsstrahlung losses, decreasing the electron temperature with respect to the ion
temperature). As LDX uses ECRH to heat the plasma (via electron heating), this would
play a significant role in determining the electron-ion temperature balance, as would
cyclotron radiation, which is dependent on magnetic field strength and geometry. Until
these factors are better clarified for LDX, an exact analysis of the requirements for net
energy production (and whether or not that is feasible) can not be made. Additionally,
with a catalyzed DD fuel cycle, the viability is heavily dependent on the level of
impurities, even more so than a DT fuel cycle, due to the lesser separation between fusion
power density and Bremsstrahlung radiation (see Figure 4-9).
The level of impurities in a magnetically confined plasma depends on the particle
confinement time, t^, which in systems that rely on magnetic shear for confinement is
coupled to the energy confinement time, % (Nevins, 1998). In toroidal confinement
systems, the particle confinement time is on the order of 5-10 times the energy
confinement time, with

in ITER expected to be on the high end of that range. Nevins

(1998) predicted that ignition would not be achievable in catalyzed DD plasmas with
t/te > 2 .2

and the resulting impurity levels. Ignition is not necessary for net energy

production or an acceptable energy multiplication factor, but as shown in section 4.2.1,
the requirements for ignition are only marginally above the requirements for M e =5 (at
least for a DT plasma with reasonable impurity levels).
We could make an analysis of the energy balance, including impurities, for a
helium catalyzed DD plasma, making the assumption that all tritons are removed and
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allowed to decay into ^He. This wouldn’t actually be possible, but from an energy
balance standpoint, it is tempting to think this assumption would make little impact, since
the difference in energy release between DT fusion and D^He fusion is fairly small - 17.6
MeV and 18.3 MeV respectively. So, assuming all tritons turn into ^He ions means fusion
events resulting from tritons that would in actuality fuse before being removed are being
counted as yielding 4% more energy. However, as will be shown in this section, the
actual impact is significantly increased due to fusion neutrons escaping the plasma
without imparting much energy, unlike charged particle products, which therefore
directly reduce power input requirements. So, for optimal accuracy, fast-fusion will be
factored in.
To most accurately determine the concentration of deutererons, ^He, T and alpha
ash in the fuel, we need to use the full steady-state differential equations for each of those
ions, including the deuteron refueling rate

( F

) ,

the rate of re-injection of deuferons

( I d

)

and ^He ions (IsHe, from ^He escape and T escape and subsequent decay), and the particle
confinement time of all of the ions (t^).
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where the FF terms refer to the fast-fusion of tritons or ^He ions before thermalization
(this approach effectively treats fast fusion events as happening instantly after fusion,
which is a reasonable approximation).
In the above equations, it is assumed that all DD fusion events

(<

o v

>dd

includes

both reaction channels) ultimately lead to alpha production (meaning no tritons or ^He
ions go unused). At equilibrium, the rate of the secondary reactions will equal the rate of
the DD reactions, such that alpha particles are being produced at the rate of the DD
reactions combined. We can also assume that tritons that escape ( « y ) , decay into ^He
and are re-injected as such (thus increasing the concentration of that ion).If we also
assume that all deuferons and ^He ions that escape are re-injected, we can remove most of
the confinement terms from these equations (where the latter has been already assumed
for the alpha production equation), since l 3 He=«j///u+ nr/tp and lu=riD/Tp.
Since a goal of the helium catalyzed DD cycle is to reduce the amount of 14.1
MeV neutrons produced, this places a requirement on the particle confinement time based
on the desire to have the rate of triton loss due to plasma escape significantly greater than
the loss due to consumption by steady-state DT fusion reactions. In other words, we
require
/

\

which allows us to remove the DT fusion term (not fast-fusion, rather fusion with
thermalized tritons) from the triton number density differential equation.
Therefore, the first three equations become
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At equilibrium, all of the differential equations equal zero (since at equilibrium
the concentrations of all four species should remain constant), so we can say

2

)« = TV ((^)D(

)+ T "

and therefore the equilibrium concentration of ^He ions is
_

)+

0 - ^ )j

The equilibrium concentration of both the tritons and alpha ash depend linearly on
the particle confinement time,

» T = S y W D (..,)r O -^ )

»«=SyWuD
This illustrates well the need to minimize the particle confinement time, as alpha
ash increases linearly with the particle confinement time, which is undesirable in any
fusion plasma. In traditional magnetic confinement systems, the coupling of the particle
and energy confinement times means that we can’t reduce one without reducing the other.
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thus requiring a relatively high level of alpha ash in order to have a reasonable energy
confinement time.
If the requirement on the particle confinement time for minimizing thermal DT
fusion can be met, the triton and alpha ash particle density should be negligible. The
particle confinement time requirement requires
r, «

I

and therefore the triton density is

«

Since the DT fusion reactivity is roughly two orders of magnitude greater than the
D(d,p)T fusion reactivity, the triton density must be well under 1% of the deuteron
density, and therefore negligible. The alpha ash will therefore also be negligible (since
the combined DD reactivity is still roughly two orders of magnitude less than the DT
reactivity), assuming the particle confinement time requirement can be met.
Therefore, if we take the assumption that this requirement can be met (where we
will look further at how difficult this is to achieve in section 4.2.2.1.1 .1), we can ignore
tritons and alpha ash in the plasma. Energy breakeven would again have the requirement
that the output power exceeds the input power,

C

=

(fm + Pr, + r,,P J ^ P „ =

or
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for an energy multiplication factor of M e .
Again we need to put the total particle density («) and fusion ion density («,«,) in
terms of the electron density (Wg), now using the number density relationships worked out
from the equilibrium case of the differential equations above, where tritons, ash, and non
ash impurities can assumed to be negligible if the particle confinement time is kept
sufficiently small, giving

2+

-

2(av

n = n.
1+

-

ov

and

OV

Note that the assumption that all tritons are immediately removed from the plasma
and allowed to decay into ^He before being re-injected, such that the steady state
concentration of tritons is zero does not have a significant impact on the reactivity
dependent factor in the conversion of n to Mg. Accounting for fast fusion, that factor
differs at most from the normal catalyzed DD factor (of section 4.1.2.1) by less than 5%
between 1 and several hundred keV, differing by only 2% at 50 keV. So, whether all
tritons are in fact removed before fusing has little impact on this parameter. However, the
reactivity dependent parameter in the denominator of the

relationship does differ

significantly compared to the similar parameter in the normal catalyzed-DD plasma, due
to the ^He re-injected from decayed tritons not burning up as quickly as the tritons.
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resulting in deuterons making up a smaller fraction of particles in the plasma (pushing the
plasma closer to a full D^He plasma).
All reaction rates will ultimately be proportional to n / (both DD reactions
obviously are, and the secondary D^He reaction is dependent on the formation rate of
^He, such that at equilibrium the D^He reaction rate (and thus consumption rate) is
proportional to the ^He formation rate). The above term for n / is smaller than the normal
catalyzed DD term until roughly the temperature at which the D^He reaction rate equals
the DT reaction rate (roughly 160 keV), but at lower temperatures, the above term is
significantly smaller than that for normal catalyzed DD plasmas. At 40 keV, that term is
almost 25% lower, significantly reducing the reaction rates in a helium catalyzed plasma.
This ultimately is a result of a helium catalyzed DD plasma having a ratio of
deuterons to ^He ions roughly twice that of a normal catalyzed DD plasma (since the
tritons, which are produced in almost equal amount as ^He ions, are allowed to decay in
to more ^He ions). This ratio is more similar to that of a normal D^He plasma, but in this
situation the ^He density is inversely proportional to the D^He reactivity (the rate at
which they are consumed), such that the D^He reaction rate {ndn3He<ov>D3He) loses its
dependence on the D^He reactivity, and instead becomes proportional only to the DD
reactivities. Ultimately, since the DD reactivities are substantially lower than the D^He
reactivity above 20 keV, this should result in the fusion power density of a helium
catalyzed DD plasma being less than that of a pure D^He plasma (where ^He ions are
provided externally, independent of the DD reactivities), and hence higher triple product
requirements.
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The triple product requirements for an energy multiplication factor of M e in a
helium-catalyzed DD plasma, taking impurities into account, but assuming Tg=Ti (as the
actual relationship can not be determined yet, due to the dependence on cyclotron
radiation and electron cyclotron radiation heating) works out to

^ E

- ^

))

or, putting in n/rie

37-’ (M ,

>VJ =---------------------Y

(1 - F E

^^

D^He

V

where again the 1/ng in the bottom is desirable, since all of the power terms are
proportional to

and the fusion and Bremsstrahlung power density terms are now

determined based on the particle density for the helium catalyzed DD plasma.
Note that the charged particle fusion power density (Fg) and neutron fusion power
density (F„) are multiplied by different terms in the denominator, with very different
values. For commercial viability, M

e > 5,

while î]outVin should be on the order of 0.2 (0.175

in the analysis in section 4.2.1). Having a larger fraction of the fusion power in the form
of charged particles (which reduces the power input requirements) would therefore
reduce the triple product requirements, and therefore whether the tritons fuse before
being removed from the plasma will make a more sizable difference. As this depends
ultimately on the particle confinement time, and how well the requirement on the particle
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confinement time for minimizing DT fusions can be met with a levitated dipole scheme is
as yet unknown, we will for now just examine the triple product requirements with the
assumption that it can be met. Therefore, the only DT fusions will come from fast fusion
{FFt) of tritons, with neutrons also being produced from the D(d,n)^He reaction (with
lower energy - 2.45 MeV).
With negligible thermal DT fusion events, we could write the charged product
fusion power density as.
p

- r i av)„,,
_(4.03M
eF + \% 3M eV{\-FFj.)
D( )r
\
\
2 / + 3.5MeVFFj.)
2 / + \9.\2M eV{ov
\ / D(
2
Likewise, the neutron power density would be
p.

+2,45M «F(a.)„,

Based on the assumption that the particle confinement time can be kept
sufficiently low to limit thermal DT fusion events, which therefore limits alpha and triton
densities to negligible amounts, the triple product requirements for energy breakeven
(M e = 1 )

and commercial viability

(M e = 5 )

are compared to the no-impurity requirements

for normal catalyzed DD and D^He plasmas in Figure 4-23 below.
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Figure 4-23 - Triple product requiremeuts for euergy breakeveu iu a heliumcatalyzed DD fuel cycle compared to a traditioual catalyzed DD plasma aud D^He
plasma
As can readily be seen in the figure, the helium catalyzed DD cycle does decrease
the triple product requirements for energy breakeven compared to a normal catalyzed DD
cycle slightly, albeit not as low as a pure D^He plasma (due to the latter having an
external supply of ^He, such that the D^He reaction rate is ultimately independent of the
DD reactivity, instead being proportional to the D^He reactivity, which is almost an order
of magnitude greater than the combined DD reactivity at 50 keV). However, the appeal of
the Helium catalyzed DD plasma is the elimination of the need for an external ^He source
(which would likely need to be lunar in origin), and a reduction in the amount of 14.1
MeV neutrons compared to a normal catalyzed DD plasma.
So, while the triple product requirement does remain roughly an order of
magnitude higher than that of a DT plasma, the elimination of the need to breed tritium
and the reduction in neutron flux (in particular the reduction in 14.1 MeV neutrons).
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make the Helium catalyzed DD plasma an interesting option, with benefits over the other
advanced fuels considered in this dissertation.
Of course, in a traditional magnetic confinement scheme, it would not be possible
to limit the particle confinement time to a short enough value (without lowering the
energy confinement time to an unacceptably low value) to run a Helium catalyzed DD
plasma. Of course, the above graph ignores impurities, which is reasonable for a Helium
catalyzed DD cycle (assuming the low particle time required for that cycle can be met,
which would allow rapid impurity removal), but would not be the case for normal
catalyzed DD or D^He in traditional toroidal magnetic confinement schemes. The particle
confinement time coupling to the energy confinement time in normal magnetic
confinement schemes results in non-negligible amounts of alpha ash and increased non
ash impurities, which would altogether increase the triple product requirements for D^He
and normal catalyzed DD plasmas compared to those shown above.
We can also do a similar analysis to determine the triple product requirements for
ignition of a helium catalyzed plasma, accounting for Bremsstrahlung radiation, requiring
that charged product fusion power density exceeds transport and Bremsstrahlung power
density combined. The result is that the ignition curve almost exactly matches the Mg=J
curve (recall from section 4.2.1 that as the energy multiplication factor increases for a
magnetically confined DT plasma the triple product requirements asymptotically
approach the ignition requirements), with only the ignition requirements only being -5%
greater than the M

e

=5

requirements at the optimal temperature (57 keV). A plot of the

ignition requirements for a helium catalyzed DD plasma is shown below in Figure 4-24,
along with the requirements for a normal catalyzed DD plasma and a D^He plasma. Note
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that these results differ from those found by (Kesner, et. ah, 2004)^^^, who indicate that
the requirements for a helium catalyzed DD plasma (with Te=T,) would be reduced below
those of a D^He plasma (they assumed te/ tp=5 (whereas te/ tp<0.2 for tokamaks), and that
no DT fusions took place (including in-flight fast fusions)). However, that appears to be
more from a miscalculation on their part of the triple product requirements for a pure
D^He, more so than a difference between their requirements for a helium catalyzed DD
plasma and those arrived at here (although the temperature to minimize these
requirements is higher in the analysis herein).
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Figure 4-24 - Triple product requiremeuts for iguitiou iu a helium-catalyzed DD
plasma compared to uormal catalyzed DD aud D^He plasmas.

Since the commercial viability requirement

o ïM e = 5

is so close to the ignition

requirement for a helium catalyzed plasma, it is important to consider how an ignited
plasma would behave in a levitated dipole confinement field. In a traditional magnetic
confinement scheme, as was discussed in sections 4.1.6.1 and 4.2.1, ignition would be
undesirable due to leading to rapid loss of confinement (due to decreased particle
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confinement time, which is coupled to energy confinement time in such systems). That
may not be the case in a levitated dipole field confining a helium-catalyzed DD plasma.
The affect of ignition on the convective cell instabilities that allow decoupling of particle
and energy confinement in a dipole field has of course not been observed experimentally,
but (Kesner, et. ah, 2004)^^^ indicate an expectation that ignition would result in an
increase in the pressure gradient to the point that the marginal stability requirement is no
longer met, which would give rise to convective cell formation. Pastukhov and Chudin
(2001)^^^ showed that these convective cells should act to restore the marginal stability
by carrying ions between the hot core (“inside” the superconducting ring”) and the cool
outer edge, effectively cooling the core to restore stability. If this is true, ignition may be
stable and self-sustaining in a plasma confined by dipole field made by a levitated
superconducting ring, which would allow a significantly increased energy multiplication
factor without loss of stability. It is critical, however, that this be verified experimentally.
To illustrate the importance of ignition stability, the triple product requirements
for an electrical energy multiplication factor of 5 (presumed to be necessary for
commercial viability) and ignition are plotted below in Figure 4-25. This illustrates the
fine margin between commercially viable energy multiplication and ignition, with
ignition triple product requirements being only 5-6% above M e=5 requirements from 5055 keV. Factoring in impurities should further narrow this margin, as fusion heating

power ( P q ) would decrease while Bremstrahlung radiation power would increase, so the
denominator (P q -P b O in the ignition requirements would drop more sharply than the
denominator in the energy multiplication requirements (which also has the neutron power
included).
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Figure 4-25 - Ignition and M e=5 triple product requirements for a Helium catalyzed
DD plasma, assuming no impurities, but including fast fusion

An additional factor that could significantly improve the viability of this system is
that with such a high fraction of the energy being in the form of charged particles rather
than neutrons, a direct-energy conversion system could be employed rather than a
conventional thermal-based energy conversion system (with relatively low efficiencies).
While Rosenbluth and Hinton^^^ showed a little over ten years ago that most direct
energy conversion schemes that had been proposed at that time would not be viable, other
proposals have been made since that are not subject to the same limitations. In magnetic
confinement schemes, direct energy conversion systems that rely on allowing the high
energy fusion products to escape the plasma (for their energy to be inductively or
otherwise harvested) ultimately require relaxing confinement too much for net energy
production. While various means of “direct-energy conversion” have been proposed,
none have been tested and proven viable, and such proposals are too numerous and
dissimilar in nature to do an adequate review here. But, if such a system could be made to
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work, a helium catalyzed DD fuel cycle would be able to take advantage of such a system
much more so than a DT fuel confined by a toroidal field.
Overall, if a dipole field configuration can provide a sufficiently low particle
confinement time, without reducing the energy confinement time too low, this helium
catalyzed DD cycle would be an appealing option worth pursuing further (although, the
amount of on-site tritium storage remains a concern). Additionally, a dipole confinement
scheme could operate for long periods of time in a steady-state manner (with the
confining field being made by a superconducting ring internal to the plasma), which has
many advantages over the pulsed nature of current toroidal magnetic confinement
schemes. But, whether the helium catalyzed DD fuel cycle (necessary for limiting 14.1
MeV neutrons that would damage the superconducting ring) is feasible in a dipole field
ultimately depends on whether or not the particle confinement limit is achievable.

4.2.2.1.1.x. Particle Confinement limit
If the particle confinement time is significantly shorter than the average time per
DT fusion, it will be reasonable to assume that the only DT fusion events that occur are
in-flight fast-fusion events during triton thermalization. In other words, tritons are
produced by D(d,p)T fusion, and removed at the rate of nf/Tp. Fusion of thermalized
tritons would therefore only be negligible if
/

\

which requires
1

«
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At 57 keV, where the energy multiplication and ignition requirements for a
helium catalyzed DD cycle are lowest, the DT reactivity is -8.6x10'^^ m^/s, so njVp must
be much less than -1.2x10^^ sW .
For an energy multiplication sufficient for commercial viability, the triple product
is minimized at 57 keV to 8.9x10^^ keV sW , giving a minimum Lawson parameter MgTg
o f -1.6x10^^ s W . So, we have the dual requirements that MgTE>1.6xlO^^ s W and
n jT p « l .2x10^^ sW . Using our relationship between the deuteron and electron densities,
we can determine that at 57 keV, «/«e=0.8, so our requirement for minimizing thermal
DT fusion events can be re-written as

1.5x10^' s/m^. Therefore, we require that

TE>(1.6xlO^^ s W y Mg and Tp«(1.5xlO^^ s/m^)/ Mg, or essentially then that

This

would be in sharp contrast to the relationship between particle and confinement times in a
toroidal magnetic field confinement system, in which the particle confinement time is 510 times the energy confinement time

is expected to be around 10 for ITER).

While the dipole configuration does decouple the particle and energy confinement
times compared to toroidal magnetic confinement systems (in which the same mechanism
that drives particle loss is a major factor in energy loss, and particles escaping
confinement can be relatively high energy particles (such that particle loss plays a
significant role in energy loss), they are still somewhat related in a dipole confinement
system. Particle loss will still result in energy loss, although particles escaping
confinement are on the outer edges of flux fubes, such fhaf fhe femperafure (and fherefore
kinefic energy of fhe parficles) is low - so parficle loss does nof resulf in as much energy
loss as in a foroidal confmemenf scheme. As a helium cafalyzed fuel requires an
operafing femperafure on fhe order of 55-60 keV, af fhaf higher femperafure, and due fo
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the higher effective Z of the plasma, Bremsstrahlung losses in the helium catalyzed DD
plasma would be about three times those in a DT plasma at 15 keV, forming the
dominant energy loss mechanism (rather than particle confinement).
A caveat to the above analysis though is that the region where fusion would
actually occur in a levitated dipole system is a small fraction of the entire chamber
volume, primarily in the central region of the superconducting ring and immediately
surrounding area, where the flux fubes are thin enough fhaf fhe pressure (and fherefore
parficle density and femperafure) becomes large enough for fusion fo occur. In
minimizing DT fusions, fhe reacfion rate will drop substantially once parficles move out
of fhaf region. So, if may be more meaningful fo look af fhe speed wifh which particles
are carried out from the center via convective modes.
Using that approach, and the convective flow speed determined by (Pastukhov
and Chudin, 2001), Kesner, ef. al (2004) estimated a parficle circulation time (around fhe
flux fubes) on fhe order of milliseconds, compared fo expecfed energy confinement times
on fhe order of seconds. The circulation time is nof fhe particle confinement time, but if a
means of actively removing unwanted particles (tritons, alpha ash and other impurities)
from the plasma could be used, to extract particles from the low temperature edges of the
plasma, the effective particle time for these particles would then satisfy the requirement
determined above, Tp«tE-

4.2.2.I.2. Levitated Dipole Summary
Overall, based on this analysis, the levitated dipole scheme has some very
attractive features, in particular when running on the helium catalyzed DD cycle. Greatly
reducing the flux of 14.1 MeV neufrons compared fo a DT plasma is necessary for
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operation of a levitated dipole scheme, since the superconducting ring is essentially
“inside” the plasma (rather than the plasma being confined inside many coils arranged to
make a toroidal field, as in toroidal systems). A pure D^He plasma would allow a large
reduction in 14.1 MeV neutron production (some would still be produced as secondary
reactions from D(d,p)T side reactions, although spin polarization, to be discussed further
in section 4.6.4.1, could reduce that fraction further), but would require ^He to be mined
from the moon - which is obviously not a near-term energy solution.
Using pure deuterium as fuel, and removing tritons from the outer edges of the
plasma, to allow them to decay onsite into ^He would yield a deuteron-^He ratio similar
to a full D^He plasma, but with the total reaction rate (and therefore power density)
proportional to the primary DD reactions, since ^He production proceeds at that rate. This
lowers the fusion power density relative to a full D^He plasma, yielding triple product
requirements for energy breakeven and ignition slightly higher than a full D^He plasma
(in contrast with the analysis of (Kesner, et. al., 2004)^^^), although reaching minimum at
lower temperature. Overall though, the fuel cycle is more appealing than DT from the
standpoint of greatly reducing the 14.1 MeV neutron load (to just the in-flight fast-fusion
fraction) and eliminating fhe need fo breed frifium. If is also more appealing overall fhan
fhe ofher advanced fuel options, by having lower 14.1 MeV neufron loading and triple
product requirements fhan normal cafalyzed DD, and eliminating fhe need for lunar
mining of ^He fo run full D^He (and of course p^^B is nof viable energetically due fo
bremsstrahlung losses exceeding fusion power).
The dipole confinement scheme should allow significantly higher values of beta
fhan foroidal confinement schemes, which may allow fhe higher triple product
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requirements of helium catalyzed DD to be met. But, it remains to be seen experimentally
if not only can high enough plasma betas be achieved to reach the necessary triple
products, but also if the plasma remains MHD stable when large convection cells form at
high temperatures. MIT hopes to build a smaller version of their LDEX levitated dipole
reactor to attempt to achieve ignition when running on DT fuel (due fo fhe lower triple
product requirements), fo observe fhe convective modes under those conditions. This
experiment would provide crucial information on the overall viability of the levitated
dipole scheme. A better understanding of how low the particle confinement time can be
kept, without overly reducing the energy confinement time, is also required to better
evaluate the ability to remove tritium fast enough to limit DT fusion reactions. Even if
that can be achieved, however, the 14.1 MeV neutron flux from in-flight fast fusion
reactions remains a concern, as sufficiently shielding the levitating superconducting ring
is unlikely.
Lastly, a means of safely securing and managing the large stockpile of tritium that
must be kept on site for a commercial scale reactor must be developed. Overall though,
this approach does represent an intriguing and potentially worthwhile approach to fusion
energy, and certainly warrants further study.

4.3. Inertial Confinement
Inertial confinement can be broken into three categories - inertial electrostatic
confinement, beam-target (which can be further divided into direct and indirect, and laser
or ion beam driven), and beam-beam (Migma) inertial confinement fusion (ICE). The
former approach was initially developed by Farnsworth and Hirsch, using a spherical
electrical potential to accelerate ions towards the center of a sphere, where collisions
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would take place. The ions would oscillate back and forth around the center, where a high
ion density would be achieved, and fusion can occur.
This design has several problems, including large particle losses. As the ions will
thermalize due to collisions, a large portion of the ions will have kinetic energies greater
than the potential energy well they are in, and thus will escape. Since fusion happens only
with ions on the tail end of the Maxwellian distribution, yet all ions with energies greater
than the average energy (which should equal the Electric potential energy well, ignoring
energy losses due to radiation) will be able to escape the potential well, the particle loss
rate will significantly exceed the fusion rate, making this approach not viable for net
energy production.
Some approaches to inertial electrostatic confinement have sought to offset this
and other losses by attempting to maintain non-Maxwellian velocity distributions, but as
shown by Rider, this requires more power than is produced by the fusion itself. Due to
this and other factors. Rider’s analysis^^^ found that inertial-electrostatic confinement
fusion can not produce net power. This appears to eliminate the possibility of net energy
production from some designs that have received considerable media attention recently,
most notably the Polywell Inertial electrostatic confinement device^^^ designed by the
recently deceased Robert Bussard (former assistant director of the Controlled
Thermonuclear Reactor Division of the Atomic Energy Commission in the 1970s, under
Robert Hirsch, co-developed of the Farnsworth-Hirsch Fusor). Not only does this device
appear to be ruled out based on the grounds of it relying on electrostatic confinement, but
also based on the proposed use of p^^B fuel - which as has been shown, can not provide
net energy yield due to excessive Bremsstrahlung losses (without extremely high energy
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conversion efficiency of both the Bremsstrahlung radiation itself (which is not well suited
to direct energy conversion) as well as the charged particle fusion products). As all trials
to date on Bussard’s machines have run on DD fuel, this latter issue has not shown up in
tests.
While inertial electrostatic confinement appears to be ruled out as a viable energy
producer, beam-target based inertial confinement fusion remains an open possibility for
net power production. Beam-target ICF can be either “direct drive” or “indirect drive”,
where direct drive involves shooting either a laser or ion beam at small pellet targets
composed of fusionable material, rapidly heating and compressing the pellet (indirect
drive, to be discussed later, aims the beam at a cylinder surrounding the fuel pellet, such
that x-rays from the impingement of the beam on the surrounding cylinder provide the
actual pellet heating). Like magnetic confinement fusion, fusion in beam-target ICF (BTICF) is thermonuclear fusion, with the high thermal energy of ions in very dense plasma
being enough to permit quantum tunneling through the Coulomb barrier. A schematic of
the processes involved in BT-ICF is shown below in Figure 4-26.
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Figure 4-26 - Processes involved in inertial confinement fusion.
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In the first step, the spherical target is irradiated symmetrically by either a laser or
ion beam. Most research to date has involved the use of lasers, but the extremely low
energy efficiency of lasers (around 5%) compared to ion beams (potentially 50%) means
that it would be far easier to achieve net energy production with an ion beam. Lasers are
far cheaper than sufficient particle accelerators for the required ion beams, so they make
more realistic research tools.
Whichever type of beam is used, the beam rapidly heats the outer layer of the fuel
sphere, forming a hot corona on the outer layer. This rapid heating causes an outward
ablation of the corona, with a resulting inward pressure on the center of the pellet (due to
conservation of momentum, similar to the thrust of a rocket). This inward directed shockwave from the sudden ablation rapidly heats and compresses the center of the sphere
(where the fusion fuel is located), aiming at reaching temperatures of 5-15 keV, ideally
suited for DT fusion. Once fusion begins, the fuel target rapidly disassembles from the
energy release. So, while magnetic confinement fusion (MCF) can achieve energy
confinement times on the order of seconds, BT-ICF is limited to confinement times on
the order of a nanosecond. As similar triple product or Lawson parameter requirements
can be made of ICF as MCF, a significant decrease in the energy confinement time, %,
must be offset by a significant increase in the particle density. This is in fact
accomplished in ICF, due to the inward pressure shockwaves, resulting in number
densities on the order of ICP^ m'^, roughly 1,000 times the number density in solid
hydrogen

00/1
01 0
. This is substantially greater than the -10 m" number densities achieved in

MCF.
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To achieve these high densities, not only must the target itself be extremely
uniform spherically, but also the beam energy must be delivered such as to cause
spherically symmetric heating. This is a significant challenge, with non-uniformity
causing Rayleigh-Taylor and other instabilities that ultimately prevent achieving the
required temperature and compression for sufficient fusion.
The number densities achieved in ICF are on the order of magnitude of those
found within stars, and with temperatures greater than those found in the center of stars.
Therefore, the pressure within an ICF fusion pellet as fusion occurs is greater than that
found within stars - but without the gravitational hydrostatic confinement. Therefore, the
fuel ions are confined only by their inertia (hence the term “inertial confinement”), flying
rapidly outward.
With magnetic confinement fusion, the fuel is intended to be burned “slowly”
compared to inertial confinement fusion, involving a rapid burn - and therefore a rapid
power release. One problem this presents is that the first wall of the ignition chamber is
exposed to far greater neutron flux and power than the first walls in magnetic
confinement devices - which themselves have significant problems due to damage to the
first wall. These problems would only be worse in an ICF reactor.
In addition to the driving beam needing to be spherically symmetric to a very high
degree, it must also not heat the inner core of the fuel pellet before the a high density has
been reached by the pressure wave (resulting from the heating and ablation of the outer
surface of the pellet), as heating of the inner core causes an expansion that opposes the
compression from the ablation process. This requires the use of low frequency lasers,
since higher frequency beams can reach and heat the inner core directly. Since thermal
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conduction will heat the inner core, the ablation and shockwave pressurization must
occur very rapidly. Additionally, since the laser energy is imparted directly to electrons
more so than the ions (with the ions being heated by energy transfer from the electrons),
high energy electrons heated by the beam can penetrate into and heat the core ahead of
the pressure wave, decreasing the ultimate compression achieved.
Ion beams can limit these problems to a degree, as the energy of an ion beam is
imparted to the ions in the target rather than the electrons. The outer layer to be ablated
must be able to sap most of the kinetic energy from the beam ions, rather than allowing
them to penetrate into the center. Overall though, the energy transfer directly to ions, as
well as the much higher thermal efficiency of accelerators compared to lasers makes ion
beam based ICF far more likely to achieve energy breakeven than laser ICF.
Due to the difficulty of achieving sufficiently spherically symmetric energy
deposition over the fuel pellet with this direct drive approach, many ICF research
programs have shifted to “indirect drive” approaches, in which the fuel pellet is placed in
the center of a cylindrical vessel, called a “Hohlraum”. These Hohlraums are made of
high-Z materials (usually gold or lead), with open windows at the ends for the driver
beam to enter through. The driver beam enters at an angle (and generally from both ends)
such that it hits the inner surface of the Hohlraum, causing the emission of “soft” (low
frequency, low energy) x-rays. Indirect drive still requires carefully aimed beams to
provide spherically symmetric heating by the X-rays, but it is significantly easier in
practice to achieve symmetric pellet heating with the X-rays produced from beam impact
on the high-Z inner surface of the Hohlraum than with direct beam impact on the target,
resulting in better and simpler heating and compression of the fuel.
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Figure 4-27 - Depiction of the indirect drive approach to inertial confinement fusion.

The improved symmetry of target ablation and heating though are offset by a
reduced beam-target coupling efficiency (see section 4.3.4) and the additional cost and
complexity of Hohlraum manufacturing. However, the significantly improved symmetry
and better overall heating from the soft x-rays has lead to indirect fusion becoming the
preferred approach for most ICF research, including the focus at the National Ignition
Facility (NIF), which will use 192 focused laser beams, delivering 1.8 M l of UV energy
focused on hohlraum. Since the heating must happen very quickly, before temperature
induced expansion expands the fuel to the point that fusion can not happen, the power
required in these drivers is immense - NIF’s lasers will be capable of delivering 500 TW
of power - roughly 500 times the current peak power generating capacity of the entire
US.
We can begin our analysis of inertial confinement fusion with a simple energy
analysis.

4.3.1. Net Energy Balance - Beam-Target Inertial Confinement
An energy analysis for inertial confinement systems can be made, similar to the
previous analysis that primarily applies to magnetic confinement. Figure 4-28 below
shows an energy flow schematic for ICF fusion. For magnetically confined plasmas, it is
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more reasonable to talk about power flows in the system. But, the pulsed pellet-bum
approach of ICF makes it more practical to focus on the energy input over a particular
cycle (a cycle being one pellet bum). The only input energy (ignoring minor inputs for
mnning pumps and such) is for powering the ion or laser beam, with efficiency rjbeam,
such i\\2Li Ebeam='nbeamEin- Hcrc thc iuput cucrgy isn’t based on transport and other losses,
but rather purley the energy to operate the beam, to produce the desired temperature and
pressure.
Ion or
laser beam
ICF
chamber

•net ▼

Figure 4-28 - Energy flow in an inertial confinement fusion system

The beam energy is converted into ion thermal energy, E ot, with an implosion
efficiency

This efficiency is a combination of the energy deposition efficiency % and

an ablation-implosion rocket efficiency,

tjr (the

efficiency with which the ablation

process happens - i.e. how efficiently the thermal energy deposited in the target
compresses and heats the fuel, rather than being lost with ablation products). The
implosion efficiency for laser direct drive generally has a maximum of 10%, when all of
the beam energy is absorbed in the target (when r}d=l\ since the rocket-like implosion
with direct drive is at most 10% efficient, due to the laser energy being deposited in the
corona of the pellet, outside of the ablative surface^^^ (see section 4.3.3).
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The deposited energy ultimately produces fusion energy, Efus (which could again
be broken up into neutron and charged product energy, if it is desirable to use the neutron
energy for some form of energy multiplication through fission). This fusion energy can
be converted into electrical energy, with the assumption here that both neutron and
charged product fusion energy are converted with the same efficiency,

The thermal

energy deposited in the target can presumably also be converted to electricity with the
same efficiency, such that
Eout ^'nth (E £ )T ^E fu s)

But, as the fusion energy should greatly exceed the deposited thermal energy for
any potentially viable ICF device, we can ignore the conversion of E rt to electricity.
The net electrical energy production is therefore the difference between the
energy out and energy in,
Enet

E quI EiYi

TJthEfus ~Eju

where we will again use the same electrical energy multiplication term as in the magnetic
confinement section,

E.„
The efficacy of a particular ICF device can be discussed in terms of the energy
gain (G) - the ratio of the fusion energy to the driver beam energy (the energy in the
beam, not the portion deposited in the pellet, E rt)
F

G=

T7'

beam

F
77

I beam

in

The net electrical energy output (where the energy multiplication factor would be
greater than or equal to 1, where Mg= % %eamG) though would require Eout>Ei„,
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^IthEfus ^ Ein
or
r

^ Ebeam

This therefore means that the energy gain G, must satisfy
G>

----

For laser beam driven devices^^\ r/beam is typically on the order of 0.06. Assuming
a thermal to electric conversion efficiency of 35%, a pellet multiplication factor of almost
50 is required for net energy production. On the other hand, if an ion beam accelerator
with 35% efficiency is used, the gain required drops to ~8, further dropping to just over 6
if the accelerator efficiency increases to 50% (as can be achieved with superconducting
accelerators).
Instead of a multiplication factor, we could look at a Q-value requirement for net
energy production, where the Q-value is the same as previously discussed (applied to
magnetically confined plasmas), Q=Efus/ERT, where Edt is the thermal energy deposited
in the pellet by the beam (analogous to the thermal energy put into the confined plasma to
offset transport and Bremsstrahlung losses). Since Ert= VcEbeam, and G = Efus/Ebeam, so
Q=G/î]c and the required Q-value for net energy production (or energy breakeven)
becomes

^
—

^thnjlbeam
The low coupling efficiency for beam-target ICF, in particular with laser beam
drivers, ends up requiring much higher values of Q for net energy breakeven than are
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required for magnetically confined plasmas (where we found that net energy breakeven
could be expected to occur with ITER, based on assumed impurities, at less than Q=10).
Laser coupling efficiencies tend to be on the order of 10%, as an example the 8.9%
coupling efficiency predicted by the Naval Research Laboratory for their direct-drive
laser ICF target^^^. This coupling efficiency is the combination of the laser absorption
efficiency (NRL predicted at 89%) and the rocket implosion efficiency (conversion of
thermal energy (ion and electrion) to inward implosion energy, predicted at 10%). The
coupling efficiency is strongly dependent on the drive method (laser or ion, and direct or
indirect). This will be discussed further in section 4.3.3. and 4.3.4.
Assuming a thermal to electric conversion efficiency of 35%, and a 7.5% efficient
(Vbeam) laser, the Q-value required for net energy breakeven with coupling efficiency of
8.9% is 428. Net energy breakeven though does not constitute a viable power plant, as it
equates to all of the electrical energy produced being recirculated to power the driver. In
assessing magnetically confined fusion, we indicated that it would be desirable to have
the fraction of electrical energy recirculated as input back into the plasma to be 0.2
(corresponding to an energy multiplication factor of ME=Eou/Ei„=5) - and will make the
same assumption here. Since ^7^= %

and Q=G/r/c, ME=r/th r/beamr/c Q. This means

that we want Ei„<frecircEout ('where frecirc='^IElE=02), and therefore,

^ t b E i 2 i h e a m J recirc

This increases the required Q value for a commercially viable (based only on
recirculation power) laser ICF facility to 2,140 - far above the 35 required for a
magnetically confined device for the same energy multiplication and recirculation
requirement. The pellet energy gain for commercial viability (based on the same
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recirculation fraction) would be G=î/cQ=l90 (where this is the ratio of fusion energy
produced to deposited laser beam energy).
We can make a rough estimate of how large a Q-value might be possible by
assuming an isentropically heated and compressed fuel pellet, and ignoring work done to
compress the fuel (which is substantial). Since the Q-value is the fusion energy produced
divided by the thermal energy in DT ions within the fuel pellet, we can say
_ (l7.6MgF)/,#^ _ (l7.6MgF)/,

where it has been assumed that the number of douterons equals the number of tritons.
Assuming an optimistic burn fraction of 50% (meaning half the DT ions in the fuel pellet
will undergo fusion) at a temperature of 10 keV, Q would work out to roughly 300 below the 428 required for energy breakeven, and well below the 2,140 required for a
viable energy producing reactor. So, clearly achieving the required gain for Laser beam
ICF is not possible if the fuel pellet is heated uniformly.
The low beam efficiency and coupling efficiency for laser drivers compared to ion
beam drivers thus presents a significant challenge, requiring non-uniform heating and
compression of the pellet. ICF research therefore has focused on what is called “selfignition”, in which the center of the fuel pellet is heated hot enough for fusion to begin,
with the alpha particles produced providing the required heating of the bulk of the fuel,
which surrounds the central core (the “ignitor region”). With this approach, the driver
does not need to provide the thermal energy to all of the fuel being burned, allowing the
denominator in the equation above to only include the ions in the central region of the
fuel (while the N r term in the numerator accounts for all of the fuel ions in the fuel pellet
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(actually half, assuming half are D and half are T). This can allow for significantly
increased values of Q.

4.3.2. ICF Ignition
Thus, for ICF, the ignition goal is not to achieve ignition of the entire fuel (in the
sense fusion ignition is normally used, where alpha heating maintains the plasma
temperature offsetting radiation and transport losses) - but rather a form of ignition (selfignition) in which alpha heating from the inner core provides the heating required to
initiate fusion (burning) of the main portion of the fuel. Thus, the “ignition condition” for
ICF is the condition that a localized “hot spot” can be made to “ignite” such that alpha
heating will produce an outward propagating thermonuclear bum wave, heating and
igniting the surrounding fuel. The primary approach to achieving this is with a relatively
low density hot spot at the center of a spherical fuel pellet that is heated by pd V work
done as the surrounding fuel expands (due to beam heating), compressing the hot spot at
the core.
With this approach, we want the thermal energy in the DT ions in the fuel at
fusion temperature (where this temperature is initially provided by p d V work) to equal
the alpha portion of the fusion energy, which is roughly V5 of Efus. We can therefore say
that self-ignition requires
> I. where

thus requiring Qi>5 for self-ignition. It must be clarified that this Q value for ignition is
not the Q for the entire fuel, but rather for the core of the pellet. If the pellet core can be
made to burn with Q>5, alpha heating from the core can heat the surrounding fuel
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sufficiently to trigger ignition of the bulk of the pellet, ultimately achieving a higher Q
for the entire pellet than Q;.
Self-ignition though also requires that the alpha particles produced from the
central core lose the bulk of their energy within the fuel, such that the radius of the fuel R
is greater than the mean-free path of alphas, R>ka. Together these place constraints on the
pellet design. “High gain” pellets aim to only heat the central core of the pellet to fusion
temperatures to minimize the required beam input, with the surrounding portion of the
pellet consisting of the main fuel at a significantly higher density (to resist the outward
expansion of the core when fusion begins), and lower initial temperature (until self
heating from alpha particles begsin). A plot of the temperature and pressure of such a
high-gain pellet, as a function of radius, taken from Nakai and Takabe (1996) is shown in
Figure 4-29 below. The approach depicted in this figure, and described in this section, is
known as central “hot spot” ignition, in which the “relatively low density” central core
has density -100 g/cm^, roughly 500 times liquid DT density (-0.2 g/cm^), but is heated
to high temperature by the compression process. The surrounding main fuel region has a
density thousands of times that of liquid DT, but a significantly lower temperature (until
alpha heating from fusion in the core begins, producing an outward propagating “burn
wave”). As mentioned previously, this is required based on a Lawson product or triple
product analysis.
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Figure 4-29 - Desired temperature aud deusity profile (as a fuuctiou of radius) iu
couveutioual “hot spot iguitiou” (Nakai aud Takabe, 1996)

We can make a rough calculation of thc requirements for achieving hot spot
ignition in an ICF fuel pellet based on the fusion reaction rate as it relates to the fraction
of the fuel burned. The rate of change of the number of fuel ions in the fuel, Ni (where
small n denotes number density, and capital N denotes total number), is negative two
times the fusion reaction rate (since two ions are lost per fusion) integrated over the
burning volume (the core), or
aW.
dt

-2 j RRdV = - 2 |

n^rijdV

We can instead focus on the fuel ion density,

where no=nT= %% Further, we

can let the total number of ions equal Ni=njV. If we assume that the burning core has
isotropic temperature and ion density, the integral on the right is trivial, giving
dn,
Vûlt

2

such that the V’s cancel. Separating variables for integration gives us
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%

— I— i o v j d t
0 ^

where nu and Mÿ-are the initial and final ion densities (before and after the fuel pellet
bum), and tb is the time of the burn (meaning the time after beam impingement until
fusion stops occurring due to the pellet flying apart).
Integration yields
1

1

Tn

crv

where (o r) is the average reactivity over the burn,

CTV) = — ^{ov)dt

Since the burn fraction is given by fb=(nu-nif)/niB we can say
1 1

/

A

\

-

\<JV

We can further define the initial ion density at the beginning of the bum (after the
initial impingement of the beam on the target to start heating and compression, but before
the core of the pellet has begun fusion) based on the density (p) of the fuel and the ion
mass, /M;'

such that

X i-A )

2

This gives a burn time of
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The burn time is ultimately limited by the confinement (or disassembly) time of
the pellet - i.e. how long it takes for the pellet to expand due to fusion to the point that
the ion density is too low to support fusion. The fuel confinement time, t, is inertia
limited and depends on the burn radius and the core expansion, which proceeds^^^
dependent on the speed of sound

in the burning plasma, where^^^

= yjlOT/ 3m.. ,

giving
R

T =

--------------

4v,
The burn time, Tg, has to be less than or equal to the confinement time, so
_
^

R

—

^
/

.

\

/

V

—

This sets a minimum value on the “pR” parameter (analogous to the Lawson
parameter, where this is the compressed density at the beginning of the burn, multiplied
by the bum radius) of

where

is the average ion mass. To be fully accurate, this would change during the burn

due to consumption of hydrogenic ions and production of alpha particles.
For convenience, we can define a term C (that is a function of temperature
explicitly, as well as implicitly in the reactivity)
^ _

8

\lOTm,

crv
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so that we can simplify the pR parameter to

-

a

Or the bum fraction can be solved for, giving
pR
pR + C
0.6
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Figure 4-30 - Maximum buru fractiou as a fuuctiou of temperature for a few values
of the “pR” parameter achieved hy a compressed fuel pellet

Using this, Figure 4-30 above was made, showing the maximum burn fraction for
a few values of pR (for the entire fuel assembly upon maximum compression), as a
function of temperature (since the reactivity in C is a function of temperature).
Note that since density is
P =

3m j V,

where jV, is the number of ions, the pR parameter is really
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_ 3m,jV,
pR =
4;zR"
Increasing pR therefore equates to compressing the number of ions into a sphere
with a smaller surface area.
This analysis can be used to make an estimate of the core pR requirement for selfignition of the plasma. As mentioned previously, self-ignition arises when the core of the
fuel is hot and dense enough for fusion to begin before disassembly, continue to heat
itself (to offset conduction and radiation losses), and heat the surrounding fuel such that a
sufficient fraction of the fuel (fb) is burned. The preferred approach to attempting to
achieve this is by having the majority of the fuel (95%+) in solid form on the inner
surface of the fuel pellet, with this solid DT shell filled with gaseous DT of moderate
density. The gaseous DT forms the core that will be ignited to provide additional heating
for the surrounding fuel, lessening the beam energy required for fuel heating.
We can set a rough, basic requirement for this by requiring that the charged fusion
energy produced in the core is at least as large as the initial thermal energy of the core.
Requiring that the alpha heating over the thermal energy of the core equals at least one
equates to requiring a core Q-value (which will be referred to as Qcore, for the core Q
required for self-ignition) of at least 5 (accounting for only 1/5* of the fusion energy
being in alphas, and thus going into core heating). Since Qcore is the ratio of fusion energy
produced (by fusion at the core) to the initial core thermal energy,
( 3

_ (l7.6M eF)/,_„„«„ _ ( n m e V ) U

where the number densities only refer to those of the core. The initial core bum fraction
resulting from the beam energy input,/è_core, can be solved for in terms of Qcore as
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17.6m U

which, for the self-ignition requirement of

Q c o re > 5 ,

works out to

> 8 .5 2 x 1 0 ^ 7
where Tis in keV (note that fb is itself dimensionless). Note that this will in general not
provide a large burn fraction - for T=20 keV,/è_core=0.017 (1.7%). It’s important to keep
in mind that this is really the minimum initial bum fraction for the fuel in the center of the
pellet, to provide sufficient alpha heating for igniting the surrounding fuel (the ignition of
which would heat and re-compress the core, significantly increasing the burn fraction of
the core - in addition to the fuel bumed in the outer region).
Putting this bum fraction into our equation for the core pR, we have
1.57xlO""T

where m, is the average ion mass, 4.175x10'^^ kg for pure DT (ignoring alpha buildup,
which will be small for the minimum burn fraction), and a multiplication factor of
1.265x10'^ is included to adjust the units so that pRcore will be in g/cm^.
The requirement that the core radius (R) be greater than the alpha mean free path,
R>X%, places an additional requirement on pRcore- Since the mean free path is dependent
on the density (and temperature), it would be more accurate to write the requirement as
pR> pXa. The deposition of kinetic energy from alphas is a result of Coulombic collisions
with both ions and electrons. As shown by (Fraley, et. ak, 1974)^^^, collisions with
electrons dominate the energy loss initially, until the alpha energy has dropped
considerably, and collisions with ions dominate. Their calculated function for pXa when p
is equal to the solid DT density (0.213 g/cm^) is
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=

3

1+ 8 . 2 x 1 0 ^
where />Xa is in g/cm^.
Figure 4-31 below shows the plotted pRcore requirements for achieving self
ignition (where the model of (Fraley, et. al., 1974)^^^ is used for calculating the alpha
ranges at select densities). The “hot spot”, or core of the fuel to be ignited, must satisfy
both the density-dependent alpha absorption requirement {pRcore> pXj) and the alpha
production Qcore requirement. The minimum core-heating requirement for ignition of
Q=5, and a curve for Q=25 (which would provide substantially more heating), are shown
as the U-shaped curves in the plot. Note that above 10 keV, the alpha absorption
requirement surpasses the minimum alpha production (Ocore=5) requirement.
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Figure 4-31 - Core p R requirements for hot spot self-iguitiou of au ICF pellet. The Q
value requirements yield curves similar to triple product requirements for iguitiou,
while the other lines result from requiring alpha particle trapping
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A typical self-ignition of a fuel pellet may begin with a uniformly dense spherical
core, with the center of the core being heated by the driving beam (or indirectly by Xrays) more than the outer core. This is a natural consequence of spherically symmetric
impinging beams (or X-rays) that are able to penetrate well through the spherical target the beams coming from any direction will heat the center, while not all beams will each
heat the outer portions.
Consider a DT sphere with density of 10^ g/cm^, to be self-ignited at 20 keV. As
shown in the plot above, if the alpha mean free path (for alpha heating) requirement is
met at 20 keV, then the Q>5 requirement will be as well. At 20 keV, this requires
/>coreA>2 g/cm^ (roughly). The goal would be to heat the inner portion (10% or less
generally) of the fuel to the self-ignition temperature (20 keV in this case), while the
outer portion (the other 90%) is heated to a lesser extent (T on the order of 1 keV). As
fusion begins in the inner region, expansion of the hot center compresses the cooler outer
portion of fuel (as the inertia of the outer 90% of the mass limits expansion). As fusion
proceeds in the center, alpha heating (dominantly heating the center, but also the outer
regions to a lesser extent) and heat conduction warm the outer region (timescale on the
order of ~1 picosecond). The heating to fusion temperatures spreads radially outward, as
a thermonuclear bum wave. Fusion of the outer fuel produces additional heating and
expansion, re-compressing and imploding the inner region - increasing the density to
burn the fuel in the center to a higher fraction.
Fraley, et. al.^^^ modeled an example of this, for a DT sphere with />,=6xl0^ g/cm^
and pR=AA g/cm^. With the inner 10% heated to 20 keV and the outer 90% to 1 keV by
the driving beam, fusion of the center heats 40% of the outer region to 20 keV by 1.2
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picoseconds (from t=0, the onset of burning of the center). Burning of the outer region
implodes the center from 2 to 2.4 picoseconds, and by 5.4 picoseconds fuel disassembly
has stopped the burn. With this approach, 1,245 kJ would be released from the 10 pg
sphere. If instead the entire sphere were heated to 20 keV by the driver beam, 1369 kJ
would be released (corresponding to a burn fraction of 0.42). So, heating only the center
to 20 keV produces 91% as much energy, but requiring only 18% of the energy
investment - increasing the Q-value (and energy gain) by a factor of 5.2.
As the Q-value can be estimated for a uniformly heated pellet as
_ (l7.6MgF)/,A^ _ (l7.6MgF)/,

the uniform 20 keV heating of the pellet yielded a bum fraction of 0.42, for a Q value of
123. Increasing that by a factor of 5.2 would yield a Q value of 640 - above the 428
required for breakeven (with reasonable conversion efficiencies), but well below the
2,140 required for a commercially viable reactor (based on recirculation energy only, and
assuming an 8.9% efficient laser driver). So, commercial viability would require further
improvement - or a switch to an ion beam driver rather than a laser (or fast ignition).
As shown in this section though, it is desirable to produce a core pR on the order
of at least -0.5 g/cm^ (although the density will ultimately determine what pRcore is
needed for absorbing alpha energy). Achieving a high burn fraction though requires a
significantly higher pR for the entire fuel assembly.
So far the issue of how to produce a core with sufficiently high density at a high
temperature has not been addressed here, or how much power is required. As was shown,
we don’t want to uniformly heat the entire fuel pellet, as this would limit the potential
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gain to a level too low for commercial viability. We could try to selectively heat the core
(although as will be discussed in section 4.3.3, laser-plasma interactions prevent this), but
core pre-heating would increase core pressure, limiting compression, and the pRcore that
can be achieved. “Fast ignition” is a variant of this approach, aimed at heating a “hot
spot” with an auxiliary beam, requiring the auxiliary heating to happen faster than the
expansion of the hot spot (determined by the sound speed. Section 4.3.5 will address
this).
The conventional approach therefore is to heat the outer surface (the ablator and
solid DT layer) of the fuel pellet uniformly, to compress the core as the outer edge ablates
off, allowing thep d V work done by the compression to heat the core. It is desirable to
have the energy deposited at the “ablation front”^^^, where the ablator (the outer layer of
glass or plastic) and solid DT meet, to heat both regions and produce the rocket-like
implosion of DT. If the energy is deposited directly only in the ablator, the energy must
be conducted to the ablation front, reducing energy transfer efficiency and the efficiency
of the “rocket-like” implosion (together reducing the coupling efficiency). The “ablation
surface” should heat and fly off of the pellet, with the conservation of momentum
resulting in an inward pressure on the DT fuel, imploding it. How efficient this implosion
is depends on where the driver energy is imparted. Direct laser drive deposits energy
primarily in the low-density corona outside of the ablation region (at the critical radius,
where the laser frequency equals the density-dependent plasma frequency - as discussed
in section 4.3.3). Higher laser frequencies deposit their energy at smaller radius, closer to
the ablation front, and thus achieve higher coupling efficiencies. The even higher
frequency x-rays of indirect drive deposit their energy further inward, along the ablation
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front, producing a more efficient implosion and better fuel heating (but with a less than
100% efficiency for converting laser energy to x-ray energy).
This inward pressure prevents the solid DT from expanding as it heats, with it
instead being compressed inward, rapidly imploding the low-density core. Conductive
heat transfer will heat the core some (ideally heating from hot electrons produced by laser
absorption will be minimal, as this heating occurs too quickly, ahead of the implosion,
thus limiting compression), but core heating should primarily come from pd V work done
on the core by the inward expanding solid DT (often called the “pusher”), as well as
alpha deposition once fusion begins.
If sufficient power is applied, and plasma instabilities that can result in core pre
heating, slow or reduced implosion, and ultimately limit core density are limited
sufficiently, this should (in theory, not yet in practice) result in the core achieving a high
enough pR and temperature to ignite, and continue heating itself (offsetting radiation and
conduction losses) as well as the surrounding fuel to ignite the main fuel as the shock
from the ignited core compresses the imploding main fuel (that is imploding due to the
ablation process).

4.3.2.I. Ignition Inpnt Power
One of the significant challenges of ICF arises when we look at the input power
required to achieve ignition. It is important that the driver energy be delivered to the fuel
assembly very quickly, to rapidly compress the fuel, limiting time for instability growth,
conductive heat loss, and other time-dependent factors that would prevent ignition.
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We can make an estimate of the minimum power requirements by assuming that
the driver’s energy primarily goes into heating the hot spot (generally the core). The
thermal energy of the spherical core would be

E ot- , . . =

since n=2nu for pure DT. We could further put this in terms of the pR parameter,
- ^ 4 p ,„ R )‘ n„T
^D T -co re

-^ 4 p ,„ R )‘ n„T
/

3
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where pcoreR is in g/cm^, and the average ion mass has been put in (assuming pure DT).
To provide some meaning to this, we can put the initial ion density in terms of the
solid DT density, fisoUd, 4.5x10^^ cm'^, letting n u = n /n u /n j.

36xlO“ (p „ ,iï)= r

r»

J

for Tin keV. We can then use our self-ignition plot (Figure 4-31) to assess the minimum
energy required to heat the core based on the minimum PcoreR parameter required for self
ignition. If we assume the core is heated to 15 keV, the minimum pcoreR is determined by
the alpha mean free path requirement, which exceeds the Qcore>5 requirement for all of
the densities plotted. If the DT is at solid DT density (p=ps, so nu=n_^, the minimum
pcoreR at 15 keV is 0.357 g/cm^. This gives a core energy input requirement of 6.2 GJ.
Since this energy would need to be delivered to the fuel pellet in a time on the order of a
nanosecond, and with an assumed coupling efficiency less than 10%, this translates into a
required beam power on the order of 10^^ Watts - absurdly large.
If the density increases to 100 g/cm^ (n/ns=100/0.213=470), the required PcoreR
increases to 1.11 g/cm^, and the required thermal energy of the core decreases to 1.26 Ml.
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Assuming the 10% coupling efficiency, if this is delivered to the pellet over 1
nanosecond, this translates into 12600 Terawatts (12600x10^^ W). While this is still
incredibly large, roughly 4200 times the current power generating capacity of the world,
it is somewhat more manageable - although much greater than what the National Ignition
Facility is expected to be capable of providing (500 Terrawatts, provided by charging up
capacitors for rapid energy release). Further increasing the density to 1,000 g/cm^
increases pcoreR to 1.48 g/cm^, and the required core thermal energy drops to 30 kJ, for
an input power over 1 nanosecond of 300 TW - roughly on par with what NIF is
expected to be capable of (500 TW). While this is in the realm of plausible feasibibility,
the enormous technological advancements required for this achievement should not be
overlooked. 300 TW represents roughly 300 times the current global power generating
capacity, and clearly providing such high beam power requires storing energy in
supercapacitor banks over time, to lessen the power demand for each pulse. If such a
beam power can be realized though, and NIF is currently on track to achieve that output
in 2010, then self-ignition could be realized provided fuel densities near 1000 g/cm^ can
be achieved, and with the required pcoreR parameter (and of course sufficient spherical
symmetry to the beam heating, etc.).
If the input energy is 30 kJ per fuel pellet ignited, and 5 pellets are bumed per
second, the time-averaged power requirements of the driver would be 150 kW - delivered
in 5 nanosecond pulses of 300 TW. Clearly this would be accomplished by charging
capacitors between the pulses, which would drop the driver efficiency by roughly 50%
(see section 2.2.2).
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This analysis so far has only considered the thermal energy requirements - not the
energy required to compress the pellet. At the densities required for ignition, this energy
can become quite substantial. With DT densities on the order of 100+ times solid DT
density, the plasma begins to become Fermi degenerate. At these high particle densities,
electrons are being squeezed to the point that their De Broglie wavelengths begin to
overlap. The Pauli Exclusion Principle therefore requires particles to move to higher
energy levels to retain distinguishability - the need to elevate particles to higher energy
levels requires additional energy input for further compression, appearing as an increase
in pressure. For another way of looking at this - the need to prevent wavefunction
overlapping confines electrons to some region of length L in each direction, outside of
which they can not exist (otherwise their wavefunction would overlap with another
electron). Thus, the electrons can be viewed as the quantum mechanical particle in an
infinite well, with non-normalized wavefunctions in each direction of sin(n7ix/L). So, the
energy eigenstates are proportional to 1/L^ (by the Schrodinger equation). Compressing
the gas tighter and tighter squeezes the electrons into smaller “boxes” (decreasing L),
increasing their energy.
It is desirable to keep the energy input required as low as possible, equating to
keeping the fuel on the lowest allowable isentrope (constant entropy) - which would be
when the fuel is just Fermi degenerate (electrons are not elevated to higher energies than
necessary based on degeneracy). The specific energy per gram of DT required to
compress the fuel to a particular density, accounting for the temperature dependent Fermi
degeneracy, isf^^
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is in g/cm^, and the specific energy density s d t -

Fermi is in Vg. Achieving a density of 1,000 g/cm^ at a temperature of 1 keV requires a
specific energy density of 9x10^ %. This is less than the DT fusion power density of
3x10^^ Vg, so it can be reasonably expected that fusion heating could provide the
necessary heating and compression. But, as the hot spot heating is accomplished by
compressing the core, as the main fuel region is compressed, and the main fuel region is
in pressure equilibrium with the hot spot (since the speed of sound in the plasma is
substantially greater than the rate of compression), the main fuel region must be
compressed to a high pressure while the hot spot is heated.
The core has low enough density that it will not become degenerate, with a
relatively low density on the order of 50-100 g/cm^ (Rosen, 1999) - but the surrounding
fuel (constituting the bulk of the fuel) would have significantly higher pressure, requiring
additional energy for compression. As the main fuel region becomes degenerate, we can
not consider it an ideal gas for the purpose of determining its density in relation to the
core density (so we can not say that ncoreTcore=nmam-fueiTmam-fuei)- In a completely Fermi
degenerate gas, the pressure is independent of the temperature (in an ideal gas, the
pressure and temperature are related by the ideal gas law. But, in a Fermi gas, the
pressure arises due to the energy required to confine the particles to a small de Broglie
wavelength, rather than being correlated to the kinetic energy (temperature) of the
particles). In nearly Fermi degenerate gases, the pressure is not completely independent
of the pressure, and the pressure in the gas is correlated to the pressure in a completely
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Fermi degenerate gas by the degeneracy factor a, the ratio of the pressure of the main fuel
to the Fermi pressure at the density of the main fuel (a is required to be 2 or greater, so
that the ablation can adequately stabilize the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities caused by the
light ablation gas accelerating the dense main fuel (Tabak et al, 1994)).
The isobaric constraint (the main fuel and hot spot being at the same pressure),
and the main fuel being Fermi degenerate, results in the relationship between the main
fuel density (/>„) and hot spot density (fins) is (M. Tabak et al, 1994)

Pn

OC

a

where Tus is the hot spot temperature.

4.S.2.2. Fusion Power Production and Energy Balance
We can calculate the fusion energy produced from the entire pellet as the number
of fusions occurring multiplied by the fusion energy. The number of fusions should equal
the volume of the pellet multiplied by % the change in fuel ion density

where

rii=nD+nT (the % accounts for two ions being consumed per fusion event). The fusion
energy produced during the bum therefore is

Putting in the previously determined maximum value for the burn fraction in
terms of pR,
f

\
pR
8
pR + - r ^

lio m .
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For a desired fusion energy production per pellet burned, we can determine the
beam energy input requirements, which will illustrate one of the significant challenges
for ICF. Let’s consider the case of a fusion powerplant that can produce 2.5 GW of fusion
power (not electric power. Assuming 35% thermal conversion efficiency, this would
produce 875 MW of electrical energy, some of which would need to be recirculated for
powering the driver). If we further make the ambitious assumption that pellets will be
burned at the rate of 5 Hz (a very ambitious goal, although that is what is currently
expected to be necessary for ICF powerplants), the fusion energy produced per pellet
burned would need to be 0.5 GJ. Since each fusion event produces 2.82x10'^^ M l (17.6
MeV), each pellet bum must produce 1.77x10^° fusion events, consuming twice that
many ions (or rather that many deuterons and tritons, each). Since Eout=NfusEfus, where
Nfus is the number of fusion events, and Nfus=0.5fbNu, where A, is the initial number of
fuel ions in the pellet, the number of fuel ions required for a particular energy output is
A,, =

A.out
'^fb^fus

and the initial mass of fuel ions is Mii=Niimi=2miNfus/fb- For the above assumed reactor
producing 875 MW of net electrical energy, requiring 1.77x10^° fusion events per pellet
(corresponding to 1.48 mg of bumed fuel), the mass of deuterium and tritium in the pellet
initially would need to be (l//i,)*1.48 mg. For a bum fraction of 0.3 (where achieving this
burn fraction depends on the pR parameter of the fuel, the temperature, the overall
implosion design, and limiting or avoiding instabilities through achieving a high degree
of spherical symmetry in the heating), the fuel pellet would need to contain roughly 5 mg
of DT (4.93 mg actually). A burn fraction of 0.3 at optimum temperature corresponds to a
pR of 4 g/cm^ - achieving that pR with 4.93 mg of fuel would require a radius of 0.0175
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cm, producing an average fuel density of 233 g/cm (roughly 1,000 times solid DT
density). Of course, the inner core would be less dense than this, and the main fuel region
would be more dense. In core hot-spot self-ignition approaches, the density of the main
fuel (under compression) ends up working out to roughly twice the average fuel density
(under compression), when factoring in the lower density core (Rosen, 1999). So, with
this analysis, we would expect the density of the main fuel to be on the order of 500
g/cm^, for an average fuel density of 233 g/cm^ (the exact density of the main fuel though
would be determined by the isobaric constraint, based on the density and temperature of
the core, and degeneracy factor of the main fuel).
We can therefore take an alternate approach to calculating the input power
requirements from what was done in section 4.3.2.1, based on the energy required to heat
this amount of DT, as well as compressing the main fuel, accounting for Fermi
degeneracy (energy for compressing the core would be negligible by comparison). If we
assume that a core fraction of the total fuel,/c, is heated to temperature A by the beam (to
then ignite the remainder of the fuel), and subsequent alpha heating heats the remaining
fraction of the fuel (which was initially heated by the beam to some temperature A), the
energy of the fuel prior to alpha heating, including Fermi degenerate energy, would be

£ £ . r = 3 A' „ ( . / , r +( l - / K ) + 3 x l O p
2A
= 3A

k 7 ; + ( l - / ) 7 : ) + 3 x lO '/,

1 + 0.02

1 + 0.02

where w/„e/(in g) is the total fuel mass (5 mg for the 2 GW powerplant assumed above).
Te is the temperature of electrons in the main fuel (where 7^=7) is assumed) in eV, and p
is the density of the main fuel (in g/cm^). The fuel energy is clearly heavily dependent on
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not only the core temperature (before ignition), but also the temperature of the main
portion of the fuel - in particular as higher temperature increases the energy required to
overcome electron degeneracy. The density of the main fuel in this hot spot ignition
approach is correlated to the density and temperature of the hot spot, since the hot spot
and main fuel region have equal pressures (see the discussion in the fast ignition section,
4.3.5, for more on this, where this hot spot approach being analyzed here is the isobaric
model). While the pressures of the two layers (hot spot core and main fuel region) are the
same, the main fuel region is not an ideal gas since it is Fermi degenerate.
Let us assume that self-ignition can be achieved by heating only 2% of the fuel
ions to 10 keV, and compressing the main fuel layer to 500 g/cm^. The main fuel will
also be heated by the incident radiation to a temperature on the order of 250 eV - the
estimated NIF hohlraum plasma temperature. Assuming an electron temperature Tg and
main fuel temperature 2) of 250 eV, the fuel energy E dt, including energy required for
pressurizing the main fuel (which itself works out to ~0.122 M l) is 0.272 Ml. With each
pellet burned producing 500 Ml, the pellet Q would work out to 1,894. Assuming a
coupling efficiency of 4% (reasonable total for indirect drive - see section 4.3.4), the
driver energy required is

6 .6

Ml. Therefore, the pellet burning produces a gain of 76.

Assuming a 7.5% efficient laser, powering the laser requires

88

M l of energy. With a

thermal to electric conversion efficiency of 35%, the 500 M l released from the pellet
burn would yield 175 M l of energy, providing an electrical energy multiplication of 2 above break-even, but not high enough to meet expectations of a commercially viable
powerplant (which is expected to need M e= 5 ). This though does not factor in the 50%
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efficiency of charging capacitors to power the laser (doubling the energy input), which
would bring the energy multiplication to roughly breakeven.
Achieving higher energy multiplication would require a higher burn fraction than
the 0.3 assumed here (which depends on the pR parameter achieved, where the assumed
value in this calculation is optimistic for NIF), and/or improving the coupling and driver
efficiency. If the same compression can be achieved with direct drive, the coupling
efficiency could be expected to roughly double, producing an energy multiplication of 4
(2 when factoring in capacitor charging). If an ion beam driver is used instead of a laser
beam, the driver efficiency can increase substantially - to at least 25%, potentially up to
50%. Ion drivers are less likely to be viable with direct drive (so the coupling efficiency
would be expected to stay around 4%), and the current state of particle accelerator
technology can not provide these energies - but if it could, an ion beam driver efficiency
of only 19% would be needed to boost the energy multiplication to 5 (for all other
numbers being the same).
For this reason, ion beam drivers are more appealing for eventual ICF
powerplants. But, the current state of the technology is a significant limitation. Therefore,
laser driven indirect ICF fusion is the best approach for continuing indirect ICF research,
as the choice of ion vs. laser driver does not significantly affect the fuel pellet
performance (it does affect hohlraum design though).
Note that the driver energy required for this assumed powerplant is a few factors
higher than the massive laser system in NIF. If the

6 .6

M l driver energy is imparted to

the target in 3 nanoseconds (the design spec of NIF involved a 15-20 ns low power pulse
followed by a 3 nanosecond peak power pulse), the beam power would be 2,200 TW -
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over four times that of NIF, and roughly an order of magnitude greater than what is
currently possible with heavy ion accelerators^^\

4.3.2.S. Fuel density, and Fusion Power
The need for compressing the fuel can be seen by looking at the energy produced
if a pellet achieved an ignition pR while having a density equal to that of solid DT,
roughly 0.21 g/cm^, with ignition assumed to happen at 10 keV. As previously plotted in
Figure 4-31, the Q requirement for pR works out to 0.282 g/cm^ at that temperature,
exceeding the alpha mean free path requirement for solid DT density, at 10 keV, of
pR=0233 g/cm^. For a significant burn fraction though, we want to exceed this value
substantially. As plotted in Figure 4-30, a/iA of 5 g/cm^ could give us a burn fraction of
roughly V3 at 10 keV. Assuming that pR can be achieved with solid DT density, this
would require a fuel radius of 23.8 cm, and mass of 56.5 kg. A burn fraction of V3 for a
fuel pellet of this mammoth size would release 6.4x10^^ J of energy - roughly 1.5
MegaTons of TNT (for a point of reference, this is more than 70 times as much energy as
the “Fat Man” 21 kT atomic bomb exploded over Nagasaki). Clearly, this would not be a
reasonable way of producing electricity.
If the density achieved increases, however, the fuel radius (and therefore mass)
for a given pR drops substantially. If we can achieve that same pR value with a fuel
density of 1,000 g/cm^ (almost 5,000 times solid DT density), the compressed radius
drops to 5x10'^ cm, the fuel mass to 0.012 grams, and the energy yield to 1.35x10^ J roughly 0.33 Tons of TNT. This is still clearly a very energetic explosion, but enters the
realm of manageability.
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Main Fuel
- solid DT
Ignitor - Low
density DT gas
Ablator
Figure 4-32 - Diagram of the most common pellet design for central hot spot ignition

Thus, this analysis of fusion energy release, and the analysis in section 4.3.2.1 of
the beam input requirements, together clearly indicate the necessity of achieving high
fuel densities, in addition to achieving the pR parameter and temperature necessary for
ignition. The current approach to achieving these high densities, as previously mentioned,
relies on a rocket-like implosion of a spherical fuel pellet, as drawn in Figure 4-32 above.
A sphere (where this material serves as the “ablator”, with a Beryllium ablator
doped with a small amount of Copper currently being the ablator of choice^^"^), is coated
on the inside with solidified DT, constituting >95% of the total fuel mass. The inner
region is made up of a relatively low density (compared to solid density) DT gas, with
density on the order of 1 mg/cm^, initially. The particular pellet design is heavily
dependent on the driver scheme, with a key focus on limiting the amount of energy that
goes into producing hot electrons (which pre-heat the core, limiting the density that can
be achieved), and maximizing the compression velocity (necessary to achieve a high pR).
The analysis to this point has focused only on the energy balance issue, without
addressing the plasma processes involved, and how they can affect the overall results. To
further evaluate this form of fusion energy, we will consider the driver-plasma
interactions which determine the coupling efficiency and rocket-implosion efficiency.
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and plasma effects that can limit compression, ultimately limiting fusion energy
production.

4.3.3. Laser-Plasma Interactions
Much of the early work on laser ICF focused on the direct drive approach, using a
laser beam to directly heat a target. While this approach has one prominent benefit (the
higher coupling efficiency), it also some significant inherent problems when it comes to
heating the fuel pellet.
If we consider the case of a chilled fuel pellet (chilled to solidify the DT on the
inner surface of the pellet to provide a high initial density) being hit directly by a laser
beam, we can assess how the electromagnetic wave of the laser will travel through the
pellet. If we can ignore electron thermal motion (which should be realistic initially, for
the cool pellet), the electrons will oscillate with plasma frequency, œp

=

where

is the electron density. This is the conventional plasma frequency for a “cool

plasma”, when it is reasonable to ignore ion motion, electron-ion collisions and electron
thermal velocity (thus assuming there is no electron pressure, and any effect of a
magnetic field induced due to electron motion is negligible). We are assuming though
that the laser irradiation does immediately ionize the solid DT into a plasma, which is
reasonable due to the very low ionization energy.
Applying Maxwell’s equations for an incoming electromagnetic wave in the xdirection (with E in the y-direction and B in the z-direction) normal to the surface of the
fuel pellet, the electric field inside the pellet can be described by
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where E is the amplitude of the electromagnetic (EM) wave entering the plasma, co is the
EM wave frequency, and kg is the EM wave number in vacuum. This continues the
assumption of negligible electron pressure and ion-electron collisions.
Since the plasma frequency increases with the electron density, low density
plasmas will have co>cOp, and the wave will be able to propagate through the plasma, with
E y= E exp(i(cot-kpX ))

where kp is the wave number in the plasma, and is real, where

In high density plasmas though such that cOp>co, Apbecomes imaginary, such that
the wave is damped in the plasma.
Ey = £ ’exp(/0 t)ex p (-/l^x) = £ ’exp(/0 t)exp(

T

where

is the damping constant.
For solid DT fuel, ne=4.5xl0^^ m \ and the plasma frequency works out to
cOp=1.2x10^^

The Nd:glass laser used in NIF will produce beams with a third

harmonic wavelength (produced by conversion from the fundamental Nd:glass frequency
of 1.05 pm in KDP conversion crystals^^^) of 0.35 pm - corresponding to frequency
co=5.39x10^^

roughly half the plasma frequency for a solid, cold DT plasma. Thus,
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no current laser can produce beams that will not damp exponentially in a cold, solid DT
fuel on the inner surface of a spherical pellet (or in the solid ablator). For the thirdharmonic Nd:glass laser, the damping constant works out to Xd = 2.8x10'^ m = 28 nm.
Considering the fuel pellets have diameters on the order of mm, this penetration depth is
very shallow. In fact, since the ignition chambers are evacuated, a vapor pressure of DT
builds up outside the pellet, such that the critical density is in this corona - such that
energy will be deposited in the corona with direct laser drive. A significant problem here
is that this energy largely goes into the production of hot electrons via inverse
Bremsstrahlung (see section 4.3.3.1), which will conductively pre-heat the core, limiting
the amount of compression that can be achieved (thus limiting the core pR). Additionally,
depositing the energy outside of the ablation front results in a less efficient rocket
implosion (see section 4.3.4).
The ablation front typically has an electron density of ~10^° m'^ (Lindl, 1995),
thus having a plasma frequency on the order of 6x10^^

corresponding to extreme UV

or soft x-ray radiation - such as that produced from irradiation of a hohlraum. Thus,
indirect drive deposits its energy at the ablation front (or somewhat further inward, into
the compressing DT fuel, as soft x-rays can have frequencies up to 10^^ ™A), rather than
in the low density corona outside of the ablation front. This results in more efficient fuel
heating, as the further away from the ablation front the energy is deposited, the less
efficient electron heat conduction is for heating the solid DT layer (McCrory and Morse,
1977).
This clearly would make it impossible to directly heat the inner core of the pellet
with either laser direct drive or indirect drive, to produce self-ignition from a burning
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core. Of course, it would be undesirable to only heat the center of the fuel, as this would
result in core expansion, reducing the number density (and pR value) to sub-fusion levels
before ignition could happen. Thus, the deposition of energy on the outer layers of the
fuel creates a desirable implosion, with the compression heating the core. The implosion
velocity, and temperature and pR achieved, for a particular input power is therefore a
critical issue for achieving ICF ignition.

4.3.3.I. Inverse Bremsstrahlung Heating and Parametric Instabilities
If the target chamber is in vacuum, a small vapor pressure will form surrounding
the solid sphere due to evaporation of molecules from the surface (the density will not
drop instantly from solid density to zero outside the sphere, but rather will decrease over
some non-zero distance to zero). There will therefore be some radial distance from the
center, the critical radius Vc, at which the density is just right for the plasma frequency to
equal the EM wave frequency. In the low-density region r>rc, the sinusoidally varying
electric field would do no work on electrons (which oscillate sinusoidally, 90 degrees out
of phase with the electric field) - except that ion-electron collisions knock electrons out
of phase such that the electric field does do work on electrons, thus transferring energy to
the plasma.
This process is known as inverse Bremsstrahlung, since photons transfer energy to
electrons (rather than vice versa) as a result of collisions knocking electrons out of phase
with the electric field. This energy transfer mechanism transfers energy from the beam to
the plasma up to the critical radius, where the plasma density results in a plasma
frequency equal to the EM wave frequency (such that the wave decays rapidly in the
plasma, due to an imaginary wave number).
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Inverse Bremsstrahlung heating plays a crucial role in ICF fusion, for both direct
and indirect drive. The driver frequency determines the energy deposition region, as
discussed in the previous section, resulting in more efficient implosion with indirect
drive. However, gas buildup inside the hohlraum due to pellet ablation results in energy
transfer from the beam to the ablated plasma (the plasma formed by ablated material). In
addition to inverse Bremsstrahlung heating of this plasma creating hot electrons which
can drive instabilities, laser irradiation of plasmas with densities approaching the critical
density leads to increased Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS, production of and
scattering off of ion pressure (acoustic) waves) and Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS,
inelastic scattering of light by atomic excitation, producing a scattered light wave (with
increased wavelength) and plasma electron waves). SBS and SRS not only decrease beam
uniformity, the waves produced can also excite instability growth (ultimately limiting the
fuel compression that can be achieved). SBS arises from the beam creating localized
heating in the plasma, producing pressure variations which the beam scatters off of. As
SRS produces hot electrons, there is a strong correlation between the Raman light
scattered fraction and hot electron fraction^^®, both of which are undesirable.
Hohlraum plasma filling will ultimately limit the heating that can be done, as SBS
backscattering and beam deflection (decreasing heating uniformity) will require the
plasma density inside the hohlraum to be less than one-tenth of the plasma electron
critical density based on the laser wavelength, as expected based on experiments with the
Nova laser^^\ The critical density would be quickly reached, and laser intensity would be
more significantly affected, if the high-Z plasma produced from laser irradiation of the
high-Z hohlraum were allowed to fill the hohlraum cavity. To prevent this, hohlraums
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would be pre-filled with a relatively low-Z gas. Heating of this gas (in addition to the fuel
pellet ablation plasma) via inverse Bremsstrahlung radiation will increase its pressure, to
resist expansion of the high-Z hohlraum blow-off plasma from filling the cavity.
As the hohlraum fills with plasma (from the hohlraum itself as well as blowoff
from the ablative surface of the fuel pellet), more laser energy is absorbed by electrons in
the plasma, and more goes into the production of acoustic and electron waves in the
plasma (driving instabilities). Based on the expectation that the plasma density should be
kept below one-tenth of the critical density in order to limit hot electron production, SRS
and SBS to acceptable levels, high power lasers are required to impart the required
energy to the fuel before the hohlraum plasma increases to that level.
More recent experiments (2005), in particular those on the 0.527 pm (2"^*
harmonic of a Nd:glass laser) HELEN laser system^^, found significantly lower hot
electron fraction, SRS fraction and SBS fraction than previous experiments. However,
these experiments focused the incident laser beam energy on a small fraction of the
hohlraum inner surface (<20% in all experiments), significantly less than previous
experiments, and also less than will be done in NIF. It is not known at this time how
much of the substantially reduced hot electron fraction (and SRS and SBS production)
can be attributed to the reduced focal area of the laser (and thus greater laser intensity for
a given laser incident power) vs. a smoother, more uniform beam than was used in
previous experiments. The data from the HELEN experiments does clearly demonstrate a
correlation between the fraction of hohlraum wall illuminated by the beam and SBS and
SRS (and corresponding hot electron production). Unfortunately, the use of fewer beams
would be expected to result in less uniform x-ray heating of the target, and thus decreased
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implosion uniformity (the HELEN experiments used empty hohlraums, without targets,
as the focus was purely on assessing the SRS, SBS, and hot electron production).
Improving our understanding of the excitation of these plasma instabilities could
ultimately allow greater hohlraum filling before the incident pulse ends, thus allowing
energy to be imparted over a longer pulse time, reducing the laser power requirements which would constitute a significant step forward in terms of the economics of a laser
ICF system.
By keeping the plasma density inside most of the hohlraum to 0.05-0.1 times the
critical density (increasing the laser to the third harmonic of the Nd:glass laser certainly
helps here), it is expected (Lindl, et. al, 2004) that SRS-produced hot electrons will have
a negligible effect on target performance in NIF. The increased target thickness to be
used in NIF will also help reduce the impact of hot electrons, as they will not penetrate
significantly and pre-heat the core. The

4.3.S.2. Pulse Shaping
The laser pulse to be used in indirect drive ICF would generally not be delivered
in a single flat pulse, but rather a shaped pulse with multiple steps - to create multiple
shock waves within the target, and maintain a low entropy^^^. Optimized pulse shaping
can produce higher ablation pressures, which leads to increased implosion velocity, and
therefore higher pR than otherwise, for the same input energy - resulting in increased
bum fraction, and therefore improved energy gain. Figure 4-33 below, taken from (Lindl,
et. ak, 2004)^^'*, shows the planned pulse shape for one of the targets designed for NIF.
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Figure 4-33 - Example plot of laser power (left scale) and hohlraum radiation
temperature (right scale) vs. time, taken from (Lindl, et. al., 2004)““*

As can be seen, the bulk of the laser energy (solid line, left logarithmic scale) is
delivered during a pulse peaking at roughly 14 ns from pulse onset. During the first 10 ns,
the beam power remains relatively low, around 10 TW. This particular pulse shape
creates four shock waves (resulting from sudden incident power increases), the exact
timing of which is critical for maximizing implosion velocity.
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Figure 4-34 - Plot of hohlraum radiation temperature vs. time for an indirect driven
target with a Be/Cn ablator, showing the importance of timing of the shocks
(created by a sudden change in laser power), taken from (Lindl, et. al., 2004)“ “*

The importance of pulse shaping can be seen in Figure 4-34 above, also taken
from (Lindl, et. al, 2004)^^'*. Slight variation in the timing and power of the pulse will
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shift the radiation temperature (7^) inside the hohlraum, shifting the ablation pressure and
timing of the shocks, having a very large impact on the implosion velocity, pR achieved,
and ultimately on the energy yield.

4.3.3.S. Hydrodynamic Instabilities and Target Smoothness
The energy analysis done thus far has ignored the difficulties in achieving a
particular pR in the fuel, instead focusing only on the energy balance based on what pR is
achieved. As discussed in section 4.3.3.1, plasma instabilities and hot electron production
can reduce the yield by reducing compression uniformity and causing core pre-heating,
limiting compression. Additionally, the shaping of the incident pulse can have a very
large impact on the ultimate energy yield (due to the impact on compression achieved), as
very briefly mentioned above.
Another factor that can have a very large impact on reducing the yield achieved is
the smoothness of the target, which can affect hydrodynamic instabilities - in particular
Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instabilities. RT instabilities arise when a dense fluid is being
accelerated by a light (low density) fluid, as is fhe case wifh ICF ablafion. The relafively
low-densify ablafive blow-off behaves as rockef exhausf, accelerafing the high density
solid DT inward. Ignition of the core causes it to expand outward, pushing against the
high density main fuel region, which can again excite RT instabilities.
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Figure 4-35 - Plots showing the effect of inner and outer ablator surface roughness
on target energy yield, taken from (Lindl, et. ai., 2004)“ “*

Shock waves passing through the boundary between the high density and low
density layers of the fuel can also create Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instabilities - initially
small amplitude variations that increase linearly with time, that ultimately lead to chaotic
mixing of the two fluid regimes. Both RT and RM instabilities are increased by
roughness of the appropriate surface layer. Based on the modelling done by LLNL,
roughness of the outer surface of the ablator has a larger impact than roughness on the
inner surface, at the ablative front (where the ablator and solid DT meet). The plots in
Figure 4-35, taken from (Lindl, et. ak, 2004)

model the impact of inner and outer

surface roughness, for different ablator materials, on energy yield.
Figure 4-35 shows the effect of roughness on the inner (the “DT ice surface”, left
plot) and outer (right plot) surfaces of the ablator. Since outer perturbations must couple
through the ablator shell to affect the fuel region, the composition of the ablator material
can have a large impact on reducing the effect of these perturbations. As seen in the plot,
the relatively high-Z Be+Cu ablator material is significantly more tolerant of surface
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roughness than CH+Br, which has been the more commonly used ablator material. As
NOVA targets could be made with ablator surface roughness of 30 nm rms^^^, and NIF
targets are expected to have surface roughness of 20-30 nm rms, CH+Br clearly would
not be a desirable choice for ablator material.
A significant challenge for commercializing inertial confinement fusion,
assuming sufficient energy multiplication can be achieved, will be the ability to fabricate
fuel targets and hohlraums with this level of precision, at the rapid rate required for
producing sufficient power for economic viability (on the order of 5 targets produced per
second, preferably using tritium bred on-site).

4.3.4. Direct vs. Indirect Drive, Laser vs. Ion Driver
The majority of the work in the US over the past couple decades has focused on
indirect drive, due to the difficulties in achieving sufficient beam intensity symmetry to
limit perturbations that lead to plasma instabilities. This difficulty is even more
pronounced with ion drivers than laser drivers. The reduced energy deposition efficiency
î]d) of indirect drive (for indirect drive, this is the efficiency with which beam energy is
converted to X-ray energy, which is then deposited in the target - whereas for direct drive
it is purely the efficiency with which beam energy is deposited in the target) is a
drawback, but in large part offset by the increased rocket efficiency,

The higher

frequency of the soft X-rays compared to the laser allow the energy to be deposited at a
smaller radius with indirect drive, closer to the high density ablation front - whereas with
direct drive the beam energy is deposited in the low density (less than solid DT density)
corona outside the ablative front. Thermal energy is therefore only transferred to the fuel
through conduction and compression - and the rocket-like compression is overall less
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efficient due to the energy being deposited outside of the ablation front. Additionally, the
ablation and implosion processes are more hydrodynamically unstable due to the energy
deposition outside of the ablation front, and reliance on electron conduction to transfer
energy to the front^^"^.
The efficiency of the rocket implosion varies during the process, based on the
remaining mass fraction x, where x=mf/mo, with mf being the DT fuel (payload mass for
a rocket) and m^ being the initial shell mass. The implosion can be treated as a spherical
rocket, in which the ablation velocity of the outer surface equates to an outward rocket
exhaust velocity. An ideal spherical rocket has efficiency^^"^
x(ln x)^
% =— —
1- X
with actual rocket efficiencies in ICF implosions being on the order of one-fifth to onefourth of the ideal efficiency (in large part due to driver beam and/or x-rays continuing to
heat the “exhaust” (the material already ablated off the surface), unlike in an ideal
rocket). Figure 4-36 below plots an ideal rocket efficiency as a function of remaining
mass fraction, as well as the range of implosion efficiencies determined in numerical
simulations of ICF implosions, as plotted in 1995 review paper. X-ray radiation driven
(indirect drive) implosions generally fall on the high edge of the band (% = 0.15-0.2),
due predominantly to energy deposition falling closer to the ablation surface, while laser
direct drive efficiencies are in the lower portion of the band {r]R = 0.05-0.1).
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Figure 4-36 - Plot of the efficiency range for the spherical rocket-like implosion in
ICF (in which the ablated material is the "exhaust") and the ideal spherical rocket
efficiency
The lower energy deposition efficiency of indirect drive though generally results
in a lower total coupling efficiency (%) as compared to direct drive. The improvement in
heating uniformity though with indirect drive offers a significant benefit, in general
making indirect drive ignition a more feasible option (at least with current beam
technologies). However, if sufficient beam uniformity can be achieved to limit instability
growth in direct drive applications, the higher overall coupling efficiency of direct drive
could result in as much as a factor of two higher gain than an equivalent indirect drive
(Lindl, et. al., 2004)
Most ICF research to date has focused on laser drivers rather than ion beams - not
because lasers are ultimately a better choice, but rather because of the state of the
technology. The beam power and intensity (beam power combined with beam focusing)
requirements are well beyond current accelerator technology, for both light and heavy ion
beams. The required beam power should be roughly the same as that required for a laser
driver - on the order of 500 TW (which the NIF laser will be capable ot). Heavy ion
beams are not far away from this, with 200 TW beams believed to be technically feasible
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currently (Harms, et. al., 2005)^^\ Light ion beams, however, are far away from this, with
beam powers on the order of 20 TW being feasible. The greater problem though with ion
drivers is beam focusing, to be able to achieve the intensities required to produce the
necessary heating and implosion velocities.
With the coupling efficiency equaling the energy deposition efficiency multiplied
by the rocket implosion efficiency,

we can compare the coupling efficiency of direct and indirect drivers. Direct drive with a
0.35 pm laser, such as that used in NIF, could achieve an energy deposition efficiency in
the target of roughly 80%^^^. The rocket implosion efficiency for direct drive though, as
previously mentioned, is on the order of 10% (maximum), due to the energy deposition
being outside the ablation front. This works out to a maximum coupling efficiency of 8%
for direct drive.
For indirect drive, the laser light (or ion beam) hits the high-Z hohlraum material,
producing soft x-rays. These x-rays can radiate in any direction, with some being lost out
the laser inlet holes, some hitting the target, and some traveling further into the hohlraum
wall. X-rays traveling into the hohlraum wall will excite electrons, which can de-excite
(re-emitting the X-ray), or impart its energy to the medium as thermal energy. Overall,
laser energy conversion to x-rays, and subsequent deposition in the target, is estimated at
roughly 20% for power-plant scale lasers (5-10 MJ)^^^. Rocket implosion efficiency, as
previously discussed, is greater for indirect drive due to x-ray deposition along the
ablation front. The rocket implosion efficiency can be roughly 20%, resulting in a
combined coupling efficiency for indirect drive of 4% - half that of direct drive.
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However, the significantly increased potential for instability production and
growth with direct drive are significant drawbacks, although advances in laser technology
over the last few decades (direct drive was largely dismissed initially by 1975) may
ultimately make direct laser drive a viable option. Laser beam smoothing can
significantly reduce beam non-uniformities, a primary factor in creating and driving
various plasma and hydrodynamic instabilities^^^. Large laser systems, like those required
for direct or indirect drive laser ICF (with NIF being an excellent example), use a large
number of optical elements for beam aiming, which each introduce phase distortions.
With many beams impinging on an ICF target, interference effects due to phase
distortions produces substantial non-uniformity in target ablation and heating. Shifting to
decreased beam coherency, using induced spatial incoherence^^^ (ISI), has successfully
produced smooth focal distributions with residual fluctuations of less than an estimated
0.15% (estimated since the fluctuations were below the detection level) from 37
overlapping beams with the Nike KrF laser^^^.
A potentially important factor in direct drive potentially becoming more viable is
the development of high power excimer lasers, which produce beams in the UV
spectrum. The most appealing of these is the KrF laser with wavelength 248 nm
(co=7.6xl0^^ ” ‘*/s, about 50% higher than the frequency of the third harmonic Nd:glass
laser used in NIF). Using similar techniques to move to higher harmonics of this laser
would further increase the frequency, allowing deeper penetration (closer to the ablation
front), increasing the implosion efficiency (and hence the coupling efficiency).
NIF will have the ability to shift to a direct drive geometry, to assess the effect of
improved beam smoothing on instability creation in direct drive ICF, although that is not
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currently a primary focus for the facility. So, for now, the current focus of the US ICF
program will continue to be on indirect drive. One significant benefit of the indirect drive
approach is that while laser technology may have advanced to the point of facilitating
direct drive, particle accelerator technology has not. The much higher efficiency of
particle accelerators compared to lasers makes them a very appealing driver, which will
require indirect drive. Since indirect drive target behavior is largely independent of driver
type (laser vs. ion beam), target and hohlraum environment data from indirect drive
experiments on NIF may be applicable to future ion beam driven indirect drive
experiments. So, while the focus remains on laser drivers, experimental facilities such as
NIF can be used to improve our understanding and management of indirect drive overall,
while ion beam technology hopefully improves to the point of achieving the beam
uniformity and intensity required for indirect ICF drive.

4.3.5. Fast Ignition ICF
First proposed by a group at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory^^^, and
first demonstrated in 2001 at Osaka University’s Gekko XII laser facility, fast ignition
has the benefit of requiring less powerful lasers than conventional central hot spot ICF.
The main difference of the two approaches is that fast ignition separates the target
compression and target heating stages (whereas with conventional hot spot ICF, the
compression is the source of the heating). In conventional ICF, the hot spot (to be
ignited) is roughly in pressure equilibrium with the surrounding main fuel (since the
speed of sound in the gas is much greater than the implosion velocity). This conventional
hot spot approach to ICF fusion has therefore become referred to as the isobaric model not isobaric in time, but rather that the hot spot is in pressure equilibrium with the main
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fuel. This is not the case with fast ignition, in which additional core heating and
pressurizing is supplied by an auxiliary, focused (not spherically symmetric), very high
power beam, rapidly with respect to the implosion time scale.
Fast ignition targets would be similar to conventional ICF ignition targets, with a
low density core (to form a central hot spot) surrounded by high density solid DT. The
initial ablative compression is also similar in fast ignition. Fast ignition though would not
need to heat the core to as high of a temperature through compression, as the spherically
symmetric laser pulse driving the compression is then followed by a very high intensity
laser pulse (not spherically symmetric) that would provide additional core heating. It is
anticipated that the minimum hot spot size for ignition would need the second laser to
impart up to 50 kJ of energy in less than 10 picoseconds^^, corresponding to a laser
power on the order of 5 pentawatts (5x10^^ W) - roughly an order of magnitude greater
than the laser system in NIF (in terms of power. The total laser energy delivered though
is almost two orders of magnitude lower than NIF’s 1.8 Ml). The low time over which
the energy must be imparted is set by the speed of sound in the compressed, heated fuel,
which determines the fuel disassembly time, t. Recalling that the sound speed is
= yllOT/ 3m.. , at 10 keV, the sound speed works out to roughly 1. 1x10^ “/s, or 1.1
^“ /ps. If the hot spot has a pR of 0.4 g/cm^ (required for ignition, as previously discussed
in section 4.3.2), at a core density on the order of 100 g/cm^, the hot spot radius would be
40 microns. As the disassembly time is r =

, this yields a disassembly time of

roughly 10 picoseconds - the time over which the second beam must impart its energy, to
heat the core before it disassembles.
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The laser energy should not be imparted faster than the rate of energy transfer
from electrons to ions, however, otherwise electron pre-heating would cause the target to
disassemble before the ions are heated to fusion temperatures. At hot spot conditions, this
ion to electron coupling time is estimated by (Tabak et al, 1994)^'*^ as on the order of 1
picosecond. So, the high power pulse must impart its energy over a time of between 1 and
10 picoseconds, and as the goal is to specifically pre-heat the hot spot, the beam must
target an area with the size of the hot spot, on the order of a few microns (4 microns
based on the numbers above). This will require an imparted beam intensity on the order
of 10^^ W/m^ - thus a laser intensity roughly 10 times that, assuming 10% coupling
efficiency. Such intensities are now achievable due to the development of chirped pulse
amplification (CPA)^'^\
Interaction of such extremely high intensity lasers with matter produces
relativistic electrons with oscillator energy on the order of 10 MeV, and magnetic fields
on the order of gigagauss. The resulting effect on instability formation and growth is not
yet well understood, and remains an important focus for research to determine the
viability of fast ignition

Such high intensities though also yield electric field

strengths on the order of a teravolt per centimeter^'^^ with a large gradient, which would
produce a strong ponderomotive force on accelerated electrons, directing them towards
the center of the target (to heat the ions in the core). Effectively, the high intensity laser
creates a self-focused relativistic electron beam, which can penetrate into the high density
target further than the laser itself, to heat the “hot spot” to ignition temperatures.
To reduce the instability producing effects from such high laser intensity, the
proposed approach is to use a moderately lower intensity “pre-pulse” to first bore a
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channel through the corona, with the pre-pulse intensity ramping rapidly from 10^^
W/cm^ to the full ICt^ W/cm^. As depicted in Figure 4-37 below, the core-heating laser
pulse would not hit the target spherically, but rather in one small spot, to produce a
relativistic electron “beam” (the relativistic electrons are expected to be focused along the
path of the laser by the ponderomotive force from the laser’s electric field gradient). This
electron beam is then what provides the hot spot heating to produce ignition (which may
not initiate at the exact center of the sphere, although the closer to the center fusion
begins, the greater the final energy output, as off-center initiation would produce a nonsperhical explosion.

High
intensity
laser pulse
for hot spot
heating

f

Figure 4-37 - Depiction of the "Fast Ignition" approach to ICF. Ablation causes
initial core compression, but not sufficient heating to initiate fusion. A second,
auxiliary laser pulse (with much higher intensity) bores a hole through the target
corona, and heats the hot spot with relativistic electrons produced by laser-plasma
interaction.
By providing this auxiliary core heating, in addition to the heating from the initial
compression (although this compressive heating is not done to as great of a degree as is
done in traditional hot spot ICF), the core pressure (determined by the core density and
temperature) is decoupled from the Fermi degenerate pressure of the main fuel layer. The
large convergence ratio (or spherical in-flight-aspect ratio) required to achieve
sufficiently high compression to produce the necessary core heating with traditional
“isobaric” hot spot ICF makes this approach much more prone to Rayleigh-Taylor
instabilities^"^^ than the fast ignition approach, which does not require as high a
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convergence ratio (as the additional heating from the auxiliary beam reduces the amount
of core compression required). This is what sets the high requirement for target surface
smoothness, to reduce the formation of RT instabilities (as discussed in section 4.3.3.3).
The fast ignition approach, by reducing the convergence ratio required, therefore reduces
Rayleigh-Taylor instability growth, relaxing surface smoothness requirements.
In addition, decoupling the main fuel and hot spot densities reduces the density
that the main fuel must be compressed to by the incident beam (when ignition begins,
additional compression of the main fuel will occur as the core explodes), reducing the
energy required due to Fermi degeneracy, thus reducing the total energy that must be
imparted to the fuel by the incident beam. Reducing the beam energy required not only
can reduce the capital cost of the driver system, but can also significantly increase the
gain produced by the target.
The fast ignition approach is sometimes referred to as isochoric, as the volume
(and hence density) of the core does not change (substantially) during the final heating
stage, since the auxiliary heating is applied faster than hydrodynamic expansion. The
maximum gain for the traditional isobaric (constant pressure) approach and isochoric
(constant density) fast ignition approach are shown in Figure 4-38 below, taken from
(Meyer-ter-Vehn, 2001)^'*^. The coupling efficiency was assumed to be 10%, and entropy
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Figure 4-38 - Plot of maximum gaius from isobaric (couveutioual ceutral hot spot
iguitiou) aud isochoric (fast-iguitiou) ICF approaches, as a fuuctiou of driver
euergy. Takeu from (Meyer-ter-Vehu, 2001)^“*^.
fixed at a constant Fermi degeneracy factor of a=2. The curved lines represent gains that
can be achieved for particular fuel pellet sizes based on the driver energy. Increasing the
driver energy does not provide a linear increase in gain for fixed pellet size, based on the
limited amount of fuel available to burn, and the limit on bum fraction based on achieved
pR - which determine the straight lines that limit the gain, independent of fuel pellet size.
These straight lines represent the maximum gains that can be achieved with the two
approaches. The reduction in main fuel density required by decoupling the main fuel and
hot spot density, and the resulting reduction in Fermi degeneracy energy required (as
calculated in section 4.3.2.3, the energy required for compressing the main fuel can be a
significant fraction of the total energy that must be imparted to the fuel) can substantially
increase the potential gain, by as much as a factor of 5.

4.3.5.I. Prospects aud Coutiuuiug Research for Fast Iguitiou
Continuing to improve our understanding of plasma and hydrodynamic instability
formation, growth, and stabilization is a key focus of ongoing fusion research - in
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particular the effect of ablation on stabilizing and limiting Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities
(Nakai and Takabe, 1996), and Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities (which occur when
shock waves pass through the interface between high and low density regions in the
plasma).
The main challenge though for fast ignition is the feasibility of producing a
relativistic electron beam with sufficient electron current for core heating. The detailed
numerical analysis by Atzeni^'^'^ determined a minimum ignition energy for the auxiliary
beam of 20 kJ (imparted over 20 ps) for a target hot spot pR of 0.3 g/cm^, which
corresponds to a forward-directed (in the direction of the laser, towards the core) electron
current on the order of one GA. As shown by Davies^"^^, this is roughly four orders of
magnitude beyond the Alfvén current limit for the net flow of relativistic electrons, which
unfortunately means that the initially proposed means of producing fast ignition is not
possible (i.e. by using a single ultra-high intensity laser pulse to create a relativistic
electron beam for transporting energy to the hot spot).
In vacuum, the Alfvén limit arises from the self-generated magnetic fields of the
electrons acting to turn electrons backwards (to create an opposing magnetic field, such
that this is effectively an induced current fighting a changing magnetic field). In plasma,
the reverse current produced by the self-generated magnetic fields allows the forwarddirected current to be greater than the Alfvén limit, which is a limit on the net current.
The forward and backwards propagating currents are subject to instabilities which are
currently not well understood (transverse filamentation and longitudinal two-stream
instabilities^'^^).
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Improving our understanding of the physics of this energy transport via
relativistic electron beams with the forward directed current exceeding the Alfvén limit
must be a key area of research focus for fast ignition ICF, as without resolving this issue
fast ignition will not be possible. Various proposed methods for getting around this
current limit to be able to supply the necessary current for heating the hot spot before
disassembly have been proposed and analyzed theoretically^'^^, yet await experimental
analysis. Since the Alfvén limit arises from the inability of a large forward directed
current to exist outside a beam radius greater than the gyroradius of the moving charged
particles (electrons in this case), one approach is increasing the electron gyroradius by
increasing the electron energy, to increase the radius inside which a forward directed
current can propagate.
One of the most promising approaches to getting around the Alfvén limit problem
is shifting away from using a high intensity laser focused on the target to produce a
relativistic electron beam, to instead focus the high intensity layer on a metal foil,
producing a focused high energy proton beam which can penetrate deeply into the target,
with high energy deposition towards the end of the penetration range^'*^. This approach,
proposed initially by Roth, et. al. in 2001^'*^, arose from observations of high energy
proton beam production from the PET AW ATT laser facility at LLNL.
While most fast ignition approaches revolve around direct drive, the laser-proton
approach proposed by Roth’s group uses ion beam indirect drive for the initial target
compression, followed by a high intensity laser impinging on a metal foil inside the
hohlraum to produce the high energy proton beam for hot spot heating. Continuing
research is needed (both theoretical and experimental) on this approach to assess the
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impact on instability formation by the high energy proton beam, and dependence of the
proton energy (and resulting energy deposition in the target) on the laser intensity.
Since fast ignition does not rely entirely on compression for hot spot heating, it
also presents the opportunity to shift away from spherical targets - which can aid in hot
spot heating by the high intensity auxiliary pulse. A prominent example of this is the
experimental work of R. Kodama and the Fast-Ignition Consortium^^® at Osaka
University, with spherical deuterated polystyrene targets with a hollow gold cone
inserted, to provide a path for the auxiliary beam to heat the core (without needing to go
through the bulk of the fuel). While these experiments were done at an intensity lower
than that required for ignition, they did demonstrate that a significantly higher neutron
yield can be achieved with the isochoric fast ignition approach of using an auxiliary beam
for hot spot heating. While this approach largely solves the plasma physics issues of
boring a hole through a dense plasma, it seems to just replace those challenges with the
increased hydrodynamic instabilities arising from a non-spherical implosion due to the
cone, as shown in Figure 4-39 below.
Gold
cone
High Intensity
auxiliary laser

|4 — Target

Figure 4-39 - Depiction of the cone-focusing approach proposed by Kodama, et. al,^®“
for solving the challenges of boring a hole through a dense plasma

One of the most appealing aspects of fast ignition, in addition to the improved
gain for fixed fuel design, and reduction in RT instabilities by reducing the convergence
ratio required, is the potential to use non-DT fuel, with a DT hot spot to ignite the non-
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DT main fuel. The short time before the fuel disassembles requires that the hot spot be
able to ignite quickly, which requires the high reactivity of DT for the hot spot to be
ignited. Lower reactivity of the other fuels will of course reduce the gain produced, but
the potential for very high gain with fast ignition (with DT) may allow a shift to the use
of one of the advanced fusion fuels in the main fuel region, with DT only being used in
the hot spot for ignition. Lack of ^He availability remains a problem for D^He, and the
significantly lower fusion power density of p^^B (and at significantly higher temperature)
remain a challenge for that fuel - but a pure deuterium main fuel would be an appealing
option, to eliminate the need to breed tritium from lithium from fusion neutrons, and
reduce the amount of tritium that must be handled in fuel pellet fabrication (since the DT
hot spot would only account for <5% of the fuel mass, and the D(d,p)T reaction in the
DD main fuel region produces tritium, there may be sufficient tritium production within
the pellet itself to eliminate the need for breeding from lithium). Another option would be
composing the main fuel of lithium-deuteride, for breeding tritium from lithium within
the pellet itself, such that the fusion reaction remains DT (although some DLi^ fusion
would be expected), but without the need to fabricate the entire fuel pellet of DT.
Overall, fast ignition is arguably the most promising approach to inertial
confinement fusion, although research into this approach has really only begun - having
initially been proposed in 1994, and the subsequent development of chirped pulse
amplification providing large increases in achievable laser intensities, such that serious
interest in this method did not begin until the mid to late 1990s. Thus, the primary focus
of inertial confinement fusion in the US is on the conventional indirect drive of the
National Ignition Facility. But, the hybrid indirect-drive fast ignition approach proposed
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by Roth’s group at LLNL should allow NIF to eventually perform critical tests for that
method of achieving fast ignition.

4.3.6. ICF Continuing Research, the National Ignition Facility
The first Laser ICF device built with the goal of achieving self-ignition (and
failing in that regard) was Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s Nova laser,
commissioned in 1984, and operated until its decommissioning in 1999. While Nova
failed to achieve self-ignition, it provided the necessary experimental data to keep the
field moving forward, as it demonstrated that the primary challenges preventing selfignition were the result of the various plasma instabilities. Nova has provided a critical
testing grounds, however, for improving our understanding of the effect of hydrodynamic
instabilities in the plasma, drive and target asymmetry, and the overall indirect drive
process (laser absorption and laser induced instabilities, x-ray production, and target
heating).

Figure 4-40- Schematic of the National Ignition Facility^ \ showing the 192 laser
beam channels for the direct drive configuration.
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The schematic in Figure 4-40 above, taken from (Lindl, et. ah, 2004)^^'*, shows
the geometry of the 192 laser beams for NIF in the indirect drive scheme. Half of the
beams (24 four-beam clusters) can be reconfigured for a direct drive geometry. Various
hohlraum and fuel pellet designs are being studied, with the expectation that hohlraum
peak-radiation temperatures of 250-250 eV will be achievable, using a stepped pulse to
create multiple implosion fronts, and maintain a low entropy. It is anticipated that
implosion velocities of 3-4x10^

will be achievable, producing a central hot spot with

pR of 0.3 g/cm^ at a density of 75-100 g/cm^. As per Figure 4-31, the Q-value
requirement for ignition at 100 g/cm^ is 0.28 g/cm^ - so based on this requirement,
ignition may be possible with NIF. However, pR of 0.3 g/cm^ is below that required for
the core radius to equal the alpha mean free path for alpha energy deposition (pR of 0.73
g/cm^ at density of 100 g/cm^). Alpha energy will not be able to escape the fuel though,
as the surrounding fuel mass imploding the core will absorb all of the alpha energy. Thus,
ignition may be feasible. The surrounding fuel layer should have pAR of 1-2 g/cm^ and
density of 1,000 g/cm^ (note that the AR is to indicate the thickness of the surrounding
fuel layer).
The National Ignition Facility, when completed in 2010, should be able to achieve
ignition with fuel pellets with hot spots located at the core (isobaric ignition). However,
the predicted pR values for fuel pellets to be used at NIF are not sufficient for achieving a
gain high enough for viable net electricity production - as the bum fraction will be only
on the order of 10-15% (of course, NIF will not have energy capture (thermal to electric
conversion) technology built in anyway). But, the laser power and uniformity may be
sufficient to ultimately achieve a sufficiently high pellet gain, with future pellet designs.
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if hohlraum temperatures higher than previously achievable (based on the expectation
that the hohlraum plasma must stay below 10% of the critical density) can be achieved, as
the recent experiments with HELEN have suggested (Stevenson, et. ah, 2005)^^^.
It is anticipated that isobaric laser ICF will require drivers with energies on the
order of 5-10 Ml, compared to the 1.8 M l of NIF, for achieving a sufficiently high gain
for commercially viable electric production (Rosen, 1999^^^, and others). This is a result
of the high minimum input energy requirements for ignition - based on the energy
needed to heat a small hot spot to ignition temperatures, and compress the surrounding
main fuel to Fermi degenerate densities. The commensurate requirements for spherical
symmetry of the driving radiation (due to the large spherical convergence ratio required
to adequately compress the target) pushed the focus to indirect drive (although the
development of induced spatial incoherence and other optics techniques now may allow
direct drive with lasers to be feasible), requiring hohlraums to be produced with similar
surface uniformity. The requirements for target surface uniformity (to limit RayleighTaylor instability growth at the density layer boundaries) creates a significant challenge
for target manufacturing for future potential high repetition rate facilities.
The fast ignition approach can significantly reduce the requirements for surface
uniformity, and laser energy (although laser power increases substantially, for the
focused high intensity auxiliary beam), but much more research is needed on the
proposals for getting around the Alfvén limit, to provide sufficient hot spot heating
power.
While fast ignition fusion appears to be a more promising route to ICF energy
production, with the caveat that significant research is needed to better understand the
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production of and energy transport with a relativistic electron beam, or the high energy
focused heavy-ion beam for LLNL’s hybrid approach, the primary experimental facility
for ICF research in the US (NIF) will focus on the more conventional, isobaric indirect
drive fusion. This should not be taken to imply that isobaric indirect laser drive is the
most promising approach, as data gathered from NIF will be applicable to other methods
(in particular isobaric ion beam indirect drive), while smaller facilities shift to focus on
the isochoric fast ignition approach.
With either the isochoric or isobaric approach, however, ultimately, the main
challenge for commercial viability of ICF power may not be the ability to achieve
sufficiently high gain, but rather the technical challenges of a high repetition rate. ICF
facilities operated to date have run with repetition rates on the order of a few target
burnings per day or less. Due to the energy yield per pellet burn, repetition rates on the
order of 5 per second are anticipated for commercial viability (potentially down as low as
1 per second with a fast ignition approach). Considering the need to breed tritium onsite
from lithium (either lithium on the ablation surface, or in a blanket around the fusion
chamber), harvest tritium, and manufacture targets with the high level of precision
required (surface roughness less than 300 nm rms, as discussed in section 4.3.3.3, for
isobaric ICF), keeping targets cryogenically cooled to solidify the main fuel layer until
target burn, and place the pellets inside precisely constructed hohlraums (for indirect
drive), doing all of this with a repetition rate on the order of Hz seems overwhelming.
Add in the need to clear the fusion chamber of target “exhaust” (ablated material from the
pellet and hohlraum, fusion products, and unspent fuel that would otherwise absorb laser
power and contribute to instability production via beam scattering), largely evacuating
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the chamber between target burns, and filling the hohlraum with a low density gas before
beam firing, and there are clearly some very large operational difficulties for a high
repetition ICF facility.
How feasible this ultimately may be will largely depend on data gathered from the
National Ignition Facility, and our continued growing understanding of the involved
plasma physics (in particular hydrodynamic instability growth). Ultimately, the hybrid
indirect drive fast ignition approach^"^^ proposed by Roth, et. al., at LLNL appears to have
the most potential for reducing the operational difficulties for high repetition rate. The
use of a particle accelerator as the driver for the initial indirect drive (via hitting the
hohlraum walls with moderately focused proton beams (the accelerator itself can not
achieve the intensity required for the focused core heating, thus the need for the laserproton driver)) should reduce the need to evacuate the chamber between firings, as a high
energy proton beam would not be affected as much by the low density plasma exhaust as
a laser. While their approach does use a high intensity laser for producing the focused
proton beam, the single laser beam can more easily be “protected” by a cylindrical shell
than 192 beams can be, greatly reducing the volume that needs to be evacuated between
firings. The fast ignition approach used in this scheme also greatly relaxes the target
uniformity requirements, simplifying the target manufacturing challenge. If this approach
can be made to work with a sufficient gain with a pure deuterium or lithium-deuteride
main fuel, rather than DT, the target manufacturing requirements (and reduced or
eliminated need for tritium breeding in a blanket) would also significantly reduce the
challenges of a high repetition rate facility.
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4.4. Chemical Confinement -Mnon Catalyzed Fnsion
Muon catalysis takes the approach of seeking to reduce the width of the Coulomb
barrier that must be tunneled through, rather than providing ions with the energy to make
it further into that barrier. Consider that the reason nuclear fission is so much easier to
achieve (and has been done commercially for several decades) is that there is no coulomb
barrier to be overcome by the impinging particle. In fission, a neutron bombards a
positive nucleus, with no repulsive force acting on that neutron. The only force it sees is
the attractive strong force between itself and the nucleus, once it comes within range.
This is represented in the plot a of Figure 4-41 below, showing the potential energy
between a neutron and atom.

Figure 4-41 - Representation of the potential energy as a function of distance for (a)
a neutron approaching an atom, (b) between two neutral hydrogen atoms, (c)
between two bare hydrogen nuclei (ions), and (d) between two neutral hydrogen
atoms when one is orbited by a p .

With neutral (non-ionized) atoms, the electrons surrounding the nuclei provide
Coulombic shielding such that the nuclei do not repel each other unless they approach
each other to the point that the distance between the nuclei is closer than the electron
orbit radii. In fact, at a distance on the order of the radius of the electron’s “orbit”, the
atoms can attract each other (as with hydrogen, resulting in the formation of an H]
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molecule), as shown by the slightly negative potential energy between two non-ionized
hydrogen atoms outside some radius R, in Figure 4-41(b). The nuclei experience a strong
repulsive Coulomb force though if they moved closer together, as the Coulombic
repulsion increases strongly within the electron’s orbit.
The thermonuclear approach to allowing fusion is to provide the ions with
sufficient kinetic energy such that they can “ride up” the Coulomb barrier enough that the
width of the remaining barrier is small enough that the probability of quantum tunneling
becomes significant. These high temperatures though also ionize the atoms, such that
there is no longer any Coulomb shielding by electrons (actually. Coulomb shielding does
happen in the plasma, and is necessary for achieving the high particle densities required
for fusion - but there is no longer a small potential well at a particular distance between
two atoms, corresponding to the electron orbit). The potential energy between two
ionized hydrogen nuclei is shown in Figure 4-41(c).
Muon catalyzed fusion involves letting a negative muon (particles with the same
charge as an electron, but roughly 207 times as massive) replace the electron in orbit
around a hydrogenic nucleus (proton, deuteron, or triton). Note that there are two types of
muons, negative and positive (p‘ and p^, where the latter is an “anti-muon”). Here we are
only interested in the negative muon (since a positive muon would obviously not provide
any beneficial Coulomb screening between two hydrogenic nuclei), produced from the
decay of a negative pion. For convenience, the term “muon” will be used herein to refer
to the negative muon.
Since the muon is much more massive than the electron, its orbit around the
nucleus will have a much smaller radius. This shifts the negative (attractive) potential
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energy between two hydrogen atoms (one with a muon around it) much closer (207 times
closer, roughly) to the proton itself. The Bohr radius for an electron is roughly 207 times
that of a muon, as the Bohr radius is given by
r= —
where n=l is the lowest energy level. In a normal H] (or D 2 , T2 , DT, etc.) molecule, the
separation between the nuclei is on the order of one angstrom, based on how close the
nuclei can approach before the Coulombic shielding of the orbiting electron is lost. Since
the orbit of the muon is roughly 1/207* of that of the electron, the two nuclei can come
significantly closer before the shielding is lost (roughly 207 times as close).
The nucleus with a muon orbiting it appears essentially like a heavy neutron (due
to it having no net charge to within a small radius, and a mass over twice that of a
neutron) to the impinging proton - until the two protons are within the orbit of the muon.
At that point the Coulombic potential increases sharply, as with nuclei orbited by
electrons. But, now the distance between the beginning of this repulsive force and the
range of the strong force is substantially reduced, such that the Coulomb barrier that must
be tunneled through for fusion to occur is much narrower. A plot of the potential energy
between two neutral hydrogenic nuclei, when one is orbited by a muon, is shown in
Figure 4-41(d).
The two nuclei in a muonic hydrogenic molecule are separated by a distance of
5x10'^^ m, with vibrational energies on the order of 100 eV. Note that two hydrogenic
ions in a plasma would require a center of mass energy on the order of 10 keV for the
distance of closest classical approach to be 10'^^ m - yet this close distance is achieved at
cool temperatures on the order of 300-900 Kelvin (well below 1 eV). Note that these cool
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temperatures (and elevated pressures) are used to keep the deuterium and tritium in a
liquid state, greatly decreasing the distance between the molecules.
At this distance, the probability of one of the hydrogenic atoms in the muonic
molecule quantum tunneling through the barrier is significant enough that once a muonic
D-T molecule forms, fusion occurs with a reaction rate^^^ o f -10^^ s'^ - so on average
roughly 1 picosecond after muonic D-T formation.
Note that the width of the Coulomb barrier that must be tunneled through is
substantially reduced for a muonic atom (nucleus orbited by a muon), compared to either
the ionized atom or atoms orbited by electrons. These diagrams are clearly not to scale, as
the muon’s orbit is over 200 times smaller than the electron’s orbit, making the
Coulombic barrier that must be tunneled through over 200 times thinner. Since the
probability of quantum tunneling depends exponentially on the width of the barrier to be
tunneled, this obviously will make tunneling far more likely in a muonic molecule.
Fusion via tunneling through the Coulomb barrier could occur with a normal H]
molecule, but even in liquid hydrogen (which would bring the atoms closer together than
in gaseous hydrogen) the fusion rate is on the order of ICf^^ per year per cubic meter of
liquid hydrogen^^^).
The distance between the nuclei on a muonic molecule (dd, dt, tt, etc.) is roughly
500 fm. To achieve such nuclear separations in a plasma would require a plasma density
roughly 10^ times that of liquid hydrogen (since density is inversely proportional to the
nuclear separation cubed), and a temperature on the order of 3 million Kelvin - similar to
the conditions inside a white dwarf.^^^
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Based on this explanation thus far, one would expect that muon catalyzed DD
fusion would be just as likely as DT fusion. But, as with thermonuclear fusion, that is not
the case due to resonances, with the reaction rate for muon catalyzed DD fusion being
roughly 1% that of muon catalyzed DT fusion, similar to the thermal reactivity of DD
being roughly two orders of magnitude lower than that of DT.
Note that these muonic molecules are usually referred to in the literature as
mesonic molecules, or mesomolecules, which is inaccurate since the muon is not a meson
(although it was initially believed to be one, and was referred to as the mu meson). It is,
in fact, a lepton - so the term “mesomolecule” or mesonic molecule will not be used here,
preferring instead “muonic molecule”.
One of the obvious challenges to muon catalyzed fusion is the short lifetime of
muons, -2.2 ps. Muons are produced from a high energy reaction that yields a pion,
which decays with lifetime -10'^ s into a muon and muon antineutrino.

The muon itself decays into an electron, electron neutrino, and muon antineutrino.
In principal, the minimum energy required to produce a muon would be the rest energy of
the pion from which it decays, which is 139 MeV. Of course, the processes that produce
pions produce many other products as well, with roughly only 10% of the energy input
going to pion production. Even with 50% accelerator efficiency (since pions are generally
made by slamming high energy particles into heavy nuclei), and after converting from
center of mass energies of the particles produced to lab frame energies, the energy
required to power the beam necessary to produce a single muon is at least 3 GeV (or
higher with lower accelerator efficiency)^^\
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Scientific feasibility of muonic fusion would require that the fusion energy
produced with the help of a muon exceeds the energy required to produce it. Assuming 3
GeV energy input requirement, and a DT fusion reaction produces 17.6 MeV, a single
muon must be able to catalyze 170.5 DT fusion reactions before decaying or being
otherwise lost, for scientific breakeven. This would not be the true energy breakeven
point (generally termed technological breakeven), which would require that the electrical
energy produced from the fusion reactions (so fusion energy multiplied by conversion
efficiency) as well as energy recovered from the muon itself (as it thermalizes in the
liquid DT) before the muon is lost exceeds the energy input.
The electrical energy multiplication factor for muon catalyzed fusion. M e , is given
by the ratio of energy produced to the energy required to create the muon,

multiplied

by the electrical conversion efficiency, %. The energy produced equals the energy per
fusion event, Efus, multiplied by the number of fusion events catalyzed (X^, more
commonly called the ''muon cycling rate'"), plus the recoverable thermal energy of the
beam, Ebt, which depends on the amount of beam energy lost in the target, and thus the
beam mean free path size of the target. The raw energy multiplication factor therefore
works out to

So, clearly the critical issues are how many fusion events a muon catalyze before
it decays, and the cost of producing a muon. Once a muonic D-T molecule forms, the
fusion happens extremely quickly - on the order of 1 picosecond. Muon sticking (to a
deuteron or triton) and muonic molecule formation though don’t happen nearly as
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quickly. The reactions involved (muon being “captured” by D or T, muonic D-T
molecule formation, fusion, and parasitic alpha-sticking), the respective rates of those
reactions, and the resulting expected average number of fusion events per muon has been
thoroughly calculated elsewhere^^\ so will not be repeated here. The relatively high
(roughly 0.5-1%) probability of the muon “sticking” to the "^He atom produced from DT
fusion (when the two nuclei fuse, the muon could remain in orbit around the compound
^He nucleus, and then the "^He nucleus after it decays) is a significant problem.
With muon catalyzed DD fusion, the reaction rate is substantially less than that of
muon catalyzed DT fusion due to a hyperfme splitting resonance. Additionally, if a DD
fusion does occur, roughly half the time the product nuclei will be a ^He atom, with
which the muon has a much higher probability of parasitic sticking (roughly 12%) than it
does with the "^He produced from DT fusion^^"^. Muon catalyzed fusion at cold
temperatures is therefore far less appealing with a DD system than an even mix of
deuterium and tritium - and even less likely with the advanced fuels, as the Coulombic
screening effect of a single muon would be substantially reduced with high Z nuclei.
Muon catalyzed fusion (pCF) only gained more interest after Gershtein and
Ponomarev^^^ predicted the high resonant formation rate (>10^ s'^) of dtp molecules. This
prediction suggested the possibility that a single muon could catalyze potentially several
hundred DT fusion reactions in its lifetime, making “scientific breakeven” (producing
more energy from DT fusion than the rest mass energy of the muon) theoretically
possible. Research continues to this day to focus on trying to better understand the chain
of reactions involved, and how to optimize the system.
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The muon generally enters the reaction vessel (generally containing a liquefied
mixture of deuterium and tritium in the form of D 2 , T2 , and DT molecules (held together
with covalently bound electrons)) with a kinetic energy on the order of a few hundred
MeV, thermalizing down to ~2 keV in -10'^ s. At that energy it is able to be captured by
a deuteron or triton, replacing the electron previously in orbit. If being captured by a
deuteron, there is a high probability of transfer to a triton (before fusion occurs), since the
tp binding energy (2.711 keV) exceeds that of dp (2.663 keV).^^^ A muonic molecule can
form when a dp atom and t atom meet, with fusion following - but it is significantly
more probably that the deuteron will be transferred to the triton, to the point that the
dp+t^dpt^"^H e+n path can generally be ignored, instead only counting the
d p + t^ d + t p ^ d pt^^^He+n path.
The initial muon capture excited the new muonic atom to a higher energy state
(2s), with the atom cascading down to the Is state. The free tp atom then behaves like a
heavy neutron traveling through the liquid. When it comes close enough to a D 2
molecule, two paths to the formation of a muonic DT molecule (dtp) are possible,
illustrated in Figure 4-42 below. In the first path, direct dtp formation (or Auger
formation), the binding energy of the new compound dtp molecule leaves with the Auger
ejection of one of the electrons from the D 2 molecule, such that the dtp molecule has no
electrons, and thus has a positive charge. This process of muonic dtp molecule formation
(leading to DT fusion) is substantially slower than the other process. Muon catalyzed
fusion was ignored as a potential means of producing net energy for decades, until the
second process was predicted and confirmed in the late 1970s.
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In the second process, the second deuterium atom remains molecularly bound to
the dtp molecule, which behaves as a larger nucleus (with +e charge) within a hybrid
“hosting” molecule (the term hybrid here refers to the fact that the molecule as a whole
has both electrons and muons in it, so it is not a wholly muonic or electronic molecule,
rather a hybrid). Through this process, the binding energy released from the formation of
the dtp muonic molecule goes into excitation of the rotational (J) and vibrational (u)
modes of the hybrid <(dtp)dee> molecule (more commonly abbreviated as just (dtp)d,
and the vibrational mode of the dtp muonic molecule).
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Figure 4-42 - The two primary paths for formation of dtp molecules

This process is referred to as resonant dtp formation (sometimes “standard”
Vessman resonant formation, as Vessman first accurately described it) since it requires a
particular center of mass kinetic energy (Ex) of the colliding tp and D 2 molecules, such
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that the resulting excitation energy (Eexc) from the combination of the kinetic energy and
the released binding energy (Eg) from formation of the dtp molecule are not enough to
overcome the D 2 dissociation energy (-4.5 eV), and also equals the energy of an excited
“rovibrational” (rotational and vibrational) state of the hybrid hosting molecule. This
would only be possible if there is a very low bound state of the muonic molecule - and
conveniently there is. The capture leaves the muonic dtp molecule in a weakly bound
state (J=l, 0=1) with bound energy E b=0.628 eV^^^ (note that ddp also has a low energy
bound state of E b=2.0 eV, making resonant ddp formation also possible, although at
higher temperatures).
The difference between the bound state energy of the mu molecule and the
rotational and vibrational excitation energy of the “hosting” molecule forms a resonant
energy “defect” (difference). In a two body collision, the difference Eexc- Eb must be
positive, such that the additional energy required to put the host molecule into the
resonant excited state can come from the kinetic energy of the colliding colliding D2
molecule and tp mu-atom. If the bound energy released exceeds the excitation energy,
that additional energy must go somewhere - generally to Auger ejection of one of the
electrons. So, this resonant formation occurs when
Eexc=ET+EB

For this resonant mu-molecule formation to occur, not only must the excitation
energy be less than the 4.5 eV D2 dissociation energy, it should also equal an excited
energy level of the hybrid <(dtp)dee> molecule of which the mu-molecule is a part where this excitation energy is relative to the ground state of the D2 molecule before the
collision. Several electronic excitation levels of the hybrid molecule are accessible.
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depending on the thermal energy of the colliding particles. This resonant formation then
must be summed up over the many accessible energy levels, and the energies of the
particles in a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (combined with the fact that the tp atom
can be in an excited state due to muon capture). Once the muonic molecule is formed, it
quickly (<10'^° s) de-excites to the ground state where fusion happens more quickly. As
with thermonuclear fusion, muonic DT fusion is facilitated by the J" = -t-^/2 resonance of
the compound

atom. Our understanding of the involved processes has been in

continuing development since the 1970s, with questions remaining in particular about the
alpha-sticking and unsticking parasitic loss of muons.
While the rate of the direct Auger formation (when the excitation energy does not
correspond to a rovibrational excited state of the hybrid molecule) has only slight energy
dependence (increasing slightly with temperature), the resonant formation process is
heavily dependent on the temperature of the system, and for dtp^^^ can be two orders of
magnitude greater than Auger formation. Assuming a maxwellian distribution of the
particles in the system, the optimum temperature would have the resonant energy as the
most probable kinetic energy.
Menshikov and Ponomarev (1986)^^^ proposed a third means (quasiresonant) of
dtp molecule formation through triple collisions, when a tp atom collides simultaneously
with two D 2 molecules (or really one DX molecule and any other molecule, where X
could be p, D, or T). This method also forms a hybrid <(dtp)dee> molecule, with a
negative resonant energy defect so=Eexc-EB (the difference between the excited
rovibrational energy level of the hybrid molecule and the bound energy of the dtp
molecule). For the normal resonant formation method already discussed, this resonant
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defect equals the combined center of mass thermal kinetic energy of the colliding tq atom
and Ü 2 molecule - which clearly can’t be negative. In the triple collision formation
process, the negative energy defect is transferred to the second D2 molecule, allowing for
resonant mu molecule formation at lower thermal energies (and therefore lower
temperature). Essentially the third body in the collision can take away the excess energy
(when the rovibrational excitation state energy of the host molecule is less than the
released binding energy of the dtp molecule) rather than it going into Auger ejection of
an electron and dissociation of the molecule. This opens up lower energy rovibrational
resonances of the host molecule, which can have much stronger resonant formations.
The plot in Figure 4-43 below, taken from Faifman and Ponomarev’s 1991
paper^^^, shows the rates of the two particle collisional resonances (tp+DX^<(tdp)Xee>)
as a function of tp energy at DX temperature 30K. The rate is highest when tp molecules
collide with dp molecules, but a significant concentration of protons reduces the muon
cycling rate overall due to other effects^^\
Note that a tp atom energy of 0.3 eV (roughly the peak of the tp+DT resonance)
corresponds to a temperature of >3,000 K, well above the temperature of the liquid
hydrogen systems generally used. But, when a muon is initially captured by a triton, the
gained energy is on the order of 1-2 eV. Additionally, if initially captured by a deuteron,
with the muon then transferring to a triton through a collisional transfer, the tp atom
gains 19

As the mu-atom thermalizes in the liquid hydrogen, it will pass through

the resonance peaks (both the standard Vesman resonance (with a single D 2 or DX
molecule) and the triple collision resonance), greatly speeding mu-molecule formation at
lower temperatures. The greater the density (where cp generally represents the atom
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density relative to liquid hydrogen, cp=N/No, where N o= 1.25x10^^ cm'^, the nuclei density
in liquid hydrogen, and N is the density of D] and T2 combined), the greater the
probability of resonant mu molecule formation during the thermalizing process. This
“epithermal” effect (increasing formation due to the excited tp atom passing through
resonances as it thermalizes) increase significantly with density, although the exact
dependence is not yet well established.
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Figure 4-43 - dtpx hybrid molecule formatiou rate (where x is a protou (p), tritou
(t), or deuterou (d)) as a fuuctiou of muouic tritou (tp) euergy, upou tp collisious
with dt, dp, aud dd molecules. Takeu from (Faifmau aud Pouomarev, 1991)^^^.

Calculated values of the rate of two-body resonant dtp formation from tp collision
(with tp spin state F) with DH, D 2, and DT molecules as a function of temperature are
shown in Figure 4-1 below, taken from (Eskandra, et, al, 2002)^^\ Note that the
formation rate is highest for collisions with HD molecules, indicating that there would be
a benefit to the presence of H in the fuel. Note that for each though the formation rate is
on the order of 10^ s'^ - substantially higher than the rate of muon decay (5,45x10^ s'^)
and substantially lower than the other processes involved - thermalizing of the muon and
capture by an H, D, or T atom (-10^^ s'^) and fusion after mu-molecule formation (-10^^
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s'^). Both the direct mu-molecule formation rate and the triple body collision resonant
formation are of the same order of magnitude as the two-body resonant formation, or
smaller (in particular the direct Auger formation is significantly smaller).
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Figure 4-44 - Calculated values of the rate of two-body resouaut dtp formatiou from
tp collisious with HD (a), D%(b), aud DT (c) molecules. Takeu from (Eskaudra, et.
al., 2002)

While the two body collision resonant formation rate should increase proportional
to the density cp, the three-body resonant formation rate should be proportional to cp^, as
any three-body collision process^^^. Most experiments before the mid-1980s (and in fact
most continuing experiments afterwards) focused on low cp (generally <0.1), experiments
at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) in the mid-1980s (before a
significant funding cut in 1988) used cp ranging from 0.2 up to 1.2, with varying tritium
co n cen tratio n s.T h e results showed that the mu-molecule formation rate increases
significantly with both density and temperature (highest temperature used was 800K),
presumably verifying the existence of the three-body resonant formation.
A somewhat simplified model of the current view of the muonic DT fusion
reaction chain is illustrated in Figure 4-45 below. At any stage in the process the muon
can decay, indicated by the arrows with no destination.
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Figure 4-45 - Simplified model of muon catalyzed DT fusion

This diagram leaves out the less common pathways (such as a dp atom forming a
muonic molecule and fusing) for simplicity. Including all pathways, the chain is much
more complex, although the additional paths have significantly lower rates. The rates for
all of the processes involved are fairly well known now over a broad range of
temperatures - although the effect of density on the rates is still being worked out due to
discrepancies between experiment and theory. For liquid DT density though, which
appears to be necessary for maximizing the cycling rate, the rates are fairly well
established now and can be used for predicting the muon cycling rate at that density as a
function of temperature and Deuterium/Tritium (and protium if present) fraction
(Eskandari, et. al, 2002). There are however remaining questions about possibilities for
manipulating the rates, in particular the alpha unsticking rate, which is being thoroughly
studied at the RIKEN-RAL muon facility^^^.
The probability of the muon sticking to a fusion product (the alpha in the DT
fusion) decreases strongly with increasing fusion energy production. This is why sticking
is a much bigger problem with p-DD fusion than with p-DT fusion. The D(d,n)^He
reaction produces only 3.3 MeV, resulting in a muon sticking (to the ^He atom)
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probability o f -12%, compared to -0.9% for sticking to the alpha from D(t,n/He, which
produces 17.6 MeV (Froelich, 1992). Muons that have “stuck” to an alpha particle can
become unstuck through collisional detachment (often exchanging to a deuteron or triton
with which the alpha particle is colliding). Note that free muons can also become stuck to
alpha ash (other than the product of the fusion just catalyzed) before binding to a triton or
deuteron, and could also become stuck to a ^He atom. ^He is produced in one of the
branches of DD fusion, but the rate of DD fusion at temperatures used for MCF fusion
though is at least two orders of magnitude lower than that of DT fusion, and the rate of
muon transfer from deuteron to triton is sufficiently high that DD fusion in a system with
a significant fraction of tritium can be considered negligible. However, ^He is also
produced from tritium decay, such that p-^He sticking should not be considered
negligible - and could be a factor in experimental effective muon sticking (loss) rates
disagreeing with theory.
The large energy release of DT fusion (resulting in lower alpha sticking, as well
as making net power production more likely), low energy bound state of the dtp molecule
(making resonant dtp formation possible), and the energy of the DT system in muonic
molecule formation lying on the edge of the resonance for the compound

nucleus

are what make DT fusion the primary (or only) viable option for muon catalyzed fusion.
If not for muons sticking to fusion products, the muon cycling rate (number of
fusion events a muon can catalyze) in liquid DT would essentially just be the mumolecule formation rate, since the rate of fusion and rate of muon capture by tritons (or
first by a deuteron, then transferring to a triton) are both substantially larger than the
molecule formation rate. In such a case, a muon would be capable of catalyzing more
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than 2,000 DT fusion events before it decays (Froelich, 1992). With the energy per fusion
being 17.6 MeV, this would allow the production of more than 35.2 GeV per muon,
many times the muon’s rest mass energy of 106 MeV, and still many times more than the
energy currently required to produce a muon (~3 GeV). Unfortunately, alpha sticking
significantly reduces muon cycling rate to 100-200, depending on temperature, density,
and D, T, and p fraction
A simplified formula for the muon cycling rate (number of fusions per muon) is
the ratio of the average fusion rate to the muon lifetime plus the rate of muon loss by
sticking (sticking rate per fusion multiplied by the fusion rate), (Froelich, 1992)

where A/is the average rate of fusions (inverse time between fusions), primarily
determined by the slowest process - mu-molecule formation (which is slower than the
other processes by at least an order of magnitude). The muon’s decay rate is Âo
f /2.2jus=4.55x10^ s^), and w ^ is the effective muon sticking rate, where

where Ws is the muon sticking rate (for muon-alpha sticking in DT fusion this is estimated
from theory at 0.00917 (meaning 0.917% of DT fusions result in the muon being stuck to
the alpha particle) (Froelich, 1992)) and R is the reactivation coefficient - the probability
of collisional detachment of the muon from the alpha particle. Since reactivation is a
collisional process, one should expect it to depend on both temperature and density. The
alpha particle resulting from DT fusion initially has an energy o f -3.5 MeV, which
significantly increases the probability of collisional detachment. Once the alpha particle
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has thermalized in a low temperature system, the likelihood of detachment becomes
negligible. The density dependence of the reactivation coefficient ends up being fairly
small, as determined by Cohen^^"^. Cohen calculated a reactivation coefficient of
R=0.36 ± 0.05 at (p=1.2 and R=0.30 ± 0.05 at (p=0.1, indicating only a moderate density
dependence. As his calculations showed, R for a muon stuck to a particular alpha particle
is significantly increased for higher energy excited initial states of the alpha particle
(resulting in the substantially lower overall effective muon sticking rate for high energy
fusion reactions such as DT, compared to lower energy reactions such as DD). However,
more recent experimental evidence from RIKEN-RAL (Nagamine, 2003) indicates that R
could go substantially higher, as high as 0.7 at solid DT densities, and the sticking rate
(before factoring in re-activation) was determined to be anomalously low at some
temperatures at solid DT density (values less than half of the 0.00917% predicted from
theory, and verified in experiments with liquid DT density systems).
Assuming a high density of 1.2, and using Cohen’s result for the reactivation
coefficient at that density, the effective muon sticking rate would be Wgff= 0.0059. Notice
that as the average fusion rate (A/) becomes large compared to the muon decay rate (A/),
the muon cycling rate (A^ ) trends towards
Jf„= —

= 170

This is conservative compared to some analyses of systems at liquid DT density
(Eskandari, et. ah, 2002), or potential optimized systems at significantly increased
densities, as are being studied at RlfCEN-RAL, but is close to the muon cycling rate of
183 achieved at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSl)^^^.
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As the mu-molecule formation rate, and therefore the combined rate of mu-atom
formation, mu-molecule formation, and subsequent fusion, is on the order of

1 0 ^ s"\

roughly three orders of magnitude higher than the muon decay rate (order of

1 0 ^ s'^),

it

should be reasonable to simply treat the muon cycling rate as the inverse of the effective
sticking rate, as above. Note though that the muon cycling rate is dependent on
temperature, mixture density, and relative concentration of D, T, and H.
With a cycling rate o fX^=170, a muon creation energy of E ^= 1 0 GeV, and
assuming that

10%

of that energy can be captured as thermal energy (meaning the muon

enters the reaction chamber with 500 MeV energy), and thermal energy can be converted
to electricity with 35% efficiency, the electrical energy multiplication factor for pcatalyzed DT fusion works out to

So, as a means of producing energy itself, muon catalyzed fusion does not appear
appealing - short of a significant decrease in muon creation energy or the development of
a means to significantly increase the muon unsticking (reactivation) rate, and thus
increase the number of fusions per muon. But, as a means of producing neutrons for
breeding fissile material for a nuclear reactor, burning nuclear waste, and driving a subcritical fission reactor, this may be appealing - and will be considered in 4.5.2.
Continuing research now focuses on improving our understanding of the
relationship between the muon cycling rate and the density and temperature of the
system. But, short of a significant breakthrough in a means of significantly increasing the
alpha unsticking rate, directly increasing the mu-molecule formation rate, or significantly
reducing the average energy required to produce a muon, it does not appear that muon
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catalyzed fusion will become a net energy producer on its own (while it could as part of a
fusion-fission hybrid system).

4.4.1. Muon production cost
Other than the muon cycling rate, the primary factor affecting energy viability of
pCF is the energy cost of producing muons - which

isacombination of the energy cost

to produce a negative pion, and the fraction of those

pionsthatdon’t escape the DT

system before decaying into negative muons.
Pions are quark-antiquark pairs exchanged between nucleons, during excitation of
hadronic resonances, such as the (giresonance in e'e^ collisions, or A resonance in N-N
(nucleon-nucleon) collisions. The latter is far more efficient and realistic, such that we
can assume that pions are only produced through p-n, and n-n collisions (p-p collisions
will not produce negative pions), in which a neutron decays into a proton. The reactions
of interest then are
n + n ^ n + p + TT'
n + p ^ p + p +7t'
n +

p ^ n

+ p + TT^+TT'

where pion production from n-n reactions is about four times larger than through n-p
reactions, due to isospin invariance, and the third of the above reactions (direct muon pair
production) has a negligible cross-section compared to the first two (Froelich, 1992). The
first two reactions above proceed via excitation of hadronic resonances, where the
mechanisms involved don’t need to be discussed here.
At 1 GeV beam kinetic energy (and assuming a “cool target”, relative to beam
energy), n-n collisions produce a n on average 83% of the time, compared to 23% for n-
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p collisions and essentially 0% for p-p collisions^^^. Therefore, the higher the neutron
fraction in both the target and beam, the more n that will be produced. Therefore, it is
preferable to have neutron rich targets as well as neutron rich beam particles - preferably
tritium, although tritium instability makes deuterium a more realistic beam particle. If we
assume a 1 GeV deuteron beam and target with equal numbers of protons and neutrons,
by counting only primary collisions we could expect roughly V3 of the collisions to
produce a n (since n-n, p-n, and p-p collisions would be equally likely, with these
producing negative pions 83%, 23%, and 0% of the time, totaling 33% net n production
efficiency from primary collisions).
Thus, based on this simple analysis we could expect a raw production cost of 3
GeV per n . However, as found by (Jandel, et. al, 1988), secondary collisions can factor
prominently in the total number of n produced, particularly as beam energy increases.
Per their findings, a roughly an equal number of n are produced in secondary collisions
(from the “particle shower” resulting from the primary collision, which would generally
rip the deuteron apart) as primary collisions at a deuteron beam energy of 1 GeV, but as
the beam energy increases to

~6

GeV, secondary collisions produce three times as many

n as primary collisions. However, this increase in secondary collisions does not proceed
indefinitely, appearing to level out at roughly 6-7 GeV of beam energy.
Additionally, the n production efficiencies mentioned above are specifically for 1
GeV collisions - they increase moderately with increasing beam energy. Ignoring that,
however, we could expect raw n production to cost on the order of 0.75 GeV per n when
factoring in secondary collisions (one primary A per 3 GeV, plus an additional 3
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secondary

k

), with a deuteron beam on the order of 6 GeV, with a target with equal

numbers of protons and neutrons.
Increasing the fraction of neutrons in either the target or beam (such as using
tritons instead of douterons as the beam) should further decrease the pion production
energy as n-n and n-p collisions become more common and p-p collisions less so. For
example, with a triton beam colliding with a triton target (both being 67% neutrons), at I
GeV we could expect n production from 47% of primary collisions (based on the
percentage of n-n, n-p, and p-p collisions). But, a pure triton beam and target would be
impractical. These costs though are purely the cost of producing a negative pion within
the target - pion slowing and capture within the target (capture generally by a proton)
before the pion has a chance to decay into a muon can significantly increase the effective
cost of producing negative muons, summarized as the pion to muon conversion factor.
The target width also affects the pion production cost, as a narrower target would
more readily allow produced pions to escape the target (where they could be contained
and directed by a magnetic field, if desirable, to head towards the DT fuel). However, a
narrower target would allow more beam particles to escape after collisions with target
nuclei. For example, if we assume a target only one atom thick, a single elastic collision
would direct the beam projectile out of the target, so that no further interaction (and
possible pion production) would be possible. In such a scenario, the already calculated
pion production cost would need to be multiplied by the ratio of the cross-section for pion
producing interactions divided by the cross-section for all interactions (which would
direct the beam particles out of the target), raising the pion cost to over 6 GeV per
negative pion^^^. Therefore, there exists an optimal width (perpendicular to beam
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direction) for any target, that will decrease with increasing target Z (due to stopping
power increasing with Z).
Based on the desire to have a high neutron fraction, Eliezer’s group^^^ proposed
that the pion production target could be the DT “fuel” gas itself. In this latter case, the
high degree of energy imparted to the plasma by the beam would require plasma cooling
to keep it at the desired temperature (on the order of 1000 K) - which could be
accomplished readily via a heat exchange system for thermal-electric energy conversion
of the heat deposited. A bigger problem though would be confining the pions within the
DT gas long enough for them to decay into muons (which is readily accomplished with
magnetic mirror trapping, as described by Eliezer, et. al. in what has become known as
the ETR hybrid), and the intermediate capture of slowed pions by protons in the plasma.
In the pions rest frame, the decay rate is 3.85x10^ s"\ Once a pion has slowed to “rest” in
a DT system, however, the nuclear capture rate is on the order of I0^° s'^ (although this
exhibits a strong density dependence), with negative pions being captured by protons in
the reverse of one of the negative pion creation processes, or undergoing a charge
exchange interaction to convert to a neutral pion. The pion slowing down rate is also
dependent on DT density, such that the pion capture rate becomes increasingly large at
high plasma densities, presenting a significant problem with using the DT gas itself as the
target.
The results of Monte Carlo simulations^^^ for high energy (3-5 GeV per nucleon)
beam particles incident on various targets indicate that while only 1-2 Gev may be
required per n produced within a high density d-t target, a high fraction of n are captured
by deuterium or tritium nuclei in the plasma (captured by protons converted into
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neutrons). The rate of pion loss increases with density, due in large part to the stopping
power of the medium increasing with density. Pion slowing is primarily due to ionization,
which produces bare hydrogenic nuclei, which would have a high cross-section for
capturing negative pions. This results in muon production costs of 8.8 ±2.1 GeV with a
plasma density of cp=l, 5.0 ±1.0 GeV with cp=0.5, and down to 2.2 ± 0.3 GeV for cp=0.1
(Bertin, et. al, 1987).
The choice of hydrogenic nuclei as the beam target by Eliezer’s group and most
others working in this field was largely motivated by the desire to limit the pion stopping
power of the target, in the hopes that they would not slow down (sufficiently for capture)
before decaying. The stopping power (rate of energy loss of a particle per unit distance) is
proportional to the atomic number of the target (via the Bethe-Bloch formula), and of
course its density, as target ionization becomes the dominant form of energy loss from
the pion (although Bremsstrahlung should also contribute). Pions slowed in a high Z
target could be captured either in the sense of either being consumed in a proton
conversion to a neutron reaction (the reverse of a negative pion creation reaction), or
simply “captured” in orbit around a nucleus, where they would remain when decaying
into a negative muon. Ultimately, we want to allow the negative pions to escape the pion
production target and decay into muons before entering the DT fuel (assuming the target
is not also the DT fuel).
Choosing to use the DT fuel as the target also, as Eliezer’s group did, appears
undesirable as a high DT density (on the order of liquid hydrogen density) is necessary
for achieving a high muon cycling rate (largely by increasing the muon reactivation (or
“alpha unsticking”) rate. But, the high density increases the stopping power, and the
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ionized deuterons and tritons would have a high cross-section for capturing the negative
pions. This results in a low rate of pion conversion into muons, and thus the significant
increase in energy required per muon produced, as DT target density increases, as found
by (Bertin, et. al, 1988).
As n reaction cross-sections with nuclei increase with increasing target atomic
mass (due to both a greater Coulomb attraction between the nucleus and the negative
pion, with the slight Coulomb barrier from the electron cloud being negligible for typical
negative pion energies, and also due to increased strong force attraction from greater
number of total nucleons), a low Z target is most desirable purely from the pion energy
cost perspective - and we also want the target density to be low to limit the stopping
power, and ultimately the pion loss rate. One issue this introduces is that unless we are
using a recirculating beam approach (such that the portion of the beam that has not
undergone significant interaction with the target is allowed to circulate back into the
beam), which has many problems associated with it, we want the target to be at least a
few interaction lengths (a few mean free paths for the hadronic resonance interactions for
pion production), and the diameter needs to be sufficient that lightly scattered beam
particles do not quickly escape the target, reducing the number of pions produced. Low
density gases therefore require a larger diameter target than moderate or high Z solids. As
found by (Bertin, et. al, 1987), a 2 GeV/c neutron beam impinging on a solid carbon
target with only 5 cm diameter would yield a cost per emitted negative pion (emitted out
of the carbon target) of 4.2 GeV, while a deuterium target with density on the order of
one-tenth of liquid density, with a similar beam, would ideally have a thickness on the
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order of meters. The larger cross-sectional area of the target would substantially reduce
the pion flux for a given beam power.
If the pion-production target is separate from the DT plasma, and has a low pion
capture cross-section (such as due to high Z, and empty space between the target and DT
plasma), muon energy costs as low as 3 GeV could be realized (Bertin, et. al, 1988) - if
the target is composed of low Z atoms containing neutrons (so not regular hydrogen).
Monte Carlos simulations (Bertin, et. al, 1987, and Jandel, et. al, 1988, with good
agreement) indicate that with a deuterium target with a density of one-tenth of liquid
hydrogen, and using accelerated deuterons for the beam, with beam energy of 3
GeV/nucleon (so 6 GeV), negative muons can be produced for ~2 GeV. This density is
too low for achieving a reasonable muon cycling rate, however, so it would be necessary
to have this target separate from the actual DT fuel.
Ideally, the target should be separated from the DT fuel by a vacuum (to allow
pion decay before slowing to slow enough energy for capture), with a magnetic bottle
used to contain and direct the pions into the high density DT fuel.
A moderate Z target such as carbon may be more appealing overall than a low
density deuterium (or DT) target, despite a higher energy cost per muon, due to the
substantial reduction possible in target dimensions (both length and diameter). Monte
Carlo simulations should be done of low Z elements that could more readily be kept in
liquid or solid form, such as Li and Be to determine the energy cost per muon achievable
with those targets, as well as the target diameter for achieving a low energy cost. We
should expect that such materials would offer a compromise between a hydrogenic target
and carbon, yielding a slightly higher energy cost per muon than deuterium due to the
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greater Z (and greater number density due to being a solid), but with a significantly
reduced diameter permissible (on the order of centimeters rather than meters).
By separating the target from the fuel, and using magnetic fields to confine and
direct pions into the high density DT fuel after they decay, we could expect pion
conversion (counting only negative pions that escape the target) into muon efficiencies
easily on the order of 75% (a prominent loss would be in the metal walls containing the
DT fuel and target) - a more conservative estimate than the 80% assumed by Petrov
(1980)^^^. The total pion conversion efficiency would be significantly lower than this
when you factor in pions lost in the target.
Note that the exact design of a target, magnetic confinement system, and fuel
chamber to maximize the pion to muon conversion efficiency is not addressed here, and
should receive further study. If a negative pion cost on the order of 4 GeV could be
achieved with a Li or Be target (we should expect a cost per emitted negative pion
somewhat less than the 4.2 GeV calculated by (Bertin, et. ah, 1987) for carbon target),
and a 75% pion decay efficiency, this would translate into a \x cost of 5.33 GeV. Note
though that the electrical cost would be roughly twice this, or 10.7 GeV, if we assume a
50% efficient particle accelerator.
An appealing option that requires further study would be using depleted uranium
as the pion production target. While the very high Z would provide a large stopping
power, the target size could be greatly reduced, at least partially reducing the emitted
negative pion production cost. More importantly though, impact of deuterons on the
should produce fast fissions as in the classic electronuclear approach (see section 4.5.1
for a brief discussion of this), in which I GeV protons bombarding
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yield -20 fast

fissions). Neutrons produced from these fissions, and spallation neutrons, also breed ^^^Pu
in the classic electronuclear device, although that generally requires a large target to
ensure neutron capture within the uranium.
For the purposes of pion production though, the target size would need to be kept
fairly small to allow pion escape, which would allow neutrons produced (from spallation
and fast fissions) to pass through the DT gas and into the breeding blanket (with some
loss along the way). The fast fissions of uranium, and the impact of the neutrons
produced with uranium nuclei should yield additional negative pions (on top of pions
produced by the deuteron impact itself).
Another interesting target choice that should be studied would be a molten Flibe
(fluoridated lithium and beryllium), as both lithium and beryllium are appealing target
options, and the molten Flibe would allow the target to carry transuranic actinides
(nuclear wastes from conventional thermal nuclear reactors) that could be burned up by
fast fission from fast neutrons in the particle shower.
A significant portion of the beam energy could be recovered as thermal energy
and converted into electrical energy, as only a portion actually goes into pion (and thus
muon) production. As the beam particle loses energy as it passes through the target, the
probability of producing pions in interactions decreases (and the probability of producing
pions in secondary reactions of the “particle shower” produced by a beam-target collision
drops significantly as the beam particle energy decreases (Jandel, et. al, 1988)). The
minimum deuteron kinetic energy for pion production is estimated by (Froelich, 1992) at
360+60 MeV. The rate of deuteron energy loss over distance can be determined from the
Bethe-Bloch equation, dependent on target density and Z number (and beam energy).
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such that the target length should be no greater than that which will lower the deuteron
energy to -400 MeV, at which point the remaining beam energy can be used for
spallation, or heating of a thermal capture system.
Assuming the muon catalyzed fusion system is a driver for a sub-critical fission
reactor, and/or a fissile fuel breeder, the pion production target could be followed by
molten

U or a molten Flibe (F4 Li2Be) blanket containing

U for producing energy

and neutrons through electronuclear interactions (see section 4.5.1) from the remaining
beam energy. Fast fissions in the blanket could also be expected to produce some
negative pions, although the fraction being able to escape and enter the DT fuel as muons
would likely be fairly low due to pion capture in the blanket. This issue though needs
further analysis, as a thin

target after the primary pion production target could allow

significant additional pion production, as well as direct neutron and energy production.
Alternatively, the portion of the beam that is not significantly affected by passing
through the target could be recirculated (as in the ETR design), although there are
significant technical challenges with this approach, with recirculation of deuterons or
tritons being virtually impossible due to beam particle disintegration^™. Therefore, this
approach is not considered worth further study.
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4.5. Fusion as a Driver of a Subcritical Fission reactor
Nuclear fission reactors, in particular light water reactors (LWRs), have proven a
relatively clean and safe means of producing electricity over the past five decades.
However, the current nuclear cycle is far from desirable. With the once-through cycle
used in the US and most other countries, less than 1% of the energy that could potentially
be extracted from mined uranium is actually extracted. This arises from ^^^U only
constituting 0.7% of natural uranium, LWRs requiring enrichment to 3-5% ^^^U
(producing substantial “depleted uranium” that is viewed as a waste), and solid fuel rods
are considered “spent” when roughly half of that ^^^U is burned up. This inefficient use of
uranium arises ultimately from the neutron economics of current fission reactors, such
that there are insufficient neutrons to be able to deal with increasing levels of non-fissile
minor actinides (^^^Np and

in particular) as the fuel is used and also to breed more

fissil matieral from fertile material (i.e. breeding ^^^Pu from the ^^^U that constitutes
-99.3% of natural uranium). Overall, nuclear fission suffers from a neutron deficit
problem. Since producing net energy from nuclear fusion is a difficult task, but being
able to produce tremendous amounts of neutrons from fusion is relatively simple, fusion
and fission appear to have a natural synergy.
In this section, I will examine the potential for coupling a nuclear fusion system to
a nuclear fission system, in a different approach than most previously proposed hybrids.
This will be compared to the “Energy Amplifer” strategy that has been proposed by
CERN and Los Alamos, which uses spallation neutrons to drive a sub-critical reactor. A
third approach, using an electronuclear driver, will be considered as well. The approach
of using an “external” source of neutrons (from fusion, spallation, or electronuclear
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neutrons (from fast-fission and spallation of

to drive a subcritical reactor is an

appealing approach to make fission reactors safer to operate, and providing improved
possibilities for burning up waste and breeding fissile material.
Almost all proposals for fusion-fission hybrids have involved simply surrounding
a fusion reactor with a blanket of fertile material (generally

to use fusion neutrons

for breeding fissile material. To take advantage of the high energy of DT fusion neutrons
(generally the primary fusion fuel considered in such hybrids), and because of the need to
breed more tritium to refuel the plasma, the uranium (or other fertile material) would
ideally be carried in a molten Flibe (fluoridated lithium-beryllium salt), although many
proposals do not take that approach. The beryllium provides endothermie neutron
multiplication, while the lithium can be converted into tritium.
In such fusion-fission hybrids, the fusion reactor and fertile blanket operate as a
breeder to provide fissile material for fueling separate nuclear reactors (generally
conventional thermal reactors). This approach can be workable, but the issue of breeding
and transferring fissile material to separate reactors potentially very far away from the
breeder would likely be rather unappealing to the general public given the rise in
concerns over terrorism, and in particular nuclear material proliferation.
Therefore, a different type of fusion-fission hybrid will be focused on here, in
which the fusion reaction is used to drive a sub-critical fission reaction, and likely also to
bum up nuclear waste from conventional fission reactors (with the possibility to also
breed fuel for powering separate reactors if so desired). This approach is analogous to the
notion of using spallation neutrons to drive a sub-critical fission reactor, to which it will
be compared here.
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Carlo Rubbia, the former director of CERN, is largely credited with developing
the idea of using spallation neutrons to drive a sub-critical fission reactor, producing net
energy in the process. In fact. Bowman, et. al. from Los Alamos first proposed^^^ an
accelerator-driven sub-critical reactor concept in 1992, albeit with a different design than
Rubbia’s. Such accelerator-driven reactor designs have come to be known as “Energy
Amplifiers”, as the output energy is significantly greater than the energy required to drive
the accelerator used for producing spallation neutrons. Rubbia’s energy amplifier^™
design uses a synchrotron accelerator to drive protons into the fuel itself (thorium), which
serves as the neutron spallation target. The fuel would be a 50-50 mix of thorium and
water (serving as moderator). The driven reactor proposed by Los Alamos has been
designed in more thorough detail than Rubbia’s, so it will serve the basis for a
comparison to a herein proposed Energy Amplifier driven by a muon catalyzed fusion
reactor. Both Energy Amplifier designs could in some ways be viewed as a takeoff from
the electronuclear breeding program proposed roughly 50 years ago, which will be
discussed in section 4.5.1.
Whatever “driver” is used for driving a sub-critical fission reactor, the “energy
amplifying” system to make use of the produced neutrons (although a particular system
will be proposed here) could be the same. The primary difference then, as a point of
comparison, is the efficiency of neutron production for different drivers (fusion or
spallation neutrons). A high enough neutron flux (10^^ cm'^s'^) to support thermal
transmutation is an advantage of the spallation approach, as proposed by Bowman, which
may not be feasible with a fusion driver (note that Rubbia’s proposed design does not
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incorporate waste product transmutation, as he feels it should be done separately from
energy production).
Los Alamos’ proposed spallation driven Energy Amplifier uses a 1.6 GeV proton
beam hitting a lead target, with each proton producing -55 spallation neutrons with an
average energy o f -2 MeV.^™ Assuming a 50% accelerator efficiency (so 3.2 GeV
required for each proton), this equates to 58 MeV energy input per neutron, with an
average energy of 2 MeV per neutron. This can be compared to the energy input per
neutron produced for other potential drivers, such as a muon catalyzed DT fusion device,
based on the net energy input (since a p-DT system can not produce excess energy)
divided by the number of thermal neutrons produced. For fusion devices that produce
14.1 MeV neulrons, Ihese higher energy neulrons can be used for neulron multiplication
in a blankel conlaining beryllium and fasl-fissionable materials (such as ^^^U), while also
laking into accounl Ihe need to breed Irilium (generally from Li).
While producing nel eleclricily wilh any form of fusion has nol yel been done,
and remains a considerable challenge, using fusion to produce neulrons is a relatively
slraighlforward lask, making fusion-fission hybrids an obviously interesting option. As
discussed in Ihe earlier sections of Ihis chapter, magnetic confmemenl and inertial
confinement fusion continue to have the potential to eventually produce net energy
(meaning net electrical energy), while muon catalyzed fusion does not appear to have that
potential due to the alpha sticking problem. However, net electrical energy production
from fusion is not necessary for a fusion driver in a fusion-fission hybrid system - what is
desirable, however, is a relatively simple, robust, efficient (economically and
energetically) means of producing neutrons, which can be easily controlled (a critical
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issue if the fusion neutrons are to be used to drive a sub-critical reaction). The fusionfission hybrid approach of using fusion neutrons to drive a sub-critical reactor has not
been considered nearly as much as that of using fusion neutrons to breed fissile fuel, but
will be focused on here. The latter approach has significant concerns regarding the
potential theft of fissionable material during transport, and using fusion neutrons to
simply produce more fissile material does not address the issue of spent fuel waste.
So, the approach to be focused on here will be using a fusion driver for a subcritical fission reactor as a means of producing energy while also burning up nuclear
waste (in particular transuranic actinides which are a problem for conventional fission
reactors), with the potential to also produce additional fissile material for fueling
“daughter” reactors if desired (largely meaning if publicly palatable).
Overall, muon catalyzed fusion (pCF) is preferable over magnetic or inertial
confinement fusion (MCF or IGF) as a fusion driver. Proposed MCF and ICF facilities
suffer from overwhelming complexity, and the energy efficiency (and potential for
energy breakeven) are heavily dependent on the size of the facility, and therefore the cost.
For MCF, confinement time increases with plasma size, which results in high costs for
efficient systems. A magnetically confined plasma also would not be as readily
controllable as a pCF (or ICF) facility in terms of reducing or increasing the neutron
production as necessary to match the reactivity of the fission fuel, making it an
undesirable option for a direct fission driver (there may still be potential for using a MCF
system for simple fissile fuel breeding, but the cost and complexity issues are serious
challenges to that as well).
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The neutron flux should be fairly well controllable with ICF, as it is heavily
dependent on driver energy and repetition rate. But, the complexities required for a high
repetition rate ICF facility, and resulting cost, decrease its appeal as a potential driver of a
fission reactor.
Muon-catalyzed fusion, however, is relatively simple by comparison, with little
additional complexity beyond the running of a particle accelerator. Tritium production
would be required, but in the system proposed below, that is fairly easily managed - and
there is no need to manufacture highly uniform fuel pellets from the tritium (as in ICF), it
simply needs to be added to a relatively low temperature (hundreds of Kelvin, up to 1,000
K at most), high density DT vessel. Neutron production from a pCF driver should offer
similar controllability to spallation neutron production, albeit with a lag due to the muon
lifetime (which is of course very short). So, while pCF does not offer the potential for net
electricity production on its own, it may be more appealing as a driver of a fusion-fission
hybrid reactor, for producing neutrons to burn nuclear waste, breed fissile material, and
drive a sub-critical reactor.

4.5.1. Electronuclear Breeding
Any form of fissile material breeding should also be compared to the classic
electronuclear breeding, proposed by E. Lawrence and E. McMillan in 1951. In their
simple proposal, 1 GeV protons would strike a

target, producing -20 fast-fissions,

and an estimated 60 ^^^Pu atoms bred from capture of thermal neutrons from the fast
fissions (and from capture of spallation neutrons)^™. These numbers are based on their
initial experimental data, with the work of theorists at developing improved models to
calculate the expected neutron and fission production with different particles impinging
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on different heavy targets continuing up to today
critical energy for a

nucleus compared to a

Because of the much lower
nucleus (see the discussion of this

in section 3.2.1), impinging a high energy proton beam on

rather than lead (the

traditional spallation target) will produce additional neutrons from fission, as the
excitation energy imparted to the uranium nucleus from the impinging beam can more
easily exceed the critical energy required for fission (note that the particular critical
energies discussed in section 3.2.1 are for the compound nuclei upon neutron absorption,
which is not the case here. However, the critical energy decreases sharply above lead, as
explained in that section, due to the increasing ratio of neutron to protons, resulting in a
much lower critical energy for

compared to ^°^Pb). The higher neutron to proton

ratio for uranium ultimately results in a fission cross-section upon impact with a proton
with 1 GeV center of mass energy of roughly an order of magnitude greater than that for
lead.^™ Due to the higher critical energy, excited lead nuclei are more likely to de-excite
through neutron evaporation rather than fission - which ultimately results in a lower
production of neutron (and energy). The lower critical energy for uranium and other
actinides allows them to be able to fission even after neutron evaporation, if provided
sufficient energy initially.
When analyzing accelerator driven breeders, it is generally assumed in the
literature (Petrov, 1980™^ for example) that each ^^^Pu bred would lead to 1.6-1.8 fissions
- the bred plutonium itself, and the neutrons produced from its fission can on average be
expected to lead to 0.6-0.8 additional fissions (of course, in a reactor right at criticality,
each fission leads to another fission ad infinitum - but this assumes all fissile fuel is
burned up, which is unrealistic). The assumption of 1.6-1.8 fissions per bred plutonium
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isotope assumes the plutonium is not used in a reactor anywhere near criticality, but
rather ultimately fissions upon absorption of a rather low energy neutron produced within
the electronuclear system.
Each

fission and the subsequent fission of each ^^^Pu (plus the additional 0.7

fissions from the plutonium fission) produces roughly 200 MeV, such that with the input
of 1 GeV of proton energy (with 50% accelerator efficiency, this means 2 GeV electrical
energy input), a thermal energy yield o f -25 GeV can be achieved. Assuming a thermal
to electrical conversion efficiency of 35%, 8.75 GeV of electrical energy can be produced
for 2 GeV electrical energy input. This gives an energy multiplication factor o f -4.4 well above breakeven, but likely too low for commercial viability (where as a rule of
thumb it is desirable to have no more than 20% of the electricity recycled back into the
plant). This is close enough to commercial viability that it is tempting to say it could be
feasible, but the above analysis leaves no margin for losses (i.e. neutron losses in
structural materials in particular), and there is really no means of making improvements
to offset those ignored losses (although using a higher temperature coolant to increase the
thermal efficiency could be done) with this pure electronuclear approach.
Spallation neutron drivers and fusion based drivers for breeding fissile material
and/or driving a sub-critical fission reactor should be compared to what can be achieved
with this simple electronuclear design, as the increase in complexity must yield an
increase in efficiency to be justifiable. We can see rather easily that with a similar
analysis, spallation neutron drivers (using a “medium-sized” nucleus such as lead as the
target, with high critical energy, producing few fissions itself) should come out worse
than the electronuclear device. A spallation neutron system such as proposed by Bowman
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would produce 55 spallation neutrons for 1.6 GeV of accelerated proton energy, based on
their estimates. These neutrons would have 2 MeV on average, so a key benefit could be
using their high energy to induce fast fissions of transuranic actinides or run a plutonium
cycle breeder reactor, in order to make it more appealing than simple electronuclear
breeding.

4.5.2. Muon-Catalyzed Fusion Driver for Energy Amplifier (MCE Fnsion-Fission
hybrid)
An appealing option may be to combine the electronuclear and muon catalyzed
fusion approaches, using beam energy to produce muons as well as fast fissions and
evaporation (spallation) neutrons in

So, this would not only be a fusion-fission

hybrid, but the driver itself would be a muon-catalyzed fusion-electronuclear hybrid. A
key issue with this approach would be whether it is feasible to use

alone as the pion

production target (or if pion slowing and thus capture would be too large), or if a lighter
element in liquid or solid form (to allow a smaller target size) would be better. Lithium
and beryllium have not been studied sufficiently as potential negative pion production
targets for the purpose of negative muon production, but we should expect them to have a
somewhat higher energy cost per emitted negative pion than low density (10% of liquid
density or lower) deuterium/tritium, but lower than graphite. Based on the ability to use a
thinner (in length and diameter) target compared to gaseous deuterium, and the energy
costs per n for 5 GeV deuterons hitting a graphite target, it seems reasonable to expect an
energy cost on the order of 4 GeV per n emitted from the lithium or beryllium target. It
would also be reasonable to assume a 75% efficiency for allowing those pions to decay
into muons before entering the DT fuel, yielding a cost of 5.33 GeV per negative muon
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produced. This of course would be the beam cost, while the electrical cost would be twice
that (for 50% accelerator efficiency), or 10.7 GeV.
It would also be worthwhile to examine the use of a fluoridated lithium-beryllium
molten salt (Flibe), which could carry

(or transuranic actinide nuclear waste to be

burned up), as a target. This would allow combine electronuclear fast-fissions and
neutron production with pion production in one target. But, pion slowing down may be
increased too much by actinides to make this viable.
A more likely option would be having a molten

(potentially with transuranic

actinides mixed in) target after the lower Z pion production target. As the potential for
negative pion production decreases as the beam particles lose energy, a target long
enough to reduce the beam energy to zero is obviously unnecessary. For their Monte
Carlo simulations to determine the cost of emitted pions from different targets, Bertin, et.
al. (1987 and 1988) assumed the target length equaled three beam-target interaction
lengths (such that higher Z targets would be shorter) for an equivalent comparison. Thus,
the energy costs per pion produced are not necessarily optimized for each material, but
rather give a comparison of costs based on the assumption of three interaction lengths.
To optimize the system, simulations should be run to determine the optimal length
(and diameter) for some appealing targets (or at least for lithium, beryllium, and a Flibe
containing actinides or pure ^^^U), which would allow a determination of the remaining
beam energy at the end of the target. Increasing the target size to infinity would of course
result in the most negative pions being produced, but would also maximize the pion
capture fraction (to 100% for an infinite sized target), such that there should be an
optimal size for any material.
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A reasonable estimate would be that 70% of the beam energy could be expected
to remain after passing through the pion production target^^^. To be conservative,
however, it will be assumed that 60% of the beam energy makes it through the pion
production target. This beam energy could be used for electronuclear fast-fission and
neutron production in a

target. The depleted uranium target should be separated

from the pion production target by a vacuum with a magnetic field (and/or static electric
field) for directing forward-produced pions away from the uranium target (so they aren’t
captured within), and into the DT fuel. An electric field pointing towards the uranium
target could be used to slow pions headed towards it, while a magnetic field could be
used, with a strength sufficient to produce a Larmor radius that would allow pions to
curve into the DT fuel. A rough cross-sectional slice of this is sketched in Figure 4-46
below. The pion production system would be surrounded by a vacuum, which is
surrounded by the liquid DT fuel. The neutron multiplication, tritium breeding, and subcritical fission reactor surround both the DT fuel and

electronuclear production

target. If negative pion production from the uranium is determined to be significant, the
DT fuel layer could be extended to surround the uranium as well.
DT fuel (liquid
density)
Deuteron
beam
Pion production
target

Vacuum /
magneti^

Figure 4-46 - Potential layout of a pCF-electrouucIear hybrid driver
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The two main proposals put forth to date for muon catalyzed fusion-fission
hybrids (Petrov, 1980^^^, and Eliezer, 1987^^^, with subsequent modifications for each)
have differed substantially from this approach. The ETR design put forth by Eliezer’s
group, as previously mentioned, uses the DT fuel as the pion production target, and
attempts to recirculate the unused portion of the beam back into the accelerator. As the
deuterons (actually, their proposal assumed a triton beam) would be split apart in the
target, at best they could hope to recapture protons into the recirculating beam, which are
undesirable from the standpoint of producing negative muons, due to the need for n-n or
n-p collisions. Further, using the DT fuel as the pion production target introduces
contradictory requirements regarding the DT density - low density is necessary for
decreasing the energy cost per negative muon (due to increased capture of pions before
decay into muons), but high density is required for increasing the alpha reactivation and
therefore muon cycling rate. Those two issues are significant problems for this approach.
Additionally, their proposal uses a solid, fixed blanket of uranium around the
fusion plasma. It would be preferable by far to use a blanket composed of molten lithium
and beryllium fluoride salts (for tritium breeding and neutron multiplication), which
would allow continual replenishing of the lithium and beryllium, as well as removal of
the bred tritium (which initially bonds to fluorine, but is separated in the presence of
uranium as T2 ). Further, the molten salts would allow the addition of either

or ^^^Th

for fast fission, and/or the addition of various nuclear waste products (in particular
transuranic actinides) for fast fission transmutation. Such molten salts allow continual
replenishing of fuel materials (^^^Th, ^Be, and ^Li) as well as online chemical processing
to remove fission products and actinides, preferably for transferring to different parts of
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the reactor where they can be burned up (rather than being shipped to other reactors).
Later in this section, such a design using multiple blankets of molten lithium-beryllium
salts will be laid out, as a suggestion for further study.
Petrov’s design is as shown in Figure 4-47 below, taken from (Kuzminov,
Kalcheva, and Petrov, 1993)^^^. The DT fuel is surrounded entirely by the breeding
blanket - including on the side from which the muons (from decayed pions) enters. This
should be expected to result in significant pion/muon loss, dependent on the thickness of
the layer. It would be desirable to have the breeding layer fairly thick to allow maximal
use of the fusion neutrons, and also to allow some electronuclear fission and neutron
production from the residual beam energy - but a large breeding layer there would
significantly reduce the number of muons making it into the DT fuel. Overall this design
is more appealing than the recirculating beam ETR approach, but the issue of pion/muon
loss in the blanket before entering the DT fuel, and not being able to make full use of the
residual beam energy (without significant loss of pions/muons) should be addressed.

Ep

m

El

El

[

Figure 4-47 - Muon Catalyzed Fusiou-fissiou breeder design taken from (Kuzminov,
Kalcheva, and Petrov, 1993)^’*: 1) pion-prodnction target, 2) converter (for
channeling pious towards the DT fuel), 3) DT fuel, 4) breeding blankets, 5) solenoid
magnets
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It is expected that, with DT densities greater than hydrogen density, muon cycling
rates greater than 200 could be achieved. But, for this analysis we will assume a more
modest rate of 150. The fusion energy produced from the 150 DT fusions amounts to
2.64 GeV, less than the energy required to run the beam. With our assumption of 5.3 GeV
of beam energy (10.7 GeV electrical energy) per negative muon entering the DT fuel, and
that 60% of the beam energy (conservatively) will pass through the pion production
target and be available for electronuclear fission and neutron production on

we

would have 3.2 GeV of electronuclear production.
For conventional electronuclear production, we assume that each GeV yields 20
fast fissions of

U and 60

0 '2 Q

Pu isotopes. This though assumes that the uranium layer is

thick enough that neutrons produced from fast fissions and neutron multiplying inelastic
scattering reactions are all ultimately captured in the uranium blanket. In this reactor
though, it would be preferable to allow the secondary neutrons to escape into the
surrounding breeding layers. The fraction that escape versus being captured by uranium
isotopes would depend on the size of the system (and of course also the temperature, as
Doppler broadening of the resonant neutron absorption peaks for

could be expected

to play a significant role in plutonium breeding).
From an energy standpoint, it would be preferable if the fast neutrons from fission
escaped the uranium, such that they could be used for neutron multiplication and thermal
fissions in a Flibe layer containing the bred

Pu or thermal neutron bred

U in another

layer of the reactor. For simplicity, and to be conservative, it will be assumed here though
that all fast fission and spallation neutrons produced in the uranium simply go into
plutonium production, at the typical electronuclear rate - so each GeV of residual beam
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energy (in the form of fast neutrons and protons) will produce 20 fast fissions of
and 60 ^^^Pu isotopes.
So, 5.3 GeV of beam energy, from 10.7 GeV of electrical energy input, would
produce one negative muon and 150 subsequent DT fusions (for 2.64 GeV of fusion
energy, including 150 14.1 MeV neutrons), 64 fast fissions of

in the electronuclear

channel (roughly 12.8 GeV of energy), and 192 ^^^Pu isotopes. Based on the energy
produced so far this clearly would not be desirable, as -15.4 GeV of thermal energy
would have been produced from 10 GeV electrical input. But, the bred ^^^Pu can
ultimately contribute an additional 65.3 GeV of energy (assuming 200 MeV per fission,
and each plutonium fission results in an additional 0.7 fissions). This adds up to -80.7
GeV of thermal energy so far, from 10.7 GeV of electrical energy input. When factoring
in thermal to electrical conversion efficiency, this would be above energy breakeven, but
not nearly a high enough energy multiplication for commercial viability. But, we have
not yet counted the potential use of the 150 14.1 MeV fusion neutrons, the main
advantage of a muon-catalyzed fusion-electronuclear hybrid design.
If we want to use these neutrons for neutron multiplication, tritium breeding, fast
fission, and breeding of fissile isotopes, we should not count the kinetic energy of the
neutrons themselves, as a significant portion can be consumed in neutron multiplication
and tritium production reactions. If we assume that % of the neutron energy will be lost
thusly, we should subtract -1.6 GeV from the above total, so that before factoring in
potential fission energy from these neutrons, -79 GeV of thermal energy can be
accounted for. As this clearly shows, the bulk of the energy is coming from fission - not
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from fusion. The fusion however is providing a large number of high energy neutrons
that will be able to produce substantially more fission energy.
At this point, we could make a comparison to spallation neutron production, by
seeing how much energy has gone into producing neutrons. If we include the energy from
the fast fissions and plutonium produced, when converted to electrical energy, we already
have recuperated the electrical energy expense for powering the beam to produce our 150
neutrons (from the 10.7 GeV electrical input). So, from this perspective, there is no
energy cost for producing the fusion neutrons, as the electronuclear energy production
has already covered the energy input (and then some).
The bulk (-80%) of the energy produced thus far has come from plutonium
produced from neutron absorption in the uranium - so a fairer comparison could perhaps
be made by counting the neutrons that eventually go into producing the plutonium, rather
than the energy ultimately coming from the plutonium. In this scenario, the thermal
energy produced would be -13.8 GeV (12.8 GeV from fast-fissions of

and -1 GeV

from alpha fusion products and 25% of the fusion neutron energy, assumed to be
converted to thermal energy). Assuming this can be converted to electrical energy with
35% efficiency, 4.83 GeV of electrical energy would bring the net electrical energy input
down to 5.8 GeV, yielding 150 14.1 MeV neutrons and 192 fission neutrons (which
would largely go into plutonium production).This would work out to an electrical energy
input o f -17 MeV per neutron - roughly one-third of the 58 MeV per neutron for
spallation (Bowman, 1992)^^\
So, before considering multiplication of the 14.1 MeV neutrons, the accelerator
input per neutron produced (that can breed fissile material, or perform other functions) is
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already significantly better with the pCF-electronuclear hybrid system than pure neutron
spallation. A straight electronuclear approach would come out ahead of the hybrid system
though, as the fast fissions from 2 GeV of electrical energy input yield ~4 GeV of
thermal energy and 60 neutrons (producing 60 ^^^Pu isotopes). The net electrical energy
input then, with 35% thermal conversion efficiency, is 0.6 GeV, for an energy input of 10
MeV per neutron. But, almost half of the neutrons in the pCF-el ectronucl ear hybrid
approach are 14.1 MeV neutrons, which can undergo significant multiplication (as well
as inducing fast fissions). As the energy produced in the analysis of the hybrid system
thus far has largely come from the electronuclear path (the

fissions from impact of

the remaining beam energy), taking advantage of that path is clearly an important factor
in reducing the energy cost of the neutrons.
As with a spallation neutron driver, these neutrons can be used to breed fissile
material, bum up nuclear waste, and drive a sub critical fission reactor. While spallation
neutrons have an average energy of ~2 MeV, below the (n,2n) multiplication threshold
for ^Be (2.68 MeV), the 14.1 MeV neutrons from DT fusion can be used for neutron
multiplication, increasing their numbers. However, it must be kept in mind that tritium
must be produced at the rate it is consumed, such that each neutron produced must breed
one tritium atom (on average), in addition to being multiplied.
Therefore, neutron multiplication via endothermie neutron multipliers such as
lead and beryllium can be of substantially greater benefit for muon catalyzed DT fusion.
The tritium production is best accomplished with lithium, either ^Li or ^Li.
For pure DT fusion reactors (not tied to fission reactors), ^Li is the preferable
isotope to have in the lithium blanket, as its fission is exothermic. For a fusion reactor
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tied to a fission reactor, however, the 4.784 MeV produced when ^Li consumes a neutron
pales in comparison to the >200 MeV from fission of a uranium or plutonium nucleus.
Therefore, it would be preferable to use strictly ^Li as well as ^Be for a tritium breeding
and neutron multiplication system around a fusion reactor tied to a fission reactor. The
amount of neutron multiplication achieved would hinge on the fractions of beryllium,
lithium, and other elements in the multiplication system.
A neutron multiplication and tritium breeding layer should surround the DT
plasma, composed of molten lithium and beryllium salts (like Flibe, but with a different
ratio, to be discussed) containing either

U or

neutron multiplication and energy production.

Th for fast fission for additional
U would be preferable over

Th, if a

neutron flux sufficient for thermal transmutation can be achieved (see section 4.5.4), due
to fast neutron (n,2n) interactions with ^^^Th being less desirable. Such interactions with
U are not as undesirable, since they would produce

U, which quickly (7 day half-

life) decays into ^^^Np, which can undergo fission via two quick neutron absorptions
(producing ^^^Np which will spontaneously fission (Bowman, et. ak, 1992)^^^). ^^^Np is
itself fissile, but the absorption cross-section is much larger than the fission cross-section,
so it is only a fuel in a sufficiently high flux of fhermal neufrons.
Neufron mulfiplicafion (n,2n) of ^^^Th produces ^^^Th, which decays (half-life of
25.5 hours) info ^^^Pa, a ferfile isofope. If ^^^Pa absorbs a neufron, if will become ^^^Pa,
which decays in jusf over a day info

Anofher neufron absorpfion will produce fissile

- buf fhe price of fhe inifial neufron mulfiplicafion is fhe need fo absorb fhree more
neufrons before fission (compared fo fwo for neufron mulfiplicafion of ^^^U) - a nef loss
of fwo neufrons. When

does fission fhough, if will produce more fhan fwo neufrons
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on average, but only barely, such that neutron loss in moderators or structural materials
can result in a net loss of neutrons. Therefore, it is preferable that our neutron multiplier
contains

instead of ^^^Th.

Only a small fraction of lithium (natural lithium or pure ^Li) is necessary to
achieve the requisite tritium breeding ratio (TBR) of 1 (preferably slightly higher to allow
for losses), allowing a high fraction of beryllium and

for neutron multiplication and

fast fissions. Evaluations of the neutron multiplication (NM) and TBR in mixtures of
lithium (natural and refined ^Li, where natural would be preferable), beryllium, and either
238^279

232rpj^280

been donc for infinite medium (i.e. assuming infinitely thick

blankets), to assess the most desirable mixtures for optimizing the TBR and NM with
14.1 MeV neutrons from DT fusion. Based on these studies,

appears preferable over

^^^Th as an additive to the first blanket to take advantage of fast fission and (n,2n)
reactions (which are undesirable in ^^^Th).
The Monte Carlo simulations of Sahin’s group indicate that with just 2% natural
lithium mixed with 95% ^Be and 3% ^^^Th, a TBR slightly over 1 (-1.1) can be achieved,
with a neutron multiplication of roughly 3. Slightly higher neutron multiplications were
calculated by Yapici’s group when using

U instead of

Th, with considerably higher

TBRs. While these calculations were based on infinite medium, they do help clarify what
ratios of components would be most desirable, illustrating that a substantially lower
fraction of lithium can be used to achieve a high TBR, due to the neutron multiplication
benefit from Beryllium and uranium or thorium. For the purposes of the proposed muon
catalyzed hybrid reactor, further evaluations would need to be done to determine the
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optimal layer thickness, and optimal concentration of lithium, beryllium, and

for this

layer.
It should therefore be expected that a neutron multiplication of at least 2.5 could
be achieved while producing tritium at the rate of burn-up. Some of this neutron
multiplication would be expected to come from fast fission of

(or transuranic

actinides), producing additional energy, but to be conservative this will be ignored. Thus,
the muon catalyzed fusion driver could be expected to produce on the order of 375
neutrons from a 10.7 GeV electrical energy input for powering a 5.3 GeV deuteron beam,
when counting only the fusion neutrons and their multiplication. An additional 192
neutrons would be produced from the electronuclear target (with a high fraction
producing ^^^Pu within the target). After factoring in the -13.8 GeV of thermal energy
production (12.8 GeV from fast-fissions of

and -1 GeV from alpha fusion products

and 25% of the fusion neutron energy, assumed to be converted to thermal energy),
yielding 4.83 GeV of electrical energy, reducing the net electrical input to 5.8 GeV, the
cost per neutron produced would be 10 MeV - the same as for the electronuclear
approach.
If a neutron multiplication of 3 could be achieved though with the 14.1 MeV
neutrons, the electrical energy input per neutron would drop to -9 MeV. Further, if the
fraction of beam power making it through the pion production target and hitting the
electronuclear target is indeed 70% instead of the conservative 60%, with a neutron
multiplication factor of 3, the energy cost would drop to just over 8 MeV per neutron.
Increasing the muon cycling rate could also lower the input, with a muon cycling rate of
170 (instead of 150) further dropping the input to just over 7 MeV per neutron (including
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70% of beam energy for electronuclear production, and neutron multiplication of 3),
compared to -10 MeV per neutron for pure electronuclear production.
Based on this, it appears that the muon-catalyzed fusion-electronuclear hybrid can
offer a lower energy cost per neutron, which would translate into a higher overall energy
multiplication factor - but at the price of additional complexity, and likely a greater
difficulty in doing thermal transmutation of wastes (see section 4.5.4), due to the DT fuel
volume significantly increasing the radius at which transmutation can begin, dropping the
neutron flux that can be achieved significantly (assuming a cylindrical reactor design is
used, the neutron flux would be inversely proportional to r^). If the energy cost per
negative muon can be substantially reduced, or the muon cycling rate can be significantly
increased (such as by the discovery of a means of actively increasing the alpha un
sticking rate), the neutron energy cost with the muon-catalyzed fusion-electronuclear
hybrid approach could become low enough to offset the additional complexity involved.
At present though, that does not appear to be the case.
So, if the pure electronuclear approach can be made viable from an energy
standpoint, the reduced complexity and greater compatibility with thermal transmutation
make it more appealing - note though that both approaches have a significantly lower cost
per produced neutron than straight neutron spallation, which has been receiving
considerably more attention as a neutron source for driving sub critical reactors. In fact,
muon catalyzed fusion and electronuclear breeding appear to have only been considered
for the purpose of breeding fissile material to fuel separate fission reactors - not as
drivers of sub critical reactors.
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Using either neutron source to drive a sub critical reactor has many advantages
over using them to simply breed fissile material for fueling separate, conventional
thermal fission reactors - especially if the driven sub critical reactor incorporates waste
transmutation, and online fuel processing to allow complete burn-up of both fissile fuel
and waste material. Incomplete fuel burn-up is a prominent factor in limiting the number
of fissions produced per bred ^^^Pu nucleus to 1.7, when the plutonium is used in
fabricated fuel rods for use in conventional thermal reactors. In conventional reactors,
typically only on the order of half of the fissile material is burned before buildup of
fission products and transuranic poisons requires the fuel rods to be removed from the
reactor (generally to then be stored as waste). With critical (rather than driven subcritical) fast reactors, the fuel bum-up in a once-through system is limited to around

If eventual 100% burn-up can be achieved, then in a critical nuclear reactor each
neutron could be said to lead to an infinite number of fissions (since criticality means that
each fission reaction gives rise to exactly one more fission reaction, which will produce
one more, and so on). The low bum-up rate though effectively reduces the number of
fissions that can be “counted” for each neutron produced (whether via spallation, muon
catalyzed fusion, or electronuclear fast fissions and spallation).
With driven sub critical systems though, if the reactor employs a continual fuel
reprocessing system (such that eventually all of the fuel can be burned up), the neutrons
produced can go on to ultimately trigger dozens or hundreds of fissions each, depending
on how close to critical the reactor is. Where k is the neutron multiplication factor of the
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reactor (or measure of criticality, with k= l for a critical reactor, and k< l for a sub-critical
reactor), the number of neutrons {ritot) produced per “source neutron” is
= \ + k + k^ +k^ ... = ' ^ k ' =

-M

where ritot could also be called the sub critical multiplication factor, M. In a reactor far
from criticality, at say k=0.5, M would work out to 2. For k=0.75, M=4. For a reactor
very close to criticality, such as k=0.98, M=50. And of course, if k=l, the total number of
neutrons produced per source neutron would be infinite (which is clearly not the case in a
critical nuclear reactor). The subcritical reactors in the Energy Amplifier proposals from
CERN have generally had neutron multiplication factors around 0.9 to 0.98^^^.
Note that each driver neutron would not ultimately produce M fissions, as not all
of the neutrons produced in the reactor lead to fission (if they did, the neutron
multiplication factor would be infinite). If our primary reactor runs on
and a thermal fission of

for example,

produces on average 2.29 neutrons, a neutron multiplication

factor of 0.98 means that on average 1.31 of the neutrons produced per fission is “lost” to
some process other than fission (which could include being absorbed in the moderator,
structural materials, fertile materials (breeding more fuel), a graphite blanket, or nonfissile and non-fertile materials mixed in with the fuel). So, each neutron produces a
fission 42.8% of the time, on average (^^%.29=0.428).
We could therefore write a driver energy multiplication factor, M d, the amount of
energy produced per driver neutron entering the reactor, as
Mg =

A:
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where rifis is the number of neutrons produced per fission, and Efis is the average energy
per fission (generally -200 MeV for fissile uranium and plutonium isotopes). If our
primary fuel is

with a reactor neutron multiplication of 0.98, each driver neutron

entering the reactor would produce on average 4.28 GeV of energy.
If each source neutron requires an electrical energy expense of E„ to produce it,
the energy gain (G) of the system would be
" fis

G =

\ —k

A:
En.

If the thermal to electric conversion efficiency is % , then the electrical energy
multiplication {Me) would be

M e

=

For a pure spallation neutron driver {with E„=30MeV), a slightly subcritical
{k=0.98)

reactor with thermal conversion efficiency of 35% would have an electrical

energy multiplication o f -50 (gain o f -143). However, while (Klapisch, 2000) indicates
that a driven subcritical reactor with a neutron multiplication of 0.98 would be
substantially further from prompt criticality than conventional fission reactors, a greater
margin may be desirable for improving safety - in particular if the produced neutrons are
first used for fission-based transmutation of minor actinides before entering the main
reactor (which would introduce an inherent variability in the neutron flux in the reactor).
If the neutron multiplication in the main reactor is reduced to 0.9, the gain drops to -26,
and the electrical energy multiplication drops to -9. While this is high enough to meet the
M e > 5 requirement assumed for commercial viability, it would be desirable to further

increase the gain. With an energy cost per neutron of 10 MeV, an electronuclear driver
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can offer a factor of three increase in energy gain and electrical energy multiplication,
compared to a pure spallation driver (so, M e~27 for k=0.9).
The ability to bum up minor actinides (^^^Np and

Am in particular) in a reactor

would be very appealing, as those actinides are a prominent factor in long-term high level
radioactivity of nuclear waste. In conventional thermal reactors, they represent nuclear
poisons, as on average they consume more neutrons than are ultimately yield when
fission is eventually achieved. Using either fast neutrons or a very high flux of thermal
neutrons (section 4.5.4) can allow a net release of neutrons from burning of these
actinides, but these actinides yield a lower number (and fraction) of delayed neutrons
than normal fission fuels^^^, such that the burning of a significant fraction of minor
actinides makes controlling criticality much more difficult. Additionally, as found by
(Piksaikin, et. ak, 1999)^^^, the number of delayed neutrons produced from ^^^Np
decreases as the energy of the fission inducing neutron increases, which would further
complicate control of a fast spectrum reactor burning a significant amount of ^^^Np.
This therefore is one of the great appeals of a driven sub-critical system - the
ability to burn a larger amount of minor actinides without the concern of the impact on
criticality (since there is no need to maintain criticality, only the need to keep the reactor
subcritical). As a higher neutron multiplication factor would effectively increase the net
energy efficiency in terms of the fission energy produced per neutron produced by the
driver, a driven sub-critical system should generally be designed to have a multiplication
factor on the order of 0.9 or higher, but sufficiently below 1 that the reduction in delayed
neutron fraction from minor actinide burn-up doesn’t create the potential for a super-
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critical runaway. This approach makes a driven sub-critical reactor significantly safer
than critical reactors in general as well.
As the driven reactor should burn up minor actinides (in particular transuranic
actinides) , it may be desirable in a pCF-electronuclear hybrid to incorporate minor
actinide wastes into the neutron multiplication layer, to use the high energy (up to 14.1
MeV) neutrons for fast-fission of the wastes. The cross-section for fast fissions is quite
low though (and decreases as neutron energy increases - although neutron absorption
cross-sections decrease faster), so a high concentration of actinides would be needed for a
high burn-up rate. Simulations need to be done to determine optimal concentrations for
achieving good waste bum-up while maintaining a high neutron multiplication rate (on
the order of the 3 that can be achieved with

in a beryllium-lithium mixture) as well

as TBR slightly above 1. This possibility could make the additional complexity of the
pCF-electronuclear hybrid reactor worthwhile, if significant burn-up could be achieved
during neutron multiplication. However, a big challenge for such a system would be the
very high flux of 14.1 MeV neutrons on the stmcture containing the high density (and
therefore high pressure) DT gas.
As a very rough calculation of overall system efficiency though, we can use the
energy multiplication equation for muon catalyzed fusion, but increase the energy
produced per fusion event based on additional fission energy produced. We will again
assume a 10.7 GeV electrical energy input (5.35 GeV beam) produces one negative muon
and 150 subsequent DT fusions. The fusion neutrons will be assumed to have a neutron
multiplication factor of 2.5, which will go into breeding

from thorium, the fission of

each of which will be assumed to lead to another 0.7 fissions (primarily since that is the
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figure conventionally used for driven systems that breed fissile material for separate
reactors. For the type of sub-critical driven system proposed here, it can be much higher).
Electronuclear interaction of the assumed 60% of the beam energy remaining will
produce 64 fast fissions of

in the target (roughly 12.8 GeV of energy), and 192 ^^^Pu

isotopes, each of which will produce 1.7 200 MeV fissions.
Based on this, and assuming an electrical conversion efficiency of 40% (the use of
molten salt carrier as coolant in the main fission region would yield an efficiency near
45% for that portion of the energy production, but an average efficiency of 40% seems
reasonable), we can calculate an electrical energy multiplication factor of 7.7 - well
above the 5 that has been assumed previously for commercial viability. By running the
main reactor near but slightly below criticality, with online fuel processing allowing a
high degree of fuel burn-up, this could be increased substantially.
So, a pCF-electronuclear hybrid driver of a sub-critical fission reactor does have
the potential to achieve an energy multiplication factor sufficient for commercial viability
- but the complexity would likely make it less appealing than a pure electronuclear
driver.
Almost all prior proposals for fusion-fission hybrid reactors have focused on
magnetically confined fusion as the driver. While MCE is more likely to achieve net
electrical energy production than pCF as a standalone system, that itself isn’t necessary
for a fission driver (or fissile fuel breeder, which has been the focus of almost all fusionfission hybrid proposals). Rather, the driver should not be substantially more expensive
than the fission reactor itself if it is desirable for the electricity produced to remain
economical, nor should the core be so large as to reduce the neutron flux to levels at
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which actinide transmutation is less efficient. Additionally, the reliability of the driver
should be well established. These are areas where pCF has a significant advantage over
MCF, due to decades of experience running particle accelerators (the primary component
of the pCF driver), and relatively low costs (on the order of $1-1.5 billion for the required
particle accelerator, compared to ITER’s estimated cost of $5 billion, and the National
Ignition Facility’s even greater cost). In particular, there are far more complexities
involved in running a magnetically confined plasma continually than one would expect to
encounter with a pCF system (due to challenges with continually maintaining magnetic
confinement and other factors, ITER is anticipated to have a duty-cycle of only one hour
per day - paltry compared to the duty cycles of particle accelerators).
Therefore, a muon-catalyzed fusion-fission hybrid may be a more appealing
option than hybrids proposed in the past, and warrants further consideration. However,
the much greater complexity compared to a simpler electronuclear driver (as discussed in
the next section) presents a major drawback of a pCF driver. Significant issues that would
need to be resolved for a pCF driver to have any chance of being preferable to an
electronuclear driver include (but are not limited to)
•

Materials and structural design for containing a very high density DT plasma at
moderate temperature (-lOOOK), with a very high flux of 14.1 MeV neutrons.
How high the flux is would depend on the output of the powerplant desired,
coupled with the degree of criticality of the reactor. Incorporation of
transmutation of minor actinides would require a high neutron flux, likely on the
order of at least

1 0 ^"^ neutrons

cm"^s"\ even if fast transmutation is done (and ~ 2

orders of magnitude higher at least for thermal transmutation).
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•

Possible approaches for promoting muon reactivation (detachment from alpha
particles following fusion)

•

Optimization of the target-DT plasma system to maximize the fusion energy
produced per GeV of energy input to the accelerator (which requires achieving a
balance of high n production rate per GeV, low tz losses, and high DT plasma
density (at -lOOOK) to maximize the muon cycling rate)

•

Design and assessment of the transmutation, fission, and breeding layers
surrounding the pCF plasma based on the desired combination of fissile fuel
breeding, waste transmutation, and power production (depending on whether the
system is intended to be run as a fuel breeder to supply conventional fission
reactors, as a stand-alone powerplant, or a combination of the two)

Likely the most significant challenge would be the high flux of 14.1 MeV neutrons on
the DT fuel containing structure. As materials suitable for such a task are not known at
this time, a pure electronuclear driver will instead be investigated in more detail, as
overall it is a preferable approach (due largely to reduced complexity, and the ability to
support thermal TRU transmutation, as will be shown in the next section).

4.5.3. Electronuclear Driven Snb-critical Fission Reactor with Minor Actinide
Transmutation
If the driver (neutron source) can be used to produce sufficient neutrons for
burning up minor actinide wastes and breed fissile isotopes that are burned in a lower
neutron flux region of the same reactor, with all nuclear materials contained in either
molten salt or heavy water to allow online chemical processing, the efficiency of fuel use
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can be substantially improved compared to a conventional breeder (due to online
processing allowing a potentially

100%

burnup), and the number of fissions ultimately

produced per neutron can be greatly increased. This would be true for any type of driver,
although the lower the energy cost per produced neutron, the greater the overall energy
multiplication would be.
Based on this, a proposal for an electronuclear driven sub-critical reactor,
incorporating thermal transmutation of minor actinide wastes will be made here. The
overall layout will be similar to that proposed by Bowman^^^ as their spallation neutron
driven fission reactor concept, albeit with the use of a

electronuclear target, and a

greater use of layering to take advantage of the radially decreasing neutron flux away
from the accelerator target. The thermal transmutation approach proposed by Bowman’s
group is very appealing over fast neutron transmutation (previously viewed as the only
way to bum-up transuranics without net loss of neutrons), as lower concentrations of
actinides could be used.
As the probability of neutron capture trends towards zero as neutron energy
increases, while the fission cross-section increases slightly (thus making fission more
probable than neutron capture), the fission cross-section remains very small (on the order
of a few barns for most actinides), such that a very high actinide density is required for
significant bum-up. The quick successive absorption of two thermal neutrons can induce
thermal fission though in these transuranic actinides (see section 4.5.4), and with
substantially higher cross-sections (orders of magnitude higher), such that lower actinide
concentrations are workable. This requires a thermal neutron flux on the order of 10^^
neutrons cm"^s"\ Kuzminov, et. al.^^'* determined that a neutron flux on the order of 10^^
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cm'^s'^ at a radius of 40 cm^ could be achieved with a muon-catalyzed fusion neutron
source (purely for the purpose of having a 14.1 MeV neutron source for testing materials
for magnetic confinement fusion) - but their calculation involved a much higher energy
cost per neutron, due to the assumption of the DT plasma itself being the target for pion
creation, and subsequently a very high pion loss factor. Using a separate target would
improve the pion loss factor, but would significantly increase the outer radius of the DT
fuel.
To roughly examine the viability of doing thermal transmutation of transuranics
with the muon-catalyzed fusion-electronuclear hybrid neutron source, the figures
previously developed can be used - that 5.3 GeV of beam energy, from 10.7 GeV of
electrical energy input, can produce one negative muon that will yield 150 DT fusions
(with a neutron multiplication factor of 2.5 in a multiplier layer), and 64 fast fissions of
^^^U, that will yield 192 neutrons (no capture in the target is assumed, optimistically).
Thus, 439 neutrons are produced for 5.3 GeV of beam energy, or -12 MeV (beam) per
neutron. This translates into -5x10^^ neutrons per second per MW of beam power. This is
roughly 7 times that of the value determined by (Kuzminov, 1996), largely due to the
additional neutrons from electronuclear production, and lower pion loss factor assumed
here. Kuzminov’s study assumed a beryllium neutron multiplier, providing a neutron
multiplication factor of 2.30 (determined from a Monte Carlo MORSE calculation) with a
beryllium wall thickness of 2 0 cm, beginning at a radius of 2 0 cm.
The neutron flux that can be achieved therefore varies linearly with the
accelerator power (or current, for a fixed 5.3 GeV deuteron beam). Superconducting
linacs (linear accelerators) are the current preferred proton accelerator for spallation
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neutron sources, and should similarly be appealing as a deuteron beam for muoncatalyzed fusion (the cost of such accelerators is also more appealing than other designs).
Current linacs for spallation have beam energies around 1 GeV primarily, with beam
currents on the order of a few mA. SNS, the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge
National Labs, is currently the most powerful linear accelerator, with a beam power of
1.4 MW, with proposals to increase the power to 5 MW.
If we assume a linac with a beam power of 10 MW is used for powering a pCFel ectronucl ear hybrid system, the neutron production would be -5x10^^ neutrons/second.
This would support a neutron flux of 10^^ cm'^s'^ out to a radius of 12.6 cm substantially smaller than would be required for a DT fuel separate from the pion
production target and the surrounding neutron multiplication layer (note that Kusminov’s
analysis required a 2 0 cm thick beryllium layer to provide a neutron multiplication of
2.3).

Therefore, linear accelerators of the power of those in the near future could not
provide the neutron flux necessary for thermal transmutation with a muon catalyzed
fusion-electronuclear hybrid system, due to the thickness of neutron multiplier (and
thermalizer) required, let alone the DT fuel system. So, a muon catalyzed fusionelectronuclear hybrid driven fission reactor, or any fusion-fission hybrid seeking to also
transmute actinide waste, would therefore need to use fast neutron transmutation due to
the large size of the fusion chamber required reducing the achievable neutron flux to
lower than that required for thermal transmutation.
A pure electronuclear driver though does not require a similar neutron multiplier
and tritium breeding layer (since the average neutron energy would be ~2 MeV, rather
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than 14 MeV, neutron multiplication is not viable anyway), and no large DT fuel volume.
Therefore, achieving the high neutron flux necessary for thermal transmutation is more
realistic. If we again assume that all neutrons produced from both spallation and fast
fissions in the target escape, we would have 60 neutrons per GeV of beam energy input,
or 16.7 MeV per neutron (note that this calculation ignores the electrical energy that can
be produced from fast fission thermal energy, as for the moment we are only concerned
with the number of neutrons that can be produced for a given beam power, to assess
whether achievable accelerators can yield the neutron flux necessary for fhermal
fransmufafion). This is higher fhan for fhe pCF-elecfronuclear hybrid, and yields a
neufron producfion of 3.7x10^^ per second per MW of beam power. Ignoring neufron
losses, a 10 MW beam would fherefore be able fo achieve a neufron flux of 10^^ s'^cm'^
ouf fo a radius of ~ 1 1 cm.
While a pure elecfronuclear sysfem wouldn’f need a large DT fuel or neufron
mulfiplicafion layer, a maximum radius of

11

cm is unlikely fo be suffi ci enf for fhe

fhermal fransmufafion layer. Wifh a pure spallafion source, fhe maximum radius would be
further reduced due to the reduced number of neutrons per MeV of beam energy (or
increased energy cost per neutron). Because of this, the Los Alamos spallation driven
system that incorporates thermal transmutation assumed a 48 MW (1.6 GeV protons at 30
mA) accelerator, which they estimated would yield a thermal neutron flux o f -5x10^^
neufrons cm'^s'^ jusf ouf si de fhe 25 cm radius lead fargef (fhe minor acfinides surround
fhe cylindrical lead fargef, dissolved in heavy wafer moderafor). The assumed 30 MeV
per spallafion neufron resulfs in a neufron producfion of 10^^ per second per MW of beam
power, compared fo -1.8x10^^ for fhe elecfronuclear sysfem. For fhe same beam power.
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the electronuclear system would be able to achieve almost twice the neutron flux at fhe
same radius as pure spallafion, making fhermal fransmufafion much more feasible (or
allowing a reduced beam power).
Switching fo using a depleted uranium fargef, instead of lead as in all other
proposed driven sub critical systems, is more appealing based on fhe improved energy
balance (from lower energy input per neufron) and greater ability for fhermal
fransmufafion - of course, fhe handling of fhe fargef would need fo be addressed. The
possibility of using waste TRUs as a fargef is also worth further analysis, as if could
provide additional TRU fransmufafion, while having similarly low critical energy as
For fhermal fransmufafion, fhe acfinides should be dissolved in heavy wafer, as in
fhe Los Alamos proposal. Transmutation of fhe minor acfinides in this layer would result
in a net increase in neufrons, but outside of this region (at larger radius) we should expect
fhe neufron flux fo continue fo drop roughly wifh 1 /r^ (assuming net neufron producfion
from fission roughly offsets neufron losses in structural materials). This can be taken
advantage of by using different layers of fhe reactor for different purposes, wifh fhe
outermost layer being a fissile material breeding layer (which would also provide fhe
beneficial effect of limiting neufron escape).
A cross-sectional slice of fhe cylindrical elecfronuclear driven sysfem proposed is
shown in Figure 4-48 below. All layers (including fhe

fargef) except fhe graphite

reflector are liquid fo allow continual on-line processing of fhe fuel and waste products.
A few different possible liquid carriers could be used in fhe various layers, although
heavy wafer would be preferable for fhe minor actinide layer (fo most quickly fhermalize
fhe fast neufrons, wifh negligible neufron absorption). The fission layer (containing
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and

Pu bred in the thorium breeder layer and

U target, respectively) and breeding

layer (containing ^^^Th) could use heavy water, molten salt, or molten lead as carriers.
The latter two would allow higher temperature operation, increasing thermal efficiency of
electricity generation. Lead may be preferable due to being chemically inert, the greater
density allowing natural convection to facilitate heat removal in the event of a pump
failure (although the subcriticality of the reactor would already make the system very
safe), and lead having very low neutron capture due to it having a doubly closed shell
nucleus, analogous to noble gases having full electron shells, and fherefore low affinity
for electron capture (Klapisch, 2000). Heavy wafer would offer fhe shortest
fhermalizafion path, which would be beneficial in fhe main fission and actinide
fransmufafion layers (fo slow neufrons produced from fhe driver and fission more
“quickly”, increasing fhe neufron capture (and ultimately fission) cross-section), while
“slower” neufron moderation in fhe breeding layer may boost neufron absorption by
thorium due fo fhe resonance Doppler effect. As fhe different carriers have different
benefits, further analysis would be necessary fo determine fhe ideal carrier for each layer.
t GeV proton
bean %
""Uinhqmd
carrier
Graphite
reflector

Graphite
reflector

232 tL

Th in
liquid
carrier

238y
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target Acfinides
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Figure 4-48 - Electronuclear driven sub-critical reactor cross-sectional layout
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The liquid carriers also eliminate the need to fabricate fuel rods, or periodically
shut down the reactor for fuel rod replacement. Separate coolant loops could be
integrated throughout the reactor, or the liquid carriers themselves could act as the
coolant (one of the appeals of a molten salt or molten lead carrier is that the carrier can
act as a high temperature coolant (on the order of 700° C for molten salt), allowing a
significant increase in thermal efficiency for electricity production (at that temperature,
the efficiency can be around 45%). All liquid layers would circulate in and out of the
main cylindrical reactor region (flowing vertically in Figure 4-48), with the overall flow
of fuel being:
1. In the outermost region,
decay into
2. The bred

Th is bred into

Pa, which is removed and allowed to

outside of the neutron flux.
is mixed into the liquid carrier in the next layer inward, the “main

fission layer”. This would be the main energy producing region, with the
concentration of fissile material being such that this region is moderately below
criticality. ^^^Pu would also be produced in the depleted uranium target by
neutrons that do not escape. This therefore requires continual processing of the
molten uranium target, to remove plutonium, to mix in with the

in the main

fission region. As this is the main energy producing layer, a higher temperature
(molten lead or salt) carrier would be beneficial.
3. Fission products and minor actinides produced in the main fission region would
be extracted from the molten salt fission layer, and added to the actinide thermal
transmutation layer (likely along with minor actinides from other reactors).
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4. The actinide transmutation layer would be continually processed to remove short
lifetime fission products and other wastes not needing further transmutation.

The cylindrical design and liquid carriers allow the different functions being
performed (transmutation of actinides, fission of bred fissile material, and breeding of
fissile material from fertile material) to occur in neutron fluxes best suited for those
purposes, and without undesirable materials mixed in. Thermal transmutation requires a
much higher neutron flux than would be desirable (or even achievable) in a region
containing significant amounts of fissile material. Therefore, it is placed closest to the
external neutron source.
The main sub-critical fission region would ideally have negligible amounts of
neutron absorbers (thus the fertile material is kept outside), and have a moderate neutron
flux for achieving a high power density despite being by itself sub-critical. Breeding of
fissile material requires the lowest neutron flux, regardless of whether depleted uranium
or thorium is used as the fertile material. For thorium, a neutron flux low enough that the
majority of thorium isotopes will only absorb no more than one neutron (becoming ^^^Th,
and decaying into ^^^Pa) during a single pass through the reactor. Those that have
absorbed a neutron, and decayed into ^^^Pa, can be chemically removed and stored for
decay into

before being re-introduced to a significant neutron flux. If the breeding

region has a high neutron flux, ^^^Pa can absorb another neutron to become relatively
stable ^^"^Pa, which won’t produce fissile material without the absorption of yet another
neutron - significantly reducing the total neutron efficiency.
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A |iCF-electronuclear hybrid driver of a sub-critical reactor could use a similar
overall design, although the additional space required for the DT fuel and neutron
multiplier would likely eliminate the possibility of thermal transmutation, such that fast
neutron transmutation would be necessary. In such a reactor, it would likely be desirable
to incorporate the transuranic actinide transmutation layer into the neutron multiplication
and tritium breeding layer - meaning high levels of minor actinides dissolved in a molten
LiF/BeF] salt (beryllium for neutron multiplication, and lithium for tritium breeding). Of
course, the molten salt would slow the neutrons, complicating fast fission. Depleted
uranium could also be incorporated into this layer to boost energy production and neutron
multiplication (through fast fission and (n,2n) interactions). Other than that, the same
overall scheme could be used of breeding fissile material in the outermost region, with an
inward flow of that material, towards increasing neutron flux.
The production of useful energy from transuranic actinide burn-up (as opposed to
long-term storage) is itself a worthwhile goal, to which an exact monetary cost can not be
readily assigned. In comparison with other means for achieving that, in particular in
comparison to a spallation-neutron driven reactor, the electronuclear driven reactor (and
potentially the pCF-electronuclear hybrid driven reactor) is more appealing based on a
lower energy cost per neutron, and therefore greater overall system efficiency.

4.5.4. Actinide Transmutation
The primary transuranic actinides of concern here are
produced from
capture by

237

Np and

241

Am.

237

Np is

atoms that do not undergo fission upon neutron capture. Neutron
forms

which will fission

8 6 %^^^

of the time as the additional energy

imparted to the nucleus makes it unstable. 14% of the time though, the nucleus will be
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able to emit a gamma ray, and drop to the more stable ground state, before undergoing
fission.

is non-fissile, forming

upon thermal neutron capture, which decays

(Ti/2 = 7 days) via beta emission into ^^^Np. While ^^^Np is fissile, its thermal fission
cross-section is four orders of magnitude smaller than its thermal neutron capture crosssection, so it is primarily a neutron absorber.
0/11

Am forms similarly when

000

then captures another neutron to form

Pu captures a thermal neutron and doesn’t fission,
which undergoes beta decay to form

Am.

^^^Np has a far longer half-life than ^"^^Am -over 2 million years, compared to 432 years.
But, since ^"^^Am decays by alpha decay into ^^^Np, it is as significant a concern as the
directly produced ^^^Np.
Both of these are considered neutron poisons in conventional thermal nuclear
reactors, since in such reactors they on average absorb more neutrons before undergoing
fission than they produce via fission. Since its cycle is simpler, we will use that of ^^^Np
to illustrate. In the relatively low neutron flux (<10^"^ cm'^s'^) of a conventional nuclear
reactor, ^^^Np will capture a neutron (since the fission probability is four orders of
magnitude smaller than the capture cross-section, based on the most recent data from the
NNDC), and with T 1/2 of 2.1 days will decay into ^^^Pu. ^^^Pu will absorb another neutron
to form fissile ^^^Pu, which upon thermal neutron capture undergoes fission 73% of the
time (and when it does not, it continues to absorb neutrons, becoming fissile ^"^^Pu, which
decays into ^"^^Am if it does not fission first, and then following the cycle of that
actinide). On average, in a conventional thermal reactor, about 4 neutrons are required for
the eventual fission of a ^^^Np product, producing 2.9 neutrons on average^^\ Thus this
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actinide is viewed as a poison in a conventional reactor, since it consumes more neutrons
than it produces.
The primary approach that has been considered for dealing with these products,
other than the misguided plan of long-term storage, is the use of fast fission reactors. At
energies in the MeV range, essentially all of these actinides can undergo fission, while
none of them are thermal neutron fissile. The additional kinetic energy of the neutron is
sufficient to provide the nucleus with sufficient excitation energy that fission becomes
possible, whereas fission upon thermal neutron capture was not. However, at MeV
neutron energies, the fission cross-section for these nuclei is quite small - generally less
than 1 barn. For ^^^Np, the fast fission cross-section is a local maximum of 1.75 bams at
~2 MeV (roughly the average initial energy of fission neutrons)^^^. Note that these fission
cross sections are of the same order of magnitude to those of

at the same energies.

While this is almost an order of magnitude higher than the neutron capture cross-section
at those energies, it is orders of magnitude lower than the neutron capture cross-section at
thermal energies, which ranges from a few hundred barns away from resonances, to a few
thousand bams at resonances^^^. Additionally, in fast spectmm fission reactors, the
average neutron energy is below that 2 MeV, with the majority of neutrons being in the
range of 100 keV to 1 MeV. In this range, the neutron capture cross-section is
comparable to the fission cross-section, although they vary oppositely with energy, as
shown in Figure 3-7 when discussing fast reactors.
What this means is that if relying on impact with fast neutrons to transmute the
material, either a much greater density or much thicker mass of the substance is required,
compared to using thermal neutrons. Additionally, a significant fraction of the neptunium
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will still capture a neutron without undergoing fission (roughly half, although varying
with energy).
But, can thermal neutrons be used to transmute this material such that it becomes
a fuel (producing more neutrons than it consumes), rather than a poison? Yes, provided
the neutron flux is high enough. The initial product after (n,y) neutron capture by ^^^Np is
^^^Np, which has a thermal neutron fission cross-section (of) of ~ 2 1 1 0 barns^^^ (2 . 1 1 x 1 0 "
cm^).
With a neutron flux (([)) of 10^^ cm"^s"\ the bumup lifetime (l/ctiCTf) of ^^^Np is
4.74x10"^ s, or 13.2 hours - roughly % of the ^^^Np half-life. By contrast, with a neutron
flux of

1 0 ^^ cm"^s"\

as is more typical in conventional reactors, the burnup rate is

100

times longer, roughly 25 times the ^^^Np half-life. The thermal fission cross-section of the
Pu that

Np decays into is much lower than its capture cross-section, such that in the

low neutron flux, the nucleus will virtually always need to keep capturing neutrons until
it becomes ^^^Pu before it fissions. In the high neutron flux, however, quick successive
neutron capture by ^^^Np before it decays will result in fission (with 81% probability)
with only two neutrons required, and producing 2.7 neutrons on average. So, a key issue
for assessing muon catalyzed fusion-fission hybrids is whether or not a neutron flux of
10^^ cm'^s'^ can be achieved. Based on the calculation done above, it appears that the
small radius required for the actinide transmutation layer may make the thermal
transmutation option not a viable approach for muon catalyzed fusion drivers, without a
substantial increase in beam power. Of course, the analysis above was quite conservative
in terms of ignoring spallation neutrons. Ultimately whether or not this approach is
feasible would depend on the accelerator beam power that can be provided, whether any
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improvements in muon production energy can be made, and what level of neutron
multiplication and thermalization (with tritium breeding) can be accomplished in a thin
layer.
This thermal transmutation pathway in high flux, compared to the low neutron
flux pathway, is depicted below in Figure 4-49. Note that at thermal energies both ^^^Pu
and ^^^Np don’t always fission upon thermal neutron capture (as is depicted for
simplicity). Based on the recent^^^ determination of the thermal neutron capture crosssection for ^^^Np of 479 barns, ^^^Np undergoes fission 81% of the time upon thermal
neutron capture (dependent on energy of course).
+n
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Figure 4-49 - Thermal Transmutation path of

Np

This presents another possibility for transmuting transuranic actinides (in
particular ^^^Np and

which has two similar pathways upon neutron capture,

complicated somewhat by an isomer state also being possible), in addition to fast fission.
If 2^’^Np requires slightly more than 2 neutrons on average (slightly more than 2 due to the
less than 100% fission occurrence for ^^^Np) to undergo fission, producing 2.7 neutrons
on average, it will behave as a fission fuel rather than poison. For that reason. Bowman’s
group at Los Alamos designed their proposed accelerator driven reactor to provide
neutron fluxes on the order of

1 0 ^^ cm'^s'^

for that purpose.
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One challenge here though is that if we wish to use the plentiful ^^^Th as fuel,
rather than a uranium cycle, a high neutron flux can be undesirable. As discussed in the
section on fission,

Th (from neutron capture by

^^^Pa, which decays into fissile
capture a neutron to become

Th) decays with Ti/2=23 min into

but with Ti/2=27 days. In the meantime, ^^^Pa can
Pa, quickly (Ti/2= 6 . 6 hours) decaying into

U. While

this does not remove the isotope from production of fissile material, two additional
neutrons are required, compared to if the

Pa is allowed to decay into

U. For that

reason, it is desirable to remove the ^^^Pa from the neutron flux after it is produced, to
allow time for its decay into the fissile

Molten salt fuel mixes are extremely suitable

for this purpose, allowing the thorium based fuel to flow in and out of the neutron flux,
with the ability to chemically remove ^^^Pa for decay (or to just have a low enough cycle
rate of the salt in and out of the neutron flux to allow for such decay, without chemical
removal of the ^^^Pa). The design of a driven reactor based on a thorium fuel cycle must
either have a significantly lower neutron flux in the region with the molten thorium salt
compared to the actinides to be transmuted, or having a high flowrate for the molten salt
such that little time is spent in the neutron flux.
The thermal neutron capture cross-section for ^^^Th has been measured as 1450
barns

oon
, well above the thermal neutron capture cross-section of

Pa of roughly 50

barns. The flowrate of fuel through the neutron flux should be such that the capture time
(l/ac(t)) is roughly two orders of magnitude greater than the residence time of the fuel in
the neutron flux, to limit production of ^^"^Pa. If the 10^^ cm'^s'^ thermal neutron flux
required for thermal transmutation can be achieved (through increased accelerator power,
improved muon production efficiency, and reduced thickness of the neutron
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multiplication and tritium breeding layer), the cylindrical shell design would allow for a
significantly reduced neutron flux in outer layers required for efficient

breeding

from ^^^Th.
This approach to transmutation could have a significantly higher efficiency than
fast fission of transuranic actinides, depending on how high of a thermal neutron flux can
be achieved, and what the neutron energy spectrum of a fast reactor is for comparison. As
can be seen by looking at Figure 3-7, the fission probability for ^^^Np increases
significantly with increasing neutron energy, being 50% at roughly 500 keV. The
percentage of ^^^Np transmuted through net neutron producing fissions rather than
neutron capture would be the ratio of the fission cross-section integrated over the neutron
energy spectrum divided by the sum of that integral and the capture cross-section
integrated over the neutron energy spectrum.
A more significant benefit though is that minor actinides lead to positive (and
potentially very positive) reactivity feedback mechanisms in fast spectrum reactors, as
discussed in section 3.2.6.2, while slightly under-moderated water cooled thermal
reactors can easily achieve negative feedback coefficients, providing a highly desirable
inherent passive safety feature. The positive feedback of fast reactors and resulting safety
concerns and difficulty in control have been significant factors in their lack of
commercial success.

4.6.

Other Approaches to Fusion

Magnetic Confinement (MCF), Inertial Confinement (ICF), and muon-catalyzed
fusion (pCF) constitute the three primary approaches to controlling nuclear fusion for
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energy production. The most notorious of these approaches, cold fusion as put forth by
Pons and Fleischman in 1989, has been essentially disproved by the research community.

4.6.1. “Cold Fusion”
It is important to realize that what is conventionally referred to as “cold fusion”
specifically refers to the scheme put forth by Pons and Fleischman in 1989, based on a
supposed anomalously high heat production resulting from electrolysis of D 2 O on
palladium electrodes. As no neutron production was reported in any of the early
experiments (as it was not monitored for), and most researchers attempting to replicate
the experiments did not observe the anomalous heat production, the claim that DD fusion
was occurring obviously received considerable skepticism (although at the time of their
initial claims. Pons and Fleischman (P&F) had not done any neutron monitoring).
Some groups, however, did report observing anomalous heat production
(anomalous in that it appeared as a sudden burst of heat, and according to some claims,
exceeded the electrical energy input), with some concluding that this must be coming
from fusion. In the early 1990s, some labs working on cold fusion reported
“explosions”^^^ (the breaking of the glass jars the experiments were being done in, or
blowing off of rubber stoppers plugging the jars) in their palladium-deuteride electrolysis
systems. In the experiments that did observe anomalous heat production, the primary
unusual characteristic of the heat production for electrolysis on palladium with D 2 O,
rather than H 2 O, was the suddenness of the heat release, as it occurred as a sudden burst.
This was one of the characteristics that initially lent some credence to the claim that
fusion was occurring.
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In 1991, Y.E. Kim at Purdue University published an explanation of the
anomalous heat production due to the solubility of deuterium in palladium following a
hysteresis in time. While Kim’s theory could explain the anomalous heat production, and
show that the actual fusion rate being achieved is far lower than claimed, the observation
of neutron, tritium, and helium production in many experiments does still indicate that
fusion is occurring, just at lower levels than claimed - even when bursts of neutrons are
observed^^^. The most likely explanation for the observed neutron bursts is the “fractofusion” theory, put forth by various groups within a year after Pons and Fleischman’s
initial announcement^^^. In this proposed mechanism, sudden heating or cooling of a
metal which has absorbed a large concentration of deuterium can produce a fracture in
the metal, and the propagation of this crack produces charge separation and acceleration,
accelerating deuterium ions in the electric field across the crack, to sufficient energies for
fusion to occur. This would be a special case of the general “fracto-emission”
phenomenon, discovered in the late 1930s, in which crack formation and propagation
through materials can produce the emission of particles (electrons, ions, neutral
molecules, and photons) through various processes. If such a process is in fact occurring,
it would indicate that cold fusion is possible - but the rate of such a process is far too low
to produce a viable electricity producing powerplant.
Some groups have continued working on this “cold fusion” scheme, under the
belief that palladium absorbs deuterium atoms in very high concentrations, such that
electron screening by the large metal atoms allows deuterium atoms to be brought close
enough together on the palladium to allow fusion to occur at room temperature^^"^. Akito
Takahashi, of the Nuclear Engineering Department at Osaka University, put forth an
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interesting theory in 1995 to explain this phenomenon^^^. As the neutron energies
observed in some of these tests do not correspond to known fusion reactions, and the
amount of "^He measured is well beyond what could be expected from DeuteriumDeuterium reactions, Takahashi’s group proposed that as-yet unknown nuclear reactions
must be taking place.
While there have been sufficient reports from reputable research groups observing
anomalous (currently unexplained) heat, neutron, and apparent production of fusion
products in electrolysis experiments, no theory proposed currently seems to adequately
explain the observations. Likely as a result of a lack of a sufficient theoretical framework,
there remains considerable skepticism about the accuracy of these experiments, and the
validity of claims. While the cold fusion (more commonly referred to now as “Low
Energy Nuclear Research”) approach received considerable attention and funding during
the early 1990s, and continues to receive a small amount of funding from a few countries
(Japan and Russia in particular), it is not a prominent field of research at this time.
While some legitimate researchers do continue to work in this field, some of the
“work” being done is being done by groups that can at best be described as being on the
fringe of scientific validity. Even if fusion is actually occurring during electrolysis of
heavy water with palladium electrodes, the amount of power production appears to be far
too small to be of use for practical power production - at least on the commercial scale. If
the processes involved can be better understood, and assuming the anomalies reported
have not simply been artifacts of measurement accuracy or outside sources of error (i.e.
neutrons from gamma ray bursts, for example), there is a slight possibility that research in
this field could ultimately prove beneficial. If nothing else, further research in this area
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would be worthwhile to at least be able to fully explain any actual heat and neutron
production that may occur during electrolysis of heavy water.

4.6.2. Systems out of thermodynamic equilibrium
Various proposals have been put forth over the years for operating fusion reactors
out of thermodynamic equilibrium in various forms. This could mean keeping the
electrons substantially cooler than they would be otherwise (as has been proposed for
Bussard’s p^^B Polywell fusor), keeping one ion species cooler than another (such as
keeping deuterons at a lower temperature than ^He ions in a D^He plasma to minimize
DD side reactions, or keeping ^^B ions cooler than p ions in a p^^B plasma to reduce
Bremsstrahlung losses), or maintaining non-Maxwellian velocity distributions. Rider
(1995) thoroughly examined the proposed means of maintaining a system out of
thermodynamic equilibrium, and the energy required for essentially removing the entropy
(actually S ) produced from collisions (which tend to spread energy throughout the
plasma, resulting in Maxwellian velocity distributions), and found that the power that
must be recirculated into the system to keep it out of thermodynamic equilibrium almost
always exceeds the fusion power that can be produced. So, short of a nearly loss-less
means of recirculating that power, a plasma can not be kept out of thermodynamic
equilibrium if the goal is producing net power. This includes Bussard’s Polywell, and is
therefore an additional proverbial “nail in the coffin” for that proposed means of
producing energy, in addition to those outlined in the beginning of Section 4.6.2.
Since p^^B plasmas in thermal equilibrium can not produce net energy breakeven
(see the analysis in section 4.1.6.1 and (Rider, 1995) for a similar analysis, but allowing
electron and ion temperatures to be unequal, with the equilibrium electron and ion
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temperatures determined based on Bremsstrahlung losses from electrons equaling the rate
of energy transfer from ions to electrons via Rider’s modified Spitzer rate), and keeping
such a plasma out of thermal equilibrium requires more energy than the fusion reactions
can produce, this essentially eliminates the possibility of using this reaction as a means of
producing net energy, all but eliminating the possibility of aneutronic fusion. The only
other realistic aneutronic fusion reaction is D(^He,p)'^He, but as discussed in section
4.1.4, DD side reactions will always produce neutrons. Keeping the deuterium ions cooler
than the ^He ions has been proposed in the past as a means of limiting neutron production
via DD side reactions, but this again is not feasible as a means of producing net energy,
due to the expenditure to keep the system out of thermal equilibrium exceeding the
energy produced from fusion (Rider, 1995).
The only other potential option for limiting neutron production via DD side
reactions is through spin polarization of the nuclei, which will be discussed in section
4.6.4.

4.6.3. Electron removal
Since the largest source of energy loss from high temperature confined plasmas is
Bremsstrahlung radiation from electrons (primarily due to collisions with ions), one
might naturally wonder why we can’t simply remove the electrons from the plasma (in
particular to allow the use of advanced aneutronic fuels such as p-^^B, which are rendered
hopeless due to large Bremsstrahlung losses). The problem is that the electrons provide
the necessary Coulombic screening required to achieve the high particle densities
required for fusion to happen. In the absence of electrons, the maximum ion density that
could be achieved for a magnetically confined plasma is given by the Brillouin limit^^^.
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Even with a very large magnetic field strength of 20 T, this limits the ion density
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where
Since the power density is proportional to the ion density squared, a significant
decrease in ion density results in a very big decrease in fusion power density. The
maximum reactivity for p-^^B, as plotted earlier in this chapter, was found to be -3.8x10'
cm^/s. With the fusion power density being

= {ov)n^n-Ef^^, assuming a proton

density o f -1x10^^ m'^ and a ^^B density of 1x10^^ m'^ (together they exceed the Brillouin
density, so these densities are higher than could actually be achieved), the maximum
possible fusion power density for a p-^^B plasma without electrons works out to roughly
52 W attsW - far too low for a realistic commercial powerplant. So, the idea of using an
ion-only plasma can be dismissed.

4.6.4. Fusion with Polarized Nuclei
As discussed in section 4.1.1.1, the fusion cross-section (and hence reaction rate)
depends on the spins of the involved nuclei, and the possible spins of the product nuclei.
Due to the development of spin polarization techniques, spin polarization of fuel ions has
been considered for roughly 25 years as a potential means of increasing the fuel reactivity
(in particular for the DT reaction), as well as controlling which fusion processes are more
likely (in particular for D^He plasmas)^^^. The latter approach has received more
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attention, in the hopes of being able to reduce neutron production from DD side reactions
(and their secondary reactions), to make a D^He plasma more fully aneutronic.
To illustrate the potential impact of spin polarization, we will consider the impact
of nuclear spins on the d(T,n)"^He reaction, and the potential benefit of spin polarization.
As this is the most likely use of spin polarization in fusion reactions, at least initially, it is
therefore also the most important to fully understand.
A deuteron is composed of a proton and neutron, which each have spin +%, for
parallel (+) to or anti-parallel (-) to an external magnetic field. Therefore, the net spin of
the deuteron can be 1, 0, or -1. Let us label the probability that the deuteron’s spin is each
of those values by di, do, and d_i, respectively. A triton has one proton and two neutrons,
where the two neutrons must have opposite spins by the Pauli Exclusion Principle, such
that the net spin of the triton equals the spin of the proton, +%. The probability that the
triton has each spin will therefore be written as ti /2 and t. 1/2 , respectively.
The d(T,n)"^He reaction has such a high reactivity at modest energies (10-100
keV) due to a resonant energy of the compound ^He nucleus (before neutron ejection) at
107 keV above the energy of the free deuteron and triton^^^. This resonance is for the ^He
nucleus with even parity and 1 = ^ /2 spin (parallel or anti-parallel to the external magnetic
field. Note that the ^He nucleus can also have % spin, either positive or negative, but
there is no resonance for this spin state relevant to realistic fusion). If we denote the
maximum fusion cross-section as Omax, the cross-section accounting for spins of the
fusing nuclei is
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where the coefficients in front of the latter two terms result from the spins not being
initially aligned to produce the desired 1 = ^ /2 spin state of the excited compound nucleus,
requiring spin-flipping. In the equation above, p, a, and z represent the probabilities that
the deuterium and tritium spins are parallel, anti-parallel, and the deuterium spin is zero,
respectively. These can each be written as
p =

a = d_d^/ +dd_w
/2

/2

/2

z = d d i / +dd_i/ = d^

/2

/2

/6

In a normal, unpolarized plasma, each possible spin state of deuterium and tritium
should be equally likely, such that di=do=d_i=V3 , and ti/2=fi/ 2=%. Therefore, the crosssection for unpolarized DT is a =

Producing the maximum possible cross-section

should require all deuterium and tritium spins to be aligned parallel to each other (either
all parallel to or all anti-parallel to the external magnetic field), to produce the spin %
compound state without any spin-flipping necessary. This requires that di= ti/2= l or d-i=
t-i/2= l, with either yielding^=7and a=z=0, and therefore a = OmaxThus, a 100% spin polarized DT plasma, with all deuterons and tritons polarized
either parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetic field, can increase the DT fusion crosssection by 50% over the unpolarized cross-section. It is worthwhile to consider the
possibility of polarizing only one of the species. If the deuterons are all polarized to have
spin +1, and the tritons remain unpolarized (each state equally likely),/>=a=U, and
therefore a = ^^Omax, no change from the unpolarized case. The same would occur if the
deuterons were all polarized to spin 0 or -1, and if only the tritons are polarized to either
the + or - % state, and the deuterons are left unpolarized. If the deuterons and tritons are
given opposite polarization (+1 for the deuterons and

for the tritons, for example), the

cross section would reduce to a = V3 0 max. So, clearly the only potential benefit in terms
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of increasing the reactivity of the DT reaction is polarizing both tritons and deuterons
with the same directionality.
This increase in cross-section results in an increased reactivity, and therefore
fusion power density. The effect of this on reducing the triple product requirements for a
commercially viable powerplant can be seen in Figure 4-50 below, where the operable
window for a polarized and unpolarized plasma have been plotted. The window for a
100% polarized plasma is reduced by roughly a factor of 1.5 compared to the unpolarized
plasma (not exactly 1.5, due to the Bremsstrahlung losses not being reduced by
polarization). The bottom of each shaded operable region is bounded by the energy
multiplication requirement o

ï

M

e

= 5,

and bound at the top by ignition (which is also

reduced for a polarized plasma), creating an operable window for a magnetically
confined plasma, as discussed in section 4.2.1.
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Note that the ignition line for 100% spin polarized DT is almost identical to the
Q=10 line (not shown in the plot). As ITER is expected to be able to achieve Q=10, this
means that using a 100% polarized DT plasma in ITER should be able to yield ignition
(although this would be undesirable), and a slightly lower polarization would yield an
energy multiplication factor suitable for an operable reactor. This clearly indicates that
spin polarization may have some significant value for a magnetically confined DT
plasma.
Of course, the question must be asked of how long this polarization could be
maintained in a hot (10-15 keV), magnetically confined plasma. We might first approach
this by considering what the potential energy of the aligned magnetic moments is, in a
magnetic field of the scale found in magnetic confinement systems. The 2006 CODATA
reference from NIST gives the deuteron and triton magnetic moments as pD=0.857pN
px=2.979pN, respectively, where

pn

is the nuclear magneton, 3.152x10'^

The

magnetic moment potential energies of the triton and deuteron then, in a 5 T magnetic
field, would be 1.35x10'^ eV and 4.69x10'^ eV, respectively - many orders of magnitude
below the thermal energy of the plasmas (on the order of 10"^ eV). This observation
initially lead to the quick dismissal of the notion of maintaining a polarized plasma^^^,
based on the simplistic argument that thermal energies 11 orders of magnitude higher
than the spin flip energy must result in rapid depolarization, without a thorough
investigation of the actual depolarization mechanisms.
In 1982, however, an analytical investigation of the depolarization mechanisms
(Kulsrud, et. ah, 1982)^^^ found that the depolarization rates from binary collisions (by all
mechanisms - coulombic, spin-spin and spin-orbit coupling - with both electrons and
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other ions) are several orders of magnitude lower than the fusion reaction rate (this is also
largely a result of the small magnetic moments of the electrons and ions). Depolarization
from ion-electron collisions is the fastest of these rates, but is still on the order of 10"^
seconds at 10 keV, with particle density of 10^^ cm'^.
Other depolarization mechanisms exist as well, such as a mechanism revolving
around a resonance of the deuteron cyclotron frequency with the frequency of magnetic
field oscillation observed by a deuteron, as it moves through magnetic field
inhomogeneities (within its gyrotron orbit). A random walk in spin direction is produced
from random collisions between the deuteron and ions or electrons, interrupting the
deuterons orbit. The time for this depolarization mechanism was estimated (Kulsrud et al,
1987)^^^ at 5,000 seconds, far beyond the plasma confinement time.
The primary depolarization mechanism ends up being plasma-wall interactions, as
the ions leave the confined plasma. Since the fusion time is substantially longer than the
confinement time in ITER or any foreseeable magnetically confined reactor, and since
depolarization during ion escape represents the primary depolarization mechanism, not
only must this mechanism be well understood, but the ability to repolarize depolarized
ions before re-injection must be incorporated. Plasma-wall depolarization is not a concern
with inertial confinement fusion, since it should be expected that the unburned fuel would
need to be repolarized after a target is burned, prior to assembly of a new target
(additionally, a significantly greater fraction of the fuel bums during one confinement
time in ICF compared to MCF).
In a magnetically confined plasma, most ions escaping the plasma are recycled
back into the plasma at the limiter, first wall, or divertor (which directs fusion exhaust
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(helium ash primarily) and other impurities) out of the plasma, and fuel ions back in), or
collected after complete escape from the confinement region, and re-injected back into
the plasma. Re-polarization of ions that escape the confinement region (and are pumped
out), should not be a significant issue, as they can be re-polarized prior to re-injection but it clearly would not be acceptable for ions to be depolarized at the first wall, limiter or
divertor, and then immediately re-enter the plasma (through recycling rather than re
injection, where the latter involves ions being pulled out of the chamber, where they can
be re-polarized). It is anticipated that ions will impact these plasma-facing surfaces
multiple times (with residence times on the order of milliseconds) before fully escaping
the plasma^^^ or fusing^®®.
Many of the ions reflecting the plasma facing surfaces are immediately reflected
back into the plasma, but a significant fraction penetrate up to 100 Angstroms into the
wall^*’^ where they are subject to various depolarization mechanisms dependent on the
material into which they have been absorbed - thermal diffusion and photon or electron
induced fluctuations of local magnetic fields and electric field gradients, which can flip
the spins of the absorbed ions.
Magnetic metals with unpaired electrons (and therefore net electron spin) can
depolarize ions within the residence time of ions in the divertor material (timescale on the
order of milliseconds), but low-Z, non-magnetic, non-metallic materials with no unpaired
electrons can have much slower depolarization rates, with depolarization times the order
of seconds - such that depolarization within the divertor can be reduced to negligible
levels (Greenside, et. ah, 1984, and 1988). The best materials for preventing
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depolarization, as proposed by Greenside, Budny, and Post, are hydrogenated or
deuterated amorphous semiconductors, which could be applied as a coating.
Current and planned magnetically confined plasma reactors rely on high-Z
metallic first wall surfaces, so are not well suited for use in polarized reactors. Further
data is therefore required to assess the suitability of other materials with polarized
plasmas.
Spin Polarization of a DT plasma would have a similar effect on an inertially
confined system, but no benefit to a muon catalyzed system. With muon catalysis, the
nuclei are brought close enough together that fusion happens essentially instantly once a
DT mu-molecule is formed, regardless of spin of the nuclei involved (spin flipping
doesn’t present a barrier). As discussed in section 4.4, alpha sticking is what ultimately
determines the number of fusions catalyzed by a muon, which would be unaffected by
spin polarization of a DT plasma.
One other important effect of spin polarization of a DT plasma is the impact on
directionality of the fusion products. As shown by Kulsrud, et. al.^**^, when the fusing
deuteron and triton have parallel spins, the resulting fusion products are emitted
perpendicular to B (since the alpha and neutron energies are vastly greater than the
deuteron and triton energies, their momentums after emission must be almost oppositely
directed). On the other hand, fusion products from the other cases (deuteron with no spin,
and triton and deuteron spins anti-aligned) are directed mostly along the magnetic field.
According to an analysis by F. Pegoraro^**^, the anisotropic velocity distribution of
fusion products from polarized DT (anisotropic since the alpha and neutron from parallel
polarized DT are directed mostly perpendicular to the local magnetic field) can excite
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unstable normal modes in the plasma, with frequencies close to the deuteron and triton
gyrotron frequencies, if not offset by the collective mode stabilizing influence of the
dense, thermalized ions at the region where most fusion reactions occur (due to the high
density and temperature). How these stabilizing and destabilizing factors balance, and the
resulting impact on the destabilization rate, depends largely on the geometry of the
particular magnetic confinement system^®"^. This further compels the need for
experimental testing of polarized fuels in actual magnetic confinement systems, to assess
the interplay of the various mode stabilizing and destabilizing factors, and the various
depolarization mechanisms overall.

4.6.4.I. Polarization of Advanced Fnels
While polarization of a DT plasma can increase the reactivity by a factor of up to
1.5 (for 100% polarization), the effect on D^He and all deuterium plasmas is less simple,
and more hotly debated. DT fusion relies largely on a single resonance, that of the

1 = ^ /2

spin state of the compound nucleus, which largely determines the effect of spin
polarization on the fusion reactivity. D^He fusion, however, involves two resonances
corresponding to excited states of the ^Li compound nucleus, at 16.7 MeV and -18 MeV,
corresponding to

1 = ^ /2

and V2 spin states, respectively. Determining the desired

polarization, and the impact on reactivity, is therefore substantially more complicated,
with less agreement in the literature. However, a consensus has started to emerge on a
potential reactivity increase on the order of 44-49% for ideal spin polarization^**^, with
douterons and ^He ions polarized with parallel spins (all aligned or anti-aligned), making
use of the lower energy

1 = ^ /2

resonance.
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The more promising option though, for D^He plasmas, would be using spin
polarization of the deuterons to suppress DD side reactions, to reduce the neutronicity of
the plasma. The potential for such suppression has been debated in the literature since the
early 1980s, with various authors claiming alternatively to have proven that suppression
is, or is not possible. The most thorough, and most recent analysis on the subject, by
Zhang, et. al^**^, indicates that suppression is possible, and dependant on plasma
temperature, reaching a minimum suppression factor of 0.22 (meaning DD side reactions
are 22% of what they would be in an unpolarized D^He plasma) at about 90 keV, with
parallel polarized deuterons (which is also required for maximizing the D^He reaction).
While the potential increase in D^He reactivity and suppression of neutron producing DD
side reactions would make a D^He plasma a more appealing option - the significantly
higher operating temperature and triple product requirements (see section 4.2.1), and the
lack of significant quantities of ^He on earth make such improvements arguably a moot
point. Additionally, the increase in reactivity would largely be offset by the reduced
energy from DD side reactions (and secondary reactions), in terms of the triple product
requirements for net energy breakeven. There have been some proposals in the literature
for mining ^He on the moon, which is predicted to contain on the order of a million tons
of the isotope^**^ in its crust (based on ^He content of moon rocks brought back in the
1960s), but the economic viability of such an endeavor is highly suspect.
The potential to improve the reactivity of a DD plasma through spin polarization
would be considerably more appealing, however, as such a plasma does not require
tritium breeding, or mining on the moon. Unfortunately, just as there has been no
consensus on the potential for reducing the DD reactivity via polarization (for D^He
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plasmas), there is similar disagreement about the potential to increase the reactivity for a
pure DD plasma. There are no relevant resonances for the DD reactions (D(d,p)T and
D(d,n)^He), but accurately describing these reactions involves a very large number of
matrix elements (for an R-matrix representation)^**^.
Due to the surprising disagreement in the literature, dependent on the approach
taken to assess the effect of polarization, it would be highly desirable to be able to turn to
experimental data on the fusion reactivity with different polarizations. It would seem
logical that the form of polarization that would have the most likely benefit would be
producing deuterons with no net spin (proton and neutron spins anti-parallel). If the
deuterons are all polarized with a net spin (therefore ±1, whether aligned or anti-aligned
with the magnetic field), two colliding deuterons would have both protons and both
neutrons with parallel spins, which clearly would be undesirable for producing a
compound nucleus from the Pauli Exclusion Principle standpoint (therefore requiring
spin flipping). This is the dominant reason why spin polarizing deuterons with a ±I spin
should be able to suppress DD side reactions in a D^He plasma (although not entirely, as
spin flipping is still possible, and there does exist an excited state of the ^He product
nucleus of D(d,n)^He that has parallel proton spins (one in an excited state)).
Due to the disagreement on this issue on the theoretical side, it would be
worthwhile to carry out experiments on unpolarized and polarized DD plasmas to assess
the potential impact of polarization. Since it would not be necessary to conduct such
experiments with the goal of net energy production in mind, they could be done with a
simple pyroelectric accelerator-based fusion device, surrounded by neutron monitors. For
clarification, such devices heat pyroelectric materials, which produce a strong potential
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difference along the polarization axis of the pyroelectric crystal, and using the electric
field created to accelerate deuterons into a deuterium-containing target, with sufficient
energy for fusion to occur in small amounts (such systems are not particularly efficient,
and therefore not worth pursuing as a means of producing net energy - but could serve as
a useful testing system in place of large particle accelerators for accelerating deuterons
onto deuterated targets, for testing the effect of spin polarization). See (J. Geuther and Y.
Danon, 2007)^°^
This could be done, and should be done, to determine the potential to increase the
reactivity for a catalyzed DD plasma and to reduce the DD reactivity for a more
aneutronic D^He plasma. Some experiments have been done to investigate the
polarization effect on DD fusion cross-sections, but not over broad (and relevant)
temperature ranges or at high polarization. For example, Lio, et. al^*** have done some
experiments using the Tandem Accelerator Center at the University of Tsukuba to
bombard polarized deuterium targets with accelerated polarized deuterons, but the
polarization level was only 10% (so any effect would have been marginal), and testing
was done only at 20 MeV deuteron energies - while DD fusion cross-sections have been
predicted to be suppressed more at low energies.

4.7. Fusion Conclusions
The purpose of this chapter has been to examine the physics behind various means
of using fusion for energy production, either on its own or as a driver of a sub-critical
fission reactor, to make recommendations for further research. As nuclear fusion and
fission are among the most promising options for energy production far into the future
(potentially for thousands to hundreds of thousands of years), and the only currently
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conceived energy source that could be used for powering and propelling “large”, and
fusion in particular is arguably the most interesting energy related research field for
physicists, a thorough analysis of the various potential approaches is necessary to
determine which areas are most worthwhile to focus continuing research on.
While the most prominent fusion energy programs (in MCF, ICF, and pCF)
continue to focus on use of DT fuel, the production of 14.1 MeV neutrons from
D (T,n/H e fusion reactions, and the subsequent damage and activation of structural
materials remains a pressing concern. Additionally, the need to continually breed and
handle tritium is a concern - both from the standpoint of the additional complexity (and
therefore cost) of such systems and concerns over the additional handling of radioactive
tritium. Due to these concerns, there has been increased interest in so-called “advanced
fusion fuels” (“catalyzed” DD, D^He, and p**B in particular). But, as shown and
discussed in section 4.1, the requirements for energy production with other fuels are
significantly higher than those for a DT plasma. It bears pointing out that the ignition
triple product requirements (Figure 4-10) and power density (Figure 4-8) curves
calculated herein for catalyzed DD differ from those calculated by other authors
(Mcnally, 1982, and Nevins, 1998, for example), who appear to have not properly
accounted for the equilibrium concentrations of ^He and Tritium, resulting in
substantially more favorable triple product requirements and power densities.
While magnetic confinement approaches may eventually be able to make use of
other fuels if sufficiently high energy confinement times and temperatures can be
achieved, advanced fuels are unlikely to be feasible with “normal” isobanc (i.e. not fastignition) inertial confinement (due to rapid target disassembly, high reactivity becomes
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even more important), and are completely impossible with muon catalyzed fusion (due to
the limited lifetime of muons, reduced reactivity and increased muon capture rates (due to
lower energy products) significantly reduce the muon cycling rate). And as shown in
Section 4.1.6.1 and 4.2.1, the most likely aneutronic fuel (p**B) can not produce net
power in a magnetic confinement scheme due to Bremsstrahlung losses exceeding fusion
power (by a significant margin). Further, proposed means of reducing bremsstrahlung
losses (removing electrons entirely, or keeping the electrons or heavy (**B) ions at a
lower temperature than the rest of the plasma) either require more power than can be
produced from the fusion (section 4.6.2), or (in the case of removal of electrons) reduce
the achievable particle densities far too much (section 4.6.3).
A D^He plasma has frequently been proposed as an aneutronic fuel, but DD side
reactions would produce significant neutrons - although as discussed in section 4.6.4.1,
plasma polarization may be able to both reduce DD side reactions and increase
D(^He,p)"*He reactivity - although there continues to be disagreement in the literature
about the theoretical viability of this. It would therefore be very beneficial to carry out
actual experiments with a spin polarized DD plasma to assess the impact experimentally,
due to the disagreement on the theoretical side in the literature. Since the disagreement
revolves only around the potential to suppress DD side reactions, not the viability of
increasing D(^He,p)"*He reactions, it would be unnecessary to use a polarized D^He
plasma for the testing.
The bigger problem though with a pure D^He plasma would be that ^He does not
exist in significant quantities here on earth. Some have suggested that ^He could be
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viably mined from the moon, but it seems highly doubtful that such a system would be
economically viable.
The “Helium catalyzed DD” cycle proposed by MIT is an interesting alternative
advanced fuel with reduced production of 14.1 MeV neutrons (in particular compared to
pure DT), that uses both DD fusion reactions to produce ^He (by removing tritons
produced from D(d,p)T fusions and allowing them to decay into ^He). But, as shown in
section 4.2.2.1.1, this cycle would require the tritium produced from D(d,p)T reactions to
be removed quickly with respect to the D(T,n)"*He reaction time, requiring a triton
particle confinement time much less than the energy confinement time for energy
viability. This would not be possible in a conventional (toroidal) magnetic confinement
system or inertial confinement, but may be feasible with a levitated dipole confinement
scheme. However, it would still require a means of actively removing tritons
(exclusively) from the fringes of the dipole field, since the actual particle confinement
time couldn’t be sufficiently reduced with respect to the energy confinement time
(although they are decoupled compared to toroidal confinement schemes, in which the
particle confinement time is generally 5-10 times the energy confinement time), but
tritons produced from D(d,p)T reactions would be pushed out to the outer fringes of the
field quickly and frequently enough, that if an active triton removal system could be
made viable, triton removal could happen on timescales much smaller than the energy
confinement time, making the helium catalyzed DD cycle viable.
With the levitated dipole confinement scheme, reducing 14.1 MeV neutrons
becomes a necessity, since the superconducting ring producing the confining field is
located effectively within the plasma. Using a conventional DT plasma would therefore
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not be viable, as sufficient shielding could not be provided to withstand a large flux of
14.1 MeV neulrons. Sufficient shielding can be provided to withstand the lower energy
neutrons from D(d,n)^He reactions, however. Even if a means of actively removing
tritons fast enough can be produced, a significant fraction (8-10%) of Iritons would slill
undergo in-flight fast-fusions before thermalizing, such that the flux of 14.1 MeV
neutrons can not be entirely eliminated, which will expose the superconducting ring to
neutron damage. This approach of running a helium catalyzed DD fuel in a levitated
dipole confinement field has many potential “deal-breakers” (if neutron damage from in
flight fast fusions is too much for the superconducting ring, if active triton removal can
not be adequately managed, and whether or not ignition is stable in a dipole field as
predicted), but if those problems can be avoided, this approach would be a very appealing
option for pure fusion energy production. Therefore, this approach is certainly worth
continuing research. The large tritium inventory that would need to be maintained on-site
for a realistic powerplant (as calculated in section 4.2.2.1.1) does remain a concern
though.
Currently, the focus of fusion research remains primarily on DT fuels in all fhree
confinement schemes, with active programs aimed at developing and testing various
materials in high fluxes of 14.1 MeV neufrons, in the hopes of finding materials that
could put the related concerns to rest. ITER, the pivotal magnetic confinement research
project currently under construction, will allow further study of a high temperature (-10
keV) plasma in a toroidal confinement scheme, with triple product requirements
sufficient for net energy breakeven - if systems for capturing thermal energy and
converting to electricity were to actually be included. Unfortunately, the scaled-back
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ITER being built (reduced in scope to bring costs down to a level acceptable to the
funding nations) will not include such systems, nor will it include a tritium breeding
blanket for on-site tritium production. However, such systems will be tested elsewhere,
with the EFDA-JET program leading the way in experimental research of blankets,
focusing on both a liquid cooled lithium-lead (likely lead eutectic) blanket and a gascooled (for higher temperature, and therefore higher electric conversion efficiency)
blanket composed of ceramic lithium-containing pebbles.
The primary physics challenges facing conventional magnetic confinement fusion
of a DT plasma revolve around improving our understanding of the formation of, and
means of preventing, various plasma instabilities. If ITER meets its triple product goals,
it will have demonstrated the ability to attain triple products necessary for net energy
breakeven (M e=1) in a DT plasma, which would also be sufficient for energy viability
(electrical energy multiplication of at least 5) with a spin polarized DT plasma. So, based
on this, from the physics standpoint, the requirements would be achievable for electrical
energy production from a DT plasma confined by a toroidal magnetic field - however,
ITER and other systems currently can only operate in short pulse mode, with actual
operational times on the order of one hour per day at most. Such a low duty cycle would
clearly not be acceptable for a commercial powerplant.
Toroidal magnetic confinement systems lend themselves to a pulsed operational
nature - but a continual operation mode will be necessary for actual commercial power
production. ICF has a significant challenge in this area as well. While both lasers and
particle accelerators (for laser or ion drive) can operate with very high duty cycles, and
the National Ignition Facility should be able to achieve pellet self-ignition, and
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subsequently a sufficient pellet gain for net energy production, the greatest challenge for
ICF will revolve around rapid tritium breeding, harvesting, pellet construction, and
placement to achieve a high repetition rate.
However, for both toroidal MCF and ICF, the concerns revolving around a high
flux of 14.1 MeV neutrons, and the resulting damage and activation of structural
materials, superconducting magnets (for MCF), and other components remain to be
resolved. Such radioactivation clearly eliminates the notion of fusion as a completely
clean energy source, and it remains to be seen whether or not companies would be
interested in the extremely large expense of toroidal magnetically confined DT
powerplants with the need to periodically remove the first wall and other plasma-facing
materials (and potentially the superconducting coils) to be disposed of as radioactive
waste.
At present, with ITER and NIF under construction, both toroidal MCF and laser
ICF will likely be able to achieve the conditions required for “technological feasibility”
(net energy breakeven) within the next 10-15 years. The greatest challenges remaining
now revolve around making the technology commercially appealing - increasing the
energy balance to achieve an electrical energy multiplication factor of at least 5,
addressing the problems presented by 14.1 MeV neutrons, developing and testing
complete tritium breeding and harvesting systems, moving from a brief pulsed operation
mode to a continual operation mode (a very large task for both toroidal MCF and ICF),
and a significant effort to reduce the capital cost of eventual systems. The HeliumCatalyzed DD fuel cycle in a levitated dipole confinement system appears to be a much
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simpler and less costly MCF system than the tokamak design - but a few potential showstopper issues need to be resolved if it is to move forward.
No fusion approach is likely to play any role in commercial electricity production
within the next three or more decades, but nuclear fission will likely see a growing share
of the energy market. Because of this, and the limited supply of

on the planet, it is

essential that we move away from the current once-through fuel cycle employed with
conventional light water reactors, and move towards systems that can breed fissile
material from fertile material, burn up their own minor actinide and other long-lived
nuclear wastes and potentially additional waste as well, and lend themselves to an infinite
fuel cycle (meaning that fuel can be recycled over and over again, with any remaining
fertile or fissile material being extracted for continuing use).
Fast breeder reactors are often mentioned in popular discussion as the best way to
improve our nuclear fuel cycle - but fast reactors have not achieved much success in
commercial implementation, with most such reactors having been shut down due to
various difficulties. Fast reactors require a higher fraction of fissile material (due to lower
cross-sections at high energies), and transmutation of minor actinides remains a problem
(excess neutrons for such transmutation are not available, and the fraction of delayed
neutrons drops with increasing energy of the fission-inducing neutron for ^^^Np, a
prominent transuranic actinide). For these reasons, and because of the substantial increase
in safety, driven subcritical reactors are a more appealing option than critical fast
reactors.
Based on the analysis in section 4.5, an electronuclear driver is the most appealing
option for driving a subcritical fission reactor. A muon catalyzed fusion-electronuclear
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hybrid driver should be able to achieve a better overall energy balance, but with a
significant increase in complexity that may not be economically attractive. Spallation
from a lead target does provide a simple, energy-viable means of driving a subcritical
reactor, but the electronuclear approach offers roughly a factor of three increase in energy
multiplication, for little additional complexity (just management of the

target) - and

making it easier to perform thermal transmutation of transuranic actinides.
The exact design of a subcritical reactor is open for discussion, but the rough
design laid out in section 4.5.3 appears attractive in terms of offering thermal
transmutation of the primary transuranic actinides produced in reactors, onsite fuel
breeding and reprocessing, and the use of a thorium fuel cycle in a driven (thus safer)
subcritical reactor. While this concept is not as thoroughly developed as the Generation
IV fission reactor designs being worked on by the Generation IV International Forum,
and discussed briefly in Chapter 3, the approach does appear to offer significant
advantages in terms of reducing potential proliferation of bomb-making material (by on
site processing), better fuel breeding and full cycle management, and better overall
safety.
To summarize the recommendations arrived at based on this analysis,
1. Developing an active triton removal scheme to reduce the effective triton
confinement time in a levitated dipole field to be much less than the energy
confinement time should be a high priority, as achieving that would go a long
way towards making the Helium catalyzed DD cycle in a levitated dipole field
a viable option (if the predictions of ignition stability are valid), with much
greater likelihood of commercial viability. This would also though hinge on
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the ability of the superconducting ring to withstand the neutron flux that it
would still be exposed to due to in-flight fast DT fusion of frifons produced
from D(d,p)T reacfions, and fhe lower energy neufrons from D(d,n)^He fusion.
Overall fhough, fhe neufron damage should be greafly reduced compared fo
DT fusion, no frifium breeding would be required, and fhe levifafed dipole
confmemenf sysfem can readily supporf long operafion fimes, rafher fhan fhe
brief pulses of fokamaks (a crifical issue for commercial viabilify).
2. Developing maferials fhaf can wifhsfand fhe high flux of 14.1 MeV neufrons
produced from DT fusion should become a priorify, as fhe focus of fusion
research will remain on DT fusion due fo fhe challenges of fhe ofher fuels
(which render advanced fuels essenfially impossible in ICF and pCF, and
subsfanfially more challenging (cafalyzed DD and D^He) fo impossible (p**B)
in MCF. The mosf likely viable advanced fuel in a convenfional foroidal
magnefic confmemenf sysfem would be cafalyzed DD, as D^He (which has
lower friple producf requiremenfs) would require moon-mining of ^He.
3. Spin polarization of deuferium and frifium should be pursued vigorously, as if
offers a simple means fo reduce fhe friple producf requiremenfs for energy
viabilify (as shown in secfion 4.6.4, a 100% polarized DT plasma would offer
an energy mulfiplicafion facfor over 5 wifh fhe friple producfs expecfed fo be
achieved by ITER).
Spin exchange opfical pumping wifh rubidium vapor, which has made
fremendous progress in fhe lasf 10 years (due largely fo inferesf generafed by
medical physics applications wifh polarized xenon and ^He) should work well
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for polarizing tritium. The volume production rates that have been achieved,
however, are still only on the order of several bar-liters per day - far lower
than would be necessary for a fusion powerplant. Metastability optical
exchange pumping can achieve flowrates roughly an order of magnitude
higher^**. As spin polarization is primarily used currently for producing small
neutron spin filters at accelerators, and for medical imaging work, the
flowrates would need to be drastically scaled up for a fusion reactor. The
effect on confinement also needs to be examined, as fusion products would be
produced perpendicular to the magnetic field in the fusion of optimally
polarized nuclei. Experimental determination of the effect of polarization of
deuterium on the DD reaction rates should be made, due to the disagreement
in theory.
4. Muon catalyzed Fusion does not appear to be a viable option as a sole means
of producing energy, and as a driver of a subcritical reactor (or fissile material
breeder), the marginal improvement in energy cost for producing neutrons
compared to an electronuclear system is unlikely to offset the additional
complexity involved.
The possibility of significant decreasing the cost of muon production
appears unlikely, so the only potential for improving the outlook of pCF
would likely be developing a means of actively “unsticking” muons from
alpha particles. Other than research on that topic, further research into pCF
does not appear worthwhile at this point, other than for the sake of it being an
interesting topic from the physics standpoint.
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5. Fast-ignition ICF should become the dominant focus of ICF research, as it
could allow the use of pure DD for the main fuel, with DT used only in the
“hot spot” region (significantly reducing the need to breed tritium, and the
amout of 14.1 MeV neutrons produced). As rapid pellet assembly and
injection are likely to be the prominent challenges for ICF in moving from
technological feasibility to commercial viability, reducing the tritium breeding
and handling involved could significantly improve the possibility of a
successful implementation.
In this field, a few key areas of research are necessary to move fastignition forward:
•

Improving our understanding of the physics of energy transport via
relativistic electron beams with a forward directed current exceeding
the Alfvén limit.

•

Further development of the approach proposed by (Roth, et. ak,
2001)^'*^ to get around the Alfvén limit problem, using a high intensity
electron beam aimed at a metal foil just in front of the target, to create
a high energy proton beam to do the actual hot spot heating. Modelling
of the effect of the high energy proton beam on plasma instabilities,
and actual experimental testing to improve our understanding thereof,
is essential. This approach appears to be the “best” option for working
around the Alfvén limit on electron current (the proton current can be
higher, as the limit is actually on the current density, and the crosssectional area of a proton beam would be greater due to the
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significantly increased gyroradius of protons), as the proposals for
non-spherical targets (or spherical targets with embedded cones to
eliminate the need of boring a hole through the plasma) introduce
significant instability problems due to asymmetry.
6. As discussed in section 4.5, fusion-fission hybrids do not appear to be a
worthwhile option. The complexity of both MCF and ICF are far greater than
would be acceptable as a driver of a subcritical reactor or a breeder system.
As discussed in section 4.5.2, the potential increase in energy efficiency with
a pCF-electronuclear hybrid driver for fissile material breeding (as proposed
by (Petrov, 1980)^^^) compared to a pure electronuclear driver is unlikely to
offset the additional complexity involved (tritium breeding and handling,
magnetic confinement and channeling of pions, structural
damage/radioactivation by 14.1 MeV neutrons, etc.). A more worthwhile
approach would be to use an electronuclear system for driving a subcritical
fission reactor, as modeled in section 4.5.3, which would be capable of
performing thermal transmutation of transuranic actindes (as discussed in
section 4.5.4), while breeding its own fuel (and potentially enough for other
reactors, if so desired).
7. As discussed in section 4.6.1, there do appear to be enough reports of
anomalous heat and neutron production in electrolysis of heavy water with
palladium (and some other metals) electrodes to warrant further investigation
to understand what exactly is going on, as fusion does appear to be occurring.
Some theories have been proposed that could explain some of the
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observations, in particular the fracto-fusion model appears to be a likely
explanation for most observations, but not the spectrum of neutron energies
measured (Takahashi, 1995)^^^. As the repeatability of these experiments has
been poor, improving our understanding of the process may reveal that
anomalous observations were purely results of neutrons produced from
cosmic rays, or the discovery of the underlying processes may allow better
control over factors affecting reproducibility. The power outputs observed
from this process are likely far too low to be acceptable for commercial power
systems, but there could be a potential use for lower power implementations.
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CHAPTER 5

SOLAR ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION

While nuclear fission is currently the largest non-fossil fuel based electricity
source, and nuclear fusion may have the potential to become an additional electricity
source several decades from now, both rely on the construction of very expensive reactor
facilities, and additional processing systems (fuel reprocessing, etc.). Additionally, the
analysis of Chapter 4 indicates that the primary fusion approaches being pursued have
significant challenges to overcome in order to become economically viable, and overall
are expected to be at least several decades from commercialization (if ever). The Helium
catalyzed DD fuel cycle in a levitated dipole confinement field may have the best chances
of becoming economically feasible within the next few decades, if the potential dealbreaker problems can be avoided (such as excessive damage to the superconducting ring
by 14.1 MeV neutrons from fast fusion and potential inability to remove tritium fast
enough).
Based on this, other means of producing “clean” electricity would be desirable for
the near term, and potentially with smaller scale systems such that reduced capital
investment is required. Wind power is currently expanding rapidly throughout the world,
but is encountering significant “NIMBY” (Not in my backyard) roadblocks in the US,
similar to those that derailed the nuclear power industry a few decades ago. While it
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should be expected that wind power will continue to grow somewhat (in the US and
globally), this issue will likely limit the potential wind power capacity in the US to
significantly less than that currently produced by fossil fuels. So, clearly other options are
needed.
Since the primary source of energy coming to the earth is that from the sun, it is
worth considering the means of converting that directly to electricity. Therefore, this
chapter will consider currently available means for producing solar electricity, as well as
developing technologies. The primary two options for converting solar energy to
electricity are via the photoelectric effect (with photovoltaic cells) and solar thermal
electric systems, which use sunlight to heat up some medium, with the thermal energy
being converted to electricity in some manner (such as with a steam cycle, or a Stirling
engine). The photovoltaic approach has been the primary means of producing solar
electricity for the past few decades, but as will be shown in this chapter, various solar
thermal electric approaches are likely to surpass photovoltaics by a good margin in terms
of economics. We shall begin though with a review of how current photovoltaic cells
work, and options for improving them.
The purpose herein is not to provide an in-depth evaluation of all possible
photovoltaic materials or solar thermal electric designs, but rather a brief overview of the
current state of both commercialized technology and ongoing research, to properly assess
the potential impact of further research in the field.

5.1. Photovoltaic Ceils
The heart of photovoltaics is the photoelectric effect - the emission of electrons
from a metal or semiconductor in response to incident light. The initial photon absorption
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involved is somewhat similar to that in photosynthesis - an electron in a covalent bond in
a metal absorbs a photon, with the photon’s energy (hn) going into exciting the electron
to a higher energy level, giving it sufficient energy to “escape” from the metal. In
pigments though, photon capture is a resonant energy capture process, requiring the
photon energy to correspond to an excited energy level of an electron. In photovoltaics,
photon capture instead relies on the photoelectric effect - photon energy being imparted
to valence electrons to excite them into the conduction energy band, which does not
require a particular resonant energy, but does require a threshold energy.
At this point, it is useful to give a brief review of some basic properties of
materials with regards to electron energy levels, to facilitate further analysis. Electrons in
free space (i.e. not bound to any atom) can have any energy level. But, electrons orbiting
an atom are held within a potential well, resulting in particular discrete energy levels
being available. Different energy levels correspond to different values of the four
quantum numbers, n (principal quantum number, or electron “shell”), i (orbital quantum
number, or sub shell - denoting the shape of the electron “cloud”, and given the common
terms s (€=0), p (€=1), d (€=2), etc.), nii (magnetic quantum number), and nis (spin
quantum number, which has a more minor impact on energy levels through fine and
hypertine splitting).
While electrons orbiting a lone atom have discrete possible energy levels, when
atoms come close together to form molecules, the interaction between the electrons of
neighboring atoms, and between the electrons and neighboring nuclei result in smearing
the allowable energy levels into broader energy bands (i.e. 2d electrons in neighboring
atoms can have slightly different energies). This smearing is also compelled by the Pauli
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Exclusion Principle, to maintain distinguishability of electrons. Since the smearing of
allowable energy levels results from atoms (and their corresponding electron clouds)
approaching one another, how broad the energy bands are depends on the crystalline
structure of the material.
The lowest available energy levels are of course the most stable energies for
electrons to be in, such that the lowest energy levels fill up first, with two electrons being
capable of filling up each energy level (distinguishability being maintained by opposite
spins, which also slightly shifts the energy of those electrons by fine and hypertine
splitting, corresponding to interaction between the electron spin and orbital angular
momentum, and electron spin and nuclear magnetic moment, respectively). At a
temperature of absolute zero, electrons have no more energy than that required to
maintain distinguishability by the Pauli principle, such that the lowest available energy
levels are filled. The highest filled energy level at absolute zero is referred to as the Fermi
Energy (£ » . As temperature increases, there is an increasing probability of finding an
electron in higher energy levels, with the probability of an electron being in an energy
level E being given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function,/(E),
1
/(£ ) =

l + exp[k

Energies above the Fermi energy have a positive exponent in the denominator,
making that term large - growing to infinity as T approaches zero (as should be expected,
since energies above the Fermi energy are inaccessible at absolute zero). The exponential
term decreases as temperature increases, increasing the probability of finding electrons in
those higher energy levels.
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The stmcture of these energy bands, how filled the bands are, and where the
Fermi energy is located play a large role in determining many properties of materials - in
particular as related to the photoelectric effect. In an isolated atom, electrons occupy neat
atomic orbitals with discrete energy levels. Materials that are electrically conductive at
“low” temperatures (i.e. room temperature) have a Fermi Energy in the middle of the
highest level energy band accessible at absolute zero - meaning that they have an unfilled
energy band. This can be due to unfilled electron shells, or due to the atomic separation in
a lattice pulling energy levels from neighboring bands close enough together that they
almost overlap (such that the difference in energy between the bands is negligible).
Insulators and semiconductors, however, materials that do not readily conduct
electricity at low temperatures, have Fermi Energies above the highest filled energy band,
with no available space in the highest energy band below the Fermi Energy. This is
depicted below in Figure 5-1. The highest available energy band (termed the valence
band) at absolute zero in insulators and semiconductors is filled (the Fermi energy is
above that band), with a non-negligible gap (called a “band gap”) between that band and
the next available energy band. In the figure, filled energy bands are shaded, while empty
energy bands are unshaded (partially filled energy bands are part shaded and part
unshaded).
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Figure 5-1 - Electron energy band structure in conductors, insulators, and
semiconductors
Electricity conduction through a material (the flow of electrons) requires available
and accessible (with a reasonable probability based on the Fermi-Dirac distribution
function) energy levels for electrons to move into. In conductors (most metals), the Fermi
energy is within a partially filled band - meaning that there are available and readily
accessible energy levels within the material, such that electrons can readily “hop”
between nuclei. This is what allows the “sea of electrons” in metals, making them good
electrical conductors.
In semi-conductors and insulators, the next available energy level (the
“conduction band”, since electrons need to be able to move to that energy band to have
enough energy to move through the material) is significantly above the energy band filled
by the most energetic electrons in the material (at low temperatures), with the size of this
band gap being what distinguishes semi-conductors and insulators. Semi-conductors have
relatively small band gaps (a few eV or less), such that by imparting a relatively small
amount of energy, electrons in the valence band can jump into the conduction band.
The energy to bump a valence electron into the conduction band can come from
thermal energy (such that semiconductors at room temperature may become conductors
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at higher temperature), an applied electric field, or photon capture - as in the case of the
photoelectric effect. Since light consists of photons with energy depending on their
frequency, v (Ephoton=hv), there is a minimum frequency required to excite electrons into
higher energy levels based on the bandgap energy, E b (where the minimum frequency
occurs when Ephoton=EB, or at n=Eg/%).
While the electron that is excited into the conduction band becomes free to move
through the material (since it has enough energy such that it can move into available
conduction band energy levels in neighboring atoms), the spot it vacated in the valence
band (which is referred to as an electron “hole”, since it is a vacant energy spot) also
allows the movement of electrons through the material. Electrons in the valence band of
neighboring atoms can move into this vacant electron hole, since it is at an energy level
easily accessible to them. Thus, charge transfer through a material occurs based on both
the “free” electrons in the conduction band as well as the available electron holes. Since
electrons will experience a force pushing them opposite an applied electric field, they will
move opposite the electric field while the electron “hole” will effectively move with the
electric field (since electrons moving into the hole will tend to come from the opposite
direction), such that the hole behaves like a positive charge carrier.
Einstein’s discovery that increasing the intensity of the light hitting a
semiconductor results in the frequency of light produced, but not an increase in the
kinetic energy of the electrons “knocked free” (bumped into the conduction band) proved
the particle nature of light. Increasing the intensity of the light (in the case of solar power,
increasing intensity of sunlight) will result in a greater number of electrons being freed,
but not the electric potential they can overcome (the voltage of a photovoltaic cell). When
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an electron is excited into the conduction band, the additional energy provided by the
photon above the bandgap energy becomes kinetic energy {Teiectmn) of the electron,
Telectron

hv- E

b

The electrons that become excited by photons are generally the electrons found in
covalent double bonds in a material. Atoms in crystalline solids are generally held
together in a lattice by covalent double bonds made by two valence electrons being
shared between atoms. A schematic of the regular lattice arrangement in a crystalline
solid (of a Group IV element from the periodic table, such as silicon) is shown below in
Figure 5-2, with atoms represented as empty circles, connected by covalent double bonds
(lines), which are the sharing of two valence electrons (one from each atom, with the
shared electrons for a particular double bond represented by filled circles).

o-I-o

■o
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o

Figure 5-2 - Schematic of a regular lattice

Consider a lattice of silicon atoms, which have four valence electrons (as all
Group IV atoms do). Each of those electrons will be part of a double bond with a
neighboring silicon atom. The bandgap energy for valence electrons in a silicon lattice at
room temperature is roughly 1.12 eV, such that without additional energy input, there is a
low probability of any of those electrons jumping into the conduction band. With
sufficient additional energy though - either by heating the silicon, applying an electric
field, or by absorption of photons with frequencies above -2.93x10*"* Hz (the bandgap
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energy divided by Planck’s constant) - some of the valence electrons can jump into the
conduction band, providing “free” charge carriers - both the excited electrons and the
electron holes they left in the valence band.
In general, thermal excitation alone is not sufficient to allow electrons to move
into the conduction band in semiconductors. At room temperature, 293 K, the thermal
energy is only 0.025 eV, well below the size of the band gap in most semiconductors,
normally on the order of eVs. So, thermal energy is typically not the mode by which
electrons are excited into the conduction band.
To decrease the band gap energy of a semiconductor lattice, semiconductors can
be “doped” with atoms with more (or less) valence electrons than the primary
semiconductor element. For example, silicon has four valence electrons, and may be
doped with phosphorous atoms having 5 outer electrons. In a silicon lattice, four of these
electrons become valence electrons in bonds with neighboring silicon atoms, while the
extra electron has an energy level just below the conduction band (0.02 eV below). This
effectively makes a much smaller band gap for some of the electrons, allowing thermal
energy to be sufficient to excite them into the conduction band. Since phosphorous
“doped” silicon has extra negative charge carriers, it is referred to as an “n-type”
semiconductor. By contrast, silicon doped with boron is referred to as a “p-type”
semiconductor, since boron has only three outer electrons, such that a silicon
semiconductor doped with boron has one extra electron hole per boron atom. The missing
electrons in boron atoms in boron-doped silicon create electron holes (unfilled energy
levels) just above the valence band of the lattice, which can act as positive charge carriers
(as thermally excited electrons from the valence band can move into these unfilled energy
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levels, making electron holes in the valence band, allowing charges to propagate through
the lattice).

Conduction Band

Conduction Band

Normal bandgap

Energy level of
additional electrons
from impurities

Valence Band

Unfilled energy
levels from
impurities
Valence Band
Energy Levels in p-type
semicondnctors

Energy Levels in n-type
semicondnctors

Fignre 5-3 - Energy levels in doped semicondnctors

The drawings in Figure 5-3 above illustrate the energy levels in n-type and p-type
semiconductors. Note that both types of doping effectively create additional energy levels
within the normally forbidden energy band. This practice of doping is now being used to
make improved photovoltaics that can use lower energy photons, by essentially creating a
stepping stone within the forbidden band. Photons with energies less than the bandgap
energy can not be used to excite electrons in normal semiconductors. By creating an
available energy level within the forbidden region, photons with energy sufficient to
move electrons from the valence band up to the new energy level (and from there up to
the conduction band) can then be used - broadening the photo-active spectrum of the
photovoltaic.
So far this only explains how photons excite electrons in a lattice of covalent
bonds into the conduction band - but not how we are able to use that effect to make
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usable electricity. Additionally, if we simply collected excited electrons from a lattice of
semiconductor, we’d also run into the issue of that lattice being depleted of electron.
Since doping with different atoms can allow us to make two types of doped
semiconductors - n-type (extra electrons) and p-type (extra electron holes), we can
effectively make a flow of current at the junction of these two types of doped
semiconductors.
For example, we could make an n-type semiconductor by doping silicon with
phosphorous (five valence electrons rather than the four silicon has), and p-type
semiconductor by doping with boron (three valence electrons). Since only four of the five
valence electrons of phosphorous will go into forming bonds with neighboring silicon
atoms in the lattice, the fifth electron is only very loosely bound to the phosphorous
nucleus, being easier to excite into the conduction band to travel freely through the
lattice. Similarly, the boron doped into the p-type semiconductor has three electrons that
go into forming bonds with three of the four neighboring silicon atoms in the lattice,
while the fourth bond with a neighboring silicon is left with an electron “hole”. As
described earlier, this electron hole creates a stepping stone within the normally
forbidden energy band, allowing electrons from neighboring bonds to be excited into the
hole, effectively allowing the hole to travel fairly freely through the p-type
semiconductor. Thus, the p-type semiconductor can be viewed as a positive charge carrier
while the n-type is a negative charge carrier (from the extra electrons from the doping
atoms).
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5.1.1. Directing Freed Electrons
Simply freeing electrons is not sufficient for producing usable electricity - for that
purpose we must be able to control the flow of electrons, to direct them through an
external circuit. This is accomplished in PVs through by putting layers of n-type and ptype semiconductors on top of one another, making an N-P junction.
When two semiconductors with different Fermi levels (such as an n-type and ptype semiconductor) are brought into contact, electrons and holes will migrate between
the semiconductors to equilibrate the Fermi level (since initially some electrons are
effectively at a higher potential energy than they would be when moving into the other
semiconductor). Put another way - some of the extra electrons from the n-type will flow
into the p-type semiconductor (based on diffusion), filling holes (alternatively, holes from
the p-type semiconductor will move into the n-type semiconductor).
As more electrons flow onto the p-type side (and holes to the n-type side), the
number of charge carriers (electrons and holes) at the boundary becomes depleted (due to
electrons filling holes) - thus this region is referred to as the depletion layer. Some of the
dopant atoms (such as boron, which initially had fewer valence electrons) in the p-type
semiconductor will gain a net negative charge, due to the extra electron filling the hole
the dopant initially created. Similarly, n-type dopants on the other side will gain a net
positive charge due to the loss of an electron (since they are now surrounded by fewer
electrons than the number of protons in their nuclei).
The relatively higher concentration of electrons on the p-type side (where these
electrons have come from the n-type side), and holes on the n-type side, creates an
electric field pointing through the depletion layer from the n-type to the p-type region.
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This electric field opposes the natural concentration-based diffusion of electrons and
holes, such that at equilibrium there is no net current. A very thin n-type semiconductor is
generally “on top” of a p-type semiconductor in photovoltaics (although they can also be
made in the reverse manner), with respect to the sun. When light hits the n-type
semiconductor, freeing electrons (creating free electron-hole pairs on the n-type side),
they are attracted to the holes in the p-type side. But, the electric field in the depletion
layer prevents them from traveling that way. However, if an external circuit connects the
two sides, the electrons can travel through the circuit to fill holes (thus the photocurrent
flows from the p-type to the n-type semiconductor). This is illustrated below in Figure
5-4. The electric field of the depletion zone separates the electron and hole after photon
absorption, allowing the hole to travel across the n-p junction (or rather, and electron
travels from the p-type semiconductor to the n-type side, the direction the electric field
will allow an electron to travel). The initially freed electron though must travel around
the external circuit to reach the p-type side.
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Figure 5-4 - Representation of an n-p junction, and resulting electric field in the
depletion layer
This simple analysis is sufficient to consider the challenges facing solar cells. The
band-gap energy of the n-type (sun-facing side) determines what minimum frequency of
light has sufficient energy for electron-hole pair creation in the semiconductor. At first
glance, one may think that a very low band gap energy would be most desirable - the
problem is that all of the energy above the band gap energy that is initially imparted to
the electron by the photon goes to giving it more kinetic energy, which it will quickly
lose as it thermalizes in the material.
For example, with a band gap energy of 0.5 eV, photons with energies of 0.5 eV
and greater will be able to excite electrons in the n-type layer - but any energy above that
0.5 eV will ultimately be converted to heat. This is in fact the primary source of energy
loss in photovoltaics. While the short circuit current decreases with increasing band gap
energy, the open circuit voltage of a photovoltaic increases with increasing band gap
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energy, such that there is a peak in the efficiency of a photovoltaic material based on
band gap energy (peaking at roughly 1.4 eV with a maximum efficiency o f -27%^^^. The
loss of energy above the band gap energy (lost as heat) alone limits the maximum
efficiency (with the solar spectrum on earth) to roughly 44%^^^.
To make matters worse, as the PV heats up due to this additional photon energy
being converted to thermal energy, the electric field becomes less effective at directing
the flow of electrons (which will be more energetic due to them having more energy after
thermalization, and taking longer to thermalize). This further reduces the efficiency of the
PV, as more electrons are able to move against the n-p junction potential barrier
(effectively allowing an internal short circuit).
Since the n-type semiconductor must be exposed to sunlight on the top side
(covered generally by an anti-reflective coating and glass), the entire surface obviously
can not be covered by a metal conductor for creating an electrical connection to the ptype semiconductor underneath. Instead, a network of metal traces covers a significant
fraction of the n-type side, reducing efficiency in two ways - some photons are reflected
from the conductor, and the incomplete covering of the n-type semiconductor results in
fairly long paths for some freed electrons to the external circuit, resulting in some
electrons de-exciting back into an available hole (from another created electron-hole pair)
before reaching the conductive path.
Additionally, imperfections in the crystalline structure of the silicon interrupt the
n-p junction barrier potential, further allowing electrons to pass directly through to the ptype side. The combination of all of these inefficiencies together brings the efficiency of
currently commercialized PVs down to around 10-14% at typical ambient
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tem p eratu res^T h e primary exception is recently commercialized photovoltaic cells
from SunPower that achieve individual cell efficiencies o f -20%, with net module
efficiencies of 15-18%. The increased efficiency is primarily achieved by hiding the
conductive traces within the n-type semiconductor.

5.1.2. Improving photovoltaics
Current photovoltaics use crystalline silicon as the base semiconductor material,
with the primary focus of ongoing research to improve crystalline silicon PVs being
through the use of multi-layer (often instead called “multi-junction”, since there are
multiple layers of n-p layers) systems. With this approach, the n-type semiconductor in
the uppermost layer would have a higher band gap energy than the n-type semiconductor
in the next layer down, such that only fairly energetic photons are absorbed in the
uppermost layer, which limits energy loss (from energy above the bandgap being turned
into thermal energy). The upper layers must also be transparent to lower energy photons,
to allow them to pass through to lower layers with a lower bandgap energy where they
can be captured.
This approach however does not address the fundamental problem facing
crystalline silicon PVs - high capital cost per wattage (due to global silicon shortages,
and the long grow time for silicon crystals^^^. Increasing the number of layers increases
the efficiency of a module, but increases the cost of the module roughly proportionally,
such that the cost per wattage remains roughly unchanged.
Therefore, improving the economic viability of photovoltaics will likely require
moving to other base semiconductor materials. There are two primary approaches being
taken towards cheaper materials -
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•

Thin films of amorphous silicon (a-Si), copper indium diselenide (CIS, or copper
indium gallium diselenide, GIGS), and cadmium telluride (CdTe), and

•

Organic photovoltaics, which use ionic n-p junctions for directing a flow of ions
(rather than electronic n-p junctions directing a flow of elecfrons and holes).
For the former approach, because of the short circuit current decreasing with band

gap energy while open circuit voltage increases with band gap energy, resulting in a
fairly broad ideal band gap energy (of around 1.1-1. 6 eV), materials used for the primary
photon absorption layer (assuming single layer devices) should have a band gap energy
within that range.

5.I.2.I. Cadmium Telluride Thiu Film Photovoltaics
CdTe is a p-type semiconductor that has a nearly optimal room temperature band
gap energy of 1.5 eV. CdTe PVs generally have a very thin, mostly transparent n-type
semiconductor (usually CdS, which has a large bandgap of 2.42 eV, such that most
photons will pass through to the CdTe underneath) on top of the CdTe p-type
semiconductor in which most photon absorption occurs.
The n-type semiconductor in a CdTe-based PV is ideally covered with a thin
transparent conductor (eliminating the problems associated with opaque metal etchings),
further covered with glass with an anti-reflective coating, as shown in Figure 5-5 below.
It has been shown^^^ that decreasing CdTe film thickness improves net PV efficiency to a
point - a thickness of at least 2 pm is necessary to absorb 99% of incident photons with
sufficient energy. This minimum thickness though can be increased substantially if the
back side of the CdTe film is doped to decrease the electron affinity of the bulk material,
to reduce the formation of a Schottky contact (a rectifying metal-semiconductor junction
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formed when the semiconductor has a higher electron affinity than the work function of
the metal, resulting in the p-type semiconductor being at a higher voltage than the metal
when the materials’ Fermi levels equilibrate, creating a barrier potential). Doping the
underside of the CdTe to reduce the electron affinity can reduce the barrier potential, or
to reduce the width of the potential barrier to allow electron tunneling^
Glass (anti-glare coated)
SnO] (transparent conductor)
CdS (0.060-0.200 pm thick)
CdTe (2-3 pm thick)
Backside conductor
Figure 5-5 - Layers of a CdTe thiu film photovoltaic cell

Most CdTe based PVs use CdS as the n-type semiconductor on top, which is
necessary for creating the electric field at the n-p junction for directing the flow of
elecfrons and holes. The n-type semiconductor though should not be involved in photon
absorption (ideally) in a CdTe PV, and photons absorbed by the CdS layer are effectively
wasted. While CdS has a fairly high bandgap (2.4 eV), it also has a very high absorption
coefficient, such that even a 0.1 pm thick layer can absorb -63% of incident photons with
sufficient energy^R educing the CdS layer thickness can improve the short circuit
current (largely by decreasing the amount of higher energy photons lost in that layer), but
also reduces the open circuit voltage and fill facfor (largely by reducing the effectiveness
of the n-p junction electric field).
The current status of CdTe solar cells is similar to conventional silicon cells in
terms of economics, albeit with slightly lower efficiencies (fhroughouf fhe literafure
individual cell efficiencies of 10-15% are commonly reported - so net module
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efficiencies should be on the order of 75% of this. See (Manivannan, et. ah, 2008^^^), for
example). There really hasn’t been any significant increase in CdTe cell efficiencies for
the past 15 years though, with cell efficiencies near 15% having been reported at least 15
years ago^^**. The primary potential of all thin film devices though, including CdTe, is not
in achieving higher efficiencies than crystalline Si PVs, but rather in achieving lower
costs. The current state of CdTe thin film technology does not afford a significant cost
reduction - evidenced by BP Solar’s decision in 2003 to close down their CdTe thin film
PV production facility (and a-Si thin film PV facility) only a few years after opening the
facility^^^ due to the cost of the materials not being competitive (in terms of $/watt)
compared to traditional c-Si modules. The critical challenge for CdTe as well as other
thin film PV technologies is developing cheaper film deposition processes that more
economically scale up to large production scales.

5.1.2.2. Amorphous Silicou Thiu Film Photovoltaics
While silicon is itself not as well suited to thin film PVs as other materials (CdTe
and CIGS) due to the lower absorption coefficient, amorphous silicon (a-Si) thin film
PVs are currently the most commercialized thin film PV option, currently seeing use
primarily in small devices such as watches and calculators. Compared to crystalline
silicon (c-Si) cells, a-Si thin film cells require roughly two orders of magnitude less^^^ Si,
reducing raw material costs drastically (but with higher manufacturing costs). While a-Si
has been much studied for the past few decades as a cheaper form of silicon, it suffers
from a significant drop in dark conductivity and photoconductivity after prolonged
exposure to intense light (such as sunlight), known as the Staebler-Wronski effect^^^. This
typically reduces cell efficiency to under 10%. However, it has been observed that
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protocrystalline^^'^ hydrogenated (p-type) silicon stabilizes more quickly than amorphous
silicon, which could allow for more efficient silicon based thin film PVs.
An additional benefit of thin film a-Si PVs compared to traditional c-Si wafers is
the significantly lower embodied energy (energy input required for producing the PVs),
resulting in a quicker energy payback time^^^. This would also be true of other thin film
PVs, with the comparison between the silicon based PVs highlighting the benefit of thin
film production versus traditional growing of large crystalline Si structures (which are
then sawed down to thinner sheets for making traditional crystalline silicon wafers).
However, multiple studies indicate that even traditional c-Si wafers manage to pay for
themselves (in terms of energy, not money) within 5 years.
Amorphous silicon has a significantly larger band gap energy than crystalline
silicon (1.7 eV vs. 1.1 eV), which provides a slightly better theoretical maximum cell
efficiency. Additionally, a multiple layer cell could be made with the higher bandgap
energy a-Si above a c-Si layer, further increasing efficiency. But, this would
disproportionately increase cost, which is the main challenge facing photovoltaics - so
would likely not be worthwhile.

5.1.2.3. Copper Indium Gallium Diseliuide (Cu(Iui_xGax)Se2 Thiu Film Photovoltaics
The fairly low efficiency of a-Si (or mixed a-Si with micro (or nano) crystalline
Si) thin film is a significant drawback, offsetting most of the reduced cost benefit from
reduced raw material usage. Using base semiconductor materials that can offer a higher
efficiency (without a multiple junction approach) therefore likely has greater potential to
improve the cost per watt figure for finished modules - which ultimately will determine
the marketability of such materials. To that end, the highest efficiencies with thin film
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PVs have been achieved with CIGS - Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (or more
correctly diSelenide), with the formula CuIni_xGaxSe2 (where x can vary from 0 to I).
CIGS are in the multinary Cu-chalcopyrite system in which the bandgap energy can be
varied based on the addition of cations (including In and Ga) and anions (Se, S, etc.).
This allows the bandgap energy to be varied from 1.04 eV (with x=0, therefore pure
CuInSe]) to 1.72 eV (with x=I, CuGaSe])^^^.
Since the optimal bandgap energy should be around 1.4 eV roughly (because of
further increasing bandgap energy resulting in a reduction in the short circuit current),
one would expect the ideal CIGS to have sufficient Ga to provide that bandgap energy.
But, poor n-type conduction of Ga-rich compounds results in a drop in efficiency with x
greater than about^^^ 0.3.
In fact, the highest efficiency (19.5% for the individual cell, not full module)
achieved to date with a CIGS thin film PV (or any thin film PV for that matter) had a
bandgap energy of only 1.14 eV^^^ (and x=0.3). CIGS efficiency being maximized at a
significantly lower bandgap energy than would be expected based purely on a simple n-p
junction model is as yet not sufficiently explained, although some interesting theories
have been proposed. (Contreras, et. al, 2005)^^^, who achieved the record efficiency,
demonstrated that the efficiency drops precipitously as open circuit voltage increases
above about 0.72 V (which corresponds to increasing Ga concentration above the x=0.3
value), but the actual mechanism of the drop in efficiency is not fully understood, with
Contreras’ group proposing that it results from increasing Ga concentration causing a
significant increase in the resonant tunneling diode recombination mechanism, or major
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changes in the donor/acceptor concentrations, electron/hole diffusion coefficients, or the
minority carrier lifetimes in the CIGS material.
The most likely theory to explain the wide variation in efficiency with minor
chemical composition differences, and the lower than expected optimal bandgap energy
in CIGS, is the Intra-absorber Junction (lAJ) model proposed by Stanbery^^^. The lAJ
model suggests that CIGS absorbers are (or at least can be, depending on processing
method and concentration of the quaternary constituents) composed of two distinct,
interconnected phases - a relatively copper-rich a phase and copper deficient P phase,
which separate on a sub-micrometer scale, while being crystallography coherent (i.e. the
crystalline structure does not change between the phases, only the chemical composition).
It was proposed^^^ that the P phase exhibits good n-type conductivity, while the a phase is
strong p-type conductor. This would mean that the overall CIGS structure is a
composition of n-p micro-junctions, with the n-p interfaces effectively separating
electron-hole pairs, and the two phases serving as nanoscale channels for tunneling the
electrons and holes in spatially distinct paths, greatly reducing electron-hole
recombination when the two distinct micro-domains are formed.
Subsequent TEM imaging and x-ray energy-dispersive spectroscopy of CIGS
cells by NREL^^° confirmed the formation of distinct copper-rich and copper-deficient
domains in high efficiency CIGS cells. The fluctuation in Cu concentration between the a
and P phases was found to be fairly low, ± 6 % from the average. However, there was a
significantly greater fluctuation in the Ga concentration, due apparently to Ga
concentrating in the a phase, while In concentrates in the P phase, with the Ga
concentration varying the bandgap energy of the two phases. Varying Ga concentrations
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between the two phases results in small scale band-gap fluctuations within the absorber
material, which can decrease the net efficiency of the cell by increasing band-to-band
radiative emission (as opposed to electron-hole recombination radiation)^^\
A challenging aspect of CIGS is that very minor differences in preparation (or in
some cases, even with cells that appear to have been prepared with identical procedures)
can result in significant differences in performance. This can be seen from the results of
(Contreras, et. al, 2005)^^^, in which very minor differences in bandgap energy result in
changes in the diode saturation current of up to two orders of magnitude, which
drastically changes the open circuit voltage, providing a profound impact on efficiency
due to the precipitous drop in efficiency above Voc of about 0.72 V. This has presented a
significant challenge to commercializing CIGS PV cells, since large scale production
demands reproducibility. As this effect is likely a result of the formation of the a and P
phases and the effects of the resulting n-p micro-junctions at channeling electrons,
improving our understanding of the phase formation process will facilitate
commercialization of thin film CIGS PVs.
Currently, Nanosolar is beginning to try to commercialize CIGS thin film solar
cells. Due to the cost of vacumm thin film deposition, they are instead dissolving base
element (Cu, In, Ga, and Se) nanoparticles in an ink that is sprayed on top of a
proprietary conductive substrate. With this approach, thin film CIGS cells can be
produced in massive rolls, similar to newspaper printing, with the ink maintaining a more
uniform ratio of the constituent elements over a large printed area than is feasible with
vacuum deposition^^^. Based on this lower cost fabrication process. Nanosolar has
predicted production costs of less than $I per watt, which would be not only significantly
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cheaper than c-Si panels, but also cheaper than solar thermal electric systems. As the
processing plants are currently being finished, the ability of large scale roll-to-roll print
processing to maintain uniform CIGS composition, and the resulting impact on cell
efficiency, will be a significant factor in the viability of this approach.
A potential concern with CIGS PVs, however, is the rarity of Indium, and the
resulting high cost. Due to the increasing use of In in LCD panels, the cost of Indium rose
from under $100 per kg in 2002 to almost $1,000 in 2006^^^. With increasing production
of LCD panels, a potentially significant increase in Indium consumption for producing
CIGS panels could result in similar material cost problems that make crystalline silicon
PVs too expensive.

5.1.2.4. Thin Film Photovoltaic Summary
While all thin film PVs use far less raw material than crystalline wafer Si PVs, the
processing costs can be fairly high. As an example, the primary process used for CdTe
PVs includes heating and cooling segments that result in long processing times, and
increased costs^^'*, a prominent factor in BP Solar closing down their CdTe thin film
operations (and a-Si thin film operations). However, there is significantly more potential
for reducing manufacturing costs with thin film PVs than reducing the material costs of
conventional crystalline silicon cells, with CIGS having the most potential (due to highest
efficiencies) currently among thing film semiconductor materials. However, the
significant efficiency variations in CIGS cells with relatively minor changes in chemical
composition (due to micro-domain formation) present significant challenges for scaling
up the two and three stage film deposition techniques used in labs for producing
individual cells to commercial scale processing^^^. The ongoing improvement of our
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understanding of the formation of the a and P domains and the resulting impact on
efficiency is necessary for determining what degree of tolerance will be required for
producing large modules on a commercial scale without wide variations in efficiency.
The approach of shifting away from multi-step vacuum deposition techniques for
producing CIGS cells, to instead using essentially inkjet printing methods, can
significantly reduce costs - but the efficiency (and uniformity of efficiency) of CIGS cells
produced by such processing is not yet known. This approach though currently represents
the best option for significantly reducing the cost of photovoltaic modules.
An appeal of CdTe and CIGS cells is the similar structure of the two approaches,
other than the difference in absorber. This would in principal allow the use of similar (or
identical) processing equipment and methodologies for the production of most layers of
the modules for both types of cells (which, for example, could mean that a processing
plant designed for making CdTe modules could relatively simply transition to making
CIGS modules, or vice versa, based on changing economics and other factors specific to
the absorber).
A significant appeal of all types of thin film PVs is the potential for such modules
to be more seamlessly integrated into a variety of products, reducing installation costs
(which are currently a significant fraction the total cost of roof-top crystalline silicon PV
installations). Since the cost per power output is ultimately the most important factor for
the viability of solar technologies (assuming similar reliability), this could play a
significant role in the commercial viability of thin film PVs.
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5.1.3. Solar Energy Storage
Since solar power is inherently uncontrolled with regards to matching demand,
there are upper limitations on what percentage of power demand can be met by such
uncontrolled power (generally the combination of wind and solar). As an example of this
problem, the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERGOT) recently had to cut power to
customers (quickly reducing demand by 1.1 GW) due to a sudden drop in output from the
wind farms on the grid^^^. Texas has the largest wind capacity in the US, with wind
supplying 1,700 MW of ERCOT’s 31,200 MW demand before the evening demand
increase (when people get home from work), or just over 5%. But, as evening demand
rose to over 35,000 MW, wind power production suddenly dropped to 300 MW. This
created a greater power swing than ERCOT’s power plants could accommodate,
requiring the cutting of power to customers.
The uncontrollability of wind power and most solar power options, without
significant energy storage options (such as compressed air, pumped water, “flow
batteries”, and flywheels) inherenfly creafes a problem of load balancing for power grids.
While some opfions for sforing energy are available (in particular compressed air energy
storage (CAES) and pumped hydro storage (PHS)), the US currently only has energy
storage capacity accounting for 2.5% of the base load, with that being almost entirely
PH s 337 £ygj^ with the relatively small amount of penetration by wind and solar power,
this low level of energy storage results in significant (and rapid) fluctuation in output by
grid powerplants, significantly reducing efficiency. This forces power companies to have
installed capacity capable of meeting peak demand, which may only be required for a few
hours a day, month, or even year.
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While greatly increasing installed bulk energy storage for the grid is highly
desirable even without increasing production from wind and solar, it becomes much more
critical - and the amount required increases greatly - with increasing percentage of
baseload being met by such “uncontrollable” energy sources. Several studies have
focused on implementing CAES in Denmark, due to the significant fraction (19%) of
baseload energy met by wind power in the country. Because of the high fraction of wind
power, Denmark periodically has greater electricity production from wind than the entire
grid demand (during off-peak hours). Currently, this is resolved by selling the extra
electricity to neighboring countries, but at a low value (since it is off-peak). This
approach only works though because of low penetration of uncontrollable energy sources
in the energy markets of the neighboring countries - as they increase wind and solar
power production, they will have the same problem themselves.
However, compressed air energy storage is inherently better suited to steam cycle
type power plants, allowing the compression cycle to be decoupled from the expansion
cycle. The compression cycle (which is normally a parasitic loss) can be used during
periods of excess electricity production to compress air into an underground cavern (since
massive volumes are required, it would be impractical to build man-made structures for
the purpose), with the compressed air then being heated later during peak demand periods
using power plant waste heat, expanding the compressed air, generating additional
electricity. While wind or solar electricity can be used for compressing the air initially, it
is more practical to use waste heat from a heat cycle power plant.
A recent study^^^ concluded that for Denmark, the amount of compressed air
energy storage required (500 GWh, corresponding 234x10^ m^ at an average pressure of
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60 bar) to eliminate the need for more controllable power plants is technically and
economically unfeasible, and further that ideally wind capacity should not exceed 55% of
baseload capacity. For the US, a recent study (van der Linden, 2006)^^^ recommends that
even without additional wind or solar capacity, it would be highly advantageous for the
US to increase the current energy storage power generation capacity from 2.5% to 7.5%
(roughly to 75 GW maximum output), which is feasible with some potential CAES
projects outlined in the paper. But, a significant increase in solar and/or wind capacity
would require a commensurate increase in energy storage capacity, both to limit potential
blackout scenarios (like the recent one in Texas resulting from a sudden drop in wind
power), as well as to limit highly inefficient cycling of baseload power plants, to adapt to
the changing output of wind and solar systems. Properly assessing the economics of wind
and solar systems should therefore include the cost of additional energy storage capacity
to manage the varying output.

5.2. Solar Thermal Electric Systems
Solar Thermal Electric systems (STEs) take the approach of first converting solar
energy into thermal energy before converting it into electricity. An obvious appeal of this
is that a very black material can effectively harvest nearly the entire spectrum of sunlight,
with a very high percentage of the electromagnetic energy being turned into thermal
energy. A more important factor though, from the perspective of power companies, is that
first converting electromagnetic energy into thermal energy provides an inherent means
of storing the energy to match grid demand - greatly reducing the uncontrollability
drawback of solar power.
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There are two primary approaches to STEs - using the thermal energy in a steam
generator, or a Stirling engine. The latter approach is better suited to smaller scale
systems, while steam generator systems are better suited for large power plants. One of
three mirror designs are generally used - solar towers (with a field of sun tracking
mirrors focusing sunlight on a heat reservoir at the top of the tower), parabolic troughs,
and parabolic disks. The last approach is primarily used with Stirling engine designs
(when a comparatively small total surface area is covered with mirrors), while the first
two are better suited to large fields of solar collectors, thus tied with a steam generation
system.
The solar tower approach, using a field of heliostats (sun tracking mirrors,
generally flat) was pursued extensively by the EIS DOE from the late 1970s until 1999,
when the DOE’s solar tower (then called “Solar Two”, as it had been modified from the
initial version, “Solar One”) was shut down. The first version used concentrated sunlight
to directly heat water to power a steam generator at the base of the tower. The upgraded
version, in addition to increasing the combined size of the sun-tracking flat mirrors from
782,000 ft^ to 891,000 ft^, was also modified to use a nitrate salt (a mix of sodium nitrate
and potassium nitrate) to allow heat storage to extend output from the powerplant for a
few hours after sunset (with 30 MWh of storage capacity, this allowed Solar Two to
continue producing at its rated power of 10 MW for three hours after sunset). This
provided the first real test of using a molten salt or other medium to store solar thermal
energy for load leveling.
Based on the success of the DOE’s solar towers (or “Central Receiver Systems”
(CRS), since the mirrors focus sunlight on a central solar receiver), two commercial solar
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tower power plants are being built in Spain, with the first (PS 10, an 11 MW plant) having
recently come online, and shown below in Figure 5-6. PS 10 uses focused sunlight to
directly heat air rather than a liquid, which is appealing for its simplicity (due in large
part to lack of phase change, and reduced concerns about leaks). The air is heated to 700°
C, and used to heat water (producing 40 bar 250° C saturated steam) for powering a
Rankin cycle^^^ steam power plant.

Figure 5-6 - PSIO Solar Power tower in Seville, Spain

A very rough estimate of the system efficiency can be made by assuming an
average solar irradiance of 1 kWm'^ during sunlight hours. With a total mirror surface
area of 74,880 m^ (624 mirrors of 120 m^ each), PSIO is expected to produce 23 million
kWh per year^'*^. With the yearly total solar radiation^"^^ at the site being roughly 1900
kWh/m^, this would translate into a net efficiency of roughly 16%, which is considerably
higher than some proposed solar thermal electric systems (such as a recently proposed^"^^
central receiver STE using supercritical carbon dioxide as the working fluid, achieving a
predicted solar to electricity conversion efficiency of 11.4%). Of course, this is a
predicted efficiency for PSIO, not yet confirmed by actual data.
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The predicted efficiency is similar to current photovoltaic cells, but on a much
grander scale. Still, the anticipated cost for solar thermal electric power (which primarily
comes from paying off the amortized capital cost) is expected to be at least a couple times
that of primary electricity sources (coal, nuclear, and natural gas). The capital cost of
PSIO was roughly 35 million € (currently $53 million, although at the time construction
began, the dollar and Euro were closer), or roughly $4.81 per Watt (3.18€). While this is
far more expensive than other power plants, it is slightly cheaper than current
photovoltaics, with current market costs for both amorphous and crystalline silicon PV
modules being around $5.50-7.50, not including the cost of installation, wiring, and
inverters
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As an illustration of the economic challenges - in 2002 Spain created a 12 € cent
(about $0.18 al current exchange rates) per kWh subsidy for solar electricity, which
proved to be insufficient to entice the construction of STE plants. Therefore, in 2004 the
subsidy was increased to 18 € cent (-$0.27) per kWh, and guaranteed the subsidy for 25
years (scaling with inflation). Since the raw electricity pool price in Spain at the time was
3 € cent^"^"^, the subsidy alone accounts for five times the cost of other sources of
electricity.
While using air as the heat absorber “fluid” can simplify the plant, the extremely
low thermal inertia of air requires an auxiliary heat storage system to prevent rapid power
fluctuations from solar transients throughout the day, whereas a higher specific heat
liquid coolant would experience lower temperature fluctuations, and effectively provide a
built-in thermal energy storage system. For PSIO, solar transients are handled by using
“extra” heat during high sunlight periods to store thermal energy as saturated steam in
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thermal storage tanks (massive dewars), providing 20 MWh thermal capacity - enough
energy to power the turbine at 50% load for 50 minutes).
This approach though does not provide any significant capacity for cloudy days,
or evening demand increases. Doing so essentially requires using a much higher specific
heat capacity liquid as the heat storage medium - and when doing so, it makes more
sense to use that also as the heat absorber itself (to eliminate additional losses during heat
exchange). Most STE systems use dewar style vessels for carrying the heat absorbing
fluid - generally a glass or metal pipe painted with a dark selective solar absorber (for
high solar absorption and low emittance) within a surrounding glass vessel, which is
ideally evacuated to prevent conductive and convective losses.
The efficiency of current STEs is largely limited by the separate stages of
electricity production (generally at roughly 35-40% efficiency, using a Rankin cycle
steam generator) and solar absorption, with heat losses being the primary other loss.
Assuming the steam generator of PSIO is 35% efficient, the combination of solar
absorption with heat losses would have a net efficiency o f -45% for the predicted 16%
efficiency for PSIO. This represents the largest area for improvement in STEs.
Most STE systems, rather than using air as the working fluid as in the PSIO
system, use either water or a molten salt. This is particularly true of parabolic trough
solar collection systems, which generally have a long solar collection tube running along
the focus of the parabolic trough (with the tubes bringing heated fluid to the central steam
generator). It has been suggested^"^^ that using water in the solar collection tubes for direct
steam generation (DSG) within the solar absorber tubes may be the most efficient
approach, by eliminating the need for a heat exchange system and resulting losses.
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Ideally, the water would leave the solar collection system at the generator as dry steam,
but not fully reach the stage of being dry steam (therefore being wet steam) until the very
end of the collection system (due to the much reduced solar heat absorption capacity of
dry steam). This study (Odeh, et. al., 2003)^'*^ and others also showed that the efficiency
of STEs drops substantially with solar irradiation levels - resulting in significantly lower
efficiencies in low light times of the year. This places significant geographic limitations
on the suitability of solar thermal electric systems.
While it is anticipated that more solar thermal electric systems will be built in
coming years, it is believed that this will largely be due to the existence of government
subsidies, rather than proven economic viability of the technology itself. Further, because
of the limitations imposed by the need for high solar irradiation levels, cheap land, and
the need to limit “uncontrollable” electricity supplies to a level manageable by the grid
(and associated energy storage systems), it is doubtful that solar thermal electricity will
ever provide a large (i.e. >10%) portion of the total electricity demand in the US. Because
of the proven reliability however, it will be suitable for specific locations (in particular
cities in deserts, such as in Nevada and parts of California - as well as many developing
countries) - provided subsidies remain in place to make up for the high capital cost.
While STEs are currently cheaper than PVs in terms of capital cost per watt, there
is significantly more hope for reducing the cost of PVs (in particular through improving
our understanding of phase separation in CIGS, facilitating commercialization of CIGS
thin film PVs) than in STEs, where the primary potential cost reductions foreseeable are
entirely due to economies of scale (i.e. larger mirror production facilities, etc.).
Additionally, as the physics involved in solar thermal electric systems are well
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understood, this field does not appear worthwhile for additional research by physicists
(the remaining issues are purely engineering in nature), unlike thin film photovoltaics.
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CHAPTER 6

IMPROVING BIODIESEL PRODUCTION

As discussed in Section 2.1.3, biodiesel production involves the transestérification
of triglycerides with a mono-hydroxy alcohol and catalyst (unless the reaction is done at
supercritical methanol conditions, eliminating the need for a catalyst), generally an alkali
catalyst such as sodium or potassium hydroxide. For a more thorough review of current
and developing biodiesel production processes themselves, see our recent paper^^. There
are presently several options available for the actual transestérification process (or
hydrolysis of the triglycerides to produce free fatty acids, which can then be esterified
into biodiesel).
However, there are three primary challenges facing the biodiesel industry:
1. Production of triglyceride feedstock in sufficient quantities and economical prices
2. Resolving the “glycerol saturation” problem
3. Improving the source of mono-hydroxy alcohol used for transestérification

In this chapter, proposed solutions to these three challenges will be examined. To
clarify the second challenge - transestérification produces a glycerol co-product, which
initially was sold for a reasonable revenue stream by biodiesel producers (for use in
cosmetics, soaps, and many other products). By mass, glycerol constitutes roughly 10%
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of the product, with biodiesel being the remaining 90%. Unfortunately, the markets for
the glycerol co-product are far smaller than the potential market for biodiesel fuel, and
the current glycerol market was rapidly saturated as the biodiesel industry grew. The
result has been the plummeting value of glycerol, increasing the economic challenge for
biodiesel producers.

6.1. Glycerol Reprocessing
Ongoing research proj ects^'*^ focus on converting the glycerol co-product into
other value added products - in particular 1,3-propanediol, 1 ,2 -propanediol^'^^,
dihydroxyacetones, polyglycerols, succinic acid, polyesters, alkyl esters^^^, propylene
glycol, hydrogen and alkane synfuels^"^^.
At the same time, the cost of the methanol used by almost all biodiesel producers
as the mono-hydroxy alcohol used for transestérification (see Section 2.1.3) has increased
substantially. This arises from methanol being primarily made in the US (and other
countries) from natural gas, the price of which has rapidly increased as domestic natural
gas supplies could no longer meet domestic natural gas demand.
It is proposed herein that these two problems can be solved simultaneously, by
converting the glycerol co-product from transestérification into methanol. Each glycerol
molecule (derived from each triglyceride input) should yield three methanol molecules
(the exact amount needed for transestérification per triglyceride input), with the addition
of two H] molecules, as shown in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1 - Proposed direct conversion of glycerol into methanol

Carbon-carbon (C-C) bonds are generally considerably stronger than carbonhydrogen (C-H) or carbon-oxygen (C-0) bonds, which complicates the selective breaking
of C-C bonds. Platinum catalysts though have a high selectivity for C-C bond
cleavage^^**. Unfortunately, breaking only the C-C bonds and not the C-H and 0-H bonds
is much more challenging. Aqueous-phase carbohydrate reforming (ACR) of glycerol
over Pt catalysts has recently been shown (Soares, et. ah, 2006) to produce syngas (CO
and H 2) at fairly low reaction temperatures (-500-600 K, compared to normal
gasification processes that require 800-1000 K). While it would be preferable to have a
single direct process for converting glycerol into methanol, first producing syngas to then
synthesize into methanol (over Cu/ZnO catalyst) is a viable alternative that could be
developed with current processes, with the following reactions
C3H5(0H)3 ^ 3C0 + 4 H 2
CO + 2 H 2

CH3 OH

where again two H 2 molecules would need to be added per glycerol molecule to have the
proper ratio of CO and H 2 for the synthesis reaction. The water gas shift (WGS) reaction
could produce more hydrogen,
CO + H 2 O

CO 2 + H 2

but the CO2 based methanol synthesis reaction.
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CO] + 3H]

CH3 OH + H 2 O

requires a higher molar ratio of hydrogen to carbon, increasing the number of H 2 moles
by one per carbon atom, the same number produced by the WGS reaction, such that there
is no net gain (which is obvious based on the water being reformed from the synthesis
reaction) - ultimately requiring an auxiliary source of hydrogen (or CO, which could be
used to produce additional H2 that could be separated from the CO2 produced in the WSG
reaction). As found by Soares, since the glycerol being processed is aqueous, the WSG
reaction also occurs to varying degrees (depending on catalyst support and reaction
conditions), particularly with oxygenated supports for the Pt catalyst. Whether this WSG
reaction is desirable or not, and to what degree, should depend on the kinetics of the
methanol synthesis reactions with CO vs. CO2 (both of which are catalyzed by the same
Cu/ZnO catalyst^^^ at the same reaction conditions), and the durability of the catalysts
with CO vs. CO2 Thus, the desired use of the synthesis gas and the optimal
concentrations for those processes determine the desired gasification output.
The maximum methanol synthesis rate^^^ occurs with a CO/CO2 ratio of roughly
14, with (Klier, et. al, 1981) concluding that while some CO2 presence stabilizes the Cu
(preventing it from being over-reduced), increasing CO2 concentrations inhibit the
reaction by adsorption of the CO2 by the catalyst. A more plausible explanation for
methanol synthesis inhibition though would appear to be the reverse WSG reaction (CO2
+ H 2 ^ CO + H 2 O), with the water produced by the reverse WSG reaction being a
product of C 0 2 -based methanol synthesis, therefore inhibiting that process. The data of
(Sahibzada, et. a l, 1998)^^^ appear to support this theory, while also verifying the same
ideal CO/CO2 molar ratio as previously determined by Klier’s group. Based on this, it
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would be most desirable to use a catalyst (and support) for the initial glycerol reformation
that yields a CO/CO2 ratio close to the ideal ratio for methanol synthesis (14:1), as well
as offering good durability and low temperature operation (to reduce energy input
requirements).
Based on the work of (Soares, et. al, 2006)^'*^, a carbon supported Pt catalyst can
provide the desired CO/CO 2 ratio, although it will depend heavily on reaction conditions.
However, pure Pt catalysts are rapidly covered by adsorbed

due to the adsorption

being highly exothermic. PtRu and PtRe alloys though are more stable in the presence of
(adsorption is far less exothermic), which would allow the alloy catalysts to be
used longer (particularly at low temperatures) before needing to be regenerated.
Based on this, it should be possible to use carbon supported PtRu catalysts for
“low temperature” ( - 2 2 0 ° C) aqueous reforming of glycerol to a CO/CO2 ratio near 14,
followed by methanol synthesis across a Cu/ZnO catalyst (with the addition of two moles
of H 2 per mole of glycerol). Until (or unless) a one-step process can be found for direct
conversion of glycerol into methanol, this process would at least provide a viable option
for turning the glycerol co-product of biodiesel production into the methanol input
required for transestérification. If 100% conversion could be achieved (which requires
further study), each glycerol molecule would provide three methanol molecules, the exact
amount required for transestérification (assuming the excess methanol used to force the
reaction to completion is fully recovered, essentially maintaining an excess methanol
reservoir).
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Testing to date to attempt to develop a one-stage process for converting glycerol
into methanol has been done with a test bed reactor assembled as shown below in Figure
6 -2

, for testing the reaction in the gas phase.

Metering
valve
Out
Catalyst
(in oven)

Glycerol
Bubbler

vent
Septum for
gas sampling
3-way valves

Figure 6-2 - Test bed reactor schematic

When the two upper 3-way valves are turned such that the glycerol bubbler is
bypassed, H] gas is fed into the catalyst to reduce the catalyst, propping it for the reaction.
The 3-way valves are then turned to direct the flow of H] through the glycerol bubbler,
with the inlet entering through a tube that opens near the bottom of the bubbler cylinder
filled with pure glycerol, so that the H] gas has to travel up through the glycerol to reach
the outlet, becoming saturated with glycerol in the process. The result is that the feed gas
to the catalyst is now hydrogen saturated with glycerol, to allow testing the catalyst for
the desired reaction of splitting the glycerol apart at the carbon-carbon bonds, and
forming methanol through the addition of hydrogen atoms. Samples are drawn via
syringe through a septum on the “T” near the vent, and tested in an HP 5890 GC with
Flame Ionization Detector.
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Since we have as yet been unable to achieve the direct conversion of glycerol into
methanol (using Pt and Mo catalysts on alumina supports, under nitrogen and/or
hydrogen flow, af varying temperafures), our focus is shifting to the two-stage approach.
We will first determine the reaction conditions for achieving an optimal CO/CO2 output
ratio of 14 with aqueous-phase glycerol reforming, and at as low of a temperature as
possible while achieving a high conversion rate. Since methanol synthesis across a
Cu/ZnO catalyst can be done at temperatures less than 150° C, ideally the glycerol
reformation should also be done close to that temperature (and sufficient pressure to keep
the water from boiling) to reduce energy expended (particularly considering the water
would also need to be heated). However, moderately higher temperatures could be
supported by the heat given off by the exothermic methanol synthesis. The primary
energy input though would go to supporting the endothermie glycerol reformation, with
an STP enthalpy change of 350 '^Vmoi (for conversion into 3 CO and 4 H 2 molecules, with
no water gas shift reaction, which is exothermic with AH = -41 ^/moi co).
Each CO based methanol synthesis has AH = -90 ^/moi, such that the enthalpy
change for the two stage reaction combined is endothermie, requiring 80 kJ per mole of
glycerol converted into three methanol molecules. Note that the enthalpy change is the
same whether or not the water gas shift reaction takes place (the enthalpy change for CO2
based methanol is 41 '^Vmoiless (in magnitude) than the CO based methanol synthesis,
offsetting the heat given off by the WSG itself).
All of fhe enthalpy changes given thus far have been at STP. Since the change in
enthalpy equates to AH = AU + pAV (where U is the internal energy), and glycerol
reformation has an increase in volume while methanol synthesis involves a decrease in
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volume, the reformation would ideally be done at low pressure (minimizing the pAV
work), while the methanol synthesis would ideally be done at high pressure (more pAV
work done by the environment). Since the entropy change for the glycerol reformation
reaction is positive (since it is producing gases from a liquid), the Gibbs free energy
change would decrease with increasing temperature. Since a lower Gibbs free energy is
desirable, glycerol reformation should favor a higher temperature. By contrast, the
methanol synthesis reaction involves a decrease in system entropy (negative AS),
therefore favoring lower temperatures.
Temperature sensitivity of catalysts though will play an important role also in
determining ideal conditions for the involved reactions. Our continuing testing will focus
on optimizing the combination of the two reactions - glycerol reformation into CO, CO2
(targeting a 14:1 molar ratio), and H 2 , and the subsequent synthesis of this gas into
methanol. Commercialization of this technology for use by the biodiesel industry will
require not only the optimization of the combination of these processes, but also the
determination of the sensitivity to glycerol contamination from biodiesel production.

6.1.1. Glycerol co-product quality
While the testing of the one-stage glycerol conversion processes is being done
with pure glycerol (as were the “low temperature gasification” studies by (Soares, et. al,
2006)), most current biodiesel production does not yield a pure glycerol co-product - in
particular when alkali catalyzed transestérification is used. First, since an excess of
methanol must be used to force the reaction to completion (with all transestérification
processes, not just alkali catalysis), the glycerol contains residual methanol. This can
fairly easily be distilled out, however. The problem presented by alkali catalysis is that
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any free fatty acids present in the feedstock oil will react preferentially with the alkali ion
to form soaps. Additionally, water present in the feedstock catalyzes saponification. This
not only consumes some of the catalyst (requiring additional “sacrificial catalyst”, with
the amount depending on the free fatty acid content of the feedstock), but also
contaminates both products with soap (with the majority going into the glycerol phase,
particularly if the glycerol is separated with flow through centrifugation).
Since glycerol is not miscible in biodiesel, the two primary phases are readily
separated after processing (although excess methanol acts as a co-solvent, inhibiting full
separation until all of the methanol is removed). However, the soaps and trace
contaminants (which includes contaminants present in the feedstock oil) are not so
readily removed from the glycerol. The effect of soaps on glycerol reformation catalysts
has not yet been studied, and should be done to determine the necessity of glycerol
purification before reformation.
Rather than purifying glycerol before reformation (if catalyst or reaction rate
sensitivity proves to warrant it), since completely purifying glycerol requires distillation,
which is quite energy intensive due to the high boiling of glycerol a preferable approach
would likely be using an alternative biodiesel production process rather than alkali
catalyzed transestérification to eliminate soap formation.
The two most appealing alternatives to alkali catalyzed transestérification are
enzyme catalysis (see (Vasudevan and Briggs, 2008)^^ for a discussion) and supercritical
methanol processing^^^, although both still suffer from poor economics in comparison to
simple alkali catalyzed transestérification, and competition against a well established
process. Both enzyme catalysis and supercritical methanol production however can
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handle moderate or even high free fatty acid levels without problem (whereas alkali
catalyzed transestérification would first require a slow acid catalyzed estérification stage
and subsequent dewatering, to prevent water formed during acid estérification to catalyze
soap formation during the alkali catalyzed transestérification stage), as well as being
unaffected by the presence of water (in fact, water presence appears to expedite
supercritical methanol processing, by the triglyercides being broken down into glycerol
and free fatty acids, with the free fatty acids esteritying into methyl esters (biodiesel)
faster than the normal transestérification pathway).
The elimination of the need to purify the glycerol co-product (other than methanol
removal, which is straightforward) could prove to be a significant advantage for enzyme
catalysis and supercritical methanol processing, if it is determined that soaps present in
the glycerol negatively impact the reformation process. This will be determined through
continuing testing here at UNH.

6.2. Triglyceride Feedstock Production
As determined in Section 2.1.1, the maximum possible efficiency for
photosynthesis is roughly 11.6%, based on the combined efficiencies for light capture,
energy transfer, water and CO2 splitting (and the resulting chemical synthesis of
carbohydrates). This does not factor in losses such as photosaturation, photorespiration,
or metabolic processes involved in producing other compounds (such as proteins and
oils). In a perfectly managed crop, photosaturation could potentially be completely
eliminated (which would require ensuring that sufficient water, CO2 , and nutrients are
available for the chemical processes, and that individual photosystems do not absorb
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more photons than they can make use of), and photorespiration could be greatly reduced
(although night-time photorespiration will always reduce the efficiency a fair amount).
However, the degree to which these inefficiencies can be limited in land-based
crops is far lower than in aquatic crops. In aquatic plants, water availability is never an
issue (provided of course that the lake, river, or other water system they are in does not
entirely dry up). Additionally, nutrients can be better managed as the primary nutrients
are aqueous, and can be contained within the system. By contrast, nutrients applied to
land can run off, and production of the potent greenhouse gas N 2 O (nitrous oxide) by
nitrification and denitrification of nitrogen fertilizers^^^ can decrease the potential
reduction in net CO2 emissions of biofuels^^^. However, our understanding of the
nitrification and denitrification processes, and in particular how crop management affects
N 2 O emissions is fairly limited^^^, and the role nitrification limiters can play in limiting
N 2 O production from applied nitrogen fertilizers^^^. It is clear, however, that production
of both N 2 O and CO2 (from aerobic digestion of organic carbon in soils) increases with
increasing land management - greater fertilizer application (in particular N fertilizer, of
course), tilling (allowing air to reach organic carbon, consuming it to produce CO2 ,
effectively reducing the carbon sinking capacity of the soil compared to less
management), and use of crops that don’t build deep root structures (which results in
greater carbon deposition in the soil). Further, sufficiently high emissions of N 2 O coupled
with a decrease in carbon sinking capacity of heavily managed soils, and energy inputs
for farming operations (as well as fuel processing) could make some biofuels pathways
worse than fossil fuels from the perspective of greenhouse gas emissions (Crutzen, et. al,
2007).
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Based on this, in addition to achieving high triglyceride yields (for biodiesel
production) and valuable co-products, ideal feedstocks for biodiesel (or any biofuel)
production should have reduced fertilizer requirements (in particular nitrogen) and in
general require little management. In that regards, perennial crops would be ideal,
eliminating the need for soil tilling and replanting - which would also reduce energy
inputs required for the farming stages.
These are some of the reasons for the appeal of jatropha curcas as a biodiesel
feedstock. Since it is a perennial shrub, annual tilling (and subsequent planting) is not
required. More importantly, it can grow in very marginal (sandy) soils with low water
requirements, with the deposition of organic carbon rebuilding the soil over time, such
that it can be used for growing other crops (instead of, or in addition to jatropha shrubs in
a mixed crop plantation)^^®. Native originally to Central America, it now grows in parts
of Africa, with a few biodiesel companies initiating plantation projects in lower Asia.
With projected yields varying from 200-500 gallons per acre-year, it produces many
times more oil per acre-year than the current dominant biodiesel feedstocks (soy in the
US and rapeseed in Europe), while also producing potentially valuable co-products
(animal feed after detoxification of the fruit, tannin from the bark as a medicinal product,
and flowers that attract bees, potentially providing facilitating honey operations).
Of course, these yields would provide energy efficiencies for conversion of solar
energy into fuel energy on the order of 0.1-0.3%, far lower than can be achieved with
photovoltaic and solar thermal electric systems. Based on that, such biofuels systems
must offer other benefits that are quite substantial. Jatropha curcas does appear to meet
that requirement, as the ability to rebuild soils over time could play a prominent role in
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“greening the deserts” of the third world - not only offering a greenhouse gas benefit in
terms of increasing carbon sinking capacity of deserts, but also providing the means for
local food production in areas currently largely dependent on other regions for crop
production (not to mention improving local economies). However, the limited yield
would greatly restrict the potential of such crops to displace a significant fraction of
current petroleum use in developed countries - although they could decrease or eliminate
increasing consumption of petroleum in developing countries where the jatropha may be
grown. Because of the greater manual labor required in harvesting the jatropha fruit
compared to many other biofuel feedstocks (which are more suitable for mechanical
harvesting), it is likely that this crop will primarily only be useful for growing in
developing nations with low labor costs.
So, if biofuels are to play a more prominent role in displacing petroleum use, a
crop that can achieve a significantly higher net photosynthetic efficiency is necessary.
The primary option for that, as well as meeting the other desirable criteria for a biofuels
feedstock, is aquatic crops such as algae. This can be particularly appealing from the
nitrogen perspective, with the potential of tying algae “farming” into treatment of nutrient
rich wastestreams (from human and animal waste in particular), removing eutrophying
nitrogen (as ammonia, nitrates and nitrites) before it is released into open water bodies
(where producing algae blooms is undesirable). The release of the nutrients into open
water bodies can also lead to N 2 O production as the nitrogen reaches aquatic soils (with
nitrifying and denitrifying bacteria), and rooted aquatic plants in the open water bodies
can facilitate N 2 O in the denitrifying process by shuttling photosynthetically produced O2
into the otherwise anoxic aquatic soils^^\
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From that late 1978 through 1996, the National Renewable Laboratory funded its
Aquatic Species Program (ASP) to investigate the potential for aquatic plants
(microalgae, macroalgae, and emergents) for producing fuel^^^. While the initial focus of
the program was on using algae to produce hydrogen, it shifted in the early 1980s to
using microalgae for producing biodiesel, due to the high concentration of triglycerides
some microalgae strains can achieve. The research for 15 years revolved around
cataloging algae strains and using two large open pond systems to attempt to maintain
cultures of relatively high oil concentration microalgae. A couple of significant
challenges were encountered, which have guided the course of further research (although
not through ASP, since funding was cut in the late 1990s):
1. Algae strains with higher oil content grow slower than lower oil content strains
(presumably due to additional energy being expended combining carbohydrates to
produce oil, rather than just reproducing). The result is that open systems (such as
ponds) inoculated initially with a high oil algae are rapidly taken over by native
low oil strains (which can blow in on the wind).
2. All strains of algae increase their oil concentration in response to stress - in
particular nutrient limitations - as oil concentration is ultimately a means of
storing energy for later use^^^. ASP found that while restricting nutrient levels
resulted in higher oil concentrations in the strains studied, the drop in algae
reproduction resulting from the nutrient limitation more than offset the increased
oil concentration, such that the net amount of oil produced per time and surface
area of solar exposure was reduced (when nutrients were restricted). Effectively,
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the desired goals of high reproduction rate and high oil yield are naturally
mutually exclusive.

Combined, these two factors present significant challenges for using microalgae
as a feedstock oil source. ASP focused primarily on open pond systems for growing
algae, with takeover by low oil strains significantly restricting the yields achieved. The
conclusion^^^ of the researchers involved was that the best approach forward would
revolve around genetically engineering algae strains that could produce high oil content
without nutrient restrictions, and that would be tolerant to some form of extreme
environment (such as very high salinity) that most other strains would not be able to
thrive in (preventing takeover). Unfortunately, this pathway has not proven successful,
with manipulation of diatoms to enhance oil production not successfully yielding
significantly greater oil amounts in open pond trials^^^.
A separate approach to resolving these issues was not considered (or seriously
investigated at least) by ASP - namely using long photobioreactors (enclosed systems,
such as aquariums, for growing microalgae) to prevent takeover by low oil strains, with
nutrients being used up as microalgae flow along the photobioreactor (PER), such that
nutrient depletion in the latter stage compels the algae to produce more triglycerides. This
approach was first suggested (by me) in a collaborative proposal for the 2005 DOE
Biomass Research & Initiative grant, as a means of optimizing for high growth rate
(before the nutrients are depleted) and oil content (oil concentration being done in the
region of the PER at which nutrients have been depleted, before the algae harvesting
region), with nutrients coming from wastestreams (human and animal wastestreams).
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However, Huntely and Redalje had already been testing a similar approach, the results of
which were published^^^ in 2006. This approach is likely to be more economically viable
than that proposed by us in 2005, by reducing the capital cost of the system.
In Huntley and Redalje’s approach^^^, microalgae growth and oil concentration
are separated into two distinct stages, in different systems. While many previous studies
had used small PBRs for maintaining inoculation cultures that could be introduced into
open ponds where most of the culture was grown, Huntley and Redalje extrapolated from
this approach, using a series of large (25,000 L) PBRs and shallow open ponds (50,000 L
ponds with area of 417 m^ and average depth of 0.12 m), such thal Ihe entire system’s
500,000 L capacity was evenly divided between PBRs and ponds.
The PBRs were used as a “growth stage”, allowing control of environmental
conditions (pH, salinity, nutrient levels, control of light distribution through the culture)
to promote cell division. The algae cells cultivated in the large PBRs eventually flow into
the open ponds, in which nutrient restriction and other environmental stressors are used to
promote rapid biosynthesis of oil (or other products only produced under stress, such as
astaxanthin, which was the primary focus of Huntley and Redalje’s work). In the open
ponds, the environmental stressors which inhibit cell division of the desired algae strains
(which were grown in the PBRs in the first stage) also inhibit the ability of undesirable
strains from taking over the ponds. This is what allows cheaper open ponds to be used for
the oil synthesis stage, eliminating the reliance on PBRs for the entire system (reducing
the capital cost compared to the systems we had proposed in 2005).
The nutrient restrictions in the open pond would of course result in a fairly low
net photosynthetic efficiency for that stage of the operation, but the efficiency of the
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initial PBR stage could be quite high - much closer to the maximum possible 11.6%
efficiency (calculated in section 2.1.1) than terrestrial plants. The 2"^* stage effectively
just provides a biological means of converting the biomass produced in the

stage into a

chemical (triglycerides) that can be further refined into a desirable fuel with very little
additional energy or economic input.
Over the entire system combined, they achieved oil yields in the range of 422 to
1014 GJ ha'^ y"\ Assuming the site received an average daily solar radiation of 5.5
kWh/m^ (based on data from NREL’s National Solar Radiation Database for Hawaii,
where the tests were conducted), this translates into a net efficiency for sunlight to oil of
0.58 to 1.4% - still well under the maximum possible photosynthetic efficiency (and the
efficiencies achieved by solar cells), but significantly better than the efficiencies achieved
by conventional terrestrial crops used for biofuels.
If counting the energy of the entire algal biomass, rather than just the oil, the
average yield increases top 763 GJ ha'^ y'^ (photosynthetic efficiency o f -1.1%) with a
maximum achieved of 1836 GJ ha'^ y'^ (efficiency of 2.5%). Moreover, this was achieved
with an algae strain (Haematococcus pluvialis) known for only moderate growth rates
and oil concentrations (up to 25% by mass after nutrient restriction), which was grown
not for its oil, but for the valuable product astaxanthin it produces under the same
conditions that promote oil synthesis. Using faster growing strains can achieve higher net
efficiencies, while strains with higher oil production can increase the fraction of the
biomass energy in a form (triglycerides) readily converted into fuel. Net photosynthetic
efficiencies in various systems for fast growing low oil strains of 5-10% have been
reported (for Chlorella^^^, Phaeodactylum tricornutum^^^, and Tetraselmis suecica^^^, for
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example). While using nutrient restriction to force oil concentration must of course lower
the net photosynthetic efficiency, this should illustrate that the use of other strains has the
potential to provide even better yields than were achieved by Huntley and Redalje^^^.
Of course, since these efficiencies are still well below those achieved by
photovoltaics and solar thermal electric systems, this means of producing a transportation
fuel must be appealing in other ways. The significantly higher energy density (both
volumetric and gravimetric, as discussed in previous chapters) of biodiesel (and other
liquid biofuels) present an advantage over electric-based energy storage means
(electrochemical batteries, hydrogen, compressed air, etc.), which is particularly
appealing for particular functions (long haul trucking, airplanes, etc.). While plug-in
electric hybrid vehicles have the potential to allow electric power generation to meet a
significant fraction of the transportation demand, it will never meet the entire demand
(short of an extreme increase in energy density of the storage means) - requiring some
form of liquid organic fuel (hydrocarbons, oxygenated (such as biodiesel and alcohols) or
not).
Since means of producing liquid hydrocarbons from electrolysis-derived
hydrogen are extremely expensive and inefficient, the only significant remaining
alternative for producing such fuels sustainably is from biomass. Because microalgae
have the potential (demonstrated by the studies cited above) to achieve significantly
higher net photosynthetic efficiency than terrestrial crops, and with significantly lower
net greenhouse emissions than terrestrial crops (due largely to the elimination of the
emission of N 2 O from nitrification and denitrification in soils, the need to produce
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synthetic fertilizers if wastestreams are used as a nutrient source, and the elimination or
significant reduction of energy inputs for tilling, planting, and harvesting).
So, the main question therefore for algal biodiesel is how economical it can be.
Unfortunately, this is where the primary challenge arises, due to the need to use PBRs for
much of the growth stage of a high oil strain to eliminate takeover by a low oil species,
photobioreactors are only used for the initial “growth”. NREL’s Aquatic Species Program
concluded that the cost of PBRs was prohibitive for commercial fuel production, and
projected fuel costs of $100 per barrel (in 1997 dollars) with the open pond approach,
using CO2 rich flue gases from a coal powerplant for increasing algal growth rate (higher
CO2 and lower O2 concentrations reduce photorespiration and photosaturation). Since oil
prices were in the process of falling below $20 per barrel in the late 1990s, the prospect
of $100 per barrel biofuels was not economically attractive (of course, petroleum prices
have now risen above $100 per barrel). Huntley and Redalje estimated the costs for
producing algal biodiesel with their PBR-pond hybrid system at $84 per barrel, assuming
no improvement in production capacity and no value attributed to the remaining biomass.
However, it is not clear to what extent the amortized capital costs of the system were
factored in, or over what time period.
While $84 per barrel is lower than current crude oil prices, it would be
unreasonable to expect that oil prices would remain at current levels if a competing fuel
with significant production capacity became available at lower prices. Therefore, it would
be highly desirable, if not necessary, to further reduce costs for producing algal biodiesel.
One obvious means of doing this would be by increasing the oil yield. It could be
expected that using other algae strains with higher growth rates and higher oil yields
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(which were not focuses of their work) would offer some improvement in yield, but
additional means of increasing yield should be pursued.
Since algae have evolved to be competitive even in low light intensity, they
developed long light harvesting antenna on their photosystems. While this allows for
cells to make the most of limited light levels, it results in photosaturation in high light
intensity, ultimately reducing net photosynthetic efficiency. It has been estimated that as
much as 80% of incident sunlight can be wasted through photosaturation due to
photosystems of algae on or near the surface harvesting more photons than can be used
by the slower metabolic processes^^^. This can be limited to a degree by agitation of the
culture (to circulate algae) and by keeping algae cell culture densities relatively modest,
but reducing the size of pigment antennae can allow higher culture densities to be used
with less of a reduction in photosynthetic efficiency^™.
Genetic engineering or breeding programs may provide another means of
increasing algal oil production, by identifying the enzyme that regulated lipid production
and increasing its activity. Acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACCase) catalyzes the
carboxylation of acetyl-CoA to maloynl-CoA, which is believed to be the rate-limiting
step in fatty acid synthesis (in plants and animals)^^\ Roughly 15 years ago, researchers
at NREL identified a gene that plays a large role in controlling ACCase activity, and
began studying naturally occurring genetic mutations in algae strains that affect oil
synthesis^™. While much has been learned over the past 15 years aboul Ihe underlying
process of biosynlhesis of oil, little progress (if any) has aclually been made wilh regards
lo aclually increasing Ihe oil produclivily of algae (olher lhan Ihrough environmental
manipulation). Research Ihus far has focused primarily on developing a detailed
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knowledge of enzymatic pathways for lipid biosynthesis, developing our understanding
of the processes, rather than beginning to manipulate them.
While high-value co-products (such as for pharmaceuticals) can facilitate this, it
must be kept in mind that many high value products only have high worth due to
currently limited production capacity (with the astaxanthin produced by the algae grown
in Huntley and Redalje’s system as a prime example). Since the potential liquid fuel
market is substantially greater than the market for most such co-products, mass algae
production would rapidly saturate the markets for the co-products, resulting in their value
plummeting.
Based on this, the primary markets for co-products must be substantially large in particular implying the food markets (animal feed and mainstream human foods, rather
than low market food supplements (such as the market for Spirulina algae)). These
products though have fairly low market value, limiting the ability to reduce the cost of the
fuel.
However, the growing of the algae could instead provide a useful function with
embedded value - in particular removal of eutrophying nutrients from human and animal
wastestreams. Microalgae ponds have proven to be the most economical means of
removing nutrients from wastewater, with over 7,000 wastewater treatment plants in the
US currently employing such systems^™. Organic nitrogen is first converted to ammonia,
nitrite, and finally nitrates by micro-organisms, with microalgae then using the nitrate as
their nutrient source (with some of the nitrogen taken up into the algae cells, and some
released as N])^™.
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Based on this, it is proposed that the focus of research for algal biodiesel
development be shifted to hybrid PBR-open pond systems integrated into wastestream
management, with a general process flow as diagrammed below in Figure 6-3. Since CO2
consumption by microalgae in PBRs results ultimately in increased photorespiration and
ultimately oxygen poisoning (as the CO2 is essentially converted into O2 ), it would be
necessary to pump additional CO2 into both the PBR and the following open pond
(nutrient restricted), through gas permeable membranes. This would ideally be produced
onsite from gasification and combustion of organic wastes and sludge (anaerobic
digestion could be used, as shown in the figure, but an analysis should be done to
compare the efficiency of the two options. While anaerobic digestion would produce less
biogas for combustion (and thus electricity generation), it would serve the purpose of
converting organic nitrogen in the waste into nitrates for the microalgae).
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Figure 6-3 - General process flow for algal biodiesel production integrated into
wastestream management
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Following oil extraction from the algae (for transestérification, using methanol
produced from the glycerol co-product), the remaining algal biomass could be sold as
animal feed, or more likely as fertilizer for terrestrial crops (the reclaiming of these
nutrients for use as fertilizer would improve the sustainability of terrestrial farming by
reducing the reliance on natural gas for producing nitrogen fertilizer).
The algae growing region should ideally be initially a long, winding
photobioreactor, such that algae are gradually carried through it with the flowing water.
With this approach, nutrients introduced with the partially treated wastewater effluent
would be gradually consumed by the algae (with additional nutrients from processed
algae introduced as necessary further along the PBR network), such that they enter a
nutrient restricted region one to two days before harvesting (Huntley and Redalje found
that roughly a little more than a day of nutrient restriction was sufficient for achieving the
highest concentration of oil, although this could vary with other strains that can achieve
higher oil contents). The nutrient restricted stage could be carried out in an extension of
the PBR network, but would more economically be done in an open pond (where nutrient
limitations would prevent takeover by other strains).
The sustainability of producing fuel in this manner should be quite high, the main
challenge is whether or not it can be done economically. Most photobioreactor designs
used by companies trying to commercialize algal biodiesel production are currently quite
expensive, with estimates ranging from $100,000 to a few hundred thousand dollars per
acre. Even if a biodiesel yield of 10,000 gallons per acre-year could be achieved (a bit
over 4% net photosynthetic efficiency at the highest light levels on earth, or higher
efficiency at lower light levels), and a net income of $2 per gallon (equating to $84 per
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barrel - significantly higher than is realistically sustainable) could be optimistically
assumed, the payback rate would be on the order of a decade. With more realistic oil
yields with current approaches (Huntley and Redalje’s worked out to an average of 1,200
gallons per acre-year - far better than terrestrial oil crops, but well below the limit to
photosynthetic efficiency), and more realistic revenue from the fuel (on the order of $1
per gallon), the payback rate would be several decades, highly unlikely to be appealing to
private companies without significant subsidies.
However, incorporated into wastewater treatment operations, which are currently
a net expense to cities, the prospect of bringing in revenue from the wastestream
operations (albeit after decades of paying off the capital cost) becomes more appealing.
But, significantly reducing the capital cost of the PBR system would be highly desirable
for improving the overall economics. Based on this, it is suggested herein (and also in
(Vasudevan and Briggs, 2008)^^) that PBR design be shifted away from vertical glass or
polycarbonate tubes supported by metal frames (as are being used by GreenFuel
Technologies and other companies attempting to commercialize the technology) to
instead using either long, plastic-lined troughs covered with transparent plastic or long
“inflatable” plastic tubes. It is expected that the durability of such systems would be poor
in comparison to polycarbonate structures, but the capital cost should be substantially
less. Since paying off the capital cost of the PBRs is the primary hurdle for
commercialization of algal biodiesel technology, this approach should warrant pilot scale
testing.
Even with the successful development of this technology, however, it would be
unreasonable to expect the resulting biodiesel to be capable of completely replacing our
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current transportation demands for petroleum. Since enhancing the growth of the
microalgae requires the injection of CO2 rich air into the photobioreactors (or open
ponds), to reduce photosaturation and photorespiration, and that CO2 should come from
oxidation of organic carbon (through aerobic digestion or combustion) rather than fossil
fuels, the amount of algal biodiesel that could be produced would ultimately be limited
by the amount of available organic wastes. A primary source of this waste would be in
human sewage and animal wastes (such as at concentrated animal farms).
Very rough estimates of the potential fuel production capacity of this approach
can be made based on the amount of human and animal waste produced in the US, and
estimated conversion efficiencies. By viewing fecal waste as the “feedstock”, a system
such as that laid out in Figure 6-3 could be viewed essentially as a biofuel refinery in
which the algae growth is effectively a step in the processing - rather than viewed as a
separate farming stage.
Dairy cows on average produce 5 tons of air-dried waste per year with an average
carbon content of 47.3%^^^. This works out to 2.37 tons of carbon per year in the form of
waste suitable for anaerobic digestion. If we assume biodiesel is made on average of fully
saturated fatty acid chains with 18 carbon atoms, the resulting fuel would be -76.8%
carbon by mass. So, if there were 100% carbon conversion efficiency from waste into
fuel, each ton of waste would produce 1.3 tons of fuel, or roughly 356 gallons. So, even if
we assume a 100% conversion of the organic carbon ultimately into CO2 (which is
unrealistic with anaerobic digesters, but slightly more realistic with straight incineration
based approaches), and that 100% of the carbon is taken up by the growing algae, and
100% of the carbon ultimately is turned into oil (on the order of 50% may be realistic
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with a single pass approach, but if all of the non-oil algae biomass is burned, converting
the non-oil carbon back into CO2 , 100% conversion could ultimately be achieved), all of
the waste from the 9 million dairy cows^^^ in the US would only yield roughly 7.6 billion
gallons of biodiesel. While this is roughly two orders of magnitude greater than current
US biodiesel production, it is roughly only 13% of current US diesel demand (and
roughly 4% of combined petroleum demand). Factoring in the -20^^^ and 8.5^^^ million
tons of dried waste (at 38% and 43% organic carbon content respectively) produced each
year by the poultry and hogs in the US, respectively, would provide an additional 4
billion gallons of biodiesel. Additional waste is produced by beef cows, but since most
spend their time grazing in pastures, the waste is not generally collected in any manner
suitable for processing.
Of course, 100% carbon conversion efficiencies are not realistic, with anaerobic
digestion efficiencies generally well under 50%, but even with that very optimistic
assumption, using this approach to convert farm animal waste into fuel could not supplant
a dominant fraction of our petroleum demand. The potential ability to produce fuel very
efficiently (in terms of the negligible additional energy input required) while treating
wastestreams that currently go largely untreated makes it an approach worth further study
- but the limited potential to replace petroleum based on the assumed feedstock of animal
waste makes it clear that, like cellulosic ethanol (or FT biofuels), this would only be able
to play a role in replacing a small portion of our current transportation energy demand.
Again, while this and other means of producing biofuels can not compete with
PVs and solar thermal electric systems in terms of pure efficiency for harvesting solar
energy, the high energy density of the resulting fuel, and the need for such high energy
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density fuel, justifies further research in the field. However, the research required is
primarily biological in nature (in particular focusing on developing algal strains with
enhanced tendency for lipid biosynthesis in nutrient sufficient conditions, and reduced
pigment antenna, either through genetic manipulation or selective breeding).
Additionally, field testing of much lower cost PBR designs such as those suggested above
is necessary to further improve the economics of the approach.

6.3. Fischer-Tropsch Biofuels
As discussed briefly in section 2.1.5, Fischer-Tropsch (FT) synthesis was
developed in the 1920s in Germany by Franz Fischer and Hans Tropsch, to allow
Germany to produce synthetic fuels from its relatively large coal reserves. Like methanol
synthesis, FT synthesis requires a feed gas of H] and CO, and follows the exothermic
reaction (AH = -165 ^/moi)
CO + 2H2 ^C H 2 + H2 O
where the CH2 molecules produced form hydrocarbon chains of varying lengths,
following an Anderson-Flory-Schulz distribution function that determines the probability
for formation of different chain lengths^^^. Assuming a hydrocarbon of chain length n is
formed, the net synthesis would follow
nCO + (2n+l)H2 —>CnH(2n+2 ) + nH20
with the additional hydrogen molecule being required for the extra hydrogen atoms at the
end of the chain.
The products of FT synthesis are not all a single hydrocarbon length (single value
of n), but rather a combination of many lengths. Producing liquid synthetic fuels
(gasoline, kerosene, diesel) requires the reaction to have a high selectivity for longer
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hydrocarbon lengths (greater than 5). Gasoline, kerosene, and diesel are themselves
mixes of alkanes (pure hydrocarbons) of different lengths, generally consisting of pure
hydrocarbon chains of lengths «=5-11, 10-15, and 12-16 respectively (roughly - since
they are all mixtures of alkanes separated from a bulk hydrocarbon mix by distillation,
the hydrocarbon ranges overlap).
With a probability for chain growth of a, the molar fraction for carbon chains of
length n is given by the Anderson-Flory-Schulz distribution, a"'^(l-a). To illustrate this,
the distribution is plotted in the left figure of Figure 6-4 below. The percentage (by mass)
of synthesis product with carbon chains of particular lengths is plotted in the right figure
of Figure 6-4, determined by weighting the molar fractions based on the molar masses.
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Figure 6-4 - Molar Fraction (left) of carbon chains of length n from Fischer Tropsch
synthesis, and the percentage hy mass of product with carbon chain lengths in
selected ranges.

As can be seen from the plots, producing a significant quantity of a gasoline,
kerosense, and diesel (n from 5 to 16 roughly), a fairly high chain growth probability is
required (which is determined by a combination of many factors - the type and quality of
the catalyst used, temperature and pressure, H] to CO ratio, etc.). However, as the chain
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growth probability increases, the formation of longer chains (waxes, since they are solid
at room temperature) drastically increases. At a=0.95 (higher than shown on the plot),
roughly 60% of the products will be waxes. These waxes require hydrocracking to break
the long carbon chains into shorter ones (which requires additional hydrogen for the
terminated ends), which can be done to optimize for heavier liquids (diesel or kerosene,
for example), generally converting 70-85% of the waxes (by mass) into a combination of
gasoline, diesel, and kerosene^^**.
While the carbon efficiency of the hydrocracking process can be near 100% (with
the addition of supplemental hydrogen), the carbon efficiency of the initial synthesis
process is at best around 80% in an optimized system ^generally lower. The ability to
crack waxes into liquid hydrocarbons (gasoline through diesel) offsets the drop in
percentage (by mass) of those products with increasing chain growth probability shown
in Figure 6-4, such that higher values of a ultimately provide a higher conversion to
liquid fuels (with the hydrocracking being able to fine tune the amount of gasoline,
kerosene, or diesel produced). However, it does require additional hydrogen input, which
must be accounted for.
Biomass gasification generally leads to a lower H 2 CO ratio than is ideal for
maximizing production of liquid hydrocarbon fuels^^\ which could be resolved by using
the water gas shift reaction with some of the CO to produce additional H 2 (with the CO2
produced from the water gas shift reaction being vented, and not used for fuel synthesis).
This allows a greater use of the hydrogen in the biomass, but reduces the fraction of
carbon that is ultimately used for fuel synthesis. Synthesis gas from biomass (or therefore
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“biogas”) would also contain various contaminants (such as hydrogen sulfide, which can
irreversibly poison the FT catalysts) that would need to be removed before FT synthesis.
There are two main appeals of FT biofuels:
1. Fuels chemically identical to gasoline, kerosene, diesel, and other hydrocarbon
fuels made from petroleum can be produced. This effectively eliminates all
concerns regarding new fuels being incompatible with existing equipment
designed to use petroleum based fuels. This would be particularly important for
replacement jet fuels, due to the volumetric and gravimetric energy density of
ethanol (and to a lesser extent butanol) being much lower than current jet fuel
(which is primarily kerosene), and methyl esters (biodiesel) produced from
transesterified triglyercides having a significantly higher freezing point than
regular jet fuel (which is much more problematic for airplanes than vehicles, due
to temperatures at tens of thousands of feet elevation being much colder than
ambient temperatures on the ground, and gelled fuel likely being a lethal problem
for planes).
2. Since any type of biomass can be gasified, specialized crops do not need to be
grown to maximize oil or sugar content. Additionally, low grade waste biomass
can be used as feedstock, the same as for cellulosic ethanol.

The first issue could make FT fuels more appealing to engine manufacturers than
the more prominent biofuels ethanol and biodiesel, while the second factor could reduce
concerns with massive monoculture farming of crops such as com that require heavy
energy inputs. However, low grade biomass (straw, wood waste, etc.) has much lower
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energy density (gravimetric and volumetric) than the feedstock for conventional biodiesel
production, which would require a greater fractional energy input for transporting the low
grade biomass. Since gasification and FT synthesis systems are very expensive, and it is
hoped that economies of scale will reduce the costs involved^^\ this implies very large,
centralized processing plants, and hence significant raw feedstock transportation involved
(whereas biodiesel transestérification systems are comparatively cheap, not requiring
large scale systems for economic reasons). Unfortunately, energy analyses done to date
for biomass FT fuels have not taken these transportation costs into account (energetically
or economically).
However, (Tijmensen, et. al, 2002)^^^ did a very thorough analysis of a variety of
different gasifier systems (with various biogas cleaning approaches) and FT synthesis
pathways providing various chain growth probabilities. Their analysis assumed the
biomass input was poplar with 30% water content (fairly typical for low grade wood,
lower water content than some forms of waste biomass though). Based on their analysis,
the maximum efficiency determined for any system worked out to 51.1%, although that
includes the conversion of some of the biomass energy (on an LHV basis) to electricity
(by burning the short chain gaseous hydrocarbons in the “offgas”). But, since this offgas
has too low of a calorific value (due to significant quantities of CO2 and other non
combustible gases present) to be used as a pure fuel in a gas turbine, co-firing the turbine
with natural gas was assumed (making the electric generation dependent on use of a fossil
fuel). Without factoring in the electricity, the percent of raw biomass LHV converted into
FT liquid fuels (LHV basis) was a maximum of 46.7% (of course, the efficiency would
vary with the feedstock).
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This is substantially better than has been achieved for conversion of biomass to
ethanol, with analyses of cellulosic ethanol processes predicting efficiencies^^^ of 35%
(HHV basis) for such conversion. The conversion of triglycerides to biodiesel would be
essentially 100% if the glycerol co-product is converted into the methanol input, as
described in section 6.1, although the conversion of total biomass HHV into biodiesel
would depend on the oil concentration in the biomass. For most plants, this would be on
the order of a few percent (by mass), but some microalgae can have gravimetric oil
concentrations of 20-50% (bottryococcus braunii can have oil concentrations up to 80%,
but the oil is long hydrocarbons rather than triglycerides, and this strain of algae is
extremely slow growing). Since oil is more energy dense than carbohydrates and proteins
(roughly twice as energy dense in fact, gravimetrically), the oil concentration by energy
would be greater than the volumetric concentration.
A better energy efficiency for conversion of biomass into FT fuels should
translate into a lower cost than that for cellulosic ethanol, although the capital cost of the
systems can potentially offset the better efficiency. Tijmensen, et. al, estimated that
recommended improvements for reducing capital and processing costs could reduce the
produced cost of biomass derived FT fuels to $9 per GJ. Assuming an energy density of
gasoline, this translates into a cost of $0.35 per liter, or $1.18 per gge. However, the
estimated cost for FT biofuels with current systems was calculated as $14 per GJ,
translating into a cost of $1.83 per gge. This is substantially higher than predicted costs
for cellulosic ethanol, as discussed in section 2.1.4.1. Further, the assumed cost of the
biomass in the projections by (Tijmensen, et. al, 2002)^^^ was $2 per GJ, which translates
into roughly $30 per ton for dry wood (the assumed feedstock) - lower than assumed in
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the study by (Lynd, et. ah, 2005)^^ for the costs of cellulosic ethanol, which was itself
lower than is reasonable for energy crops (but not entirely unreasonable for waste
biomass).
Based on this, while it appears that a higher conversion efficiency can be achieved
for FT biofuels than cellulosic ethanol, the costs involved in the thermochemical
processes are substantially higher, translating into projected costs with current technology
almost twice that of cellulosic ethanol. Even with assumed reductions in cost due to
technology improvements, it is unlikely that FT biofuels could compete with cellulosic
ethanol in terms of cost. Therefore, it would be more practical to use waste biomass (the
only reasonable feedstock for either process) for conversion to cellulosic ethanol than
into FT fuels.

6.4. Improving Biodiesel Production Summary
While biodiesel production has grown rapidly in the US and Europe over the past
few years, there are significant limitations imposed by both the feedstocks used (soy and
rapeseed primarily) and some of the processing involved (in particular the reliance on
methanol derived from natural gas). Resolving these limitations will be critical for the
further expansion of the industry.
Further improving the economics of algal biodiesel (as biodiesel production from
other feedstocks) could be accomplished by developing a viable system for converting
the glycerol co-product into the methanol required for transestérification, as discussed in
6.1. As our testing has not proven successful in developing a single-stage process (likely
due to C-H bonds being broken more readily than C-C bonds), our focus is shifting to
optimizing a two-stage process, combining glycerol reformation (targeting a CO.CO 2
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ratio of 14, at low temperature) and methanol synthesis. Further testing must also include
examining the sensitivity of the processes to soap and other impurities present in the
glycerol co-product from alkali catalyzed transestérification.
On the feedstock side, while jatropha curcas could provide a viable fuel source for
developing countries, the large labor involved in harvesting the crop likely makes it
unsuitable for industrialized nations with high labor costs. The benefits of “greening the
desert” provided by jatropha, in addition to the potential to allow the gradual
industrialization of developing countries without (or with less) increased reliance on
petroleum makes further pursuit of it as a feedstock worthwhile.
Since the photosynthetic efficiency of terrestrial crops is quite low on average,
further research on aquatic microalgae as a potential biodiesel feedstock is warranted - as
various trials over the past few decades have demonstrated the potential to sustain
significantly higher average photosynthetic efficiencies. However, prior research has
indicated that the high costs involved and difficulties in achieving high oil yields will
present a significant challenge for the economic viability of algae as a biofuel feedstock.
To that end, further research should focus on developing algae strains with reduced
pigment antenna for limiting photosaturation in high photon flux, and enhancing acetylCo A carboxylase activity to increase biosynthesis of oils even in nutrient sufficient
conditions. While these approaches would allow for a higher potential oil yield, they
would not negate the problem of low oil strains taking over open systems, an unavoidable
result of oil synthesis requiring the expense of energy that cells could otherwise use for
growth (which allows lower oil strains to reproduce faster, taking over open systems).
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For that reason, it is expected that without the development of an extremophile
algae that can thrive (not merely survive) in an environment undesirable or toxic to other
strains, while producing a high oil content, that some form of large photobioreactors will
be required for mass cultivation of high oil microalgae. To that end, there should be a
significant shift in research focus to very low cost PBRs, such as simple plastic-lined
troughs covered with transparent plastic, or inflatable plastic tubes.
Enhancing the growth rate of microalgae requires ensuring sufficient continual
supply of CO2 to prevent photosaturation and photorespiration (or oxygen poisoning in
the extreme case), while providing sufficient nutrients during a “growth stage” to achieve
a high photosynthetic efficiency. Past field trials, such as those by NREL, used fossil
powerplant emissions for a CO2 source, which would make algal biodiesel dependent on
continued use of fossil fuels. Additionally, such trials supplied nutrients to the aquatic
systems in the form of commercial fertilizers, increasing the costs of producing the algae
(and increasing the energy inputs).
A more efficienct approach would be to use nutrient and carbon rich wastestreams
(such as human and animal waste) to provide both the nutrients and CO2 , with the latter
being provided from the organic carbon in the waste (with various options available for
converting the organic carbon to CO2 , ideally involving combustion to produce heat and
electricity that can be used throughout the process). Tying PBR into a wastestream
treatment operation, with a rough process outline as diagrammed in Figure 6-3, should
improve the overall economics of algal biodiesel production - but with a constraint on the
potential amount of fuel that can be produced. As shown in section 6.2, the amount of
algal biodiesel that could be produced from animal farm waste available in the EIS even
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with very optimistic assumptions equates to roughly only 25% of current diesel demand
(under 10% of total petroleum demand).
This illustrates that even with the potential of this approach to biodiesel
production and the previously discussed potential yield from cellulosic ethanol, other
means of storing energy in a reasonably high density manner for transportation are
required. The development of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles may allow electric energy
generation to supplant most of our current petroleum demand, such that the goal for
biofuels should be being able to meet the demands that can’t be satisfied by batteries.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY

If you ask researchers whose work focuses on any one particular technology
discussed in this dissertation, they will likely tell you that their approach (for producing
electricity or storing energy for transportation) is the best. Of course, they can not all be
correct. Researchers in any field, particularly those focused on developing a technology
with commercial aspirations, tend to become biased in favor of their own technology.
Additionally, researchers who focus on one field tend to not have a thorough
understanding of the science involved or the current state of technology (and the
potential) of competing technologies. Moreover, they may not even have a sufficient
understanding of technologies that their own technology would depend on - for example,
researchers working on high temperature electrolysis of water to produce hydrogen may
be unaware of the efficiency (or rather, inefficiency) of hydrogen fuel cells and various
hydrogen storage means, thus being unaware of the problems posed by other inter-related
technologies.
The major goal of this dissertation, therefore, was to examine some of the most
prominent technologies for producing electricity and storing energy for transportation, to
provide a thorough and (hopefully) unbiased assessment of which hold the most promise,
and therefore warrant further research focus. Additionally, based on this assessment,
recommendations can be made on potential means for improving proposed or existing
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technologies (such as the integration of high oil algae production with wastewater
treatment, combined with the use of glycerol produced from transestérification for
methanol synthesis to provide the alcohol source necessary for transestérification).
The analysis of energy storage options in Chapter 2, together with the analysis of
Chapter 6 for potential means of improving biodiesel production, indicate that in terms of
energy efficiency the most appealing option for powering our transportation system is
lithium-ion batteries. Liquid organic/hydrocarbon fuels have significantly higher energy
density than options for storing electrical energy, but there are significant limitations to
the potential for liquid biofuels (and of course major drawbacks to liquid fossil fuels).
While solar energy reaching earth is orders of magnitude higher than our current energy
demand, and the potential efficiency of photosynthesis is fairly high for harvesting that
energy (11.6%, near current PVs), real world photosynthetic efficiencies of plants fall
well below this. When factoring in the efficiency for converting bulk biomass into
biofuels, net photosynthetic efficiencies are generally on the order of 0.1% or less. This
results in relatively low yields of fuel per land area for terrestrial crops, and thus
relatively low revenue per acre (while oil prices have risen substantially in recent years,
the market price of fuel is still substantially lower per unit mass or volume than the price
of food products, which could otherwise be grown on farms). Due to rising land values,
energy expenditures related to most terrestrial farming, and net greenhouse gas emissions
from intense land cultivation (reductions in soil organic carbon, nitrous oxide emissions
from fertilization, etc.), large-scale mono-crop farming is not an appealing option for
meeting our transportation energy needs (or especially for producing electricity).
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There are however a few options worth pursuing for biofuels production. For
terrestrial crops, the focus should be on those that either have negligible input
requirements, or those that can be grown on land on which little to nothing else grows. In
the latter case, jatropha curcas is the only option - a shrub which grows in very sandy
soils, gradually rebuilding the soil over time (largely through deposition of organic
carbon) so that it can eventually be used for growing other crops. Developing jatropha
plantations throughout parts of the developing world could prove immensely beneficial,
by “greening the desert” - so that societies currently largely dependent on imported food
and energy could become self-sufficient. The large labor costs involved in harvesting the
jatropha fruit would make it an unsuitable fuel crop though for industrialized nations.
As far as other terrestrial crops with negligible inputs, prairie grasses (i.e.
switchgrass), weeds (in particular Russian dandelion), and other forms of low grade
biomass are appealing. One acre of Russian dandelion yields enough inulin to potentially
produce up to 600 gallons of ethanol per year (more than the average yield from
cellulosic ethanol crops), as well as up to one ton of natural rubber. However, no large
scale testing has yet been done with this crop, to confirm that these yields are sustainable
and achievable in a variety of climates (pilot scale growing of Russian dandelion is
currently underway in Montana). This should be a prominent focus of further biofuels
research, due to the extremely low energy inputs required for growing Russian dandelion
(native American dandelion has slightly lower average inulin yields), and the ethanol
yield potentially exceeding essentially all other terrestrial crops, and with a valuable co
product.
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While this would provide a greater fuel-energy yield per acre than other terrestrial
crops that could reasonably be grown in the United States, it would not be able to replace
our current gasoline demand of 120 billion gallons (plus an additional 60 billion gallons
of diesel). At a projected yield of 600 gallons of ethanol per acre-year (420 gge/ay),
replacing just our current gasoline demand would require almost 300 million acres of
land, assuming no fuel is needed for the farming operations, and the optimal yield can be
achieved on all land (which is unrealistic). It is unlikely that this amount of acreage
(roughly 15% of the land-area of the US, when including Alaska) could be devoted to
such purposes, or achieve such yields. As the cost of converting inulin to ethanol has not
been established on an industrial scale, it is also not yet known how economically viable
the farming of dandelion would be - although the rubber co-product would certainly
improve the economics. The value of the co-product, and the high yields certainly
warrant further research - but until significantly more is known about the average yields
in a variety of climates, and the exact energy balance and cost of processing inulin into
ethanol on a commercial scale are known, the potential impact of this feedstock can not
be adequately determined.
Cellulosic ethanol has received increasing attention in the US, but the low
conversion efficiencies (from sunlight into ethanol) present a problem when coupled with
high land and labor costs. The low conversion efficiency requires very low feedstock
costs, which can not be realistically met by “farmed” energy crops (i.e. planted and
harvested specifically for the purpose of producing ethanol. The process though can make
use of waste biomass, with the analysis of section 2.1.4.1 indicating that such wastes
could potentially provide enough feedstock to produce roughly 35 billion gallons of
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ethanol, or 24.2 billion gasoline gallon equivalents (roughly 20% of our current gasoline
demand, not counting the demand for diesel), at current cellulose conversion efficiencies.
This feedstock could alternatively be processed through gasification and Fischer-Tropsch
synthesis, yielding slightly more fuel (in energy terms), and of a more desirable form
(chemically identical to gasoline, diesel, an kerosene, allowing direct use in existing
equipment, and an ideal replacement for jet fuel) - but with significantly higher cost.
Therefore, the gasification and FT synthesis route would primarily only be preferable for
uses demanding a higher energy density than ethanol (such as for jet fuel).
While waste biomass can be converted into fuel economically, the actual net
efficiency in terms of converting sunlight into fuel is quite low (but, since the biomass in
this case isn’t grown only for that purpose, this is acceptable). The net photosynthetic
efficiency can be substantially better when we consider aquatic plants, in particular high
oil microalgae. Such plants can achieve substantially higher photosynthetic efficiencies
than terrestrial crops (if provided sufficient CO2 and nutrients to keep up with their
growth rate, and agitation to further limit photosaturation), but the cost of
photobioreactors necessary for keeping out lower oil strains are a significant concern.
Even if the cost can be brought down, however, and we successfully develop a combined
process for converting glycerol from transestérification into methanol to eliminate the
need for natural gas derived methanol, the requirement for CO2 feed-gas will limit the
potential expansion of algal biodiesel. As shown in section 6.2, the amount of algal
biodiesel that could be produced animal farm waste available in the US even with very
optimistic assumptions equates to roughly only 25% of current diesel demand (under
10% of total petroleum demand).
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This illustrates that even with the potential yields from algal biodiesel and
cellulosic and inulin ethanol, other means of storing energy in a reasonably high density
manner would be required to meet our transportation needs, in order to shift entirely
away from petroleum. Moreover, the low net photosynthetic efficiency for producing
biofuels, combined with high land and labor costs, ultimately translates into higher fuel
costs per amount of usable energy (factoring in drivetrain efficiency) compared to an
electricity based energy carrier. While the very high energy density of liquid hydrocarbon
fuels will make them necessary and preferable for some applications, the feedstock
limitations and costs resulting from low efficiencies will make it difficult to compete
directly with electric energy storage systems. Chapter 2 thus included an analysis of
various means of storing electrical energy - in particular electrochemical batteries (with a
prominent focus on lithium-ion cells), hydrogen, and compressed air.
As shown in that chapter, and summarized in Table 2-2, the efficiency of lithiumion batteries should be roughly twice what could reasonably be achieved with hydrogen
(assuming the elimination of the solid electrolyte interphase film, which increases
internal resistance in Li-ion cells, resulting in a drop in efficiency at high currents). This
is based on the most efficient pathways for electrolysis derived hydrogen, with high
temperature electrolysis and near adiabatic compression having marginally better
efficiency than low temperature electrolysis and isothermal compression (essentially
centralized production of hydrogen and distribution at filling stations, and local
electrolysis and slow compression, respectively). However, the centralized production
case would require a new hydrogen distribution infrastructure to be built, with an
anticipated cost on the order of several hundred billion dollars.
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While the actual volumetric energy density of compressed hydrogen (at 10,000
psi) is a few times that of current Li-ion cells, the effective energy density when factoring
in the efficiency of converting the energy into mechanical energy is only about 40%
more, when not counting the volume of the fuel cell. Factoring in the volume of the fuel
cell (which is reasonable since the electrochemical conversion device of Li-ion cells is
already factored in) can lower the energy density by 20-30% or more. For illustrative
purposes, the volumetric energy density of the Honda FCX Clarity concept vehicle was
calculated including the fuel cell volume, and found to be 23% lower than that of current
Li-ion cells (with the volumetric energy density without the fuel cell being 1% greater
than current Li-ion cells, lower than the model used in Table 2-2, which assumed a higher
compression pressure).
The gravimetric energy density of compressed hydrogen, however, is roughly ten
times that of current Li-ion cells (almost six times when factoring in conversion
efficiencies). However, when factoring in the fuel cell mass, and using the Honda Clarity
as a real world example, the effective gravimetric energy density was found to drop
substantially, to be only three times that of current Li-ion cells. Since volume limitations
are likely to be a more pressing concern for automobiles than mass (provided the
gravimetric energy density isn’t unreasonably low), the roughly similar volumetric
energy densities of compressed hydrogen and current Li-ion cells indicate that neither is
substantially preferable in that regards.
While the higher gravimetric energy density of compressed hydrogen is
appealing, it is not large enough to justify the substantial drop in efficiency (and safety)
and increase in cost compared to Li-ion batteries. Moreover, there is little potential to
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further improve the energy density of compressed hydrogen beyond the values of Table
2-2 (the volumetric energy density simply can not be improved further, and the amount
that the effective gravimetric energy density can be increased is fairly small). However,
there remains significant potential to improve the energy density of Li-ion cells,
particularly through the use of thin film amorphous (glassy) lithium sulfide electrolytes to
eliminate the formation of the SLI film with carbonaceous anodes, and allow the use of
sulfurous cathodes without the gradual loss of cathodic material through formation of
lithium polysulfides soluble in conventional liquid organic electrolytes.
Currently, there are a few options that appear to have the most potential for
significantly improving Li-ion cells, that should be the primary focus of such research.
The development of high capacity cathodes has lagged far behind the anode end, as well
as the development of improved electrolytes. Other lithium metal oxides appear to
primarily only offer potentially lower costs and reduced toxicity (with the doped olivine,
LiFeP 0 4 , being the best alternative currently, albeit with reduced discharge capacity
compared to LiCo 0 4 ). The primary option for improving the discharge capacity of the
cathode is with sulfur composites made of sulfur embedded in a conductive matrix
(where testing has primarily used a carbon matrix so far).
However, composite sulfur cathodes have only been tested with lithium anodes to
date - largely necessitated because of the lithium needing to be incorporated into the
production of either the cathode or anode. Since the composite sulfur cathodes tested to
date have not incorporated lithium in the material (as it is produced), and the same is true
of C-Si composites anodes, lithium anodes were necessitated to provide a lithium source.
However, dendritic accumulation of lithium metal at the anode should be expected to
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remain a problem, particularly with liquid organic solvent based electrolytes (which can
ignite if a lithium dendrite penetrates through the membrane separating the cathode and
anode, producing an internal short, and subsequent rapid heating). It may be possible to
eliminate this problem though by using a thin film glassy lithium sulfide electrolyte, with
a lithium anode and composite sulfur cathode. This approach needs to be tested though. If
lithium dendrites remain a problem, it would be necessary to use a lithium intercalation
host as the anode (preferably a high specific surface area C-Si composite), with lithium
introduced in either the cathode or anode.
Because of the high efficiencies that have been achieved with Li-ion cells (on the
order of 95% when the SLI film is eliminated, although composite sulfur cathode cells
appear to offer lower efficiency - but with far less development on this end), and the
reasonable energy densities and much lower costs compared to a hydrogen fuel cell
system, this energy storage pathway warrants the most research focus.
The sustainability, efficiency, and cleanliness of electric vehicles though would of
course hinge on the shifting of our electric generation capacity away from coal and
natural gas. For that reason, a large focus of this dissertation was on the potential for non
fossil generation of electricity, in particular through nuclear (fusion and fission) and solar
power.
While the photon capture process of photovoltaics can make use of a greater
portion of the solar spectrum than photosynthesis, the energy of individual captured
photons is not harnessed as efficiently (since all energy above the bandgap is lost as heat,
with that heat reducing the efficiency of the electric field made by the n-p junction at
directing the flow of electrons). With photosynthesis, virtually all of the energy of a
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captured photon makes it to the reaction center, although a significant fraction of that
energy is lost in the chemical reactions taking place at the reaction center (and due to
photorespiration, and energy radiated when the metabolic processes can’t keep up with
the rate of photon capture). The net result though is that photovoltaic matierals are able to
deliver a substantially greater fraction of solar energy into a usable form (electric
current), with currently commercialized PV modules having efficiencies on the order of
12-17%. However, the large amount of crystalline silicon (c-Si) required for current
modules, and the high costs involved in producing it as well as the resulting cells,
translate into costs per power output that make c-Si based PVs not economically
competitive with other means of producing electricity. While using multiple layers with
different bandgap energies can provide higher efficiencies (by reducing the amount of
energy lost due to exceeding the bandgap energy), the additional cost offsets the
increased efficiency.
For that reason, research has focused on a few types of thin film photovoltaic
materials, which use far less raw material than conventional crystalline silicon wafers
(although the cost of current thin film deposition techniques largely offsets the reduced
raw material costs). However, there is significantly more potential for reducing
manufacturing costs with thin film PVs than reducing the material costs of conventional
crystalline silicon cells.
Thin film amorphous silicon (a-Si) cells have had the most focus, but continue to
suffer from a significant drop in dark conductivity and photoconductivity after prolonged
exposure to intense light (such as sunlight), known as the Staebler-Wronski effect^^^. This
typically reduces cell efficiency to under 10% within a few years. However, recent
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observations^^"^ that p-type hydrogenated protocrystalline silicon stabilizes more quickly
than amorphous silicon, and at a higher efficiency, could allow for more efficient
amorphous silicon based thin film PVs. This though requires significantly more
examination.
CdTe (Cadmium Telluride) solar cells currently have similar costs per watt to
crystalline silicon cells, while achieving slightly lower efficiencies (throughout the
literature individual cell efficiencies of 10-15% are commonly reported - so net module
efficiencies should be on the order of 75% of this). There hasn’t been any significant
increase in CdTe cell efficiencies for the past 15 years though, and no promising options
for significantly improving the efficiency in the future. The primary potential of all thin
film devices though, including CdTe, is not in achieving higher efficiencies than
crystalline Si PVs, but rather in achieving lower costs. The current state of CdTe thin film
technology does not afford a significant cost reduction - evidenced by BP Solar’s
decision in 2003 to close down their CdTe thin film PV production facility (and a-Si thin
film PV facility) only a few years after opening the facility due to the cost of the
materials not being competitive (in terms of $/watt) compared to traditional c-Si modules.
The critical challenge for CdTe as well as other thin film PV technologies is therefore
developing cheaper film deposition processes that more economically scale up to large
production scales.
The primary thin film technology that does hold promise for further efficiency
improvements, and already achieves higher efficiency than other thin films, is Copper
Indium Gallium Selenide (or more correctly diSelenide), with the formula CuIni_xGaxSe2 .
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The significant efficiency variations in CIGS cells with relatively minor changes in
chemical composition (due to micro-domain formation) present significant challenges for
scaling up the two and three stage film deposition techniques used in labs for producing
individual cells to commercial scale processing. The Intra-absorber Junction (lAJ) model
proposed by Stanbery appears capable of explaining this phenomenon as the formation of
copper rich and copper deficient phases that act as p-type and n-type micro-domains, with
the local micro-junctions more efficiently separating electron-hole pairs upon photon
capture, reducing recombination losses. However, the variation in bandgap energies
between the two phases (apparently due to Ga concentrating in the Cu rich phase), and
the resulting in crease in band-to-band radiative emission decreasing efficiency remains a
challenge.
Further improving our understanding of these phases and how to control their
formation will allow better reproducibility of CIGS cell efficiencies (and potentially
further increase efficiencies), facilitating commercialization. Because of the high
efficiencies that have been achieved, and the existence of a model that appears capable of
explaining the anomalous phenomenon that have been observed (whereas the StaeblerWronski effect that decreases the efficiency of a-Si thin film cells is far less understood),
CIGS should be the primary focus of further thin film PV research, as they currently
show the most promise for commercialization. Dissolving the semiconductor and dopants
in an ink that can be sprayed onto a conductive substrate provides a much lower cost
production system than vacuum deposition techniques, although the efficiency (and the
effect on the formation of the a and P phases in CIGS cells) of cells produced with this
process is not yet well established. The ongoing commercialization of this process should
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provide important data on the potential of this deposition technique, which will ultimately
play a large role in the viability of thin film photovoltaics.
Solar thermal electric systems currently have moderately lower costs per installed
watt than PVs, but generally only when not factoring in the cost of land. The large land
requirements and need for very good solar conditions (since efficiency drops
substantially with reduced solar irradiation) will ultimately limit the scope of STEs.
Additionally, the costs are not competitive with other large power plants without
subsidies. While the installation and integration of a PV system into a person’s home can
be more readily justified (on a per-individual basis) in spite of a rapid return on
investment, that is not the case for large power plants built by corporations beholden to
shareholders.
While it is anticipated that more solar thermal electric systems will be built in
coming years, it is believed that this will largely be due to the existence of government
subsidies, rather than proven economic viability of the technology itself. Further, because
of the limitations imposed by the need to limit “uncontrollable” electricity supplies to a
level manageable by the grid (and associated energy storage systems), it is doubtful that
solar thermal electricity will ever provide a large portion of the total electricity demand in
the US. Because of the proven reliability however, it will be suitable for specific
locations (in particular cities in deserts, such as in Nevada and parts of California - as
well as many developing countries) - provided subsidies remain in place to make up for
the high capital cost.
While STEs are currently cheaper than PVs in terms of capital cost per watt, there
is significantly more hope for reducing the cost of PVs than STEs, with thin film CIGS
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PVs produced with inkjet spraying having the potential to undercut the cost of STEs.
Additionally, as the physics involved in solar thermal electric systems are well
understood, this field does not appear worthwhile for additional research by physicists
(the remaining issues are purely engineering in nature), unlike thin film photovoltaics. In
the solar energy field, therefore, the best research areas for physicists (which have the
potential for improving the commercial viability of a solar energy system) are improving
our understanding of phase separation in CIGS, and developing lower cost thin film
deposition techniques that are more readily scaled up.
Increasing the US capacity for bulk energy storage for the electric grid (with
compressed air or pumped hydro being the best options) will be critical for significantly
increasing the fraction of our energy demand that can be met by “uncontrollable” energy
sources such as wind and solar. Of course, even without an increase in those types of
energy sources, increasing the bulk energy storage capacity would be highly desirable to
decrease the impact of peak demand, and reduce the need for installed capacity that sits
idle a large fraction of the time. But, it would be impractical (or impossible) to have
sufficient bulk energy storage to allow all of our electricity to be produced from such
uncontrollable sources. For that reason, a large portion of this dissertation focused on
analyzing nuclear fission and fusion power, as they are the primary “controllable” non
fossil electricity sources available to us. Additionally, these means of producing
electricity involve some very interesting physics questions and challenges, particularly so
in the case of nuclear fusion.
The next generation of fission reactors will need to not only produce less waste
than current reactors, but preferably also burn up their own waste, and ideally even the
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waste from existing (2"^ and 3"^ generation) reactors. Additionally, a shift away from the
present fuel cycle, which depends on very limited quantities of

and primarily uses a

once-through fuel cycle, will need to be made. By shifting to using the thorium and or
plutonium (breeding) fuel cycles, nuclear fission based power has the potential to
continue supplying electricity to the planet for potentially thousands of years, rather than
mere decades. These issues, and the desire for inherent passive safety (from a negative
reactivity feedback) and proliferation resistance are the primary goals for the next
generation of reactors.
From the standpoint of limiting the production of additional TRU waste, and
being able to burn up the waste produced within that one reactor itself, thermal spectrum
thorium fuel cycle reactors appear preferable over fast spectrum plutonium cycle reactors
(or conventional thermal spectrum uranium reactors). However, achieving a good neutron
economy with this cycle hinges on the ability to limit the percentage of ^^^Pa nuclei
which capture another neutron before decaying, thus either requiring fairly low neutron
fluxes in the breeding region of the reactor, and/or the online removal and onsite decay of
the protactinium into

The few operational thorium reactors in the past have focused

on the former approach rather than the latter, due to the economics and technical
difficulty of the latter (although it should provide improved overall neutron economics).
Maintaining good neutron economics, unfortunately, limits the ability to bum up
additional TRU waste in a critical thermal spectmm thorium cycle reactor. Nevertheless,
the reduced production of TRU waste and greater proliferation resistance make it more
appealing for advanced reactors if the ability to also transmute TRU waste produced from
2"^* and 3"^ generation reactors is not necessary.
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Since the ability to transmute additional TRU waste has been viewed as an
important goal, fast spectrum plutonium fuel cycle reactors have received the most
attention for advanced reactors, largely due to the perception that a fast spectrum is
preferable for transmutation of TRU waste. In general this is an accurate view, since a
thermal spectrum with flux equal to that of a typical thermal reactor results in TRUs
being net neutron absorbers (nuclear poisons), while at a fast spectrum they can be net
neutron producers due to fast fission of the nuclides. However, as discussed in section
3.2.6.2, incorporating a significant percentage of TRUs into the fuel of a fast reactor
introduces significant safety concerns, due to the inherent positive reactivity arising from
an increase in neutron energy spectrum with coolant expansion, as well as the
significantly reduced effective delayed neutron fraction. Some approaches are feasible for
reducing the impact of the inherent positive reactivity feedback with TRUs in a fast
spectrum, but with various drawbacks (in particular reducing the neutron efficiency).
For that reason, if TRUs could be transmuted effectively with a thermal neutron
spectrum, it would be more appealing overall. This would require a driven subcritical
reactor, as a critical thermal reactor can not provide the neutron flux necessary for
thermal transmutation of TRUs (as discussed in section 4.5.4). The analysis of section 4.5
indicates that the best approach for a driven subcritical reactor, for this purpose, would
use an “electronuclear” driver (essentially a spallation driver but using a ^^^U target rather
than lead, as the reduced critical energy allows a significantly greater number of fissions
in the target, producing more neutrons overall, and additional energy). A “layering”
approach can be used to accomplish different functions in such a reactor, due to the
neutron flux decreasing radially away from fhe elecfronuclear fargef. Thermal
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transmutation of TRUs could be accomplished in the region closest to the target (with the
TRUs carried in heavy water to provide moderation and carry away heat, with minimal
neutron losses), with additional energy production in the next region (carrying ^^^U
and/or ^^^Pu), and breeding of fissile material in the outermost region.
Unfortunately, the low cost of raw uranium ore currently reduces the incentive for
such a system, as well as simpler breeder reactors. However, as the price of raw ore
increases, and proliferation and waste concerns begin to more strongly impact the
economics of nuclear reactors, both critical breeder reactors (thermal thorium and fast
plutonium) and subcritical reactors will become more economically attractive.
Because of these proliferation and waste concerns revolving around fission
reactors, many have hoped that nuclear fusion will offer a completely clean, “safe”
alternative. Unfortunately, the analysis of Chapter 4 does not bare that out. Since the
most prominent fusion energy programs (in MCF, IGF, and pCF) continue to focus on
use of DT fuel, the production of 14.1 MeV neutrons from D(T,n)"^He fusion reactions,
and the subsequent damage and activation of structural materials remains a pressing
concern, contrary to the perfectly “clean” perception of fusion reactors.
Additionally, the need to continually breed and handle tritium is a problem - both
from the standpoint of the additional complexity (and therefore cost) of such systems as
well as concerns over the handling of radioactive tritium. Due to these concerns, there has
been increased interest in so-called “advanced fusion fuels” (“catalyzed” DD, D^He, and
p^^B in particular). But, as shown and discussed in section 4.1, the requirements for
energy production with other fuels are significantly higher than those for a DT plasma,
and some (p^^B) are simply not capable of producing net energy. It bears pointing out that
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the ignition triple product requirements (Figure 4-10) and power density (Figure 4-8)
curves calculated herein for catalyzed DD differ from those calculated by other authors
(Mcnally, 1982, and Nevins, 1998, for example), who appear to have not properly
accounted for the equilibrium concentrations of ^He and Tritium, resulting in
substantially more favorable triple product requirements and power densities. Of course,
even with their more favorable results, the requirements are still significantly higher than
those of DT.
Additionally, it must be pointed out that the analysis of Chapter 4 ignored designdependent energy losses - in particular cyclotron radiation and the energy required to
drive a toroidal plasma current for producing the poloidal field necessary to confine a
tokamak plasma. This is justifiable on the grounds that cyclotron losses can be reduced
substantially by reflection back into the plasma (since the average cyclotron radiation
frequency is substantially lower than the frequency of Bremsstrahlung radiation,
cyclotron radiation will not as readily pass through the plasma), and that by achieving
high p plasmas the bootstrap current can be increased enough to substantially (up to 7080%) reduce the required energy for driving the remaining plasma current. Without the
bootstrap current, the energy required to drive the poloidal current by non-inductive
means (neutral beam injection, electron cyclotron wave, or lower hybrid wave) would be
consume a significant fraction of the energy generated from a tokamak plasma.
Additionally, auxiliary current drive itself produces undesirable instabilities.
With a high p (poloidal P of ~3) though, the bootstrap current should be able to
reduce the additional energy input required for the rest of the necessary plasma current to
reasonable levels (Miyamoto, 2005). This is the only viable approach for tokamaks, as
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relying on inductive plasma current drive makes the plasma confinement inherently
pulsed, which is simply not a realistic option for a commercial powerplant. Therefore, the
focus for magnetic confinement systems must be on achieving high P to maximize the
bootstrap current, or other magnetic confinement schemes (stellarators). Stellarator
designs can eliminate the need for the poloidal current to resist the Fermi drift, providing
a “steady-state” confinement.
However, stellarators have some pressing concerns (in addition to the neutron
damage issue that will face all DT fusion systems) - in particular the extremely high
particle to energy confinement time ratio exhibited without HDH modes. Without
improving this ratio, ash and other impurity accumulation would make net energy
production impossible. A significant reason for the low ratio is the low energy
confinement times achievable with stellarators, roughly 2-3 orders of magnitude lower
than what ITER is expected to achieve, which correspondingly leads to a best triple
product achieved to date for stellarators roughly three orders of magnitude lower than
what ITER should achieve. Thus, while the ability to sustain confinement without a
driven plasma current (which requires energy input and drives instability formation) with
stellarators is sufficient to justify further research, the poor energy confinement (and high
Tp/ te ratio) presents a significant challenge that must be resolved.
While ITER should achieve a triple product sufficient for net energy breakeven
(although it will not include actual electricity production), there are many challenges that
are likely to prevent commercial viability of tokamak based DT fusion reactors.
Prominent additional physics challenges facing conventional magnetic confinement
fusion of a DT plasma revolve around improving our understanding of the formation of
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and means of preventing various plasma instabilities. As the analysis of Chapter 4 is
intended to be a fundamental analysis of the potential for energy production without
delving into all of the plasma physics involved with stability formation (in part due to the
dependence on the particular magnetic confinement design), these issues are beyond the
scope of this dissertation - although improving our understanding and control of plasma
instabilities will be critically important for magnetic confinement fusion (and to a lesser
extent inertial confinement fusion) to become realistically commercially viable.
Because of the lower triple product requirements for energy production, the focus
of most fusion research remains primarily on DT fuels in all three confinement schemes.
Active programs are testing various materials in high fluxes of 14.1 MeV neutrons, in the
hopes of finding materials that can survive a sustained flux of such high energy neutrons
from a commercial-scale DT fusion plasma. While ITER will not include any means of
assessing the impact of a large 14.1 MeV neutron flux (of course, ITER will run on DD
fuel, as no tritium breeding system will be incorporated, and it is only intended to assess
the plasma confinement system), the EFDA-JET program does have the potential for
such testing. This testing, and development of materials capable of sustaining higher
fluxes of 14 MeV neutrons will be critical for any DT fusion system to have a chance at
commercial viability. This is largely a result of the 14 MeV neutron flux loading of the
first wall and other structural materials limiting the power density of the reactor to
significantly lower than conventional or potential fission reactors. As the economics will
scale (in part) roughly inversely proportional to the power density, this implies a high
cost per watt for DT fusion systems even if the other challenges are all resolved. Such a
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scenario would beg the question - even if we can produce net electricity with DT fusion,
would anyone want to build such a system?
The concerns revolving around the 14.1 MeV neutrons produced by DT fusion
have prompted considerable interest in alternative fusion fuel cycles, in particular
aneutronic ones. Unfortunately, as shown in Section 4.1.6.1 and 4.2.1, the most appealing
completely aneutronic fuel (p^^B) can not produce net power in a magnetic confinement
scheme due to Bremsstrahlung losses exceeding fusion power by a significant margin.
Further, proposed means of reducing bremsstrahlung losses (removing electrons entirely,
or keeping the electrons or heavy (^^B) ions at a lower temperature than the rest of the
plasma) either require more power than can be produced from the fusion (section 4.6.2),
or (in the case of removal of electrons) reduce the achievable particle densities far too
much (section 4.6.3).
A D^He plasma has frequently been proposed as a potential aneutronic fuel, but
DD side reactions lead to significant neutron production - however, as discussed in
section 4.6.4.1, plasma polarization may be able to both increase D(^He,p)'^He reactivity
and reduce DD side reactions, although there continues to be disagreement in the
literature about the viability of the latter. More important for a D^He plasma is the fact
that ^He exists only in trace quantities here on earth, and mining it from the moon can
hardly be considered an economically viable option.
The “Helium catalyzed DD” cycle proposed by MIT is an interesting alternative
fuel cycle with reduced production of 14.1 MeV neutrons (in particular compared to pure
DT), that uses both DD fusion reactions to produce ^He (by removing tritons produced
from D(d,p)T fusions and allowing them to decay into ^He). But, as shown in section
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4.2.2.1.1, this cycle would require the tritium produced from D(d,p)T reactions to be
removed quickly with respect to the D (T,n/H e reaction time, requiring a triton particle
confinement time much less than the energy confinement time for energy viability.
This would not be possible in a conventional (toroidal) magnetic confinement
system, but may be feasible with a levitated dipole confinement scheme. However, it
would require the development of a means of actively removing tritons (exclusively)
from the fringes of the dipole field, since the actual particle confinement time couldn’t be
sufficiently reduced with respect to the energy confinement time, but tritons produced
from D(d,p)T reactions would be pushed out to the outer fringes of the field quickly and
frequently enough, that if an active triton removal system could be made viable, triton
removal could happen on timescales much smaller than the energy confinement time,
making the helium catalyzed DD cycle viable. Of course, this would still require the
continual on-site storage o f -650 kg of tritium per GWg of the reactor, which would
provide both environmental and proliferation concerns (since tritium is required for a
thermonuclear bomb).
Even if a means of actively removing tritons fast enough can be produced, a
significant fraction (8-10%) of tritons would still undergo in-flight fast-fusions before
thermalizing, such that the flux of 14.1 MeV neutrons can not be entirely eliminated,
which will expose the superconducting ring to neutron damage. As can be seen by this
analysis, a helium catalyzed DD fuel in a levitated dipole confinement field has many
potential “deal-breakers” (if neutron damage from in-flight fast fusions is too much for
the superconducting ring, if active triton removal can not be adequately managed, and
whether or not ignition is stable in a dipole field as predicted by others), but if those
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problems can be avoided, this approach would be a very appealing option for pure fusion
energy production. Therefore, this approach is certainly worth continuing research.
Based on this, the outlook for magnetically confined fusion plasmas as potential
electric powerplants is not promising, despite the fact that ITER will likely achieve a
triple product sufficient for net energy production. Unfortunately, things do not look
much better for inertial confinement fusion. Similarly to magnetic confinement fusion,
the challenge isn’t so much in just being able to produce net energy, but in being able to
do so in an economically viable manner, with a powerplant that companies would be
interested in building and running. This will in large part be due to the difficulties in
achieving the repetition rate that would be necessary for such viability.
While both lasers and particle accelerators (for laser or ion drive) can operate with
very high duty cycles, and the National Ignition Facility should be able to achieve pellet
self-ignition, and subsequently a sufficient pellet gain for net energy production, the
greatest challenge for ICF will revolve around rapid tritium breeding, harvesting, pellet
construction, and placement to achieve a high repetition rate.
The National Ignition Facility, when completed in 2010, should be able to achieve
isobaric ignition. However, the predicted pR values for fuel pellets to be used at NIF are
not sufficient for achieving a gain high enough for viable net electricity production - as
the burn fraction will be only on the order of 10-15%. But, the laser power and
uniformity may be adequate to ultimately achieve a sufficiently high pellet gain with
future pellet designs, if hohlraum temperatures higher than previously achievable (based
on the expectation that the hohlraum plasma must stay below 10% of the critical density)
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can be achieved, as the recent experiments with HELEN have suggested (Stevenson, et.
al , 2005).

It is anticipated that isobaric laser ICF will require drivers with energies on the
order of 5-10 Ml, compared to the 1.8 M l of NIF, for achieving a sufficiently high gain
for commercially viable electric production. This is a result of the high minimum input
energy requirements for ignition - based on the energy needed to compress the
surrounding main fuel to Fermi degenerate densities while nearly adiabatically heating a
small hot spot to ignition temperatures. The commensurate requirements for spherical
symmetry of the driving radiation (due to the large spherical convergence ratio required
to adequately compress the target) and difficulties in achieving such symmetry with
direct laser or ion drive shifted the focus to indirect drive, requiring hohlraums to be
produced with similar surface uniformity. The target surface uniformity requirements (to
limit Rayleigh-Taylor instability growth at the density layer boundaries) exacerbates the
challenge for target manufacturing for future potential high repetition rate facilities.
The fast ignition approach can significantly reduce the requirements for surface
uniformity, and laser energy (although laser power increases substantially, for the
focused high intensity auxiliary beam), while achieving significantly higher pellet gains,
making it a more appealing option as far as potentially becoming commercially viable.
Because of this, it warrants further research, with the prominent focus being on getting
around the Alfvén current limit, to provide sufficient hot spot heating power. Since the
Alfvén limit arises from the inability of a large forward directed current to exist outside a
beam radius greater than the gyroradius of the moving charged particles (electrons in this
case), the most appealing approaches are either increasing the electron gyroradius by
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increasing the electron energy, or using a proton beam (which would have a higher
gyroradius). The proton beam could be derived from impinging a high energy laser on a
metal foil in front of the pellet or from a particle accelerator - a more efficient option due
to the significantly higher energy efficiency of accelerators compared to lasers. However,
particle accelerators can not currently achieve anywhere near the intensity (10^"^ W/m^) or
power (-10^^ W) required for fast ignition.
From an energy efficiency standpoint, the approach proposed by (Roth, et. al.,
2001)^'*^ is the most appealing option. Due to the low efficiency of lasers compared to
particle accelerators, their proposal uses a particle accelerator to initially compress the
pellet core (which would require indirect drive due to the difficulty in achieving
sufficient spherical symmetry with a particle accelerator), followed by a high power and
intensity laser pulse on a foil target to create a proton beam for hot spot ignition. This
approach was proposed before the Alfvén current limit problem was known, but may be
able to overcome that issue, as the proton beam would have a substantially greater
gyroradius (due to the greater proton mass). Continuing research is therefore warranted
on this approach to assess, not only to assess the ability to overcome the Alfvén limit, but
also to assess the impact on instability formation by the high energy proton beam.
Unfortunately, the primary facility for ICF research in the US (NIF) will focus on
“conventional” isobaric ignition, as while the laser power of the facility is enormous (500
TW), it is insufficient for fast ignition due to the very short time interval (<10 ps) in
which the second laser pulse (for hot spot heating) must be delivered.
With either the isochoric or isobaric approach, however, ultimately, the main
challenge for commercial viability of ICF power will not be the ability to achieve
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sufficiently high gain, but rather the technical challenges of a high repetition rate. ICF
facilities operated to date have run with repetition rates on the order of a few target
burnings per day or less. Due to the energy yield per pellet burned, repetition rates on the
order of 5 per second are anticipated for commercial viability (potentially as low as 1 per
second with a fast ignition approach). Considering the need to breed tritium onsite from
lithium (either lithium on the ablation surface, or in a blanket around the fusion chamber),
harvest tritium, and manufacture targets with the high level of precision required (surface
roughness less than 300 nm rms, as discussed in section 4.3.3.3, for isobaric ICF),
keeping targets cryogenically cooled to solidify the main fuel layer until target bum, and
place the pellets inside precisely constmcted hohlraums (for indirect drive), doing all of
this with a repetition rate on the order of Hz seems overwhelming. Add in the need to
clear the fusion chamber of target “exhaust” (ablated material from the pellet and
hohlraum, fusion products, and unspent fuel that would otherwise absorb laser power and
contribute to instability production via beam scattering), largely evacuating the chamber
between target burns, and filling the hohlraum with a low density gas before beam firing,
and there are clearly some very large operational difficulties for a high repetition ICF
facility.
The fast ignition approach (or potentially even isobaric ignition) may however
allow the use of non-DT fuel for the “main fuel” region of the pellets, although the hot
spot to be ignited must be DT (as the much lower reactivities of other fuels make inertial
confinement virtually infeasible, drastically increasing the power input required). But, the
use of other fuels for the bulk fuel would significantly reduce the pellet energy gain, as
the lower reactivities of other fuels would translate to a much lower burn fraction.
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Overall, these challenges with going from technological viability (achieving
energy breakeven) to commercial viability appear insurmountable for inertial
confinement fusion, and potentially so for magnetic confinement fusion. The scenario is
even worse for muon catalyzed fusion, which as shown in section 4.4, can not provide a
sufficient energy multiplication. So, without a massive decrease in the energy required to
produce negative muons (with no apparent means of achieving that foreseeable), muon
catalyzed fusion appears to offer no potential for viable energy production.
Because of these challenges with all three confinement schemes, many have
proposed integrating fusion and fission systems, using a DT fusion reactor to breed fissile
plutonium in a

blanket (surrounding the lithium blanket used for tritium breeding).

While this would be technically feasible, the much greater complexity of such a system
compared to a spallation or electronuclear based system makes it unappealing. Therefore,
overall, the potential of commercially viable energy production (or integration into a
fission-based energy production system) is not promising. It is worth pointing out though
that the past several decades of fusion research have drastically increased our plasma
physics knowledge base (as well as nuclear physics, particularly in the case of muon
catalyzed fusion), and further research would continue to do so. Therefore, our perception
of fusion research should shift to viewing it more as fundamental physics research than
research that has a significant potential of providing a means of producing energy.

7.1. Final Thoughts
Ultimately, physicists must keep in mind that increasing complexity drives higher
costs - and while we may be personally interested in the complexities involved in fusion
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and other technologies, that level of complexity presents a significant problem when it
comes to commercialization. The two clearest examples of this are nuclear fusion and
hydrogen fuel cells (particularly the latter). While hydrogen fuel cells are an interesting
technology, they simply can not compete with more practical lithium-ion batteries in
terms of efficiency and cost. In fact, despite frequent claims to the contrary, the thermal
efficiency of PEM fuel cells is only marginally better than the most efficient current
gasoline engines (-40-45% compared to 38% for the Atkins cycle gasoline engine in the
Toyota Prius), and of similar efficiency to diesel engines (-43% for the turbo direct
engines used by Volkswagen, and efficiencies approaching 50-55% for homogeneous
charge compression ignition diesel engines now in development).
For transportation, therefore, the greatest focus should be on further improving
lithium-ion batteries, with a particular focus on cathode development. The extent to
which liquid biofuels can meet our demands is fairly limited, but are worth pursuing to
the extent laid out in this dissertation. Because biofuels will ultimately have difficulty
competing economically with electricity (assuming anticipated further development and
commercialization of Li-ion batteries for vehicles), the market for biofuels though will
likely ultimately be limited more by the amount of demand for which the energy density
of batteries is too low (primarily therefore as jet fuel, long distance trucking, and the
segment of personal transportation that cannot be met by pure electric vehicles or plug-in
electric hybrids).
While nuclear fusion involves a wealth of interesting nuclear and plasma physics,
it is difficult to conceive that a nuclear fusion powerplant could ever be commercially
viable. The most viable fusion fuel, deuterium-tritium, presents two very large challenges
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- breeding and managing tritium, and the flux of high energy neutrons. The only
potentially viable alternative fuel cycle, the helium catalyzed deuterium-deuterium fuel
cycle, has its own potential deal-breakers (the ability to actively remove tritium fast
enough, and whether the levitating superconductor can sufficiently handle the flux of
neutrons from D(d,n)^He fusion and fast fusion of tritons with douterons, as well as
managing a very large on-site tritium stockpile).
Because of these problems, it is recommended that the greatest focus should
instead be on advanced nuclear fission reactors for providing our base-load electric
generation needs. Both fast plutonium cycle and thermal thorium cycle reactors are
viable, albeit not economically competitive with low uranium market prices (which
should not last much longer). Significant focus should be placed on driving subcritical
reactors with spallation or electronuclear drivers (where the latter would have better
energy efficiency, but potentially greater problems from producing waste from the
target - although the reactor itself should be able to bum up that waste), with the thermal
transmutation approach certainly warranting more research.
Further improving CIGS thin film photovoltaics should lead to solar cells with
lower costs than current modules, but very large cost reductions would be necessary to
make PVs or solar thermal electric systems economically competitive with nuclear
fission derived electricity. For that reason, and combined with the need to limit such
uncontrollable energy sources to allow reasonable grid management, it should be
expected that solar power will not be able to meet a majority of our energy demands
anytime in the foreseeable future (i.e. short of a monumental improvement). It will
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therefore be necessary to rely largely on an expansion of nuclear fission based power, if
we are to significantly shift away from fossil fuels.
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